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Chapter 1
Introduction: The End of Desertification?

Roy Behnke and Michael Mortimore

Abstract The opening chapters of this book examine something that never
occurred but was widely believed to have existed—the late 20th century deserti-
fication crisis in the Sahel. Recent advances in climatology and changing weather
patterns have effectively terminated further scientific debate about the existence of
widespread Sahelian desertification, providing us with an opportunity to take stock
and draw lessons. The logical and empirical shortcomings of the concept of
desertification have been known for decades but the idea has been institutionalized
at the global level and is remarkably resilient. The middle section of this book
presents new reasons for concluding that the concept of desertification is no longer
analytically useful and that we should instead struggle to better define and measure
dryland degradation. The closing chapters of the book provide case studies from
around the world that examine the use and relevance of the desertification concept.
Despite an increasingly sophisticated understanding of dryland environments and
societies, the uses now being made of the desertification concept in parts of Asia
exhibit many of the shortcomings of earlier work done in Africa. It took scientists
more than three decades to transform a perceived desertification crisis in the Sahel
into a non-event. This book is an effort to critically examine that experience and
accelerate the learning process in other parts of the world.

Keywords Desertification � Dryland degradation � UNCCD � Sahel � China
In The End of Nomadism? Humphrey and Sneath (1999) questioned the future of
pastoralism in Inner Asia and challenged the analytical categories routinely used to
characterize the world’s mobile pastoral systems. The question in the title of the
present book draws attention to the shortcomings of another, related scientific
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concept, that of desertification, which has become a political tool of global
importance even as the scientific basis for its use grows weaker. We shall argue that
the concept of desertification has ceased to be analytically useful and distorts our
understanding of social-environmental systems and their sustainable development,
particularly in poor countries with variable rainfall and persistent poverty. In the
interests of better policy and governance, we need to reconsider the scientific
justification and the institutionalized promotion of attempts to combat
desertification.

There are three parts to our indictment:
Part I of this book examines something that never occurred but was widely

believed to have existed—the late 20th century desertification crisis in the Sahel—
the affair that ushered in the modern ‘Age of Desertification’ (Davis, Chap. 8).
Science advances by failing as well as succeeding, and understanding the aetiology
of a misconception can help to prevent its repetition. Recent advances in clima-
tology and changing weather patterns in the Sahel have effectively terminated
further scientific debate about the existence of widespread desertification in that
region in the late 20th century, providing us with an opportunity to take stock and
draw lessons. The chapters in Part I also exemplify the methodological sophisti-
cation and care with which current research investigates social, political, economic
and environmental change in the Sahel, including the politicized nature of the
desertification concept (Chap. 2), the changing paradigms in understanding
social-environmental systems (Chap. 3), the relations between degradation and
conflict (Chap. 4), re-greening through on-farm afforestation (Chap. 5), the com-
bination of earth satellite data with ground observations (Chap. 6) and adaptation or
resilience of agro-ecosystems (Chap. 7). This work has dispelled the very notion of
widespread, catastrophic environmental degradation in the region, altered the rec-
ommended approach to environmental management, and underscored the need for
scientifically informed governance.

The logical and empirical shortcomings of the concept of desertification have
been known for decades (Chaps. 2 and 3; Mortimore 1989; Thomas and Middleton
1994; Warren and Agnew 1988; Swift 1996) but the idea has been institutionalized
at the global level and is remarkably resilient. Part II of this book presents new
reasons for concluding that the concept of desertification is no longer analytically
useful and that we should instead struggle to better define and operationalize the
admittedly difficult concept of dryland degradation.1 The main planks in our
argument are the pre-scientific and now indefensible set of ideas that generated the
term ‘desertification’ (Chap. 8), the undefined and unquantifiable nature of the

1Drylands receive relatively low precipitation in the form of rainfall or snow and have an aridity
index of <0.65. The aridity index is a measure of the ratio between average annual precipitation
and total annual potential evapotranspiration. Drylands can be subdivided into: hyper-arid deserts
(<0.05 index of aridity), arid (0.05–0.20 index of aridity), semi-arid (0.2–0.5 index of aridity) and
dry sub-humid (0.5–0.65 index of aridity). A further defining characteristic of many (but not all)
drylands is a strongly seasonal and sharply variable distribution of precipitation, both within and
between rainy seasons (UN Environment Management Group 2011).
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concept on a global or regional scale (Chap. 9), the need and opportunity to sub-
sume desertification within a larger framework of global change (Chap. 10), and our
current understanding of rangeland dynamics, which contradicts important aspects
of desertification theory (Chap. 11).

Part III presents regional case studies that document dryland degradation and
assess the efficacy of state policies to control degradation in different semi-arid
environments. Chapters 12–14 and 16 examine the environmental impact of live-
stock production and crop agriculture in East Africa, South America and the
Mediterranean. Chapter 15 looks at how journalists in three countries depict pas-
toralists, who are often viewed as one of the main agents of desertification. The final
three chapters of the book, Chap. 17–19, document a worrying disconnection
between policy formulation and environmental research on dryland issues in
Central Asia and China. The use now being made of the concept of desertification
in parts of Asia exhibits uncomfortable parallels to the history of the concept in the
Sahel, suggesting that a reappraisal of Sahelian desertification is of more than
regional or historical interest.

A final overview, Chap. 20, evaluates the contents of this book in terms of the
‘drylands development paradigm’, a recent and authoritative guide to investigating
the complexities of dryland environments and societies.

1.1 Part I: Desertification in the Sahel: The Meaning
of a Non-event

Given the complexity, imprecision and methodological opacity of desertification,
the concept has lost its analytical utility for science and practice. Our argument
begins in the Sahel, where a large literature has developed surrounding the wide-
spread use of the concept, where the term itself was popularized, and where
mainstream desertification orthodoxy has now been effectively dismantled by new
scientific knowledge.

1.1.1 Crisis Versus Evolution

If desertification denotes an environmental crisis consisting of irreversible degra-
dation on a sub-continental scale, then the most significant thing about desertifica-
tion in the Sahel is that it never happened. Localized, even severe land degradation
certainly exists in the region. Widespread, long-term degradation of some compo-
nents of the environment may also be occurring (Herrmann and Sop on trees,
Chap. 5), or not (Hiernaux et al. Chap. 6 on herbaceous and shrub vegetation in the
northern Sahel). But the care with which researchers now work indicates the subtlety
of these long-term environmental trends (Miehe et al. 2010) and, on occasion, the
debatable nature of their existence (Hein and de Ridder 2006; Prince et al. 1998,
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2007). While degradation is certainly a reality in the Sahel at some localities or with
respect to certain components of the environment, there is no evidence of a catas-
trophic regional environmental crisis: ‘Existing data do not support the claim that the
African Sahel is a desertification hotspot’ (Lepers et al. 2005: 122).

In the last century there was a Sahelian crisis, but not one of desertification.
Beginning in the 1970s, a prolonged and severe drought caused tremendous human
suffering. This drought was initially seen as ‘a catalyst which exposed the delete-
rious effects of long-term degradation by people’ (Thomas and Middleton 1994:
27). Recent shifts in rainfall patterns have witnessed the re-greening of much of the
Sahel (Seaquist et al. 2009; Bégué et al. 2011; Olsson et al. 2005; Anyamba and
Tucker 2005; Herrmann et al. 2005), and in retrospect it now seems that the mostly
reversible effects of a persistent drought were simply confused with long-term
degradation.

1.1.2 Blame and Response

Destructive land use practices by peasants and pastoralists—primarily primitive
farming techniques and overgrazing—were blamed for causing Sahelian drought
and desertification. In the late 1970s a renowned expert on the Sahel listed the
causes of desertification as: overgrazing, overcultivation, uprooting woody species,
borehole drilling and livestock vaccination campaigns (Le Houérou 1977); the
UNCOD in 1977 identified overcultivation, overgrazing, deforestation and mis-
management of irrigated cropland (Thomas and Middleton 1994). It was argued
that by removing vegetation, traditional agriculture exacerbated erosion and
increased the reflectivity of the earth’s surface, permanently shifting the regional
climate towards more arid conditions (Charney et al. 1975). This argument was
eventually refuted by climatological research summarized and discussed in detail by
Giannini in Chap. 10. Climatological research demonstrated that the immediate
cause of the great Sahel droughts had not even been terrestrial in origin, but resulted
from variations in sea surface temperatures, and to the extent that these oceanic
temperature anomalies had terrestrial causes, these could be traced to the changing
composition of the air pollutants emitted in the northern hemisphere. Residents of
the Sahel had not, as previously asserted, been the agents of their own misery.

The conclusive scientific demise of the Sahelian desertification paradigm only
came about in the last decade or so, but serious reservations about the standard
narrative emerged in the late 1980s (Mortimore 1989; Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2).
In the intervening decades this counter narrative coalesced into a compelling alter-
native explanation of the evolution of Sahelian landscapes and society (Mortimore,
Chap. 3), and—in some parts of the Sahel—provided the rationale for innovative
technical and political responses to the challenge of combining conservation with
economic development (Boubacar, Chap. 7).
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1.1.3 Institutionalization

Of the many things that the history of desertification in the Sahel can teach us, a
lesson about the interaction between science and public policy is possibly the most
important. The protracted Sahel drought that began in the early 1970s promoted
widespread concern about desertification and sparked a global political response.
As discussed in Chap. 2 by Camilla Toulmin and Karen Brock, desertification has
for nearly half a century been a formal institutional process, a topic of occasional
journalistic attention and the subject of an international convention and of envi-
ronmental policy in individual nation states. Commitment to the concept of
desertification goes beyond the scientific community and this has, in retrospect,
complicated the attempt to objectively assess its status.

As a global institutional phenomenon, desertification has gone through two main
phases. In the first phase, the United Nations Conference on Desertification
(UNCOD), was convened in Nairobi in 1977 in the wake of the Sahel drought of
the early 1970s, and gave rise to the nonbinding PACD or Plan of Action to
Combat Desertification, coordinated by the United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP). In the second phase, the PACD, which was supposed to run until 2000 but
was widely perceived to be ineffective, was supplanted at a second UN conference,
the Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) or ‘Earth Summit’
held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The Rio conference set in motion negotiations to
create a binding international convention on desertification, which eventually came
into force in 1994 and continues to operate, the UNCCD or the Convention to
Combat Desertification (Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2).

In neither of these two time periods—from 1977–92 or from 1992 to the present
—has the relationship between science and the international desertification
bureaucracy been close or productive. In the initial phase under PACD, UNEP
essentially ran an advocacy campaign that exaggerated the extent, severity and
threat posed by desertification, making the official version of desertification a target
for informed scientific criticism (Thomas and Middleton 1994; Helldén 1991;
Tucker et al. 1991):

UNEP limited the scope of knowledge communicated to policy makers through its
exclusive choice of experts and having final say on how knowledge was presented….-
favouring the policy domain over the science domain….The casualty of this trade-off was
the credibility of scientific knowledge (Grainger 2009: 417).

As a result, “when the United Nations finally created the Convention to Combat
Desertification (UNCCD) in 1994, policy was seriously disconnected from science”
(Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2, citing Andersson et al. 2011: 306).

If scientists require clarity in the concepts they employ, the politicians and
administrators who create and manage large institutions have other, very pragmatic
requirements. In the search for money and support, they need a problem that is
dramatic enough to command immediate attention, simple enough to be quickly
grasped, and general enough to satisfy diverse interest groups; they need what
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Jeremy Swift has called a development narrative—a powerful story line with clear,
broadly applicable policy implications and urgent funding needs (Swift 1996).

In Chap. 2 Toulmin and Brock explain how such a crisis narrative for the Sahel
was assembled and subsequently challenged. The mainstream interpretation of
desertification in the UN era initially replicated earlier colonial concerns about the
rapid expansion of the Sahara as a result of native agricultural practices (Stebbing
1935, 1937). These predictions of environmental disaster were sufficiently apoca-
lyptic to mobilize money, and the proposed solutions were technical enough to
avoid the appearance of political involvement by international or bilateral devel-
opment agencies in the affairs of newly independent African states. By the early
1990s scientific critiques were effective in blunting some of the more egregious
elements of the crisis narrative, such as inflated estimates of the geographical
expansion of the Sahara or the confounding of drought with permanent land
degradation (Tucker et al. 1991; Helldén 1991; Olsson 1993). Following the Earth
Summit in 1992, the definition of desertification adopted by the UNCCD reflected
these adjustments. Dropping the desert metaphor and the insistence on either human
causation or permanence, the official definition was sufficiently vague to encompass
all kinds of environmental decline—including changes that did not mimic the onset
of desert conditions or were only transitory—by almost any imaginable cause—
natural or human:

Desertification is land degradation in arid, semi-arid and sub-humid areas resulting from
various factors, including climatic variations and human activities. (United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification, Bonn, Germany: Convention text).

In the decades since ratification, the broad UNCCD definition of desertification
has permitted the perceived purpose of the Convention to evolve in step with
changing policy concerns and shifts in development theory. In the 1990s official
thinking on desertification began to reflect the fashion for participatory or
bottom-up development, and to distance itself (though not entirely consistently, as
discussed by Toulmin and Brock in Chap. 2) from the older rhetoric of coercion and
centralization (Stiles 1995). Post-2000, desertification has been depicted as a
potential security threat, reflecting the emergence of terrorism, state failure and
forced migration as international policy concerns (Benjaminsen, Chap. 4). With the
increasing prominence of climate change, desertification has recently been reframed
as one part of land degradation ‘in any climatic zone—not just in drylands’ and
linked to wider issues of resilience and adaptation in response to global warming
(Reed and Stringer 2015: 27). Finally, as the only legally binding international
agreement with ‘a dual focus on environmental and developmental concerns’, the
UNCCD has also been depicted as a useful mechanism for promoting pro-poor
economic growth (Middleton et al. 2011: 2).

In sum, the institutionalization of desertification within the UN system has
fostered the conviction that the concept must be relevant to something important.
Unconstrained by a precise definition of the phenomenon or by a credible system of
scientific oversight (Grainger 2009) and driven by competition for international
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funding (Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2), what this relevance might be has been open
to multiple interpretations.

1.1.4 Learning from the Sahel

Part I of this book provides an opportunity to reassess the utility of the concept of
desertification from the perspective of contemporary research on the Sahel. Because
it acted as the catalyst for the modern ‘Age of Desertification’ (Davis, Chap. 8), the
Sahel has been subjected to unusually high levels of scientific scrutiny for a pro-
longed period of time. The focus of our argument is not, however, strictly on the
Sahel itself but on learning from a protracted period of interaction between science
and environmental policy, in order to make sense of what is happening now in parts
of the world that may not be as intensively studied. It took science more than three
decades of work on the Sahel to transform a perceived desertification crisis into a
non-event. This book is an effort to critically examine that experience and accelerate
the learning process.

Michael Mortimore (Chap. 3) provides an overview of what we now know about
the state of the Sahel environment. He argues that there is little evidence across a
broad range of indicators—forest cover, rangeland condition, soil fertility or overall
biological productivity—for an irreversible decline in the Sahelian environment
since the middle of the 20th century. There is, on the other hand, ample evidence for
high and occasionally destructive levels of environmental variability, a reality that
residents of the Sahel have adapted to with remarkable success despite poverty,
political marginality and rapid population growth.

A reappraisal of the relationship between Sahelian society and its environment is
therefore required, what Mortimore characterizes as a shift from a desertification to
a resilience paradigm. In the desertification paradigm, humans cause irreversible
degradation by disturbing the inherent stability of their natural environment. In
response, technical solutions are externally imposed on local communities, which
are perceived to be the source of the problem, and biophysical variables are used to
measure success or failure. Alternatively, in the resilience paradigm, local resource
users adapt to a variable environment that they cannot control, and their responses
provide temporary solutions to a shifting set of problems and opportunities.
Mortimore closes with a plea for a decentralized approach to development that
respects the ingenuity and effectiveness of these responses and seeks to build on
them.

Yamba Boubacar (Chap. 7) provides a concrete example of how Niger adopted
and then implemented just such a decentralized approach. Innovation in Niger’s
case was a response to multiple crises—an extended drought (1972–84) that
undermined the livelihoods and destroyed the working capital of rural households,
accompanied by government indebtedness and currency devaluation. In response,
in the 1980s government abandoned a centralized forestry strategy that was mod-
elled on colonial policy and ‘switched from protecting forest reserves to the overall
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management and use of plant resources’. The technical centrepiece of this effort was
a new method for clearing farmers’ fields that encouraged the retention and natural
regeneration of indigenous trees. Equally essential, however, were political changes
at the national level, new land laws that recognized the property rights of rural
people, and programmes to enhance the capacity of local institutions to manage
natural resources.

Instead of a purely environmental crisis, the real challenge is to manage linked
processes of political, social and environmental change. Chapters 5 and 6 provide
examples of the methodological care with which current research addresses this
challenge in the Sahel.

Stefanie Herrmann and Tene Sop (Chap. 5) document trends in Sahelian woody
vegetation from multiple perspectives: satellite data, ethnobotanical studies, his-
torical vegetation surveys, and the analysis of the size class distributions of current
tree populations. While recent remote sensing studies suggest a regreening of the
Sahel and a general increase in bio-productivity, the field studies reviewed in this
chapter document the opposite trend for woody vegetation, including the loss of
large trees, trees that require wetter conditions, or species that are economically
valuable to local inhabitants. In contrast to the general trend, the good news about
trees comes from farmers’ fields where they are more intensively managed and have
become more dense and diverse than before the great droughts, a consequence of
the political processes detailed by Boubacar in Chap. 7:

As farmer-managed natural regeneration has shown, human population growth and agri-
cultural intensification do not have to entail losses in vegetation productivity and envi-
ronmental degradation …. On the contrary, where sound management is practised, farmers’
fields stand out by improved vegetation cover and diversity, while unprotected woodlands
and unmanaged fields continue to degrade (Chap. 5).

Pierre Hiernaux, Cecile Dardel, Laurent Kergoat and Eric Mougin (Chap. 6)
present an equally complex picture based on decades of ecosystem monitoring at
two study sites, a sparsely populated pastoral area in Mali and a more densely
settled agro-pastoral region in Niger. In the more arid pastoral study site, vegetation
dynamics were erratic, complex, and unpredictable—largely driven by fluctuations
in rainfall and unresponsive to the impact of grazing. At the more humid
agro-pastoral site, the expansion of cropland and high concentrations of livestock
increased the spatial heterogeneity of the ecosystem, pushed rangeland resilience to
its limits, and left a long-lasting imprint on the landscape, an outcome that some
observers might interpret as ‘degradation’. Long-term monitoring in specific loca-
tions—Mali versus Niger, pastoral versus agro-pastoral areas—demonstrates the
inadequacy of sweeping generalizations about the Sahel; ecological change is as
varied and locally specific as the heterogeneous social and physical environments in
which it takes place.

Tor Benjaminsen (Chap. 4) reveals, nonetheless, a continuing appetite in some
quarters for broad generalizations—in this instance an alleged connection between
increased conflict levels and a scarcity of natural resources. Benjaminsen argues
that lack of evidence for widespread desertification in the Sahel makes it an unlikely
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cause of conflict. In two case studies from Mali, he demonstrates that there was also
no correlation between the timing of episodes of conflict and drought periods,
making it unlikely that drought directly provoked increased levels of conflict. There
were, on the other hand, compelling alternative political and historical explanations:
state-sponsored agricultural encroachment on pastoral grazing resources,
rent-seeking by government officials, the embezzlement of emergency aid, the
temporary retreat of state control over rural areas, and the perceived para-military
suppression of pastoral regions.

Stepping back from the individual chapters, a common message emerges from
Part I. In considerable measure, science grows by making mistakes, acknowledging
them, and moving on. With respect to the science on desertification in the Sahel,
this process of rejection, invention and rejuvenation has been complicated because
desertification is not simply a scientific concept. It also provides a basis for public
policy and for the funding of global institutions, and concepts that are useful for this
purpose often do not provide a convenient platform for the conduct of impartial
science. Publicists, administrators and politicians active in the public arena thrive
on crises and on unequivocal prescriptions for addressing crises. Careful science
tends to deflate and moderate this rhetoric: Crisis degrades into evolution, envi-
ronmental collapse becomes a problematic process of environmental change, local
resource users are transformed from environmental villains into potential collabo-
rators in conservation and development. There would seem to be an inherent ten-
sion, well illustrated by the history of ideas about desertification in the Sahel,
between science that is flamboyant enough to be politically influential and yet
cautious and complex enough to withstand scrutiny. Walking this tightrope is a
recurrent challenge for research conducted in the service of public policy.

1.2 Part II: Challenging the Desertification Model

Several papers in this collection raise new questions about the continued relevance
of the concept of desertification, both for the Sahel and for drylands more generally.

1.2.1 If You Can’t Define It You Can’t Measure It,
and if You Can’t Measure It You Can’t Map It

Diana Davis (Chap. 8) and Stephen Prince (Chap. 9) address the same question
from very different perspectives—‘What is desertification?’ Davis answers this
question historically; Prince argues that the concept remains vague and cannot be
defined operationally. Taken in combination, these chapters suggest that, despite a
plethora of definitions and decades of discussion, we still do not know—and may
never know—exactly what we mean by desertification.
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The concept of desertification is not a 20th century invention; it was a product of
early European scientific and prescientific thinking that survived virtually
unchanged into the 20th century. Desertification is a variant of desiccation theory,
‘the idea that deforestation causes the climate to dry out and diminishes rainfall’, a
theory that was widely accepted in European scientific and philosophical circles in
the 18th and 19th centuries (Chap. 8). It was the French in their North African
colonies who first applied desiccation theory to semi-arid environments and
invented the concept and term ‘desertification’—the creation or expansion of
deserts by people. In North Africa the French colonial authorities invoked deser-
tification to explain the impoverished condition of the natives in what appeared to
be a degraded landscape. Avoidable environmental mismanagement by the natives
helped rationalize the need for French imperial rule, for the reallocation of land to
European settlers, and for the criminalization of native agricultural practices (Davis
2007). From their North African possessions, French administrators and scientists
carried the desertification concept across the Sahara into West Africa. Chapter 8
traces these historical linkages, step by step, showing how colonial experts even-
tually provided the basis in the 1950s for UNESCO’s Arid Zone Program, which in
turn provided the background for the UN Conference on Desertification convened
in 1977, and ultimately for the UNCCD, ratified in 1996.

As Davis makes clear in Chap. 8, the mid-20th century image or metaphor of
desertification was perfectly clear, widely shared, and centuries old: It referred to
what Bovill (1921) called the encroaching Sahara, a human-created desert where a
desert did not naturally occur, ‘a living environment becoming irreversibly sterile
and barren’ (Nicholson 2002: 51). The problem with this metaphor was that it had
become scientifically indefensible by the early 1990s (Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2).
Driven by political expediency, the response to this impasse was not to abandon the
concept as untenable, but to expand it. The negotiations that created the UNCCD
were dominated by differences between developed and developing countries con-
cerning the purpose of the new Convention (Corell 1999). Political support for the
Convention ‘rested on the diplomatic artifice of ambiguity’ predicated on ‘a con-
sensus definition of the problem agreed in negotiations at UNCCD …[that]
formalized the ambiguous roles of environmental degradation and drought [in the
desertification concept]’ (Grainger 2009: 419). If artful compromise trumped sci-
entific clarity in the construction of the Convention, it continued to do so with its
implementation. Writing in 2009, Grainger’s estimation of the chances for
improving scientific inputs into the official desertification regime was poor: ‘Social
order between developed and developing country Parties [is maintained] by means
of [a]… combination of narratives compatible with both sets of discourses….Better
scientific inputs could puncture the ambiguity on which the political viability of the
CCD depends’ (Grainger 2009: 425). As late as 2012, the UNCCD remained the
only ‘Rio Convention’ without a functioning or proposed independent intergov-
ernmental scientific body ‘to guide policymakers’ considerations of scientific evi-
dence that is credible, relevant and legitimate’ (Thomas et al. 2012: 123).

In Chap. 9 Stephen Prince documents the lingering scientific consequences of
this political process: our inability to quantify and map either the global extent or
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severity of desertification. In the mid-1990s desertification was characterized as a
‘blanket term for a whole range of specific biological, chemical and physical
changes in the environment’ whose ‘breadth rendered its actual use impractical, for
example in terms of attempts to quantify desertification’ (Thomas and Middleton
1994: 9). In Chap. 9 Prince argues that little has changed: Desertification remains ‘a
nebulous, all-encompassing concept’ that ‘is not a single phenomenon … and is
therefore incapable of simple measurement’ (Chap. 9). As a result, existing global
maps of desertification are often based on subjective assessments by experts and
cannot be replicated or used for monitoring. Moreover, there is no general agree-
ment between different global map sets and there are no strong correlations between
the levels of desertification depicted in the maps and the environmental variables
that are generally thought to cause degradation: ‘Consequently, unsupported
statements about the extent and severity of desertification abound,’ (Chap. 9).
Prince concludes that ‘Progress will be difficult unless the unitary concept of
desertification is abandoned’ in favour of measuring aspects of land degradation—
changes in vegetative biomass, the responsiveness of the vegetation to rainfall, or
rates of soil erosion, for example—that are each susceptible to quantification
(Chap. 9). These scientific advances are, however, dependent on institutional
reform, including ‘independent organizations at national, regional and global scales
to undertake routine monitoring’ and ‘technically credible leadership, free from
external pressures … to address the issues of degradation at international-global
scales and to harmonize policy-relevant research, monitoring and interpretation’
(Prince, Chap. 9). As ever, desertification research remains enmeshed in global
politics.

1.2.2 From Regional Desertification to Global Climate
Change

Given the centuries of desiccation theory that preceded the ‘Age of Desertification,’
it may have been ‘intuitive,’ as Alessandra Gianinni notes in Chap. 10, for
researchers in the 1970s to look to regional land use to explain regional climate
change. At that time the attractiveness of a desiccationist interpretation was also
reinforced by the emergence of a new mechanism that purported to explain how
desiccation worked: the albedo effect. According to this theory, by reducing veg-
etation cover, desertification altered the reflectivity of the earth’s surface and caused
drought, which further reduced the vegetation cover, causing more drought—a
degenerative biophysical feedback process (Charney 1975; Charney et al. 1975). At
the bottom of this spiral of causation were the usual suspects—expanding numbers
of local land users who were denuding the landscape—which set the stage for the
standard remedies—population control, afforestation (Xue and Shukla 1996), and
the reduction of livestock numbers (Otterman 1974). Desiccation theory had, in its
essential features, been updated for the 20th century.
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As Gianinni observes in Chap. 10, since the early work of Charney and his
associates, regional models of land-atmosphere interactions have become increas-
ingly sophisticated with the inclusion of more variables (such as soil moisture) and
a more realistic depiction of these variables (Taylor et al. 2002). As a result, ‘It has
become increasingly clear that the processes by which anthropogenic land use
change can reduce precipitation are physically plausible, and consistent with a
natural positive feedback response of the land surface to precipitation’ (Gianinni,
Chap. 10). What the regional land-surface models could never explain, however,
was the magnitude of the Sahel droughts, which were simply too big to be caused
by observable levels of land use change in the region. A resolution to this impasse
only occurred when climatologists turned to simulating the timing rather than the
amplitude of rainfall fluctuations, and did so by looking at the Sahel climate from a
planetary rather than a regional perspective.

As Gianinni explains, over the last century in the Sahel, alternating periods of
high and low rainfall—such as the wet 1950s and 1960s followed by persistently
dry conditions at the end of the 1960s, or the regreening currently taking place—are
all correlated with global variations in sea surface temperatures. Dry periods in the
Sahel are the consequence of elevated sea surface temperatures in the tropical
oceans combined with cooler conditions in the north Atlantic (Palmer 1986; Folland
et al. 1986). In the case of the great Sahel droughts at the end of the 20th century,
the warming of the equatorial Indian Ocean and south Atlantic was caused by
greenhouse gas emissions, while the cooling of the northern oceans was, aside from
natural variation, caused by sulphate aerosol pollutants from the northern hemi-
sphere (Gianinni, Chap. 10). Air pollution from greenhouse gasses continues, and
so does the warming of the world’s oceans; pollution from sulphate aerosols
increased until the mid-1980s and has declined since the introduction of legislation
aimed at controlling acid rain in North America and Europe. Both the great Sahel
drought and current regreening trends reflect these pollution-driven shifts in oceanic
temperature:

As warming of the tropical oceans began to emerge in the 1970s, the reduced warming of
the North Atlantic … starved the African continent of the moisture needed to trigger deep
convection, causing persistent drought. Now that the North Atlantic has reversed its trend
and is warming, a wetter Sahel has become possible, as manifest in a “partial recovery” of
the rains since the mid-1990s (Gianinni, Chap. 10).

Droughts in the Sahel are primarily caused by oceanic temperatures, but may be
suppressed or amplified by land use changes in the Sahel itself. This conclusion
shifts the primary blame for the great 20th century Sahel droughts from local to
global anthropogenic influence:

In response to our best estimates of global sea surface temperature, state-of-the-art atmo-
spheric models require no information on human-induced land cover/land use change to
reproduce Sahelian drought. These simulations lead to the conclusion that drought was
caused by large-scale, if subtle, shifts in oceanic temperatures, not by local anthropogenic
pressure on the environment (Gianinni, Chap. 10).
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1.2.3 Beware the Charismatic Story

Managed grazing systems—i.e., pastoralism broadly conceived—occupy about a
quarter of the earth’s land surface and are the most widespread form of land use on
the planet, and dryland biomes—savannahs, grasslands, shrublands and deserts—
contribute over three quarters of the world’s total grazing area (Asner et al. 2004).
Given the global importance of drylands and of grazing in drylands, if the concept
of desertification is to have any utility, it must contribute to a better understanding
of the impact of extensive livestock production on these environments. Reflecting
this imperative, seven chapters in this book—Chaps. 6, 11–18—focus on range-
lands and various forms of pastoralism and livestock farming.

In Chap. 11 Lynn Huntsinger re-examines the ‘founding narrative’ of the
rangeland management profession in America—the widely accepted story of how
human greed and uncontrolled resource exploitation degraded the ‘pristine’ range-
land ecosystems of the American West. Huntsinger argues that this ‘declensionist’
reading of Western history as a process of decline has been reinforced by an equally
declensionist interpretation of Western range ecology, and that both are flawed.

Huntsinger limits her social and biological critique to a re-examination of the
American experience, but her analysis has wider implications. In the 1970s when
desertification was institutionalized globally, classical American rangeland man-
agement of the sort discussed by Huntsinger was influential far beyond the borders
of the United States. In its classical form, the discipline was predicated on
Clementsian theories of plant succession leading to climax vegetation, concepts of
rangeland condition that identified good and bad plants, a paramilitary commitment
to fire suppression, and an authoritarian approach to resource management. If these
ideas have now been found inappropriate in their homeland, as Huntsinger suggests
is the case, then a reappraisal of their global significance is overdue.

Effective story telling has been part of the problem. Stories, Huntsinger argues,
are dangerous because they are such a powerful form of communication. The
theories of rangeland ecology that dominated North American and much of the rest
of the world for most of the 20th century were essentially stories—powerful sim-
plifying narratives with moral implications. These stories were persuasive because
they contained a considerable element of truth, but they were fundamentally mis-
leading because their clear story lines excluded the complications, qualifications
and exceptions that litter more balanced but less exciting accounts of reality. By the
late 1980s, however, complications, qualifications and exceptions finally over-
whelmed the simple Clementsian succession story, resulting in a more accurate and
effective model of vegetation change—the states and transition format based on
nonequilibrium theory. Alas, as Huntsinger emphasizes, this was an explanatory
framework without a plot:

Unfortunately, the “multiple stable states” model of vegetation change does not have the
same simple, moralistic and appealing story as linear succession—there really isn’t a
beginning, end, or moral lesson. There is a site, it rains and things change or it doesn’t rain
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and things change. Changes may be permanent. Rainfall is unpredictable and not influenced
by human actors. We need to watch, experiment, and record to learn what is going on.

The role of grazing in this scenario is one of many interacting dramatic changes, and
changes without directionality. Removal of grazing may have little or no impact, and
threshold dynamics may result in multiple stable states that have little to no relation to a
“climax” or previously identified “potential” vegetation. There is no simple story here.

The state and transition format may be scientifically robust but it creates, in
Huntsinger’s words, a ‘narrative vacuum,’ a natural world populated by plants that
lack a ‘moral compass’, plants without a human story to tell. In North America,
Huntsinger argues that commercial interests purveying a mixture of story-telling
and pseudo-science have filled the narrative vacuum created by the retreat of the
Clementsian consensus.

If science is to regain the initiative and influence public policy, it must provide
an interpretation of rangeland dynamics that is empirically adequate and yet simple
enough to engage non-scientists. Drawing on research that provides the background
to the present book, the following section argues that range science is moving
towards such a synthesis.

1.2.4 Contemporary Range Science and the Desertification
Paradigm

The following discussion examines the intellectual equipment—the concepts, the-
ories and some of the field evidence—that can now be brought to bear on questions
about the impact of extensive livestock production on rangeland environments.
There are at least three practical questions that a non-specialist policy maker would
want answered about the relationship between livestock and desertification:

• When livestock change vegetation, what kinds of changes should be characterized as
‘degradation’ or desertification?

• Under what circumstances is livestock grazing likely to cause changes in rangeland
vegetation?

• How can rangelands be managed to limit degradation?

Contemporary range science provides answers to these questions that are dif-
ferent from those that prevailed in the 1970s and 1980s when desertification was
first institutionalized in the UN system. In part these differences reflect scientific
progress. Equally important, however, are the changes that have happened on the
rangelands in the succeeding decades, particularly to pastoralists in developing
areas. Subsistence-oriented livestock producers have been incorporated into com-
mercial markets, increasingly adopting husbandry practices dependent upon pur-
chased inputs and orientated to the production of commodities for sale. In some
areas traditional migratory systems of livestock production are also in decline, for a
variety of reasons including conversion of key pastoral resource areas to other
forms of land use, the fragmentation and privatization of communal lands, the
importance of markets and services that anchor families to settlements, and the
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availability of new technologies—from water development, to feed supplementa-
tion or disease prevention—that render some kinds of movement unnecessary.
These developments have blurred one of the standard dichotomies of desertification
orthodoxy—the contrast between the primitive nomad and the modern, sedentary
livestock producer. Taken in combination with advances in our understanding of
rangeland ecology, these changes suggest new answers to the practical resource
management questions enumerated above, answers that fundamentally challenge
the concept of desertification.

The following three sections of this introduction outline some contemporary
answers to our three management questions. We focus on grazing and rangeland
issues because they have been central to the desertification debate since its incep-
tion, and clearly illustrate the relationship between science and environmental
policy. It is important to note, however, that livelihood systems based on cropping
or on mixed crops and livestock, routinely support larger human and animal pop-
ulations than specialized livestock production and deserve consideration in their
own right. With increasing market integration, dryland farming, like pastoralism, is
also undergoing a transition to different and potentially higher levels of accepted
risk. The land changes associated with these processes have been characterized as
desertification in reports and publications targeted at policy makers and general
readers. Equally, however, some recent policy-oriented analyses simply forgo the
use of the term desertification, preferring to employ less prescriptive frameworks
such as soil fertility management, resilience and agricultural intensification. While
not reviewed here, these trends are fully discussed in a number of recent UN
publications and development reports (Mortimore et al. 2009; UN Environment
Management Group 2011; UNCCD/UNDP 2011; Davies et al. 2012).

1.2.4.1 When Is Vegetation Change Degradation?

‘Desertification’ connotes harmful environmental change, which implies an ability
to distinguish between harmful and beneficial changes. In the 1970s, late succession
grasses, especially perennials, represented both good livestock feed and the natural
climax vegetation, and loss of such plants was routinely construed as evidence of
degradation. Contemporary research suggests a more complicated situation in
which the history of grazing in a region has an important influence on degradation
processes (Milchunas et al. 1988). In areas that were not exposed to high levels of
ungulate grazing prior to the introduction of livestock, such as parts of the
south-western United States or Australia, degradation is often an unambiguous
progression in which the later stages of environmental disruption become ever more
expensive or time-consuming to reverse, or are irreversible (Schlesinger et al. 1990;
Ludwig et al. 2004). But the situation is not always this clear-cut.

In much of Eurasia, Africa and North America, grazing by large hooved
mammals—either domestic or wild—has contributed to creating the existing veg-
etation, and it would be misleading to characterize grazing as an unnatural dis-
turbance. In these circumstances, the attributes that might be used to identify
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rangeland condition—particular kinds of plants, high levels of plant productivity,
livestock productivity or biodiversity—are not consistently linked to one another, or
to grazing intensity. Three case studies from regions with a long evolutionary
history of grazing—the rangelands of South Africa, the North American prairie, and
the Mediterranean Basin—illustrate the complexities of environmental change in
these environments.

In South Africa, a nation-wide study concluded that heavy grazing altered the
composition of plant communities by increasing the proportion of annuals and
favouring opportunistic, grazing-resistant species with low palatability and forage
quality—weedy, grazing-induced degradation from the perspective of climax
vegetation. Despite these changes in species composition, at none of the very
heavily utilized communal rangeland sites was there a decline in species richness—
degradation defined in terms of the loss of plant biodiversity (Rutherford and
Powrie 2013).

The maintenance of an imagined ‘climax’ vegetation may also conflict with
wildlife biodiversity. In the United States the most rapidly declining kinds of birds
are those associated with rangelands, and these declines coincided with nationwide
improvements in rangeland condition and health, as defined by Clementsian suc-
cession theory (Fuhlendorf et al. 2012). Many of the bird species that suffered were
those that required disturbed ground and low vegetation structure caused by heavy
grazing or fire. In terms of the habitat requirements of North American semi-arid bird
populations, there was no single livestock stocking rate or type of vegetation that met
the needs of all species. Instead what was beneficial was a diversity of different
habitats—a high level of local, botanical variability caused by different levels of
grazing intensity (Fuhlendorf et al. 2006, 2012; Fuhlendorf and Engle 2001).

In a wide-ranging review, Seligman and Perevolotsky concluded that ‘grazing by
domestic ruminants is seldom irreversibly destructive to landscape values’ for winter
rainfall regimes of the Mediterranean Basin (Seligman and Perevolotsky 1994: 93–4;
Perevolotsky and Seligman 1998). Animal output per unit area was also higher under
heavy grazing and primary production was not reduced (Crespo 1985; Gutman et al.
1990). As in South Africa, the herbaceous plant community formed under very
intensive grazing was no less diverse or rich in species than less disturbed vegeta-
tion, but the composition was substantially altered (Hadar et al. 1999).

The preceding cases illustrate the difficulties of identifying botanical indicators
of degradation in environments long exposed to grazing. In South Africa and the
Mediterranean Basin heavy grazing produced changes in the composition of pas-
tures as grazing-tolerant plants replaced ones that were grazing intolerant, but with
no loss in diversity or species richness, and, at least in the Mediterranean, with no
loss of livestock productivity. In North America, intense but localized grazing that
would traditionally constitute overgrazing was essential to the survival of certain
species of wildlife. Cases like this suggest that degradation cannot be identified with
particular kinds of plants or assessed according to a single metric—be it biodi-
versity, primary or secondary production. A more realistic measure of environ-
mental resilience may instead be the maintenance of diverse landscapes capable of
sustaining different production systems, species and environmental services. Instead
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of asking how drylands can be managed to limit desertification, we might instead
ask how they can be managed to maximize this heterogeneity.

1.2.4.2 Under What Circumstances Is Grazing Likely to Cause
Vegetation Change?

The threat posed by spreading deserts or ‘desert edge displacement’ (Veron et al.
2006) was a central component of the early desertification literature (Lamprey
1988; Aubréville 1949), as was the perception that drylands were fragile environ-
ments especially prone to degradation.

The non-equilibrium theory of grazing systems dramatically reversed this
assessment (Ellis and Swift 1988). Part of the resilience of semi-arid rangelands can
be attributed to the characteristics of the plants themselves. Some semi-arid grasses
are robust to grazing because the evolutionary adaptations that promote survival to
drought also equip them to evade, resist or tolerate large herbivores (Coughenour
1985). More important, however, is the response of livestock populations to severe
droughts, which occur frequently in regions of low rainfall. Following droughts,
herd sizes recover slowly and the vegetation has an opportunity to rebound in the
absence of significant grazing pressure (Ellis and Swift 1988).

In areas subject to low and erratic rainfall, recurrent livestock population crashes
also suppress livestock numbers over the long term. As a result, in the absence of
feed supplementation, herbivore biomass per unit of plant biomass—i.e., the her-
bivore load relative to primary production—increases exponentially with average
annual rainfall (Oesterheld et al. 1998; McNaughton et al. 1989; Fritz and Duncan
1994). Subjected to both more constant and increased grazing pressure, vegetation
in high rainfall areas is more exposed than in low rainfall areas to the effects of
grazing (Coppock, Chap. 12).

This conclusion is supported by a global meta-analysis that discovered no
instances of widespread or zonal vegetation change—i.e. change on a spatial scale
that might qualify as desertification—in non-equilibrium rangelands with suffi-
ciently high levels of rainfall variability (von Wehrden et al. 2012). The same
pattern emerges when grazing systems are examined along a rainfall gradient in a
single region. As Hiernaux et al. explain in Chap. 6, grazing leaves little imprint on
the vegetation in more arid areas of Mali but has a significant impact under more
humid conditions in Niger.

Mongolia provides another well-researched example. In Mongolia, grazing
pressure was of minor importance and weather conditions determined vegetation
characteristics at the arid end of the rainfall gradient, but differences in grazing
pressure had an increasingly marked effect on vegetation under more humid con-
ditions (Fernandez-Gimenez and Allen-Diaz 1999, 2001; Zemmrich et al. 2010),
and degradation became more of a concern as the level and reliability of rainfall
increased (Wesche et al. 2010; Stumpp et al. 2005; Khishigbayar et al. 2015).
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Similar results emerged from a long-term study in Senegal that substituted a
temporal for a spatial rainfall continuum (Miehe et al. 2010). In an area that had
experienced shifts in weather conditions, fluctuations in precipitation drove vege-
tation change and masked the effects of grazing during a run of dry years with
variable rainfall. However, in a wetter phase when rainfall variability had declined,
grazing caused changes in the species composition of the vegetation that might be
construed as degradation (Miehe et al. 2010). Contrary to the anxieties about
‘desertification’ that typically emerge in times of drought, in Senegal the risk of
grazing-induced vegetation change coincided with periods of higher rainfall.

There are exceptions to the association between aridity and reduced grazing
impacts. Some of these exceptions can be attributed to the susceptibility of certain
types of vegetation to grazing (Oliva et al. Chap. 13; Todd and Hoffman 2009;
Hacker et al. 2006). Problems also occur when mobility is too successful at
buffering migratory livestock populations from feed shortages. This possibility
arises when mobile herds have access to large areas of grazing that are insensitive to
heavy use during periods of feed scarcity—extensive marshes or floodplains, for
example. The reliable food supplies available in these areas can mitigate the effects
of an erratic climate and sustain livestock populations that are large enough to
damage vegetation that is vulnerable to grazing in adjacent areas (Illius and
O’Connor 1999).

By far the most common exceptions to the nonequilibrium model are caused by
differences in the way livestock are managed (Briske et al. 2003; O’Connor 1995).
With access to feed supplementation, water development and markets, commercial
ranchers have an enhanced ability to suppress fluctuations in livestock populations
caused by variable weather conditions, removing the periods of low grazing pres-
sure that buffer arid rangelands from the impact of livestock. Under these condi-
tions, episodic fluctuations in rainfall may produce the most visible vegetation
responses, ‘but these changes are unlikely to be directional provided there is no
long-term rainfall trend. In contrast, the response of a species to heavy grazing is …
generally unidirectional … and although year-by-year changes due to grazing are
small, they are cumulative (O’Connor 1995: 59). While the immediate effects of
grazing may not be dramatic, managers with sufficient resources at their disposal
can override the climatic constraints that would otherwise protect arid rangelands
from livestock-induced degradation (Ellis and Lee 2003).

Most livestock owners would like to reduce their exposure to climatic variability
and there is increasing evidence that producers in developing areas are now
acquiring industrial inputs that make this possible. The most important of these
inputs are purchased or home-grown feed supplements, the construction of artificial
water points, and enhanced disease prevention—all of which suppress livestock
population crashes and increase livestock productivity. Unless these interventions
are combined with management practices that ensure the periodic resting of
rangelands, they also increase the risk of long-term resource degradation (Vetter
and Bond 2012; Vetter 2005; Hary et al. 1996; Miehe et al. 2010; Müller et al.
2007; Li et al. Chap. 18).
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Arid rangelands are not the fragile, degradation-prone environments of the
orthodox desertification paradigm, but they are currently under stress, not from the
nomadic menace of the older narrative, but from intensification and commercial-
ization processes that are at once economically attractive and environmentally
challenging.

1.2.4.3 New Approaches to Managing Extensive Grazing Systems

Since the 18th century, proponents of desertification have identified nomadism with
environmental destruction (Davis, Chap. 8). By the 20th century, the standard
antidote to nomadism, modelled on commercial ranching in developed countries
and promoted by numerous donor-financed livestock development projects, was
settled ranching and rotational grazing.

Designed to move livestock on a predetermined schedule through a sequence of
fenced paddocks, rotational grazing schemes were promoted as the modern, orderly,
and scientifically endorsed alternative to the presumed randomness and environ-
mental destructiveness of migratory movement. Despite the lingering popularity of
rotational systems among some commercial ranchers and rangeland professionals,
research has repeatedly demonstrated that fenced systems of grazing rest and
rotation do not reliably increase plant or livestock production in arid and semi-arid
rangelands (Heady 1961; O’Reagain and Turner 1992; Briske et al. 2008). As
scientific confidence in rotation grazing systems has eroded, there has been a steady
advance in the understanding of the ecological processes that underpin wild animal
migrations, which sustain some of the greatest concentrations of animal biomass on
earth. Migration also has a measurable impact on the productivity and viability of
free-ranging animal populations, both domesticated and wild, and on the state of the
resources that they use (Milner-Gulland et al. 2011).

For our understanding of desertification, the significance of these findings lies in
a revaluation of the implications of rangeland heterogeneity. By forcing livestock
on a predetermined schedule through a sequence of relatively small fenced areas,
often at high densities and for short periods of time, rotational systems attempted to
suppress selective grazing and distribute animals evenly across a landscape, and
made little attempt to exploit the temporal and spatial variability in forage quality
and quantity that is an inherent feature of many dryland environments (Fynn 2012).
Migratory systems—both in developing (Behnke et al. 2011; Butt 2010; Butt et al.
2009; Moritz et al. 2013) and industrial settings (Huntsinger et al. 2010; Huband
et al. 2010; Baena and Casas 2010; Abreu et al. 2010)—take a different approach,
seeking to exploit rather than suppress rangeland heterogeneity. These systems
encourage livestock to track the best grazing areas available on a seasonal basis, to
respond to unpredictable episodic variations in the location of favourable and
unfavourable areas, and to exploit the distinctive features of individual localities.
Benefits derived from this kind of movement include higher growth rates for mobile
herbivore populations (Wang et al. 2006), the creation of grazing-induced lawns of
highly nutritious forage (Hempson et al. 2014); mitigation of the effects of drought
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(McAllister et al. 2006); higher sustainable stocking rates (Boone and Hobbs 2004);
and facilitation of the co-existence of wildlife and livestock (Western et al. 2009).

Different criteria are also relevant for identifying harmful vegetation changes in
migratory systems. The grazing gradients that occur around water points and set-
tlements have for decades been central to the argument that pastoralism is a major
cause of desertification (Sinclair and Fryxell 1985). Herbaceous plants in the
heavily used ‘sacrifice zones’ adjacent to water points or settlements tend to be
short, quick-growing annual species well adapted to defoliation and trampling, but
providing small quantities of forage—unattractive grazing weeds in terms of a
traditional Clementsian classification. However, these heavily grazed plant com-
munities often provide forage of high nutritional quality (García et al. 2014; Vetter
and Bond 2012), albeit for short periods of time (Anderson et al. 2010; Anderson
and Hoffman 2007). While the ephemeral nature of these feed sources may render
them unsuitable for permanent use, their transitory productivity is well suited to
mobile systems that exploit resources during periods of optimal productivity and
then move on to new areas and other kinds of resources (Bollig and Schulte 1999;
Thomas and Twyman 2005). Increased spatial scale facilitates these migratory
systems but is not an absolute requirement. Recent work has extended the principle
of heterogeneous resource exploitation to private properties in which movement
takes place over shorter distances (Fynn 2012; Bailey and Brown 2011; Hempson
et al. 2014).

Mobile livestock production is not suited to all natural environments or to the
needs of all producers. In some regions mobility is not a realistic alternative because
resources are evenly distributed in space or fluctuations in their productivity are
inappropriately timed. In other settings, the pressures of population growth or the
advantages of agricultural intensification may render mobility impossible or make it
unattractive. At the extensive margins, however, there are and will remain large
dryland areas suitable only to low-input livestock production. Contrary to the
desertification paradigm, for these marginal drylands, the scientific rationale for the
environmental and economic benefits of mobility is stronger than ever.

1.2.5 Summing up the Challenge to Desertification

Nearly a decade ago Veron, Paruelo and Oesterheld undertook an assessment of
desertification (2006). Their review noted many of the difficulties highlighted in this
book—exaggerated journalistic accounts of the extent of the desertification threat, a
plethora of competing definitions, and flawed attempts to measure the extent or
severity of the problem. Despite these shortcomings, their appraisal concluded on
an optimistic note:
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There are no reasons to believe that desertification ecology faces harder challenges than
other disciplines (e.g. the definition of invasive species in invasion ecology, or of endan-
gered species in conservation ecology) (Veron et al. 2006: 760).

According to this passage, desertification studies are like any other scientific
sub-discipline: Growing pains are inevitable and temporary setbacks are to be
expected and overcome. We are sceptical of this conclusion and the chapters in this
book explain why.

When it comes to understanding and controlling desertification, scientists have
not been the only interested party. From its inception to the present, desertification
research has been targeted at and deeply involved in the formulation of public
policy. The idea of desertification that was broadly accepted until the late 20th
century labelled a clearly defined process: desert encroachment caused by
destructive land use practices and population growth in dryland areas. This vision
was sufficiently apocalyptic to capture the interest of policy makers, and had the
added attraction of justifying the imposition of imperial control and pandering to
European conceptions of their own technical superiority (Davis, Chap. 8). By the
late 1980s, however, this portrayal of desertification had become difficult to defend
against contrary scientific evidence and was replaced by a UNCCD definition that
equated desertification with dryland environmental decline, irrespective of its per-
manence, cause, or similarity to desert conditions (Toulmin and Brock, Chap. 2 and
Mortimore, Chap. 3). This omnibus definition has been effective in holding the
UNCCD together institutionally, but the vagueness that made it institutionally
effective has also rendered it unworkable as a basis for the objective quantification
and mapping of desertification on a global scale (Prince, Chap. 9).

It is also becoming increasingly difficult for observers to attribute dryland envi-
ronmental change to regional land use alone, as the concept of desertification implies,
or to distinguish confidently between the effects of local and global influences. Our
evolving understanding of the Sahel drought of the 1970s and 1980s is indicative of
this shift in perspective. Unbeknownst to observers at the time, these droughts were a
manifestation of global climate change, so much so that the ability of current climate
models to replicate this event ‘now constitutes a litmus test of our confidence in these
models’ (Gianinni, Chap. 10). But the Sahel is not an isolated case. Recent changes in
the rangeland vegetation of Mongolia, for example, have been attributed to excessive
grazing pressure or to rising temperatures associated with climate change, or to an
unknown combination of these factors (Khishigbayar et al. 2015). Similar uncertainty
surrounds the extent to which bush encroachment is caused by elevated levels of
CO2, changing rainfall patterns associated with global warming or by land use
variables, such as the intensity of grazing or the suppression of fire (Buitenwerf et al.
2012; Lohmann et al. 2012; O’Connor et al. 2014). From Patagonia to Central Asia,
the case studies in this book frequently cite a new source of uncertainty: the impact of
climate change at local or regional levels. The pervasiveness of global change calls
into question the concept of desertification as a distinct, regional form of dryland
degradation that can be understood or managed in isolation from changes that are
now rapidly taking place on a planetary scale.
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The concept of desertification also contradicts current understandings of the
complexities of dryland degradation. The UNCCD definition of land degradation
assumes that a decline in biodiversity is consistently associated with declines in the
economic and biological productivity of the land:

Land degradation is defined by the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification as
the ‘reduction or loss of the biological or economic productivity and complexity’ of ter-
restrial ecosystems (our emphasis). That no provision is made in this definition for ‘pro-
ductivity or complexity’ reflects a common negation of the possibility of finding an inverse
or part-inverse relationship between the two… (Rutherford and Powrie 2010: 692).

The assumptions that underpin the UNCCD definition of degradation make
sense in a simple Clementsian framework in which climax vegetation is assumed to
be uniformly good; they make little sense in a state and transition framework in
which different measures of degradation such as biodiversity, primary and sec-
ondary productivity are free to vary independently of one another, and have been
shown to actually do so in numerous field studies. Field research also questions the
attempt to identify and maintain uniformly good environments, however ‘good’
might be defined. Heterogeneous landscapes sustain diverse plants, animal species
and environmental services, and the attempt to create homogenous environments
can have negative consequences both for conservation and for mobile production
systems that exploit heterogeneity.

The problems of evaluating vegetation change in positive or negative terms are
indicative of a broader ambiguity. This dilemma corresponds to what Andrew
Warren has called the contextual nature of degradation: ‘simple, universal systems of
judging land degradation … for precise criteria, or criteria based on economic
performance are in vain. The evaluation of land degradation cannot be reduced to
nutrient budgets, soil depth, soil water holding capacity, to economics or to politics’
(Warren 2002: 457). If ‘degradation’ is situationally dependent, then desertification
studies cannot characterize the condition of the earth’s dryland environments by
applying a uniform system of evaluation. At global and regional scales, a more
realistic goal is the construction of maps or data sets, now heavily dependent on
remote sensing, that summarize what we know about different measures of change in
semi-arid environments: estimates of biomass production or rain use efficiency,
changes in land cover, biodiversity or plant species richness, erosion rates, soil
carbon levels, etc. (Prince, Chap. 9). Evaluation of the positive or negative impli-
cations of these attributes will remain, as the case studies in in this book demonstrate,
subject to field documentation and local (sometimes contested) interpretation.

1.3 Part III: Regional and Country Case Studies

The opening chapters of Part III continue the discussion of pastoralism and
rangeland issues, but pose additional questions about the broader socio-economic
context in which environmental change takes place.
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Chapter 13 by Gabriel Oliva, Juan Gaitan and Daniela Ferrante illustrates the
caution that is required when generalizing about the impact of livestock on the
environment. The area examined in Chap. 13, the Patagonian highlands of
Argentina, fits the definition of a low rainfall, highly variable nonequilibrium
environment in which grazing might be expected to have a minimal effect on
vegetation. In fact, unlike the more arid pastoral areas of the Sahel discussed in
Chap. 6, the pastoral exploitation of Patagonia has left a lasting imprint on the
environment. The rangelands of Patagonia were slow to collapse following the
introduction of domestic sheep at very high stocking densities at the end of the 19th
century, but once collapsed have been equally slow to recover their former
condition:

Some vegetation changes documented in Patagonia have resulted in desert-like conditions,
and they have not shown clear signs of recovery thereafter, even with careful, conservative
management of the land and in a unchanging or slightly positive rainfall scenario (Chap. 13).

The difficulties of managing rangelands ‘that change slowly and more or less
permanently at a time-scale that is difficult to perceive’ (Chap. 13) are compounded
by the alternative botanical and economic criteria that can be invoked to identify
preferred management options. Officially recommended stocking rates do not
quickly regenerate lost grazing capacity, but they are sufficient to prevent further
change. In economic terms, these botanically sustainable rates maximize meat
output but lead to declines in wool output, which is also an economically important
product for local ranchers. Unfortunately, wool production is maximized by the
much heavier stocking rates that caused the vegetation to change in the first place.
Given their marginal economic situation and the unresponsiveness of the range-
lands to destocking, Oliva et al. doubt the willingness and ability of smaller
ranchers to adhere to recommended stocking levels.

Layne Coppock (Chap. 12) documents another instance of grazing-induced
degradation, the Borana plateau of southern Ethiopia. For a pastoral area, the
Borana plateau experiences relatively high levels of rainfall and low levels of
inter-annual rainfall variability. In this relatively constant environment, cattle
numbers have increased steadily over recent decades. Combined with the sup-
pression of fire and reduced herd mobility, increased grazing pressure has caused
erosion and major changes in the vegetation, including a shift from grasslands to
shrublands, the spread of exotic plants, and the loss of preferred forage species—
degradation as defined both by Coppock and by local pastoralists. Coppock iden-
tifies the root cause of this degradation as a rapidly expanding human population
with few non-pastoral livelihood opportunities. As long as farming techniques and
levels of on-farm investment remain unchanged, cultivation is possible only in
favoured parts of the plateau. The Ethiopian economy also has a very limited
capacity to gainfully employ rural immigrants from pastoral areas. In the absence of
significant non-pastoral sources of income, more people need more livestock, which
then make unsustainable demands on the environment—a classic instance of
desertification driven by population pressure.
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Writing about the southern Bolivian Andes, David Preston (Chap. 14) docu-
ments an optimistic alternative to the downward economic and environmental spiral
described by Coppock. Despite huge differences in natural environment and social
organization, the income diversification, commercial engagement and adaptation
described by Preston for the Andes conforms to the resilience paradigm presented
by Mortimore in Chap. 3 for the Sahel. In both settings, outmigration has helped
households adjust to periods of environmentally induced stress, and provided the
income and markets that have made agricultural innovation possible. In Bolivia,
outmigration has also led to declines in rural human and livestock populations,
relieving pressure on natural resources. As in the Sahel, government officials and
development agencies perceived the region in terms of environmental degradation,
based on exaggerated estimates of overgrazing and erosion, for which there was
little evidence: ‘Current soil and vegetation degradation processes observed are
largely associated with climatic and geomorphological factors’ (Chap. 14). While
crops and livestock have certainly left an imprint on the Andean landscape,
Preston’s analysis suggests that this was a price worth paying, because farming and
herding have helped rural households exploit changing economic opportunities and
maintain a satisfactory quality of life.

Read in combination with one another, Chaps. 12–14 probe the structural as
opposed to the immediate or proximate causes of environmental degradation. Local
communities certainly have the capacity to overexploit their natural resources, but
what equips some to adapt to changing circumstances and avoid negative outcomes,
while others fail? The history of adaptation to drought in the Sahel (Mortimore,
Chap. 3) suggests that rural households are adept at discovering pathways that
minimize environmental damage and maximize their chances for survival, but the
result is not under their control:

The speed of such strategies, and their flexibility or competence for managing multiple
stresses and opportunities, is determined by macroeconomic rather than local factors. At the
regional scale, economic integration facilitates adaptive strategies in the remotest villages of
the Sahel. It appears that it is economic development, not adaptive capacity, that may be too
slow (Mortimore 2010: 137).

From this perspective, different outcomes in Patagonia, the Bolivian Andes and
Ethiopia—relative success in resource conservation and economic welfare versus
failure—may own less to obvious differences in local circumstances than to the
wider economic situation: Bolivian agro-pastoralists have employment and emi-
gration opportunities that are unavailable to Ethiopian Boran; in Patagonia eco-
nomic incentives undermine resource conservation for poorer ranchers. As
exemplified in Patagonia, the desertification paradigm does, on occasion, accurately
identify the immediate causes of degradation—on the ground at the local level
where the hoe or hoof meets soil and plant. It is less well equipped to address the
broader political and economic factors that both motivate and circumscribe these
material encounters.

Mark Mulligan, Sophia Burke and Andrew Ogilvie (Chap. 16) present an
analysis of social and environmental change in the Mediterranean that has
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nonetheless succeeded in avoiding these limitations. In the 1990s, European con-
cerns about desertification began, as is often the case, after a multi-decadal drought
attracted media and political attention to a simplistic notion of large-scale
desert-like degradation. As Mulligan and his co-authors note, desertification is an
‘umbrella term’—make of it what you will. With a rich database at their disposal
and long-term governmental support, European researchers have exploited the
open-ended nature of the desertification concept to build an increasingly sophisti-
cated picture of the interaction between Mediterranean environment and society. To
do this, researchers have progressively expanded the kinds of causal processes that
they have incorporated into computerized models of environmental change. As
described in Chap. 16, these models initially portrayed environmental degradation
in simple pressure-response terms—apply increasing pressure to a resource and the
environmental response is a problem. A subsequent generation of models incor-
porated the possibility of negative feedback—people notice a developing problem
and act to mitigate the pressures that are causing it—a pressure-response-feedback
system. Finally, current modelling—characterized as ‘tipping points and com-
plexity’—depicts the compromises between human welfare and environmental
conservation that arise in seeking to sustain ‘ecosystem service provision whilst
maintaining and increasing agricultural production’ in a complex industrial econ-
omy. The outcome, aptly summarized in the title of Chap. 16, is ‘much more than
simply “desertification”’. Indeed, the positive contribution of the concept of
desertification to this impressive research effort is difficult to identify, aside from
the alarming misconceptions about desertification that were instrumental in gen-
erating political and financial support in the first place.

Sarah Robinson (Chap. 17) examines land degradation in five Central Asian
republics—Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan—
from the late Soviet period to the present. With the exception of the disappearing
Aral Sea—an unmitigated and well-documented environmental disaster—Robinson
documents a high level of uncertainty regarding the state of the Central Asian
environment. Irrespective of this uncertainty, among regional officials and scientists
‘the belief that [land degradation] must be getting worse is almost universal’
(Robinson, Chap. 17). Why? How does a consensus emerge from a flawed, partial
and equivocal body of evidence?

Robinson links the pervasive belief in environmental decline to the institutional
arrangements that currently fund environmental science in the region. Generously
supported in the Soviet period, scientists must now seek external funding, both to
supplement salaries and produce new research. While significant international
funding is targeted at combatting land degradation, only a minute fraction of this
money goes to support basic environmental research on the extent of the problem.
The reasonable conclusion for national scientists to draw from this arrangement is
that the donors already know what they want to hear: Degradation exists and we
need to stop it.

Overall, international funding has rarely resulted in improved quality or availability of those
primary data which drive the allocation of funds. The ambiguity and complexity of the
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evidence for different types of land degradation discussed here are not reflected in the grey
literature associated with the dispersal of funds to combat degradation (Robinson, Chap. 17).

In Central Asia, the perception of widespread environmental degradation is what
Warren and Agnew, following Thompson and Warburton (1985), have character-
ized as an institutionalized fact—defined as a fact ‘that an institution wanted to
believe, one that served its purposes’ (Warren and Agnew 1988). In this instance in
Central Asia, the ‘fact’ of degradation is sustained by the congruent interests of a
combination of institutions, both national and international.

Strictly national institutions govern the creation of environmental perceptions in
China, as described by Hong Jiang in Chap. 19. In China, one governmental
organization, the State Forestry Administration (SFA) controls all aspects of
desertification work—policy, research, control and monitoring—to the extent that,
in Jiang’s estimation, ‘Desertification control is trapped in the institutional interest
of the SFA’. Decades after the great Sahel droughts, the SFA programmes bear an
uncanny resemblance to UNEP’s earlier efforts to combat desertification in Africa.
The main culprits are the same—local people who farm, overgraze and collect too
much firewood—as is the top-down, technical response, dominated by officials and
experts, while local cultural practices, particularly pastoralism, are disregarded.
Even the names are the same: Great Green Walls now march, or are set to march,
across both China and West Africa. Another unwelcome similarity is the discon-
nection between policy and science. Being a forestry organization, the SFA pro-
motes trees. Trees are good, irrespective of their limited ability to survive in arid
climates, or the demands they place on limited water supplies. As Jiang shows,
there is robust scientific evidence against unrestrained tree planting, but this evi-
dence has little impact on policy because of the dominant institutional position of
the SFA. Mindful of the implications of speaking out, environmental scientists will
say things in private that they hesitate to say in public.

The social organization of information is also the focus of Chap. 15, Mike
Shanahan’s analysis of the journalistic portrayal of pastoralists, one of the key
protagonists in desertification theory. Shanahan describes how the media depicts
pastoralism in Kenya, India and China, and in each country the message is different:
‘In Kenya, pastoralists feature mostly in ‘bad news’ stories of conflict and
drought… In China, the media presented pastoralists as the cause of environmental
degradation and as (generally happy) beneficiaries of government investment and
settlement projects. In India, newspapers portrayed pastoralists … as vulnerable
people whose livelihoods were at risk.’ (Shanahan, Chap. 15). In no country was
there discussion of the environmental rationale behind pastoral mobility or of the
economic benefits derived from pastoralism, and in all three countries the media
image of pastoralism was self-reinforcing because journalists depended on other
journalists as their most common source of information. In all three countries
journalists expressed personal opinions at variance with their own public pro-
nouncements, and in China these personal opinions were also at variance with state
policies:
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[M]ost journalists (71.5 %) felt that herding did not cause damage to the environment, and
more than two-thirds (67.8 %) even felt that herding had a positive effect on the envi-
ronment. Among these journalists 71.4 % disagreed that herders need to settle instead of
herding livestock… As one journalist commented: “Their lives are strongly impacted by the
policy to make them settle down for reason of keeping stability, [and this] damages
already-vulnerable ecology ….” (Shanahan, Chap. 15).

It would appear that professional assessments, both scientific (Jiang, Chap. 19)
and journalistic (Shanahan, Chap. 15) are more sceptical of Chinese environmental
policy than the public record might suggest.

Wenjun Li, Yanbo Li and Gongbuzeren provide further evidence in Chap. 18 for
the plurality of views in China on environmental issues. Their analysis examines
the opinions of three groups of stakeholders—the government, academic evalua-
tors, and pastoralists—on the state’s rangeland degradation policies, which favour
either the confinement or complete removal of livestock from many rangeland
areas. Though they express their positions differently, both government and aca-
demic observers tend to endorse the environmental effectiveness of these pro-
grammes, while recognizing that ecological benefits are achieved at a cost to
livestock production and household economic welfare. Herders go further, con-
demning the programmes as uniformly destructive—environmentally, socially and
economically. The official programmes, Li et al. argue, have failed because they do
not recognize the interdependent relationship between the rangeland environment
and pastoral communities. In destroying pastoral communities and their way of life,
government is unknowingly destroying the means to achieve its environmental
objectives.

Li et al.’s conclusions pertain directly to Inner Mongolia, but environmental
research elsewhere in China suggests a wider relevance. The Quinghai-Tibetan
Plateau is a vast, high-altitude grassland and desert that stretches across parts of five
autonomous regions or provinces in China and is the source of some of Asia’s
mightiest rivers—the Mekong, Yellow, Yangzte, upper Indus and Brahmaputra.
Official statistics and Chinese state policies depict the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, as
severely degraded as a result of ‘backward’ pastoral land use practices, particularly
overstocking, and a large body of scientific literature purports to sustain this con-
clusion. A recent comprehensive literature review nonetheless argues that the extent
and magnitude of rangeland degradation on the Plateau is unknown due to poor
documentation and subjective monitoring programmes (Harris 2010). A common
thread running through the Chinese degradation literature is the assumption that the
Tibetan Plateau is a natural ecosystem disturbed by grazing, an assumption that has
been challenged by advances in the archaeological interpretation of pollen and
charcoal records. Archaeological research suggests that the vegetation of the
Tibetan highlands is a pastoral creation that began about 8800 years ago with the
conversion of forests into high-yielding pastures through the human use of fire to
control woody vegetation and the replacement of wild herbivores with much larger
numbers of domestic livestock. According to this interpretation, the present species
composition and plant morphology of the area are a response to the selective
foraging of free-ranging livestock and are remarkably resilient to grazing pressure
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(Miehe et al. 2009). Far from damaging the vegetation, there is evidence that
grazing in this environment increases pasture productivity and improves its nutritive
quality, ‘results [that] call into question the prevailing opinion on the Tibetan
Plateau, that grazing decreases the productivity of the rangelands’ (Klein et al.
2007: 553). At least in Inner Mongolia and on the Tibetan Plateau, it would appear
that China’s grasslands need their pastoralists and livestock.

This book begins in Africa and concludes in Asia. In between it documents the
diversity of meanings that different people have attached to the concept of deser-
tification. It also describes a sobering continuity.

The official version of desertification that currently prevails among policymakers
in Central Asia and China is hardly different from the one that was commonly
accepted when UNCOD was convened in Nairobi in 1977. The perceived agents of
environmental destruction—local land users—are unchanged, as are the autocratic
and technical solutions that are officially advocated, despite contrary scientific
evidence. What has changed is the ability of some national governments to enforce
their will. For Sahelian states in the late 20th century, desertification was a useful
tool for leveraging the international assistance that they needed if they were to
exercise control and extract profit from peripheral rural communities. The limited
international support that these states received and their own constrained means set
limits to what they could do. The local level resilience, adaptation, and environ-
mental recovery that has been subsequently documented, and the awakening of
some Sahelian governments to the advantages offered by these processes, are an
unintended consequence of the inability of national administrations and interna-
tional agencies to enforce their will on rural Africa.

But things are different in much of Central and Inner Asia. Quite apart from
environmental concerns, the Chinese state has its own political and economic
reasons for exerting unqualified control over its peripheral ethnic minorities, and it
has ample administrative and financial resources to do so. If flawed environmental
policies are part of the means of this control, the concept of desertification could yet
be implicated in the wholesale destruction of environmental values and rural
livelihoods. It has taken decades to set the record straight in the Sahel; in China, the
environmental and human sciences do not have decades to moderate potentially
destructive policies. Hopefully, the global case studies, the scientific advances, and
the reappraisal of Sahel history reported in this book will alert Asian policy makers
to options that they have not previously considered.

A final overview, Chap. 20 by Mark Stafford Smith, assesses the key messages
contained in this book. Looking back over the history of the desertification debate,
Stafford Smith emphasizes the role of power and narrative—the power of national
and international centres relative to remote and often marginal dryland populations,
and the role of simplifying narratives like desertification in guiding the interactions
between centre and dryland periphery. Stafford Smith then asks ‘What next?’ His
answer is both optimistic and a challenge to scientists and others concerned about
the future of drylands and the people who live in them: Create a ‘new and appealing
narrative of drylands … that is strong enough to rebut (or evade) the apparent
inevitability of centralized power dynamics, and to respond to the inexorable
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realities of global change.’ Maybe the most effective response to the desertification
narrative is to simply move on.
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Chapter 2
Desertification in the Sahel: Local Practice
Meets Global Narrative

Camilla Toulmin and Karen Brock

Abstract For nearly a century, crisis narratives about desertification have dominated
policy discourse on the Sahelian drylands. This chapter looks at some of the ways in
which these have shaped policy interventions in the drylands over the decades, and
how contemporary development thinking offers better options for resilient dryland
livelihoods. We argue that solutions to the environmental and economic problems
faced by dryland systems—especially in the context of climate change—need to be
more firmly rooted in a nuanced understanding of ecological change and the links
between climate, vegetation and people. They must also involve a shift in power to
local people, recognizing the value of marrying modern science with indigenous
knowledge systems. Dryland peoples are more likely to prosper when governments
reverse heavy-handed attempts to manage these areas. Greater promise lies with
decentralizing power and decision-making to local institutions, and recognizing local
tenure rights and systems for securing access to land.

Keywords Drylands � Policy � Discourse � Livelihoods � Decentralization and
resilience

For many generations, the people of the Sahel have lived with consistently unre-
liable rainfall and long-term cycles of periodic drought. This is the nature of their
dryland climate; it is the backdrop to their lives and livelihoods, and it has been the
setting within which they have developed social and environmental strategies to
support their prosperity. But for nearly a century, crisis narratives about desert
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advance, and a broader desertification of the region’s resources—forged in the
aftermath of drought—have dominated policy discourse on the Sahelian drylands.
The attitudes and arguments behind these narratives have remained remarkably
tenacious, despite being “stuck within poorly researched data on degradation and
desertification” (Hesse et al. 2013: 64) and systematically excluding the views,
lived experience and practices of Sahelian people.1

Many ‘solutions’ to the problems of the drylands, mostly led by international aid
agencies and governments, have featured large-scale projects with top-down
planning, including human resettlement and large-scale irrigation, all aimed at
changing and transforming nature. These interventions, and the scientific research
they draw on to frame their design, have frequently misunderstood the highly
variable and uncertain resource availability that characterizes this region. They have
also disregarded the knowledge of Sahelian people and downplayed the importance
of the practices and institutions that underpin their livelihoods in the face of this
uncertainty. Although the range of interventions has altered over time, the positions
of many international development agencies and national governments in the region
continue to reflect the idea that mastery over nature is a better option than under-
standing and living with the uncertain conditions of the Sahel.

Alongside the mainstream narrative, several counter-narratives—which question
‘desertification’—have emerged from the social, economic and political as well as
the biophysical sciences. We locate ourselves in this tradition, alongside other
proponents who argue that the biophysical manifestations of desertification and
drought in the Sahel are inseparable from their underlying social, political and
economic causes, consequences and remedies (e.g., Stamp 1940; Behnke and
Scoones 1992; Sendzimir et al. 2011; Andersson et al. 2011). We concur with the
view that a policy focus on technical solutions, to the detriment of social and
political considerations, runs the risk of failure (Keeley and Scoones 2003), and that
a much better balance between science and the knowledge and experience of
Sahelian people should form the basis for future interventions in the drylands
(Hesse et al. 2013).

Questioning the mainstream narrative is not a denial of the environmental and
economic problems faced by dryland systems; on the contrary, we argue that it is
critical to understand the ecology, instability and links between climate, vegetation
and people, if solutions are to be found that fit within existing institutions and
knowledge systems. Looking forward, this recognition of diversity and the sig-
nificance of local knowledge is particularly important, as dryland people must
continue to adapt to the extreme climatic events and hotter temperatures predicted
for their ecosystems. Concerted support will be needed, recognizing the knowledge
and agency of local people, offering partnership and shared learning, to maintain the
resilience of dryland ecosystems within a wider social and geographic landscape
(Hesse et al. 2013).

1In contrast with the rest of the chapters in this volume, our use of the term ‘Sahel’ and ‘Sahelian’
also includes the drylands of eastern Africa, and includes Ethiopia and Kenya.
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From this perspective, resilient livelihoods in the Sahel can best be strengthened
by interventions that support farmers, pastoralists and fishers through decentralized
governmental and nongovernmental institutions that recognize them as citizens with
rights to natural resources and valid knowledge that can be harnessed. Local
management and control are key attributes in building the resilience, diversity and
productivity of pastoral, mixed farming and agricultural livelihood systems in the
face of climate change.

In this chapter, we look at how the desertification discourse has shaped policy
interventions in the drylands over the decades, and ways in which contemporary
development discourse may offer better opportunities to support resilient dryland
livelihoods. We highlight key historical shifts in the evolution of the narratives and
counter-narratives of desertification discourse, and their relationship with both
scientific research and the livelihoods of Sahelian people. We trace the development
of the ‘received wisdom’—that a combination of inappropriate land use practices,
rising population and periodic drought mean that Sahelian dryland ecosystems are
being rapidly and permanently degraded by desertification—from its origins in
colonial West Africa through the major Sahelian droughts of the 1970s and 1980s.
We discuss its subsequent manifestations in the international policy architecture
that has framed many interventions in the region.

We go on to examine how policy has responded to other key shifts in the
language of development policy—climate change adaptation and mitigation, and
poverty reduction—as well as better grounded scientific analysis. We describe a
range of development interventions from across dryland Africa associated with
different aspects of these narratives on dryland change. We discuss the opportu-
nities presented for successful interventions to strengthen livelihood resilience in
the face of climate change.

2.1 Desiccation and Blame—The Crisis Narrative

The ideas behind the term ‘desertification’ have been traced to the 1920s and 1930s,
when colonial administrators, scientists and foresters began to describe the apparent
drying out of their West African territories (Davis—this volume, Mortimore 1989;
Swift 1996).

Given the long-held concern of the colonial authorities about desiccation, from
December 1936 to February 1937, a joint Anglo-French Commission made its way
through northern Nigeria and southern Niger to assess “the extent to which desert
conditions are being created, and what is causing these conditions”. While recognizing
that 1936 had been a particularly wet rainy season, they concluded that there was no
evidence to support a general desiccation of the region. Among their counter-intuitive
findings they discovered that tree cover was reduced in the more southerly, wetter
districts, due to higher population density, while the long-established farming areas
further north were well-wooded due to farmers keeping numerous trees on their
farmlands, and using living hedges as field boundaries. They saw abundant natural
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regeneration of tree and shrub cover, but also acknowledged that while there was no
apparent danger of desiccation, there was “unquestionably an impoverishment of the
sylvan conditions of the country … due almost entirely to uncontrolled expansion of
shifting cultivation”. They proposed a solution entailing “permanent farmlands,
properly demarcated, regularly manured, adequately timbered with trees of local
economic importance and with an assured supply of water.”

Despite the conclusions of the Anglo-French Commission, other views of the
encroaching Sahara came to dominate the story of desertification in the 1930s, as
discussed in detail by Davis (this volume). This included the work of the British
forester Stebbing, who travelled widely in the region in 1937, and concluded that
the southern boundary of the Sahara was indeed expanding. Stebbing’s view came
to form the foundations of a powerful story of a vicious cycle of desertification:
human misuse and population increase cause desiccation, which causes the desert to
move south; and rainfall becomes more variable as a result of erosion and vege-
tation degradation. To counter this cycle, Stebbing proposed the extension of
government authority over agricultural practices, an approach that resonated well
with French efforts to establish a centralized natural resource management
bureaucracy in their colonies, particularly through their Eaux et fôrets departments,
under which elaborate regulations enforced by a paramilitary force served to con-
strain the natural-resource use rights of rural people and enrich a small, mostly
urban elite (Ribot 2001).

Stebbing’s narrative of the causes and effects of desertification, and the type of
interventions needed to stop its destructive effect, were early versions of a blueprint
from which many top-down approaches to governing dryland natural resources
subsequently stemmed. The “desert advance” story has been replicated and rein-
terpreted many times since the 1930s by actors with different interests in the Sahel.
As an early example of a development narrative (Roe 1991), this story of deser-
tification vastly simplified complex dryland ecological systems, and helped to
establish consensus for state intervention to manage resources (Krätli and Enson
2013). It was also associated closely with scientists of particular disciplines—in this
case, soil scientists, foresters and physical geographers—and perspectives from
other disciplines were marginal (Andersson et al. 2011).

Despite its critics, the desertification narrative became an enduring storyline
because it was particularly effective in the service of the ruling political classes of
the region, both colonial and post-colonial. Key to this success was its framing of
desertification as a crisis, not only generating consensus and giving legitimacy to
authoritarian interventions, but also allowing the attribution of blame. The narrative
casts Sahelian farmers and, to an even greater extent, pastoralists in the role of
culprits in the desertification process (Hesse and Odhiambo 2006; Sendalo 2009).
In this framing, their poverty and ignorance are responsible for making them the
consequent victims of its impacts.

To really take hold, however, a crisis narrative needs a real crisis (Krätli and
Enson 2013). Historically rooted in the droughts of the 1920s, the desertification
crisis narrative was used less in the 1950s and 1960s. During this period, although
there were still periodic droughts (Mortimore 1989), wetter years in the Sahel
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brought greater yields and fewer pressures on scarce water and pasture (Swift
1996); the preoccupations of colonial government became more keenly focused on
soil erosion. But when major droughts began to hit the region in the late 1960s,
reaching their peak in 1972–74, the desertification crisis narrative found new
resonance.

In addition to a large-scale famine relief effort across much of the region,
international preoccupation with desertification in the Sahel grew throughout the
1970s, part of a wider growth in concerns about human impacts on the environment
which started with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization’s (UNESCO) first Biosphere Conference in Paris in 1968. The
international political and institutional response to the drought was spearheaded by
of a set of United Nations (UN) reviews of the state of scientific knowledge about
the causes and effects of desertification in drylands across the world (see, for
example, Lamprey 1975; UN 1977). This period, culminating in the UN
Conference on Desertification (UNCOD) in 1977, can be characterized by the
consolidation of what Hajer (1995) describes as a ‘discourse coalition’—a group of
actors, usually with a bureaucratic base, who share a similar set of stories that
account for why a particular phenomenon exists and what should be done about it.
In this case, a discourse coalition formed, with its centre around the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), receiving support from a range of actors within
African governments which together reinforced the storyline of an “apocalyptic
vision” of desertification as “an inexorable and almost contagious process” (Swift
1996: 80).

Just as the received wisdom had served the implicit interests of the colonial
project of centralized administration over natural resources 40 years previously, so
in the 1970s it dovetailed with the agenda of many independent African govern-
ments to strengthen control over their dryland regions. This was especially the case
for governments with a significant nomadic pastoral population, who were per-
ceived as a threat to national unity because of their ability, through movement with
their herds, to evade registration and taxation by the central state (Fratkin 2001;
Niamir-Fuller 1998).

The UN General Assembly endorsed the Global Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification that emerged from the UNCOD in 1977,2 and the Desertification
Branch of UNEP was charged with its implementation. Proposed activities included
establishing a Sahelian green belt that revived Stebbing’s proposal of the 1930s, as
well as five large-scale transnational projects to manage the region’s aquifers, and a
regional livestock project aimed at controlling rangeland degradation through
control of stocking levels, perceived to be excessive (UNCOD 1978).

Despite these project activities, when UNEP reviewed progress in 1984, it
concluded that the land lost to desertification had continued to rise steadily at the
same rate that had been reported in 1977 (Mabbutt 1984; UNEP 1984). But
questions must be asked about the quality of the data used to support these

2Resolution 32/172 of 19 December 1977.
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assessments. Swift (1996) notes that, in some cases, national government estimates
of population and land use change were based on very limited survey data and
heavily reliant on expert opinion or assessment. Despite questions raised about data
quality (Berry 1983), these estimates were aggregated and translated into global
desertification indicators. These indicators were used to produce figures that
became the new headlines for the received wisdom on desertification,3 and then
widely used by a broad range of policy actors trying to raise the profile of envi-
ronmental change on international policy agendas.

In contrast to these aggregate assessments, a growing number of researchers
working in the Sahel were finding that the desertification narrative was not borne
out on the ground. Their studies showed that the science behind the desertification
narrative was poorly understood, and use of the term often confuses three related
but distinct ecological processes: drought, desiccation and land degradation.
However, their views, along with those of the farmers and herders they studied,
were side-lined (Swift 1996). Many such researchers—from a range of disciplines
including anthropology, ecology, economics and range science—went on to try and
fill the knowledge gap that arose from a lack of primary research on the processes of
dryland degradation in the 1970s and 1980s. Often funded by bilateral aid agencies,
such research sought to gain recognition for the diverse people, livelihood systems,
and settings across the Sahelian region, and their remarkable ability to survive and
prosper in often harsh, uncertain conditions.4 Nonetheless, Andersson et al. (2011)
argue that there was a growing disconnection between the desertification discourse
and scientific understanding of land degradation, which meant that “when the
United Nations finally created the Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
in 1994, policy was seriously disconnected from science” (2011: 306).

By their very nature, mainstream narratives have their detractors, and desertifi-
cation is no exception. A further upsurge of research into land degradation and
Sahelian livelihood systems during the 1980s and 1990s challenged some of the
conceptual foundations of the desertification story, allowing the forging of a sig-
nificant counter-narrative that framed dryland degradation as the outcome of
complex interactions between climate, ecosystems and social systems in inherently
dynamic environments (Behnke and Scoones 1992). This strand of thought also
emphasized the importance and value of local knowledge and institutions for
developing the drylands, framing interventions in support of the adaptive capacities
of local people (Rochette 1989).

The Earth Summit at Rio in 1992, and the UN conventions that resulted—on
desertification, biological diversity and climate change5—aimed to establish a new
era of international environmental policy and associated frameworks. The two

3“Desertification threatens 35 % of the Earth’s land surface and 20 % of its population; 75 % of
threatened area and 60 % of the threatened population are already affected” (Swift 1996: 81).
4See, for example Haramata, a research bulletin about the drylands published by IIED between
1987 and 2010.
5UN Convention to Combat Desertification (1994), UN Convention on Biological Diversity
(1992), and UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992).
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broad perspectives on desertification—the received wisdom describing an inex-
orable spread driven by poor land management practices, and the counter-narrative
emphasizing the long-term rhythms of climate variability and complex social and
environmental dynamics—co-existed uneasily while the new institutional archi-
tecture was shaped and solidified.

The received wisdom, embedded in existing international and domestic
bureaucratic structures, maintained its dominant position. The alternative narrative
found resonance in a set of policy spaces outside those officially labelled as dealing
with desertification, and amongst a set of actors who were not part of formal
bureaucratic processes, including NGOs. Questioning the value of global processes
to address essentially local problems of marginalization, its advocates increasingly
sought to fit the science of dryland degradation into national and local policy
processes on agriculture, poverty reduction and climate change adaptation.

2.2 The Earth Summit and the UN Convention to Combat
Desertification

While UNCOD and the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification (PACD) raised
the profile of desertification on international environmental agendas during the
1970s and 1980s, the issues of climate change and biodiversity loss were growing
in prominence more quickly. Some African states were concerned that this would
lead to desertification being ignored, and first proposed a UN convention on
desertification in the run-up to the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio (Stringer 2006). Their
rallying cry was for resources to support the victims of desertification. Although
discouraged by several European countries at the summit—who argued that
desertification did not have the same global dimensions as biodiversity and climate
change—a commitment was eventually made to establish negotiations on a
desertification convention. This decision was seen as a concession to African
leaders who needed to show some return from the Rio conference in terms of
resources to distribute through their governments.

The process of negotiating the UNCCD opened in May 1993. Burkinabè
politician and diplomat the late Hama Arba Diallo was appointed head of a tem-
porary secretariat, and an International Panel of Experts on Desertification6 was
convened. Government representatives were presented with a draft text drawn from
documents agreed at Rio and, five negotiation sessions later, the UNCCD inter-
national treaty was signed by governments and adopted. Following ratification by
195 states, it entered into force at the end of 1996. Despite lobbying from a number
of multilateral organizations which wanted to become the seat of this new con-
vention, an independent Permanent Secretariat was established in Bonn; Diallo
became the first Executive Secretary of the UNCCD. A Conference of the Parties

6Which included Camilla Toulmin, one of the authors of this chapter.
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(CoP), held every two years, oversees implementation and reviews progress, while
a science conference meets to review desertification science and local knowledge.

The principal objective of the UNCCD is to “combat desertification and mitigate
the effects of drought, particularly in Africa”. It defines desertification as “land
degradation in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas resulting from various
factors, including climatic variations and human activities” (www.unccd.int). The
language of the convention frames local communities as the main managers of
drylands, and appears to reject top-down approaches in favour of involving local
communities in interventions to combat desertification. Nonetheless, it operates
through a series of National Action Programmes, which identify the main causes
and consequences of desertification at the country level and define a programme of
priority responses very similar to those of the earlier UN-PACD.

While the Permanent Secretariat administers the UNCCD, it has no powers to
enforce the convention. The UNCCD has its own funding institution, the Global
Mechanism, but this channels existing financial support, rather than establishing
and allocating new resources. New funding comes through the Global Environment
Facility (GEF), but “desertification must compete with other GEF issues, and is
often a low priority” (Stringer 2006: 1). This has led to the UNCCD becoming the
“poor relation” among the three Rio conventions (Tollefson and Gilbert 2012: 1); in
2011, for example, GEF funding to UNCCD was only 10 % of that directed to the
UN Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCBD). It has proved difficult to raise
funds for the diffuse and poorly described set of problems that comprise deserti-
fication, and funding for dryland interventions has increasingly tended to be
channelled through non-CCD interventions focused on soils and land management,
such as the World Bank’s Sustainable Land Management programme.

A range of other international organizations have recognized the importance of
dryland regions, their people and resources for achieving broader global goals,
whether it be biological diversity, the MDGs, or livelihood security (IUCN 2009,
2012; UNDP 2011; UN 2011). For some, the drylands are seen as a great untapped
resource, where increased investment would yield substantial returns. For others,
the drylands need to be addressed because their current low-income status and
marginalization puts at risk global campaigns around the MDGs, or achievement of
anti-polio campaigns.

The UNCCD competes for recognition and funding with the UNCBD and the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change by trying to get the attention of
global audiences. Current documents emphasize the connection between desertifi-
cation, conflicts and crises. In a 2014 document, the UNCCD Secretariat asserts that
12 million hectares of land become barren each year, and conflicts over land lead to
civil war, sexual violence and genocide (UNCCD 2014a). Despite the arrival of a
new, dynamic Executive Secretary in 2014, there remain longstanding questions
about whether the international convention model is really the right strategy for
addressing drylands development. Furthermore, Stringer (2006: 3) notes that “the
UNCCD relies on only a small number of scientists relative to the amount of
research done on desertification issues […] so the views of many experts are
overlooked”. Over a decade ago, Toulmin (2001) observed that the convention “has
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tied people into a series of CoP performances which demonstrate no linkage with
real problems on the ground.” By framing land degradation as an issue for action at
the global level, the UNCCD lets national governments off the hook for decades of
neglect of land, soils and farming systems. It is perhaps too much to expect of a
structure created by and answerable to national governments—and therefore
accountable at the national level—that it should make a strong case for local people
to be at the heart of development.

Below we present two interventions in the Sahel that are related to the UNCCD.
The first, the Desert Margins Program (DMP), was conceived when the CGIAR was
invited to join the negotiations for the UNCCD in 1993; it was part-funded by the
UNCCD through UNEP. The second, the Great Green Wall for the Sahara and the
Sahel Initiative (GGWSSI), has been driven by African governments and has also
been part-funded by the UNCCD, through the Global Mechanism, with additional
support from the European Union (EU). Both illustrate the way that approaches to
desertification enshrined in the UNCCD have been translated into interventions,
through the new institutional architecture established after Rio.

These two examples illustrate how the international political framework for
desertification has been translated into concrete initiatives, and some of the chal-
lenges that have ensued from implementation. These include the strong managerial
approach to intervention which often overlooks how people actually live in the
drylands, and a continued assumption that technology-based solutions to natural
resource management problems will trickle down effectively to local people
through government and national agricultural research bureaucracies.

2.2.1 The Desert Margins Program—Putting Research
into Practice7

The idea of an international programme to address the problems of Africa’s desert
margins was tabled in 1993 when CGIAR member, the International Crops
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), joined the international
discussions to elaborate the UNCCD. By 1997, the idea had crystallized into the
Desert Margins Program (DMP). A five-year pilot phase was launched to identify
the causes of land degradation in nine countries on the margins of the Sahara and
Kalahari deserts. This provided the basis for the full DMP, a multi-partner pro-
gramme headquartered at ICRISAT in Niamey, Niger implemented by UNEP, and
funded by GEF and nine member countries. Three two-year cycles of
research-for-development were planned, commencing in 2002.

The DMP was positioned at the overlap of the CCD and the CBD mandates,
resting on the assumption that “desertification can be avoided or reversed by
adopting technologies and practices that simultaneously strengthen biodiversity and

7Unless otherwise indicated, the material in Sect. 2.2.1 is drawn from Koala et al. (2013).
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improve farmers’ livelihoods” (Koala et al. 2013: 1). Acknowledging the impor-
tance of indigenous knowledge, DMP researchers set out to “source traditional
methods for regenerating land and managing it sustainably” (Op. cit. p. 3).

DMP involved a network of different funding and implementing organizations
that crossed many levels and spaces. In addition to ICRISAT and UNEP, four other
CGIAR centres, four international research organizations, and national agricultural
research systems from each of the nine countries joined forces in this programme.

The first phase identified benchmark sites and selected key land management
and livelihood diversification strategies. These included the establishment of tree
nurseries and market gardens, mechanized construction of half-moon planting pits,
pasture reseeding, and community-based rangeland monitoring. The second phase
used the benchmark sites as hubs for demonstrating these options and training local
people in their application, with a declared focus on using participatory
methodologies.

Despite claiming considerable achievements—including more than 1500 ha of
land under improved management in Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger and Senegal, and a
part in shifting perceptions about African drylands among national policymakers—
funds for the third phase of the DMP, which would have involved the scaling up of
successful approaches beyond the demonstration hubs, were “deferred” after a
“change in donor funding policies” (Op. cit. p. iii). This was publicly attributed to
poor communication of programme outputs, and a “lack of demonstrated impact
from the investments made so far” (Op. cit. p. 76)—a potential problem flagged up
by a UNEP technical review of the original project proposal in 2001 (UNEP 2001).
Privately, some of those involved also highlighted internal communication prob-
lems; top-heavy, bureaucratic processes of programme management; and a
tokenistic approach to local people’s participation.

2.2.2 The Great Green Wall—Reconstructing a Tenacious
Anti-Desertification Project

Championed by former President Obasanjo of Nigeria and proposed to the African
Union (AU) Assembly in July 2005, the Great Green Wall for the Sahara initiative
originally aimed to arrest the southwards advance of the Sahara desert and improve
livelihoods (AUC 2006). The Great Green Wall for the Sahara and the Sahel
Initiative (GGWSSI) was formally launched by the AU in 2007 (FAO 2013). The
rhetorical roots of the Great Green Wall lie firmly in the received wisdom on
desertification. An early concept note for the initiative (AUC 2006: 2) states that
“the threat of desertification is real” and that the erosion of livelihoods by the
“continuous encroachment of desert areas” is “a source of grave concern”.

The idea of a continuous process of forest degradation has a long history in West
Africa stretching back to the colonial period, when it was popularized by foresters
(e.g., Aubréville 1949; see Davis, this volume), as does the view that “some age-old
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deleterious farming and cultural practices would need to be addressed with the view
to changing them, while more appropriate ones are introduced or promoted where
they exist” (AUC 2006: 6).

In the years following the launch, the EU and the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) developed country strategies and project
portfolios, assessed capacity needs and implemented pilot projects. During this
period, the narrative of the project shifted from its original emphasis on large-scale
reforestation—literally, a great green wall of trees to “stop the spread of the
desert”—to reflect more contemporary objectives, such as climate resilience and
carbon sequestration. In 2010, eleven countries signed a convention to create the
Great Green Wall Agency. The GGWSSI was re-launched in Addis Ababa in 2011
as a priority project of the Africa–EU partnership, with resources also provided by
FAO and the Global Mechanism of the CCD.

The GEF became involved in 2011, with a ministerial consultation to agree on
priority areas it could address with its resources. This led to the development, with
the World Bank, of the Sahel and West Africa Program in Support of the Great
Green Wall Initiative (SAWAP) (World Bank 2013a). This US$1 billion portfolio
of projects in 12 countries8 is implemented by the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development (NEPAD), through TerrAfrica, a partnership whose members include
multilateral agencies, regional organizations and national governments (TerrAfrica
et al. 2011). Its headline aim is to expand sustainable land and water management in
targeted landscapes and climate-vulnerable areas.

By the time of the 2011 re-launch, much of the promotional and operational
language of the GGWSSI had changed. Its headline aim was reported as “tackling
the detrimental social, economic and environmental impact of land degradation and
desertification in the Sahara and Sahel region, in particular by supporting local
community efforts in sustainable management and use of natural resources” (EU
2011: 1) to achieve “a mosaic of actions contributing to a variety of sustainable
rural development and natural resource management programmes” (FAO 2013: 1).

The complex institutional architecture of the initiative makes it difficult to find
public accounts of the GGWSSI, and assess how successful it has been in the
sustainable management and use of natural resources by local communities.
A two-page information sheet on GGWSSI produced by the Africa–EU Partnership
reports on a 600-ha pilot site in the north of Senegal where reforestation with gum
arabic trees started in 2009, and which is being used to “educate local farmers” and
supply them with “resilient seeds, technical assistance and a forum to share
information with other villages” (Africa-EU partnership nd: 2). But there is little
evidence as yet of tangible, local-level outcomes from the first phases of the
GGWSSI.

Implementation of the SAWAP is now in progress. Many of the programme
components include investment in resilient and carbon-smart natural resource

8Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan,
Togo.
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management—actions to address land degradation, biodiversity conservation, cli-
mate change and sustainable forest management—and are consistent with the host
of national action plans to combat desertification drawn up under the UNCCD.
Although there is strong emphasis on strengthening the capacity of in-country
institutions, in line with the aim of supporting the implementation of the UNCCD
through building effective partnerships between national and international actors,
there is relatively little mention of the local institutions of farmers and pastoralists
who are actually managing resources on the ground, day to day. Nor is there any
sense that the most effective forms of dryland development could be achieved by
recognizing and empowering local people and their institutions.

2.3 Looking Beyond Desertification: Other Policy
Narratives for Dryland Livelihoods

While the UNCCD has succeeded in maintaining the profile of desertification on
international policy agendas, its weaknesses include a failure to create policy
synergy with the other Rio conventions, despite the scientific overlap between
desertification, climate change and biodiversity loss (Andersson et al. 2011).
Consequently, many research and development actors are looking beyond the label
of ‘desertification’ in their search for effective, people-centred solutions to the
problems of the drylands.

In the decades following the Rio Summit of 1992, two major growth areas in
international development policy—climate change and poverty reduction—have
offered new spaces and opportunities for making progress in achieving more sus-
tainable livelihoods in the Sahel. While desertification has not been central to either
issue, key ideas from climate change and poverty debates have overlapped with and
cross-fertilized the work of many researchers and development practitioners in the
drylands.

International policy responses to climate change have generated new buzzwords
in development policy (Cornwall and Brock 2006), such as ‘adaptation’ and ‘re-
silience’. They have also created new modes of intervention in natural resource
management, such as the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and the REDD+9

mechanism. Based on the concept of payment for ecosystem services through
carbon markets, these mechanisms were intended to open up new ways of pro-
moting sustainable land management by putting a price on soil and forest carbon.
This frames the maintenance and ‘repair’ of nature as a tradable commodity
(Fairhead et al. 2012), and offers farmers and herders a crucial potential role in

9REDD+ is an effort under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change to provide financial
incentives for developing countries to reduce CO2 emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation, and to conserve, manage and enhance existing forest carbon stocks. The Clean
Development Mechanism provides for emission reduction projects that generate Certified
Emission Reduction units which can be traded in emission trading schemes.
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managing carbon stocks in vegetation and soils, and therefore climate change
mitigation. Section 2.3.1 discusses an example of a REDD+ project in Kenya which
demonstrates the promise of applying such approaches in the drylands.

International policy responses to poverty, crowned by the project to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), include an increased recognition of
poverty as a multidimensional phenomenon (e.g., World Bank 2000; Alkire and
Foster 2009), comprising far more than lack of income, but also including social
exclusion and political marginalization. Since the food price crises of 2007–2008,
there has also been a radical reassessment of agriculture’s importance in develop-
ment, with many arguing that in sub-Saharan Africa, where the majority of poor
people depend on agriculture for their livelihood, the achievement of the MDGs
must hinge on agriculture-led growth (Cabral and Scoones 2007). In the rest of this
section, we discuss five cases that illustrate how dryland interventions have been
shaped by these broader shifts in narrative: the Kasigau project in Kenya
(Sect. 2.3.1), the Ethiopian Productive Safety Net Programme (Sect. 2.3.2), changes
in post-drought reforestation in Niger (Sect. 2.3.3), two decades of pastoralist water
development in Chad (Sect. 2.3.4) and a devolved fund for climate change adap-
tation in dryland Kenya (Sect. 2.3.5).

2.3.1 Carbon-Funded Development in Dryland Kenya—The
Kasigau Project

The Kasigau project, the first accredited REDD+ project in Africa to issue carbon
credits, conserves a 200,000-ha dryland forest in Kenya’s coastal region, which is
an important wildlife corridor. In 2013, it was one of 15 REDD+ projects in Kenya,
only one other of which is located in the drylands. Atela’s (2013) study of the
Kasigau project, on which this section is based, presents information on project
actors and narratives, community and state engagement, land tenure and livelihood
impacts gathered through interviews and focus group discussions with participating
households, CBO leaders, project staff and government personnel.

The project is a commercial venture, developed by a private US company,
Wildlife-Works, specializing in wildlife conservation and ecotourism, which gen-
erates carbon through managing a protected forest area, as well as engaging
community members in activities meant to reduce pressure on the protected forest.
Its activities are designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and sequester carbon
in soils and vegetation. The project developers have implemented a carbon
accounting system and used it to claim carbon payments through the REDD+
mechanism. Ranch shareholders receive some of this revenue, and some goes to
fund community projects.

The Kasigau project land was initially classified as government trust land, but
was reclassified in the 1970s and allocated to private ranches. Both Somali pas-
toralists and Taita farming communities held rights in these ranches. By the 1990s,
many were dissatisfied by the lack of income-generation opportunities offered by
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land ownership, and many sold their shares to immigrants, and to Wildlife-Works,
which has become a major shareholder in one of the communal ranches. Other
shareholders have leased their shares to the project. Prior to the REDD+ project, the
ranch areas were not generating significant incomes for their owners, shareholders
or neighbouring local communities, and were thus perceived to be ‘valueless’. The
project design argues that conserving the dryland forest for carbon increases the
land’s value to local people.

In contrast to most REDD+ projects in Kenya, the Kasigau project is being
implemented in a dryland area where poverty levels are high and access to water and
other livelihood assets is very limited. The project earned US$180,000/year in
carbon revenue for its first five years of conservation activities in the protected areas.
One third of this goes into a REDD+ project trust fund, the majority of which has
been spent on classroom rehabilitation, bursaries for schoolchildren, and community
water projects in almost equal proportions. So although local people do not engage
in the management of carbon production and accounting, which is carried out by the
project, they can apply to the trust fund for local development resources.

Because of the way the project links carbon benefits to specific local vulnera-
bilities, such as low-value land productivity, water scarcity and illiteracy, it has
been favourably perceived among the Kasigau people, appearing to reverse their
long history of exclusion from resources by centralized state-based resource man-
agement regimes. The success of this project in its early stages rests partly on the
unusual mixture of private and communal land tenure systems that prevails in the
area. This has allowed those local people who already have formal tenure rights to
become shareholders in the carbon-financed enterprise, and those without land
rights to benefit from the project in other ways.

But broader changes in national land tenure systems may have an impact on this
early success. Kenya established a National Land Commission (NLC) in 2012, one
of a range of reforms introduced under the 2010 constitution, with the task of
recommending a National Land Policy to parliament. Since its establishment, there
has been an ongoing power struggle at the national level between the NLC and the
Ministry of Lands. It remains to be seen exactly what the outcome of this highly
politicized process will be, but there is a fear that if the new policies favour
individual private ownership over communal land tenure, the livelihood opportu-
nities that currently result from the Kasigau project may be lost.

During interviews and focus group discussions, participating households, leaders
of community-based organizations, and project and government staff all identified
some encouraging signs of success in the Kasigau project. But successful
carbon-financed development interventions in the drylands are relatively rare, and it
is important to locate them within a broader national context of climate change
policy. Ochieng Odhiambo (2013) examines the intersection between climate
change and dryland development narratives in Kenya, noting that while climate
change debates have fed a traditional storyline which blames pastoral land use for
degradation, there is also now a strong counter-narrative. The latter is drawn from
many decades of research in dryland agriculture, and it articulates clearly the
variability and resilience of the drylands. This latter narrative has been used to
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support mobile pastoralism as the best use of marginal drylands, and “views the arid
and semi-arid lands as resilient rather than vulnerable, and pastoralists as active
producers equipped with traditional knowledge and experience and having in place
institutions capable of harnessing the resilience of the arid and semi-arid lands for
improved productivity and livelihood security even in the face of climate change”
(Ochieng Odhiambo 2013: 22). This approach to the drylands has gained ground
within the country’s national climate change response strategy, greatly helped by
the active engagement of former Minister for Northern Kenya, Mohamed Elmi,
himself from a pastoral background, in advocating this shift in approach.

Hesse et al. (2013) identify the importance of resilience as a key concept in
understanding how complex socio-ecological systems react to the bio-physical
challenges of climate change. Socio-economic factors—such as the operation of
markets, social networks and land tenure—are crucial for building or eroding
resilience to the biophysical risks of climate change. The next section discusses a
similar recognition of socio-economic factors in increasing or diminishing the
possibility of poverty reduction.

2.3.2 Social Protection for the Drylands? Lessons
from the Ethiopian Productive Safety Net Programme

Food aid for drought relief has been an important mode of international intervention
in the drylands which, while saving lives, failed to save livelihoods (Hesse et al.
2013). Recent alternatives to this approach include a range of social protection
interventions, designed as an integrated set that simultaneously supports livelihoods
and strengthens resilience to climate change (Béné et al. 2012). Social protection
has not yet been widely applied in the Sahel. In Mali, for example, social safety nets
remain very limited in scope, are heavily dependent on external financing, and are
poorly targeted. A high proportion of revenue fails to reach the poorest households
(Bastagli and Toulmin 2014). Nonetheless, there are lessons to be learned from
elsewhere in dryland Africa, such as the experience of extending Ethiopia’s
Productive Safety Net Programme from the country’s highlands to its drylands. The
challenges of this process highlight the importance of understanding complex
dryland livelihoods.

The Productive Safety Net Programme (PSNP), one of the largest social pro-
tection programmes in sub-Saharan Africa, was initiated by the Government of
Ethiopia in 2004. With the support of a group of donor agencies, implementation
began in 2005, targeting 5 million chronically food-insecure people, mostly in
highland agricultural regions. The PSNP has now spread to the predominantly
dryland, pastoral regions, reaching 8 million beneficiaries in about 1.5 million
households (Béné et al. 2012).

Under the PSNP, chronically food-insecure households receive support for
several months of the year, and for a period of up to five years, building their
resilience until they are better able to cope with moderate shocks. Drought is one of
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the most commonly reported household-level shocks in both highland and lowland
Ethiopia (Van Domelen et al. 2010).

Targeted households receive cash and food in two ways: either unconditionally
(direct support), or in exchange for contributions to labour-intensive public works
that are selected through a public consultation process. A World Bank evaluation of
lessons learned from the first phase of implementation notes a strong tendency to
select natural resource management projects that could “reverse the severe degra-
dation of watersheds, a major constraint on food production” (Van Domelen et al.
2010: 70). Public works activities included building soil and water conservation
structures, water harvesting, sustainable farming, and rehabilitating and reclaiming
marginal lands.

The first phase of the PSNP was predominantly focused on the densely popu-
lated highland agricultural zone of the country, and was designed to respond to the
risks and vulnerabilities faced by people living there. Dryland people, whose
livelihoods include pastoralism, face different risks and experience different vul-
nerabilities from farmers in highland ecosystems. Research on the expansion of the
PSNP to the dryland Afar and Somali regions highlights the complexity of their
livelihoods, pointing out that, “contrary to received wisdom, only a small propor-
tion of lowland populations pursue a purely ‘pastoralist’ livelihood in the way of
keeping and moving livestock across the rangeland to access fodder and water”
(Sabates-Wheeler et al. 2011: 11). Livelihood strategies include a combination of
pastoralism and agriculture, participation in cross-border markets, and the com-
mercial harvest of natural resources. The opening of the pastoral lowlands, par-
ticularly for plantation agriculture and irrigation schemes, is an important recent
development, posing major challenges to pastoral livelihoods.

Although from the outset the PSNP design envisaged the need for a “pastoral
PSNP”, with “public works and transfer payment mechanisms tailored to the needs
of pastoralists” (Van Domelen et al. 2010: 26), there is little evidence that the
complexity of dryland livelihoods has been well understood. A process to design
and implement a pilot programme to tailor the PSNP to pastoral livelihoods was
launched in 2006, and the PSNP was extended to the Afar Region in 2006 and to
the Somali Region in 2008. But the implementation manual was the same as that
used in the highland regions (Sabates-Wheeler et al. 2011). This suggests a lack of
understanding of the need for a different design to accommodate the constraints and
complexities of a dryland existence. The programme’s instruments need to be
re-designed better to respond to the problems of a fluctuating food-insecure pop-
ulation, and the tendency of the poorest people in dryland areas to spend much of
their time in peri-urban settings.

2.3.3 Farmers and Dryland Re-Greening in Niger

Much of the new agricultural development discourse, shaped by the push and pull
between different ideas and agencies, favours large-scale, irrigated farming, and
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market-driven processes of agricultural modernization. But these approaches have
seldom been successfully applied to the small-scale, rainfed crop farming that is at the
centre of many dryland livelihood strategies. Krätli and Enson (2013) argue that a
systems approach is needed, covering awider landscape, to illuminate the larger-scale
functions of livestock-farming systems at the regional level, which are key to
understanding how farmers and herders have managed the efficient cycling of nutri-
ents in the Sahel. Equally, Hesse et al. (2013) highlight the importance of learning
from many success stories of dryland crop production in the Sahel to understand the
factors that help maintain sustainable land management under variable market, social
and climatic conditions. Two decades of positive change in landmanagement inNiger
have occurred despite such variable conditions (Boubacar, Chap. 7).

In the last 30 years of the 20th century, drought and famine resulted in livestock
losses and human migration on an immense scale in Niger. High levels of soil
erosion and tree mortality fuelled the story of a relentless advance of the Sahara
desert. Since the mid-1990s this story has been challenged by the reforestation of
more than 5 million hectares in Maradi and Zinder Regions, estimated to involve
200 million trees and to have had a positive influence on the livelihoods of
4.5 million people (Sendzimir et al. 2011).

Most regions of the Sahel have experienced increased rainfall since the late
1980s, but few have witnessed the extent of re-greening evident in the Maradi–
Zinder region, or the rates of increase in tree density since the drought of 1984–85.
By examining the interaction of biophysical, livelihood and governance parameters
underlying these changes, the analysis shows that forest decline was reversed when
certain interventions were able to change vicious cycles to virtuous ones.

International response to the intense Sahelian drought of the early 1970s led to
internationally funded projects for food security and reforestation, but tree planting
schemes failed to reforest any significant area. The first successful experiments in
reforestation were prompted in the early 1980s by the identification of a deep root
system that allowed “shrubs” to regrow into trees when pruned in a particular way.
An international NGO, Serving in Mission, experimented with and formalized these
insights as a set of practices now known as ‘farmer-managed natural regeneration’.
They were influenced by a donor-prompted review of existing agricultural prac-
tices, undertaken after the widespread failure of post-drought reforestation
interventions.

When another severe drought in 1984–85 devastated the livelihoods of hundreds
of thousands of farmers, Serving in Mission offered a food-for-work programme,
with labour invested in farmer-managed natural regeneration. When the rains
returned, enough farmers continued to apply this approach that news of its
promising results spread throughout the Maradi–Zinder region.

Growth in these methods coincided with national political changes triggered by
the death of Niger’s president in 1987, which led to a decade of political vacuum.
While it deprived the Maradi–Zinder region of central government resources, it also
meant that forestry officers—“a quasi-paramilitary force that on occasion could
perversely interpret the law so as to extract prohibitive fines” (Sendzimir et al.
2011: 6)—no longer determined tree management on farmers’ fields.
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New-found opportunities for farmer autonomy were reinforced by an increasing
donor emphasis on self-reliance, partly in response to the failure of earlier inter-
ventions. An International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) project
supported the development of oversight committees to enable local people to decide
how and when to apply farmer-managed natural regeneration, aided by NGO
outreach campaigns. From the late 1980s, IFAD also worked with regional offices
of the agriculture and environment ministries to support the introduction of farming
innovations, and also the establishment of monitoring and learning organizations.

Sendzimir et al. conclude that “systems analysis also shows why there was no
single silver bullet to restore the integrity of agro-ecosystems or the communities
that relied on them. A number of interventions at different scales and at different
times combined to foster successful woodland regeneration…. Interventions
catalysed the shift from vicious to virtuous circles, and it is this multi-layered
pattern of reinforcement that has sustained re-greening…. The failure of
single-issue policies becomes more understandable when one recognizes that the
pattern of interactions was more important to the sustained success of re-greening
than any single factor or process” (Op cit: 17).

This case serves as powerful illustration of the possibilities for change that lie
beyond the boundaries of single projects, programmes and policies, but are
nonetheless influenced by each. Discussing this case alongside several other
well-documented accounts of resilient agro-sylvo-pastoral systems in the Sahel,
Hesse et al. (2013) conclude that there are many different ways to support dryland
crop and livestock farming, including strengthening customary land tenure, pro-
tecting livestock corridors, identifying and sharing innovations in crop and forage
management to generate high-value residues for fodder, sharing soil and water
conservation practice, and strengthening local seed networks for circulating local
varieties more resilient to drought.

Nonetheless, the contrast between this agenda and current policy approaches to
agriculture in the Sahel remains stark. The World Bank’s 2013 draft regional
approach to the Sahel (World Bank 2013b) places the expansion of irrigation at the
top of its list of priorities for the region, making no direct mention of dryland crop
farming, and illustrating that considerable work remains to be done to shift the
narrative in key agencies. There is no evidence of the World Bank having learned
any lessons from previous dryland interventions, especially poor performance in
large scale irrigation schemes. Nor is there any acknowledgement that local people,
their knowledge and institutions constitute a great asset in developing more resilient
livelihood systems.

2.3.4 Pastoral Water Development in Chad

In many sub-Saharan African countries, pastoralism is still portrayed in public
opinion as an outdated practice rather than a major contributor to national
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economies; Shanahan (2013), for example, notes that pastoralists remain invisible
in the press, unless there is a story to be told about conflict between pastoralists and
farmers. Yet a recent evaluation of two decades of work on pastoral water devel-
opment funded by the Agence Française de Développement (AFD) in pastoral areas
of Chad (Krätli et al. 2013), illuminates what can be done to overcome such
persistent stereotypes.

Between 1993 and 2013, the AFD implemented a series of water sector inter-
ventions in pastoral areas of Chad, comprising 11 projects in three regions and
representing two decades of uninterrupted support for the pastoral economy. The
evaluation of these interventions found that, although they were not without
problems, they represent an innovative approach to pastoral development, firmly
based on the new understandings of pastoralism that emerged in the 1980s and
1990s. The approach has been widely praised for its support for water infrastruc-
ture, set within a political and institutional arena within which to manage conflict.

The received wisdom on pastoralism, embedded in orthodox desertification
narratives, labels it as illogical, archaic, subsistence-based, with pastoralists and
their hungry livestock as the major culprits in generating irreversible desertification
(Herskovits 1926; Murdock 1959; FAO 1980). The first AFD projects were laun-
ched in an era when the Government of Chad was still following the colonial policy
of trying to settle (and thereby control) nomadic people, and to encourage them to
take up different forms of livestock rearing, especially ranching. The basic principle
of the early AFD projects—which were innovative, especially in Francophone West
Africa—was to recognize the importance of pastoral mobility, and find ways to
safeguard it. This principle was derived from research evidence which in 1993 was
still marginal and countercultural: that livestock mobility was a key strategy in the
successful and sustainable exploitation of inherently unpredictable Sahelian
rangelands (Behnke et al. 1993).

Applying this principle to the provision of water meant shifting from a sectoral
approach—which for 40 years had restricted livestock movement by ignoring tra-
ditional water use rights—to a pastoral water development approach, which uses
water as an entry point for interventions aimed at supporting pastoral mobility. The
end goal of AFD’s pastoral water development intervention was not water provision
per se, but instead, “water provision as a means of safeguarding pastoral systems,
governing pastoral spaces and achieving peace, and a strategic decision to operate
on a scale that encompasses the main north–south transhumance routes” (Krätli
et al. 2013: iv).

So, although the AFD projects resulted, for example, in the rehabilitation of
wells, the construction of seasonal ponds, the marking of transhumance corridors
and creation of new water points, they did so using methods that prioritized social
consensus, and developing tools for dialogue. They also worked on the basis of free
access to pastoral water, to be managed by a set of local institutions. In a region
where water-related conflicts between pastoralists and farmers are not uncommon,
the evaluation notes that “what is most striking is that in 20 years there have been
no violent conflicts over the works funded” (Op cit: iv). This case study demon-
strates the importance of investing in both physical infrastructure, and intangible
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institutions which, though invisible to the eye, a critical to building effective sys-
tems for managing dryland resources.

2.3.5 A Devolved Fund for Climate Change Adaptation
in Kenya

A long history of marginalization has left many dryland areas with weak institutions
to plan and govern resources, ineffective services, and higher levels of poverty than
other regions. Climate change will exacerbate these existing causes of inequality.
A pilot project in Kenya’s Isiolo County (IIED 2014) has developed and tested a
model for climate change adaptation in a dryland environment which is charac-
terized by high mobility and variability. It has established a devolved County
Adaptation Fund (CAF) to finance investments in public goods, which have been
prioritized by communities as critical to climate change adaptation.

Kenya’s 2010 constitution grants county governments authority over social and
economic development within their county, to be planned according to local pri-
orities. This legal framework for decentralized governance has provided the
opportunity to develop the Isiolo CAF.

The first phase of the process was funded by grants from the UK Department for
International Development and the Catholic Organization for Relief and
Development Aid, and has been supported by the Government of Kenya. Before
establishing the CAF, capacity-development and institution-building initiatives
were implemented, an important part of which was building a common under-
standing of dryland ecology, livelihoods and climate change. This was achieved
through workshops for community members and government personnel on climate
and ecology; community-led resilience assessments, to understand factors that
strengthen or undermine capacity to address climate variability; and the production
of digital resource maps for planning (Hesse 2014).

The CAF is managed by adaptation planning committees, appointed following
an information campaign and public selection process. Together with government
planners and local organizations, the committees conduct participatory livelihood
and resilience assessments. They then use the findings to design investments that
will promote climate resilient growth and adaptive livelihoods, based on agreed
criteria.

In its first round, the CAF invested in: the rehabilitation, fencing and con-
struction of dams, wells and tanks, and accompanying water governance activities;
funding the operational costs of traditional range management institutions; reha-
bilitation of a livestock laboratory; a vaccination programme and livestock survey;
and a radio station transmitter. The second round followed the pattern of the first,
but also saw increased engagement with county government, legislature, and donors
—with strong interest in the workings of the fund expressed by groups from dry-
land areas in other countries.
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To date, the CAF has been run as a pilot for local level adaptation planning, with
revisions to the procedure manual for the second round based on lessons from the
first. But broader lessons are relevant for the successful adaptation of this bottom-up
community-led approach to planning.

While bottom-up development planning initiatives like the Isiolo CAF have
important technical lessons, they are also fundamentally political processes in
support of devolution. As such, they need continual support from existing gov-
ernment institutions and local communities, and ways found to demonstrate clearly
the benefits of community-led approaches. This demands leadership from a team of
people from the community who understand the issues and process, and who
command respect. In Isiolo, this was initially provided by government staff and
local organizations, and is now increasingly being provided by local people who are
members of the adaptation planning committees.

Development partners and implementing organizations need to strike the right
balance between ensuring genuine control by local communities over decision
making, and guaranteeing sound financial management in a context of high risk.
This means good communication, transparency, and timely and regular provision of
information to government and development partners.

The final aim of this process is to mainstream this kind of approach into local
government, by building local ownership of the process, and seeking every
opportunity to integrate leadership and accountability with local institutions.

These examples show how success can be achieved in dryland areas, when
proper attention is given to local people, institutions and knowledge systems. In
some cases, the introduction of new measures has been key, such as establishment
of new markets, as in the dry forests of Kasigau, Kenya, and of safety nets in
Ethiopia. In other cases, it has been the removal of government constraint that has
unleashed energy and innovation, such as in Niger and Chad. In the case of
northern Kenya, it has been the political recognition of local voices and priorities as
central to decision-making and allocation of resources. The new Constitution of
2010 has been central to achieving this turn-around, which reverses many decades
of neglect, and offers new space for local people to take charge of their own
decision-making structures.

2.4 Conclusions: A New Profile for the Sahel

A new paradigm for drylands development has been in the making for more than a
decade, drawing on evidence of what works, in a range of settings. While recog-
nizing that there is no ideal recipe for unqualified success, its key elements involve
a shift in power to local people, and removing attempts at bureaucratic control. This
shift in the politics of development includes marrying modern science with
indigenous knowledge systems, decentralizing power and decision-making to local
institutions, and recognizing local tenure rights and systems for securing access to
land. Recent debate around how to support adaptation to climate change, and build
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resilience to climatic shocks, has focused on the importance of community-based
adaptation (e.g., Bryan and Behrman 2013). Alongside the decentralization of
decision-making, there have been trials with local funding models, aiming to
demonstrate that ‘good governance’ at local levels offers an alternative system for
delivering funds, better tailored to local circumstances, than control and allocations
made at national level.

This new paradigm has also been supported by landmark work on pastoral
ecology from the early 1990s. This helped shift thinking away from classical
analysis based on the concept of equilibrium towards seeing dryland grazing sys-
tems as inherently unstable, driven by fluctuations in rainfall, and with no
assumption of some state of equilibrium to which they tend to return (Westoby et al.
1989; Behnke et al. 1993). Drawing on complexity theory, revisions to pastoral
ecology have led to very different prescriptions for policy and project interventions.
Such changes in approach need to become embedded in university courses and
training programmes to ensure the next generation of professionals and government
administrators are properly prepared for the reality of the systems they study and
administer. A start has been made on this with a series of training materials
developed, tested and implemented in West and East Africa, which have been
adapted into a 2–3 week course on pastoralism that is being taught at undergraduate
and postgraduate level at the universities of Jigjiga, Bule Hora and Samara in
Ethiopia (C. Hesse, pers. comm.).

Looking back over 35 years of engagement in drylands research and develop-
ment, there has been a constant tug-of-war between those who advocate a rooted
decentralized approach, drawing on local knowledge and perspectives, and those
who assert their power and expertise through planning large-scale schemes and
mobilizing big investments. At times, the bottom-up paradigm seems to be in the
ascendant, with vocal champions in key positions able to argue the case. At other
times, the top-down planners seize back the initiative, using a crisis narrative—such
as the urgency of addressing climate change—to retake the initiative and regain
control of budgets. In the most recent bout of wrestling, the World Bank and EU
have put more than US$8 billion on the table for major investments in irrigated
agriculture and livestock development in the Sahel, to address both security and
climate change concerns (World Bank 2013c). Plans are to develop ‘growth poles’
which will offer prospects for economic development and jobs for people who might
otherwise be tempted to take up arms. The big official funding agencies have been
joined in this modernization agenda by a range of new actors, such as agribusinesses
seeking land, and investors in large-scale infrastructure, such as dams. These new
actors are much less ready to listen to hard-won evidence for local approaches
working best. They want to establish control, make big investments, and see results.

Reversing this imbalance in knowledge, political power and funding is thus an
ongoing political battle. Scientists whose work challenges the equilibrium models
held so dear by proponents of ranching and sedentarization continue to engage in
policy debates to shift attitudes. NGOs and researchers help demonstrate the
rationale for indigenous knowledge and land use practice by learning from, com-
municating the experiences of, and advocating on behalf of farmers and pastoralists.
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But the power of interests often pushes in favour of large scale investments,
regardless of suitability, and heavy-handed management by government when local
people are much better placed to make sound decisions about land and water use.

In some cases, central government has found it increasingly difficult to maintain
its administrative hold on distant dryland regions, and consequently has relin-
quished effective bureaucratic control. This welcome reversal of centralized power
was at the root of the re-greening of the Sahel in the 1980s, when the government of
Niger ceded control to local communities in part due to limited resources, and in
part through a formal process of establishing decentralized government (Boubacar,
Chap. 7). Elsewhere, a shift in the politics and power can help dryland regions and
their populations achieve greater voice, as has been the case in Kenya. Following
the 2003 elections, in which the ruling party lost power for the first time since
independence, a new Ministry for the Development of Northern Kenya was
established, and drylands development was made an integral part of Kenya’s
medium-term development plan ‘Vision 2030’ (Government of the Republic of
Kenya 2007). A new constitution was adopted in 2010, which pledged greater
powers to decentralized local government, and two years later was launched the
national policy for the sustainable development of northern Kenya and other arid
lands, bringing to an end their historic marginalization.

But offering clear evidence of the benefits of more participatory approaches and
the use of indigenous knowledge and practice is not the only factor at work in
shaping the balance of power in dryland regions. There is an innate political and
bureaucratic urge to master and control. Governments are usually keen to maintain
or re-establish an administrative or military presence, especially in border lands,
and there are growing interests keen to push big schemes that can mobilize
large-scale resources, especially for irrigation.

Setting dryland regions within the broader global picture, there is growing
recognition that we must re-design our economic system if we are to live within the
resources of our single planet. Agreement in 2015 of a set of Sustainable
Development Goals is the clearest global manifestation of this at present, alongside
the goal of agreeing a set of targets to limit greenhouse gas emissions, and thereby
keep projected climate change within what is hoped will be non-catastrophic levels.
While we might seek to master nature, there are limits we must understand and
respect if we are to maintain a prosperous society for all. For generations, local
communities in the drylands have known the importance of living within their
means, but it is only gradually that their expertise has been called upon by those
designing policy and practice.

The picture of dryland futures has become further complicated in the last decade
by a crisscrossing of new opportunities and growing conflicts. In sub-Saharan
Africa, groundwater reserves appear much larger than had been thought
(MacDonald et al. 2012), offering new possibilities for livestock and cropping.
Solar energy has transformed options for millions of people ‘off-grid’, and could
generate large-scale supplies if challenges in technology and transmission can be
resolved. The search for oil, gas and other minerals has increased interest and
investment in formerly neglected regions. Mobile phones have been a tremendous
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boon in linking formerly marginal areas into mainstream communication, markets
and information sources. Under favourable circumstances, urbanization and market
development provide an extension of livelihood options for rich and poor alike. But
at the same time, growing conflict and occupation of large desert spaces by militant
groups—in Libya, Mali, Niger, northern Nigeria, northeast Kenya and Somalia—
are driving a stronger security interest in managing these large arid areas. A strong
military presence now blocks the transit of goods, movement of herds and man-
agement of water and grazing in several former pastoral zones, and herders
themselves have become caught in the crossfire.

UNCCD (2014b) makes an explicit link between land degradation, poverty,
migration and conflict. It argues that land degradation, if unchecked, will bring
further extremism, radicalization and resource-driven crises, as people seek ways to
assure their survival. In its latest strategy, UNCCD states that “our failure to act is
bringing issues that were once imagined to be domestic problems into matters of
global instability” (UNCCD 2014b: 4). Decentralized management of land and
resources, which recognizes the role of Sahelian farmers and herders in decisions
that shape their livelihoods, is being squeezed out in favour of top-down security
concerns. While climate change is adding greater uncertainty to rainfall and tem-
perature patterns, and setting new parameters within which people must organize
their lives. Let us try to learn from evidence and experience, and put dryland
people, their knowledge, institutions and priorities at the centre of plans for these
variable and uncertain regions.
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Chapter 3
Changing Paradigms for People-Centred
Development in the Sahel

Michael Mortimore

Abstract Key paradigm changes are discernible in the science of desertification or
land degradation in the West African Sahel. These have been characterized as a
shift from a ‘desertification’ to a ‘resilience’ paradigm. The first of these positions,
based on an equilibrial model of social-ecological systems, refers to a range of
measurable changes which are unilinear with a strong likelihood of irreversibility.
The second is based on a disequilibrial model which begins with evidence for
sustainable practices under local knowledge and management of variability.
Whereas the desertification paradigm attempts to correct misuse through exogenous
interventions, designed to transform natural resource management by improved
technologies, the resilience paradigm, based on optimizing endogenous capacities,
offers an evolutionary trajectory of development adapted to the constraints of
small-scale farming and pastoralism. Guided by this distinction, the complexity and
variability of the social-environmental systems in the Sahel are disaggregated under
the following headings: bio-productivity changes as reflected in remote sensing;
rangeland management; deforestation (the expansion of cultivation, burning, fuel-
wood cutting and the transition to sustainable practice); and soil nutrient manage-
ment. Against the backdrop of rapid demographic change, poverty reduction and
adaptive capacity are briefly reviewed. An ‘escape from Malthus’ is being
attempted through a smallholder intensification pathway in situ and an income
diversification pathway that extends to non-local opportunities. Governments,
donors, and other agencies can use these as a platform for policies and
interventions.
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3.1 Change and Complexity in the Sahel

A conception of drylands as a major global biome has now emerged as a policy
priority, against a background of the Millennium/Sustainable Development Goals,
recognizing that in view of the drylands’ spatial extent (41 % of global land surface)
and demographic weight (35 % of global human population), the Goals will not be
achieved without making substantial progress in the drylands. The global drylands
have recently been unwrapped in a series of policy-oriented studies published by
international organizations (IUCN 2009; UNDP/UNCCD 2011; UN/EMG 2011;
Davies et al. [IUCN] 2012). All place emphasis on natural resource (or ecosystem)
management and all draw attention to Sahelian local experience and knowledge.

Relations between society and environment in the West African Sahel region are
intimately bound up with the variable rainfall, in space as well as time. They are
highly complex in terms of the heterogeneous and interactive nature of social and
environmental systems. And they are dynamic, in the sense that subtle and
multi-dimensional changes—some slow, some fast—have taken place in the past,
and still continue. This ecological and social diversity overlays the deceptive reg-
ularity of the moisture gradient from southern (sub-humid) through semi-arid and
arid to northern (hyper-arid) biomes.

In terms of the theme of this book, this characterization presents a major chal-
lenge to development policy, debate and practice. For a long time, debate has been
dominated by global diagnostics such as desert advance, irreversible land degra-
dation, or deforestation. The persistence (and influence) of what we term here the
‘desertification paradigm’ in scientific, policy and international discourse on the
Sahel has hitherto tended to prefer diagnostic-prescriptive framings imposed
‘top-down’ by governments and external actors. Yet while research studies at
micro-scale have presented nuanced analyses of environmental intimacy, com-
plexity and dynamics in specific social-ecological systems, they have not ade-
quately informed the design of policies and interventions at macro-scale, which
tend to reflect the viewpoint of the state, informed by science rather than local
people (Scott 1998).1

3.2 The Desertification Paradigm

Desert advance in regions bordering the southern Sahara is an idea that goes back to
early 20th century perceptions (Davis, this volume; Mortimore 1998):
‘desséchement’ (Hubert 1920); desiccation (Bovill 1921), desert advance (Stebbing

1The literature is too large to review. For examples, Raynaut et al. (1997) set out the interactions
between social and agro-ecological systems in the Sahel region, Mortimore and Adams (1999)
show the complexity of these relations at micro-scale, and Cour and Snrech (1994) identified the
long-term regional dynamics and predicted future trajectories of change up to 2020.
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1935), desertification (Aubréville 1949), progressive aridity and ‘ensablement’
(Chevalier 1950). ‘Misuse’ of the land by local people (Timberlake 1986) has
transformed the less arid into more arid woodland and thus to move the latitudinal
vegetation zones southwards over time, with negative implications for productivity.
Estimates were made of the rate of desert advance (USAID 1972; Lamprey 1975;
Ibrahim 1978). The idea is not yet dead (UNEP 2007).

The seeming culpability of humans was endorsed by the United Nations
Conference on Desertification (UNCOD 1977: 3) and according to the (then)
Director General of UNEP, six million hectares of land were lost ‘totally’ each year
and, in a further 21 million hectares, productive capacity was ‘reduced to the point
of zero economic productivity’ (Tolba 1986). However, under fire from critics, the
inclusion of natural causes (rainfall and drought) and a preference for the less
emotive expression ‘land degradation’ resulted in the definition published in the
first edition of the World Atlas of Desertification (Thomas and Middleton 1992)
being adopted at its inception by the UN Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD 1993):

Desertification is land degradation in arid, semi-arid and sub-humid areas resulting from
various factors, including climatic variations and human activities

which included soil erosion caused by wind and/or water; deterioration of the
physical, chemical, and biological or economic properties of soil; and long-term
loss of natural vegetation (UN Convention to Combat Desertification, Part 1
(Introduction), Article 1, Use of terms).

Popular perceptions are still framed by the first edition of the Atlas, and its
successor, the second edition (Middleton and Thomas 1997). A fundamental chal-
lenge is encountered in separating natural-induced from human-induced processes or
causes (Thomas and Middleton 1992, p. 11; Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2001).

The assessment of global land degradation employed in both editions of the
World Atlas of Desertification relied heavily on GLASOD (Global Assessment of
Human-induced Soil Degradation), a survey of homogeneous landscape units
compiled from subjective reports by 250 soil scientists (Oldeman and Hakkeling
1990). This assessment concluded that soil degradation affected 224 million hec-
tares of drylands, at four levels of severity (light, moderate, strong and extreme)
(Table 3.1). Degradation includes wind and water erosion, chemical, and physical

Table 3.1 GLASOD data on the Sahel (millions of hectares)

Water
erosion

Wind
erosion

Soil nutrient
depletion

Physical
deterioration

Human induced soil
degradation

Light 97.5 156.2 25.6 18.7 109.8

Moderate 24.7 99.5 8.8 8.7 80.3

Strong 18.2 4.9 5.0 3.1 30.8

Extreme 2.2 0.8 0 0 3.1

Source Middleton and Thomas (1997)
Note Figures relate to the continental Sahel and include Sudan and parts of eastern Africa (total
802.3 million hectares)
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deterioration, superimposed on a global vegetation index (GVI) derived from
satellite radiometer data (averaged from 1983 to 1990).

The expert assessmentswere delivered at a point in time, rather than being based on
change in key variables over a known period. The severity categories thus indicate
states rather than rates of change. The ‘global maps are designed to give an overall, if
exaggerated, impression of the scale of the soil degradation problemworld-wide’ (ibid
1997: 17). GLASOD defined soil degradation as ‘human-induced phenomena which
lower the current and/or future capacity of the soil to support human life’ (ibid, 1: 11).
According to Middleton and Thomas (1997: 71), the main causes of soil degradation
in the Sahel are: overgrazing (118.8 million hectares), agriculture (34.8), “overex-
ploitation” (54.2), and deforestation (16.3 million hectares).

Over a period of eight decades (1920s–1990s), desertification was consolidated,
in an influential expert orthodoxy, as a product of misuse of the land by indigenous
farmers and pastoralists, factoring in a changeable climate and underlying popu-
lation growth (Eckholm and Brown 1977). The implicit basis of the desertification
paradigm (WRI 2005: Chap. 22) is the idea of an ecosystem at equilibrium in which
a perturbation is normally followed by a natural readjustment back to a stable state.
Within this frame, the ‘advancing Sahara’ hypothesis implied a risk of an irre-
versible form of land degradation which (if caused by humans) called for urgent
interventions with the aim of arresting unsustainable practices and restoring an
ecosystem to its baseline state.

The UNCCD has consistently addressed this theory of change in the global
drylands, and its current goal is

to forge a global partnership to reverse and prevent desertification/land degradation and to
mitigate the effects of drought in affected [arid and sub-humid] areas in order to support
poverty reduction and environmental sustainability (www.unccd.int).

The desertification paradigm adopted a diagnostic of human agency (Garcia and
Escudero 1982; Garcia and Spitz 1986) in a crisis scenario, a prioritization of
scientific (as opposed to local) knowledge, a prescription of urgent technical
interventions to transform land use practices, and (to achieve this) the mobilization
of resources on a grand scale. Its institutionalization in the form of the UNCCD and
funding channels for ‘desertification control’ raised the profile of counter-measures
at the expense of independent scientific analysis. However, science and practice are
now achieving better convergence in some areas of natural resource management in
drylands.2

2Reynolds et al. (2007). Work on ‘desertification indicators’ commissioned from an independent
panel of scientists by the UNCCD for the Buenos Aires Conference of the Parties (2009) is
published in ‘Special Issue on Understanding Dryland Degradation Trends’ Land Degradation
and Development (2011), vol 22/2. Subsequently work on economic issues is ongoing.
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3.3 Questioning the Dominant Paradigm: Resilience

In contrast to the ‘desertification paradigm’, which asserts degradation in the natural
ecosystem, and its consequences for the social system, and advocates changes in
practice based on science, an alternative view focuses on the evidence of adaptive
capacities based on local knowledge of small-scale farming and pastoralism. This
view points to the failure of many development interventions and yet to the ‘success
stories’ of transitions to sustainable practices based on full participation and
building on local experience (Safriel et al. 2005). Given the environmental vari-
ability with which farmers and pastoralists have to contend, their ‘repertoire’ of
livelihood strategies and technologies enables them to adapt to change not neces-
sarily by returning to the status quo (as predicted in an equilibrium model), but to
manage state-changes in the social-environmental system (a non-equilibrial model)
(Hesse et al. 2013).

Originating in ecological science, the idea of resilience in this usage recognizes
that the natural ecosystems in drylands are not characteristically at equilibrium. As
their productivity depends directly on variable rainfall, they are better understood as
in a state of non-equilibrium and uncertainty. Extreme events—droughts, or floods
—may lead to species loss and replacement. But the ecosystem retains its structure
and functional integrity (Holling 1973, 2001)—it is said to be unstable but resilient.

The resiliencemodel has been applied to nomadic pastoralismwhere herdmobility
is the principal (but not the only) response to variability in the natural environment
(Benhke et al. 1993). Evidence from interviewing Sahelian farmers suggests that such
a view fits the strategies employed to manage their livelihoods under conditions of
uncertainty. Such flexibility is driven in the first place by drought (Adams and
Mortimore 1997) and expressed in an inventory of adaptive strategies for dealingwith
rainfall variability (Table 3.2): in agronomy, crop selection, wild food sources, timber
and non-timber forest products for sale, manufacturing, processing, services and
labour hiring within the community ormigration on a seasonal or longer term basis for
earning incomes further afield. For pastoralists the essence of adaptation is still herd
mobility, in response to spatial and temporal variability in pastures and fodder. The
advantages of adaptive range management, spatial mobility, herd management and
breeding is apparent in every study of Sahelian pastoralism from the past
(e.g., Stenning 1959; Dupire 1962) to the present (e.g., Krätli 2008).

In an extension of the model, it is contended that resilient adaptation is also
driven by the need to maintain productive resources—soils, woodland, animals—in
the longer term (Table 3.3). Managing variability is not always easy to distinguish
from sustainable use of natural resources: the first is episodic, the second longer
term (‘combating desertification’). But adaptation in the longer term includes a
measure of labour intensification, which is a response both to necessity (as ‘satu-
ration’ gradually overwhelms ‘free land’ in the economy of colonization) and to
growing market opportunities for staple and niche foods and animal products (in an
economy of urbanization). These changes amount to investments—at a micro-scale
—in smallholder intensification.
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Table 3.2 An inventory of adaptive strategies to variability

Elements of the
social-ecological
system

Activity change Beyond the
household

Outside the area

Crop farming
(rainfed or
irrigated)

Re-planting
Buy borrow or beg
seed
Reduce fertilization
Change crop mixtures
(drought resistant or
tolerant varieties)
Increase or reduce
weeding
Cultivate more
wetlands
Make do with less
farm labour

Transfer farm
labour to another
system
Hiring out own
labour
sell assets (land)

Hiring out own labour
through migration to
urban or more humid
areas

Livestock
breeding/keeping

Optimize herd
mobility to access
spatial-temporal
variability of pasture
Manage animal health
Sell surplus bulls and
vulnerable cows
Make do with less
labour
Purchase water

Plant and grow
crops
(agro-pastoralists)
Herding contracts
with farmers’
livestock
Sell
breeding/producing
stock

Hiring out own labour
through migration to
urban areas
Transhumance

Fishing (where
surface water)

More or less
depending on the
resource

Absorb farm labour
(at harvest time)

Set up camps near
seasonal floods
Urban sales

Forestry/tree
management

Protect regenerating
useful trees on farms
Increase trimming
and lopping for
fuelwood
Plant shade and fruit
trees, tree lots,
boundaries

Absorb additional
labour
cutting/selling
fuelwood

Sell fuelwood to
traders from other
areas

Harvesting
non-timber
forest/wild
products

Conserve knowledge
of wild foods
Increase intensity of
collection
Extend collecting
from more to less
preferred edible plant
parts
Process and cook
wild foods

Absorb additional
labour

Sell high value wild
products to traders

(continued)
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A recent study by the IUCN argues that the key to sustainable dryland development
is to reverse the status of drylands as ‘investment deserts’ (IUCN 2009). This theme is
taken up in an analysis of dryland investment opportunities in a UN System-wide
Response (UN 2011), and reiterated in a new report from UNDP-UNCCD (2011).
Responses to perceived land degradation, at the smallholder level, are constrained by
capital scarcity and for this reason consist of incremental, small-scale processes,
whether assisted by donors and governments or autonomously financed using private
savings. A large part of the value added may come from family labour, analytically
indistinguishable from current operations, though with time an increasing access to
financial capital is visible in drylands as in more favoured biomes.

Adaptation can go wrong. Among such strategies there lurk possibilities of
maladaptation or dysfunctional adaptation, which leads to increased vulnerability to
climate variability or change, including for other stakeholders (Magnan et al., in
prep.). Maladaptation is a real possibility where external actors misjudge the impact
of interventions by the state and its partners (Scott 1998); or on a local scale, where
rights to resources are contested between stakeholders, for example between
farmers and graziers. The resilience model accords higher status to local knowl-
edge, practice and capacity in managed dryland ecosystems.

Evidence of such incremental growth into greater resilience in farming
ecosystems of the West African Sahel is provided in meso- and micro-scale studies,
for example: Senegal (Faye et al. 2001), Burkina Faso (Mazzucato and Niemeijer
2000; Reij and Thiombiano 2003), Niger (Mortimore et al. 2001) and northern
Nigeria (Mortimore 1993; Mortimore and Adams 1997). Resilience does not mean

Table 3.2 (continued)

Elements of the
social-ecological
system

Activity change Beyond the
household

Outside the area

Manufacturing
local materials

harvest raw materials,
especially dum palm
fronds
increase output of
marketable products

absorb additional
labour
making/selling
mats, ropes, baskets

sell manufactures to
traders

Service provision Increase sale of ready
foods, confectioneries
Visit more local
markets

Begging,
patron-client
relationships

Visit markets outside
the area
Unskilled
employment in towns
(e.g., guards)
Begging in urban
centres

Paid employment Send more people to
find jobs elsewhere

Trading Bulking local
products for export

Absorb additional
labour

Transport and sell
livestock or other
commodities in urban
centres

Sources Various
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universal improvements in well-being. In the Kano region of northern Nigeria,
signs of pressure, some negative, have accompanied the evolution of the
social-ecological system (Maconachie 2007). Nor does it offer certainty in pre-
dicting the future. Development indicators across a range of householder activities
are needed to assess resilience and adaptive capacity. In the Sahel as a whole, a
degree of resilience is implied in the evidence that average food production per
capita has not fallen below (though it has struggled to keep up with) growth in the
human population, despite very high rates of human fertility.3

Table 3.3 Adaptation to land degradation

Elements of the
social-ecological system

Incremental adaptations through autonomous investments

Crop farming (rainfed or
irrigated)

Increase irrigated wetland cultivation (engineering, water
management, negotiated use rights)
Obtain livestock
Increase nutrient cycling through livestock or composting
Increase weeding frequency
Intercrop grain with legume (N-fixing) crops
Reduce plant spacing
Soil and water conservation (ridging, terracing)
Grazing/manuring contracts with herders
Purchase fertilizers (incl. manure)
Protect natural regeneration of on-farm trees

Livestock breeding or
keeping

Breed for optimal performance in variable conditions (not for
maximum milk)
Increase mobility/transhumance where better grazing
opportunities allow
Cut-and-carry feeding during growing season
Maximize use of crop residues (own, purchased or contracted)
Purchase feedstock

Forestry/tree management Protect regenerating trees on farmland, boundaries and cattle
tracks
Community reservation of woodlands and controlled grazing
Community managed tree lots

Harvesting non-timber
forest/wild products

Community protection of valuable natural resources
Community control of exported scarce natural products,
esp. fuelwood

Manufacturing local
materials

Community protection of valuable natural resources

Paid employment Send more children to school for qualifications
Extend education to higher ages
Send more people to find jobs
Diversify employment sources
Use migrant remittances for productive investments

Trading Invest in buying and selling

Sources Various

3FAOSTAT, Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN.
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In order to progress this argument, in the following sections, the desertification
debate is disaggregated into discourses on bioproductivity (using remote sensing
indicators), rangeland management, deforestation (agricultural expansion and bio-
diversity, burning, and fuelwood cutting), soil nutrient conservation and fertility,
and demographic issues (poverty and adaptation).

3.4 Bio-Productivity: The View from Space?

Declining bio-productivity, often claimed to be irreversible, has been central to
claims of desertification from the beginning. But empirical, in situ measurements of
productivity based on field surveys are limited to small areas and when they are
scaled up to larger areas, ecosystems, countries or region, reliability has to be thrown
to fortune especially where change over time is targeted. On the other hand, earth
satellite data—repeated at regular intervals—offer a compatible basis for estimating
environmental change, using the key parts of the spectrum as proxy indicators of
biological productivity. Applying this principle, using the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), or ‘greenness index’, to the African Sahel, has produced
surprising counter-evidence to the view of progressive degradation. A strongly
significant increase was observed between 1982 and 2006 (Fig. 3.1), a trend that is
ongoing and has been confirmed in numerous studies (Knauer et al. 2014).4 The
methodology and documentation of these analyses are reviewed by Herrmann and
Sop (this volume), Prince et al. (this volume) and Mbow et al. (2015).

Following the Sahel Drought (1972–74), a second major drought cycle (1984–
85), and a decline in average annual rainfall of 25 % or more (from the 1960s to the
1990s), the region became (and remains) an archetype of dryland challenges. Many
early interventions in natural resource management (e.g., afforestation) failed. Too
often they were imposed ‘top-down’ and only inadequately addressed the systemic
context (e.g., rainfall variability, mobility in pastoral systems, flexibility in farming
systems). Development planning grew naturally from humanitarian relief and
assumptions of technology transfer and authoritarian government.

These regional data confirm early findings on the oscillation of the desert edge
since the 1980s (Tucker et al. 1991), and confirm a positive correlation between
greening and rainfall. Average annual rainfall recovered from an all-time low in the
drought cycle of 1984–85 (Eklundh and Olsson 2003; Herrmann et al. 2005; Olsson
et al. 2005). The consensus on this recovery—though incomplete and highly
variable, between years and seasons (Anyamba and Tucker 2005; Nicholson 2005)

4Remote sensing data has wide-ranging applications including estimating plant parameters (pho-
tosynthetically active radiation, leaf area index, plant biomass and primary productivity, evapo-
transpiration and water content), the assessment of phenology, and crop yield assessment as well
as the analysis of vegetation trends since 1982 and of evidence for climate versus management
agency (Knauer et al. 2014).
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confirms the possibility of resilience in Sahelian vegetation in the long term
(Hiernaux, this volume; Fig. 3.1). Global trends also appear to be positive (Bai et al.
2008), perhaps reflecting enhanced CO2 emissions, which would increase biomass
production where or when rainfall is not the limiting factor. If this hypothesis is
substantiated, the biological productivity of the Sahelian ecosystems, together with
the flora, fauna and human communities they support, are globally integrated, in
parallel with the linkages discovered between ocean temperatures and Sahelian
rainfall (Gianinni, this volume).

The relations between rainfall and vegetation greening are directly affected by
the seasonal movements of the West African Monsoon, which vary from year to
year, in terms of several parameters including monthly distribution, soil nutrients
and moisture, and rainfall use efficiency (RUE: in agriculture, ‘crop per drop’).5

These considerations illustrate the complexity and variability of rainfall-greening
relationships (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).

Fig. 3.1 NDVI trend in the West African Sahel, 1982–2006. Monthly NDVI and cumulative
rainfall of the same plus the two preceding. Source Hermann in IUCN (2009). Technical Note:
Linear trends in the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) are shown in percentages.
Trends were computed from monthly 8 km resolution AVHRR NDVI time series produced by the
GIMMS group, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, USA, extended from previous work reported
in Herrmann et al. (2005) Representations of the ‘greenness index’ vary in detail depending on the
years included and differences in data processing methodology.

5This is believed to increase with rainfall until a point is reached where other factors (such as soil
nutrients) reduce the RUE of total rainfall. In Senegal, according to official statistics, millet and
groundnut yields per mm of rainfall RUE increased from 1960 to 1995 against a decline in the
rainfall (Faye et al. 2001).
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Fig. 3.2 An abandoned millet harvest in north-east Kano State, Nigeria, November 1973 (second
year of the Great Sahel Drought).

Fig. 3.3 Bringing in a successful harvest (millet, sorghum, cowpea), eastern Kano State, Nigeria,
September 1996 (Note on-farm trees. A year of above-average rainfall).
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The positive correlation found between rainfall trends and trends in the green-
ness index does not necessarily invalidate the thesis of degradation resulting from
human activities (including deforestation, grazing, or cultivation). In the regional
pattern, regressive relationships are also found locally, possibly reflecting man-
agement impact, or soil type. It is likely that some forms of degradation (such as
loss of biodiversity, invasion of unwanted species, or declining crop yields) were
not picked up by the remote sensing products used or were disguised by the positive
effects of increasing rainfall (Knauer et al. 2014)—‘net’ greening. Much more
needs to be done to disentangle the effects of management from those of climate.
“What these findings imply in terms of vegetation changes on the ground, however,
remains mostly unaddressed in these satellite-based studies” (Herrmann and Sop,
this volume). “Many uncertainties exist in regression models” (Mbow et al. 2015).

The use of data from earth satellites offers the possibility of detecting degra-
dation (or sustainability) at landscape scale and monitoring its progression, not only
with repeated remote sensing, but by means of integrated social and economic
indicators (Nkonya et al. 2010). Remotely sensed data is also useful for monitoring
interventions at this scale, and over a long period, such as soil and water conser-
vation in the central plateau of Burkina Faso (stone lines and zaï planting holes);
and protected natural regeneration in Maradi and Zinder regions of Niger (Reij et al.
2005; Sendzimir et al. 2011). Determining agency for such transformations at a
landscape scale is not a simple matter of attributing ‘success’ to a single inter-
vention. Multiple drivers of change are responsible, including local and
science-based knowledge. In Maradi and Zinder, 500,000 ha are claimed to have
benefited from protected natural regeneration.

The use of satellite data to estimate bio-productivity has three major drawbacks.
First, plant biomass may offer only an imperfect proxy for economic value: for
example where invasive plants, useless for grazing, affect the observed values;
where standing stocks of timber which grow incrementally may be under-estimated;
or where fallow cycles are interspersed with cultivation. On Sahelian farms, bio-
mass production per year (including grain, residues, weeds and compost)—pro-
duced in only 3–4 months—may be comparable to that in bush fallows (Mortimore
and Turner 2005); so extending agricultural clearance may not be accurately rep-
resented as degradation. Second, there is little understanding of what plant for-
mations yield a given NDVI value at a micro-scale, impeding the assessment of
change. Third, the history of land use in a given pixel is not known and would be
costly to find out; but necessary for the complete understanding of the trends
observed. This is relevant to understanding local exceptions to the overall greening
trend.

Herrmann (this volume) uses collective recall of pastoralists to build a profile of
tree degradation in Senegal; Hiernaux (this volume) finds vegetational resilience
through long-term monitoring of grazing land in Burkina Faso and western Niger;
and Hof et al. (2006), using ground measurements in conjunction with remote
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sensing in a grazing reserve in northwest Nigeria, found no evidence of widespread
land degradation. Thus, more research is needed to align remotely sensed trends
with in situ land use histories.6

3.5 Rangeland: Blame the Rain?

Received wisdom from observers of the Sahel Drought of 1969–74 had it that
desertification was primarily caused by over-exploitation of natural ecosystems
(Mensching and Ibrahim 1977; Garcia 1981; Dregne 1983). By this logic, grazing
increasing numbers of animals on a fixed amount of land encounters a
bio-productivity threshold and thereafter destroys or modifies pasture communities,
resulting in reduced carrying capacity. The dramatic increase in animal mortality
and loss of condition that accompanies or follows major drought events in Sahelian
rangelands is thus held to indicate ‘overgrazing’ or ‘over-stocking’. Indicators of
desertification were considered important from the beginning (Reining 1978). On
rangeland, they may include: removal or thinning of grassland communities leaving
bare soil surfaces open to erosion; formation of sand dunes or re-activation of
stabilized dunes; localized damage around wells and boreholes; changes in the
species composition of grasslands in favour of less palatable or preferred species,
reducing the supply of fodder per unit area; and the loss of biodiversity (indigenous
trees, shrubs or grasses) from savanna.

Such a view was questioned on the ground that insufficient weight was given to
hydrological factors, in particular a declining trend in rainfall from the 1960s to the
1990s (Hulme 1992; Hess et al. 1995; Tiffen and Mortimore 2002). If rainfall
variability is taken fully into account, it follows that land use was not solely to
blame. On the contrary, crop and livestock production systems proved more sus-
tainable than expected: they did not ‘collapse’ (a word commonly used). Since
rainfall cannot be manipulated, but land use systems can be, this divergence of view
(which is still debated) has important implications for policy. ‘Useful’ moisture
(that which contributes to the growth of crops or fodder in a given cropping or
grazing system) can be and is manipulated by choices of crop landraces, planting
times, and weeding regimes (in dryland farming) or of mobility decisions favouring
patches of good growth, desired species and access to water (in pastoralist practice).
Rainfall measured in millimeters is only a proxy for moisture that contributes to
economic production (see Krätli and Schareika 2012).

Linking degradation exclusively with overstocking and mismanagement side-
steps the impact of rainfall variability (with a coefficient of variability character-
istically over 25 %). Carrying capacity is not stable but violently variable.
Pastoralism in arid and semi-arid rangelands is based on herd mobility, and is

6The use of an increasing number of different remote sensing products and analytical processing of
data is controversial beyond the scope of this discussion.
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opportunistic in responding to this variability (Sandford 1983). The condition of
livestock depends on fodder successfully accessed, thus indirectly on rainfall, rather
than the status of pastures depending on grazing pressure. Animals are lost during
and after drought, but herds are rebuilt during wetter years. Debates on this theme
(Benhke et al. 1993; Scoones 1994), have given recognition to opportunistic
management of non-equilibrial resources, based on systematic seasonal mobility of
the herds, as the most gainful strategy for livestock-dependent peoples. Increasing
livestock densities in response to good rainfall, and accepting losses in the bad
years, does not necessarily lead to degradation. Pastoralism may be understood as a
system for conserving, rather than destroying rangeland resources, described as
‘living off uncertainty’ (Krätli and Schareika 2012).

Governments have been very slow to recognize the ecological and economic
rationale of pastoral mobility and its implication—that over-grazing is caused by
impeding movements with barriers, boundaries and regulation, rather than by
allowing moving herds to redistribute grazing pressure and thereby better conserve
the ecosystems (WISP 2007). Mobile grazing, though essential, may cease to be
viable when pastures are appropriated by other land users (e.g., government pro-
jects, farmers, plantations), especially where riverine ‘reserve pastures’ are lost.
Straight lines on maps (Scott 1998) cannot reflect the complexity, variability and
dynamics of range management as practised by small scale herders (Hof et al.
2006). There is urgent need for land use policies to take account of this reality.

3.6 Deforestation: Destruction or Transition?

This term covers four interlinked dimensions which require separate analysis. Each
depends on major data sets whose evolution has driven the perceptions and policies
in this sector. The first is the expansion of cultivation at the expense of dry
woodland. The second is woodland management and in particular the disputed
practice of burning. Third is the energy sector’s reliance on the fuelwood industry.
Fourth is the transition to sustainable woodland management.

3.6.1 Expansion of Cultivation

Air photography (since the 1940s) and earth satellite data (since the 1980s), have
provided a basis for quantifying land use conversions up to half a century
(Table 3.4, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).

Maradi (Niger) is representative of the Sahel, and the period covered includes
the historical peak in rural migration and settlement. Since the end years shown in
the table, semi-arid and dry sub-humid zones have approached ‘saturation’—where
all cultivable land (unless restrained by forest reserves) is claimed. This, moreover,
is accompanied by a significant decline in the average size of holdings. Expanding
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smallholder agriculture, as recorded in these data sets, and extending throughout the
Sahel, is sufficiently widespread to play a role not only locally but also in global
transformations (climate change, food security and poverty).

The high visibility of agricultural transformation ensured that deforestation
figured large in perception and in policy. The colonial forestry departments per-
ceived their mandate as the protection of trees and woodland from reckless
indigenous practices, basing their regulatory strategies on ‘scientific’ knowledge
held in opposition to presumed native understanding (Cline-Cole 1997; Ribot
1995). This was to be achieved by reserving forests, banning burning, and requiring
permission to fell trees, even on farms, and enforcing its rules with quasi-military
forest guards. From natural woodland (or even secondary forest) to open treeless
farmland is still commonly equated with reduced biomass and biodiversity, expo-
sure to wind or water erosion, and low crop yields under smallholder ‘subsistence’
farming. A hostile policy environment—rather than one informed by local
knowledge and needs—has not yet completely disappeared from government
agendas.

The authoritarian heritage of forest regulatory systems stands in contrast to the
policies inherited from colonial governments with regard to access to land itself.
Faced with the growth of rural populations, the need to supply export and (later)
urban markets, and the functional efficiency of existing institutions, the colonial
regimes adopted a dualistic approach to land administration, with formal statutory
laws for urban, corporate and government land but customary tenure that recog-
nized local ‘custom’ administered by locally recognized authorities within their
respective territories (e.g., Mortimore 1997).

Customary law is now under pressure from increasing demand (Cotula 2007).
Access to land has become a burning issue (Lavigne-Delville et al. 2002).
Legislative reform in virtually every West African country since independence has
strengthened central control and reduced safeguards against the mis-use of land
laws to grant title to commercial or private interests at the expense of smallholders
(for example Nigeria’s Land Use Act of 1978). Meanwhile resistance against
codifying rights to family land, traditionally responsive to changing social realities,
has led to a plethora of informal contracts which may actually increase the effi-
ciency of labour to land ratios, both in the forest zone (Berry 1993), and the Sahel

Table 3.4 Expansion of cultivated land, mid-late 20th century

Area Baseline year Percent End year Percent

Djourbel, Bambey Departments, Senegal 1954 82.2 1999 93.3

Maradi Department, Niger 1975 59.0 1996 73.0

Kano State, Nigeriaa 1950 77.6 1981 88.4

Jigawa State, Nigeriaa 1950 35.6 1981 54.6

Yobe State, Nigeriab 1950 18.9 1990 16.1
aOne Village Area
bAverage of two Village Areas
Sources Ba et al. (2001), Mahamane (2001), Mortimore et al. (2001, 2005)
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(Chauvaux et al. 2006). These contracts include cultivation of land under tree crops,
rights to plant tree crops on village lands, rights to lend land and guardians’ rights to
valued common land (Cotula et al. 2006). In many places (such as Senegal: Lo and
Dione 2000), customary contracts continue in defiance of central legislation.

While adaptive change—in the form of spontaneous, informal contracts—re-
sponds to economic and social pressures, a simple market model oversimplifies the
complexity at the village level (Benjaminsen and Lund 2003). The remaining
forests have come under new pressure from large-scale capital, as, using the myth
of unused or unoccupied spaces, central governments have issued leases to foreign
corporations or indigenous entrepreneurs for large-scale commercial agriculture.
These are justified in terms of national economic priorities (fuels such as Jatropha,
export agriculture such as sugar, meat and grain to new markets). A rapidly
expanding literature follows the global ‘land grabbing’ trend especially in Africa. In
West Africa, however, the expansion of smallholder agriculture still poses a greater
threat to the livelihoods of pastoralists (Hof et al. 2006; Ariyo and Mortimore 2012;
Mortimore 2001).

These tensions form the context of agricultural expansion and the management
of remaining woodlands in the Sahel. However, negotiated conventions between
stakeholders in forest areas offer a solution to persistent conflicts of interest. The
Takiéta Joint Forest Management Project helps local people to manage a common
resource in an inclusive way. It covers an area of 6,720 ha in SE Niger (Vogt and
Vogt 2000). The aim is to create an effective local management structure and
strategy through facilitation and genuine participation. Forest boundaries were first
redefined. Legal residents were subjected to agreed conditions of access. Dialogue
was commenced between user groups on the future of the reserve and costs of
management. A Local Management Structure was created with consensual support.
Maps (including soils, pastures and vegetation), inventories and knowledge of the
resource were put together. Rules for forest use were agreed and user feedback to
the draft planning document were taken into account. Following a workshop,
management commenced in 2000. The Takiéta experience has since been
replicated.

3.6.2 Burning

This practice was the principal method used in clearing forest for agriculture, and
almost universally regarded as destructive in ecological and value terms. The his-
tory of attempts to control or prevent burning by West African farmers is a vivid
example of the clash between indigenous and external knowledge systems that
originated in authoritarian colonialism (Cline-Cole 1997).

Burning—which is done to control spontaneous regeneration on farmland or to
clear away unwanted vegetation on new fields or after a fallow cycle—has been
accused of causing wind and water erosion, reducing soil moisture and organic
carbon, and damaging biodiversity. Little attention was paid to the rationale for
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burning, which was and still is the core technology for transforming woodland into
farmland in rotational cultivation systems where labour is limiting and financial
capital scarce. Foresters called burning ‘indiscriminate’. Colonial forestry depart-
ments tried hard to stop burning, and notwithstanding the ineffectiveness of bans,
most governments still try to regulate, if not to prevent, the practice.

Such efforts are wasted. In the sub-humid region of south-west Mali, recent
research shows that up to 57 % of the landscape may be burned in a year (Laris and
Wardell 2006). Draconian regulations to limit burning have been challenged on the
basis of work in the subhumid zone of Guinea (Fairhead and Leach 1996). Burning
is less damaging if done early in the dry season. It is a management strategy—and
not ‘indiscriminate’—most common in woodland areas with low population den-
sities, and least common where densities are high and aridity greatest. The differ-
entiation amongst more and less fire-resistant species may contribute to the spatial
and temporal diversity of the ecosystem. Burn-scar mapping shows that burning
occurs in patches, and it has been argued that the resulting mosaic of burnt and
unburnt patches benefits biodiversity, conserving a mix of species. Recognizing the
value of indigenous knowledge, a decentralization to local communities of powers
and policy on burning practice has been tried with good effect (Laris and Wardell
2006).

3.6.3 Fuelwood Cutting

More than 90 % of energy used for cooking and domestic use in rural areas, and a
substantial (though variable) fraction in urban areas, depends on fuelwood or
charcoal. Overall densities of trees on farms, the availability of preferred fuelwood
species, and the rate of natural germination and regeneration of indigenous trees
were all expected to decline to vanishing point on the basis of ‘projections’ made
around mid-century (Trevallion 1966; Moss and Morgan 1981). Beneficial prop-
erties of trees in re-fertilizing soil and protection from wind erosion would be lost,
while exponential growth of urban consumers would inflate prices and create an
ever-expanding ‘desert’ aureole surrounding growing towns. This scenario was
commonly promoted across the African Sahel. Colonial and post-colonial forestry
departments used it as a justification for centralizing the control of forest resources
(Cline-Cole et al. 1990b).

Statistics of fuelwood cutting and consumption are difficult to compile.
Exaggeration has been rife. For example, estimates of the future impact of wood
cutting on the dry forests surrounding Bamako were found to be unjustifiably
pessimistic (Foley 2001). Revisions changed the expected impact by an order of
magnitude. Methods used to estimate natural forest regeneration are underdevel-
oped though regeneration is robust. A lack of knowledge on standing stock, mean
annual increment and inter-specific variability in dry forests impeded the findings of
a major study of wood supply and demand in northern Nigeria (Silviconsult 1991).
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In northern Nigeria, a dual sector model is best placed for understanding the
fuelwood industry (Cline-Cole et al. 1990a, b). In rural areas, reckless deforestation
for fuelwood cutting is a myth wherever an individual’s land rights are recognized.
Studies conducted at the micro-scale have confirmed that farmers (and settled
agro-pastoralists) conserve the trees they own. Every tree is selected for the eco-
nomic value of its non-timber forest products (IUCN 2009), as well as the
branchwood, which is used by householders for cooking and heating. This ‘rural
consumption model’ is self-supporting—or aims to be so—but wood may be sold
when income is urgently needed.

An ‘urban consumption model’, on the other hand, is supported by markets and
takes no thought for the future. In northern Nigeria, the fuelwood demand for
cooking and heating escalated during the twentieth century (Hyman 1993). It fol-
lows demographic trends (increasing populations and rapid urbanization), and
competes with alternative energy sources (kerosene, bottled gas and electricity)
whose uncompetitive prices, and irregular supplies, are major constraints on their
uptake. However, rates of household consumption tend to decline with increasing
price, especially in urban areas (Cline-Cole et al. 1990a; Hyman 1993). Higher
prices should incentivize the purchase of improved stoves, which have received
large promotion from World Bank funded projects in Niger and other countries
(Noppen et al. 2004).

In closely settled areas with farm trees, the opportunity costs of foregoing the
value of non-timber forest products, and the environmental value of standing stock
(e.g., shade, soil nutrients) ensure that urban demand for fuelwood is transferred to
residual natural forests. In Nigeria, weakly regulated or illegal woodcutting takes
place in vulnerable natural forests, including state forest reserves. Rather than a
‘fuelwood desert’ the patterning of fuelwood landscapes is better characterized as a
‘fuelwood perimeter’ located in the woody interstices between villages.

Instead of enforcing regulations which are seen as antithetical to local interests,
recent reforms in governance institutions (decentralization) have moved forest
policy towards local participation. Sustainable futures now rest, in place of privi-
leging access for favoured entrepreneurs and taxing trade movements, in the
transfer of ownership, policing and sales quotas to local community organizations
(Noppen et al. 2004). Expected benefits are poverty reduction (cash in hand), forest
conservation (community monitoring), local development (forest management
funds), private sector development, and planning capacity. However, decentral-
ization has failed so far to deliver the expected benefits (Hesse et al. 2013).

3.6.4 Sustainability

The use of the term ‘deforestation’ commonly implies irreversible destruction or
loss of value. A vast literature surrounds the subject at the global scale. However
from a dryland smallholder’s perspective, the conversion of woodland (most often
already degraded secondary woodland) to small-scale farming creates a productive
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asset for multiple cropping which also includes NTFPs of a wide range of fruit,
fodder, food, medicinal and other useful plants, as well as capturing synergies from
indigenous agroforestry (e.g., complementary shade regimes, nitrogen fixation, and
soil fertilization through animal droppings)(Davies et al. 2012).7 Such capitalization
is achieved largely through labour investments over long periods, enabling small
but significant nutritional and economic benefits in small-scale farming livelihoods.
Interviews in northern Nigeria and southern Niger bear out the value in which
biodiversity is held (Mortimore et al. 2008), and biodiversity conservation is seen as
a poverty reduction strategy (Roe et al. 2013), in which burning may yet have a
place, and in which tree pollarding preserves wanted species without impeding the
growth of crops.

Farmed parkland is not a new feature. It was observed in Kano in the mid-19th
century (Barth 1857), in Senegal in the 1950s (Pelissier 1953), in Zaria in the 1970s
(Pullan 1974), and in Kano in the 1980s (Cline-Cole et al. 1990a). Its impact on the
landscape is visually impressive and apparently permanent. The density of mature
trees on farmland (12–15/ha) was maintained throughout two major drought epi-
sodes (1973–74 and 1984–85), when pressure of food insecurity threatened to
reduce tree stocks through fuelwood cutting for sale in nearby urban markets. It is
sustained by protecting natural regeneration of native species, and supplemented by
planting exotic shade and fruit trees on private farms and inside compounds. In the
Kano region, 75 tree species are preserved under an average annual rainfall of
600 mm. Under an average annual rainfall of 360 mm, 135 useful tree, shrub, grass
and herb species were inventoried, including 67 wild food varieties (Mohammed
1994 cited in Harris and Mohammed 2003).

Ecological sustainability in the Sahel must make economic sense to farmers and
pastoralists, and a condition for this is secure access and enjoyment rights. Even so,
with price inflation, fuelwood cutting could become irresistibly profitable in the
Kano markets, overwhelming the value of biodiversity (Maconachie 2007). This is
not a new suggestion, and in the absence of longitudinal data, the sustainability of
dryland ecosystems may easily be underestimated. However, while overall tree
densities may be sustained, the age or species structure of the trees may indicate
imbalances significant for regeneration. For example, in the Serer villages of
Senegal, the unwanted shrub Guiera senegalensis accounts for 57 % of the
regenerating individuals, and the loss of more valued species is reported (Sadio
et al. 2000; Lericollais 1999).

Recently, eastern Niger has witnessed a dramatic growth in protected regener-
ation of indigenous trees on farms, especially Faidherbia albida whose leaves and
pods become available in the dry season while falling in the wet, when growing

7This view would be difficult to demonstrate in measured economic terms because a wide range of
non-marketed benefits and costs is involved in both space and time. Environmental economics
provides methods for turning many costs and benefits into monetary terms. However, combining
monetary and non-monetary items in the same equation must overlook the fact that decisions about
resource use may not be made either in ‘cash’ or ‘non-cash’ terms, but on social, cultural or other
qualitative grounds.
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crops can make use of their nitrogen-enhancing effect on the soil (Boubacar, this
volume; Sendzimir et al. 2011; Reij et al. 2009; WRI 2008). This trend was
facilitated by a conjunction of drivers including the reform of land and tree own-
ership rights under the Rural Code. Large numbers of farmers are claimed to benefit
from this Farmer-Managed Natural Regeneration. While an institutional framework
supporting tenure security of land and trees is a necessary condition of sustainable
tree management, local factors such as market incentives and livelihood opportu-
nities are the sufficient conditions for its realization. The impact of motivated and
consistent extension through NGOs and donor programmes in supporting and
improving traditional practice may have been critical (Jouet et al. 1996; Reij et al.
2005). With regard to its future, the impact of very high densities of regenerating
trees on the farming system, and the beneficial impact on poverty in Niger (Gubbels
2011), need research.

The mature farmed parklands suggest a theory of transition that proceeds from
initial clearance of farmland from forest, through toleration of selected volunteer
species along farm boundaries, to their active protection on cropland. If markets
have driven conservation in highly valued farmed parklands, the same forces put
pressure on remaining areas of natural forest and on forest reserves which are
surrounded by competing stakeholder interests (e.g., hunting, wood cutting, grazing
and farming incursions, often illegal). A process view of deforestation challenges
some orthodoxies of forest management. But smallholders’ impact, while consid-
erable, is now small, slow and incremental; most of the colonial waves of migration
in search of new lands are completed and the exhaustion of the supply of free land
(saturation) is driving a new logic of smallholder intensification, in which increased
inputs of labour, capital and fertilization conjoin with the protection of tree
regeneration.

3.7 Soil Nutrient Depletion—Man-Made Deserts?

The biological productivity of an ecosystem depends on the health of its soils and
on soil moisture during the growing period. Although the management of fertility
status in soils is often presented in terms of key chemical nutrients (nitrogen, N,
phosphorus, P and potassium, K), being easily manipulated in the short term
through inorganic fertilizer amendments, other properties are vitally important in
the longer term, including some trace elements, salinity, physical attributes (texture,
depth and structure), and organic carbon content (C). In Africa, a dominant nar-
rative of soil degradation and erosion has been influential in debates about dryland
management, a key theme being nutrient depletion on farmland.

Early surveys claimed that 332 million hectares (25.8 % of the continent’s
surface) are affected by soil degradation in the arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid
agro-ecological zones.This work, carried out by ISRIC (Oldeman and Hakkeling
1990) and the Winrand Staring Centre (Stoorvogel and Smaling 1990), was used by
the First Edition of the World Atlas of Desertification (UNEP 1992). Extended
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estimates were later published of the annual depletion of chemical nutrients
(Stoorvogel and Smaling 1990), which were promoted by the World Bank and
other agencies. These put net combined N, P and K losses at 60–100 kg/ha/yr and
increasing (Henao and Banaante 1999; World Bank 2001). All but three African
countries were said to be losing >30 kg of N, P and K/h/yr.

This narrative continues to guide policy makers, for example at the Abuja
Fertilizer Summit, at which governments committed themselves to higher targets
for fertilizer procurement and distribution (African Union 2006). According to this
narrative, chemical fertilizers assume the role of palliatives for under-productive
African agriculture, though their acquisition is highly dependent on international
trade, expensive quarrying and processing, or high consumption of non-renewable
energy. Fertilizer use has to be subsidized to make it economically viable; conse-
quently the political economy of fertilizer distribution may be an obstruction to its
equitable use.

Critiques of the nutrient depletion scenario focused on the conceptualization and
methodologies used in measuring, scaling up and projecting from micro-scale site
observations to regional and continental scales (Scoones and Toulmin 1998; Faerge
and Magid 2004). Key chemical nutrients cannot alone (that is, without essential
micro-nutrients) recreate a sustainably fertile soil, or replenish the critically
important stock of organic carbon. What solutions can be found for soil
degradation?

The Sahel falls behind more humid regions in its agricultural productivity
(Breman and de Wit 1983). But a paradox of Sahelian agricultural systems is their
persistence over decades under conditions of population growth and unreliable
rainfall. The achievements of small-scale farmers challenge the grand theory of
failing African agriculture, and provide a platform for current advances in pro-
ductivity supported by science and policy (Djurfeldt et al. 2011). Nutrient cycling is
the key to soil fertility in relatively closed systems supporting a subsistence
household economy (Drinkwater et al. 1998). Mixed crop-livestock systems rotate
cultivated fields with fallows and transfer nutrients to cultivation through grazing
animals (Powell et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2006). Where land scarcity eliminates
field rotation, crop residues, dry composting, inter-cropping and multiple weeding
strategies bolster the supply of organic matter (Harris 1999; Mortimore and Harris
2005). In some more intensive systems, with higher rainfall, crop residues can
support higher stocking densities even without rangeland (Harris and Yusuf 2001).

Farmers recognize that organic as well as inorganic fertilization is necessary to
approach the potentials shown on research stations. But there is never enough,
giving rise to sharp differences between plots. These are shown in micro-scale case
studies. At four locations in Maradi (Niger), field sampling showed that by
investing in a mix of organic manure and dry compost, and very small doses of
inorganic fertilizer (when affordable), a farmer can restore organic matter to levels
comparable to uncultivated soil (Issaka 2001). This implies that cultivation has not
irreversibly degraded the soil.

Research-based soil fertility strategies build on indigenous knowledge and
practices. Scarce and costly inorganic fertilizers can be optimized by mixing
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‘micro-doses’ with organic matter (building on local practice) and ‘hill placement’
on the individual stands (Dimes et al. 2005; Aune et al. 2005). Crop rotations and
mixtures (especially of grain and legumes) also mimic indigenous practices. Where
conditions are suitable, water harvesting with ridges and basins improves moisture
conditions, notably the successful uptake of the zaï technique for concentrating
scarce surface water and nutrients (Traoré et al. 2005; Mando et al. 2006).
Nitrogen-fixing trees are promoted on farms (Thomas et al. 2006).

Conservation agriculture, based on zero or minimum tillage (Aune et al. 2005;
Milder et al. 2011) and a range of sustainable land management
(SLM) technologies (see WOCAT 2007) is largely unproven under Sahelian con-
ditions of low bio-productivity and integrated crop-livestock systems. Claims that it
increases yields, reduces labour requirements, improves soil fertility and reduces
erosion have been challenged on the basis of weak or inconsistent evidence (Giller
et al. 2009). The need for agrochemical inputs is also unclear in many accounts.

‘Ecological intensification’—which includes intercropping systems, integrated
pest management, and organic farming—has broadened the scope of extension
efforts globally, estimated to have benefited 40 million smallholders (Pretty et al.
2011). ‘Sustainable intensification’ is an imperative across ecological, genetic and
socio-economic spheres (Montpellier Panel 2013). Currently, increasing attention is
being paid to biological attributes, soil organisms and the carbon cycle (Uphoff
et al. 2006). This new (or ‘second’) paradigm advocates ‘more knowledge of and
reliance on biological processes’ (Uphoff et al. 2006, pp. 12, 693, 698). It replaces
dependence on external inputs—a paradigm characterized as ‘Overcome soil con-
straints through the application of fertilizers and amendments to meet plant
requirements’—with ‘Rely more on biological processes by adapting germplasm to
adverse soil conditions, enhancing soil biological activity, and optimizing nutrient
cycling to minimize external inputs and maximize the efficiency of their use’. The
most striking feature of the change proposed is a shift from relying on exogenous
inputs to an emphasis on endogenous processes within the system—and this no
longer the perceived closed system of ‘subsistence farming’ but a system open to
environmental change and the political economy.

A shift from sectoral (commodity-based) research and development to systems
approaches translates integrated soil fertility management (ISFM)—no longer
perceived mainly in terms of affording chemical amendments—into part of a
‘complex adaptive system’ (Schiere et al. 2006). It includes a range of interacting
drivers and components such as soil and water conservation, ecosystem services,
markets, fertilization (organic plus inorganic), integrated pest management, mar-
kets, institutions and policy (Bationo et al. 2005; Vanlauwe et al. 2006). Such a
change challenges the scientist to integrate research-based knowledge with that of
the Sahelian farmer. In place of a policy strategy built on averages and assuming
homogeneity in the farmers’ response, the system offers space for multiple path-
ways (Scoones and Wolmer 2000), and variance becomes a virtue, not a nuisance
(Schiere et al. 2006).

The management of soil processes—whether sustainable or degrading—is
central to desertification, and justifies this excursion into the changing narratives
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that link people, their knowledge, and environment. Soil bio-productivity is literally
a matter of life and death, and the challenges for technology are plain for all to see:
invest through participatory research on organic matter management, dry com-
posting, rain-water harvesting, conservation agriculture, crop rotations and mix-
tures, micro-dose fertilization and other strategies. Nutrient cycling is site-specific.

3.8 Conclusion: Escaping Malthus?

In the preceding sections of this chapter a case is made for revising the conventional
wisdom that supports a desertification paradigm for the Sahel. If a new paradigm of
adaptive resilience is justified by the science, what should be concluded about
poverty, population growth and the future?

3.8.1 Poverty

The six countries of the Sahel (Nigeria must be excluded here because half its area
and population lie outside the ecological Sahel) score behind others, even in Africa,
on indicators of poverty, vulnerability and well-being (Dobie and Goumandakoye
2005). In these six (The Gambia, Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger and Chad), an
average 44 % of their populations live below the international poverty line (US
$1.25/day). The UNDP’s Multi Dimensional Poverty Index gives them an average
value of 0.473, which can be compared with South Africa (0.057), Ghana (0.144)
and Kenya (0.229) (UNDP 2011).

The Sahel has a combination of increasing rural population densities, erratic
rainfall, infertile soils, deforestation and poverty which appears, on the face of it, to
pose a classic neo-Malthusian crisis and, given a population doubling-time as low
as 22 years (on recent fertility rates), an extremely urgent one. Furthermore, there is
evidence that the demographic transition to lower fertility is faltering in some
African countries including those of the Sahel (Economist 2014; for Niger, see
Boubacar, this volume). For many observers, an intuitive barrier struggles to
accommodate a projected 500 million Sahelians. In the Horn of Africa, the case for
a neo-Malthusian crisis in pastoralism, and its dependent human populations, is
provocatively argued by Sandford (2011). In western Africa, the Sahel has been
shedding its pastoral population for generations (Baier 1980). Following the great
Sahel famine of 1972–74, many observers were quick to conclude such a crisis, not
only for pastoral populations but also for farmers (Mortimore 1998).

Overall, per capita food production in Sahelian countries has stagnated
(according to FAO statistics (Mortimore 2003; FAOSTAT 2014). But according to
these data, neither did it decline (1961–2001), and a virtual doubling of rural
population indicates that total production increased substantially. The answer to this
anomaly appears to lie in economic differentiation which condemns a third of the
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population, lacking enough land, labour or capital, to chronic food insecurity
(Gubbels 2011). They depend on food commodity markets even in years of good
rainfall. Under conditions of variable rainfall, yields and harvests, weak demand on
account of poverty leaves no space for building reserves for the bad year when
prices ‘sky-rocket’. The most vulnerable of this population are young children. The
co-existence of poverty with evidence of adaptive resilience suggests that poverty
depresses demand and restricts the investment necessary to achieve sustainable
NRM.

Using earth satellite data and population projections, Abdi et al. (2014) modeled
increases or decreases in net primary production (NPP) ‘supply’ and ‘demand’
during the period 2000–2010 for 22 Sahelian and neighbouring countries. NPP is
produced not only on cropland, where production is estimated using FAO crop
yield statistics in conjunction with land use classes, but also in woodland, forest
(absent in some countries), and savanna grassland. Given a rate of natural increase
of 2.8 % per year, the regional population grew from 367 million in 2000 to 471
million in 2010. Assuming that 80 % of crop calories are used for food, estimated
NPP ‘demand’ per capita increased from 19 to 41 % of the ‘supply’, suggesting a
threat to food security. However, only two countries saw negative change in total
NPP, which registered significant increases in cropland, woodland and grassland
overall, probably due to improved rainfall.

3.8.2 Adaptation

Variability characterizes both the ‘given’ elements of the Sahelian environments and
the adaptive responses documented by many observers. In a new and fundamental
argument for a shift in paradigm (Krätli 2015), a case is made for ‘valuing vari-
ability’ as an asset of smallholder farmers as well as pastoralists adept in managing
incumbent risk through applying local environmental knowledge. Such a model can
resolve the contradictions between ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ development
strategies and capitalize on the tenacity evident in these social-environmental
systems.

Given the variability of a non-equilibrial environment, as shown in the droughts
of 1972–74 and 1983–84, the adaptive capacities of Sahelian peoples were
underestimated (Mortimore 1989, 2001, 2010). Early projections of mortality in
hundreds of thousands—there are no statistics—were not realized (Caldwell 1975),
and notwithstanding food security crises in subsequent years, and persistent calls
for food aid, the Sahelian farming systems have not collapsed but today support
(though inadequately) twice as many people (Tiffen and Mortimore 2002).
Adaptation (for farming families) took place at four levels:

• Adjustment of labour on-farm (sowing, weeding, harvesting) to short-term
variability of rainfall (Fig. 3.4)

• Use of famine foods from wild plants to supplement or replace cereal grains
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• Searching for alternative income sources locally
• Migration (short term) seeking employment or trade in towns

Excepting the first, these strategies were also employed by WoDaaBe pas-
toralists, whose herd’s survival depended on the speed and distance of their
movements (Bernus 1977a, b). Flexibility, diversity and mobility enabled such
adaptation which took most observers by surprise. They are documented over the
long term and notwithstanding setbacks and contradictions, they suggest a process
of economic and social development through adaptation and diversification as in
Senegal and Niger (Faye et al. 2001; Mortimore et al. 2001). It is not possible to
consider adaptation to desertification separately from adaptation to drought, since
actions taken in the context of short-term food insecurity aggregate over time into a
management process.

These capacities, demonstrated at the local level, suggest that a two-step escape
route from a Malthusian outcome has been exploited by households in Sahelian
social-ecological systems: first a ‘smallholder labour-intensification’ pathway from
rotational subsistence farming to multiple purpose crop-livestock-tree cultures, and
second an income diversification pathway that exploits regional income opportu-
nities as well as local. For pastoralists, the first step is to protect the right to do what
is already known well. Mobile herding and breeding systems are labour-intensive.
Many pastoralists embark on the second step, which may evolve into
sedentarization.

For the first step, research and practice based on labour intensification needs to
include the stated goal of strengthening capacities to manage non-equilibrial
environments, whether those exploited by pastoralists or those cultivated by farmers

Fig. 3.4 Adapting farm labour inputs to planting, weeding and harvesting under variable rainfall
in Kano, Nigeria (units of one week). Source Mortimore and Adams 1999.
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and agro-pastoralists.8 This goal must include negotiating rights of access and
benefits among contesting stakeholders, and strategies for sustainable use of natural
resources. Insurance schemes against risk of loss (of crops or animals) are attracting
attention (Hesse et al. 2013), and lessons are being learnt including the need for
index-linked insurance to be embedded in a wider portfolio of credit, inputs and risk
management. They may also offer social protection for those whose adaptive
options have run out (Hazell and Hess 2007). Insurance is becoming more of a
priority with contemporary changes such as land ‘saturation’, market penetration,
state interventions in land and water, and conflict.

For the second step, barriers to movement (whether of herds or of migrants) need
removal and such regulation as necessary to guarantee mobility when and where
needed. This is not always in the forefront of government’s concerns. Its necessity
arises from increasing regional economic integration, both national and interna-
tional. Both rural-urban and cross-border movements will increase. Short term
movements and circulation are on the increase. Dryland inhabitants have a stake in
urbanization as well as their right of cross-border movement under the terms of the
Economic Union of West African States (ECOWAS).

Conventional development theory and practice perceives non-equilibrial envi-
ronments—especially those of the West African Sahel—as a management chal-
lenge, subject to increasing demographic, climatic and economic pressures. Public,
private and external investment holds the key to reversing poverty and—in time—
rebalancing the Sahelian social-environmental systems. Such a view returns to an
equilibrial understanding of change. Knowledge systems offer new investment
options and scope (UN/EMG 2012).

However, a non-equilibrial model urges that greater attention be paid to local, as
well as science-based, knowledge and social capital in engaging realistically with
variability and uncertainty in adaptive food production systems, multiple risk
management options, mobility, and other parameters at the small or household scale
—in essence ‘giving small-scale producers a second chance’ (Krätli 2015).

This chapter has traced the evolution of development practice and the beginning
of a paradigmatic shift towards a better match between environmental change and
its management in the West African Sahel. Many questions remain unanswered.
Meanwhile the challenge intensifies.
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Chapter 4
Does Climate Change Lead to Conflicts
in the Sahel?

Tor A. Benjaminsen

Abstract A dominant narrative in international politics and media presentations
holds that there is a close connection between climate change and conflicts, espe-
cially conflicts involving pastoralists in the Sahel. The narrative consists of two
elements: (1) Global climate change leads to drought and desertification, which in
turn lead to resource scarcity; (2) This scarcity leads to migration and the emer-
gence of new conflicts, or it triggers existing, latent conflicts. This chapter is a
critical assessment of these claims based on two case studies from Mali and a
review of international research. The narrative is attractive to politicians and
bureaucrats, in particular, and is championed by some influential scholars. In both
case studies, the drought in the 1980s only played a minor role in explaining the
conflict, while the root causes were political and historical. In addition, there does
not seem to be any clear link between resource scarcity in the Sahel in the 1980s
and global climate change. An association between scarcity and increased conflict
levels cannot, however, be dismissed, even if empirical results from international
research question the validity of such a correlation. The causes of conflicts in the
Sahel are in general associated with state policies, which result in the marginal-
ization of pastoralists. In areas where pastoralism and farming overlap as the main
forms of land use, there are continuous conflicts of varying scale and intensity.
These conflicts are primarily caused by politics, not climate change.
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4.1 Introduction

With climate change becoming a leading global political issue, the idea that there is
a close link between global warming and violent conflicts has also caught inter-
national attention. The Sahel, in particular, is pointed out as the clearest example
where there are climate-driven conflicts. Many politicians and international civil
servants in particular seem attracted to this idea. For instance, in a newspaper article
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon made a connection between global warming
and the Darfur conflict (Ki-Moon 2007). The idea was also at the crux of the
decision to award the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize to former US Vice President Al Gore
and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). According to the
Norwegian Nobel Committee, human-induced climate change is one of the main
causes of violent conflict and war in the world today. In his presentation speech at
the award ceremony in Oslo, chair of the committee Professor Ole Danbolt Mjøs
said:

The consequences (of climate change) are most obvious, however, among the poorest of the
poor, in Darfur and in large sectors of the Sahel belt, where we have already had the first
“climate war”. The wind that blows the sand off the Sahara sets people and camels moving
towards more fertile areas. The outcome is that nomads and peasants, Arabs and Africans,
Christians and Muslims from many different tribes clash in a series of conflicts. There are
many dimensions to this, but it is growing increasingly obvious that desertification is a
central underlying factor. The pattern from Darfur has now spread to Chad and the Central
African Republic. Large parts of the Sahel belt, from the Sudan to Senegal, are coming under
threat (http://nobelpeaceprize.org/en_GB/laureates/laureates-2007/presentation-2007/).

This is the essence of a narrative about the climate-conflict link in the Sahel that
consists of two elements:

1. Global climate change leads to drought and desertification, which in turn lead to
resource scarcity.

2. This resource scarcity leads to migration and the emergence of new conflicts, or
it triggers existing, latent conflicts.

This chapter takes a critical look at both these claims and assesses them on the
basis of available international research. But before assessing these two claims, a
brief review the climate security literature on the Sahel will be presented.

4.2 The Climate Security Debate: Theories, Politics
and Missing Evidence

The idea that climate change leads to violent conflicts in general can be regarded as
a continuation or revised version of the Malthusian concept of scarcity of resources
as a cause of environmental degradation, poverty and an escalating struggle for
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resources. Thomas Homer-Dixon is the best-known proponent of the so-called
environmental security school. According to Homer-Dixon, resource scarcity can
be caused by population growth, environmental degradation or social inequality
(Homer-Dixon 1994, 1999). He also believes that arid regions in Africa are par-
ticularly prone to scarcity-induced conflicts. More recently, he has also focused on
climate change as a cause of resource scarcity and war (Homer-Dixon 2007).

A team of Swiss researchers associated with the Swiss Peace Foundation have
also been prominent representatives of the environmental security school. They
have had an even more pronounced focus on the Sahel as a crisis area (Bächler and
Spillmann 1996; Bächler 1998). According to Bächler (1998), the Sahel is a typical
example of an area where conflicts are caused by environmental degradation. In this
region, animal husbandry and farming have led to erosion of the landscape (p. 69),
population growth has led to deterioration of the vegetation (pp. 67 and 70), and
livestock herding has led to general overgrazing (p. 69). Bächler (1998) presents a
list of 11 conflicts that allegedly demonstrates the link between environmental
degradation, socio-economic change and violence in the Sahel.

The concept of scarcity as a cause of war and violence has taken root in the
media and popular scientific publications too. The American journalist Robert
Kaplan has been particularly influential. In a well-publicized article from 1994, he
claimed that the conflicts in Liberia, Rwanda and Somalia were unequivocally the
result of overpopulation and subsequent environmental crisis in Africa (Kaplan
1994).

Since then, a range of journalists and popular-science writers have played a
significant role in spreading a Neo-Malthusian message to politicians and the
general public (e.g. Diamond 2005). The scarcity perspective has also been pro-
mulgated in a special edition of National Geographic Magazine focusing on Africa
in September 2005 (see Moseley 2005 for a critical commentary).

A major criticism of the environmental security school is that the term ‘resource
scarcity’ is defined so vaguely and broadly that it loses all meaning (Gleditsch
1998; Fairhead 2001; Richards 2005). Since armed conflicts are almost without
exception about control over land, such conflicts will necessarily have a resource
dimension. However, it does not follow that this dimension explains the conflicts. It
is also misleading when such different processes as environmental degradation,
increased population pressure and inequitable access to resources are forced toge-
ther into a single concept of resource scarcity. In this way, the concept loses its
analytical power, critics argue.

Peluso and Watts (2001) also hold that conflicts cannot be understood on the
basis of a simple chain of events triggered by resource scarcity, via reduced eco-
nomic activity and migration, to a violent outcome. Instead, violence is
context-specific, and at the same time it is a result of overarching power and
production relations.

Elinor Ostrom, who received the Nobel Prize in economics in 2009, also rep-
resents a perspective that stands in contrast to the environmental security school.
She and her collaborators have shown how scarcity of resources might just as well
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lead to cooperation and sustainable use instead of conflicts (Ostrom 1990; Poteete
et al. 2010).

Some critics claim that population growth can actually serve to increase the
resource base and lead to sustainable agricultural intensification in keeping with the
Danish agricultural economist Ester Boserup’s theory (Boserup 1965). There are in
fact examples from Africa of increases in population combined with favourable
government policies that have led to increased investments per unit area in the form
of work and capital and thus an improved resource base (e.g. Tiffen et al. 1994;
Mortimore 1998; Benjaminsen 2001).

While until recently, the focus in the scarcity literature was on ‘overpopulation’
and the associated ‘overuse’ of renewable natural resources, climate change has
been increasingly in focus as a prime cause of conflicts during the last few years. As
already mentioned, the Darfur conflict is then often presented as the best example of
the correlation between climate and conflict. For example, Sachs (2007: 24) states
that

Darfur’s extreme poverty, rising population, growing water stress and desertification are all
important contributors to the Darfur crisis. (…) extreme poverty, falling incomes and
failing rains… are the crucial drivers of conflict in less developed countries; much less solid
evidence implicates political repression.

This is a good example of how Malthusian factors and climate change are merged
into one story to explain conflicts. Homer-Dixon has also claimed—without
undertaking any empirical studies of the politics, climate or ecology in Darfur—that
climate change is one of the causes of this conflict: ‘There is evidence that
warming’s effect on crops and pastureland is a cause of the Darfur crisis’
(Homer-Dixon 2007). In an online discussion forum, however, he refuses to go so
far as to say that climate change is the main cause of the conflict in Darfur (‘In the
case of Darfur, it’s pointless to ask about, or to argue over, the relative importance
of climate change as a cause of the violence. But based on the evidence available,
we can say with considerable confidence that any adequate description or expla-
nation of the crisis must include climate change as a causal factor’ http://www.ssrc.
org/blogs/darfur/2007/08/02/cause-and-effect/).

A report published by the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) in
2007, which received extensive media coverage and obtained political influence,
also claims that there is a close link between climate change, desertification and the
conflict in Darfur (UNEP 2007). The report attaches a great deal of importance to
the fact that the average rainfall in some parts of Darfur has decreased by 16–34 %,
if the periods 1946–1975 and 1976–2005 are compared. However, the report fails to
mention that since the mid-1980s, rainfall has increased again. For example, if we
look at the 30-year period prior to the conflict breaking out in 2003 there is no
decreasing trend (Kevane and Gray 2008). In fact, there is no evidence of a falling
or a rising trend in rainfall in Darfur in the period 1972–2002 (Fig. 4.1).

This fact, however, does not impress Mazo (2010) who insists that Darfur is ‘the
first modern climate change conflict’. He argues that although climate change was
not a necessary or sufficient condition for the conflict, it was ‘a critical factor
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underlying the violence’ and that ‘to say that other factors were equally, or even
more, important politically or morally is not to deny that Darfur was a
climate-change conflict’ (Mazo 2010: 85–86). He supports this argument primarily
by using the above-mentioned UNEP report as well as an article by Burke et al.
(2009). The latter study focused on temperature instead of rainfall and reported a
strong correlation between annual temperature and the incidence of civil war in
Sub-Saharan Africa during 1981–2002. However, according to Buhaug (2010),
there are reasons to be sceptical about the results of Burke et al. (2009). The study
applies an unconventional definition of civil war, studying only years that generated
at least 1000 battle deaths and failing to distinguish between lesser war episodes
and peace. This restricted sample implies that many relatively large conflicts are
excluded from the analysis. In addition, Buhaug shows that the original findings are
easily influenced by small changes in the climate parameters and model specifi-
cation. Finally, he pointed out that since 2002, the final year of the sample, civil war
had decreased in incidence and severity in Africa while warming had persisted.

The idea that climate change leads to more violent conflict had earlier been
criticized, for instance by Barnett (2003), Nordås and Gleditsch (2007), Theisen
(2008) and Salehyan (2008), who did not find any evidence for scarcity being a
driver of conflicts. Nordås and Gleditsch (p. 628) also remark that ‘even the IPCC,
which prides itself on being a synthesis of the best peer-reviewed science, has fallen
prey to relying on second- or third-hand information with little empirical backing
when commenting on the implications of climate change for conflict’.

Finally, to look beyond the aggregate level and the general concepts usually used
in this debate, Buhaug et al. (2010) operationalized the hypothesized link between

Fig. 4.1 Rainfall in the Sahel. Source Climate Research Unit, University of East Anglia,
reproduced with permission.
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climate change and conflicts. They identified three main processes that this link
could potentially consist of: intensification of natural disasters, increasing resource
scarcity, and sea-level rise. These processes could then cause destruction of
infrastructure, increased health risk, and loss of livelihood. It should be stressed,
however, that these are hypothesized links that find little support in the empirical
literature, whether based on qualitative case studies or quantitative studies.

4.3 Does Climate Change Lead to Desertification?

Claims about desertification in the Sahel are as old as European presence in the
region. Already in the early 1900s, there were debates about whether desertification
in French-occupied West Africa was a man-made process or caused by desiccation
(Benjaminsen and Berge 2004). With time, however, the view that it was created by
local overuse of natural resources prevailed and even during the droughts of the
1970s and 1980s this view dominated in research, policy and media presentations.

From the late 1980s, claims of widespread degradation and desertification in the
Sahel have been undermined by a number of studies. For instance, scientists at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the USA have studied
satellite images of the southern limits of the Sahara and concluded that the edge of
the desert moves back and forth as a direct result of annual rainfall (Herrmann and
Sop, this volume; Tucker et al. 1991; Tucker and Nicholson 1999).

Furthermore, a number of studies published from the late 1980s led researchers
increasingly to question the idea of desertification in the Sahel. Some of this
research was reported in a New Scientist article entitled ‘The myth of the marching
desert’ (Forse 1989). This research led to what has been termed a paradigm shift in
drylands research (Warren and Khogali 1992; Behnke and Scoones 1993;
Benjaminsen 1997). It recognizes the resilience and variability of drylands and
stresses the need for flexibility in coping with a highly unstable environment. These
ideas have led to the questioning of ecological theory based on notions of equi-
librium, carrying capacity, succession and climax as applied to tropical drylands.
Instead, non-equilibrial ecological theory states that the vegetation in drylands
varies with the annual rainfall and that external factors such as climate, rather than
livestock numbers, tend to determine the vegetation composition and cover (Ellis
and Swift 1988; Behnke et al. 1993). Moreover, unavailability of forage in bad
years may depress livestock populations to the point where the impact of grazing on
vegetation is minimal (Sullivan and Rohde 2002). Therefore, in areas of fluctuating
climates, rainfall rather than density-dependent factors related to herbivore numbers
may ultimately be the most significant variable determining herbivore populations.
Wet season pastures such as in the West African Sahel, with its short rainy season,
domination of annual grass species, and high resilience, is a good example of a
non-equilibrial system (Hiernaux 1993; Turner 1993). The herders’ use of pastures
is adapted to the seasonal changes in these drylands. During the rainy season, when
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the grass grows, herders often move, and therefore exercise little pressure on the
vegetation.

Since it is largely rainfall that drives the Sahelian ecosystem, global warming
might in the long run lead to desertification—if it reduces rainfall. However, as
demonstrated by Buontempo et al. (2010), there is currently considerable uncer-
tainty about current rainfall trends and projections in the Sahel. Not only are there
uncertainties about future scenarios, but there are also some disagreements about
how to read available climate data. For instance, Hulme (2001) and Chappell and
Agnew (2004) disagree on how to interpret rainfall data from the Sahel for the
period 1930–1990. While Hulme holds that there was a 20–30 % decline, Chappell
and Agnew argue that this decline was largely produced by historical changes in the
climate station network.

Climate modellers in general stress that there is uncertainty as to how global
warming will affect the climate in the Sahel. This is underlined by the IPCC in its
Fourth and Fifth Assessments (Boko et al. 2007: 444; Niang and Ruppel 2014). The
former points out that the various models do not concur concerning future climate
scenarios for the Sahel. While some models support the theory that this region will
become drier, other models suggest that it may rain more in the future (e.g. Haarsma
et al. 2005; Odekunle et al. 2008).

Buontempo et al. (2010) also highlight the inability of current generation climate
models to capture processes driving Sahelian climate in the 21st century, precipi-
tation in particular. They advise against basing assessments of future climate change
in the Sahel on the results from any single model in isolation. Until the processes
responsible for the projected changes can be understood and constrained, the long
term future will remain uncertain. However, Biasutti (2013) finds that most models
conclude that the rainy season will be ‘more feeble at its start’ and ‘more abundant
at its core’. Hence, the overall trend seems to be towards wetter conditions, but with
rainfall more concentrated in time and with higher average temperatures. Of 20
models only four are outlier models coming to other conclusions. But the
Fifth IPCC Assessment accords low to medium confidence in these projected
changes of heavier rainfall (Niang and Ruppel 2014).

Throughout the Sahel, there has been a partial recovery of rainfall over the last
20 years. Research on the Sahel is thus no longer discussing desertification, but the
fact that the Sahel has become greener. For instance, in November 2005, the Journal
of Arid Environments published a special issue on ‘The Greening of the Sahel’
(Hutchinson et al. 2005; Olsson et al. 2005).

Hence, climate change may lead to drier conditions and desertification in the
long term if rainfall declines. But it is problematic to conclude that current rainfall
trends are on the decline. Uncertainty remains characteristic of climate scenarios for
the Sahel (Giannini, this volume).
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4.4 Do Sahelian Droughts Lead to More Conflicts?

There is not a lot of research to build on in order to answer this question. As already
mentioned, there is some disagreement in how to interpret the role of drought in
explaining the case of the conflict in Darfur. In order to illustrate the potential role
of drought in such conflicts, I will, in this section, dwell on two cases from Mali
taken from my own research (Benjaminsen and Ba 2009; Benjaminsen 2008).

The first case deals with a conflict between settled farmers and migrating pas-
toralists in the inland delta of the Niger River (see also Benjaminsen et al. 2012).
The other example is the Tuareg rebellion in northern Mali during 1990–1996,
which was a major conflict that escalated to civil war proportions.

4.4.1 A Farmer-Herder Conflict in the Inland Delta
of the Niger River in Mali

Historically, the delta is one of West Africa’s richest regions, in terms of farming,
herding and fishing. The Niger and its delta allow farmers to grow crops farther
north than anywhere else in the West African Sahel. At the same time, the delta
represents an essential resource for pastoralists in the dry season. Herders and their
livestock congregate in the delta region in the dry season from December to June,
while in the rainy season (July to September) and in the early part of the dry season,
they migrate up to several hundred miles north-east and north-west to reach good
pastures in the savanna (Fig. 4.2).

In addition to being a source of drinking water for livestock, nutrient-rich pas-
tures called ‘burgu’ grow in the water here. These various water plants are found in
deeper water than rice. During the last few decades, paddy fields have been
extended, at the expense of burgu. It is reckoned that roughly a quarter of the burgu
areas have been turned into paddy fields since the 1950s (Kouyaté 2006). This is
partly the result of reduced water levels in the river during the droughts in the 1970s
and 1980s (see Fig. 4.3), when the paddy fields dried out and new ones were
established in burgu areas. In addition, the development of a hydroelectric dam in
Sélingué in southern Mali, which was completed in 1982, is a major cause of the
lower water levels downstream (Turner 1992; Cotula and Cissé 2006).

Over the last few decades, there has been a large number of conflicts about who
has control of the land in the delta (Barrière and Barrière 2002; Ba 2008). In order
to understand the current resource management regime and the ensuing conflicts,
we need to look at the history of the region.

In 1818, Islamic Marabouts mobilized a Jihad and conquered the delta region
under the leadership of Cheikou Amadou. This resulted in the establishment of an
Islamic theocratic state, the Dina, based in Hamdallahi, south of Mopti. The Dina
formalized many of the customary resource management principles and rights in the
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Fig. 4.2 Mali with the inland delta of the Niger River. Source Benjaminsen et al. (2012).

Fig. 4.3 Niger River flow variability in Mopti, 1922–2006. The graph shows maximum annual
flood level of the Niger River in Mopti. Several years are missing in the early period. The dotted
line represents the mean value for all years. Data received from Direction Nationale de
l’Hydraulique et de l’Energie in Bamako.
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delta region. As part of this formalization, the delta plain was divided up into
administrative units called ‘leyde’ (singular: ‘leydy’). Traditional village chiefs,
called ‘Jowros’ were authorized to manage these units, and all users of the burgu
pastures had to pay a fee to the local Jowro. This is still the basis of the current
system. Today there are 31 leyde in the delta region.

The Jowros, who are noble Fulani pastoralists (‘Rimbé’), were to manage the
pastures, while responsibility for allocating farmland was delegated to a ‘Bessema’,
who was the chief of the low-caste ‘Rimaybé’. Both the Rimbé and Rimaybé are
Fulani, but while the former are traditionally pastoralists and thus have high status,
the latter are primarily farmers and have low social status.

When this area came under French rule in 1895, the French retained many of the
administrative principles of the Dina regime. For example, the Jowro were allowed
to continue to operate as ‘masters of the pastures’ and collect fees from users of
these pastures. Then, in 1960, Mali became independent under a socialist gov-
ernment led by Modibo Keita. The new government viewed ‘development’ in terms
of industrialization and modernization of farming. Pastoralism was regarded as an
obstacle to this kind of modernization. Nomadic herding was also seen as counter to
rational resource management. Modibo Keita said that settlement of all nomads was
one of the most important tasks of the new state. Only then could herders become
productive citizens (Benjaminsen and Berge 2004). The socialist government also
regarded the Jowros as feudal lords and generally tried to undermine their authority.

In 1968, Lieutenant Moussa Traoré led a coup that resulted in a military gov-
ernment, which eventually to some extent reinstated the Jowros. By the next coup
d’état in March 1991, which introduced democratic elections, the Jowros had once
again become powerful local actors through alliances with the cadres in the only
permitted political party.

The sample village Saremala is located in Kounary leydy in the heart of the
delta. In the village live the local Jowro and a small number of Rimbé, while the
vast majority of the villagers are Rimaybé. The Office Riz Mopti (ORM)—the state
organization for the promotion of rice cultivation—is active in this region. Since the
state formally owns all the land in Mali, the ORM can confiscate land at will. In
particular, much of the burgu pasture controlled by the Jowro has been confiscated
and turned into paddy fields. These fields have been divided up into equal-sized
parcels of land and leased out to people who have applied to the ORM for land. In
addition, there has been widespread random cultivation of burgu pastures by local
Rimaybé farmers. The massive loss of burgu pastures, which constitute the power
base and main source of income for the local Jowro, is leading to a gradual transfer
of local power from the Jowro to the Bessema. A positive aspect of this is that the
previously underprivileged Rimaybé now have more power and a higher standard
of living. A negative aspect is that important pastures used in the dry season are
disappearing and being replaced by paddy fields. These are the pasturelands on
which the entire pastoral system in the delta region depends.

In the wake of the transition to democracy in 1991, the state’s presence in rural
areas was reduced for a period. This was in general a time of great uncertainty about
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the future direction of the political and administrative system in Mali. State bodies
were reorganized, and plans were laid for a new, major decentralization reform.
Many local actors took advantage of the power vacuum that arose in the early phase
of the decentralization process, by taking possession of land in various ways. This
also happened in Saremala. Farmers extended their fields into pasturelands, while
the Jowro tried to regain control over the lost burgu areas that had been converted
into cultivated farmland. Farmers usually give a small symbolic share of the harvest
(usually about 5 kg) in recognition of the person who owns the land according to
customary law. However, the political changes and the state’s temporary with-
drawal since 1991 had whetted the Jowro’s appetite, and he decided to try to take
control of the cultivated land and introduce a clearer tenant farming system with a
larger share of the yield for the owner of the land. This strategy failed, however,
because of strong resistance from the Rimaybé.

Frustrated at his loss of power and the loss of the burgu pastures, the Jowro
decided to take the Rimaybé to court in 1994. On 25 August 1994, the local court in
Mopti ruled in favour of the Jowro, establishing that he had customary rights over
all the land in Saremala, not just the pastureland. However, the Rimaybé appealed
the case to the Appeal Court in Mopti, which ruled on 31 May 1995 that while the
Jowro had customary rights, the Rimaybé had usage rights to the same land. While
both parties interpreted this ambiguous ruling in their own favour, the Jowro
appealed the case to the Supreme Court. At the same time, the Jowro of Saremala
started acting as if his ownership rights had been finally confirmed by the legal
system, banning Rimaybé farmers from cultivating the land. At the harvest in
December 1995, he announced a general ban on harvesting rice, stating that all
harvested rice would be confiscated by force. The Rimaybé (farmers) then paid 18
armed guards to protect them while they harvested their crops. Despite the guards,
there was an armed confrontation between the Rimbé (herders) and the Rimaybé on
23 January 1996 resulting in two dead and 16 injured farmers and herders. The
village chief, a Rimaybé, claims that the Jowro had bribed the guards to look
another way and not intervene when the Rimbé tried to force the Rimaybé to stop
harvesting the rice.

On 18 February 1997, the Supreme Court declared that the Appeal Court’s
decision was invalid and sent the case back to that court, which upheld its earlier
decision on 2 July 1997. Indeed, it even increased the ambiguity of its former ruling
by ascribing to the Jowro all three aspects of ownership under French law: usus,
fructus and abusus. Usus is the right to use, fructus is the right to enjoy the fruits of
(harvest, rental income, etc.) and abusus is the right to get rid of the property by
giving it away or selling it. This judgment actually gave the Jowro more extensive
rights than any reasonable interpretation of customary rights might ascribe to him. It
is also self-contradicting in another way, because according to Malian law, only the
state has the abusus rights to land without deeds. To top it all, the Appeal Court
granted the farmers usage rights to the land they have been cultivating for several
decades. This means that the farmers are ascribed the rights of usus and fructus. In
practice, this means that the Jowro and the Rimaybé farmers were granted basically
identical rights (usus and fructus), which both parties interpreted as a victory.
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However we can probably conclude that the Rimaybé have more to celebrate
because the court granted them rights they would otherwise have had little chance
of establishing under the customary system.

It seems that the legal wrangling back and forth and the court’s ambiguous
rulings are the result of both parties having paid bribes to the judges and their
entourage. Bringing a conflict before a court of law is often a final desperate attempt
on the part of one of the parties. Prior to this, the parties have usually already spent
vast sums of money on trying to influence the administration.

This case study reviewing the political and economic context of a herder-farmer
conflict in Mali shows that the drought in the 1980s was one of several factors that
contributed to the loss of burgu pastures and marginalization of pastoralists—and
thus indirectly to more conflicts. The drought contributed temporarily to the
shrinking of available burgu pastures for pastoralists. With less pastoral space
available, herders and livestock will more easily trespass and damage agricultural
crops, and conflicts might emerge. However, since the end of the 1980s, there has
been more rain and the water levels in the Niger River have increased. Yet, the
number of conflicts in the delta has continued to be high due to a continued political
and economic marginalization of pastoral space and pastoralists. So, while theo-
retically general resource scarcity might lead to more conflicts, the state’s policy,
which led to marginalization of pastoralists—and in turn to increased scarcity of
pastoral land—plays a far larger part in explaining the increase in the number of
conflicts in the inland delta region of Mali.

Hence, this case study together with the study by Benjaminsen et al. (2012) also
carried out in the delta region conclude that land-use conflicts in the area are
primarily shaped by political and economic factors rather than climate variability.
These factors include first agricultural encroachment on productive key resources
for pastoralism and on livestock corridors, obstructing the necessary mobility of
herders and animals. This trend is primarily caused by agricultural policies and laws
promoting farming at the expense of pastoralism. Second, decentralization from the
early 1990s caused a political vacuum that led rural actors to follow opportunistic
strategies to claim ownership of land and natural resources. Third, rent-seeking
among government officials has undermined rural people’s trust in government
institutions and the willingness and interest of officials to solve conflicts. This lack
of trust may have contributed to some actors taking action on their own, including
using violence to lay claim to resources. Climate variability may only play a sec-
ondary or tertiary role in increasing or decreasing the conflict level.

4.4.2 The Tuareg Rebellion in Mali

The second Tuareg rebellion in northern Mali after independence took place
between 1990 and 1996, and resulted in several thousand deaths and a quarter of a
million refugees fleeing to neighbouring countries. This is a conflict that advocates
of the environmental security school explain through desertification and an ensuing
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scarcity of natural resources. For example, Kahl (2006: 234) claims that in northern
Mali, the combination of ‘population pressures, poor land use practices, and a
fragile ecology… made soil erosion, desertification, and freshwater scarcity serious
problems.’ He also claims that what he calls ‘demographic and environmental
stress’ were important causes of the Tuareg rebellion, without presenting any
documentation to back up these claims.

It is, however, difficult to demonstrate any ‘desertification’ in northern Mali.
Since rainfall has increased over the last 20 years, the forests have grown back and
there has therefore been a reversed desertification process or ‘greening’ in this area
as in the Sahel in general (see Hiernaux, this volume, for a more detailed
description of recent environmental change in northern Mali; Hiernaux et al. 2009;
Mougin et al. 2009).

A brief look at the political history of this part of the Sahel allows us to assess
the variables that have played a role in the conflict dynamics. After Mali’s inde-
pendence in 1960, the new government initiated, as mentioned earlier, a policy to
modernize agriculture. This policy was associated with the nomadic lifestyle being
regarded as old-fashioned and unproductive. The new President, Modibo Keita,
argued, for instance, that sedentarization of nomads was important in order to
develop the new nation and to convert nomads into ‘productive’ citizens by having
them take up farming (Benjaminsen and Berge 2004). Hence, the nomadic way of
life was considered backward, unproductive and undesirable, and the enormous
grasslands in northern Mali were referred to as the ‘useless’ part of the country
(Benjaminsen and Berge 2004). The main implication of this policy for pastoralists
was that many important dry season wetland pastures in flooded areas close to the
Niger River would be converted to rice fields through state intervention.

Many Tuareg regarded the anti-pastoral policy of the Malian government as a
form of neocolonialism—only this time by the authorities in southern Mali, instead
of Europe. The policy led to further marginalization of nomads such as the Tuareg.
According to Ag Baye (1993), through frequent confiscations, humiliations and
violence the new Malian administration was even more hostile to the Tuareg than
the French administration had been. One of the results of this policy was that many
Tuareg did not develop a feeling of being Malian (Poulton and Ag Youssouf 1998).
This marginalization, including the taxes nomads had to pay without receiving any
benefits, precipitated the revolt of 1963 (Ag Baye 1993; Lecocq 2004), which took
place during a wet period in the Sahel. The uprising was suppressed by the Malian
army using fighter planes and public executions.

After the coup d’état in 1968, the new government continued the agricultural
policies of the previous government. Nomadic groups in northern Mali had little
influence on national or local policy, and in practice, the region was governed by a
military governor throughout the whole period until the rebellion started in 1990.
Many Tuareg experienced this as a form of military occupation (Poulton and Ag
Youssouf 1998).

The drought in the 1970s and 1980s also played a role in the uprising, but not in
the way the argument about the correlation between climate and conflict assumes.
Firstly, the droughts led many Tuareg to move to Algeria and Libya. Many of them
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became politically radicalized by Gaddafi’s ideology—a melange of Islam and
socialism. A large number of the Tuareg who moved to Libya also ended up as
professional soldiers in Gaddafi’s army and gained practical experience in warfare
in Palestine, Lebanon and Chad. It was these soldiers that started planning a new
uprising in Mali in the 1970s (Lecocq 2004).

Secondly, the droughts led to Mali receiving large amounts of emergency aid.
Much of this relief aid intended for northern Mali was allegedly embezzled by
government officials. The rumours of corruption further stoked the anger of many
Tuareg at the Malian authorities (Klute 1995).

There is also increasing competition between the Tuareg and the settled Songhay
over land along the Niger River in northern Mali. The Tuareg, who are primarily
pastoralists, are dependent on access to the burgu pastures along the river as an
important resource in the dry season, while the Songhay want to cultivate as much
land as they can to grow rice. The situation is parallel to the one described earlier in
the delta further south. The ensuing competition for land is a constant source of
minor conflicts, some of which are violent. However, these types of conflicts had
nothing to do with the uprising, which was started by people with roots in Kidal
deep in the Sahara a long way from the river. In fact the uprising came as much of a
surprise to the Tuareg further south along the river as it did to everyone else
(Poulton and Ag Youssouf 1998).

Thus the main cause of the Tuareg rebellion that started in 1990 was a modern-
ization policy that led to the marginalization of nomads, combined with anger at what
was perceived as a predatory state. The first Tuareg uprising took place in 1963 (in an
unusually wet period) against what was seen as a new form of colonization—this time
not from Europe but from the south. The uprising was severely suppressed by the
Malian army and increased the Tuaregs’ bitterness and animosity towards the state.
The droughts of the 1970s and 80s led many young Tuareg to move to Algeria and
Libya where they became further radicalized and many also gained practical training
and experience in warfare in the Libyan army. It was these professional soldiers that
started the rebellion in 1990. Hence, this case also shows how political factors are the
root causes of the conflict, while climate factors only play a minor role.

4.5 Conclusions

A dominant narrative in international politics and media presentations says that
there is a close connection between climate change and conflicts, especially in the
Sahelian zone in Africa. In this chapter, I have presented a critical review of this
narrative. It consists of two elements:

1. Global climate change leads to drought and desertification, which in turn lead to
resource scarcity.

2. This resource scarcity leads to migration of ethnic groups and new conflicts, or it
triggers existing, latent conflicts.
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Contrary to the assumptions behind the first narrative element, rainfall in the
Sahel has increased since the drought in the 1980s. Most climate models also
predict a wetter, although more concentrated, rainfall pattern in the future. The
Sahel has actually become greener and richer in renewable resources over the last
25–30 years. In both case studies presented from Mali, the drought in the 1980s
only played a minor role in explaining the conflict level. In both cases, however, the
root causes of the conflicts are political and historical. In addition, there is no clear
link between resource scarcity in the Sahel in the 1980s and global climate change.
An association between resource scarcity and increased conflict levels cannot,
however, be dismissed, even if empirical results from international research ques-
tion the validity of such a correlation. Quantitative studies undermine the validity of
a general link between climate and conflict, while case studies in central parts of the
Sahel—such as the two cases I have presented here—indicate that the conflicts have
other causes.

The main cause of the two conflicts in Mali is therefore not related to climate
change; it has much more to do with the state’s policies and legislation, which result
in the marginalization of pastoralists. In the dry parts of Africa where pastoralism
and farming overlap as the main forms of land use, there are continuous conflicts of
varying scale and intensity. These conflicts are primarily caused by politics, not
climate change.

But if climate change in the long term leads to drier conditions in the Sahel
contrary to what most climate models predict, more scarcity of resources in some
areas will follow. If water levels in the Niger River decrease, this will lead to
continued loss of burgu pastures. In addition, drier conditions in the wet season
pastures might lead to further increased dependency on the burgu areas. This might
again increase conflict levels depending on the policies of the state. But again, such
a scenario goes against most current predictions for climate change in the Sahel.
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Chapter 5
The Map Is not the Territory:
How Satellite Remote Sensing and Ground
Evidence Have Re-shaped the Image
of Sahelian Desertification

Stefanie M. Herrmann and Tene Kwetche Sop

Abstract Satellite remote sensing, in particular the analysis of coarse resolution
time series of vegetation indices, has played an important role in challenging earlier
assumptions of widespread desertification in the Sahel. Findings of such analyses
show a greening trend in much of the region since the early 1980s, which seems to
suggest a positive development. On the other hand, a growing number of field
studies of vegetation dynamics across the Sahel offer a more fine-scaled and
nuanced picture of changes. Of particular interest with respect to degradation and
rehabilitation is the woody component of the vegetation cover, which is less
affected by short-term fluctuations in precipitation than the herbaceous component.
We synthesized findings from published field studies on changes in the abundance
and diversity of woody vegetation across the Sahel and spatially compared them
with the remotely sensed greenness trends. Many field sites reported a decline in the
abundance of woody vegetation since before the great droughts, in particular of
large trees. In addition, the woody vegetation shifted from a diverse species com-
position towards fewer and more drought tolerant species in the majority of sites.
However, some success stories of agroforestry management stood out as well,
where formerly degraded farmlands were rehabilitated and in some cases have
reached even higher tree densities than in the 1960s. The discrepancy between
satellite-observed greening trends and changes in woody vegetation on the ground

“The Map is not the Territory” is an aphorism that goes back to the Polish-American scientist
Alfred Korzybski and emphasizes that a representation of reality (=map) must not be confused
with reality itself (=territory). Thus, maps and graphical data convey images that risk developing
a life of their own, with the map preceding and even becoming the territory.
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—in both directions—emphasizes the need of integrating multiple perspectives and
scales in the interpretation of greening trends with respect to desertification.

Keywords Remote sensing � Time series � (Re-)greening � Tree cover � Ground
truthing � Longitudinal studies � Size class distributions � Local knowledge

5.1 Introduction: Putting Desertification on the Map

The West African Sahel region has been characterized as a ‘hotspot’ of desertifi-
cation since it was afflicted by a series of drought years from the late 1960s through
the 1980s, following a decade of above-average rainfall years (Raynaut et al. 1996;
Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2002; Middleton and Thomas 1997). The amount of
human suffering that resulted from the droughts, as well as the perceived degra-
dation of the environment, triggered much political and scientific interest in the
phenomenon of desertification. In the late 1970s, a study commissioned by the
United Nations to assess the spatial extent of the problem had estimated that the
Sahara desert was expanding southward at the startling pace of 5–6 km annually
(Lamprey 1988) (Fig. 5.1). A decade later, the expert opinion-based Global
Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD) provided a new official perspective on
the extent of degradation (Oldeman et al. 1991), in which the entire Sahel region
was classified as severely degraded (Fig. 5.2). GLASOD also formed the basis of
two editions of UNEP’s World Atlas of Desertification (Middleton and Thomas
1992, 1997).

The lingering imprecision of the desertification concept and the lack of mea-
surable criteria, however, fueled debate and controversy among scientists (Pearce
1992; Thomas and Middleton 1994; Herrmann and Hutchinson 2005). Subjects of
the debate have been the spatial extent of desertification, its reversibility, as well as
the relative contributions of climatic (i.e., drought) and anthropogenic (i.e., over-
grazing, deforestation) driving forces of desertification.

Despite the controversy, the notion of regional desertification in the Sahel was
widely accepted without question until several remote sensing-based studies chal-
lenged the mainstream paradigm of irreversible degradation by documenting a
greening trend across much of the Sahel over the past 30 years (Hutchinson et al.
2005). This greening trend, which suggests a possible recovery of the vegetation,
was derived from time series of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) computed from reflectance measurements by a series of Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors since 1981. The Land Degradation
Assessment in Drylands (LADA) global project, which superseded GLASOD in
2006, adopted the analysis of time series of NDVI as part of their strategy to
determine status and trends of land degradation and rehabilitation (Bai et al. 2008).
A third edition of the World Atlas for Desertification is currently being compiled,
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Fig. 5.1 Lamprey’s report on desert encroachment in the northern Sudan, based on a
reconnaissance survey to map the desert boundary and its comparison with a previously published
vegetation map (Harrison and Jackson 1958), became one of the most widely cited references for
the rate of southward expansion of the Sahara desert. Different interpretations of the desert
boundary, owing in part to differences in rainfall conditions in the years of assessment, led to the
misnomer that the desert was advancing. Figure adapted from Lamprey (1988).

Fig. 5.2 Map of the severity of soil degradation as an indicator of desertification, compiled by the
Global Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD) (Oldeman et al. 1991). GLASOD has been
one of the most influential global appraisals of land degradation and has majorly contributed to the
perception of widespread degradation in the Sahel. For a more in-depth discussion of the
GLASOD suite of maps, see Prince (this volume).
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the mapping of which is also built on this satellite-based vegetation greenness data
set (Joint Research Centre of the European Commission 2015).

While the ever lengthening time series of NDVI data constitute an invaluable
and irreplaceable archive of land cover information (Tucker et al. 2005; Dardel
et al. 2014a), their interpretation with respect to the nature of vegetation changes is
not straightforward. In order to be useful for assessing and monitoring land
degradation and rehabilitation, the synoptic overview provided by satellites needs to
be related to the physical realities on the ground. The process of “ground truth-
ing”1—gathering field data to complement remote sensing data and to establish a
link between the radiometric characteristics of a surface and the information desired
by a particular application or study—is an integral part of every remote sensing
project (Steven 1987). Although the need for field data appears self-evident, there
are a number of practical and conceptual challenges, ranging from the timing of the
field data collection to coincide with the satellite overpass to the decision of what
variables to collect and at what spatial scale. Relating remote sensing data to ground
observations is further complicated when working with historical or time series of
remote sensing data, as field visits allow direct assessment only of the current state
of the environment.

In the case of the satellite-observed NDVI trends in the Sahel, simply visiting a
number of locations on the ground and taking stock of the current state of the land
cover alone cannot confirm or dispute that greening has taken place. Nor does it
inform about the nature of the greening in the sense of a rehabilitation or recovery
of the vegetation cover. Inter-comparison between NDVI trends derived from
different satellite sensors has been used to verify the direction of trends (e.g.,
Fensholt et al. 2009; Fensholt and Proud 2012). For some sites, historical field data
on woody and herbaceous vegetation are available from prior studies, which give
insights into the land cover and vegetation conditions in the past (e.g., Herrmann
and Tappan 2013; Dardel et al. 2014a). Although those earlier studies had not
necessarily been designed as baselines for longitudinal studies and might not have
collected the most desired variables, they present a valuable resource for charac-
terizing vegetation changes on the ground and relating them to satellite-observed
trends. In addition, the knowledge of the local inhabitants on changes in vegetation
cover over time has been used to support findings from ground surveys and remote
sensing data (Herrmann et al. 2014).

In the following, we will outline how regional-scale remote sensing-based
findings have shaped the image of Sahelian desertification over past two decades
(Sect. 5.2). We will then review different approaches using field data to reconstruct
vegetation changes, focusing on the woody component of the vegetation (Sect. 5.3),
and synthesize findings from published field studies across the Sahel region

1Although the term “ground truth” is widely used in the remote sensing community to describe
field observations that help interpret remote sensing imagery, it is disliked by many remote sensing
scientists, because it might imply that satellite data are erroneous in some way and because
reference data can come from sources not necessarily involving ground investigations. Despite its
shortcomings, we use this term here for lack of a better and equally short alternative.
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(Sect. 5.4). Finally, we will discuss agreement and discrepancies between
coarse-resolution regional scale remote sensing-based observations of trends in
vegetation greenness (NDVI) and local scale findings from field studies of woody
vegetation dynamics (Sect. 5.5).

5.2 Remote Sensing Perspectives on Regional Greening

Remote sensing products, such as air photos and early Landsat images, were used in
early mapping of the formation of desert patches around villages (Ibrahim 1978)
and the southward expansion of the Sahara desert (Lamprey 1988) (Fig. 5.1).
However, this early use of remote sensing was limited to local scales and did not
take into account the seasonality and interannual variability of rainfall and vege-
tation cover. Based on spatial extrapolation of such studies, often without disclosure
of methodologies employed or presentation of primary data, widespread degrada-
tion in the Sahel was largely treated as an established fact in the 1970s. A few case
studies on the ground (Warren and Agnew 1988; Mortimore 1989) and using
remote sensing (e.g., Hellden 1991) had begun questioning the extent of deserti-
fication as early as the 1980s. At a regional scale, however, it was not until the
1990s that sufficiently long time series of high frequency, coarse resolution remote
sensing observations became available, the analyses of which shed new light on
vegetation dynamics and desertification (National Research Council 2008).

These analyses have been based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), a greenness index derived from the red and near infrared spectral bands,
which is strongly correlated with photosynthetically active biomass (Rouse et al.
1973; Tucker 1979). Time series of bi-weekly NDVI at a spatial resolution of 8 km,
derived from reflectance measurements by the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors (James and Kalluri 1994; Tucker et al. 2005), begin
in 1981. This series is the longest continuous data record of its kind, and has formed
the basis of several influential research studies on vegetation trends in West Africa:

Tucker et al. (1991) were the first to show the high interannual variability of
NDVI in the Sahel zone, which directly responds to precipitation. Their findings
helped refute the hypothesis of a continuous expansion of the Sahara desert to the
south. In a follow-up study, Tucker and Nicholson (1999) confirmed the variability
of NDVI over an extended time period as well as the interannual movements of the
critical 200 mm precipitation isohyet. Both studies show the close link between
precipitation and bio-productivity, contesting the existence of man-made
desertification.

Prince et al. (1998) used rain-use efficiencies—the ratio of satellite-derived net
primary production (NPP) to precipitation—as an indicator of vegetation degra-
dation, postulating that degrading lands would be marked by declining rain-use
efficiencies. However, their analysis showed locally variable rain-use efficiencies
with overall upward trends over the period studied, and thus did not demonstrate
widespread Sahelian desertification.
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Eklundh and Olsson (2003) found strong increases in seasonal NDVI over large
areas of the Sahel and Sudan ecological zones from 1982 to 1999, which they
interpreted as a vegetation recovery after the drought years of the 1980s. This
positive trend was confirmed by Anyamba and Tucker (2005), who described two
distinct periods of NDVI patterns, with below average NDVI in the 1980s and
above average NDVI in the 1990s and 2000s, in agreement with temporal patterns
of rainfall anomalies. Since the AVHRR NDVI time series happens to begin in a
very dry period in the Sahel, when the vegetation was arguable in its most desic-
cated state, it is not too surprising that the positive trend in precipitation since then
(which has not canceled out the secular negative trend in precipitation) is accom-
panied by a greening trend over the same period (Fig. 5.4; Giannini, in this
volume).

Herrmann et al. (2005) analysed linear trends in the residual NDVI after removal
of the precipitation signal and concluded that precipitation is indeed an important
causative factor for the positive NDVI trend, but not the only one, leaving room for
interpretations of a potential anthropogenic factor. Seaquist et al. (2009) used a
modeling approach to test the hypothesis that humans have had a measurable
impact on vegetation dynamics in the Sahel. Their model, which included coarse
resolution demographic, pasture and cropping data, suggested that land use pres-
sures do not have a significant influence on the observed NDVI dynamics in the
Sahel.

Investigating vegetation phenology—the characteristics of the seasonal vegeta-
tion cycle—Heumann et al. (2007) differentiated between two types of greening
trends. In the Sudanian zone, where perennial grasses and woody cover are com-
mon, greening was associated with an increase in the length of the growing period;
in the Sahel zone, where annual grasses predominate, greening was associated with
an increase in NDVI at the peak of the growing season.

More recent studies using a new and extended AVHRR NDVI time series have
corroborated earlier findings of the close link between vegetation dynamics and
precipitation variability. They show positive trends in rain use efficiencies in most
of the Sahel, confirming once more that land degradation unrelated to precipitation
is not widespread (Fensholt et al. 2013). In addition to the increased precipitation
during the period of observations, CO2 fertilization (the enhancement of photo-
synthesis due to rising CO2 levels) may have played an important role in the
greening across the warm drylands globally, including the Sahel (Donohue et al.
2013).

In one of the few studies that compare NDVI trends with long-term field data
collection of herbaceous biomass, Dardel et al. (2014a) attributed the greening trend
to a large-scale increase in herbaceous production over the time period 1981–2011,
spurred by increasing rainfall. While greening dominates across the Sahel, their
study also found a smaller occurrence of decreasing NDVI in southwestern Niger,
taking only the months of August and September into consideration. Although they
found bio-productivity had increased and rain-use efficiencies were stable—both
indicators of recovery or resilience rather than degradation—Dardel et al. (2014b)
also noted an increase of runoff coefficients over the same period, which can be
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interpreted as a sign of degradation. They concluded that degradation in a small part
of the landscape, in particular on shallow soils, is counteracted by resilience on the
more productive sandy soils.

Some differences between studies in the reported greening trends may be due to
slight differences in the calibrated time series developed from the AVHRR data
(McCloy et al. 2005), in the length of the time series (Dardel et al. 2014a), in the
inclusion or exclusion of particular months and in trend analysis procedures
employed (Fensholt et al. 2013).2 Despite disagreements on best methodological
approaches, underlying assumptions, and interpretation of results (Hein and De
Ridder 2006; Prince et al. 2007), two findings have emerged as rather robust across
all studies: (1) It seems indisputable that parts of the Sahel and Sudan zones have
become greener since the early 1980s, at least from the perspective of
coarse-resolution satellite-derived NDVI data (Fig. 5.3). (2) This greening trend has
been paralleled by and is closely related to an increase in rainfall amounts over the
same time period (Fig. 5.4).

What these findings imply in terms of vegetation changes on the ground,
however, remains mostly unaddressed in these satellite-based studies. The land
cover of this semi-arid environment is characterized by a fine mosaic of woody
vegetation, annual and perennial herbaceous cover, agricultural crops, and bare
ground. Virtually all pixels at the 8-km AVHRR resolution are mixed pixels, made
up of those components in varying proportions. The proportions of woody and
herbaceous vegetation are difficult to extract from the integrated satellite signal, as
their seasonal greening cycles are very similar in this region (Akpo 1997).
Global-scale efforts to estimate proportions of woody, herbaceous, and bare soil
cover per pixel, while adequate for regions with medium to high tree cover, have
proven notoriously unreliable for semi-arid regions where tree cover is low and
interannual variability of the underlying grass cover high (Hansen and DeFries
2004; Schwarz et al. 2004). Hence, the relative contributions of woody and
herbaceous vegetation, let alone different species compositions, to the observed
greening trend cannot be assessed by means of remote sensing alone. Yet, such
changes in the vegetation composition can be as important indicators of degradation
or rehabilitation as changes in bio-productivity. Regional scale remote sensing
observations have contributed to uncovering the interannual variability of

2Since the NOAA AVHRR NDVI time series from 1981 to present combines observations from
two different sensors flown on a series of fourteen satellites, inter-sensor calibration and bias
correction for orbital drifts are prerequisites for the creation of long term stable NDVI time series
(Pinzon and Tucker 2014). Much of the time series development has been done by the Global
Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS) group. As calibration and correction algo-
rithms have evolved over time, each generation of the GIMMS NDVI time series shows slight
differences from the previous one. One of the authors of this chapter compared trends of the most
recent 3rd generation GIMMS NDVI with trends of the previous 2nd generation and found
considerable differences in the spatial patterns of those trends for West Africa over an identical
time period. Such differences, which are explained by data preprocessing alone, call into question
the interpretability of NDVI trends from the NOAA AVHRR time series with respect to land
degradation and desertification.
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Fig. 5.3 Regional trends in a mean annual NDVI and b mean growing season (July–October)
NDVI, derived from the NOAA AVHRR time series 1982–2011 (GIMMS 3G dataset) (Pinzon
and Tucker 2014), show predominantly positive trends in the Sahel and Sudan zones. Note the
differences in spatial patterns of greening depending on inclusion of annual or seasonal NDVI.
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Fig. 5.4 Standardized June–October Sahel precipitation anomalies (10°–20°N and 20°W–10°E)
from 1900 to 2011 (doi: 10.6069/H5MW2F2Q) and standardized NOAA AVHRR NDVI
anomalies for the same region from 1982 to 2011. Both indices show a similar temporal pattern
(Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient: 0.82) for the three decades of overlap, illustrating the
strong link between rainfall and vegetation greenness. Temporal trends in both variables are
positive since 1982; at a secular timescale, however, the rainfall trend is negative.
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vegetation cover in the Sahel and to refuting exaggerated claims of the extent of
desertification. But longitudinal ground studies remain indispensable for providing
a more detailed understanding of the nature of vegetation changes, and their eco-
logical and livelihood implications. Of particular importance in this respect are
assessments of changes in the woody vegetation cover, which as a slow variable is a
more robust indicator of ecosystem health than the highly dynamic herbaceous
cover.

5.3 Approaches and Challenges of “Ground Truthing”

When the AVHRR NDVI data first became available, there were no adequate
ground observations of vegetation productivity against which the new index could
be directly compared, prompting the establishment of a new field data collection
programme in the Sahelian grasslands of Senegal (Prince 1991a). The studies
emerging from this programme all indicated a positive correlation between inte-
grated growing season NDVI and total dry biomass collected at the end of each
growing season for a range of dry and wet years of the 1980s. This positive
correlation suggested that the NDVI could be used for monitoring the spatial and
temporal variability of biomass production over large areas (Tucker et al. 1983;
Tucker et al.1985; Prince 1991a)—a promising technical advance of great interest for
the desertification and global change communities.

Analogous studies in the dry grasslands of the US-Mexican border region,
however, found that the NDVI failed to capture significant differences in biomass
between sites (Beck et al. 1990; Huete and Jackson 1987). They warned of the
indiscriminate use of the NDVI in every grassland and called for more research into
the appropriate interpretation of NDVI for biomass parameters. A study by Prince
(1991b) established that the relationship between biomass production and NDVI is
not static but is also influenced by variable factors such as incident radiation,
temperature and water stress of plants. Despite the obvious inconsistencies and
documented need for more research on the interpretation of the NDVI and its trends
over time, longitudinal studies linking NDVI time series data and ground obser-
vations of vegetation cover, let alone degradation status, are few and far between
(e.g., Milich and Weiss 2000; Dardel et al. 2014a, b).

Even if the relationship between NDVI and biomass were assumed perfect,
desertification remains difficult to assess, as the relationship between biomass and
ecosystem health is complex: increasing biomass in the Sahel does not necessarily
indicate continued improvement (Warren 2002; Warren and Olsson 2003). In the
following sections, we will review three ways in which vegetation changes and
trends in the Sahel, assessed in the field, could be used for “ground-truthing” NDVI
trends with respect to land degradation: comparison of current with historical veg-
etation data (Sect. 5.3.1); assessment of regeneration potential of woody vegetation
from current size class distributions (Sect. 5.3.2); and ethnobotanical knowledge
(changes in vegetation perceived by local inhabitants, Sect. 5.3.3) (Fig. 5.5).
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Fig. 5.5 Location of field sites of published studies (see Sects. 5.3.1–5.3.3) of woody vegetation
change in the Sahel and Sudanian zones: a sites of studies using historical data, b sites of studies
using size class distributions, c sites of studies using ethnobotanical knowledge, d sites of studies
using high resolution remote sensing imagery.
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5.3.1 Comparison of Current with Historical Vegetation
Data

The availability of repeatedly collected historical field data of vegetation cover
obviously presents the ideal case for “ground-truthing” remote sensing-derived
trends. However, only for few locations throughout the area of interest are such
historical datasets available. While some observations may have been made by
environmental, forestry or livestock agencies during past decades, not all records
were systematically archived or made accessible to researchers. Moreover, the
available and accessible vegetation data were not necessarily collected with the goal
of longitudinal studies of land degradation in mind, and may not have focused on
the most pertinent variables for this type of study, nor did sampling designs and
data collection always follow rigorous quantitative research protocols.

A few notable field studies in the semi-arid Sahel and Sudanian zones have
nonetheless contributed to land cover change and desertification research.
Long-term controlled grazing experiments were carried out at a field site in the
Senegalese Ferlo region (Wendou Thiengoly), where quantitative field data on
herbaceous biomass, composition of the herb layer and rainfall were recorded
annually over a period of 27 years starting in 1981 (Miehe et al. 2010). Herbaceous
biomass data were also collected annually in sites along an aridity gradient in the
Malian Gourma region over 28 years. These data collections were carried out first
by the International Livestock Research Institute (Hiernaux and Turner 1996), to
assess the impact of droughts on fodder resources, and then as part of the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) project (Mougin et al. 2009;
Hiernaux et al. 2009a, b) to better understand ecosystem functioning and dynamics.
Another well studied field site is located in southwestern Niger (Fakara), where
field observations of vegetation in a set of 24 sites began in 1994 (Hiernaux and
Ayantunde 2004) and were carried on until 2010 (Cappelaere et al. 2009). The
temporal trends in herbaceous biomass data from the field sites in Mali and Niger
were later re-analysed by Dardel et al. (2014a) and compared with the
satellite-observed NDVI trends.

Woody plant population dynamics were assessed in the Malian Gourma region
(Hiernaux et al. 2009a, b; this volume). In this study, patterns of changes in woody
plant population density, size, foliage and woody biomass and species composition
were documented between 1984 and 2006. Vincke et al. (2010) analysed the
temporal dynamics of the woody vegetation in the Senegalese Ferlo and explored
spatial differences in regeneration. Herrmann and Tappan (2013) repeated an
inventory of woody vegetation in 18 field sites in central Senegal after 25 years,
albeit with the challenge of reliably replicating the expert-driven, semi-quantitative
method used in the baseline assessment. In addition to estimating relative abun-
dance by woody species and overall woody cover densities, the authors used repeat
photography to document vegetation cover changes. In a similar fashion, Ganaba
and Guinko (1995) compared the abundance and diversity of woody species to
historical data in the Mare d’Oursi region of Burkina Faso.
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A number of studies used historical air or satellite photography as a substitute for
field assessments of woody vegetation, because historical field assessments are only
scarcely available (e.g., Lykke et al. 1999; Gonzalez 2001; Gonzalez et al. 2012). Air
photos and very high resolution satellite imagery resolve enough spatial detail for
reliably estimating woody vegetation densities, but like all remotely-sensed obser-
vations, cannot replace field data when it comes to determining species composition.

5.3.2 Assessment of Regeneration Potential from Current
Size Class Distributions of Woody Vegetation

In the absence of historical ground data, potential changes in woody vegetation have
been inferred from an analysis of size class distributions of current tree stands. Size
class distributions refer to the frequencies of tree species in a number of defined size
classes, with size commonly denoted by the trunk diameter at breast height. Originating
from forest ecology, size class distributions have commonly been used to describe the
population structures of forests in humid West Africa (e.g., Aubréville 1938; Poorter
et al. 1996) and other tropical forests (e.g., Condit et al. 1998). However, they were also
found to offer potential for identifying declining and increasing species in dry
ecosystems characterized by slow growing plants (Lykke 1998).

These ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to both anthropogenic and natural
disturbances, which directly affect population structures (Feely et al. 2007; Venter
and Witkowski 2010). Based on the sampling of size class distributions, variables
such as health, vitality, regeneration potential and population structures of tree
species can be revealed (Sop et al. 2011). Figure 5.6 illustrates the size class
distributions of three fictitious species: The size class distribution of Species A
drops abruptly with increasing diameter and is described as a reverse J shape, which
is characteristic of species with good regeneration and recruitment. Species B
shows a flat size class distribution, which is indicative of lack of recruitment and a
possible change in species composition (Hall and Bawa 1993; Lykke 1998). The
positive slope of Species C denotes poor regeneration (Shackleton 1993).

Several studies have analysed size class distributions to infer past changes and
predict future variations in species populations in the Sahel. Lawesson (1990) sam-
pled woody vegetation along strip transects in 15 sites located in reserves or protected
forests across northern Senegal, with the goal of assessing the structure and compo-
sition of woody vegetation along soil and precipitation gradients. Lykke (1998) used
size class distributions to analyse trends in 22 common woody species in a
fire-disturbed savanna ecosystem in the Saloum Delta on the west coast of Senegal.

Analysis of size class distributionswas also a part of themethodology employed by
Lykke et al. (1999) to document vegetation changes and their consequences for local
resource users in Sahelian Burkina Faso, in conjunction with air photo interpretation
and ethnobotanical surveys. Sop et al. (2011) focused their analysis on three widely
used multipurpose species in sub-Sahelian Burkina Faso—Acacia seyal, Balanites
aegyptiaca and Pterocarpus lucens—and compared their population structures and
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regeneration patterns. Traoré et al. (2013) carried out a similar study in the Sudanian
phytogeographical zone of western Burkina Faso, focusing on the Sudanian species
Diospyros mespiliformis, Prosopis africana and Sterculia setigera, with the goal of
evaluating the effectiveness of protected areas in conserving these species.

The analysis of size class distributions is not without limitations for estimating
potential trends in past and future vegetation compositions: (1) Size class distributions
of trees in a stand are static representations of the population composition at a certain
time and inferring rates of change from them can be problematic (Sokpon and Biaou
2002). (2) Size class distribution curves depend not only on population health but also
differ between fast growing species with higher survival rates and slow growing species
with lower survival rates (Condit et al. 1998). Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the
analysis of size class distributions has made important contributions to our under-
standing of changes in vegetation structure and species compositions in the Sahel, in
particular in combination with ethnobotanical knowledge.

5.3.3 Ethnobotanical Knowledge

In contrast to researchers, who might visit field sites only infrequently and over a
limited time period, local populations are permanently present in specific sites or
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Fig. 5.6 Size class distributions (Dbh = diameter at breast height) illustrate high regeneration
potential (Species A), lack of recruitment with possible decline (Species B) and no regeneration
leading to extinction (Species C).
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areas and as plant resource users have a strong interest in the fate of the vegetation.
Thus, while they do not make systematic vegetation assessments as researchers
would do, their observations and recollections provide invaluable evidence of
stability and changes in vegetation. Ethnobotanical knowledge has been shown to
be a relatively accessible and reliable source of information on historical distribu-
tion ranges of species, especially rare or endangered species which are generally
difficult to assess using classical ecological methods (Lykke et al. 2004). In the past
two decades, scientists have increasingly taken account of the local knowledge of
rural farmers to reconstruct vegetation dynamics in the Sahel, particularly in
combination with other botanical assessment and analysis methods (e.g., Lindskog
and Tengberg 1994; Lykke 1998; Lykke et al. 1999, 2004; Wezel and Haigis 2000;
Wezel and Lykke 2006; Ayantunde et al. 2008; Sop et al. 2011, 2013; Sop et al.
2012; Herrmann and Tappan 2013).

A number of qualitative and quantitative social science methods have been used
to elicit information on the status and the cultural importance of plant species in the
Sahel from informants, including structured and semi-structured interviews and
focus group discussions. Typically, informants are asked to list woody plants
occurring in their communities, rank them by their use value, and identify those
perceived as increasing or declining in abundance or that need priority for con-
servation initiatives (Fig. 5.7).

Fig. 5.7 Local informants—pastoralists of the Peulh ethnic group—use illustrated cards of woody
species as visual aids in a discussion of changes in vegetation composition in the Senegalese Sahel
(Herrmann et al. 2014).
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Lindskog and Tengberg (1994) used local knowledge as part of their multidis-
ciplinary case study of land degradation in Sahelian Burkina Faso. They solicited
villagers’ perceptions on environmental deterioration by means of in-depth
household interviews and used this qualitative information in support of assess-
ments of degradation of the vegetation cover from air photos and a satellite image.
Also in Sahelian Burkina Faso, Lykke (1998) and Lykke et al. (2004) assessed the
use preferences and dynamics of woody species using a quantitative ethnobotanical
method based on structured interviews. In the context of the much reported
satellite-observed greening trend in the Sahel, Sop and Oldeland (2013) conducted
semi-structured interviews with 87 groups of informants from twenty villages
belonging to the Mossi, Fulani and Samo ethnic groups in order to sample the
perceptions of local people on vegetation dynamics in the sub-Sahel of Burkina
Faso. They compared the information obtained on usage, abundance, conservation
status and priority as well as ranking of socio-economic importance of all the
woody plants listed by the informants with an analysis of size class distributions of
key species (Sop et al. 2011, 2012).

In semi-arid Niger, Wezel and Haigis (2000) solicited observations of past and
present species occurrence and abundance from men and women and explored
preferences for leaving certain species on cultivated fields. Wezel (2005)
re-analysed local knowledge on changes in woody vegetation species from five cast
studies in Burkina Faso, Senegal and Niger, which had been obtained in household
interviews and focus group discussions. Wezel and Lykke (2006) extended the
scope of the re-analysis to seven case studies.

Gonzalez (2001) conducted an extensive study in northwestern Senegal, in
which he systematically sampled villages in an area of 7600 km2 and recorded
elders’ recollections on the presence and absence of each of a predefined set of 126
woody species around 1945 and 1993. Biomass estimates made by the author as
well as quantification of tree densities from air photos complemented the percep-
tions of the local inhabitants. In a study spanning 15 research sites in Senegal, Mali,
Burkina Faso, Niger and Chad, a similar methodology was employed to obtain
perceptions of species abundance in 1960 and 2000, which were analysed in
conjunction with changes in tree densities estimated from air photos and very high
resolution satellite imagery (Gonzalez et al. 2012). Herrmann and Tappan (2013)
included local perceptions of occurrence, abundance and trends of woody species in
a study which compares ground evidence of woody vegetation change in sites that
appear to have greened up according to coarse resolution satellite observations with
change in sites that appear not to have greened up.

Although a good correlation between local knowledge and the physical reality of
the environment has been documented (e.g., Lindskog and Tengberg 1994; Reed
et al. 2007), some challenges associated with the use of such knowledge in eth-
nobotanical assessments should not be ignored: People’s perceptions reflect the
informants’ subjective experience of environmental change, which may be subject
to biases and exaggerate or mask trends (Daw 2010). Informants tend to focus on
the species most useful to them, while overlooking rare and less used species.
Environmental knowledge also depends on the age of the informants (Hanazaki
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et al. 2013). The absence of standardized data collection protocols to assess local
perceptions and knowledge can make data integration problematic. Despite these
shortcomings when judging ethnobotanical knowledge by scientific standards, the
first-hand experience of local land users is an invaluable source of information, and
large sample sizes can at least in part make up for these shortcomings.

5.4 Synthesis of Ground-Based Vegetation Studies Across
the Sahel

The vegetation studies reviewed in this chapter followed various methodological
approaches and data collection protocols and they do not cover identical time
periods, which precludes quantitative, statistical meta-analysis. On the other hand,
the qualitative synthesis of these studies offers a more reliable picture of vegetation
changes across the Sahel than any single study could. The consistency of the
findings, despite the different approaches—the comparison of current with historical
data, the analysis of size class distributions, and people’s perceptions—adds
validity to the changes we document. A total of 301 field sites from 20 of the
studies reviewed could be located precisely in space (Fig. 5.5) and interpreted with
respect to changes in abundance and/or diversity of woody vegetation. By abun-
dance, we mean any indication of the number of trees, density or percent cover; by
diversity, we mean any indication of the number of different species present at a
site. We summarized the changes in woody vegetation at each site into the three
simple categories of “increasing”, “stable” or “decreasing” over time, in order to
obtain a general representation of change and to allow for comparison with remote
sensing-based trends over time (Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10).

This synthesis documents findings on the changes in woody vegetation at a point
in time (May 2014), which will continue to be revised as new studies are carried out
in this very dynamic field.

5.4.1 Long Term Changes in the Abundance of Woody
Vegetation

Most of the studies across the region comparing historical to current vegetation data
point to an overall decline in the abundance of woody vegetation between the
pre-drought period and the late 1990s or early 2000s (e.g., Gonzalez 1997, 2001;
Lykke et al. 1999; Vincke et al. 2010; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Herrmann and Tappan
2013; Herrmann et al. 2013) (Fig. 5.8a). Local inhabitants also observed a sub-
stantial reduction of woody vegetation with the disappearance or decreasing
abundance of many species (e.g., Lykke et al. 1999; Wezel and Haigis 2000;
Gonzalez 2001; Sop et al. 2011) (Fig. 5.8b). Analyses of size class
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distributions generally confirmed the lack of rejuvenation of many, but not all
woody species (e.g., Lykke 1998; Lykke et al. 1999; Bognounou et al. 2009; Sop
et al. 2013) (Fig. 5.8c).

The observed changes are not uniform. At finer scales, the magnitude of the
decline appears to vary depending on the location of the site within the landscape.
Lykke et al. (1999) found that valley sites in Sahelian Burkina Faso were most
severely affected by the loss of trees. In contrast, Ganaba and Guinko (1995) and
Vincke et al. (2010) found that regeneration of the vegetation was better in
depressions and along valleys, where runoff induces greater accumulation of water,
fine soil particles and organic matter, than on the plateaus.

Exceptions to the general reduction in the abundance of the woody vegetation
cover were found in the shrub layer, which, as opposed to the tree layer, has
increased in some sites studied in central Senegal (Herrmann and Tappan 2013) and

Fig. 5.8 Proportion of field sites showing increasing, stable and decreasing abundance and
diversity of woody vegetation as assessed by a studies based on historical ground data, b studies
based on people’s perceptions of vegetation change, c studies based on very high resolution
imagery, d studies based on size class distributions. N is the number of sites included in the count
for each variable. The number of sites per study ranged from only one to 135, meaning that
findings from some studies are more heavily represented in this assessment than from others.
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in the Gourma region of Mali (Hiernaux et al. 2009a, b). Expansion of fruit tree
plantations have also accounted for localized increases in tree densities over the past
four decades, particularly in the vicinity of the urban centers of Dakar and Thies
(Herrmann et al. 2013). The most noteworthy exceptions to the general decline in
tree cover, however, are the success stories of farmer-managed natural regeneration
(Reij et al. 2009; see Sect. 5.4.3).

5.4.2 Long Term Changes in Woody Vegetation
Composition

With the exception of farmer-managed natural regeneration, virtually all ground
studies point to a progressive impoverishment of the woody vegetation cover in
several respects: overall species diversity has been decreasing; a shift towards more
xeric species has taken place; and the species most valued by the local inhabitants
have declined most dramatically.

For example, studies comparing current and historical woody vegetation docu-
mented reductions in or disappearance of a number of woody species at sites in the
Senegalese Ferlo (Vincke et al. 2010), central Senegal (Herrmann and Tappan
2013), and the Mare d’Oursi in northern Burkina Faso (Ganaba and Guinko 1995),
leading to a less diverse woody cover. These findings are corroborated by eth-
nobotanical studies, in which informants listed more decreasing than increasing
species at a majority of sites. Even parkland species such as Parkia biglobosa and
Vitellaria paradoxa, which are traditionally protected on farmers’ fields for soil
fertility management and fruit production, were decreasing in some villages in
Niger (Wezel and Haigis 2000). The only exceptions were villages where tree
planting had been promoted by development projects, mostly of fast growing exotic
species, including Azadirachta indica (neem), Mangifera indica (mango) and
Eucalyptus camaldulensis (Wezel and Haigis 2000; Wezel and Lykke 2006). While
those newly planted species provided some wood and other tree products for rural
households, they were not able to compensate for the cutting of the natural vege-
tation (Wezel and Haigis 2000).

Among the most dramatically declining tree species were the more mesic and
less drought-resistant Sudanian and Guinean species (Ganaba and Guinko 1995;
Gonzalez 2001; Vincke et al. 2010; Sop et al. 2011; Herrmann and Tappan
2013). The more drought-resistant Sahelian woody species were left to dominate
not only in the Sahel but increasingly also in the Sudanian zone, indicating a
possible shift of the vegetation belts southward (Gonzalez 2001). The mesic species
being lost include large canopy trees, characterized by hard wood and edible fruits,
which makes them highly valued. The most severely declining species listed in a
study of 25 villages in Burkina Faso, Niger and Senegal are Acacia ataxacantha, A.
senegal, A. seyal, A. ehrenbergiana, Adansonia digitata, Boscia senegalensis,
Ceiba pentandra, Dalbergia melanoxylon, Ficus gnaphalocarpa, Grewia bicolor,
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Khaya senegalensis, Maerua crassifolia, Pterocarpus lucens, Sclerocarya birrea
and Tamarindus indica (Wezel and Lykke 2006). This list includes highly valued
species that are relied upon for food, fodder, medicines, construction and craft
materials, and as energy sources (Sop et al. 2012).

Size class distribution analyses show a mixed picture, with good regeneration
potential, i.e., higher frequency of young individuals, in some sites (Bognounou
et al. 2009; Sop et al. 2012, 2013). Rejuvenation was however limited to a single or
very few hardy species per site, indicating that the reduction in species diversity
seen in the past is likely to continue into the future. Some examples include
increasing dominance of Acacia raddiana in the Mare d’Oursi (Ganaba and Guinko
1995), of Calotropis procera, Boscia senegalensis and Balanites aegyptiaca in the
Senegalese Ferlo (Lawesson 1990; Vincke et al. 2010), of Acacia tortilis and
Leptadania pyrotechnica around Gorom-Gorom in Sahelian Burkina Faso (Lykke
et al. 2004), and of Combretum glutinosum and Guiera senegalensis in the
Sudanian domain of central Senegal (Herrmann and Tappan 2013).

As shown by the good agreement between historical vegetation surveys, eth-
nobotanical studies and analyses of size class distributions, the degradation of the
woody vegetation cover does not appear to be a localized problem, but has been
documented at sites throughout the Sahel and Sudanian zones.

5.4.3 The Case of Farmer-Managed Natural Regeneration

In contrast to the widespread negative changes in the woody vegetation cover, two
“success stories” stand out: (1) farmer-managed soil and water conservation in the
central plateau of Burkina Faso, where vast stretches of degraded and barren
farmland have been rehabilitated and (2) farmer-managed natural regeneration of
agroforestry parklands in southern Niger (Reij et al. 2009). Both practices began to
be implemented at the height of the environmental crisis in the early 1980s, when
innovative farmers and non-governmental organizations experimented with tradi-
tional planting pits and stone bunds to reclaim severely degraded farmland (Reij
et al. 2005) and protected on-farm trees to reduce wind speeds, improve soil fertility
and provide fodder for livestock (Tougiani et al. 2009).

Reportedly large in scale—an estimated 200,000–300,000 ha rehabilitated in
Burkina Faso (Botoni and Reij 2009) and an area of nearly 5 million ha under
farmer-managed natural regeneration in Niger (Reij et al. 2009)—these develop-
ments have not been rigorously quantified for such large areas. However, evidence
from air photography and high resolution satellite imagery in 30 sample locations in
the Mirriah-Magaria-Matameye triangle of Niger show that average field tree cover,
after having dropped from 2.8 % in 1957 to 1.5 % in 1975, had almost tripled to
4.4 % in 2005, with local concentrations of up to 16 % (Reij et al. 2009). Thus, the
practice of farmer-managed natural regeneration seems to have allowed tree den-
sities in the parkland to reach higher levels than in 1957. With a high percentage of
young trees among the current field tree population, the percent cover is expected to
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continue to increase significantly over the next decade. Mahamane et al. (2012)
confirm the regenerative potential of field tree cover in three village territories in the
Maradi region.

In the Central Plateau of Burkina Faso, Belemviré (2003) counted an average of
126 trees per ha on rehabilitated fields, compared with 103 trees per ha in control
fields. Trees in rehabilitated fields were also larger and of higher species diversity
than those in the control fields. Species that persisted through the environmental
degradation crisis include Combretum glutinosum, Guiera senegalensis and
Piliostigma reticulatum. These species continue to be dominant, while species that
had been severely decimated or lost—such as Diospyros mespiliformis, Anogeissus
leiocarpus, Sclerocarya birrea, Butyrospermum parkii and Lannea sp.—have
re-appeared in rehabilitated fields (Reij et al. 2005).

As farmer-managed natural regeneration has shown, human population growth
and agricultural intensification do not have to entail losses in vegetation produc-
tivity and environmental degradation (Mortimore et al. 1999). On the contrary,
where sound management is practised, farmers’ fields stand out by improved
vegetation cover and diversity, while unprotected woodlands and unmanaged fields
continue to degrade.

5.5 Linking Remote Sensing Observations to Ground
Evidence

With few exceptions, regional-scale trends of vegetation productivity in the Sahel,
observed from satellite data, and local-scale changes in the vegetation cover on the
ground have so far mostly been addressed separately and by different researchers.
The findings from those two perspectives have led to differing and sometimes
conflicting conclusions on the nature and extent of degradation/desertification in the
Sahel.

The simplified three-class summarization of changes in the abundance and
diversity of woody vegetation as “increasing”, “stable” or “decreasing” (see
Sect. 5.4) was spatially overlaid with an equally simplified interpretation of the
satellite observed greening trends, (binary data layer of “greening” versus “not
greening”). “Greening” denotes a significantly (p < 0.05) positive slope of the linear
fit of a trend line to the time series of AVHRR NDVI from 1982 to 2011 for each
8 km pixel, disregarding the magnitude of the trend; “not greening” is the absence
of such a trend. No significantly negative trends in vegetation greenness were
present at the field sites. While trends in both integrated annual and growing season
(July-October) NDVI were considered, only trends in growing season averages are
shown here, as their spatial patterns appear to be more consistent across different
versions of the NDVI dataset and across different studies. Figure 5.9 illustrates the
differences between the two types of information in just one 100 × 100 km subset in
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central Senegal, as the clustered distribution of field sites (Fig. 5.5) precludes a
legible display of changes at a small scale over the entire Sahel and Sudan zones.

Whereas positive trends in vegetation greenness prevail—65 % of the full set of
field sites are associated with significant greening according to growing season
NDVI trends—ground evidence shows that a perceived degradation of the woody
vegetation cover is predominant. In 85 % of the field sites, a majority of which was
associated with positive greening trends, a decrease in woody vegetation density
was noted (Fig. 5.10). In 10.5 and 4.5 % of the field sites, woody vegetation cover
was stable and increasing respectively. Paradoxically, more than half of the sites
with increasing woody vegetation cover did not show significant greening in
satellite observations. This is in line with earlier observations that the areas of
farmer-managed natural regeneration in southern Niger, where field tree cover is
said to have improved, do not stand out in the satellite-derived greenness trend
maps (Reij et al. 2009). It has to be noted that in our comparison of remote sensing
observations and ground evidence, farmer-managed natural regeneration is not well
represented, as very little data on increases in tree cover have been reported in the
spatially explicit way necessary for a direct comparison with NDVI trends. Another
limitation and potential source of bias in the comparison is introduced by the

Fig. 5.9 Spatial overlay of the direction of changes in woody vegetation abundance as observed
on the ground and of a binary map of satellite-observed greenness trends (greening vs. not
greening) for a subset of study sites in central Senegal. Ground observations of decreasing woody
vegetation cover appear to dominate throughout the area, whether coinciding with the
satellite-observed greening trend or not.
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constraint that the start and end dates of the various field studies and the period over
which NDVI trends were computed correspond only approximately.

Diversity in the woody vegetation cover was reported to have decreased even
more dramatically than its abundance. A majority of the 95 % of field sites that
reported decreasing species diversity are associated with significant greening trends
according to satellite observations. There is no reason to expect a causal link
between the two variables; rather, they are independent indicators of degradation or
desertification. However, what these findings tell is that any increase in
bio-productivity was generally accomplished by very few species at the expense of
species diversity.

Discrepancy between the two indicators (woody vegetation changes observed in
the field and satellite observations of bioproductivity) can be explained by the fact
that much of the biomass production in the Sahel and Sudan zones is made up of
herbaceous vegetation, which responds fast to precipitation variability (Anyamba
and Tucker 2005; Hiernaux, this volume). Precipitation has increased over the past
two decades (Nicholson 2013), triggering a growth response of the herbaceous
vegetation and consequently an increase in biomass production (Anyamba et al.
2014). This increase, however, is not to be mistaken for a recovery from degra-
dation and a return to pre-drought vegetation conditions, as shown by the simul-
taneous impoverishment of the woody vegetation cover. In an environment where
trees form a small, yet ecologically and economically crucial, fraction of the overall
green vegetation cover, the coarse spatial resolution of long time series of NDVI
has proven insufficient for capturing the woody component of vegetation dynamics.
Thus, in the absence of ancillary data that allow for more intricate analyses but are
rarely available at regional to global scales, NDVI time series alone are of limited
use for identifying or monitoring desertification or land degradation (Prince, this
volume).
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Fig. 5.10 Proportion and number of field sites with increasing, stable and decreasing woody
vegetation abundance that spatially coincide with satellite-observed greening and not greening
respectively. Satellite-observed greening—represented by growing season (July–October) trends
in NDVI from 1982 to 2011—dominates by 65–35 %, whereas on the ground increase in woody
cover was observed in only 10 sites compared to decrease in 187 sites.
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5.6 Conclusions

Satellite remote sensing has given us an unprecedented synoptic perspective on
global vegetation dynamics by providing consistent, repeatable observations. As the
only source of long term vegetation greenness data, the NDVI time series derived
from the NOAA AVHRR satellite sensors (Tucker et al. 2005; Pinzon and Tucker
2014) have played an important role in uncovering the interannual variability of
vegetation cover in the Sahel and have helped refute exaggerated claims of the
extent of desertification (e.g., Prince et al. 1998). Based on NOAA AVHRR NDVI
data, a growing number of satellite-based studies has documented a greening trend
in the Sahel since the early 1980s.

While these findings indicate that biomass production has likely increased in
response to a moderate recovery in rainfall since the great droughts, it can be argued
that bio-productivity is not the only indicator of the state of desertification or
rehabilitation. Rain use efficiencies and trends in residual NDVI have been used to
better distinguish between the effects of rainfall variability and degradation on
biomass production, neither of them suggesting regional-scale degradation.

A number of field studies, however, have painted a less positive picture of
vegetation changes at local scales. Focusing on the woody vegetation, a key
component of the savanna ecosystem and of the livelihood system of rural popu-
lations, the prevailing story is one of degradation. The abundance of woody veg-
etation has declined in many sites. Most importantly, the loss of large trees is
ubiquitous, while shrub cover was observed to have increased in some locations.
The remaining woody cover has shifted towards fewer and more drought tolerant
species, with a few dominating and replacing a more diverse vegetation. This trend,
which is not incompatible with increases in bio-productivity as measured by the
NDVI, has been observed in longitudinal botanical field studies and in ethnob-
otanical studies alike. An important exception has emerged where field trees are
explicitly protected and diversity promoted in farmer-managed natural regeneration
initiatives. Such successes have been documented mainly in the Central Plateau of
Burkina Faso and in southern Niger, with positive impacts on soil fertility, crop
productivity, and food security. However, these positive developments on the
ground, able to halt or reverse degradation, do not stand out above other areas by
their NDVI trend.

While the satellite-observed, region-wide greening trend is encouraging in the
face of earlier claims of widespread desertification in the Sahel, it is based on rather
coarse resolution data and masks developments at finer scales, both negative and
positive. The contrasting interpretations of findings from the field and of remote
sensing observations with respect to desertification illustrate that the availability of
remote sensing data does not ultimately remove the need for ground-based data.
The perspective from the field remains indispensable in order to provide “ground
truth” for the NDVI data and to put desertification and land rehabilitation on the
map. The divergent findings also highlight the need for more research that bridges
scale differences and takes account of both physical and social science perspectives.
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In particular, field studies explicitly targeting greening and control areas should be
encouraged. Individual field studies are spatially confined, so sharing regional
archives, field data and collection protocols from different studies across the region
would benefit our understanding of NDVI trends and derivative metrics in the
context of land degradation and rehabilitation.
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Chapter 6
Desertification, Adaptation and Resilience
in the Sahel: Lessons from Long Term
Monitoring of Agro-ecosystems

Pierre Hiernaux, Cecile Dardel, Laurent Kergoat and Eric Mougin

Abstract The desertification paradigm has a long history in the Sahel, from
colonial to modern times. Despite scientific challenge, it continued to be influential
after independence, revived by the dramatic droughts of the 1970s and 1980s, and
was institutionalized at local, national and international levels. Collaborative efforts
were made to improve scientific knowledge on the functioning, environmental
impact and monitoring of selected agricultural systems over the long term, and to
assess trends in the ecosystems, beyond their short term variability. Two case
studies are developed here: the pastoral system of the arid to semi-arid Gourma in
Mali, and the mixed farming system of the semi-arid Fakara in Niger. The pastoral
landscapes are resilient to droughts, except on shallow soils, and to grazing, fol-
lowing a non-equilibrium model. The impact of cropping on the landscape is larger
and longer lasting. It also induces locally high grazing pressure that pushes
rangeland resilience to its limits. By spatial transfer of organic matter and mineral,
farmers’ livestock create patches of higher fertility that locally enhance the system’s
resilience. The agro-pastoral ecosystem remains non-equilibrial provided that inputs
do not increase stocking rates disproportionately. Remote sensing confirms the
overall re-greening of the Sahel after the drought of the 1980s, contrary to the
paradigm of desertification. Ways forward are proposed to adapt the pastoral and
mixed farming economies and their regional integration to the context of human
and livestock population growth and expanding croplands.
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6.1 Introduction

The desertification paradigm took shape in the Sahel, a 500 km wide strip of land
stretching 6000 km along the southern edge of the Sahara desert (Fig. 6.1). It contains
an estimated 80 million people in 10 states. It is a bioclimatic zone under the reach of
the West African Monsoon with a short rainy season peaking in August (Nicholson
2013). Rainfall is variable and occurs from May to October in the south, and in the
north for only a few weeks between July and September (Le Houérou 1989).

The first objective of this chapter is to bring some results of long term moni-
toring of agro-ecosystems to the debate about desertification in the Sahel. The Sahel
belt is very wide and diverse with different geologies, people, histories, economies
and political institutions. However, the same bioclimatic gradient is found all along
the belt with pastoral systems towards the more arid edge and mixed farming
towards the semi-arid. After justifying a long term monitoring approach, results are
presented for two case studies: one from the arid pastoral system (Gourma, in Mali)
and one for a mixed farming system (Fakara, in Niger). Up-scaling these case
studies to a regional level is then attempted, using remote sensing data. The regional
context in human demography, land use and livestock population changes is then
reviewed, and the chapter concludes with a discussion of ways to adapt Sahel
pastoral and mixed farmers economies.

The desertification paradigm has a long history in the Sahel (Davis, Mortimore,
Toulmin and Brock, this volume). It derived from the desiccation theory in vogue in
the 19th century (Grove 1995) but widely developed as part of the colonial ideology
in the first half of the 20th century (Hubert 1920; Stebbing 1935; Aubréville 1949).
Scientific basis for the paradigm was provided in the then widely accepted vegeta-
tion climax theory (Clements 1916; Trochain 1940). Although questioned by a few
scientists (De Gironcourt 1912; Chudeau 1921; Jones 1938), the desertification
paradigm reinforced a colonial deprecation of local farming and pastoral practices as
backward, inefficient, resource wasting and culpable for environment degradation

Fig. 6.1 The Sahel. Location of the two case studies, the Gourma region in Mali and the
Dantiandou district (Fakara) in Niger, in the Sahel delineated by the 600 and 100 mm rainfall
isohyets, south of the Sahara. Google Earth image, isohyets after Morel (1991).
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(Fairhead and Leach 1990). In pastoral zones, ‘over-grazing’ became the ordinary
culprit for rangeland degradation attributed to the ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Dodd
1994) and the ‘livestock accumulation syndrome’ (Warren 1995). The paradigm
justified land set aside as forest and game reserves, the banning of fire and restriction
of pastoralist mobility (Hubert 1920). Initially developed in the context of low rural
population densities, the paradigm gained strength from the rapid increase in pop-
ulation, and its impact on natural resources, with the growing concern about satu-
ration of the carrying capacity of the land (Harroy1944).

Later, following independence, the aspiration for agricultural modernity sus-
tained the paradigm in the 1960s and 1970s. The overall failure of agricultural
modernization (Dumont 1962) and the extent of the humanitarian and environ-
mental catastrophe that hit the Sahel during the 1968–73 drought (followed by the
1983–84 drought), re-energized the paradigm. ‘Desertification‘became a part of all
narratives and was institutionalized, from local NGOs to international agencies,
with the creation of UNEP and UNCCD. More recently still, prospects of global
warming and desiccation have been linked to desertification in spite of growing
doubts about the evidence. Indeed, research efforts devoted to understanding the
biology and ecology of Sahelian ecosystems (Penning de Vries and Djiteye 1982),
to analyzing the environmental impact of evolving farming systems (Osbahr 2001;
Raynaut 2001) and the long term monitoring of ecosystem dynamics both in the
field and by remote sensing (Herrmann, this volume; Hiernaux, this Chapter) all
question the pertinence of the desertification paradigm.

6.1.1 Why Are Long Term Monitoring and Multi-Scale
Sampling Needed to Assess Ecosystem Dynamics
in the Sahel?

The large inter-annual variability in rainfall amounts (Fig. 6.2), in rainfall distri-
bution within rainy seasons (Frappart et al. 2009; Lebel and Ali 2009; Nicholson
2013), and in the patchiness of the rainfall events (Ali et al. 2003) justify the use of
long term monitoring to identify trends beyond large temporal variations and spatial
heterogeneities in vegetation attributes (Hiernaux et al. 2009a, b). The long-term
perspective is also justified by the ‘slow’ pace of change of some ecosystem
components such as woody populations (Hiernaux et al. 2009b; Herrmann and Sop,
this volume) and soil fertility parameters (Pieri 1989). Even the increasing pressure
on land resources triggered by the human demography (Tabutin and Schoumaker
2004; Guengant et al. 2002) is a slow driver (Walker et al. 2012). Moreover, the
agrarian production systems in the Sahel being highly adaptive (Raynaut 2001;
Thébaud and Batterbury 2001), long term monitoring is required to separate con-
junctive variations from long term evolution of the farming systems. Finally, the
trends in global climate change, with the progressive rise of air temperature and
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concentration in CO2 (Giannini et al. 2003; Giannini this volume; IPCC 2013)
support an even longer term perspective in ecosystem dynamics.

More difficult still, spatial heterogeneity is particularly high in Sahel ecosystems
driven by the redistribution of rainfall through run-off (Breman and de Ridder
1991). The rain water redistribution interacts with the pattern of soil texture and soil
fertility (Brouwer et al. 1993; Voortman et al. 2004). Soil texture itself reflects
co-evolution with past climatic fluctuations during Tertiary and Quaternary periods
(Brooks 2004; Grimaud et al. 2011). Soil fertility also relates to land use history
(Turner 1998; Le Drézen et al. 2010). The patterned heterogeneity of the ecosystem
thus requires an integrated multi-scale approach, from local site to topographic
sequences, watersheds, and natural regions (Ludwig and Tonway 1995).

Among the adaptations to both temporal variability and spatial heterogeneity,
agrarian systems have adopted a range of diversification strategies, with cropland
dispersion in the landscape (Akponikpe et al. 2010), crop associations within a field
(Ntaré and Williams 1992), local and regional mobility of grazing livestock (Turner
et al. 2014) and crop-livestock association strategies either between specialized
communities or increasingly within farms (Powell et al. 1996). This again justifies
both long term and multi-scale approaches.

Fig. 6.2 Annual rainfall anomalies in Hombori (Mali) and Niamey (Niger). Histogram of annual
rainfall expressed in anomalies (differences from the mean) in mm. Positive anomalies, rainfall
superior to the mean are filled bars, negative anomalies, rainfall inferior to the mean are in dotted
bars. Rainfall data from the National Meteorological Services DNM in Mali, DMN In Niger.
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6.2 Two Case Studies: Pastoral in the Gourma (Mali)
and Agro-pastoral in the Fakara (Niger)

The Gourma region in Mali extends over 80,000 km2 to the south of the large loop
made by the course of the Niger River between Mopti and Gao down to the border
with Burkina Faso (Fig. 6.1), cutting across most of the Sahelian bioclimatic gra-
dient from 100 mm in the north to 550 mm in the south (Frappart et al. 2009). The
Gourma is lightly populated (4.9 persons km−2), with an economy that is mostly
pastoral, though associated with some staple millet cropping in the south and rice in
the narrow valley of the Niger River (Gallais 1984; Ag Mahmoud 1992). A set of
40 field sites were sampled along the bioclimatic gradient on the main soil types
and with different levels of grazing pressure, first to assess available fodder
resources under drought during the 1983 dry season (details on site sampling are
found in Hiernaux et al. 2009b). These have since then been monitored under
different research projects documenting the long term dynamics of pastoral sites.
Some of these sites were also selected during and after the previous major drought
of 1972–1973 (Boudet 1972, 1979) adding historical depth to the study of
ecosystem dynamics.

The district of Dandiandou extends to 846 km2, 80 km to the east of the capital
town, Niamey (Fig. 6.1). The district territory stands on the Fakara, a low sandstone
plateau dissected by a web of fossil valleys infilled with sands, extending over
8000 km2 in the interfluve between the Niger River and the Dallol Bosso valleys.
The district is relatively densely populated (42.5 persons km−2) with an economy
relying on staple crops (millet, sorghum, cowpea, sorrel) and livestock husbandry
(zebu cattle, sheep and goats, a few donkeys, horses and camels). The district is
representative of the southern Sahel environments with a mean annual rainfall of
492 ± 89 mm (at Banizoumbou, 1990–2013), and dominant infertile sandy soils
(Hiernaux and Ayantunde 2004).

The site was selected because of the large available data base from previous
studies including Hapex-Sahel (Goutorbe et al. 1994), and the ongoing network of
meteorological stations EPSAT (Le Barbé and Lebel 1997; Lebel et al. 2009).
Further research was carried out on atmosphere-surface exchanges, hydrology and
hydrogeology, wind erosion, vegetation physiology and phenology within the
district under the AMMA (African Monsoon Multi-disciplinary Analysis)1 project

1In collaboration with IER (Mali Institute for Rural Economy) ILCA (International Livestock
Centre for Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia) first launched a multi-disciplinary assessment of the
short term impact of the 1982-83 drought on pastoral systems in the Gourma region, then funded a
ten years monitoring of the sites to assess the drought impact over the longer term. After 5 years
with few observations, the site monitoring was resumed in 1999 under the African Monsoon
Multi-disciplinary Analysis, AMMA project till 2009 (Redelsperger et al. 2006), it continued then
under the AMMA-CATCH observatory (Mougin et al. 2009) but was scaled down since 2011
because of civil insecurity. From 2009 on, the monitoring also benefited from the research context
provided by a series of ANR (French Research National Agency) funded research project: ECliS
(‘Livestock Climate and Society’ between 2009 and 2012; http://eclis.get.obs-mip.fr/), ESCAPE
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untill 2009, afterwards prolonged by the monitoring of some of the studied pro-
cesses under the AMMA-CATCH observatory (Cappelaere et al. 2009). In the
framework of the crop-livestock farming system study initiated in 1994 by ILRI,
(International Livestock Research Institute), 54 sites (1 or 2 ha each, half in
croplands and half in fallows or rangelands) were sampled from the main topo-
graphic and soil types, in order to assess seasonal fodder availability and use at a
district scale. Except for an interruption in 2007–2008, the sites have been moni-
tored continuously under successive research projects. The crop-livestock farming
system study led by ILRI ended in 1998, and was followed by complementary
experiments and surveys till 2006. Meanwhile experimental research on options to
intensify millet cropping (fertilizer micro-dose, selected breeds of millet and
cowpea, animal traction) as well as surveys of societal and economic issues were
developed under the leadership of ICRISAT (International Council for Research in
the Semi-Arid Tropics).2

6.3 The Pastoral Ecosystem Dynamics

6.3.1 The Large Sensitivity of the Vegetation to Rainfall

The Sahel vegetation, called either steppe or savanna (Le Houérou 1989, 2009) is
composed of a herbaceous layer of annuals dominated by C4 grasses, and a scat-
tered population of C3 woody plants in which leaf phenology varies from ephemeral
to evergreen (Hiernaux et al. 1994). The seasonality of the vegetation phenology
and growth is controlled by the West African Monsoon. Seasonality is thus regular
with herbaceous annuals germinating with the first rains from May to July, growing
in a few weeks, setting flowers in September and wilting just after maturation in

(Footnote 1 continued)

(‘Environmental and social changes in Africa: past, present and future’ from 2012 onwards; http://
www.locean-ipsl.upmc.fr/*ESCAPE/) and CAVIARS (‘Climate, agriculture and vegetation:
impacts on aeolian erosion in the Sahel’ from 2013 onwards).
2In collaboration with INRAN (Niger National Institute for Agronomy Research), ILRI
(International Livestock Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya) started in June 1994 a
multi-disciplinary diagnostic of mix crop-livestock production systems in Southern Sahel. The
seasonal monitoring of 54 field sites was part of the farming system study and continued under
different ILRI research projects till 2006. After two years’ interruption the site monitoring was
resumed under the ECLiS (http://eclis.get.obs-mip.fr/) project and the AMMA-CATCH observa-
tory. The Dantiandou district provided one of three sites retained by the international research
project on the West African monsoon, AMMA (Cappelaere et al. 2009). In the meantime,
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid-Tropics, Hyderabad, India)
developed in Dantiandou, in collaboration with INRAN and the University of Louvain-la-Neuve
(Belgium), experimental research on options to intensify millet crop (fertilizer micro-dose, selected
breeds of millet and cowpea, animal traction) as well as surveys on societal and economic issues
(Saqali et al. 2010).
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September or October (Penning de Vries and Djiteye 1982). On an average of 287
site-years observed between 1984 and 2011, across 25 rangeland sites in the
Gourma, 84 ± 21 % (mean ± standard deviation) of the herbaceous production is
achieved during the rapid growth phase that lasts 38 ± 16 days, at a mean rate of
2.6 ± 2.1 g m−2d−1, 3.7 ± 2.0 when bare soil patches are excluded (Hiernaux et al.
2013).

The large inter-annual variations in herbaceous production are largely explained
by the volume and distribution of rainfall, at least on the dominant sandy soils
(Fig. 6.3). However, primary production models, such as STEP (Mougin et al. 1995),
run with daily rainfall data are quite successful in predicting the growth pattern, but
poor in predicting the yield unless they are calibrated for the particular site and flora
composition (Tracol et al. 2006). Indeed soil fertility is not accounted for by the
model, and annual species composition may change drastically from one year to the
next on the same site in relation to seed dispersion and germination ecology (Cissé
1986; Carrière 1989; Seghieri 1996; Hérault and Hiernaux 2004). On upland shallow
soils, and lowland fine textured soils, the vegetation structure and production only
relate indirectly to rainfall, as the balance between run-off and run-on modifies the
soil moisture regime. On shallow soil, the herbaceous yields also depend on the
extent of bare soil patches that may vary from year to year. However, the rate of
growth on the sole vegetated patches, during the rapid growth phase when soil
moisture is not limiting (180 site-years in the Gourma monitoring), reaches
5.2 ± 2.3 g m−2d−1 on shallow soils, above the loamy soils at 4.5 ± 1.7 g m−2d−1 and
the sandy soils at 3.8 ± 1.4 g m−2d−1, and below the clay soils at 6.6 ± 2.6 g m−2d−1.
This was expected from their respective biochemical fertility (Hiernaux et al. 2013).
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Fig. 6.3 Herbaceous yield dynamics in Gourma rangeland (1984–2011). Histogram of mean
maximum standing mass of the herbaceous layer of Gourma rangelands grouped by soil types
(deep sandy soils, deep clay soils, shallow sandy loam soils). Overall linear regressions of the
mean maximum standing mass (M kg Dry Matter ha−1) are poor: M = 22.5*Yr + 717 (r2 = 0.20)
on sandy soils; M = 36.7*Yr + 1070 (r2 = 0.15) on clayed soils; M = 8.2* Yr + 215 (r2 = 0.15) on
shallow soils. Data source AMMA CATCH observatory.
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The inter-annual dynamic of the vegetation interacts in contrasting ways with the
main edaphic components of the landscape as follows:

• The strong resilience of the vegetation on sandy soils. Even when the consec-
utive drought years in 1972–73 or 1983–84 had wrecked the herbaceous layer
and decimated the soil seed stock, it took only a couple of years for the
herbaceous layer to recover on most sandy soils (Fig. 6.5 left), though with
successive steps in species composition (Boudet 1990; Hiernaux and Le
Houérou 2006). The woody population was also decimated by the droughts
(with some lag in time) and it took much longer for the populations to rebuild,
often starting with pioneer fast growing shrubs such as Leptadenia pyrotech-
nica,3 Calotropis procera and Acacia ehrenbergiana (Hiernaux et al. 2009a).
The density and aggregated canopy cover of the woody plants measured in 2009
are larger than in 1984, though woody plants which died that year were included
(Fig. 6.4).

• The collapse and profound mutation of the vegetation on shallow soils. By
contrast with the sandy soils, the patchy herbaceous layer and patterned woody
vegetation did not recover from the major droughts between 1985 and 2007
(Fig. 6.6). The main reason is a co-evolution of the vegetation with the run-off
system that becomes progressively concentrated with the opening of the vege-
tation cover. The sheet run-off prevailing on the long gentle slopes of the erosion
surfaces (rocky peneplains, ferralitic hardpans), feeding the ‘tiger bush’ pat-
terned vegetation with dense and narrow woody thickets set perpendicular to the
slope (d’Herbès et al. 2001), is progressively replaced by a concentrated run-off

Fig. 6.4 Dynamics of woody canopies in Gourma rangelands (1985–2005). Change over time of
the mean canopy cover (%) measured in Gourma rangeland sites, grouped by type of soil: deep
sandy soils, deep clay soils, shallow sandy loam soils (Hiernaux et al. 2009b).

3All plant species are named after the flora of West Tropical Africa by Hutchinson and Dalziel
(1954–1972).
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in a web of gullies, depriving the remaining patches of vegetation of water and
nutrient resources, and thus aggravating the degradation of the vegetation cover
(Hiernaux and Gérard 1999).

• The erratic dynamics of the vegetation in fine textured soils in low- lands, which
followed the changes in the water run-on regime on which their growth depends.

Fig. 6.5 Year to year changes of rangeland vegetation in the Gourma: sandy and clay soils. Series
of photos taken from same point and direction in two monitored rangeland in the Gourma: Left
Aouli, open savanna on fixed sand dune (N 16.01933°–W 1.50327°), Right Kelma Acacia seyal
stand in a low land clayed soil, seasonally flooded (N 15.21875°–W 1.58810°). Photos Hiernaux
and Soumaguel (2011).
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Successive drought years without flooding lead to the collapse of the herbaceous
layer which is dominated by grasses adapted to seasonal flooding, such as
Panicum laetum and Echinochloa colona. After one year’s lag the dense stands
of woody plants were in turn decimated, especially those of Acacia seyal, A.
nilotica and Anogeissus leiocarpus. Then, depending on the restored flood
regime, resulting from the increase and concentration of the run-off on the
shallow upland soils, the vegetation in the lowlands either re-established
(Fig. 6.5 right) or failed to re-establish. The increased volume of run-off from the
shallow soils largely modified the web of gullies and wadis. Pond outlets
enlarged markedly and new ones became established (Gardelle et al. 2010),
either killing previous vegetation by asphyxia or promoting the development of
new vegetation at the pond edges, especially pioneer shrubs such as Acacia
ehrenbergiana.

Thicket cover :
4.2%

Thicket cover:
0,4%

Fig. 6.6 Year to year changes of rangeland vegetation in the Gourma: shallow soils. Series of
three photos taken from same point and direction at Ortondé (N 15.15503°–W 1.56292°) showing
very open ‘tiger bush’ on ferralitic hard pan (top 25 Sept 1986; centre 30 Sept 2007; bottom 12
Sept 2011). The woody plant thickets reduce in number and cover over time as shown on the two
1 km long transect maps established by supervised classification of landsat scenes in 1985 (left)
and 2007 (right) (Trichon et al. 2009). Photos Hiernaux and Soumaguel (2011).
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6.3.2 The Impact of Grazing Livestock

Comparing time series of vegetation data collected in sites under contrasted grazing
pressure (Fig. 6.7) helps in assessing the impact of grazing livestock on the
dynamics of the Sahel biotopes. On sandy soils and lowland clay soils there is no
evidence of losses in herbaceous productivity with increasing grazing pressure
(Hiernaux et al. 2009a). While a repeated cutting regime during the growing season
may seriously affect the production of herbaceous annuals—depending on the
timing and frequency of the cuts (Hiernaux and Turner 1996)—the impact of heavy
grazing around livestock concentration points does not systematically translate into
a loss of productivity (Hanan et al. 1991). Indeed, depending on the species pro-
moted by heavy grazing (Ayantunde et al. 1999), accompanied by higher trampling
and excretion deposition, the productivity is usually enhanced, not only because
unpalatable species such as Sida cordifolia, Acanthospermum hispidum, or Senna
obtusifolia get promoted but also, with good forage species such as Cenchrus
biflorus and Dactyloctenium aegyptium (Hiernaux 1998). In other sites, the species
promoted by heavy grazing are short cycle types, and thus less productive, but may
be high quality livestock fodder such as Zornia glochidiata, Tribulus terrestris and
Tragus berteronianus (Valenza 1984).

On 14 sandy soil sites (180 site-years) monitored between 1984 and 2011 in the
Gourma, the average growth rates during rapid growth slightly increased with
grazing pressure from 3.0 ± 0.8 g m−2d−1under moderate grazing pressure to
3.9 ± 1.5 g m−2d−1under high and 4.0 ± 1.3 g m−2d−1under intense grazing
(Hiernaux et al. 2013). Moreover, the density of herbaceous perennials and woody
plants on sandy soils does not necessarily decrease with increasing grazing pres-
sure. Large tussock perennials such as Aristida sieberiana and Panicum turgidum
are often more dense near livestock concentration points (camps, pools, livestock

Fig. 6.7 Wet and dry season grazing in Gourma rangelands. Zebu cattle grazing during the wet
season (lowland with Acacia seyal, Panicum laetum, Echinochloa colona; Kelma), and grazing
standing straw and litter during the late dry season (Acacia raddiana, Balanites aegyptiaca,
Cenchrus biflorus, Aristida mutabilis; Aouéli). Photos P. Hiernaux.
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paths), in the northern edge of the Sahel, but less often in the southern Sahel with
Andropogon gayanus and Cymbopogon shoenanthus. The same observation applies
to woody plants, with dense stands of Acacia spp., Balanites aegyptiaca, or Boscia
senegalensis in the vicinity of wells. However, competition between perennial
herbaceous and woody plants has been observed in the northern Sahel (Anthelme
et al. 2006).

On lowland fine textured soils, extremely high browsing pressure close to water
points and settlements does not impede woody plant populations from recovering
through successive cohorts of seedlings, as observed in lowland clay soils near
Wami, or surrounding Gossi lake where a strong regeneration of Acacia ehren-
bergiana, A. seyal and A. nilotica followed the 1983–84 drought.

On the other hand, heavy trampling on loamy and sandy loam shallow soils may
contribute to the concentration of run-off, and thus accelerate vegetation degrada-
tion (De Wispelaere 1980; Leprun 1992). However, the collapse of herbaceous
patches and woody populations observed on shallow soils also occurs under very
light grazing pressure where there is a lack of permanent water resources for
livestock.

6.3.3 What Would Explain the Minor Impact of Grazing
Livestock on Pastoral Ecosystem Dynamics?

There are a number of ecosystem peculiarities that moderate the impact of livestock
grazing on the pastoral ecosystem.

• First, the effect of grazing on the herbaceous production is limited by the short
growth duration of annuals. A large fraction of herbaceous growth (84 %) takes
places in three weeks or less, and synchronically over the region, except in the
large alluvial plains whose flood regime is also determined by rainfall but far
away upstream, such as in the Inland Niger Delta (Gallais 1967).

• Heavy grazing pressure during the few weeks of rapid growth is transient and can
only occur locally. The same animals have to survive the remaining 40 or more
weeks on the forage produced during the short growing season. On the other
hand, the impact of grazing livestock on the herbaceous layer during the dry
season is limited by the mediocre capacity of livestock to pick up straw and litter.
Indeed, controlled experiments and surveys (Hiernaux et al. 2012) demonstrated
that, at most, one third of the standing straw vegetation at the end of the growing
season is potentially ingested by livestock because of the concomitant losses by
trampling, insect and rodent herbivory and organic decomposition.

• Moreover, livestock recycle about half of the organic matter and more than 80 %
of the main nutrients through urine and faeces excretions (Schlecht et al. 2004).

• With the most palatable species, the ability of livestock to browse leaves, twigs
and fruits of woody plants is limited by access, even for specialized browsers
such as goats and camels. Livestock browsing is only detrimental to a woody
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plant population at an early stage of development (germination, seedlings), or to
low shrubs.

• Continuous high grazing pressure in the vicinity of water points and settlements
has not impeded the regeneration of Acacia seyal stands in the Wami area near
Hombori, nor of Acacia erhenbergiana and Balanites aegyptiaca near Gossi
(Hiernaux et al. 2009a).

At broader spatial scales and between years, the impact of livestock on the Sahel
pastoral ecosystem is limited by the overall control of the fodder resources on
livestock numbers. This control either manifests itself in catastrophic losses of
animals during droughts (Toulmin 1987), floods, or other extreme events on top of
losses from epidemics, war and cold rainfall in winter. It also manifests itself by
affecting the reproduction parameters of animals living in conditions of chronic
under-nutrition (Fernandez-Rivera et al. 2005). Statistics of livestock losses during
the major droughts of 1972–73 and 1983–84 are poor, but animal losses were large,
as shown in case studies documented in the Gourma just after the drought for sheep
and goats (Peacock 1983) and retrospectively for cattle (Dawalak 2009). This last
study also indicates that recovery of animal numbers takes several decades, and
may never occur for pastoral families who are pushed out of the pastoral economy.
Indeed, the rates of herd growth (taking account of offtake) rapidly decline to very
low figures, even negative, when parameters such as the age of first calving, or the
mean time between consecutive calving, increase to the point where the reconsti-
tution of a herd may not be feasible in a herder’s life time (Lesnoff et al. 2012).

This overall limitation of the livestock population by the low points of Sahelian
rangeland resources (a late dry season in a poor rainfall year) reduces the risks of
ecosystem degradation through overgrazing, unless livestock are confined to con-
centration points on the most fragile shallow soils. Provided that the stocking rate is
not artificially maintained by imported feed, the large seasonal impact of livestock
grazing on vegetation cover has very limited impact on the longer term dynamics of
the Sahel ecosystem, in that regard behaving as a non-equilibrial system (Ellis and
Swift 1988; Vetter 2005).

6.4 Agro-pastoral Ecosystem Dynamics

6.4.1 The Land Cover Diversified by Clearing and Cropping
Practices

Clearing land for cropping affects the woody population in the longer term (Fig. 6.8).
In extensive cropping systems, fallows alternate with a few years of cropping,
allowing for the sprouting of coppices (mostly Guiera senegalensis, Combretum
glutinosum, Piliostigma reticulata at Dantiandou) and the regeneration from seed of
some woody plants. The flora of the herbaceous layer evolves progressively as the
fallow ages from weed dominance to savanna species (Achard et al. 2001).
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Successive crop and fallow cycles progressively shape the woody population in an
agro-forestry parkland, where tree composition depends on the climate, soil texture,
fertility and moisture regime. In the sandy soils of Dantiandou, it is dominated by
Combretum glutinosum, Prosopis africana, Faidherbia albida, Detarium micro-
carpum, and Parinari macrophylla. In addition individual plots are often delineated
by living hedges made up of trees, shrubs and the perennial grasses Andropogon
gayanus and Aristida sieberiana. None of the hedge components are planted; they
are spontaneous but protected to delineate the field.

Cropping practices determine the sensitivity of the cropland to wind or run-off
erosion, including: soil tillage (mostly with hand tools—animal traction is rare);
sowing times and densities, organic fertilization (animal corralling, manuring, waste
application); mineral fertilization; weeding times and frequency; and harvesting
methods (sole panicles or whole plants (Osbahr 2001; Bielders et al. 2004). The
management of cereal stalks following grain harvest is particularly important for
wind erosion. Leaving only 500 kg ha−1 of millet or sorghum stalks laid on the soil
during the dry season controls most of the erosion (Michels et al. 1998). However,
cereal stalks are increasingly harvested, which is justified by their private use as
livestock feed and construction material, increasing the risks of wind erosion on
crop fields (Bielders et al. 2004).

6.4.2 The Impact of Livestock on Semi-arid
Agro-ecosystems

The spatial distribution of grazing pressure is organized seasonally to avoid live-
stock presence in croplands during the growing season: this implies close herding
and seasonal migration out of the cropland areas (Turner et al. 2005). It also
structures the distribution of livestock in the landscape, with extremely high

Fig. 6.8 Fallow and millet crop field in Dantiandou (Fakara). Left Cattle grazing a heavily grazed
enclave fallow during the wet season (Guiera senegalensis, Zornia glochidiata, Sida cordifolia).
Right Non-manured farmer’s field in Tigo Tegi with associated crops of millet (Pennisetum
glaucum) and cowpea (vigna unguinculata) prior to harvest in September, 2009 (trees in the field
edge are Combretum glutinosum). Photo P. Hiernaux.
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concentration along the livestock paths, around water points, resting camps and in
rangeland enclaves (Turner and Hiernaux 2002). This increasing grazing pressure
results in a decreasing trend of fallows and rangeland herbage yield (Fig. 6.9) that is
not explained by the trend in rainfall (Fig. 6.2). These local high stocking rates,
associated with soil trampling, favor short cycle species resistant to repeated
grazing, such as Zornia glochidiata and Dactyloctenium aegyptiacum on sandy
soils, or Microchloa indica and Eragrostis pilosa on sandy loams. Heavy trampling
during the wet season may also open bare soil patches. The two processes (high
stocking rates and trampling) contribute to lower herbaceous production and
increase the risks of local wind and water erosion. In other places the high con-
centration in livestock excretion, together with intense grazing and trampling, favor
the local proliferation of nitrophilous unpalatable species such as Ipomoea asari-
folia, Sida cordifolia or Acanthospermum hispidum. Herbaceous production in
these patches remains high in spite of the high grazing pressure.

The transfer of organic matter and nutrients by livestock within the
agro-ecosystem prevails as a consequence of the spatio-temporal distribution of
animal grazing time on one hand, and walking-resting-ruminating time on the other
hand (Schlecht et al. 2004). The transfer is effective both to uncropped areas along

Fig. 6.9 Yield trends in fallows, rangelands and crop fields at Dantiandou, Fakara (1994–2011).
Histograms of mean annual yields (M) in kg ha−1 in: top herbaceous layer from 24 fallows and
rangelands sites; bottom 24 millet crop fields and associated weeds, monitored from 1994 to 2011
in the Dantiandou district. Yield trends over years (Yr): M = −333 Ln(Yr) +1467 (r2 = 0.65) in
fallows and rangelands; M = −34.2* Yr +1780 (r2 = 0.18) for millet crop (from Hiernaux et al.
2009c).
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livestock paths and around water points, and to cropland, either by corralling
livestock in the fields during the dry season and on fallows in the wet season, or else
by transporting and applying manure collected in paddocks or yards (Fig. 6.11).
Whatever the method, manure application improves or maintains soil fertility on a
small fraction of the land cropped in the Dantiandou district from 3 to 8 %
depending on the density of the population (Hiernaux and Turner 2002). However,
the high level of manure application practised in corralling expands the effect of
manuring to about a fifth of the land cropped, considering that the residual benefit
of manure application on crop yield is significant for at least 4 years (Gandah et al.
2003), moderating yield decline (Fig. 6.9). Moreover, cattle, donkeys and camels
also contribute to the intensification of the cropping system, via animal traction,
rarely used for soil tillage (ploughing, weeding, sowing, fertilizer application) but
commonly used for transportation (manure, yields, stalks, haulms… and people).

6.4.3 Do Cropping Practices Attenuate the Ecosystem
Sensitivity to Rainfall Variations?

Crop phenology differs from that of rangeland and fallow plants. There is an initial
delay in growth due to the farmer’s choice of a sowing date, most often later than
the first rainy day. The phenology of field crops also differs from that of sponta-
neous vegetation in its lower density and regular distribution of the planted seeds,
and by the weeding done to reduce competition from weeds. However, crop lan-
draces have been selected for their capacity to grow fast, to tiller or branch pro-
fusely (provided that soil moisture and nutrients are not limiting), so that at the end
of the season, primary production is often higher in fields than in surrounding
fallows or rangelands, even when these have been protected from grazing (Hiernaux
et al. 2009c). This higher yield is also explained by the longer cycle of many crop
breeds, remaining green after September while the rangeland and fallow annuals
have wilted soon after seeding, due to sensitivity to the photoperiod. In spite of the
high adaptation of millet and cowpea landraces, crop yield remains more sensitive
to dry spells in rain distribution than fallow and rangeland herbaceous production
although less so on manured fields.

The crop harvest subtracts a large export of organic matter and nutrients in
consumable grains, beans or seeds. This is aggravated by the export of all of the
haulms of cowpea, groundnut, Bambara nuts, sesame and sorrel, and that of an
increasing fraction of the cereal stalks (millet, sorghum) and straw (Andropogon
gayanus, Ctenium elegans). When that export is not compensated by mineral fer-
tilization and organic amendments, the biochemical fertility of cropland soils slowly
degrades, with losses in organic matter content and cation exchange capacity, and
loss in the concentration of nutrients (mostly nitrogen and phosphorus), often
aggravated by acidification with the risk of triggering aluminum toxicity (Bationo
et al. 2012).
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The loss in soil fertility weakens vegetation growth rates, leading to lower yields
and also higher sensitivity to dry spells and irregular rainfall patterns (Rockström
and de Rouw 1997). Fallowing a field cropped for a series of years is a passive way
to restore the soil fertility through the rebuilding of biological activity triggered by
the recycling of more organic matter to the soil, also by reducing soil losses through
erosion, and eventually by trapping dust and sands blown from the neighboring
crop fields (Bielders et al. 2002). In this process, a major role is played by the rapid
regrowth of shrubs kept coppiced during the cropping period (Dick et al. 2010). The
degradation of soil fertility is unequal in the landscape, depending on the land-use
history of each field and its fertilization (Warren et al. 2001). Within fields, the
nutrient balance is mediated by the run-off/run-on balance, which in turn is influ-
enced by the topography, and the presence and density of woody plants, resulting in
micro-heterogeneity in crop yields (Brouwer et al. 1993; Rockström et al. 1999).

Finally, in extensive cropping with little or no fertilizer or manure application,
crop yields are low and more sensitive to rainfall variability than herbaceous pro-
duction in fallows and rangeland, while more intensive cropping systems with
systematic application of manure and fertilizer, and anti-erosive designs, have
higher yields and tend to better resist poor rainfall and dry spells. A reason for better
adaptation is the faster and larger root growth, allowing the plant to exploit a larger
volume of soil for water and nutrients (Akponikpe 2008). However, better adap-
tation of crops to dry spells in more fertile soil is debated, and contradicted by some
experimental results elsewhere in the Sahel (Affholder 1995).

At the landscape scale, the association of staple crops and pastoral livestock in
the semi-arid Sahel increases spatial heterogeneity, first because of the dynamic
mosaic of crop fields, fallows and rangelands, and second, because of the organic
matter and nutrient transfers within the landscape, resulting in an overall reduction
in soil fertility except in small high fertility spots. As in the arid pastoral Sahel, the
ecosystem dynamic is of a non-equilibrial nature, but the capacity to respond to
rainfall vagaries is affected by the impact of very high stocking rates, locally and
seasonally, only sustainable because livestock partially feed on inputs from tran-
shumance and purchased agro-industrial livestock feeds.

6.4.4 Up-Scaling with Satellite Remote Sensing:
Desertification and ‘Greening’ Trends in the Sahel?

Assessing the expanse of cropland with high resolution satellite data looks like a
straightforward task, as most crop fields are visible on high resolution panchromatic
or infra-red aerial photographs, as well as high resolution multispectral satellite
imagery, given their sensitivity to seasonal contrasts between the phenology of
cropland and neighboring fallows or rangelands. However, attempts to systemati-
cally map land use, for example by supervised classification of multispectral
satellite images, is fraught with difficulties (Begue et al. 2011). In Dantiandou, part
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of the challenge comes from the small size of the cropped fields, the presence of
trees and shrubs within and around crop fields, the no-tillage practice, the diversity
between fields in crop phenology due to the array of breeds and cropping practices,
and to the heterogeneity of organic matter distribution between and within fields.

Nevertheless, photo-interpretation of 1950, 1975 and 1992, and carefully
supervised classification of a series of SPOT scenes over the Dantiandou district,
confirms the rapid increase in areas cropped. Cropland expanded at a decreasing
rate, but still averages 3 % annually, close to the rate of increase of the rural
population (Hiernaux and Ayantunde 2004). Savanna had already disappeared from
deep sandy soils by 1975, owing to the expansion of both cropland and fallows.
Since then, areas in fallow have also been shrinking to balance the continuing
expansion of croplands (Table 6.1).

Mapping land use over larger regions is less successful and the few global
products available compare poorly amongst themselves and with maps established
locally (Vintrou et al. 2012). As a consequence their precision is not sufficient to
assess trends in land use over time. The same restriction applies to other categorized
mapping of soil degradation and desertification for which definition and indicators
often differ (UNEP 1992).

‘Sahel greening’ is a term introduced by remote sensing scientists to name an
overall increasing trend in the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
(Eklundh and Olsson 2003; Anyamba and Tucker 2005; Hutchinson et al. 2005;
Herrmann et al. 2005; Olsson et al. 2005; Hickler et al. 2005). First proposed by
Tucker (1979), it was observed over a series of growing seasons by 1991 (Tucker
et al. 1991). The series starts in 1981 for the more widely used satellite data set over
Africa, GIMMS (Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies, Tucker et al.
2005) produced by NASA from the AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer) recordings. Similar and consistent trends have been established with
the MODIS NDVI product from 2002 onwards and SPOT VGT data (Fensholt et al.
2006; Dardel et al. 2014b). The general increase—and a few local decreases—in
NDVI statistics (Fig. 6.10) have been interpreted as increases of the vegetation

Table 6.1 Land use changes in Dantiandou (1950–2011). Mean annual rates of changes in land
use (Crop field/fallow/rangeland) assessed by remote sensing from 1950 to 2011 over the district
of Dantiandou (Niger)

Periods Annual rates of changes in area over the periods %

Crop fields Fallows Rangelands

1950–1975 +7.7 +5.8 −3.6

1975–1994 +3.3 +0.0 −4.5

1986–2008 +3.0 −2.0 +0.2

2008–2011 +3.3 −3.5 +0.6

Land use maps in 1950, 1975 and 1994 are established by stereoscopic photointerpretation of
existing aerial photo coverages, land use maps in 1986, 2008 and 2011 are established by
supervised classification of multispectral SPOT images (Hiernaux, unpublished data)
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cover and production over the decades that followed the last major drought in the
Sahel (1983–84). This contradicts the dominant narrative on desertification, and has
been much discussed in relation to the dynamics of rainfall, population density and
land use (Fensholt et al. 2006; Heumann et al. 2007; Hellden and Tottrup 2008;
Fensholt and Rasmussen 2010; Herrmann and Tappan 2013).

The relationship between the mean (or the NDVI integral) over the vegetational
growing season and vegetation production (or the seasonal maximum standing
mass, as proxy) have long been studied on individual site-year data (Tucker et al.
1985; Hiernaux 1988; Myneni et al. 1995; Fensholt et al. 2006). It is only recently
that NDVI time series have been compared to long term field monitoring data
(Dardel et al. 2014b; Herrmann, this volume). Good agreement was found between
trends in maximum herbaceous standing mass, measured in the field, and trends of
mean NDVI over the growing season, both in the Gourma region (where trends
from 1981 to 2011 are positive) and in the Dantiandou district where the trends are
negative (Dardel et al. 2014b). Moreover, the positive NDVI trends observed in the
Gourma are significant over the whole period, and are mostly due to the positive
trends prevailing on sandy soils, while trends on shallow soils are not significant

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.10 Sahel vegetation greening or degrading. Maps of mean GIMMS-3g NDVI trends (linear
increment) from 1981 to 2011 over: a the Sahel belt, b the Gourma (large left box) and the
Dantiandou (small right box) areas. The more dark green is a pixel the more positive is the
significant trend (at the 95 % level), the more dark red the more negative is the significant trend;
the scale is on the left. Trends in dark grey areas are not significant, while light grey are areas
where NDVI standard deviation is lower than 0.015 NDVI units (desert). From Dardel et al.
(2014b).
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(no trends could be assessed on clay soil because of the coarse resolution of
GIMMS data). The overall negative NDVI trends in Dantiandou includes however
a positive trend from the 1980s to the 1990s, followed by a negative trend that is not
consistent with the improving trend in rainfall since the mid 1990s.

At both sites, the positive and negative trends are not due to changes in the
seasonality of growth, but to its intensity, reflected in the seasonal amplitude of
NDVI. The dominant positive trend observed on deep soil in the Gourma region is
largely explained by a positive trend in the rainfall, while the negative trends
observed on the shallow soils and croplands in the Fakara (including Dantiandou)
are not explained by a decreasing trend in rainfall (Dardel et al. 2014b).

Trends in rain use efficiency (RUE)—defined as the ratio of above ground net
primary production (ANPP) over annual rainfall—have been controversially
interpreted (Prince et al. 1998, Hein and de Ridder 2006; Prince et al. 2007; Hein
et al. 2011). When RUEs are assessed from field data (herbaceous ANPP and rain
gauge data) aggregated over large areas, or from satellite data (NDVI curve integral
over the wet season, rainfall estimates) averaged over the same large areas, the
trends are not significant (Dardel et al. 2014a).

The integral value of NDVI over the growing season only (unlike the mean over
the year cycle as used by Brandt et al. (2014)) varies in good agreement with the
herbaceous layer yield. Its overall and robust increase since 1981 thus indicates an
overall increasing trend in herbaceous vegetation production, largely explained by
the concomitant increase in rainfall. This trend confirms the overall resilience of the
Sahel ecosystem both to the drought of the early 1980s and the increased pressure
on resources. It denies general desertification. Yet the signal does not tell us much
about the trend in woody plant populations (Herrmann, this volume), and the
resolution of the satellite data does not exclude local decreasing trends in herba-
ceous vegetation yields, especially in darker soil enclaves (either shallow soils on
hard pans or rock outcrops, or lowland clay soils). In the mosaic of cropland and
rangelands, the differential NDVI signal for crops (lower NDVI values at equivalent
vegetation mass) and for rangelands, together with expanding croplands could also
affect the trend towards lower NDVI values without evidencing real decrease in the
herbaceous yield. Caution should thus be taken in interpreting the negative NDVI
trends observed locally, as in the Dantiandou district.

6.5 Adapting Crop-Livestock Production Systems
to a Fast Evolving Context

The Sahel ecosystems have so far demonstrated their high resilience to droughts
and growing pressure on resources, denying a general process of desertification.
However, agricultural productivity is low and rural people are poor, encouraging
emigration to fast growing cities. In a context of high rural population growth,
expanding cropland and increasing livestock populations, the challenge for the
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coming decades is to find adaptations to enhance agricultural productivity and rural
welfare without disrupting this resilience.

In a context of active demographic growth, population density tends to decrease
with aridity along the Sahel bioclimatic gradient, with a mean of 42.5 persons/km2 in
the Dantiandou district to 5.9 in the Hombori district in central Gourma. In spite of the
gaps and weaknesses of the national population censuses, the rural population has
grown at both sites at sustained rates over recent decades—3.2 % annually in
Dantiandou (1988–2001) and 1.9 % in Hombori (1950–2009)—in spite of acceler-
ating out-migration from rural areas to towns and coastal countries in the region
(Hampshire 2002). These sustained growth rates result from high fertility rates and
decreasing infant mortality rates (Guengant et al. 2002). As a result, rural populations
are very young with high child dependency ratios, enhanced by the emigration of
young men. Detailed analysis of recent population dynamics between surveys at
Dantiandou in 1994 and 2008 reveals contrasted family changes, with small net
increases in population reduced by migration, and a trend toward smaller families
caused by splitting of the patriarchal family units (Saqalli et al. 2013). The pastoral
population also increased, but more slowly because of locally negative net migration.

Seasonally mobile pastoral populations have settled widely, but especially in the
years following the main drought events. They settled in the vicinity of permanent
water points, often adjacent to existing villages and small towns, or in new set-
tlements set along the main roads, claiming community rights to land. This set-
tlement of pastoral populations does not impede the seasonal mobility of the herds
which are conducted by herdsmen or shepherds, and facilitates income diversifi-
cation within pastoral families, especially in trade (Tuner et al. 2014).

6.5.1 A Context of Large and Rapid Changes in Land Use

In the absence ofmajor technological intensification, Sahel agriculture responds to the
large and rapid increase in market demand for food, triggered by the demographic
upsurge and fast urbanization, by expanding the area cropped in parallel with popu-
lation increase. Cash crops such as groundnut and cotton have developed in the
southern Sahel. An initial phase of rapid cropland expansion was followed by
intensification through the use of fertilizers and pesticides, or by the adoption of
animal traction for land preparation and weeding. This provides the cash needed to
invest in these technologies in an increasingly supportive environment: more effective
access to technical and extension services, loans and insurance (Dufumier 2005).

The expansion of cropland is first made at the expenses of the remaining pristine
savannas and forests, away from settlements in areas difficult of access (rocky hills,
swamps). Then, when all the possible arable lands have once been claimed and
cleared (described as saturation), the expansion is continued at the expense of
fallows, now shrinking to extinction. Finally all arable land becomes permanently
cropped, which is only sustainable by depending on organic and mineral amend-
ments. Crop expansion is not confined to the local scale. Even before reaching
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saturation, the need for new land to clear has been the motivation for large scale
rural migration from densely populated areas toward ‘pioneer fronts’, such as the
westward migration from the Mossi plateau in central Burkina Faso (Chauveau
et al. 2006), and that from the old groundnut belt in Senegal (‘bassin arachidier’) to
the new groundnut belt to the south-east, and northward movement from the Hausa
states on the Niger-Nigerian border.

6.5.2 A Context of Increasing Livestock Populations

Livestock numbers have increased as a result of the enhanced investment capacities
of the farmers involved in cash crops, and some urban traders and civil servants.
Statistics on livestock numbers are unreliable (Lesnoff et al. 2012). However,
national statistics often indicate a larger increase of sheep and goats than of cattle,
and (locally in the northern Sahel), a rapid increase in the camel population (Touré
et al. 2012).

These trends have been interpreted as strategies of adaptation to the reduction in
grazing resources. This is debated however. Increasing numbers of small ruminants
could also reflect the first step in a strategy of livestock reconstitution after the large
losses due to droughts, or reflect the changes in livestock ownership (Turner 1999),
or else adaptation to changes in the market demand (Wane et al. 2009). Moreover,
from regional and national policies to local arrangements, very little consideration
was given to the implications of this increase for access to pastoral resources. At
best, the main routes used by herds in their local and regional migrations were
protected from clearing for cropping, and the herds’ access to the main water points
was kept free. However, access to rangeland results mainly from the sum of indi-
vidual farmers’ decisions to crop, and from public policies on infrastructure or
conservation. Contrary to Eastern and Southern Africa, attempts to privatize
rangelands are unusual and have generally failed in the Sahel (Boutrais 1990).
External funding and the efforts of technical services, N.G.O.s and municipalities
have been committed to the protection of livestock routes and regulating the use of
the remaining pastoral resources within and between communities (Bonnet et al.
2005; Ibrahim et al. 2014).

6.5.3 Adapting the Pastoral Economy

There is a contradiction between a supporting and expanding market for young
animals, especially for small ruminants, and locally for dairy products, and the
degrading access of pastoralists to rangeland resources, water and social services.
Among the possible adaptations the most common consists in diversifying economic
activities by adding cropping or trade to pastoralism. In both cases the diversification
implies that part of the family settle, which reduces the freedom of movement of the
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herds. There is a large range of options for diversification, from seasonal activities
targeting additional income or the satisfaction of part of the family needs in cereals,
with a livestock production system that remains largely pastoral, to a transition
toward a sedentary, mixed crop-livestock system. The risk is to progressively worsen
access to good quality grazing feed by reducing herding and herd mobility, thereby
decreasing herd reproductive performances to marginal viability (Turner et al. 2014).
An alternative adaptation strategy consists in investing in equipment and inputs to
free pastoral livestock from the resource constraints. This implies investing in the
digging of private wells or in tankers to transport water to remote herd camps, and
investing in large fodder inputs and the means to bring them to the herds to sup-
plement their diet in the late dry season. Contrary to a persisting paradigm of
‘prestige husbandry’, the pastoral systems in the Sahel have always been integrated
with the regional livestock trade (Wane et al. 2009). The recent spread of cell phone
communication networks has improved herder information on market conditions and
boosted their reactivity as traders. Furthermore, improvement of the road network,
cross-border customs, administrative and financial regulations on the livestock trade,
and better adapted insurance and banking systems should enhance the efficiency of
the livestock trade in Western Africa.

6.5.4 Adapting the Crop Farming Economy

Agriculture intensification which is targeting a jump in productivity per unit of
cultivated land is achieved by investing in inputs, technology, infrastructure and
knowledge. Cash crops have locally been catalyzers of such intensification
(Dufumier 2005). The development of mixed crop-livestock production systems is a
complementary pathway of agricultural intensification (Blanchard 2010). In live-
stock production, labour is the limiting factor: to conduct the herd to water and
grazing, to care for animal health, to supply supplementary feed and and to
negotiate grazing rights. Mixed systems are becoming more widely distributed—
although unequally between families—but are largely undervalued by the gov-
ernment and the international development agencies. Livestock play many roles in
mixed farming systems, for example through the diversification of income earning
activities, as recycling agents: organic matter, nutrients, crop by-products (Hiernaux
and Diawara 2014), as part of social processes (labor, knowledge, networks) and in
financial systems (investment, cash, capital) (Fig. 6.11). Mixed crop-livestock
farming is not just a merging of the pastoral with crop farming systems. If most
livestock continue to be fed by grazing on rangeland, fallows and stubble, they
nevertheless become increasingly fed with harvested crop residues, and
agro-industrial feed (groundnut and sesame cakes, cotton seed, and cereals).
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6.5.5 Adaptive Regional Integration of the Agricultural
Sector

The development of mixed crop-livestock farming offers an opportunity to stratify
livestock production at a regional scale. The pastoralists provide young animals, a
majority of males, to the settled crop- livestock farmers who either breed them as
draught animals or fatten them to trade on the meat market. Less often they breed
females for dairy production. This regional stratification establishes a dependence
of the crop-livestock farming system on the pastoral system. At the same time,
however, it increases the competition for grazing resources. The regional stratifi-
cation of livestock production is not new (Jahnke 1982) but the socio-economical
context is changing. The capacity of the local actors, and also the technical services,
national and regional policies, is key to supporting and mediating the integrated
development of both systems at local and regional scales. This is a condition for
agricultural intensification in the Sahel, to enhance productivity, improve the
people’s welfare and maintain the resilience of the ecosystem.

Fig. 6.11 Livestock in mixed farming system at Dantiandou. Examples of livestock contributions
to agricultural intensification in integrated crop-livestock farms at Dantiandou: top cattle corralling
in the dry season, bottom left morning milking for family consumption, bottom right sheep grazing
and recycling millet stubble.
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Chapter 7
Land and Natural Resource Governance:
Development Issues
and Anti-Desertification Initiatives
in Niger

Yamba Boubacar

Abstract Desertification in Niger is set in a context of poverty and rapid popu-
lation growth, but significant advances have been achieved in natural resource
management, in particular the wide and growing adoption of assisted natural
regeneration of woody vegetation on farmland (régénération naturel assisté, or
RNA). Some 250,000 ha of degraded land have been rehabilitated, from 3 to
5 million hectares may be within the reach of improved management, and earth
satellite images show ‘regreening’. The evolution of Niger’s anti-desertification
strategy since 1960 is summarized. The 1980s were pivotal years in which power
was decentralized to local communities and institutions. The governance of natural
resources in central southern Niger is reviewed and the results of surveys in Zinder
Region are presented. The linkages between RNA and development are explored
and the findings of the study contextualized in the dynamics of regional growth. It
is concluded that while the new techniques have potential for reducing poverty and
for sustainable natural resource management (NRM), they cannot alone solve the
challenge of a rapidly growing population.

Keywords Desertification � Governance � Niger � Regeneration

7.1 Introduction

The African continent can only move forwards if there is synergy between its
development plans and efforts to take account of environmental issues. ‘Combating
desertification’ is a common thread linking a range of serious political,
socio-economic and cultural problems. The governance of natural resources is a key
element.
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According to one estimate, there were 22 million km2 of usable land in Africa in
1992: 15 million km2 arable and 7 million km2 non-arable (Pontié and Gaud 1992).
According to the World Atlas of Desertification, the soils of 320 million hectares in
the arid, semiarid and dry subhumid zones of Africa are lightly, moderately or
highly degraded (Thomas and Middleton 1992).

Niger’s land law (Code Rural Niger 2008) defines desertification as “the degra-
dation of land in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas as a result of various
factors, including climatic variations and human activity”. Human pressure on land
is intensifying as demographic growth (which stood at 3.9 % in 2012) increases the
demand for cultivable land and fuelwood, which is the only source of energy for the
vast majority of the population. The loss of forest lands, which official statistics
estimate shrank by around 8 million hectares between 1970 and 1999, is under-
mining biological diversity, genetic resources and soil fertility, and reducing the
ability to sequester carbon. Areas vulnerable to drought, desertification and the most
intense human use of natural resources coincide with areas of primary concern
regarding food security and domestic energy needs. Official figures claim that sev-
eral hundreds of thousands of hectares of land lose their productive potential each
year due to various forms of erosion. Natural forest shrank by 60 % between 1981
and 1994; 40 % of officially reserved forests disappeared between 1970 and 2003.

This chapter focuses first on environmental policy, which centred on forest and
tree management, seen as the first priority in combating desertification especially
after the impact of the 1972–73 drought cycle. This policy was fundamentally
revised when a second major drought cycle hit the region in 1983–84, in favour of
devolved governance and the promotion of local practices. After examining the
underlying reasons for success in reversing the desertification process in central
southern Niger, this chapter identifies the main constraints and prospects for the
future.

7.2 Evolution of an Anti-Desertification Strategy in Niger
Since 1960

Niger’s harsh climatic conditions include very low levels of rainfall (700 mm in the
south of the country but less than 100 mm in the north) and average annual
temperatures of 27–29 °C. The country had 17 million inhabitants in 2012. If the
population continues to grow at its current rate, it will reach nearly 78 million by
2050 (Guengant and Banoin 2003). Nearly 80 % live in rural areas, with just under
75 % occupying 12 % of the national territory. This puts intense pressure on an
environment where degradation is a well-known and longstanding phenomenon.

Nearly 90 % of the population rely on agriculture and livestock rearing for their
livelihoods, although Niger produces uranium and recently moved into oil. Only
12 % of the 1,267,000 km2 of land in Niger is usable for agriculture, and many
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regions with high population densities have reached saturation point as agricultural
areas have expanded (where ecological conditions allow).

Early strategies. Environmental protection strategies have evolved over time.
The strategy during the colonial period and early years of independence in the
1960s was strongly influenced by the legacy of the Centre Technique Forestier
Tropical, a colonial structure whose programmes, guidelines and actions were
characterized by a coercive style of forest administration. The newly established
public sector, which was supposed to drive the modernization of the economy, paid
little attention to environmental considerations and pushed groundnut production to
such extremes that the entire State budget was covered by revenues from groundnut
exports at the end of the 1960s (Hamadou 2000).

Combating desertification first became a national priority in the early 1970s as
severe climatic conditions and successive droughts left the population highly vul-
nerable to food insecurity. The State had hoped that revenues from its new uranium
export sector could be used to moderate food insecurity, but was tipped into a cycle
of debt by falling prices on the international market.

Consequently, as part of a new policy on food self-sufficiency, the State allo-
cated thousands of hectares to large traders and senior civil servants in the state
apparatus, working on the assumption that placing agriculture in the hands of those
with the resources to invest in it would produce enough surplus grain to affect the
price of basic foodstuffs. In reality, however, this policy led to land-grabbing and
poor agricultural practices (such as using tractors on fragile soils) that destroyed the
environment and increased erosion.

Power to the people. A landmark debate in Maradi in May, 1984 broke with the
technical approach of the 1970s by supporting an environmental policy whose main
strategy was to make local people responsible for anti-desertification initiatives.
A consensual document known as the ‘Maradi Commitment’ was adopted, setting
out a programme of actions structured into 11 sub-programmes (République du
Niger 1984). This dynamic would subsequently result in a national policy, which
would not only emphasize improving production systems to achieve food
self-sufficiency, but would also entail multisectoral and multidisciplinary inter-
ventions by all rural development actors, with interdependent components to
address the forestry, agricultural and pastoral dimensions of the process.

Until 1984, state policies for managing rural areas in Niger looked like an
extension of the colonial forestry strategies that had focused on plantations,
maintaining and restoring soils, and protecting forest resources by classifying gum
(Acacia senegal) and kapok (Ceiba pentandra or Bombax spp.) forests and hunting
reserves. This line of action was strengthened as a succession of droughts between
1972 and 1984 weakened rural areas and previously unaffected regions of Niger.
Many forest plantations were established as interventions by NGOs, the state forest
administration and numerous forestry programmes which were extended into public
woodlands.

The droughts disrupted ecological balances across the country, forcing the State
to rethink its environmental policy. In order to protect natural resources it modified
the Forest Code in 1974, and legislative and regulatory texts were formulated to
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create new classified forests (especially gum trees), planted trees in urban centres
(roadsides, public buildings), and in rural and urban concessions, schools, markets
and other public spaces. These so-called ‘first generation’ projects included the
Forest Project, the Gum Project, the first projects to create green belts around urban
areas, promotion of trees on farms, including gums and Borassus palms, creation of
village woodlots, dune stabilization, and soil and water conservation.

The results of reforestation initiatives were disappointing. This led to criticism of
‘overly expensive and unsustainable’ sectoral policies. However the relative success
of grassroots agroforestry operations suggested that the way forward was to
mobilize the general population and encourage them to participate in reforestation
initiatives.

The severe drought of 1984 showed the limitations of these state forestry poli-
cies and raised questions about accepted forestry dogma. As new guidelines were
gradually introduced, the focus switched from protecting forest reserves to the
overall management and use of plant resources. The drive to raise awareness and
mobilize communities around anti-desertification efforts was helped by the fact that
most rural people’s living standards had been seriously affected by this drought, and
actions to develop woodland resources were therefore designed to take account of
local needs. This important turning point was marked by a new style of environ-
mental project, which managed woodland resources through forestry cooperatives
and local organizations, and started to address the problem of fuelwood con-
sumption in urban centres.

Fuelwood markets. These interventions were structured around an approach
that encouraged local people to manage local fuelwood resources themselves, and
which promoted alternative sources of energy. In 1991 this Household Energy
Strategy led to the introduction of rural wood markets as part of the effort to meet
the energy needs of large urban centres, and to reorganize the supply chain so that it
benefited rural areas, fed into the tax base and was controlled by local structures that
organized the collection and marketing of fuelwood (Noppen et al. 2004; World
Bank 1988).

The creation of rural fuelwood markets was partly driven by the desire to involve
local people in woodland management strategies, and partly to help reverse the
environmental damage caused by the uncontrolled exploitation of timber resources.
This would be done through selective cutting, introducing quotas for given parcels,
and using woodlands in rural concessions registered in the name of local man-
agement structures in accordance with their capacity for natural regeneration.
Another reason why the State wanted to encourage popular participation in pro-
grammes to combat desertification was that it no longer had the resources to tackle
this problem itself, due to the draconian spending cuts imposed by the structural
adjustment programme and the worsening economic recession triggered by the
devaluation of the franc CFA (1994).

Projects and interventions. Conservation and development are understood to
be interdependent. Recent studies show that Niger has made considerable efforts in
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the last few decades.1 The statistics in Niger’s national anti-desertification and natural
resource management action plan show that international, non-governmental and
private organizations as well as public sector projects have conducted a range of
initiatives including 40 forest management projects, 35 soil and water conservation
(SWC) and soil defence and restoration (SDR) projects, 26 live hedge planting
projects, 26 windbreak planting projects, 18 village woodland projects, 36 natural
regeneration projects, 17 river bank (kori) stabilization projects, 44 forest plantation
projects, 13 bushfire prevention initiatives, 13 dune stabilization actions, 21 set-aside
projects and 14 improved stove projects.

But it is essential to look beyond the statistics of technical interventions to
consider how natural resources are governed and managed. In Niger it is common
for natural resources in a particular space to be used for different, overlapping
purposes, with various rights determining the diverse ways in which each resource
may be exploited. These systems have to take account of many factors, including
social changes whose depth and breadth vary from region to region. While some
cultural elements remain stable, even apparently immutable social systems and
institutions evolve over time and adapt to socio-economic change, as local com-
munities constantly develop rules and adapt their production strategies to the
problems they need to resolve.

Taking account of context. Niger’s strategy links combating desertification
with drought mitigation, in order to (i) prevent and reduce land degradation;
(ii) rehabilitate partially degraded land; (iii) restore desertified land; (iv) strengthen
drought early warning systems; (v) strengthen the mechanisms for preventing and
managing drought situations; and (vi) put in place and strengthen food security
systems.

In addition, Article 88 of Law No. 98-056 on environmental management states
that protecting forests, livestock corridors and pastures helps combat the desertifi-
cation caused by overexploitation, overgrazing, unauthorized clearances, fires,
slash-and-burn and the introduction of inappropriate species. The survival of many
rural households now hinges on the implementation of this directive as Niger faces
the challenge of combating desertification in order to safeguard its future. Effective
solutions are needed to tackle the serious constraints that desertification presents to
development, to implement the national strategy for poverty reduction, and to
improve people’s living conditions.

This strategy now needs to address a number of major social, spatial, environ-
mental, economic and financial issues that have arisen since it was first introduced.
Efforts to combat desertification are no longer seen in isolation, but treated as part
of the overall quest for sustainable development. Therefore, the drive to create
favourable conditions to improve food security, resolve the domestic energy crisis
and improve local health and economic development ultimately involved
strengthening existing initiatives to reduce poverty.

1Undertaken by the Universities of Niamey and Amsterdam in collaboration with the CILSS
(Comité Inter-Etats de Lutte contre la Sécheresse dans le Sahel) and other partners.
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This realization marked a break with the old habit of regarding it as a purely
technical issue requiring a technical solution. Combating desertification requires
concerted efforts by different rural actors, and consensus around shared rules of
management. This is particularly challenging in rural communities that have
undergone profound social as well as physical changes in recent decades, and have
seen their traditional social frameworks for managing and using land and its
resources start to lose their relevance as productive logics and relationships,
becoming increasingly individualized (Boubacar 2000).

Over the last four decades environmental strategies have been strongly influ-
enced by the international and national context: at the international level by United
Nations conferences on the Human Environment (at Stockholm in 1972) and on
Environment and Development (at Rio de Janeiro in 1992); and at the national level
by the formulation and subsequent adoption (in January, 2000) of the Strategic
Framework for Poverty Reduction and the National Environmental Plan for
Sustainable Development, as well as the promulgation of various texts relating to
the environment, most notably the framework law on environmental management.
In 1996, Niger set up the National Environmental Council for Sustainable
Development to implement, monitor and evaluate the national environmental pol-
icy, which would be put into effect through a Poverty Reduction Strategy
Programme (PRSP), Niger’s National Environmental Plan for Sustainable
Development. This was to include (i) strengthening grassroots participation;
(ii) developing partnerships; (iii) improving the articulation and synergy between
intervening agencies; and (iv) putting in place effective and sustainable funding
mechanisms.

7.3 The Challenge of Land Resource Governance
in Central Southern Niger

Land in central southern Niger used to be freely available, and agriculture and
livestock rearing were well integrated until the 1970s, when ecological systems
were disrupted by a combination of climatic, socio-economic and demographic
factors. These imbalances (which sometimes resulted from agricultural practices
intended to tackle the growing pressure on land from humans and livestock) were
exacerbated by successive droughts, often with dramatic social consequences.

Agricultural transformation. The performance of most production systems in
Niger largely depends on farmers’ capacity to maintain the fertility of their naturally
very fragile soils, and their ability to make the most of what little rain falls on their
fields. Precipitation is low and highly variable in both spatial and temporal terms.

In the past producers could restore soil fertility by leaving land fallow for periods
that varied according to how much land the household had at its disposal. Fallow
served the dual purpose of restoring soil fertility and providing fodder for the
livestock. Livestock produce manure, and soils were replenished through customary
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contracts that allowed transhumant herds to graze the crop residues on cultivated
land.

Nowadays land saturation in densely populated areas has reached unprecedented
levels, and demand for land is so high that crop rotation is impossible and fallow
virtually non-existent. Plots have been extended wherever possible, often
encroaching onto pastoral lands. This not only creates conflicts over land, but also
reduces the quantity and quality of fodder resources, affecting farmers’ ability to
maintain and restore soil fertility. Yields have declined so much that many
households now only produce enough cereal to cover their needs for 4–6 months of
the year. Continuous cultivation has reduced soil fertility, and there is insufficient
manure to compensate for the nutrients removed by cropping. This has disrupted
the efficiency of the agricultural production system and upset its previously bal-
anced relationship with the physical environment.

The severe droughts of the 1970s and 1980s are burned into the memories of
producers all over the Sahel, and especially those in Niger. The death of so many
trees and livestock left them extremely poor and vulnerable, eliminating most of
their productive capital and contributing to the impoverishment of soils on agri-
cultural land.

Woodfuel resources. The fact that rural communities in Niger are highly
dependent on natural resources for their livelihoods has serious implications for the
environment and people’s capacity to produce and cook food. Data gathered by the
environmental services show that the need for fuelwood is rising each year due to
growing demand in urban and semi-urban areas. The statistics derived from sectoral
consultations on the environment and anti-desertification initiatives show that every
person in Niger requires 250–300 kg of wood to meet their annual fuel require-
ments. Given the low natural productivity of forested areas, this means that the
country has already been eating into its resource capital for some time. Some people
have been reduced to using crop residues and animal manure for fuel rather than as
soil improvers, causing soils to degrade more quickly and reducing the productivity
of their land.

Soil productivity. There is no doubt that the expansion of cultivated lands and
high demand for fuelwood is impoverishing soils and undermining efforts to protect
natural resources, forcing rural communities to find other means of ensuring that
agricultural and livestock production systems can co-exist (such as aerial fodder
(tree browse) and crop residues).

Producers identified farm size and the extent to which agriculture and livestock
rearing are integrated as the two main differentiating factors between farms.
Maintaining soil fertility is a key concern for most farmers, who rely on organic
manure to maintain a minimum level of productivity. The fact that soils with a low
organic matter content are less able to retain moisture has become increasingly
problematic as rainfall has declined over the last few decades, making production
systems less resilient and increasingly vulnerable to climatic hazards. Agricultural
production can no longer fulfil the dual role of covering the food needs and
facilitating the social and material reproduction of most rural households.
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7.4 Transformation in Central Southern Niger

The critical situation just described has prompted numerous initiatives to tackle
declining soil fertility, with joint efforts by the authorities, technicians and pro-
ducers to find alternative solutions that can reverse the process of desertification and
safeguard their survival. One of the more successful methods promoted by exten-
sion agents is assisted natural regeneration (RNA), which involves improved
clearing techniques and maintaining and protecting the natural regeneration of
certain species on farmland. Many producers in central southern Niger have
adopted these practices in order to rehabilitate the environment and create more
favourable ecological conditions in their locality.

Although it is generally agreed that deforestation leads to the decline and possibly
irreversible loss of soil fertility, there is a need for amore nuanced understanding of the
process that takes account of recovery periods. The evidence shows that reforestation
can reverse the loss of tree cover and help restore soil fertility, and that the medium-
and long-term resilience of natural ecosystems depends on certain types of human
intervention that can enhance the recovery process in reforested or set-aside areas.

Despite the pessimistic assessment of natural resource management (NRM) in
Niger, a series of studies undertaken in 20062 made the astonishing finding that
despite a huge drive to plant trees in Niger over the past three decades, producers’
efforts to protect natural regeneration in their fields far outperformed artificial
plantations in terms of their coverage and impact (Bonkano 2006; Nassirou 2006;
Boubacar and Nassirou 2010). Numerous reports on environmental degradation
have overlooked some remarkably positive developments, despite drought years
such as 2004/2005. For example:

– at least 250,000 ha of severely degraded land in the study area have been
rehabilitated and regeneration is taking place over three million hectares.
Satellite images show that a re-greening process is now well under way in areas
affected by long-term wind and/or water erosion after being cleared for crops.
This is a unique achievement, and is particularly significant in the densely
populated areas of central and southern Niger (Reij et al. 2009);

– a significant increase in irrigated fields and the amount of land under
flood-recession crops has resulted in a spectacular upsurge in market garden
produce, which provides both food and incomes;

– after the ecological crisis in the 1970s and 1980s, producers started encouraging
natural regeneration in their fields and developing more complex production
systems that are less vulnerable to drought;

– investments in NRM by producers and the government and its technical and
financial partners have had an impact on several Millennium Development Goals,
particularly Objective 1 (Reduce extreme poverty and hunger) and Objective 7

2Undertaken by the Universities of Niamey and Amsterdam in collaboration with the CILSS
(Comité Inter-Etats de Lutte contre la Sécheresse dans le Sahel) and other partners.
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(Ensure environmental sustainability). People from villages that have invested in
NRM report that household food security has improved since these initiatives
began.

– to the uninitiated observer, producers have an astonishing capacity to adapt to
ecological and economic crises. Their hard work and creativity in protecting and
managing natural regeneration has not only increased their output, but also
improved their environment. Various projects provided vital technical and/or
material support in rehabilitating degraded land and extending the area under
irrigated crops;

– from an economic viewpoint, it is demonstrably rational to invest in natural
resource management in order to reduce rural poverty, improve the environment
and accelerate economic growth.

7.5 Assisted Natural Regeneration (RNA)

Tree felling has been a major contributing factor to desertification in Niger as it
exposes the already fragile soils to all kinds of erosion. The good news is that it is
possible to halt this process by planting trees in degraded areas, and that most
indigenous woody species in the Sahel have strong regenerative capacities, pro-
ducing vigorous regrowth after cutting. Woodlands help enrich local ecosystems
and improve the performance of local agrarian systems by enhancing soil fertility
and providing firewood and timber.

In the early 1990s, local people started restoring woody vegetation that had
virtually disappeared as a result of the droughts of 1973 and 1984 and the over-
exploitation of resources (in the sense of exceeding the ecosystems’ natural capacity
to regenerate). With support from various projects and the state technical services,
simple improved clearing techniques were used to encourage natural regeneration.

RNA is a simple, inexpensive technique that consists of protecting any regrowth
that appears on cultivated land. It entails not uprooting, burning or cutting bushes or
shrubs when preparing or hoeing fields where crops are grown, and managing
regrowth at the base of woody vegetation that has been protected—in other words,
allowing them to reproduce naturally from seed or the regrowth from stumps.

RNA did not become widespread, supported by government, until the late
1980s, when farmers were struggling to adapt their production systems to cope with
the ecological crisis triggered by the latest drought. Having previously regarded
trees as an exploitable common resource, farmers started retaining them in their
fields to act as windbreaks, help stabilize the soil, provide fuelwood and timber and
enable them to recapitalize their operations. The appropriation of trees started as an
individual response to the local environmental conditions, the disappearance of
common lands and increasing demographic pressure, and developed into a local
dynamic that was subsequently taken up by extension agents as part of the drive to
re-green Niger.
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This began with a large agro-forestry initiative that was implemented as part of
the national RNA strategy. Agro-forestry parklands covered 157,950 ha in Zinder
Department (now Region) in 1990 (Energie 2 Project). By 2006 they covered an
estimated one million hectares, dominated by Faidherbia albida (Larwanou and
Adam 2006). The scale of these operations is clearly visible in satellite images,
which can be used to monitor the increase in vegetative cover and changes in land
use (but not to assess the quality of the vegetation).

In the past, farmers would remove all trees from their fields in order to stop their
shade from hindering crop growth, deprive seed-eating birds of perches and to
increase their social capital, as clearing large expanses of land demonstrated their
capacity to work hard and mobilize a large labour force. They usually only retained
trees whose fruit had some nutritional value, or which marked the edges of their
fields. Nowadays, farmers use naturally occurring woody species to fulfil a range of
objectives, selectively planting, cutting and pruning them in order to create mixed
stands of young and mature trees in single fields or across several plots.

This new practice of using a certain density of trees to reconstitute and maintain
the vegetative cover on cultivated land has created significant ligneous resources in
several parts of Niger, especially in southern Maradi and Zinder, where record
densities of nearly 150 different-sized trees per hectare have been observed. Such a
high density is confined to Faidherbia albida, which is well known for its ability to
improve soil fertility, enabling producers to double or even triple their output. In
addition to this, it has a reverse seasonal cycle (leafing in the dry season) that does
not impede crop growth (in the rains), produces pods that can be used as animal
fodder in the hungry season, and provides timber. Surveys of 197
farmers/households conducted in 2010 in four villages in southern Zinder Region
show that the practice is widespread (Fig. 7.1; Table 7.1). Species selection is
largely determined by the availability of land. Farmers with little land (the majority)
try to diversify the species on each plot in order to increase biodiversity, while those
with large fields grow more Faidherbia albida in order to maintain and improve
soil fertility—which is always a problem as organic and mineral fertilizers are in
short supply.

Parcels with lower densities of Faidherbia albida tend to contain a wider range
of species, especially in smaller and more vulnerable holdings where producers
have to exploit every opportunity by allowing several types of tree to grow on
limited land. Some farmers have reintroduced species that had previously disap-
peared, especially those that can be used for nutritional purposes. They can also use
this more intensive form of production to increase their income by planting species
with a high economic value, such as baobab (Adansonia digitata). This helps
reduce household food insecurity even when rainfall is very low, as they can sell
timber products and sub-products that are less vulnerable to climatic hazards.

Figure 7.2 shows satellite images of terroirs (village lands) north and south of the
Niger-Nigeria border. The contrasting densities of tree canopies indicate the effect
of farmers’ differing priorities under their respective agricultural extension and
regulatory regimes. The southern terroir represents a control case for estimating the
impact of RNA in Niger.
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Producers have also developed various techniques to ensure that young plants in
badly degraded areas have sufficient water, using anti-erosion measures to collect
and minimize runoff and encourage rainwater absorption. Central southern Niger
can be seen as a symbol of successful synergy between research and development
operations that can help reverse desertification.

Figure 7.3 shows (albeit on different soils and at different times of the year) the
contrasting landscapes at Illela in 1984 and in 2004, after two decades of tree
protection on farmlands.

RNA fulfils multiple functions. In ecological terms, it protects the soil from wind
erosion and prevents young plants from being dried out by the wind, traps particular
organizms, reduces the risk of attacks by crop pests and helps reconstitute the soil

Fig. 7.1 Location of 12 terroirs used for comparing tree density across the Niger-Nigeria border.

Table 7.1 Density of Faidherbia albida (Gao) on village lands in the region of Zinder

Number of Gao per hectare Number of respondents Percentage

0 5 2.5

1–10 79 40.1

11–20 42 21.3

21–30 21 10.7

31–40 16 8.1

41–50 11 5.6

51 and over 23 11.7

Total 197 100.0

Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)
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organic matter content. It also changes the chemical composition of the soil as trees
increase or maintain the soil fertility of cultivated plots, improve their carrying
capacity, act as windbreaks, create a favourable micro-climate for crops, and enrich
the plant composition and thus the biodiversity of village lands (Table 7.2).

In addition to improving food security, nutrition and human and animal health,
RNA also has an economic impact as it helps households broaden their sources of
income. Researchers in the Zinder region found that nearly 40 % of households use
the fruit and leaves of certain trees as an additional source of food; 11 % rely on
them in the hungry season; and nearly 39 % see them as a key element of their food
security strategy, using the income generated to help cover their food needs
throughout the year. All in all, nearly 90 % of the households surveyed depend
directly or indirectly on RNA, either through direct consumption or by using the
income it generates to buy foodstuffs.

While the primary motivation for RNA is to improve soil fertility (82 % of
users), it also plays a very important role in improving household food security by
increasing crop yields, providing products and sub-products for domestic

Fig. 7.2 Terroirs 8.5 km N
(upper) and 1.5 km S (lower)
of the Niger-Nigeria border.
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consumption, and generating other sources of income (Table 7.2). Different parts of
the tree are used as human and animal food complements or supplements, according
to local habits and the vulnerability of the households concerned.

Women sometimes keep the pods, leaves or fruit of certain species (such as
baobab) and sell them in the hungry season when prices are usually higher. This can
provide an extra 10,000–50,000 francs CFA (approximately $20–$100 USD in
2010). Beekeeping is another potentially lucrative source of revenue. Farmers who
were interviewed for one study (Boubacar and Nassirou 2010) reported that RNA
generates enough money to enable them to cover certain costs and avoid having to
sell their grain, which would make them more food insecure. They also save on
their medical costs by treating themselves with products of the natural

Fig. 7.3 Illela (near Birnin Konni on the Niger-Nigeria border) in 1984 (early rains—clay soils
pre-planting) and 2004 (after the rains—sandy soils post-harvest).
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pharmacopoeia. All agree that RNA has become an essential part of their lives and
they would be worse off without it. It plays a key role in sustaining and improving
their production systems, enables them to engage in various economic activities
(Table 7.3), and improves resilience to food insecurity by directly and indirectly
contributing to the household economy.

Table 7.3 shows that most farmers (93.9 %) make well under 40,000 francs CFA
(approximately $80 USD in 2010) from RNA, which represents about a third of an
average farmer’s annual income. Many households get through bad years by selling
timber and non-timber forest products (NTFP), and RNA has become an important
factor in economic differentiation. It enables producers to cope with the increasing
scarcity of cultivable land (Tables 7.4 and 7.5).

Table 7.6 shows the importance of RNA within the wider framework of
responses to food insecurity, cited by respondents in the study sites.

Table 7.2 The intended objectives of RNA users

Intended objectives of RNA (most protected
species)

Number of
users

Percentage of
users

Human consumption 17 8.6

Animal feed 7 3.6

Soil fertility 160 81.2

Fuelwood 19 9.6

Traditional medicine 6 3.0

Timber and lumber 13 6.6

Combating desertification 6 3.0

Sale (income generation) 9 4.6

Shade 5 2.5

Other 6 3.0

Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)

Table 7.3 Total revenues
generated from woody species
by RNA users

Francs CFA Number of
users

Percentage of
users

0–19,999 172 87.3

20,000–39,999 13 6.6

40,000–59,999 4 2.0

60,000–79,999 4 2.0

80,000–99,999 3 1.5

100,000 and
above

1 0.5

Total 197 100.0

Note $1.00 US dollar equalled approximately 500 francs CFA in
2010
Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)
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Livestock rearing practices have shifted away from extensive grazing as
rangeland has disappeared. Many farmers keep their livestock in pens for much of
the year, supplementing cut and carried herbage with the seeds, pods, branches,
leaves and shoots of naturally regenerating trees. Some 98.5 % of respondents cited
this practice. This ‘aerial fodder’ is important in maintaining the nutritional quality
of their diet before the grass develops and during critical hungry periods. It is
supplemented with crop residues after the harvest. A growing number of small
ruminants are tethered and reared on ANR products all year round. The good
condition of the animals observed in the study sites is a testimony to this intensive
feeding system.

Table 7.4 The role of RNA in a year of normal rainfall

Role of RNA Number of respondents Percentage

No response 4 2.0

Additional source of food 78 39.6

Hungry season food 21 10.7

Food security 76 38.6

Meet other needs 18 9.1

Total 197 100.0

Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)

Table 7.5 Impact of RNA on household living standards following poor rains

Estimated improvement in living standards (percent) Number of respondents Percentage

No response 27 13.7

10–20 17 8.6

21–30 37 18.8

31–40 73 37.1

41–50 41 20.8

51 and over 2 1.0

Total 197 100.0

Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)

Table 7.6 Solutions for coping with cereal shortages

Solutions Number of respondents Percentage

No reply 22 11.2

Use RNA products 66 33.5

Leave the area 34 17.3

Income-generating activities 57 28.9

Reduce the number of livestock (sale) 18 9.1

Total 197 100.0

Source Boubacar and Nassirou (2010)
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People rely on livestock to help reduce their vulnerability, and to maintain them
in good condition they protect certain species in order to compensate for shortages
of crop residues and grass. They also note that the herbaceous plants they use for
fodder during the rainy season grow better near trees.

These plants become increasingly scarce as the dry season progresses, making
livestock vulnerable to malnutrition. This is when the fruits and leaves of species
such as Guiera senegalensis, Piliostigma reticulatum and Faidherbia albida, which
is one of the very few trees in the Sahel whose leaves stay green during the dry
season, come into their own. In addition to enabling herders to get through the
hungry season when plant biomass disappears, these trees also play a strategic role
in transhumance, creating favourable conditions for stopping-off points in the
herds’ seasonal movements. Overall, RNA is reported to have reduced the distances
that cattle cover on transhumance.

7.6 Assisted Natural Regeneration (RNA) in Sustainable
Land Management (SLM) and Development

Niger’s environment and sustainable development policy aims to create the
favourable conditions needed to improve food security, resolve the domestic fuel
crisis and improve local sanitation and economic development. Much of the current
thinking on combating desertification focuses on sustainable land management
(SLM). This willingness to combine theory with practice represents a significant
policy development, since treating RNA as a key component of SLM can enable
households to turn their situation round from being in a structural deficit to pro-
ducing more cereal—although this is still extremely difficult for the very poor in
areas where land is increasingly fragmented.

The Government of Niger and its partners agreed on a roadmap for SLM, which
was developed on the basis of several in-country missions undertaken by the
TerrAfrica platform and its partners (www.terrafrica.org) at the government’s
request. The two main activities identified are (i) setting up a national SLM com-
mittee, and (ii) defining a national vision and strategy for implementing the SLM
agenda, with a strategic framework for investment that identifies priorities,
strengthens the strategy, and defines mechanisms for coordination, consultation and
evaluation.

Niger has gained a good deal of experience in rehabilitating agro-sylvo-pastoral
lands in recent decades. Some communities have significantly increased their
available land. Yet the SLM activities have only benefited 8 % of the villages in
Niger, mainly in the regions of Dosso, Tillaberi and Tahoua (Pender and Ndjeunga
2007).

The most commonly used land management practices are tassa or zaï (planting
pits), semi-circular bunds, stone dikes, tree planting and mulching. These tech-
niques are most widespread in project and programme intervention areas, especially
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among households that have been given technical training and support.
Comparative results from identical plots show that using zaï can increase agricul-
tural production by an average of 24 %. Composting and plain or enclosed ridging
are also simple, inexpensive methods of managing sandy soils, but their use is
highly localized. More needs to be done to disseminate these effective practices and
extend them beyond a limited number of villages or producer groups.

The many agricultural development programmes implemented over the last
decade have had mixed results. This is often because they did not target the poorest
and most vulnerable sectors of the population, improve the technical conditions for
production, or create a strong enough dynamic to encourage beneficiary commu-
nities to take charge of their own development. In order to improve uptake of
research-driven technologies, a collaborative agro-forestry research programme, run
in parallel with development operations, is testing participatory techniques that
build on grassroot agro-forestry initiatives. This has proved successful, and has
involved far more rural people in RNA practices that help restore and protect the
productive potential of the land.

The spontaneous uptake of RNA referred to earlier (Larwanou and Adam 2006),
even though no funded project has ever involved plantations on this scale, can be
incorporated into agro-forestry systems, partly due to changing attitudes and partly
to a change in the status of naturally regenerated woody vegetation, which is now
appropriated for exclusive private use (CT/PIIP 2003). The increasingly private
nature of RNA initiatives is shown by holding inter-village meetings, setting up
surveillance brigades to protect trees and introducing rules to sanction offenders. In
order to make better use of their natural spaces and build on their investments, local
people have rehabilitated livestock corridors, extended the mandate of existing
structures to include the management of sylvo-pastoral areas, and invited their
customary and administrative authorities to local meetings of grassroot institutions
in order to give them a certain legitimacy.

One of the most innovative aspects of this process has been the creation of a
local institutional base as a catalyst for organized action, rather than as a mechanism
for distributing the benefits of State- or project- managed improvements. This
marks a shift from the logic of ‘benefit-sharing’, long used by central governments
to obtain local people’s cooperation, to ‘power sharing’ that aims to transfer
responsibility to local communities.

This approach appeals to local people who no longer want to be treated as the
passive recipients of project assistance. It uses a flexible procedure with no fixed
guidelines, major financial costs or fixed quantitative objectives, which local actors
can adapt and shape to their particular circumstances. The effectiveness of the
strategy is largely due to the emphasis on making the best use of existing resources
and local creativity, rather than identifying problems and trying to use pre-existing
solutions to resolve them. This marks a fundamental change in both the technical
and socio-organizational aspects of the approach, which encourages villagers to ask
why and how actions are being taken and how best to organize themselves.

This dynamic of experimentation and reflection is conducive to development in
the sense that it is not simply a matter of improving difficult situations, but also of
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making changes at the individual level, in people’s capacities, attitudes and col-
lective and individual behaviour.

Rather than being carried out in isolation, efforts to combat desertification are
seen as part of the overall drive to reduce poverty. Niger has one of the lowest
Human Development Index ratings in the world, and its poor economic perfor-
mance is compounded by a chronic food deficit. The official statistics indicate that
nearly 20 % of the rural population are in a critical food situation in normal (i.e.
drought-free) years. RNA techniques enable people to use the land in ways that help
combat desertification and manage their natural resources sustainably. As part of its
decentralization policy and in order to promote sustainability, the government is
giving communes the right to manage natural resources at the local level. Various
local planning tools have been developed to help them do this, such as Communal
Development Plans. These include assessments by elected local officials, which
consistently identify environmental degradation as a major problem—yet envi-
ronmental issues are rarely prioritized because mayors tend to focus on developing
infrastructures in order to keep voters onside. There have been cases where State
land has been allocated to city dwellers who are more concerned about production
levels than about tackling desertification.

7.7 New Issues and Challenges in Combating
Desertification

How does this environmental dynamic fit into current efforts to find the best way of
managing natural resources? Although RNA has flourished in central southern
Niger, the major socio-economic changes that have taken place in this part of the
country in recent years have created a new set of challenges. There has certainly
been an overall improvement in natural resource management practice, but the
prospects for the future will be affected by a range of positive and negative factors,
not least the capacity for conceptual planning and practical and financial
forecasting.

Increasing individualization in production systems has triggered a crisis in
family models, and created households whose members may have very different
economic objectives and trajectories, and greater freedom to pursue their own
activities and initiatives. The desire to “retain social networks and their key func-
tions of social protection and facilitating access to resources, while trying to reshape
them to accommodate the constant trade-off between personal projects and social
obligations” (Réseau ENDA 2005) inevitably creates tension. Increased opportu-
nities for trade and growing interdependence with other actors have altered people’s
frames of reference, as they engage in joint projects and develop functional rela-
tions that often transcend family structures, which gradually become less relevant
and effective.
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New forms of local, regional and international interdependence have emerged
with the advent of new structures, such as agricultural supply chains, the NEPAD
environmental programme (New Partnership for Africa’s Development), UMOA
(West African Monetary Union) and the Integrated Ecosystem Management of
Shared Catchments between Nigeria and Niger (NNJC 2006). Rural communities
are also having to adapt to increasing appropriation of natural resources, and to
think in broader terms of common land that requires different management struc-
tures and rules, and new forms of consensus around locally shared land and
resources.

Working on the basis that the fight for development can only succeed if bene-
ficiaries are actively involved in the process, Niger started a process of adminis-
trative reform to improve its social and economic development programmes. The
chosen way forward was decentralization, through consultation and participation,
taking account of local needs and giving communes the power to consult with
stakeholders and make decisions about the environment and natural resource
management.

This reconfiguration of public spaces creates a new set of problems and chal-
lenges, as the current legislative and regulatory arrangements do not take full
account of the state powers that will be transferred to local governments, or of their
land-related competences in the decentralization process. Article 12 of Law
No. 2002-013 of 11 June 2002, regarding the transfer of powers to the regions,
departments and communes, specifies the environmental and NRM responsibilities
that are to be transferred to the communes, namely: (i) environmental protection
and conservation; (ii) preparing local environmental and NRM action plans (in
accordance with departmental plans); and (iii) assessing and authorizing all
developments in the commune that are classified as dangerous, unhealthy or
inconvenient, and continuing previous initiatives to set up monitoring committees
to tackle bush fires.

Most new communes are unclear about the exact extent of the land and land
management powers that have been transferred to them. Reflections at the national
level, led by the Permanent Secretariat for the Rural Code in 2007, identified:
(1) the need for land law specifically designed to deal with decentralization; (2) a
need to establish an agreed system of land management; and, above all, (3) a need
to define and put to use the modalities of land development. National and local land
administrations are now in place, and there is growing consensus over the need for
land use plans as a tool for sustainable land management, as well as tools to regulate
the productive use of resources and security of tenure.

7.8 Conclusion: The Need to Build on Experience in Niger

The diverse experiences and ongoing constraints to environmental management in
Niger make it more important than ever to develop multi-faceted strategies that will
help safeguard what has been achieved, while redefining environmental policies in
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general and efforts to combat desertification in particular. These studies show the
need to invest in environmental conservation and management as a sound basis for
development.

This will involve rethinking the underlying procedure for actions in certain
regions of Niger, to ensure that environmental management policies value and build
on local practices and contribute to rural development. Successful policies require
clear guidelines, appropriate technical choices and, crucially, popular support. It is
worth noting that the most innovative feature of the highly effective RNA strategy
was the creation of a local institutional base as a catalyst for organized actions and a
mechanism for transferring responsibilities to local communities.

The results so far suggest that anti-desertification policies should focus on
encouraging farmers to promote natural regeneration in their fields as this is cheaper
and more effective than planting trees. However, it is important to recognize that
while RNA techniques have proved highly effective, they will be of limited value in
addressing the worrying demographic trends in Niger. The latest data from the
National Institute for Statistics show that the population is increasing by 3.9 % each
year, and will double in less than 20 years if it continues at this rate. In this context,
it is legitimate to ask how much room for manoeuvre local people will have, even
with RNA. It is true that this practice has helped increase the productivity of
agricultural and pastoral systems, but it cannot be relied upon as the sole solution to
their problems. There is an urgent need to significantly increase investment in
agriculture, livestock rearing and NRM in order to create the conditions to tackle
desertification effectively. Ultimately, this can only be done by accelerating eco-
nomic growth, reducing rural poverty, sustainably increasing the productivity of
natural resources and reducing living costs, finally winning the fight against
desertification.
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Chapter 8
Deserts and Drylands Before the Age
of Desertification

Diana K. Davis

Abstract This chapter analyses the deep and complex history of western thinking
about deserts and desertification in the centuries before the word desertification was
coined in 1927 by a French colonial forester. It shows that a relatively benign view
of the drylands dominated in western thinking until the early colonial period when
notions of deforestation causing desiccation began to take shape. During the period
of 19th century colonialism, particularly British and French colonialism in Africa,
deserts, drylands, and their degradation became a particular focus of colonial sci-
entific research as well as practical policy formulation. It was during this period that
indigenous peoples, primarily but not only nomads, were blamed most often for
what later came to be called desertification. French colonial experiences, first in
North Africa, and later in West Africa were especially influential in the formation of
much of our contemporary mainstream understandings of desertification, and thus
our management of the drylands, today. A great deal of our thinking about dry-
lands, as well as many policies for developing them, derive from the colonial period
and were carried into the contemporary mainstream in large part by several UN
agencies. The chapter concludes by suggesting that desertification is a (neo)colonial
concept that would benefit from careful reconsideration.

Keywords Desiccation � Colonialism � Development � Nomads � Environmental
history

The word desertification (désertification) was first used by the French colonial
forester Louis Lavauden in 1927, and has since been associated strongly with
notions of spreading deserts and of human culpability for deforestation, overgrazing
and arid land degradation. Lavauden, following an old Anglo-European tradition of
thinking about arid lands and nomads, wrote that “desertification is uniquely the act
of humans…[T]he nomad has created what we call the pseudo-desert zone”
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(Lavauden 1927, p. 267). From its very first use, then, the word desertification has
been politically and ideologically laden with many preconceptions and miscon-
ceptions that date back long before the “Age of Desertification” during the 20th
century. This chapter traces this long history of thinking about desertification in the
centuries before the word desertification was coined and demonstrates the key
importance of the colonial period, especially of French colonial experiences in
Africa, for the formation of many of the ideas that buttress the mainstream concept
of desertification today. In doing so, it suggests that this long history of thinking
about deserts and indigenous peoples contributes significantly to the tenacity of the
perception of a “crisis of desertification” despite the convincing evidence to the
contrary in much of the world.

8.1 Desert Wastes Take Shape: Exploration, Desiccation
and Improvement

Most deserts including the Sahara, the Namib, the Kalahari and the Gobi have been
where they are today for about 65 million years, shrinking and expanding with
global climate conditions (Goudie 1986). They were largely formed in the current
locations and extent by the time Greek civilization began to produce geographical
and historical works.

From the classical period to the middle ages, deserts were not conceived as ruined
or deforested spaces, nor regions where crops should be grown. That is, deserts were
not considered the degraded or undeveloped wastes that they have been for the last
couple of centuries. From antiquity to the age of European exploration, deserts and
their edges were primarily considered by Europeans to be naturally dry, sometimes
sandy features that presented difficulties for traveling and were thought to produce
strange and exotic people like the Ethiopians who were believed to be “scorched” by
the torrid climate and its burning sun. Although parts of the Bible identified the desert
as the home of the devil, many early Christians held the desert in Egypt sacred as the
site of ascetic perfection where the Desert Saints went to prove their piety. For some,
then, the desert represented a heaven on earth. For travelers, like Marco Polo, deserts
such as those in Central Asia, were strange and wonderful, but also sometimes home
to threatening peoples and frightening spirits.1

It is after the so-called “Columbian Exchange” that Western perceptions and
understandings of deserts and drylands begin to change in significant ways. The
Age of Exploration, when Europeans “discovered” the New World, brought new
knowledge of very different environments, especially the tropics and tropical
islands. The 16th century witnessed the development of early capitalism and

1See, for example, Hugh Murray, The Travels of Marco Polo (New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 1858). For more details and further analysis of the history of western thinking about
and action in the drylands, see (Davis forthcoming).
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colonialism, and also the beginnings of an articulation of desiccation theory which
forged the long-lasting link between deserts and forests. Desiccation theory
included the idea that deforestation causes the climate to dry out and diminishes
rainfall and also, the corollary, that reforestation restores lost rainfall and creates a
generally more humid and healthful atmosphere (Grove 1995).

The earliest scientific work on desiccation theory, like that of Edmund Halley,
John Woodward, and Stephen Hales, primarily focused on the beneficial effects of
deforestation and desiccation.2 This late 17th and early 18th century work tended to
highlight the benefits to health and agriculture of clearing forests in cool, humid,
continental climates like eastern North America. It did not mention any dangers of
deforestation causing desert-like conditions. By the mid-18th century, however, this
began to change and by the 1760s and 1770s connections began to be drawn by
colonial officials like Pierre Poivre and Joseph Banks between deforestation,
apparent desiccation, and the creation of desert-like conditions, particularly in
tropical island settings such as Mauritius and St. Helena. Poivre, a physiocrat, was
named Commissaire-Intendant of Mauritius in 1766 and his work and writings on
this island have been very influential (Grove 1995). Shortly after his arrival, he
outlined his plans for reforestation and for creating forest reserves in order to
address the problems he perceived of deforestation and desiccation. He warned that
if the deforestation were not stopped, in just a few years Mauritius “will not be
habitable any longer; it would have to be abandoned” (Poivre 1797, p. 211).

European experiences in the 17th and 18th centuries mostly of colonial plan-
tation agriculture in tropical island settings including the Caribbean, the South
Pacific, and the Indian Ocean, had revealed serious consequences in the wake of
deforestation such as soil erosion (Grove 1995, 1997). As Grove has argued, the
image of the tropical island with its lush vegetation and association with the Garden
of Eden, came to represent an idealized landscape during the 18th century with very
positive moral connotations. The fear that anthropogenic deforestation and over-
grazing was causing desiccation in such settings therefore took on an urgency it
might not have otherwise. Those concerned with the effects of deforestation were
worried not only about desiccation and erosion but also, and perhaps more sig-
nificantly, about these Edenic islands becoming worthless desert wastes.3 In the
words of Joseph Banks, who visited some of these tropical islands in 1771, “the
paradise” of St. Helena had been allowed, through deforestation and overgrazing, to
“become a desert” (Grove 1997, p. 52). After the late eighteenth century, desic-
cation theory became dominant in Europe, especially in Britain and France.

During the 18th century and into the 19th, another transformation took place that
has direct bearing on Western notions of drylands and their value. With the further
development of capitalism and the rise of economic liberalism and the related

2See John Woodward, “Some Thoughts and Experiments Concerning Vegetation,” Philosophical
Transactions 21, no. 1 (1699): 193–227, for example.
3About this time, deserts came to be more strongly associated with “evil” just as forests were being
strongly associated with “good” (Grove 1997).
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influence of the agricultural improvement movement, the meaning and use of
commons and other “waste land” changed in profound ways. Before the late
18th century, these common lands, governed by a variety of customary land use
rules, were primarily perceived as “a productive remainder,” as land that was not
being used for direct cultivation but that was still valuable in a number of different
ways to many different people (Goldstein 2013). By the end of the 18th century,
conceptions of agricultural improvement had progressed to such a degree, influ-
enced strongly by the rise of liberal economic thought during the century, that by
the beginning of the 19th century, waste or common land was no longer perceived
as the “productive remainder,” or uncultivated but still valuable land. Rather
common and waste land came to be widely understood as wasted land that had the
potential to be profitable but that was either not being used efficiently or was
actually being degraded by improper use or overgrazing, etc. (Goldstein 2013).

The notion that all land, even common or waste land, held potential agricultural
value bolstered the enclosure movement already well underway in England and
parts of Europe. Enclosure, the process of removing common rights to land,
essentially privatizing it, was strengthened by this transformation because it helped
to make the argument that “the entire edifice of common right was itself a wastage
of the improvers’ economic right—presented as a natural [divine] right—to realize
the maximum productive potential of all things, at all times, and in all ways”
(Goldstein 2013, p. 12).

In France, despite the Physiocrat movement which advocated agricultural
improvement, enclosure of waste land took much longer by nearly a century than it
had in England for complicated reasons. One of these was that due to the system of
agriculture and land tenure in France at this time, the rights of common pasture
(vaine pâture) and right of way (parcours) strongly shaped agricultural production
and prevented enclosure on any significant scale in most of the country (Rozental
1956). For this reason, the French improvers tried repeatedly to enact legislation to
curtail and abolish common pasturage and right of way. Opposition was intense
from many quarters and no success was achieved until 1889 when right of way, but
not common pasturage, was finally abolished (Rozental 1956, p. 70). The long
battle of the improvers led to the development of very negative perceptions of
grazing livestock in many sectors of French society (Davis 2007; Whited 2000).
Accusations of environmental degradation, overgrazing, deforestation, torrents and
desiccation grew increasingly common in France throughout the late 18th and
through the 19th century.

These changing conceptions of waste land, commons, and herding/grazing
influenced the ways in which British and French colonial agents interpreted and
understood arid regions and pastoral peoples in their overseas territories and thus
shaped colonial agricultural and environmental policies for development (im-
provement) in significant ways during the 19th century. For the agricultural
improvers, deserts were the ultimate wastes and the drylands and their inhabitants
needed the most reform and improvement. France was one of the earliest colonial
powers to put these ideas into action at a significant scale.
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8.2 The Desert Within: France and Arid Lands at Home
and Abroad

Of the three most important Western colonial powers active in the drylands of
Africa and Asia, England, France and Germany, only France contained semi-arid
regions. Thus, only France had any experience with trying to manage semi-arid,
dryland environments, primarily in the southern, Mediterranean region of the
country, but also along parts of the Atlantic coast. This likely has much to do with
the fact that the French also have one of the longest histories of thinking and writing
about arid lands and their presumed ruination. Influenced by the still powerful ideas
of environmental determinism, for example, Charles Louis de Secondat, the Baron
de Montesquieu, wrote about “Oriental despotism” in the arid lands of what we now
call the Middle East in his influential 1748 Spirit of the Laws. In this volume,
though, he also states that the nomadic Tartars, a “nation of herdsmen and shep-
herds, … have destroyed Asia from India even to the Mediterranean; and all the
country which forms the east of Persia they have rendered a desert” (Montesquieu
1949 [1748], pp. 279–280).4 This is one of the earliest iterations of what would
become common wisdom in France regarding arid lands and the impact of nomads
over the following two centuries.

Not long after Montesquieu condemned the Tartars for rendering much of SW
Asia a desert, Voltaire pronounced the French Landes region comparable to the Sinai
desert in his 1769 Dictionnaire philosophique (Traimond 1986, p. 221). This is the
sandy coastal region in southwestern France known as the Landes de Gascogne (the
wastelands of Gascony). It was commonly believed during the 18th century and later
that the area had been deforested due to fire and overgrazing.5 With roughly
400 square miles of littoral producing mobile sand dunes that had engulfed fields and
villages, it was widely feared from the late 18th century that France itself would be
invaded and turned to desert by the menacing dunes of the Landes. It was also
frequently compared to the desert of Arabia and to the Sahara desert, and called “the
Sahara of France” during the early 19th century (Traimond 1986). Important for
long-term French thinking about how to deal with sand dunes and spreading deserts,
the Landes dunes were stabilized with massive plantings of maritime pines, a project
begun under the direction of Nicolas Bremontier in 1787 (Blanchard 1926). Within a
century, the dunes were stabilized and the Landes had been successfully transformed
into a 2,000,000 acre pinery and become a major producer of turpentine.

Notions of deforestation, threatening sand dunes and deserts had therefore been
combined in the French mind since the late 18th century with the home-grown
example of the Landes. Such thinking began to be combined with notions of

4By Tartars he is referring to the Turkic and Mongol peoples who inhabited central and northern
Asia.
5More recent research indicates, however, that there may have been a severe freezing period in the
early 18th century that lasted for 5 months and killed up to 80,000 ha of forest. See Traimond
(1986, p. 222).
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deforestation and desiccation during the late 18th century. This is reflected in the
influential writings of George Louis Leclerc, le Comte de Buffon. Buffon believed
that the climate could be modified by humans, especially that it could be warmed
and dried by clearing forests. Although Buffon noted that it was easier to warm the
climate than to cool it by human action, he believed that deserts could be trans-
formed, could be cooled, humidified, and made more habitable. He wrote in 1778,
for example, that in Arabia “a single forest [planted] in the middle of these burning
deserts would be adequate to temper them, by leading the rain to them, [and] give to
the earth all the elements of its fertility” (Buffon 1865, p. 100). Buffon thus brought
together key elements of desiccation theory and the notion of improvement and
applied them directly to what he considered emblematic desert wastes.

Within a decade, the romantic writer and utopianist, Jacques Henri Bernardin de
Saint Pierre had published his influential Studies of Nature (1784–88). Bernardin de
Saint Pierre had worked closely with Pierre Poivre on Mauritius for several years.
Much of Poivre’s desiccationist thinking is strongly reflected in Bernardin de St.
Pierre’s works, especially ideas of deforestation and desiccation leading to
desert-like conditions. In the closing years of the 18th century, a constellation of
events focused the attention of many in France on questions of climate change,
deforestation, desiccation and the decline of civilizations. The French revolution of
1789 had loosened state control over the forests leading to an increase in forest
clearance about the time the Landes were beginning to be planted with pines.
Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt from 1798 to 1801 maintained French attention on
deserts and dunes. Indeed, the French experience in Egypt as chronicled in the
monumental Description de l’Egypte (1809–1829) reveals a fascination for the
many centuries of “devastation” and the burial in sand of so many ancient
monuments.

In the middle of Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt, during the summer of 1800, a
severe heat wave and drought hit France which further stoked the fears that were
growing over deforestation and desiccation in the country. The prominent French
agronomist Cadet de Vaux, for instance, wrote during that hot, dry summer, in the
Moniteur Universel, that due to deforestation “we are devoured by drought…. By
altering Earth’s surface we have changed the atmosphere and seasons … [our
existence] is linked to the fate of the forests.”6 The late 18th century publications of
Poivre, Buffon and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, in combination with works like those
of Horace-Bénedict de Saussure on deforestation and the lowering of Lake Geneva
(Saussure 1779) and Jean Antoine Fabre on deforestation and torrents in the French
Alps (Fabre 1797) set the stage for desiccation theory to develop more rapidly and
widely in France than anywhere else in Europe at this time.

In 1802, the influential French geographer and engineer, F. A. Rauch, brought
these ideas together to proclaim that “in the provinces of Asia, anciently covered
with people and woods, which assured the balance of the elements, and the
destruction of which has since transformed [the provinces] into vast deserts, …

6Cadet de Vaux quoted in (Fressoz 2007, p. 338).
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emanates to the present all the elements of a rapid and premature death” (Rauch
1802, p. 47). He was discussing here the “antique plains of Ninevah, Babylon,
Chaldee, and nearly all of Asia Minor and old Egypt… the Orient” which had, with
the “disappearance of their protective forests,” lost their rains, their undulating
rivers and the rich fertility of their soils to become nothing but scorched deserts
(Rauch 1802, p. 44). Rauch had read extensively in the literature on desiccation and
related subjects and cited Poivre, Bernardin de St. Pierre, Hales, Halley, and others
in his provocative discussions.

Over the course of the seventeenth, and into the 18th century, Europeans’
notions of the “decline” of the Ottoman empire, and its “despotism,” weakness and
deterioration, had grown to be quite common. Many French thinkers in particular
began to worry that France might decline in very similar ways and it stimulated
much writing on the subject (Lockman 2009, pp. 45–48). Rauch, however, appears
to be one of the first to put together these common fears of political/economic
decline with fears of environmental decline. Thus he may be one of the earliest
thinkers to develop the declensionist narrative of civilizational decline, deforesta-
tion and desertification.

A few years later, in 1819, Alexander von Humboldt published the fourth vol-
ume of his Personal Narrative of Travels to the Equinoctial Regions of the New
Continent During the Years 1799–1804, in which he concluded that the level of
Lake Valencia (Venezuela) had dropped precipitously due in large part to defor-
estation of the hills and mountains that surrounded the lake’s basin (Humboldt et al.
1819, pp. 364–379). Having lived in Paris from 1808, Humboldt had read widely in
contemporary French literature on deforestation and desiccation and was clearly
influenced by the writings of Bernardin de Saint Pierre and others whom he cites in
his many publications. Humboldt’s work on Lake Valencia is widely accepted as
“proving” the link between deforestation and desiccation, but he was clearly
strongly influenced by a long tradition of French thinking about the subject.7 These
ideas were further extended and popularized by the work of Jean-Baptiste
Boussingault, the agricultural chemist who elaborated on Humboldt’s work on
deforestation and desiccation (Boussingault 1837).8

By mid-century, notions of deforestation/desiccation and desertification were
well established in France and elsewhere in Europe, including in Germany and
England. Major figures from Jean-Baptiste Lamarck to Edward Balfour to Matthias
Schleiden subscribed to these ideas and wrote about them (Balfour 1849; Lamarck
1820; Schleiden 1848). The eminent French scientist Antoine Becquerel summed
up the prevailing logic in 1853 when he answered the question: “to what cause do
we attribute the formation of these vast deserts of the interior of Africa?
Deforestation” (Becquerel 1853, p. 254).

7The increase of irrigation using water from the streams which fed this lake, however, likely had
much more to do with the lowering of Lake Valencia that did deforestation in the region. See
Davis (2007, p. 217 note 173) for details.
8Boussingault’s paper was translated and published in English and had a significant impact in India
where it was read by influential actors including Edward Balfour (Grove 1995, pp. 328, 379, 443).
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French agronomists and foresters were particularly struck with the idea that
deforestation had caused desiccation and the creation of deserts in the Middle East
and North Africa. The influential agronomist Jean-Baptiste Rougier de la Bergerie
lamented, in 1817 for instance, the deforestation of Mount Lebanon, the “pride of
the Orient” and the “fertility of the Euphrates,” that had become “nothing more than
the king of ruins and of deserts,” its famous cedars having disappeared (Rougier de
la Bergerie 1817, p. 10). Similarly, the powerful forester Jacques-Joseph Baudrillart
cautioned in 1823 that due to deforestation France would become a “vast desert
comparable to that which is today Asia Minor, Judea, Egypt, Greece and many
other countries formerly flourishing and only recognizable today by their ruins”
(Baudrillart 1823, p. 27). It was Baudrillart’s plan that led to the creation of the
French Forestry School in 1824 and this way of thinking was written into the
forestry curriculum from its earliest days (Guyot 1898).

When France invaded Algeria in 1830, then, French thinking about deforestation
and desertification was already well formed and it took only a short period of time
for these notions to be applied to the new territorial acquisition. By the time Algeria
was declared an official province of France in 1848, no longer a mere colony, the
French had learned that their new territory was largely desert. Algeria thus became
“the desert within” France with very interesting, far-ranging, and complex
consequences.

8.3 Colonial Crisis Narratives and the Threatening
Sahara

The French arrived in Algeria armed with the belief, derived primarily from reading
ancient classical sources, that North Africa had been the granary of Rome, a lush
environment with thick forests and rich soils, expecting a fertile and productive
land. The arid and semi-arid landscapes they encountered in 1830s Algeria, espe-
cially beyond the more humid coastal and mountain zones, though, soon made them
realize that they had acquired mostly desert territory and their perceptions began to
change rapidly. Within just a few years of the occupation, pastoralists, especially
nomads, were blamed for deforesting Algeria over the centuries and for creating
desert-like conditions, a trend that continued for over a century (Davis 2007).

Nomads began to be blamed for destroying the environment as early as 1834, the
year the French government fully committed to colonial occupation, following a
French tradition of thinking dating back to at least Montesquieu. M. Poinçot, the
leader of a cavalry troop in Algeria explained that “during all the time that you have
occupied the soil, it [the soil] has been destroyed because you are nomads. If we want
to, we can take your lands” (Nouschi 1961, p. 161). Such accusations were not
limited to government personnel or “experts” but were also common in the popular
press. The new popular French magazine, L’Illustration, reported in 1843, for
instance, that Algeria was deforested and largely desert, and that “the nomads who
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range over the country are the cause of this desolation. The Arabs … constantly
destroy [it] by the grazing of their livestock and the burning of pastures” (Anon 1843,
p. 124). Such claims of degradation and desiccation were used to justify expropriating
land and forests, and for sedentarizing nomads from this point onward during the
colonial period. Although contested by several figures throughout the colonial period,
the desiccation/degradation narrative became increasingly influential as the colonial
period wore on, finally becoming dominant by the 1870s.

In the first decade of the colonial period, the view of the land as ruined by the
“natives” began to be written into laws and policies governing agricultural, forest and
environmental management in Algeria (and later Tunisia and Morocco). A prime
example is the 1838 law outlawing “the burning, for any cause, of wood, scrub,
copse, brush, hedges … [and] standing grasses and plants” (Marc 1916, p. 208)
passed the same year as the creation of the Algerian Forest Service. Burning had been
an important livelihood tool for the Algerians in managing pastures and fields. As the
colonial period progressed, the condemnations of Algerians, and especially nomads,
became more vitriolic and the accusations of deforestation/desertification became
more pointed and widespread. In 1865, for example, a powerful French doctor and
politician in Algeria, August Warnier, voiced the common opinion that due to the
Arabs’ destruction, Algeria, “long ago a sort of terrestrial paradise covered in
groves…is [now] a sterile desert, bare and without water, that all call the land of
thirst” (Warnier 1865, p. 28). Warnier was responsible for writing and passing into
law extensive legislation which contained this narrative in the 1870s that destroyed
indigenous communal (tribal) land tenure and instituted private property rights. These
land tenure laws severely handicapped nomadic pastoralism as they dramatically
reduced grazing territories, which was part of their purpose.

From the 1870s to the end of the colonial period, increasingly draconian forestry
laws and calls for reforestation were justified with the deforestation/desiccation
narrative. Indeed, this desertification narrative was actually written into many of these
laws and related policies. The most important of these was the 1903 Algerian
Forestry Law (Davis 2007). The influential physician, Dr. Paulin Trolard, was the
primary force leading to the development and passage of this law. Trolard blamed the
desert on deforestation and overgrazing by the indigenous populations, fiercely
advocated the criminalization of their traditional land uses and the implementation of
aggressive reforestation (Trolard 1891, 1893). If no action were taken, he warned,
“the Sahara, this hearth of evil, stretches its arms toward us every day; it will soon
enclose us, suffocate us, annihilate us” (Reboisement 1883, p. 2). Fear of the
northward spread of the Sahara was widespread in French Algeria for many decades.
In passing the comprehensive 1903 forestry law, the French institutionalized the
desiccation/desertification narrative with far-reaching effects, primarily to the detri-
ment of the indigenous populations.9 Combined with the land laws of the 1840s

9The Algerian Forest Code formed the basis of the Forest code in Tunisia and in Morocco where it
had many similar negative effects on the indigenous populations, especially nomads and other
pastoralists. See Davis (2007) for details.
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which defined land not being “productively used” as vacant/available and the
property laws of the 1870s, these restrictions on the use of areas defined as forest
(including “deforested” areas deemed reforestable), pastoralists were forced to
sedentarize in large numbers.

Contributing to the plight of the pastoral nomads were the range management
and veterinary policies developed outside of the official forest and agricultural
areas. Much of Algeria south of the coastal region was arid and semi-arid range-
land. From the first decades of French occupation in Algeria, a programme of
encouraging sedentarization and the ‘rationalization’ of livestock production was
implemented (Davis 2008). This included the genetic improvement of livestock, the
restoration of pastures and the provision of more water points (Bernis 1855, 1856).
In his influential 1906 book, L’Évolution du Nomadisme in Algérie, the eminent
geographer Augustin Bernard made clear why such measures were necessary when
he explained that “nomadism, with its herds, tends to enlarge its domain unceas-
ingly, to sterilize bigger and bigger regions… the nomad must disappear before the
agriculturalist” (Bernard and Lacroix 1906, p. 5, 7).

French veterinarians were responsible for these programmes and they developed
sedentary, ranching-like livestock projects in many places. Most of these measures
discouraged mobility as they required inputs of time, money and/or work in a single
location. They encouraged, and sometimes enforced, sedentarization because these
men, too, perceived the nomads as causing overgrazing, burning, and deforestation.
Even more vigorous policies to enforce sedentarization and limit pastoral migration
were implemented in Morocco during the French Protectorate (1912–1956) where
the government stated in 1939 “that the goal to attain is the progressive extinction
of transhumance” (Ruet 1952, p. 6). In fact, controlling nomads was a serious
concern across the French colonial world and the former chief of the central live-
stock and range service for the French colonies has explained that many such
programmes in zones of pastoral nomadism were designed specifically to obtain “a
reduction in the amplitude of seasonal migrations, the progressive sedentarization
of errant populations” (Larrat 1965, p. 483).10

A substantial part of the reason that so many people working in colonial settings
in the drylands, including veterinarians, botanists, and foresters, believed that the
environment was deforested, degraded and desertified is found in 19th and early
20th century plant ecology. Beginning with Humboldt, the dominant mode of

10As a result, in Algeria the nomadic population, which had comprised over 60 % of the total
population in 1830, was reduced to only 5 % of the population by the early 20th century
(Boukhobza 1992). In Tunisia basically all the nomads were sedentarized and in Morocco they
were reduced to about 16 % of the population by independence. However, the standard pre-
scriptions for “restoring” dryland environments that emerged from the French experience in
Algeria (limiting or eliminating grazing and burning, destocking and sedentarization of nomads,
pasture improvement and reforestation) had negative impacts on the majority of indigenous
Algerians, not only on nomads. Most of these policies were later applied to Tunisia and Morocco
as they were occupied with very similar results. By the mid-twentieth century, the vast majority of
North Africans had been disenfranchised of their lands, forests and livestock and many were
reduced to wage labour and deep poverty (Davis 2007).
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determining plant associations was by identifying the one or two “characteristic”
species of the region.11 Called phytosociology in France, this was a subjective
exercise and depended on the expertise of the botanist conducting the study. This
approach defined natural (or potential) vegetation by a dominant species (nearly
always trees) that was presumed to have existed in an earlier “natural,” undisturbed,
state. It became the dominant approach throughout Europe, was closely related to
both Tansley’s work on ecosystems and Clement’s work on succession and “cli-
max” vegetation. It was codified by Josias Braun-Blanquet and his “relevé method”
of deducing the natural or “potential” vegetation of a region by expert opinion.

In the French Maghreb, Louis Emberger used this method to construct his
influential potential vegetation maps of Morocco and Algeria.12 Actual landscapes
that did not look like these maps were assumed to be degraded: deforested and
desertified. Analyses utilizing paleoecological research have demonstrated just how
problematic and ideologically informed this type of plant ecology and its maps can
be (Davis 2007). Although criticized by many over the years for being too sub-
jective, this phytosociological relevé method remained the most widely used,
except in North America, until the close of the 20th century (Barbour et al. 1999). It
is in the complex context of this long legacy of scientific and cultural thinking about
and action in deserts and drylands that ideas of desertification should be considered.

Most colonial officials, French and otherwise, by the turn of the 20th century,
understood desertification as tightly allied to deforestation and as a problem caused
primarily by indigenous populations, most of all nomads and other migratory
groups. Most did not regard the expansion of agriculture into marginal areas or
over-irrigation to be significant contributors to desertification. This resulted in fairly
standardized policies for arid lands “development” that restricted and criminalized
native grazing, burning and agriculture, promoted reforestation, encouraged
dry-farming, and built irrigation works for sedentary farming, that spread across the
colonial world from the Maghreb to S. Africa to the Middle East to India. The
environmental and social damage of many of these policies is made clear elsewhere
in this volume.

Britain and France were the two colonial powers who controlled the most ter-
ritory in arid and semi-arid lands during the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
understandings of arid lands that developed in France and Britain while adminis-
tering their imperial territories, have been, therefore, especially influential in global
thinking about drylands and desertification. During the 20th century, this
Anglo-European dominance of knowledge and policy in the drylands grew. It came
to bear in particularly important and influential ways on Sub-Saharan Africa,
especially in the Sahel region.

11For details, see Davis (2007, pp. 144–149).
12Emberger defined all five of his vegetation zones for Morocco by their “dominant” trees and he
also later based his bioclimatic map of the Mediterranean basin on Morocco which he considered
to be the best and most complete example of Mediterranean climate and vegetation (Davis 2007).
His work thus significantly influenced later work on the entire Mediterranean basin.
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8.4 Desertification Comes of Age: The 20th Century

The southern edge of the Sahara desert, the Sahel, has been a focal point for
desertification fears for much of the 20th century. Ideologies of desertification and
the policies they produced, though, have rarely been analysed in the long-standing
Anglo-European context detailed above. The French imperial context of North
Africa was, however, especially important for both thinking about and action in the
drylands of the Sahel. It was within this context that the French colonial forester
Louis Lavauden, working in southern Tunisia, coined the term “desertification” in
1927 and pronounced that desertification was the result of the improvidence of
nomads and the overgrazing of their livestock (Lavauden 1927).13 This French
tradition of thinking about drylands and their inhabitants strongly influenced
environmental policies in the roughly 3/4 of the Sahel controlled by the French in
the first half of the 20th century. It also likely influenced the eastern zone under
British control due to the close relationships amongst French and British colonial
scientists and administrators.

For most French colonial officials, as they were conquering and occupying
western Africa at the turn of the 20th century, the Sahel was frequently envisioned
and understood as part of a single zone that also included the northern edges of the
Sahara, namely, south central Algeria and southern Tunisia. The northern zone and
the southern zone together were called the “Saharan confines” (confins du Sahara)
as explained by the influential colonial botanist Auguste Chevalier (Chevalier 1932,
p. 677).14 Although the vegetation and climate regimes were recognized to be
somewhat different, their similarities were highlighted and they were both believed
to contain good regions for dry-farming. Both zones received between 250 and
500 mm annual average rainfall by these accounts (Chevalier 1932). The steppes
and Hauts Plateaux of Algeria and sections of southern Tunisia had long been
considered as forming a transition zone with the northern Sahara, but the Sahel
region (zone sahélienne) was defined only in 1900 as the southern edge of the
Sahara forming a transition zone with the more tropical areas further south
(Chevalier 1932, p. 676).

The French aimed to unite their North African and West African possessions and
many of the experts sent to French West Africa (AOF, l’Afrique Occidentale
Française) were well versed in the environmental literature on the French Maghreb,
they frequently cited the most prominent botanists, foresters and other experts
working in Algeria, and they were actively looking for similarities between the two

13I am grateful to the late Henry Noel Le Houérou for sharing his knowledge of arid lands and
desertification with me and for pointing out that it was Lavauden who first used the word
desertification. See Le Houérou (2002).
14Auguste Chevalier was trained as a botanist. He rose to the very influential position of deputy
director (1907) and then director (1912) of the Colonial Agriculture Laboratory (Laboratoire
d’agronomie coloniale). In 1929 he was made professor at the Museum of Natural History and was
later elected to the French Academy of Sciences.
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regions. In the words of one outspoken military advocate of African colonization,
“is it not natural to extend to the Sahara [and Sahel] the conclusions taken from the
analysis of Algeria and neighboring countries?” (Lahache 1907, p. 182). In fact
Algeria, and later Morocco, were held up as models of colonial installation and
emulated in many ways (Chevalier 1930). Colonial officials were also very familiar
with the desiccationist literature of the last 150 years, all the way back to Pierre
Poivre (Chevalier 1909, p. 44). Despite some heated debate during the first two
decades of the 20th century over whether desiccation was climatic or anthropogenic
(Ballouche and Taibi 2013), by the late 1920s when Lavauden first used the word
desertification, the consensus had grown among French colonial officials and many
British colonial officials that desiccation was taking place and that humans and their
livestock were to blame.15

Chevalier summed this up succinctly in 1932 when he wrote that “all the Sahara
is nothing more than a vast pasture devastated by man and mowed down by his
animals, above all the camel… not only is Saharan vegetation the residue of an age
when the region was a steppe, it represents at the same time the last stage of
degradation of the plant cover caused by the abuse of chaotic exploitation”
(Chevalier 1932, p. 682).16 Moreover, the long-standing concern that the Sahara
was encroaching to the north was expanded to include the fear that it was also
growing to the south. One of the earliest to raise the alarm was Chevalier who was
convinced before 1907 that the Sahara was spreading south towards French Soudan
(Ballouche et al. 2013, p. 5; Lahache 1907, p. 160). This concern about the spread
of the Sahara to the south was shared by many French colonial officials and later
also by many British colonial officials (Aubréville 1938, 1949; Harroy 1944;
Lavauden 1927, 1931). British authors who rang alarm bells about the Sahara
spreading southwards, such as Edward Bovill and Edward Stebbing, interestingly,
relied heavily on French sources and clearly were influenced by the discussions in
the French colonial and metropolitan literature on deforestation and anthropogenic
versus climatic desiccation.17 Moreover, Bovill esteemed the French example of

15The late 19th century and early 20th century debates about whether non-anthropogenic climatic
desiccation was occurring were global in scope with evidence marshalled from every continent and
included notable figures such as prince Kropotkin and Ellsworth Huntington. For an excellent
overview from the time, see Gregory (1914a, b). There were also vigorous debates about whether
desiccation was anthropogenic or natural or whether the real question was anthropogenic degra-
dation and not desiccation. Amidst all this, there were also those who dissented with the prevailing
views, as there had been in French Algeria, and championed much of the local populations’
knowledge and environmental management skills. For more detailed discussion of the Sahelian
context, see Benjaminsen and Berge (2004).
16Chevalier had been trained in phytosociology and thus he deduced “natural” vegetation from
what he considered dominant species, even when these were “relicts.” This approach is very
evident in many of his publications and was just as problematic in the AOF as it had been in the
French Maghreb. See Chevalier (1920) for a representative example which contains a copy of the
botanical, agricultural and forestry map of AOF which he had made in the late 1890s.
17More than half (16/28 or 57 %) of the sources that Bovill cited, for example, were French while
Stebbing also discussed many French authors and colonial officials he had interviewed on his tour
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dealing with nomads (Bovill 1921, p. 268) and Stebbing also admired much of the
work done by the French in AOF (Stebbing 1937).

Just as they had looked to the example of North Africa in their analysis of the
vegetation and climate of the Sahel, many French colonial officials also looked in
large part to forestry, pastoral management, and agricultural policies used Algeria
(and later Morocco) for inspiration.18 Deforestation and overgrazing along with the
use of fire in agricultural and pastoral settings were identified as the biggest
problems leading to desertification in the Sahel, just as they had been in North
Africa. Chevalier suggested as early as 1909 that the forest administration in
Algeria was the model that would achieve success in stopping deforestation in
French West Africa (Chevalier 1909, p. 49). This was followed in 1924 with a
detailed analysis of the problem and plan of action by Maurice Mangin, a prominent
French forest inspector who had been charged by the French government to conduct
a study on AOF (AIGREF 2001, p. 203). Mangin extolled both the 1903 Algerian
Forest Code as a legal model to be followed in AOF and Lyautey’s Moroccan
Forest Service as a bureaucratic and research model to be emulated (Mangin 1924,
pp. 634, 636, 647, 653).19

Meaningful and effective forest legislation, however, was very slow to come to
AOF and the most important legal instrument did not appear until the 1935 Forest
Law was passed on 4 July 1935 (AIGREF 2001; Montagne and Bertrand 2006;
Ribot 2001). This forest law was modeled on the Madagascar forest law of 1930
(GGAOF 1935, p. 599) which itself was modeled on the Algerian Forest Code of
1903 (Madagascar 1913, p. 1203).20 The resemblances between the AOF 1935
forest law, the Algerian Forest Code and the Moroccan Forest Code are striking
(Davis 2007; Montagne and Bertrand 2006). In this legal way, too then,
long-standing French ideas regarding deforestation, desiccation and desertification
as well as the solutions to these perceived problems were carried from French North
Africa to French West Africa.

Livestock production, l’élevage, was considered one of the riches of AOF,
although not as rich as timber production in the southern, more tropical regions. In
the Sahel, where timber production was impossible, improved livestock production

(Footnote 17 continued)

(Bovill 1921; Stebbing 1935, 1937). The influence of French thinking about environmental change
during the 19th and 20th century on British thinking and action in the colonial environmental
realm has not yet been well explored and deserves further academic scrutiny especially given that
84 British foresters sent to India between 1867 and 1885 (4.5 per year) had been trained at the
French forestry school at Nancy, France (AIGREF 2001, p. 195).
18In the more tropical parts of West and Central Africa, the French looked to other examples like
those in India, Indochina and Madagascar for models of forest management.
19The Moroccan Forest Law of 1917 was based closely on the Algerian 1903 Forest Code (Davis
2007).
20The Madagascar forest law of 1930 was a revision of the 1913 forest law which had been
deliberately based on the 1903 Algerian forest Code. In both cases, there were other influences: for
the AOF forest law of 1935, inspiration was also derived from the Indochina forest law and for the
1913 Madagascar forest law, metropolitan French forest law was also influential.
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was one the main goals of French administration. Early in the colonial period,
improving livestock production was perceived primarily as a civilizing mission and
an effort to raise the level of development of the indigenous populations. Raising
the number of animals and their condition was seen as an answer to both the
problem of slavery (animals could provide a capital investment with good returns as
slavery had done) and also the problem of cannibalism which was alleged to occur
(animals could provide meat for human consumption) (Pierre and Monteil 1905,
pp. 54–55). Working towards the improvement of livestock production would also,
in this colonial view, eventually lead to production for market export and improve
the environment if done “rationally.” It was widely believed that the Sahelian
environment needed improvement and hard work or it would revert “again to
denudation and the sterility of the desert” (Pierre 1906, pp. 16–17).

The “traditional” techniques of raising livestock by the indigenous populations,
especially the nomads, were usually seen as primitive, wasteful, and destructive by
French pastoral technicians. They explained that the long migrations exhausted the
livestock, made them more susceptible to disease, prevented them from gaining
weight properly, and led to overgrazing. Moreover, the livestock were hardy but
scrawny and did not gain weight well or quickly, two attributes needed to market
meat. The transformations sought by the French were oriented to market production
of meat and later of wool, whereas the indigenous peoples were oriented more
towards subsistence production and hardy stock that could better survive envi-
ronmental changes wrought by the frequent droughts and unreliable rainfall. French
Algeria was often held up as the model to follow, especially for sheep production
(Pierre 1906, pp. 168–169).

The policies for pastoral management in AOF mirrored those developed in
Algeria during the 19th century quite closely. This “rational” management inclu-
ded, on the animal side, selection of the best stock according to French standards,
mandatory castration of inferior stock, cross-breeding with superior animals
imported from France or Algeria (already “improved”), and provision of veterinary
care (l’Armée 1931, p. 63). On the environment side, rational pastoral improvement
included the creation of forage reserves, increasing the plane of nutrition with
certain forage crops and agricultural crop residues, providing more frequent
watering points and the creation of model pastoral farms where better techniques
could be demonstrated to the locals (l’Armée 1931, p. 64). All of these techniques
made it more likely if not necessary for livestock movements to be shortened and
lessened, which was one of the primary goals of the French administration.

The twin sets of policies adopted in AOF, in the sectors of forestry and pastoral
development were emblematic of colonial policies in most of the drylands of the
world in the first half of the 20th century. Sedentarizing nomads, controlling or
eliminating grazing, livestock and pasture improvement, fire suppression, forest
reserves and reforestation, and increasing dry-farming and irrigated agriculture in
various combination were found in the great majority of colonial territories with
drylands, and in the USA. Alarmist publications in the 1930s by Stebbing and
others about the spread of the Sahara and the international debates raised with the
Anglo-French Forestry Commission, which concluded that the Sahara was not
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spreading to the south, drew international attention to the problems of drylands.21

The American Dust Bowl of the 1930s further heightened knowledge of and
concern with what was becoming known as desertification, and with it, focused
attention on soil erosion in dryland environments.

The events of the 1930s thus led to the internationalization of the idea of a “crisis
of desertification” that raised the profile of environmental change in the drylands to
a global level. The American Dust Bowl raised concern with erosion which was
taken up in many Western colonial territories in Africa and Asia with
American-inspired policies to curb erosion in ways that were often ecologically
inappropriate. The new erosion policies, along with more well-established
anti-desertification policies, though, frequently, led to socially repressive pro-
grammes and the execution of political goals in the name of environmental pro-
tection (Adams 2009; Anderson 1984; Showers 2005). In Mandate Palestine, for
instance, such thinking led the British-run forest department to report, incorrectly,
that half of the habitable area of Palestine had become an artificial desert due to
overgrazing, and to implement reforestation programmes and grazing restrictions
with the help of Zionist interest groups (Davis 2011).

Momentum for believing in a crisis of anthropogenic desertification continued to
grow and become popularized in the late 1930s and throughout the 1940s with
publications like The Rape of the Earth and Climate, Forests and Desertification in
Tropical Africa (Aubréville 1949; Jacks and Whyte 1939). André Aubréville’s
book on forests and desertification in tropical Africa was particularly influential and
he has been frequently cited as the first to use the word desertification, although he
had actually read and cited Lavauden’s (1927) article where the word was first used
and almost certainly got it from him (Aubréville 1938, 1949). Aubréville was
trained as a botanist and as a forester and he attained the high and influential rank of
Inspecteur Général des Eaux et Forêts des Colonies by the time he published his
1949 tome on forests and desertification. He was most concerned with the savannah
zones, though, rather than the more arid northerly zones of West Africa. The
American Walter C. Lowdermilk helped to spread fears of desertification to the
heart of the Middle East with his 1944 book Palestine: Land of Promise which was
replete with the deforestation, desiccation, desertification narrative and pointedly
blamed Arab nomads for most of the presumed environmental destruction down
through the centuries (Lowdermilk 1944).

Lowdermilk was later chair of UNESCO’s natural sciences department’s com-
mittee of experts which established the Arid Zone Program in 1949 (Selcer 2011).
Following WWII, as many former colonial territories were gaining, or about to
gain, independence, the newly created United Nations framed their Arid Zone
Program as “Man’s battle against the desert.” The programme grew in size, funding,
and influence and by 1956 it had been renamed the Arid Lands Major Project, with
permanent seats held by Great Britain, France and the United States (Selcer 2011).

21The Commission did, however, agree that anthropogenic environmental degradation was a
serious concern in the regions studied (Niger and Nigeria) (Mortimore 1998, p. 20).
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This programme incorporated the vast majority of earlier Anglo-European thinking
and policies on arid lands and threatening deserts and further spread these ideas and
policies globally with conferences, training and education programmes, and with
publications.

The programme targeted the belt of arid and semi-arid lands from Morocco to
India for research and training, using a neo-Malthusian rationale that aimed to make
arid lands productive for more people in a crowded world. It recruited and incor-
porated many European “experts” from key positions in former colonies, like the
phytosociologist Louis Emberger and Saharan expert Théodore Monod. It also
brought together scholars and scientists from post-colonial countries with
Anglo-European experts, including Soviet and American, to create an international
network of scholars working on arid lands around the world. Although the more
applied part of the programme itself (especially training seminars) targeted North
Africa, the Middle East to Pakistan, and India, the basic science research and
recommendations developed from this work became widely accepted, disseminated,
and later applied to many different arid lands around the globe.

Although it had, at it’s end in 1962, “neither shrunk the deserts nor stopped
erosion,” (Batisse 2005, p. 77) the Arid Lands Program had succeeded in spreading,
promoting and popularizing the old (colonial) Anglo-European notion of deserti-
fication of the drylands “which man himself has reduced to a desert-like state by
irrational exploitation of the soil and vegetation, but whose present economy could
be improved.”22 It also trained many officials and scholars from the target countries
in methods like phytosociology which spread the very scientific methods which had
helped to form and reinforce the declensionist narrative.

Perhaps more problematically, the Arid Lands Program also helped to legitimize
the sedentarization of nomads in the Middle East in the name of environmental
protection while elites in these countries were actually interested in social control
and nation building (breaking down tribal affiliations and controlling nomads).23

Many policy recommendations issued by UNESCO included the sedentarization of
nomads and/or “rationalization” of pastoral production. In fact, the great majority of
policy prescriptions in UNESCO literature strongly reflected colonial policy pre-
scriptions for arid lands and included destocking and sedentarization, fire sup-
pression, provision of water and irrigation of fodder crops, pasture amelioration
including pasture reserves and reseeding, and reforestation (White 1956, pp. 179–
188). Although it was subsumed under the International Hydrological Program in
the 1960s, and focused primarily on the Middle East and North Africa, the Arid
Lands Program set the stage in several ways for the UN Conference on
Desertification (UNCOD) a decade later.

22Final quote from “UNESCO and the Arid Zone,” 24 January 1958, UNESCO/NS/AZ/334, Paris,
p. 1. See also the chapter on “Evolution of Land Use in South-Western Asia” by R. O. Whyte in
Stamp (1961, pp. 57–118) for a 50 page treatise on how humans and livestock have desertified the
Middle East (Stamp 1961, pp. 57–118).
23See, for example the chapter by the Egyptian Mohammed Awad, chairman of UNESCO's
executive board in (UNESCO 1962, pp. 325–340). See also (Selcer 2011, pp. 232–233).
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8.5 Conclusion

When the prolonged drought in the early 1970s hit the Sahel with spectacularly
high human and animal mortality, global concern with desertification exploded and
resulted in a bureaucracy, research agenda and policy prescriptions for desertifi-
cation still influential (and problematic) today, as detailed in Camilla Toulmin and
Karen Brock’s chapter in this volume. Many involved in UNCOD were familiar
with and drew information and inspiration from UNESCO’s Arid Lands Program.
UNESCO had published 30 volumes in its Arid Zone Research Series with con-
tributions from 600 authors totaling 7600 pages (Batisse 2005, p. 77). One of the
primary organizers of the UN’s World Conference on Desertification held in
Nairobi in 1977 was Mohamed Kassas who “repeatedly confirmed that all or nearly
all had already been studied and stated on the subject of desertification in the series
published by UNESCO” (Batisse 2005, p. 78).

Thus many of the old, colonial ideas about deserts and desertification were
carried over from UNESCO’s Arid Lands Program to UNCOD and later to
UNCCD. The dominant perceptions of deserts and desertification embraced by
UNESCO, UNCCD, and many other institutions, governments and scholars,
though, is deeply flawed. As is now widely recognized by a large number of
scholars, “it seems to have triggered many problems, of understanding and of
action, that manifested themselves in the ways in which desertification [has been]
conceptualized, represented and approached as an environmental, social and
political issue” (Thomas and Middleton 1994, p. 49). A substantial number of these
misunderstandings have been caused by the long and influential history of Western
thinking about deserts and desertification detailed above, particularly during the
colonial period. This includes not only our flawed notions of deserts as ruined
former forests that are inexorably spreading, but also our beliefs that arid lands
should be made (more) productive. Why should the desert bloom? The answers to
this question are at once scientific, economic, ideological and political and the
question deserves much more scrutiny. Desertification is in many ways a (neo)-
colonial concept in need of revision.
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Chapter 9
Where Does Desertification Occur?
Mapping Dryland Degradation
at Regional to Global Scales

Stephen D. Prince

Abstract To make sense of the controversies about Sahelian desertification, we
must be able to assess objectively the processes, their location and level of threat to
drylands and those who inhabit them. Surprisingly, after the United Nations
Conference on Desertification (UNCOD) was set up in 1977, there still are no
reliable maps or means of monitoring desertification at the sub-national to global
scales, even in the iconic Sahel region. These are the scales needed to formulate
institutional policies for prevention and remediation and for Earth system science.
While there are a few maps that do extend to larger areas, they mostly have serious
shortcomings. This void is partly because suitable metrics have not been available
and those that have been proposed can be difficult or impossible to apply over large
areas. One of the most basic problems is the lack of comparison with
non-desertified sites and an absence of validation, without which statements about
more or less desertification are misleading. Furthermore, existing maps are mostly
based on subjective assessments by experts, and therefore cannot be applied else-
where or by different observers, nor can they be used in future for monitoring.
Consequently, unsupported statements about the extent and severity of desertifi-
cation abound. This chapter reviews the existing global maps and sets out principles
for more rigorous mapping and proposes methods that adhere to these. Decades of
work have improved our understanding of individual components of the desertifi-
cation processes, but have not answered the three fundamental questions at the
regional to global scales: What is degraded? Where does it occur? How severe is
the degradation?
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9.1 Introduction

Desertification processes have causes and impacts at country, provincial and county
scales (administrative divisions 1, 2 and 3) in addition to the household to com-
munity scales which have been studied in depth (e.g. Mortimore and Adams 2001;
Reynolds et al. 2011). Data covering large areas are needed for many purposes
(Table 9.1). For example Vogt et al. (2011) list 11, large user communities with
needs for data on degradation beyond the local scale on which to base investments
for prevention and remediation. Other applications include the effect of degradation
on the declining agricultural land base needed for an increasing population (Gibbs
and Salmon 2015); to determine the size of investment required—for example
Spain spent €12 × 106 on actions against soil erosion from 2004 to 2007
(Martín-Fernández and Martínez-Núñez 2011); and policy support systems for
degradation control (Mulligan 2015). Several new United Nations agencies with
global spheres of activity have been established (Safriel 2007) culminating in the
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD 1994) with 194
signatory states. Furthermore, the need for information at the larger scale is now
recognized by the Conventions on Biodiversity and Climatic Change, Agenda 21
(UNCED 1992), the Millennium Goals, and the Sustainable Development Goals
(United Nations General Assembly 2013).

Yet, after 40 years of research and despite the existence of UNCCD, comprising
a Committee on Science and Technology (CST), the Group of Experts (GoE),
National Action Programmes (NAP), Action Programmes for Sub-regional (SRAP),
the Regional groups (RAP), a large and accelerating output of scientific journal and
popular articles, and particularly unpublished reports (“grey literature” Lobell
2010), there is a dearth of reliable observations on the spatial extent, location and
severity, and current monitoring of degraded and susceptible lands is manifestly
inadequate for sub-national to global needs (Herrick et al. 2010; Verón et al. 2006).

Assessments are critically dependent on objective data, but development of
appropriate measurements has proved difficult. Scaling-up local data to larger areas
is often impossible because some phenomena are restricted to particular scales
(Prince 2002). For example, field observations of gulley erosion around cattle
watering points due to local factors such as livestock number cannot be applied
directly to the national scale because of lack of data and anyway different issues,
such as policy, become the most influential factors, however, at the local scale,
policy is an invariant state-variable (UNCED 1992, parag. 12.28). There are also
differences in timescales: most existing studies of degradation are of processes that
manifest themselves over one or a few years, but there are also changes that
transform land to the extent that long-term loss of productivity occur (Prince 2002).
Long-term losses require very large investments to reverse (Abella et al. 2015), and
are therefore effectively permanent, at least within one generation. Clearly data
collected over a few years cannot detect this condition.
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Table 9.1 Examples of applications of current maps to different aspects of global degradation

Topic Application Findings Source of
data on
degradation

Author(s)

Sustainability Land degradation in
the developing
world: implications
for food, agriculture,
and the environment
to 2020

Land degradation is a serious
threat to food production and
rural livelihoods with
potentially severe effects by
the year 2020

GLASOD
(in part)

Scherr and
Yadav
(1996)

Soil
conservation

Assessment of
degradation-induced
loss of global soil
productivity

Average degradation-induced
loss of global soil productivity
was approximately 0.1–
0.2 % year−1 during the period
1945–1990. 1.6 billion hectare
of land are affected by erosion
globally, 1.1 billion by water
and 0.5 billion hectare by wind
erosion

GLASOD Dregne and
Chou
(1992),
Oldeman
and van
Lynden
(1996),
Batjes et al.
(2012)

Global soil water
erosion

A model of degradation
validated with GLASOD

GLASOD Batjes
(1996)

Soil carbon Soil carbon
sequestration in
overgrazed grassland

Widespread rehabilitation of
overgrazed grasslands could
sequester approximately
45 Tg C year−1, most of which
can be achieved by cessation
or moderating grazing

GLASOD Conant and
Paustian
(2002)

Salinization Assessment of
significance of
human-induced
salinization

Anthropogenic salinization
accounts for only 10 % of
Africa’s non-irrigated saline
soils: nutrient depletion is a far
greater constraint on food
production

GLASOD Thomas and
Middleton
(1993)

Carbon
sequestration

Impact of
human-induced
degradation on net
primary production
in Zimbabwe

Only 16 % of Zimbabwe was
at its potential production and
the total loss in productivity
due to degradation was about
17.6 Tg C year−1, that is 13 %
of the entire national potential

LNS Prince et al.
(2009)

Agriculture Effects of soil
erosion on crop
yields

Production loss of
0.3 % year−1 by six crops at
the global level. Economic
loss $523.1 million year−1

NRCS den
Biggelaar
et al. (2004)

Number of people
affected by global
desertification

11.9 million square kilometre
with 1.4 billion inhabitants at
very high risk of
desertification

NRCS Eswaran
et al. (2001)

(continued)
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Table 9.1 (continued)

Topic Application Findings Source of
data on
degradation

Author(s)

Global agricultural
productivity and soil
degradation

Productivity of some lands has
declined 50 % due to soil
erosion and desertification. In
Africa, past soil erosion has
reduced yield 2–40 % (mean
8.2 %). In South Asia, annual
loss in productivity is
36 × 106 tons of cereal valued
at US$5.4 × 109 by water and
US$1.8 × 109 by wind
erosion. Total annual cost of
yield loss in USA is $44 × 109

per year and $247 per ha of
cropland and pasture. At the
global-scale annual loss is
75 × 109 tons of soil, costing
US$400 × 109 per year, or
approximately US$70 per
person per year

NRCS Beinroth
et al. (2001)

Losses in global
productivity

Declining rain-use
efficiency-adjusted NDVI was
approximately 24 % of the
global land area, mainly in
Africa south of the equator,
South-East Asia and south
China, north-central Australia,
the Pampas and swaths of the
Siberian and north American
taiga

GLADA Bai et al.
(2008)

Global net primary
production losses
caused by
human-induced
dryland degradation

Global dryland degradation is
4–10 % of the potential
NPP. Losses amount to 20–
40 % of the potential NPP on
degraded agricultural areas
and >55 % in some world
regions. Total human
appropriation of NPP in
drylands is close to the overall
annual harvest

GLASOD Zika and Erb
(2009)

Carbon
sequestration

Changes in global
productivity

NE Europe, N China, N India,
the mid-western part of USA
and southern Australia tend to
have been positively
influenced by human
interventions despite the fact
that weather conditions
reduced the productivity

GLADA Bai et al.
(2012)

(continued)
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At present, there are just four maps of degradation with global coverage. There
are others (Safriel 2007) but their spatial resolutions are too low for use at a regional
scale. The four maps are actually suites, since they include maps of different
themes. They are: the Global Assessment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD, Oldeman
et al. 1991); the United States Natural Resource Conservation Service, Major Land
Resource Stresses and Conditions (NRCS, Beinroth et al. 2001); Global
Assessment of Land Degradation and Improvement (GLADA, Bai et al. 2008); and
the Global Land Degradation Information Systems (GLADIS, Nachtergaele et al.
2011). The inputs, methodologies for assessment of the extent, trends, and severity
of desertification, and the results, shown by these maps differ dramatically
(Table 9.2). Furthermore there has been strong criticism of their data and
methodologies, so it is not surprising that they have led to skepticism and, ulti-
mately, to a delay of effective actions (Verón et al. 2006; Wessels 2009).

Making maps and global assessments is difficult, partly due to the lack of
recognition that “desertification” is not a single phenomenon (Gibbs and Salmon
2015), and is therefore incapable of simple measurement (e.g. Adeel et al. 2005;
Vogt et al. 2011). Another source of confusion is whether maps show existing
degradation, degradation that is in progress, or risk of degradation. While there is a
plethora of broad, but non-specific definitions, propositions, and conceptual dia-
grams (Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2002), they do not lead to measurable vari-
ables. A recent special issue of a well-regarded, scientific journal on dryland
degradation has 12 papers filling 167 pages in which there are 17 conceptual
diagrams but no mention of actual data! The seemingly endless semantics and
diagrams published on desertification have had little demonstrable, practical,
influence on research, prevention or remediation.

Table 9.1 (continued)

Topic Application Findings Source of
data on
degradation

Author(s)

Climate Link between
desertification and
global warming

Soil degradation has had a
significant impact on local
water resources over a 30 year
period (1950–1980)

GLASOD Feddema
(1999)

Policy Management of land Understanding of land use at
the landscape level is essential

GLASOD Bossio et al.
(2010)

GLADA Global Assessment of Land Degradation and Improvement; GLASOD Global Assessment of
Soil Degradation; LNS Local Net Production Scaling; NRCS US Natural Resource Conservation Service;
NPP Net Primary Production; NDVI Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, which is remotely-sensed
and often used as a surrogate for NPP
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9.2 Chapter Aims

The aim of this chapter is to assess the current knowledge about degradation at
Sahelian and global scales and from years to decades. Answers to three fundamental
questions are explored: What is degraded? Where does it occur? How severe is it?
While the discussion is limited to global maps, there are numerous regional and local
scale maps, but few of these are for the Sahel which is the main focus of this book.
The sources, strengths and limitations of the maps are considered with respect to the
uses for which they were intended and for which they are often used. The basic
principles of mapping degradation are discussed and some suggestions are made that
should lead to much improved answers to the three fundamental questions.

The terms “desertification” and “dryland degradation” are frequently used syn-
onymously, as is implicit in the UNCCD definition (UNCCD 1994). The two terms,
however, are used differently here since one theme of this chapter is that “deser-
tification”, is more a concept than a single, measurable condition. It consists of
different aspects of land degradation, operating at different scales, and with different
effects, for example loss of soil organic carbon, loss of productivity, reduced cover
of vegetation, loss of palatable species, wind and water erosion. Thus “desertifi-
cation” is used here for the overall concept, while “degradation” refers to individual
processes.

9.3 Current Maps

9.3.1 Global

Before embarking on an examination of the strengths and weaknesses of current
mapping and monitoring desertification, a selection of existing maps are described
briefly in order to illustrate some of their characteristics and to provide a context for
further discussion (Gibbs and Salmon 2015). The maps selected include all four
global maps (but one, GLADIS, is still in preparation) that provide information at
sub-national scales. Safriel (2007) analysed the degree and severity of degradation
shown in four global maps, including some not discussed here. The maps are
considered with an emphasis on the “where” question. While this chapter is con-
fined to the global and Sahel scales, there are maps of smaller areas but, unfortu-
nately, many of these are not available other than in the original figure in the
publication or, worse, only in grey literature (Lobell 2010). Beyond the maps
discussed here, there are few archives or data-bases, still fewer in digital formats.
Moreover, the mapping methods are not always specified, and most are based on
subjective assessment by experts, and are therefore effectively non-repeatable and
not useful for the purposes listed in Table 9.1 or similar applications.
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1. GLASOD and the World Atlas of Desertification

The most widely used global map of types of desertification, locations and
severity, is the World Map of Desertification (Oldeman et al. 1991) also known as
GLASOD, later published in modified form (UNEP 1997) (Figs. 9.1 and 9.2).
Given the acknowledged need for a map of desertification, both now and especially
at the time of its publication, the title itself, its global coverage, and lack of
alternatives, have led to its widespread but often uncritical use.

Four types of degradation were mapped in GLASOD; water erosion, wind
erosion, chemical deterioration and physical deterioration, each shown by a dif-
ferent color in Fig. 9.3. Thus GLASOD consists of much more than the presence or
absence of “desertification”, incorporating, as it does, information on the type, the
area affected, its severity and causes, albeit subject to severe criticisms that are
discussed later in this Chapter. Areas that were degraded by natural processes or
were considered stable were omitted.

2. U.S. Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)

The U.S. NRCS published a series of global maps of themes related to degra-
dation (Beinroth et al. 2001) (Figs. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.4). These consist of maps of
“Vulnerability” to degradation, salinization, physical damage, water and wind
erosion. Vulnerability is the estimated cost of remediation of each of the stresses.
Each of these conditions is coupled with a map of “Risk”, calculated by weighting
the Vulnerability by human population density (Deichmann 1994).

3. Global assessment of land degradation and improvement (GLADA)

The International Soil Reference and Information Center (ISRIC) and FAO have
published global suites of maps of degradation as a part of the Global Land
Degradation Assessment (GLADA) programme (Figs. 9.1 and 9.2) (Bai et al.
2008). The maps consist of the means of 25-years of satellite measurements of
annual normalized vegetation index (NDVI) which were used as a surrogate for net
primary production (NPP). In addition to the temporal trends of NDVI, a ratio of
annual NDVI and rainfall (RUE), as first introduced for dryland degradation by
Prince et al. (1998), and residual trends (RESTREND) (Wessels et al. 2007b) in
which the gradient of annual deviations (residuals) of each pixel’s value from the
regression of annual NDVI on rainfall were plotted in a time-series. In all three
cases the coefficients of a linear regression of the time-series were mapped in
GLADA: negative values indicating a downward trend, interpreted as degradation,
and a positive value, recovery. Three of the several maps derived from these data
are considered here (Figs. 9.1 and 9.2).

4. Global Land Degradation Information System (GLADIS)

GLADIS is being developed by FAO using the concept of “ecosystem goods and
services” to assess degradation (Nachtergaele et al. 2011). Because services are
more concepts than specific metrics, indices of biomass, soil, water, biodiversity,
economics and social factors are calculated from existing data. The basic data used
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Fig. 9.1 Extant global maps of desertification; NRCS, GLASOD and two GLADA products.
Colors show the degree of degradation and, in the case of GLASOD, also the type.
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in the indices can be difficult to measure, therefore indirect modeling was used to
translate stressors and processes to indices. At the time of writing, no suitable
indicator exists for some services, such as economic, so the system is designed to be
ready to add these as soon as suitable data become available. GLADIS outputs are
under reconstruction and not available at the time of writing but they will include a
database of global maps of the status and trends of the six ecosystem goods and
services. Thus the GLADIS database will contain a compendium of data for the
biophysical and socio-economic factors that are judged to be relevant and are
available.

Fig. 9.2 Extracts from three global maps of desertification (Fig. 9.1) for the Sahelian, Sudanian
and Dry-Subhumid eco-climatic zones. Colors show the degree of degradation and, in the case of
GLASOD, also the type.
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9.4 Assessment of Techniques Used in Mapping

The global maps outlined above and many of their regional counterparts raise
critical issues that have not previously been considered in respect of mapping
degradation. Moreover, none of the existing maps meet all or, in fact, many of these
criteria.

1. Fundamental issues

There are some basic principles and issues that apply to most degradation
mapping that are all too often overlooked. Some of these are listed with brief
explanations in Table 9.3.

2. Subjective and objective data and interpretation

Subjective assessments, especially by multiple observers (e.g. GLASOD), even
if they are experts, are subject to errors in consistency and reproducibility.
Monitoring using repeated expert assessments is subject to even larger errors which
can easily be greater than any real changes that might have occurred. Sonneveld and

Fig. 9.3 GLASOD, its four components and severity (Oldeman et al. 1991).
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Dent (2009) found that the GLASOD maps were only moderately consistent and
hardly reproducible, and concluded that they are “not very reliable”. The NRCS
maps avoid some of the worst consistency problems of GLASOD by using a single,
small group of experts, but assignment of values of severity to the soils and climate
data was still subjective and therefore could not be repeated by others with adequate
accuracy for monitoring.

3. Meteorological and environmental normalization

Removing the effects of variations caused by short-term fluctuations in the
environment, such as interannual variation in rainfall (Holm et al. 2003), is essential
to detect underlying degradation (Prince et al. 1998). Where NPP is only limited by
annual rainfall, a simple index such as the rain use efficiency (RUE), that is the ratio

Fig. 9.4 Five NRCS themes, each showing four levels of Vulnerability (Beinroth et al. 2001).
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Table 9.3 Four fundamental principles of degradation mapping

1. Five different degradation states
that are often confused

Comments Citations

(i) Appearance of degradation Land with low resource
availability in its natural state often
appears to be similar to degraded
land

Safriel (2009),
Castro et al. (1980)

(ii) Susceptible to degradation Susceptible land owing to its
environment, but not actually
degraded

UNEP (1997),
Beinroth et al.
(2001)

(iii) Land recovers when stressors
removed

Land apparently degraded, but
within its range of resilience.
When stressors removed (e.g.
drought, overstocking), the land
returns to its initial, non-degraded
condition

Olsson et al. (2005),
Tucker et al. (1991)

(iv) Temporal trend of increase in
degradation

The degradation persists when
stressors (e.g. drought,
overstocking) are removed—and
there is a temporal trend of
increasing degradation

Wessels et al.
(2007a)

(v) Stable, degraded state Degraded land in static condition
that does not change when
stressors (e.g. drought,
overstocking) are removed

Milton et al. (1994)

2. Degradation is not absolute,
rather it is determined by the
expectation of the land manager

Ecologically potential vegetation
is not the baseline for assessment
of degradation, rather the
expectations of the land manager;
i.e. the “utilitarian approach” of
the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment. Comparisons with
parks and other areas that are
protected are not appropriate

Millennium
Ecosystem
Assessment (2005),
Warren (2002)

3. Reference sites, in a
non-degraded condition, are
essential before land can be said
to be degraded

A logical necessity for the
identification of degraded land is
an explicit, standard, base-line, or
reference condition with which the
site in question can be compared.
Otherwise naturally low potential
land could be mapped as degraded.
Qualitative judgment of
degradation by experts usually has
an implicit notion of a reference,
non-degraded condition, albeit
subjective, based on the opinion of
the assessor

Boer and
Puigdefábregas
(2003)

4. Point data from field plots
cannot be used to make maps
without explicit spatial sampling
design

If spatial continuity of
observations cannot be achieved,
appropriate sampling schemes are
needed to interpolate between field
samples

Herrick et al. (2010)
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of NPP (i.e. NDVI) to rainfall, can identify degraded sites since their NPP per unit
rainfall is lower than non-degraded sites. However, NPP is usually affected by more
than rainfall alone so additional factors (e.g. temperature, humidity) must be
accounted for (Rishmawi 2013). Furthermore, if applied over several years, RUE is
subject to wild fluctuations since productivity, and any other environmental factors
that may be included, usually change much more slowly than rainfall, but annual
rainfall in drylands characteristically varies markedly between years; thus the ratio
of productivity and rainfall varies even without any change in degradation. In the
short term, RUE says more about rainfall fluctuation than about land degradation
(Wessels 2009). RUE calculated for averaged productivity and rainfall over a
number of years (e.g., 5 years, Prince et al. 1998) reduces, but does not eliminate,
this problem but at the cost of reduced temporal resolution.

4. Comparison with non-degraded reference sites

Fundamentally, the term “degradation” implies a comparison, and no measure of
“degradation” is useful unless the condition in the absence of degradation is known
with which to compare putative degraded sites (Table 9.3). Without this compar-
ison, the causes of differences in condition could be differences in factors not
related to degradation (e.g. soil fertility, climate). However, rarely is it known
which sites are not degraded. The US Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) (Herrick et al. 2010) used the data from
field study plots which were rated by Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) local
experts and land managers by comparison with close-by reference plots selected by
them which had similar soil, climate, plant communities and NPP, however this is
only possible at a field site scale and could never be applied globally. The com-
munal lands of southern Africa (Zimbabwe, South Africa) provide an unusual
circumstance where degraded and non-degraded areas are adjacent and easily
identified on the ground (Prince et al. 2009; Wessels 2009; Wessels et al. 2008).

A method designed to be used for large areas has been developed called Local
Net production Scaling (LNS) (Prince et al. 2009) which detects reference sites
objectively. So far, results have been published for the whole of Zimbabwe (Prince
et al. 2009), northern South Africa (Wessels et al. 2008) and the entire northern and
southern Great Plains of the U.S.A. (Reeves and Baggett 2014). However, there is
no limitation on the size of area of application, only practical considerations. Bastin
et al. (1993) and Pickup and Chewings (1994) devised a technique similar in
concept to LNS called the grazing gradient method. The measure of degradation
was the steepness of the gradient of vegetation cover from more distant, less grazed
parts of a paddock towards the typically bare area at a watering point. However,
grazing gradients only exist in single paddocks. In theory, process modelling could
also be used to estimate the non-degraded condition (Bai et al. 2012), but current
limitations of the models, including the absence of the necessary inputs, restrict
their use.
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5. Synthesis of multiple measurements of degradation

Anthropogenic land degradation generally consists of multiple conditions and so
assembly of a number of different measurements is often used (e.g. Symeonakis and
Drake 2004; Zucca and Biancalani 2011). To derive indices of degradation, UNCCD
uses 11 key conditions (Berry et al. 2009), WOCAT 57 (Liniger et al. 2008) and
GLADA 132 (Nachtergaele and Licona-Manzur 2008). Such indices, however, have
several flaws. A single index hides which of the component processes are affected—
it may be several or just one—and so the condition in need of remediation cannot be
known. Furthermore, combination of measurements, either implicitly or explicitly,
weights the measurements of the properties by different amounts, thus emphasizing
some aspects more than others (Kosmas et al. 2012). Cai et al. (2010) optimized the
combinations of conditions, but the result is still an index, based on the subjective
selection of inputs. Weightings based on some knowledge of the processes would be
better, but this is rarely done and indices are often more recipes than objective
summarizations based on the process (e.g. GLADIS).

6. Process modeling and monitoring

Mechanistic models simulate the processes of interest using mathematical rep-
resentations. Many such models exist, relevant to different aspects of degradation
(e.g. Izaurralde et al. 2007; Kirkby et al. 2008; Tamene and Le 2015). Process
models are attractive since they are designed to behave according to the same rules
that determine the underlying production and degradation processes. Model results
can be very accurate when the fundamental vegetation characteristics, the local
environment, and the biophysical processes are known. However, the more realistic
models are, the greater their complexity and their need for data. The demand for
data and parameters can be prohibitive and often default values have to be used
with consequent reduction of accuracy. On the other hand, simple process models
sacrifice realism (e.g. Bai et al. 2012). As with all modeling, calibration with field
data is critical. Hybrid observation/model systems exist, such as a national
programme on soil erosion in Spain. Remote sensing can also be used to add the
spatial dimension to point process models (e.g. Izaurralde et al. 2007).

7. Explicit data on socioeconomics

In many cases mapping degradation is a step towards understanding the drivers
of anthropogenic processes. At the global scale, socioeconomic and institutional
indicators are available, although often highly aggregated. A number of maps
relevant to human livelihoods (e.g. agriculture, population, land use) exist that have
the necessary characteristics of resolution, coverage, accuracy and repeatability, but
many based on field surveys are not frequently repeated. Nevertheless, progress is
beginning to be made by linking socioeconomic models with remote sensing (e.g.
GLADIS, Nachtergaele et al. 2011) thereby enabling spatial representation of the
human causes and effects of degradation.
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8. Inventories

Many inventories of factors presumed to be caused by degradation have been
created by extracting country- or regional-scale data from global maps (e.g. Reich
et al. 2001; Bai et al. 2008). However, those derived from desertification maps can
be no better than the individual maps used to create them. Others are based on
country statistics (e.g. den Biggelaar et al. 2004).

9. Syndromes

Syndromes of degradation that describe “archetypical, dynamic, coevolutionary
patterns of human-environment interactions” have been proposed and applied at
limited scales (Petschel-Held et al. 1999; Geist 2005). They are derived from
qualitative studies of the physical and human aspects of selected desertification case
studies. Syndromes have been used in relation to degradation and its socioeconomic
effects (Ibáñez et al. 2008) and in a predictive model (Sietz et al. 2006). While not
applied to global mapping, Geist (2005) has provided an inventory of types of
desertification. While attractive as summaries of the nature of specific degradation
processes, the selection of types of syndromes was not based on any objective
scheme.

10. Remote sensing

Land cover mapping is frequently undertaken using a wide range of types of
satellite data and analytical methods. Suitable remote sensing data are now avail-
able over most of the Earth, at regular intervals, consistently and with defined
accuracy. Some measurements at scales of <1 m are available thus spanning the
range between local anthropogenic, sub-national to global scales. Furthermore,
instruments carried on satellites can measure more properties than those used for
land cover (Hill 2001; Ustin et al. 2009; Bai et al. 2012) and there are many
emerging techniques (Dewitte et al. 2012) that have application to drylands
(Table 9.4) (Zucca et al. 2012; Ustin et al. 2009) such as wildfires, actual evapo-
transpiration, woody biomass, species types, grassland and crop production,
standing dead vegetation, dust generation, human population density, crop yields
and others. However, remote sensing cannot measure directly many of the tradi-
tional indicators of degradation, such as changes in vegetation species composition
(Mbow et al. 2013) but, for some indicators, they can provide proxies—that is
spectral correlates of the desired metric (e.g. the use of NDVI as a proxy for NPP,
Seaquist et al. 2009). Most remote sensing techniques yield quantitative measure-
ments that allow severity to be assessed objectively. The high temporal frequency
enables the use of time-series of vegetation properties that can measure, for
example, productivity of natural vegetation and crop yields and the timing of fires,
distinguishing late season fires which are more destructive and those earlier in the
dry season. Remote sensing data are useful in their own right but more often as an
input to analyses that include other types of data (e.g. Tamene and Le 2015). Recent
developments are expanding the range and several are being developed that
incorporate socioeconomic conditions (Brown et al. 2014).
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Remote sensing, however, is no panacea; the data themselves may suffer from
uncontrolled factors, such as cloud cover and haze that may prevent acquisitions on
critical dates, also technical issues that degrade the signal, such as differences in the
illumination and view angles in successive orbits. Notwithstanding its limitations,
remote sensing remains the only available way to address the sub-national to global
scales (Prince 2002), despite the limited range of types of measurements.
Surprisingly, remote sensing methods for mapping and monitoring degradation are
still resisted by some (Reynolds pers.com.). This opinion would, of course, be
understandable where the variables that can be measured by remote sensing are not
relevant to a specific application, such as some socio-economic processes, although
these too are beginning to use remotely sensed inputs (Brown et al. 2014).

Table 9.4 New and emerging remote sensing technologies for mapping land degradation

(i) Optical Addition of wave bands, improved calibration,
corrections for atmosphere and bidirectional
reflectance effects, enhanced accuracy

(ii) High spatial resolution optical
data

20 to <1 m spatial resolution is appropriate for
observation of anthropogenic surface features. Many
systems have a limited spectral range, but this is
changing. Google Earth is publically available but
only suitable for visual analysis. Data are currently
expensive but some companies will provide data free
for research and development

(iii) Hyperspectral (imaging)
spectrometers

Increasing number of surface conditions can be
measured using more wavelengths or finer spectral
band widths. Mostly on aircraft, few and limited
coverage with satellite-borne sensors at this time

(iv) Thermal Land surface temperature and energy balance are
closely related to the water balance and soil moisture
including actual evapotranspiration. There are many
satellite-borne thermal sensors and new instruments
and several analytical techniques, with more under
development

(v) RADAR Topography, surface roughness, surface soil moisture,
vegetation cover

(vi) LiDAR Topography, slope and aspect, vegetation height
(accuracy is very high—often much less than 1 m),
biomass and canopy structure. Elevation

(vii) Integrated field data collection
and computer-aided analysis

A powerful combination of portable instruments are
now available which increase the quality and quantity
of field data and its numerical analysis. These include
ruggedized computers that can run GIS and image
processing software on remotely sensed data in the
field, linked to Global Positioning Systems, digital
cameras and digital entry of field observations
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9.5 Assessments of Maps of Global Dryland Degradation

9.5.1 Overview

As discussed above, there are just four sets of maps of degradation or major aspects
of degradation that have global coverage and are available in digital form (GLADIS
was under review at the time of writing). Unfortunately independent data and
especially field observations with which to assess the accuracy of the maps are
almost completely lacking, thus most maps of degradation are not validated and
their value is therefore unknown. GLADA has been assessed qualitatively in three
countries (China, Kenya, South Africa) with mixed results (e.g. Wessels 2009), but
detailed assessments are not available for NRCS or GLASOD.

9.5.2 Methods Used to Make Maps

An assessment of the validity and hence utility of the desertification maps must start
with an examination of the methods and data that were used in their creation.

1. GLASOD

GLASOD maps (Figs. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3) were created using “structured informed
opinion”: “structured”, in that a unified, global scheme of description was used and
“informed”, in that the information was provided by regional experts. The world
was divided into 21 regions, each of which had its own team of experts led by a
“Correlator”. In the first step in each region the main physiographic units were
established by the regional team using their knowledge of geology, topography,
soils, climate and vegetation. These 21 units were compiled into a single world
map. The physiographic units differed greatly in size, which affects the appropriate
scale of use of the maps. According to the authors, they should only be used for
continental—global applications (Oldeman and van Lynden 1996), nevertheless,
there are many cases of country-scale uses.

The percentage of each mapping unit affected was simplified into five intervals
and the degree of degradation in four levels, giving 20 classes for each of the four
degradation types (water erosion, wind erosion, chemical deterioration and physical
deterioration). These 20 classes were summarized into five which combine area and
severity, each shown by a different density of the same color as in Figs. 9.1, 9.2 and
9.3. For each polygon only the color of the class with the highest score is shown
and, if a second is also present, its score is given in text annotations. In addition,
each unit has notes that summarize the main characteristics of the degradation. All
polygons except areas considered stable were placed in one of the four types, even
if as little as 1–5 % of the polygon’s area was actually affected, so the extent of
degradation shown on the map is visually exaggerated.
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2. NRCS

The U.S. NRCS maps (Figs. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.4), as noted above, show
“Vulnerability” to degradation, salinization, physical damage, and water and wind
erosion (Beinroth et al. 2001). Each of these conditions is coupled with a map of
“Risk”, calculated by weighting the Vulnerability by human population density
(Deichmann 1994). The sources of the classification units were the Suborders of the
FAO/UNESCO Soil Map of the World (FAO/UNESCO 1991), a pedoclimate map
compiled by the authors using a water-balance model and data from 25,000 weather
stations. The quality of the climate data is unknown since the data base has not been
published or assessed against other climatologies. The 1991 U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) soils map shows only taxonomy, not physical
properties, and so to assign Vulnerability, the authors used the available field
measurements of erosivity, extrapolated to entire soil units.

The criterion of land quality was its ability to sustain grain production—as a
measure of food security—and the estimated cost of remediation of each of the
stresses. The main factors considered were the coefficient of variability in rainfall,
depth, extreme levels of chemical and physical condition, resilience and general
information on each soil type. The locations of serious human conflicts as defined
by the International Peace Research Institute (IPRI) were also included. 24 stress
conditions were defined, based mainly on properties associated with the soil types.
These conditions were summarized into nine land quality classes and each of these
into four levels of Vulnerability to wind, water, physical damage and salinity. The
maps were gridded at 0.033° (16 km2 at the equator). The authors compared their
map with GLASOD and plot data from India at specific sites but not the class
boundaries.

3. GLADA NDVI, RUE and trends

The GLADA programme (Bai et al. 2008) used NOAA AVHRR NDVI satellite
data to estimate the amount of vegetation in each pixel. 25 years (1981–2006) of
NDVI data were obtained from the NASA GIMMS group (Tucker et al. 2005). The
data (pixels) have 0.05° × 0.05° resolution (approximately 36 km2 at the equator)
but several technical characteristics of the sensor system (not noted by the authors)
reduce this to about 324 km2. Monthly rainfall data at 0.5° resolution (3136 km2 at
the equator) were obtained from VASClimO and CRU TS (Harris et al. 2014), and
temperature from CRU alone. Pixels were eliminated from the analyses if their
rainfall was not correlated with NDVI.

The principal analytical technique was to examine temporal trends of annual
NDVI, RUE, and RESTREND (Wessels et al. 2007b; Bai et al. 2008) to detect
negative trends (degradation) and positive trends (recovery). The difference
between RUE and RESTREND is that the RESTREND results are expressed in the
time dimension so trends can be detected, whereas RUE displays changes in the
rainfall dimension, giving only a snap-shot.

The main drawback of NDVI alone is that it is not normalized for interannual
meteorological variations, which therefore dominate the results. In the case of RUE
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and RESTREND another problem is that it is not known a priori which sites are
degraded and which are not, so there is no standard with which to compare. Usually
the average (or best–fit of a regression of NPP on rainfall) of all RUE values is used
as an estimator of the non-degraded RUE but, since the average or regression lines
include both degraded and non-degraded pixels, the relationship is usually an
underestimate. Other difficulties have also been noted (Rishmawi 2013; Wessels
et al. 2012). However, RUE and RESTREND have an important advantage, which
is the ratios are for individual pixels so the effects of between-pixel variation in the
environment (e.g. soil, meteorological variables, topography) are eliminated.

Elaborations of both RUE and RESTREND have been developed, including the
use of improved methods of estimating the potential NPP, such as using additional
meteorological variables (e.g. temperature, humidity) which, together, give a more
accurate measure of short-term meteorological variation (Rishmawi 2013) and
simple models of production (Bai et al. 2012), however, estimation of the potential
NPP still remains a source of inaccuracy.

Pickup and Chewings (1994) suggested that degradation should be assessed in
wet years when the contrast between reference and other locations are most evident.
However, Wessels et al. (2008) found that the proportional difference between
degraded and a non-degraded reference remained the same irrespective of the
rainfall in their study region.

9.5.3 Geographical Review of Maps and Their Relationships
with Environment

Strong correlations of areas of degradation and environmental factors related to
degradation would be expected in any map of degradation. Since GLASOD and
NRCS were published, many data sets of environmental factors and aspects of
human utilization have become available. Here the relationships are analysed
qualitatively and quantitatively.

Digital versions of the global and Sahel GLASOD, NRCS, GLADA NDVI trend
and GLADA RUE maps were coregistered with five maps showing environmental
and human factors (Table 9.5). The GLADA RUE trend map was omitted since it is
essentially the same as the NDVI trend. Masks were used to remove areas where
either of each pair of maps had no data. A numerical comparison of the degradation
and environmental maps was carried out using a “fuzzy numerical” version
(Hagen-Zanker et al. 2006) of the original kappa (j) test (Cohen 1960) (Table 9.6).
Kappa varies from 0, if there is no agreement, to 1 indicating complete agreement.
The similarity of the 25 year mean environmental variable for single pixels (j) were
mapped allowing visual interpretations of the spatial patterns of agreement and
disagreement. The overall similarity of each map pair (�j) was also calculated.
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1. GLASOD

There are some studies where GLASOD has been compared with one or more
environmental variables, occasionally finding degradation where a specific range of
values of an environmental variable occurs. However, correlations were mostly
one-directional, that is, although an environmental factor may frequently be found
where degradation is shown by GLASOD, the reverse is not true: areas with the
same environmental values were not always degraded and in no cases could they
predict degradation. This point is very clear in the case of salinity which is more
easily recognized in the field than most others degraded conditions. While salinity

Table 9.5 Sources of environmental data shown in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6 and discussed in the text

Environmental data used in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6

(i) Aridity, the ratio (dimensionless) of precipitation to potential
evapotranspiration

Trabucco and Zomer
(2009)

(ii) Net primary production USGS (2015)

(iii) Ecoregion Olson et al. (2001)

(iv) Population CIESIN (2005)

(v) Land use Ellis and Ramankutty
(2008)

Data discussed in text

(vi) Salinity Batjes et al. (2012)

(vii) Human influence index (HII) Wildlife Conservation Society (2005)

(viii) Ratio of cattle density to NPP Robinson et al. (2007)

(ix) Soil nutrient retention Batjes et al. (2012)

(x) Soil nutrient availability Batjes et al. (2012)

Table 9.6 Comparison of three degradation maps with five environmental variables using the
fuzzy-numerical kappa test (�j) (Hagen-Zanker et al. 2006)

Global Aridity Land
use

Primary
production
(NPP)

Population Ecoregion

NRCS 0.73 0.68 0.57 0.43 0.36

GLASOD 0.70 0.54 0.56 0.53 0.31

GLADA NDVI trend 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.10

GLADA rain use
efficiency (RUE)

0.17 0.12 0.18 0.25 0.10

Sahel

NRCS 0.73 0.76 0.47 0.35 0.28

GLASOD 0.59 0.58 0.54 0.58 0.19

GLADA NDVI trend 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.04

GLADA rain use
efficiency (RUE)

0.38 0.28 0.49 0.61 0.10

0 indicates no correspondence and 1 complete agreement. Sources of the environmental data are
shown in Table 9.5
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shown in GLASOD generally agreed with the Harmonized World Soil Database
(HWSD, Batjes et al. 2012) map, many saline areas in the HWSD were not shown
in the GLASOD salinity map.

In the GLASOD maps severity was higher in more arid areas (Table 9.6) but
generally stopped short of the Hyperarid zone. By far the largest contributions to
overall degradation were wind and water erosion; salinity and physical deterioration
dominated in only a very small parts of the maps. Many of the GLASOD maps had
areas in which the types of degradation and their severity coincided with putative
causal factors (compare Figs. 9.1 and 9.5) and had moderate to high �j (Table 9.6).
Thus it seems that GLASOD coincides with a set of environmental conditions, not
distinguishing these from actual degradation. For example, in drylands with low
(but not zero), productivity, low nutrient retention, low nutrient availability, used
for livestock production, and where human impacts are large, had greater severity,
suggesting that the maps are more a statement of susceptibility than of actual
degradation. There were, however, some notable exceptions, such as the large area
shown as degraded in Argentina, in South Africa and in E. China that differed from
the environmental patterns with which they were compared.

GLASOD mostly shows degradation in the zone between Hyperarid and Dry
Sub-humid (except for the most northerly steppes) but many large areas within this
aridity range are not mapped as degraded (e.g. much of South America). Some
correlations with soil characteristics might have been expected, given that
GLASOD was largely based on soils, but no strong ones were found—at least with
soil nutrient status. Only moderate correlations with population were found (but the
dates of GLASOD and population differ). The productivity in areas mapped with
high severity was almost always in the 0–0.3 gm−2 year−1 range, except in tem-
perate regions where it was sometimes above this range. Surprisingly the similarity
with ecoregion was lower.

When limited to the Sahel region (Figs. 9.2, 9.3 and 9.6), the patterns were
similar to and more clear than at the global scale. �j values were very similar for all
factors (0.59 − 0.54, Table 9.6) except ecoregion.

2. NRCS

NRCS Vulnerability was highly correlated with aridity and land use
(�j = 0.73 − 0.68, Table 9.6), moderately with NPP (�j = 0.57) and least with
ecosysyem (�j = 0.36). In the Arid and Dry-Subhumid zones, the map (Figs. 9.1 and
9.5) was essentially the same as aridity zones and low NPP (Table 9.6). In-between,
in the Semi-Arid zone, the NRCS map showed mainly High with smaller invagi-
nations of the Moderate class. The Risk maps had a higher correlation with pop-
ulation, which is not surprising because population is one of its ingredients. The
Mediterranean, Central Asia, India and the Sahel had largely High to Very High
Risk, of which much was related to human activities, while drylands in the rest of
the world were mostly Moderate to Low. The strong correlation between population
and Risk is probably also responsible for the positive correlations with the Human
Influence Index (HII) and cattle density per unit NPP (Table 9.5).
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High degradation in tropical Arid and Semi-Arid zones was almost exclusively
in grasslands, dry woodland, savannas and scrub. At a regional scale, however,
there were some unexpected features. For example, in USA, it was shown as High
in the wetter, eastern Great Plains, but declined westwards to Low even as aridity
increased. Beyond the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, degradation was again
positively related to aridity. A similar pattern occurred in E. Australia and China. If
the USA feature has any meaning, it may reflect the more intense land utilization in
the least arid (eastern) part of these drylands associated with higher degradation,

Fig. 9.5 Global patterns of five variables related to degradation. See Table 9.5 for sources.
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followed by reduced degradation in the rangelands of the High Plains to the west
and high again in the mountainous West.

The NRCS maps of overall desertification were closely related to NPP. In India,
Moderate was associated with human activities almost exclusively, but it is sur-
prising that the densely populated Ganges valley was shown High, rather than Very

Fig. 9.6 Sahel, Sudanian and Dry-Subhumid zone patterns of five variables related to degradation.
See Fig. 9.5 for color scales and Table 9.5 for sources.
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High; maybe this reflects the high NPP which offsets heavy utilization. In N. Africa,
while Vulnerability increased southwards, Risk was the reverse, presumably owing
to the higher population along the Mediterranean coast. The highest values of
saline-induced degradation in the NRCS map correlated quite closely with the
HWSD salinity map.

Wind erosion was largely zonal, like overall degradation, increasing with aridity
up to the boundary of the Semi-Arid and Arid zones, and then decreasing into the
Arid zone. However, large areas within the drylands are not shown in the NRCS
map. In China human causes were mainly at the wetter margins, while in India, vast
areas were attributed to human action. Central Asia is shown as Very High and
most of this, too, can be associated with human action. Only small areas of
anthropogenic wind erosion were shown in Australia and South America. The Dust
Bowl region of the USA was mapped with a Low Risk of wind erosion in spite of
signs of a return of the erosion of the 1930s (Romm 2011). In the Sahel, where all
the erosion was attributed to human action, most of the high values of wind erosion
were in the Semi-Arid zone and decline to the north and south.

Most parts of the world’s drylands are mapped as High and Very High for water
erosion. High values occurred particularly in the Arid zone, but not in the most Arid
areas, except for the high plains of the USA where, once again, along the east to
west gradient of increasing aridity, water erosion was first high, then fell in the High
Plains and increased into the western mountains. Southern Africa and Australia
were generally Low to Moderate for water erosion.

In the Sahel, the north-south zonal patterns dominated the NRCS maps and the
environment. Once again, the differences between Vulnerability and Risk reflected
the population distribution, shown clearly by the similarity of their arithmetic dif-
ference and population. The measures of similarities (Table 9.6) were high for
aridity and land use (�j = 0.73 − 0.68, Table 9.6), but only moderate for NPP and
population (�j = 0.47 − 0.35, Table 9.6). Ecoregion was low, as with GLASOD,
possibly because of the coarse resolution of the ecoregion map compared with the
degradation maps.

3. GLADA

GLADA (Bai et al. 2008) undertook detailed analyses of NDVI trends and found
negative values in most Arid zones and also widespread, but less-coherent, patches
in Dry-Subhumid zones. Large positive trends were mainly in the Semi-Arid zone
in-between, but all three zones had small, scattered areas with positive trends.
However, when the patterns were compared quantitatively there were effectively no
similarity with any of the environmental factors (�j = 0.10 − 0.18, Table 9.6) and
even less so when restricted to the Sahel (�j = 0.07 − 0.04, Table 9.6). This suggests
that the NDVI trend was insensitive to any of the environmental factors associated
with degradation—a surprising finding. In the time-series of single pixels, both
negative and positive trends occurred, and so it must be questioned whether, in
view of such rapid changes and reversals, they constitute degradation in the sense
where the time scale of recovery from true desertification is often longer than
25 years.
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The global pattern of RESTREND was similar to the NDVI trend but more
intense and widespread. Exceptions occurred, for example the Gedaref (Al Qadarif)
province of eastern Sudan which was positive with NDVI trend and negative
negative with RESTREND. The Sahel Semi-Arid belt had large positive NDVI
trends, but smaller areas of RESTREND were positive and all had low values.
About half of the Sahel had negative RESTREND values. Thus RESTREND, with
its rainfall normalization, suggests large areas of degradation even though NDVI
was increasing. The RUE pattern was similar to RESTREND, but more coherent.
Taken together GLADA suggest that the well-known “greening” of the Sahel
(Olsson et al. 2005) is masking underlying degradation of productivity, in contrast
to Rishmawi (2013) who used similar methods and found only isolated patches of
degradation in the region.

Unlike NRCS and GLASOD, both of which used qualitative, expert judgment,
GLADA products are derived from numerical measurements. However, a serious
drawback is the uncertainty in interpretation—do negative trends indicate degra-
dation? The finding here of effectively zero correlation with causative factors is not
encouraging. Assessments of GLADA products carried out in partner countries
(Dijkshoorn et al. 2008) gave mixed results (Wessels 2009).

9.5.4 Inter-comparisons of Degradation Maps

Since there were no strong correlations of any of the maps with the selected
environmental variables, a comparison of each map with the others was carried out
to see if there is any consistency of mapping of degraded areas. While agreements
between maps are of interest, of course they do not indicate validity: on the con-
trary, given that GLASOD has been found to have serious shortcomings (Sonneveld
and Dent 2009; Nachtergaele et al. 2011; UNCED 1992), any agreements with
other maps could be because they agree in their invalidity.

Both the overall global and Sahel comparison results (Figs. 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9)
revealed two groups of maps that were similar amongst themselves, but very dif-
ferent between. The first set consisted of the GLADA maps (NDVI Trend,
RESTREND, and RUE) all of which had �j values greater than 0.6. The similarity
was greatest for the NDVI Trend v RESTREND comparison, probably because
both are linear fits to temporal trends of the satellite data. However, the level of
agreement suggests that the rainfall normalization had rather little effect on
RESTREND, at least at a global scale. The lesser agreement with RUE is probably
because RESTREND expresses the changes in NDVI through time, while RUE
shows the degree of degradation with respect to rainfall. The maps of j for each
pixel (Figs. 9.8 and 9.9) were not random but had geographically coherent areas of
similar values.

The second group of maps with internal similarity was GLASOD and NRCS.
Unlike the NDVI-derived maps which are global, less of the world is covered by
these, and an even smaller area jointly, but they do include most of the Arid,
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Semi-Arid and Dry-Subhumid regions. Their relatively high similarity (�j = 0.667)
may be because properties related to soils were the most important inputs used in
both maps. Again, the areas of agreement and disagreement tended to be in distinct
patches with sharp boundaries.

Although the three maps derived from NDVI have overall low similarities with
GLASOD (also reported by Gibbs and Salmon 2015) and NRCS, the kappa for both
NRCS and GLASOD with RUE in the Sahel were higher than the other compar-
isons between the two groups. This is most likely a result of the similarity of
GLASOD and NRCS, so both have similar correlations with RUE. Gibbs and
Salmon’s (2015) results for two of the maps included here were very different,
probably because they included all parts of the Earth, not just drylands, and areas
where one or more maps had no data.

9.6 Discussion

The general lack of agreement between the degradation maps and the lack of
adherence to basic principles of detection leads to the conclusion that the questions,
“What?”, “Where?” and “How severe?”, at the global and Sahel scales, are largely
unanswered, and the maps that exist are unsuitable for most of the applications for
which they are used. There are many reasons for this, including the following
issues.

Fig. 9.7 Comparisons of all
10 pairs of five global
degradation maps. Kappa (�j)
indicates the degree of
agreement of map pairs.
Global results are shown in
black and Sahelian, Sudanian
and Dry-Subhumid zones
(labelled Sahel+) in grey.
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9.6.1 Pursuit of the Undefinable “Desertification”

It was only in the immediate aftermath of the Sahelian droughts that maps were
published of a unitary property of “desertification” (e.g. Dregne 1983), and these
were, in fact, oriented to a particular set of conditions (similar to the “Sahelian”
syndrome of Geist 2005) rather than the overall concept enshrined in the “World
Atlas of Desertification”. It is surprising, therefore, that the idea of a singular
property of “desertification” is still held. In the special case of GLASOD, because

Fig. 9.8 Comparisons of all 10 pairs of five global degradation maps. Individual pixel Kappa (j)
shown in color: 1 total agreement, 0 total disagreement. Global summary comparisons (�j) are
given on each panel. Black areas indicate areas that are not Arid, Semi-Arid or Dry-Subhumid or
not shown in one or both maps.
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there is no overlap of causes and severities between mapped units (Fig. 9.3), the
maps of each type of degradation can be shown together in one image (Figs. 9.1 and
9.2), but this does not imply that it is a map of desertification in the holistic sense.
Similarly, the several NRCS maps each show the Risk and Vulnerability of a
separate condition, not all together. The GLADA maps are all based on a surrogate
for NPP, again, not an overall “desertification” metric. It has been proposed by
Prince (2002) that, because several factors associated with degradation result in loss
of productivity, NPP can be regarded as a surrogate for these in addition to pro-
ductivity itself; however, this is an integration of processes that control produc-
tivity, not a candidate for an all-encompassing metric of desertification. Whether the
use of production as an integrator is adequate or not, the result is a study of impacts
on productivity, not on “desertification”.

The notion of a process of “desertification” has recently returned in the rejection
of individual degradation processes in favor of an index that attempts to link all
factors that lead to human loss (Bridges and Oldeman 1999; Reynolds and Stafford
Smith 2002; Nachtergaele et al. 2011). However, there are good reasons not to
combine metrics: all variables cannot be measured with equal accuracy; an indi-
vidual process may be of interest, such the soil carbon balance, rather than “de-
sertification”; and a synthetic index requires the use of arbitrary weightings of the
individual processes. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that the degrees of
interactions vary, some are stronger than others, and so some simple variables may
be adequate in some cases (Reynolds et al. 2007).

Fig. 9.9 Comparisons of all 10 pairs of five Sahel degradation maps. Individual pixel Kappa (j)
shown in color: 1 total agreement, 0 total disagreement. Summary comparisons for the whole maps
(�j) are given on each panel. Black areas indicate areas that are not Arid, Semi-Arid or
Dry-Subhumid or are not shown in one or both maps.
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Progress will be difficult unless the unitary concept of desertification is aban-
doned in favor of mapping the drivers, processes and outcomes.

9.6.2 Limited Measurement Techniques

While a large number of objective metrics of degradation can be used in the field
(DESIRE 2008), upscaling of most of these is generally not possible beyond the
local site scale because spatial variations between field sites cannot be taken into
account. More fundamentally, local measurements often cannot be used for larger
areas because of the incongruity of data at different scales. Similarly, qualitative
expert opinions, while not to be dismissed, particularly in view of the critical role of
humans in the designation of degradation, are severely limited when spatially and
temporally extensive coverage is needed. Furthermore, maps based on opinion,
whether “expert” or not, are qualitative and therefore cannot be used for monitoring.

Satellite data and their derivatives, while expanding rapidly in type, precision and
resolution, are not substitutes for field measurements. They can provide only a few of
the properties often measured in the field, moreover, even measurements of the same
variable (e.g. vegetation cover) differ owing to the differences in measurement
techniques. Nonetheless, there is an expanding inventory of remotely-sensed vari-
ables that can be used directly or as proxies, and the fact remains that there is no
substitute for the intrinsic spatial- and temporal-continuity of remotely-sensed
measurements. New satellite measurements with local to global coverage, high
spatial resolution and long-term archives are emerging and these, coupled with
rapidly improving global meteorological data and continuing improvements of maps
of critical properties such as soil fertility, warrant some optimism.

9.6.3 Lack of Comparison with Non-degraded Sites

An incontrovertible reality for any measurement system is that it requires a refer-
ence standard. Without this, statements about more or less degradation or “deser-
tification” are meaningless. Despite obvious difficulties, comparisons within areas
that are not degraded are essential.

9.6.4 Slow Degradation and Fast Changes in Weather

In most cases, degradation is a gradual process and its presence is often obscured by
higher temporal frequency variations in the environment. The most obvious case is
rainfall; no two growing seasons are the same and neither are the responses of the
vegetation. Without being able to normalize these factors, any supposed
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measurement of degradation is only suggestive at best. Where there are recogniz-
able cycles of these other factors, degradation may be revealed by averaging over
the period of the cycle (Prince et al. 1998). However, such regularities are rare
(Wessels et al. 2007b).

9.7 Conclusions

The What? question, if in reference to “desertification”, is meaningless. On the
other hand, if applied to specific conditions and processes, such as losses of pro-
ductivity, biomass, soil fertility, or erosion, and can be measured quantitatively,
“degradation” can be defined rigorously. Thus, if specific degradative processes are
selected, rather than a nebulous, all-encompassing concept of “desertification” and
objective measurement techniques exist, progress can be made.

The Where? question can only be answered for a specific “What” answer. Even
if the condition is well-defined, a limitation can be the lack of an appropriate
method for mapping and monitoring at scales useful to the application.

How severe? Given the current narrow selection of measurable variables (the
What?) and the constraints of adequate spatial coverage (the Where?), assessments
of severity are limited and generally not adequate beyond the local, and certainly
not the global scale. An exception is the precision of satellite-borne instruments but,
with these, the challenge is the interpretation of the data to obtain information on
the specific conditions and processes of degradation.

The current situation is well summarized by Nachtergaele et al. (2011)

Global assessments of soil and land degradation have started more than 35 years ago but
had until now not achieved a clear answer on where land degradation takes place, what
impact it has on the population and what the cost to governments and land users would be if
the decline in soil, water and vegetation resources continued unabated. Although institu-
tional, socio-economic and biophysical causes of land degradation have been identified
locally in many case studies, these have not been inventoried systematically at district,
national or regional level. Much of the investment in land reclamation and rehabilitation
during recent years has been driven by donor interest to fund action rather than research and
understanding of the problem. Even the impact of what works and what does not in
combating land degradation is hardly known nor investigated (modified from Nachtergaele
et al. 2011).

But what of the future? Is the objective of mapping what, where and severity
beyond the local scale, totally quixotic? On the contrary—there are some reasons
for optimism, including the following.

(i) While all methods for mapping degradation have intrinsic limitations, remote
sensing not only has important capabilities with its present data and analytical
methods but also is in a phase of rapid expansion. Some highlights of
near-term developments of satellite remote-sensing include (Table 9.4): radar
measurement of soil water and rainfall; LiDAR data of biomass; high
spectral-resolution radiometers (hyperspectral) for detection of plant species
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and functions (Ustin et al. 2009); and increasing accuracy and spatial reso-
lution of global weather data.

(ii) While digital versions of degradation maps and their input data are rarely
made available, access via Internet to data on Earth properties is advancing
rapidly. For example: the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active
Archive Center (ORNL DAAC 2015) has over 1134 data sets for biogeo-
chemical dynamics; the Global Change Master Directory (GCMD 2015) has
six relevant categories, containing over 18,000 records, including compre-
hensive data relevant to dryland degradation; the Socioeconomic Data and
Applications Center (SEDAC 2015) which focuses on human interactions
with the environment, has data in 163 subject areas; and the FAO Global
Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS 2015) which issues reports
on the world food situation and provides early warnings of impending food
crises.

(iii) Notwithstanding these new tools and improved data access, a fundamental
need is for independent organizations at national, regional and global scales to
undertake routine monitoring. The United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP 2015) and FAO GLADIS have limited, but very relevant activities of
this sort. However, at present, even existing data are not easily available—a
glaring example is the paucity of free, easily available, basic meteorological
station data such as rainfall. However these issues are being overcome by
some agencies, for example, the Centre de Suivi Ecologique in Senegal (CSE
2015) and the USAID Famine Early Warning System (FEWS Net 2015;
Brown 2008).

(iv) Finally, technically credible leadership, free from external pressures, is needed
to address the issues of degradation at international-global scales and to har-
monize policy-relevant research, monitoring and interpretation. Unfortunately
governmental agencies are often not well-informed of appropriate techniques,
they are subject to political pressures and have no incentive to participate at the
international scale. While GIEWS has an on-going programme of harmo-
nization of data collection, the interpretation step is not included. In the case of
climate change, the Intergovernmental Platform on Climate Change (IPCC
2015) provides a blueprint and it is to be hoped that the new Intergovernmental
Panel on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES 2015), which includes
the UNCCD, will develop into this role.

Credible answers to the what, where and how severe questions are possible if
better fundamental principles are developed and applied. There is hope that such
progress will not be long in coming.
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comparisons.
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Chapter 10
40 Years of Climate Modeling: The Causes
of Late-20th Century Drought in the Sahel

Alessandra Giannini

Abstract This chapter reviews the evolution of our understanding of the causes of
the late 20th century Sahel drought in the context of global climate model devel-
opment. In describing, in coherent and holistic fashion, physical arguments for local
and global influences on regional rainfall variability and change, it aims to make
sense of current trends and future projections in the context of the recent past.

Keywords Sahel � Drought � Climate modeling � Seasonal prediction � Climate
change � Attribution

10.1 Introduction

The interpretation of drought in the Sahel as a consequence of local environmental
degradation fundamentally rooted in rapid population growth arose in the 1970s—
the time of the “population bomb” (Ehrlich 1968) and “limits to growth” (Meadows
et al. 1972). It may have been intuitive in that context, and with little direct
experience of local conditions, to embrace the notion that mismanagement of
natural resources could have an influence beyond local land degradation, and lead
to self-perpetuating drought and occasional widespread famine. Perhaps the con-
ception persisted because an explanation centered on local causes also meant that
local solutions could be implemented. However, in the decades since the early
1970s, understanding of the global interconnectedness of physical climate has
advanced, as is apparent in the development of dynamical models to predict the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation (Cane et al. 1986), and in the demonstration that humans
are indeed capable of influencing the global climate system through emissions from
fossil fuel burning (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2007, 2014).
Therefore, the popular notion of the influence of local land degradation on rainfall
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and the more recent realization of global anthropogenic influence on climate
demand a review to make sense of the scientific debate that has surrounded the
cause of drought in the Sahel over the last 40 years.

In broad climatic terms, the Sahel represents the fluctuating semi-arid
grassland-savanna boundary between desert and tropical rainforest, running
across Africa from the Atlantic coast of Mauritania and Senegal to the Red Sea
coast of Sudan and Eritrea. In reality there is a gradation in the ecosystems that span
annual mean rainfall between *200 and *1000 mm from north to south, and from
desert to tropical rainforest, usually referred to as Sahelian, Sahelo-Sudanian and
Sudanian (Nicholson 1979), as well as great variation in population density, in
patterns of land use, in human settlement and in livelihood strategies, not only in
the north-south, but also in the east-west direction (Raynaut 1997; Cour and Snrech
1998; Leach and Mearns 1996). However, the coarse resolution of global climate
models, where one spatial unit or “grid box” has a dimension of *100 km, justifies
referring to the Sahel as the strip of land occupying the latitudinal belt between 10°
N and 20°N, i.e. covering *1000 km in the north-south direction, and *6000 km
in the east-west direction.

In this latitudinal belt climate is defined by the northernmost annual reach of the
African monsoon, which is attained in northern hemisphere summer. This climatic
regime is characterized by the alternation of a relatively brief rainy season with the
longer dry season. Climate is susceptible to significant variation in precipitation on
all time scales, from years to centuries to millennia and longer (Nicholson 2000a;
Shanahan et al. 2009; de Menocal et al. 2000; Petit-Maire 2002; Gasse et al. 1990;
Gasse 2000; Braconnot et al. 2007a, b). Conversely, temperature does not vary as
dramatically as in temperate latitudes, for well understood dynamical reasons
(Polvani and Sobel 2002). However, on the time scale of a person’s lifetime nothing
quite compares, in abruptness, magnitude and severity of human impact, with the
shift to persistently dry conditions that manifested itself in the Sahel at the end of
the 1960s (Lamb 1982; Nicholson 1983; Katz and Glantz 1986; Hulme 2001; Dai
et al. 2004; Trenberth et al. 2007; Greene et al. 2009). This shift was an extreme
phenomenon physically—worldwide, no region of similar extent has witnessed
such magnitude of change during the 20th century—as well as societally—with
recurrent food security crises and talk of irreversible land degradation, or deserti-
fication. For this reason, the cause of drought in the Sahel has been hotly debated
since the inception of its last episode, in the late 1960s, with repercussions in
development practice, as further explored in this book.

In this chapter I seek to reconcile through an examination of physical factors the
alternative views on the cause of the persistence of late 20th century drought1 in the
Sahel, and to define the context in which to situate 21st century climate change in

1For definitions of drought—meteorological, hydrological, agricultural—the reader is referred e.g.
to Glantz (1994) and Wilhite (2001). Here drought is synonymous with deficient, or below-average
rainfall, where the average is computed on a sufficiently long period, with 30 years being the
standard implemented by the UN World Meteorological Organization.
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the region. In simplified terms, the debate in the climate science community pitted
two alternative interpretations of the genesis of drought against each other, which, by
nature of one being internal, the other external to the region (Brooks 2004) appeared
to be mutually exclusive. In fact, I will show that elements of the physical arguments
underlying the two interpretations—one to do with the impact of local human
activity on the physical properties of the land surface and its purported regional or
global consequences on climate, the other with the remote influence of the oceans on
the climate of this margin of the monsoon—are recurrent in explanations of past
change, e.g. stretching to the paleo-climate reconstructions and modeling interpre-
tation of the “African humid period” which ended around 6000 years ago (Kutzbach
and Liu 1997; Patricola and Cook 2007), and of future change, e.g. the apparent
disagreement among global climate models in projections of regional rainfall. For
this reason, it is important to make sense of them holistically.

Therefore, the goal of this chapter, which is organized in two sections and
conclusions, is to review the competing explanations of drought to highlight the
possibility of consistency between them, and to find convergence in explanations of
climatic change in the Sahel in a way that is meaningful to the development of
resilient livelihood strategies. The first section is about the past. It reviews the
internal/local/land and external/remote/ocean interpretations of physical climate
change in the Sahel, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, and proposes a
theoretical framework, largely based on the work of Held, Neelin, Sobel and col-
laborators (e.g. Held and Soden 2006; Neelin 2007; Zeng and Neelin 1999; Neelin
et al. 2003; Chou and Neelin 2004; Chiang and Sobel 2002; Sobel 2007) in which
to make sense of the parts. The second section is about the present and future—how
do we interpret current trends and projections of future change in a way that is
consistent with the recent past, i.e. the last century of direct, instrumental records, to
begin to communicate meaningfully policy and practice implications?

10.2 The Climate Science Behind Understanding Drought
in the Sahel

10.2.1 An Interpretive Lens: Bottom–Up and Top–Down
Processes Affecting Rainfall of Relevance to Local
and Remote Influences

Why does it rain? If a parcel of air rises, it expands in the lower pressure, cools, and
therefore condenses moisture in the parcel, producing cloud, and ultimately, rainfall – or
perhaps snowfall. So a key ingredient is certainly the many and varied mechanisms for
causing air to rise. (Trenberth et al. 2003)

A parcel of air will rise against gravity if it has the energy, if it is buoyant, or
vertically unstable, with respect to the environment air surrounding it (Fig. 10.1).
Therefore, one way to cause instability and rain is to make a parcel lighter, hence
more buoyant or unstable than the air surrounding it, by making it warmer and/or
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moister2 near the surface. As the parcel of air rises, it cools and condenses the
moisture within until it reaches a point where its temperature and moisture content
is the same as the surrounding air, hence it is no longer buoyant. Given the local
environment’s vertical profile of stability, how far a parcel can ascend, whether
high, i.e., up to an altitude between 15 and 20 km in the troposphere,3 likely causing
deep convection and heavy precipitation, or only a few kilometers, as in
dry/shallow convection, is largely determined by its initial condition, its tempera-
ture and humidity in the boundary layer near the surface, before it initiates ascent
(Emanuel et al. 1994; Polcher 1995).

Charney’s hypothesis for a bio-geophysical feedback between albedo, rainfall
and vegetation cover can be cast as a theory of Sahel drought that relates vertical
instability and rainfall to near-surface conditions over land. Studies that relate
rainfall variability in the Sahel to sea surface temperature anomalies in the tropical
Atlantic (e.g. Lamb 1978a, b; Eltahir and Gong 1996) also make use of this
framework—changes in vertical stability and rainfall are determined from the
bottom up, by perturbing near-surface atmospheric conditions.

Another way to perturb rain-producing processes is to make the air surrounding
the parcel more or less stable, so that it becomes less or more difficult for that parcel
of air to reach a threshold beyond which it becomes unstable and wants to ascend,
or continue to ascend deep into the troposphere. The analogue for this type of
influence is the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) “teleconnection”, i.e.
ENSO’s global influence on apparently remote regions of the world, especially in

Fig. 10.1 The stability or instability of a parcel of air with respect to the environment air sur-
rounding it. White to red hues indicate increasing energy content, in the vertical column representing
the environment air, as well as in the small square representing a parcel of air near the surface.

2Moist air is lighter than dry air, because a molecule of water vapor is lighter than a molecule of
nitrogen or oxygen, the most prevalent constituents of the Earth’s atmosphere.
3The troposphere is the layer of atmosphere closest to the surface, where all human activity takes
place. It is *15 km deep in the tropics and *10 km deep at high latitudes, and contains 90 % of
the atmosphere’s mass.
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the tropics. During a warm ENSO or El Niño event, ocean and atmosphere in the
central equatorial Pacific interact in a positive feedback loop that extracts energy
from the system: a reduction in wind speed reduces evaporation, warming the
surface of the ocean, and the atmosphere responds with increased instability,
increased convection and rainfall, which further weakens the winds and warms the
oceans (Cane 1991; Bjerknes 1969). In the source region of the central equatorial
Pacific increased energy extraction from the surface of the ocean and more abun-
dant rainfall go hand in hand. This local increase in energy is first communicated
upward by rising parcels of air in deep convection, and then around the global
tropics by atmospheric waves that spread the increase in temperature at upper levels
of the troposphere, i.e. at*15–20 km of altitude (Polvani and Sobel 2002). Around
the tropics, outside of the tropical Pacific, warmer environmental air at upper levels
translates into a higher instability/energy threshold for a parcel that wants to ascend,
and a more stable vertical profile. Consequently the rain-producing process is
inhibited, and tropical drought spreads wide in the months that follow the onset of a
warm ENSO episode in regions remote from the ENSO source, e.g. in the South
Asian and West African monsoons (Chiang and Sobel 2002; Yulaeva and Wallace
1994; Lyon 2004).

Similar arguments have recently been invoked in studies that discuss the role of
warming of the Indian Ocean in the persistence of drought in the Sahel and Horn of
Africa (Held et al. 2005; Funk et al. 2008), or of generalized warming of the oceans
in future projections of drought (Neelin et al. 2003, 2006), with an increase in
greenhouse gases leading to a transient warming of upper levels in the troposphere
(Chou and Neelin 2004; Yang et al. 2003; Sugi and Yoshimura 2004).

10.2.2 Complementary Theories on the Cause of Late-20th
Century Sahel Drought

10.2.2.1 Charney’s Local/Land Bio-Geophysical Feedback
for the Persistence of Drought

Charney’s original formulation of a bio-geophysical feedback (Charney et al. 1975)
states that:

A decrease in plant cover may be accompanied by an increase in the surface albedo.4 This
would lead to a decrease in the net incoming radiation and an increase in the radiative
cooling of the air. As a consequence, the air would sink to maintain thermal equilibrium by
adiabatic compression, and cumulus convection and its associated rainfall would be
suppressed.

4The albedo is the reflectivity of the Earth’s surface to solar radiation. It is a unitless number
between 0 and 1. Surfaces that reflect a high proportion of the incoming insolation have high
albedo.
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The fundamental elements of Charney’s mechanism to explain the persistence of
drought in a semi-arid desert border region such as the Sahel are: (1) the rela-
tionship between increase in surface albedo, decrease in precipitation, and conse-
quent further decrease in vegetation cover and increase in albedo—a reinforcing, or
positive feedback, (2) the role of surface albedo in defining the local net surface and
atmospheric energy budgets, and (3) though not explicitly stated in this specific
paragraph, the role of human activity in disturbing surface albedo through sys-
tematic modification of the land cover.

Charney and collaborators (1975, 1977) were the first to test this mechanism in
general circulation models of the atmosphere (Schneider and Dickinson 1974), the
same class of computational tools in use to make weather forecasts and projections
of future climate change, albeit in their primordial stages.5 Using the model
developed at NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies (Somerville et al. 1974),
they compared “control” and “perturbation” simulations. In the control, the value of
surface albedo in the Sahel and in similar semi-arid margins of monsoons in North
America and South Asia is prescribed to be the same as all other land points, i.e.
0.14. For comparison, albedo is set to a low value, equal to 0.07, for oceanic grid
points, which reflect very little incoming solar radiation, and to a high value, equal
to 0.70, for ice points, which reflect a lot (Charney et al. 1977). In the perturbation,
the land value for albedo is doubled to 0.35 only in semi-arid margins of monsoons
such as the Sahel. In the comparison, the perturbed simulations, those with
increased albedo values at the desert border, always display drier conditions in these
regions, and significantly so, despite the small sample size.

Charney et al. (1977) comment on two points of interest to ensuing develop-
ments. First of all, they acknowledge that “As better general circulation models are
developed, the experiments described in this article [should] be repeated”. This
comment stems out of a specific concern about their model’s simulation of evap-
oration, which, whether too high or too low, was unrealistic. Secondly, Charney
et al. note that “the perturbation will remain until external counteracting climato-
logical forces become large enough to overcome the local feedback effect and return
the system toward the old equilibrium”. In other words, while the impact of land

5In this general class of models, also known as GCMs, for “general circulation models” or “global
climate models”, the surface of the Earth is divided into squares, or grid boxes, of dimensions
currently of the order of*100 km. In each grid box the evolution of the atmosphere only, initially,
and of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system, more recently, is derived from the equations of
motion—the motion of fluids, the atmosphere and ocean, on a rotating sphere heated by an external
source of energy. In the atmosphere only case, the surface temperature of the oceans is prescribed,
either to monthly climatological values, or to monthly varying values derived from observations
[or from seasonal predictions], while the exchange between land surface and atmosphere is
described by empirical relations referred to as parameterizations. In the simplest coupled
ocean-atmosphere case, the sole external source of energy is the sun, insolation at the top of the
atmosphere is kept constant in time, and the system is let to adjust to the spatial variation in heating
that derives from the planet’s own geometry and rotation around its axis, and that of its revolution
around the sun. The circulations that ensue in the atmosphere and oceans are manifestations of the
inherent “internal” variability in the system as it redistributes heat from warmer to cooler regions.
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surface change is not negligible, Charney et al. fully expect that in longer model
runs the dominant role of the large-scale circulation should be restored.

Follow-up studies to Charney’s seminal work focused on his recommendation to
reproduce their perturbation simulations as the complexity and internal consistency
of the physical processes described by models improved. Sud and Fennessy (1982)
repeated the same numerical experiments and came to the same conclusions with
the GLAS (Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences) model. Laval and Picon
(1986) did the same with the model developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie
Dynamique (LMD) in Paris. Xue and Shukla (1993) introduced a vegetation
parameterization in the COLA (Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies)
model, which permitted them to characterize the sensitivity of the model to vege-
tation change, through its effect on net surface energy budget and hydrology. By
changing vegetation cover in a more realistic way compared to the idealized
increase in albedo used in prior studies, Xue and Shukla recovered the decrease in
precipitation, as well as the changes in the regional atmospheric circulation con-
sistent with a weakened monsoon. These modeled changes described a decrease in
the south-westerly flow of moist, monsoonal air, a weakening in the tropical
easterly jet aloft, and in the mid-level African easterly jet—all features described by
Newell and Kidson (1984) to be typical of dry years. They also highlighted
a *2-week delay in the onset of the rainy season in their ‘desertification’ inte-
grations. This facet of Xue and Shukla’s simulations is particularly interesting vis-à-
vis the current state-of-the-art in interpretation of climate change projections.
Studies have consistently shown a delay in the onset of the West African (Biasutti
and Sobel 2009; Biasutti 2013) and global monsoons (Seth et al. 2011, 2013) in
response to global warming, despite the uncertainty in the direction of the seasonal
or annual average change in precipitation.

Many more studies have been carried out since Charney et al.’s simulations to
check the consistency of improved model versions, e.g. moving from the simplistic
consideration of a uniform surface albedo change to the more involved consider-
ation of soil moisture feedbacks and dynamic vegetation. The work of Taylor et al.
(2002) provides an end point, because it summarizes the modeling sophistication
achieved, and at the same time epitomizes the limits reached by sensitivity studies.
These are studies in which the hypothetical cause of a change in the real world is
identified. In this case, the change in land surface conditions is hypothesized to be
the cause of the change in observed precipitation between wet and dry decades.
Simulations are then run with and without the cause, and the two sets, a “perturbed”
and a “control” case, are compared. In Taylor et al. (2002) land use change is
computed based on an independent equilibrium model developed by Stephenne and
Lambin (2001). This model takes into account the competing human activities
modifying the rural landscape—agricultural and livestock production, and fuel-
wood extraction—going so far as to postulate that extensification of agricultural
production should occur before intensification. Land use change is then translated
into a change in the parameters that describe vegetation cover in a general circu-
lation model. The end result is the expected decrease in rainfall between conditions
as simulated appropriate for the 1960s and 1990s. However, the simulated decrease,
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4.6 %, is only a fraction of the estimated *10–20 % reduction in regional rainfall
observed between the wet and dry decades of the 20th century.

In sum, we can synthesize as follows. Over the past *40 years model devel-
opment has led to increased sophistication in the treatment of land-atmosphere
interaction processes, which started with imposing a simple albedo change, and
evolved through consideration of interactive soil moisture and dynamic vegetation,
and more realistic patterns of land use change. It has become increasingly clear that
the processes by which anthropogenic land use change can reduce precipitation are
physically plausible, and consistent with a natural positive feedback response of the
land surface to precipitation. On the other hand, prescribing a change in local land
surface conditions without allowing for the system to react, to verify whether the
dynamics of the global climate system will allow the amplification of the initial
perturbation, is only half of the story.

10.2.2.2 The Remote Influence of the Oceans on the Climate
of the Sahel

The other half of the story is the influence of climatic factors external to the region,
most notably the oceans, the source of most moisture in this semi-arid region.
Oceanic influence on Sahelian drought was first quantified empirically, in studies
that pointed to the coincidence of warm sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in
the equatorial Atlantic Ocean during dry years in the Sahel, and related them to
anomalies in the atmospheric circulation (Hastenrath and Lamb 1977; Lamb 1978a,
b; Lamb and Peppler 1992).

The first modeling studies were conducted at the UK Meteorological Office
(Folland et al. 1986; Palmer 1986), in a control-perturbation set-up similar to that
utilized to demonstrate sensitivity to land cover change. In this case, a control
simulation, run with climatological sea surface temperature conditions, was com-
pared to a perturbation simulation, where SST anomalies typical of dry years are
superimposed on the same climatology (Fig. 10.2). The response was a decrease in
rainfall in the Sahel in the perturbation compared to the control simulation. These
studies were the first to dynamically demonstrate the sensitivity of Sahel rainfall to
worldwide sea surface temperatures. Why, then, were the climate science commu-
nity and the broader community of scholars and practitioners of drylands develop-
ment, not convinced that the cause of Sahel drought lay in the oceans, not over land?

Almost 10 years later, Rowell et al. (1995) confirmed Folland et al.’s (1986)
results. They also reported that Owen and Folland (1988) had not been able to
reproduce them as cleanly and convincingly with the subsequent version of the UK
Met Office model, pointing out that the difference between the two generations of
models lay in the representation of clouds. The model employed by Folland et al.
(1986) prescribed cloud cover to follow climatology at each location, avoiding the
complexity of dynamically modeling the evolution in cloud cover. In contrast, the
subsequent version employed a prognostic cloud scheme, i.e. attempted to model
the evolution of cloud cover within the model. As had already been noted by
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Charney et al. (1977), cloud cover is a potential negative feedback on the
hypothesized bio-geophysical feedback, i.e. it can potentially weaken or disable it.
An increase in surface albedo causes a reduction in solar radiation absorbed at the
surface and in energy potentially available to the atmospheric column. If this is
followed by a decrease in precipitation, such a decrease also implies a decrease in
cloud cover and in cloud albedo, hence an increase in solar radiation that can reach
the surface. Therefore, in terms of atmospheric energy budget, the cloud albedo
response can potentially cancel the initial surface albedo anomaly, and
re-equilibrate the system. In Folland et al.’s model, cloud cover would not have
changed as a consequence of the albedo-precipitation change, therefore eliminating
the potential to cancel out the effect of the initial surface albedo change. In the
subsequent set-up, where clouds varied in concert with precipitation, it could have
cancelled the effect of surface albedo change. It should be noted that the dominance
of this potential negative feedback is physically unrealistic in semi-arid regions
such as the Sahel. In such regions, a reduction in precipitation translates into a
reduction in soil moisture. Regardless of how much radiation reaches the surface,
evaporation is limited by water availability, not by the energy required to extract it
through evaporation (Koster et al. 2003, Koster et al. 2006). In the real world, if the
balance between surface and cloud albedo were to result in an increase in radiation
into the surface, in the absence of soil moisture that increase in radiation would not
translate into an increase in evaporation that could fuel an increase in humidity and
vertical instability.

We may ask why the Folland et al. results did not have the broader impact
warranted by their significance to the dominant discourse of human-induced
desertification (Bullock et al. 1995). While it may have been reasonable for the
development community to wait until climate scientists had reached a consensus,
why did the latter take so long to agree amongst themselves? Ten years after
Folland et al. (1986), Sud and Lau (1996) expressed skepticism at the Rowell et al.

Fig. 10.2 The pattern of sea surface temperature associated with late 20th century Sahel drought.
Notable features are: the warming of the tropical and southern oceans, including the South Atlantic
and Indian Oceans, and the relative cooling of the northern hemisphere mid-latitude oceans,
especially the North Atlantic Ocean.
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(1995) results, which had replicated Folland et al. (1986), but could not in turn be
replicated with the simultaneous effort of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP)—the first of many inter-comparisons of atmospheric models that
used observed SST run over a short period (1979–88), due to computing limitations
at the time. Sud and Lau (1996) went so far as to suggest that the Rowell et al.
simulation of the relationship between sea surface temperature and rainfall
anomalies between 1949 and 1990 could be “success by chance”. A similar
inter-comparison of models attempted more recently, in the context of the CLIVAR
Climate of the 20th Century project (Scaife et al. 2009), similarly documented the
failure of many models to reproduce the amplitude of Sahelian climate fluctuations.

These results, however, do not call into question the conclusion that oceans were
the primary cause of Sahel drought. Since Giannini et al. (2003), various
state-of-the-art models have successfully reproduced the sensitivity of Sahel rainfall
to global-scale sea surface temperature changes, including anomalous years, and its
multi-decadal evolution. These multi-decadal shifts include the anomalously wet
1950s and 1960s, persistent drought in the 1970s and 1980s, and partial recovery
since the 1990s. They can be reproduced in simulations based on inclusion of the
observed evolution of global sea surface temperatures only as the prescribed
boundary condition. Whereas Sud and Lau (1996) could argue that a model could
by chance correctly simulate a few random years, this argument cannot reasonably
be supported in the face of ensembles of decades-long simulations that reproduce
the alternation of wet and dry epochs as described by Giannini et al. (2003), Lu and
Delworth (2005), and Caminade and Terray (2010) using different models.

10.2.2.3 Limitations of Both Explanations

Counter-arguments to either explanation have to do with inconsistencies between
the real and modeled worlds, either in the magnitude of the perturbations to the
system or in the magnitude of the response to a perturbation.

Scientists seeking to refute the role of Charney’s bio-geophysical feedback as the
sole explanation for the persistence of drought appealed to the much smaller
observed surface albedo change compared to that used in models to provoke a
significant response in precipitation (e.g. Nicholson 2000b). With regards to the
observed difference in surface albedo between dry and wet years, Govaerts and
Lattanzio (2008) have the last word: in Meteosat observations that compare the very
dry year of 1984 to the wetter 2003, they found a maximum surface albedo change
of 0.15 along 16ºN latitude, and an average regional change of 0.06, i.e. signifi-
cantly smaller than the change from 0.14 to 0.35 imposed by Charney et al. (1977)
and similar subsequent studies.

Simulations based on the dominant role of the oceans also inadequately repre-
sent the amplitude of rainfall variability (Scaife et al. 2009), especially when ocean
and atmosphere are coupled as in the model systems in use for the IPCC
Assessment Reports (Biasutti 2013), albeit with exceptions (e.g. Lu and Delworth
2005). In other words, if one were to hold simulations of the response of Sahel
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rainfall to oceanic change to the same standard applied by Taylor et al. (2002) in the
case of the land use/land cover change, one would fail in many instances to recover
the amplitude of the observed change, a 15–20 % decrease in rainfall with respect to
the long-term average. However, as discussed later in this chapter, the strength of
the explanation based on a remote/oceanic forcing of Sahel drought lies in the
faithfulness of the simulation of the century-scale evolution of regional rainfall
anomalies (Giannini et al. 2003) more than in its magnitude.

10.2.3 Synthesis: Oceans Lead and Land Amplifies

In the 1990s and early 2000s most attempts made to compare the relative roles of
sea surface temperature anomalies or land use change did not yield firm conclusions
(e.g. Diedhiou and Mahfouf 1996; Douville et al. 2001; Douville 2002). Maynard
and Polcher (2003) correctly pointed to the complexity of balancing remote oceanic
influence with continental response mediated by land surface-atmosphere feedbacks
that could either enhance, through evaporation, or cancel out, through clouds, the
initial ocean-forced perturbation. However, when Zeng et al. (1999) and Giannini
et al. (2003) revisited the issue, the time was ripe for stronger conclusions. In an
idealized modeling context, and in a global general circulation model context,
respectively, they showed that the slow, but steady refinement of climate models
had enabled them to conclusively identify the oceans as the primary cause of
drought. State-of-the-art models similar to those used for climate change projections
can reproduce the 20th century evolution of Sahelian climate given only the his-
torical evolution of sea surface temperatures (Fig. 10.3, from Giannini et al. 2003;
Lu and Delworth 2005). Inclusion of vegetation dynamics in an idealized model
(Zeng et al. 1999), and of land surface-atmosphere coupling in a global general
circulation model (Giannini et al. 2003) lead to amplification of the ocean-driven
rainfall anomalies, testament to the fact that a positive bio-geophysical feedback is
indeed in place.

Fig. 10.3 The evolution of Sahel rainfall, as averaged from station records, in red, and from the
ensemble of simulations analysed in Giannini et al. (2003) (reproduced from Giannini et al. 2003).
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Giannini et al. (2003) took their inspiration from seasonal climate forecasts that
predict shifts in the probabilities of a season being warmer or wetter than normal a
few months ahead of time. Seasonal climate prediction relies on the influence that
slowly evolving surfaces of the earth, such as the oceans or soil moisture, have in
nudging the atmosphere into preferred states, affecting the probability of their
recurrence. Using the model developed by Suarez and collaborators at NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center (Bacmeister et al. 2000), they described Sahel rainfall
variability as a result of well-defined global SST anomalies, and hence as poten-
tially predictable given a prediction of the SST anomalies.

The novelty in the Giannini et al. (2003) study with respect to the Folland et al.
(1986) and Rowell et al. (1995) was what it tried to simulate. What was simulated
was not the magnitude of the Sahel rainfall response to sea surface temperature
anomalies associated with drought. Rather, it was the 20th century evolution of
Sahel rainfall patterns that was reproduced accurately in its interannual and inter-
decadal modulations. As in Folland et al. (1986), the analysis highlighted the
sensitivity of Sahel rainfall to global tropical SST. The El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) dominates on interannual time scales, but it is warming of
the oceans around Africa, especially the equatorial Indian Ocean and south Atlantic,
that can be directly related to the multi-decadal persistence of drought.

10.2.3.1 How the Influences of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans Work

The Atlantic and Indian Oceans influence Sahel rainfall on longer time scales than
interannual, because their variations occur on these longer time scales, as in the
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (Kushnir 1994; Enfield and Mestas-Nuñez 1999;
Mann and Emanuel 2006) and the pronounced warming trend in the Indian Ocean
since the 1970s (Du and Xie 2008). In addition to the literature discussed in greater
detail below, the patterns of oceanic influence affecting the Sahel have been thor-
oughly dissected in the modeling component of the recent Euro-African research
endeavor known as AMMA—African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses
(Hourdin et al. 2010; Ruti et al. 2011; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2011; and refer-
ences therein).

The influence of the Atlantic Ocean on Sahel rainfall has historically been
conceived of as a continental extrapolation of the association between maximum
sea surface temperature (SST) and deep convection over the adjacent Atlantic
Ocean (Zeng 2003). Over the oceans, the latitudinal location of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ), the east-west belt of deep convection and precipitation,
coincides with the warmest surface temperatures (Lindzen and Nigam 1987). The
north-south, or meridional gradient in SST, i.e. the temperature difference between
the north and south tropical Atlantic, affects the displacement of the ITCZ (Hurrell
et al. 2006; Knight et al. 2006). In the Atlantic basin, a warmer south than north
would attract the ITCZ southward, compared to its climatological mean location
(Moura and Shukla 1981).
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Eltahir and collaborators extended these considerations to view the
ocean-atmosphere-land as a coupled system via the “meridional gradient in
boundary-layer entropy” (Eltahir and Gong 1996). Entropy is a variable directly
linked to the meridional overturning circulation in the atmosphere, also known as
the Hadley cell. A positive north-south gradient in near-surface entropy is associ-
ated with more vigorous deep convection and precipitation when the ascending
branch of the Hadley cell is in the northern hemisphere (Kang et al. 2009). In the
atmosphere entropy is synonymous with equivalent potential temperature—a
measure of the temperature and humidity contributions to the energetic content of a
parcel of air near the surface. Considering the geography of ocean and land in West
Africa, the meridional gradient in boundary layer entropy is enhanced if land heats
up, as in traditional theories of the monsoon, leading to a vigorous on-shore cir-
culation, and attendant increase in moisture convergence. It is weakened if the
equatorial Atlantic Ocean heats up, as in the observational work of Lamb (1978a, b)
and Nicholson (1980, 1981), and modeling work of Fontaine et al. (1998), Vizy and
Cook (2001, 2002), and Losada et al. (2010) which link drought in the Sahel to
warming along the Gulf of Guinea.

The influence of the Indian Ocean had already been noted by Shinoda and
Kawamura (1994), but it is with Giannini et al. (2003) and Bader and Latif (2003)
that warming of the equatorial Indian Ocean took on prominence in explanations of
Sahel drought (e.g. Kerr 2003). The influence can be conceptualized as a vertical
stability argument akin to that behind the influence of ENSO on the global tropics
(Chou et al. 2001; Neelin et al. 2003). A warmer than normal equatorial Indian
Ocean favors oceanic deep convection. It is this oceanic deep convection that sets
the energy threshold for vertical instability by warming the upper troposphere and
raising the threshold for convection. If the threshold is too high for a continental
parcel of air to attain it, e.g. because over land the moisture required to make the
parcel lighter is not readily available, then land gets drier. A more involved
dynamic explanation invokes the westward propagation of Rossby waves to carry
over Africa the atmospheric adjustment to enhanced deep convection in the
equatorial Indian Ocean (Hagos and Cook 2008; Lu 2009). This atmospheric
adjustment bears all the circulation features typical of dry years in the Sahel,
starting from north-easterly near-surface wind anomalies, which oppose the cli-
matological south-westerly flow, and express a weakening of the moist, on-shore
monsoonal flow (Giannini et al. 2005).

10.2.4 Conclusion on Understanding the Recent Past
of Sahelian Climate

Regarding the cause of 20th century drought in the Sahel, the explanation linking
drying to changes in the oceans is more inclusive than the alternative explanation
which links drought to human-induced baring of the soils. If one accepts that the
20th century drought had its origin in the oceans, this conclusion does not exclude
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the possibility that an ocean-forced reduction of rainfall may be amplified by natural
land surface-atmosphere feedbacks, and exacerbated (or countered) by
human-induced land use change. Conversely, at present there is no evidence that
corroborates the purported global influence of the climatic consequences of land
cover/land use change. To the contrary, the latest model comparison of the scales of
influence of sea surface temperature anomalies and land cover change supports the
conclusion that the latter is local (Findell et al. 2009).

10.3 Current and Future Change

10.3.1 Simulating Climate Change with Coupled Models

Climate change projections are made with global, coupled ocean-atmosphere-land
models—the direct descendants of the models that began to be developed in the late
1960s (Le Treut et al. 2007) starting with the atmosphere only. To simulate the
climate of the 20th century, the whole suite of “external influences” that can affect
the internal variability of the ocean-atmosphere system is described according to
historical reconstruction. These influences include natural factors such as volcanic
eruptions and variations in insolation at the top of the atmosphere related to cycles
in solar activity, and anthropogenic factors, such as concentrations of pollutants—
gases like carbon dioxide and methane, or aerosols like sulfur dioxide. In some
instances land use change is also prescribed in addition to natural variations in
vegetation due to climate. The goal here is to faithfully reproduce the response of
the climate system to all the external influences it has experienced, natural or
anthropogenic. This exercise has been most successful in explaining global mean
temperature. The observed evolution of global mean temperature falls within the
uncertainty envelope of the multi-model average of simulations that include
anthropogenic influences. In late-20th century, it falls outside of the multi-model
range of simulations that only include natural influences (Stott et al. 2006; Hegerl
et al. 2007 and references therein). Attribution of the warming to anthropogenic
causes follows.

In these global coupled models of the climate system the equations of motion are
derived directly from first principles. They constitute the “dynamical core” of
models. They are complemented by parameterizations, which describe processes
that take place at scales—from molecular to tens of kilometers—that cannot be
represented explicitly given the coarse spatio-temporal resolution of the models.
Many of these processes—surface-atmosphere exchange of energy and water, cloud
development, and especially convection—exert a stronger influence on the climate
of the tropics than on that of middle and high latitudes, where the large-scale
dynamics of the circulation dominate. It is therefore likely that the significant
variation, indeed the discrepancy, in projections of regional precipitation change
over tropical land is caused by the inter-model variation in the representation of
these processes.
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The Sahel is a case in point. In the face of remarkable agreement in the models’
simulation of late 20th century drought, 21st century projections of precipitation
change diverge, i.e. some models project a drier future, others a wetter future, and
perhaps the majority anticipate no significant change (Biasutti and Giannini 2006;
Cook and Vizy 2006; Douville et al. 2006; Joly et al. 2007; Biasutti 2013).

10.3.1.1 Climate Change and the Late 20th Century Sahel Drought

The magnitude, and the spatial and temporal extent of late 20th century Sahel
drought naturally raise questions about its potential association with global climate
change. Section 10.2.3 detailed the history of the successful simulation of Sahel
drought in atmosphere-only models, when the observed evolution of global sea
surface temperatures is prescribed as a boundary condition. It also provided an
indirect attribution argument, whereby Sahel drought could be tied to anthropogenic
emissions from fossil fuel burning via their influence on sea surface temperatures.
Late 20th century drying is also reproduced among the approximately 20 coupled
ocean-atmosphere models contributed to the 4th Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR4), where anthropogenic
influences are directly included. Here, no model simulates wetter Sahelian condi-
tions at the end of the 20th century, that is, with the external influences typical of
the end of the 20th century, compared with a “pre-Industrial” control, that is,
simulations where external influences are constant and fixed to “pre-Industrial”
values. Under these constraints, a considerable number of models actually simulate
statistically significantly drier conditions (Biasutti and Giannini 2006). This
agreement is remarkable because in the IPCC models the oceanic influence
effecting late 20th century drought is one step removed compared to the simulations
that initially detected this relationship. In the IPCC simulations, the 20th-century
evolution of sea surface temperature is not directly imposed; rather it is simulated in
response to external influences applied to the coupled ocean-atmosphere-land
system. It is these external influences that consistently cause the sea surface tem-
perature change associated with drought in the Sahel. This is further proof that the
protracted 20th century climate anomaly in the Sahel was indeed a manifestation of
influences at play much larger than the Sahel itself.

Biasutti and Giannini (2006) fall short of attributing the Sahel drought solely to
global anthropogenic influences from industrialization, because most global change
simulations combine natural and anthropogenic influences. When anthropogenic
influences are isolated from natural factors, as in Zhang et al. (2007), there is a late
20th century reduction in precipitation in the latitudinal belt that comprises the
Sahel, but the results obtained from such “single-forcing” simulations are not fully
convincing. For example, the model currently in use by the UK Met Office/Hadley
Centre simulates drying of the Sahel in response to aerosols, but wetting in response
to greenhouse gases (Ackerley et al. 2011).

Global anthropogenic causes of Sahelian drought can nonetheless be demon-
strated in a more general sense, by the link between greenhouse gases and sulfate
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aerosols with changes in the surface temperatures of the Indian and Atlantic and
Oceans respectively. The pattern of sea surface temperature change associated with
Sahel drought in IPCC simulations broadly reproduces observed changes
(Fig. 10.2). The warming of the Indian Ocean is recognized to be part of the general
warming trend in the oceans, and has been attributed to the direct influence of
greenhouse gases on the heat content of the ocean (Barnett et al. 2005). Specifically,
Indian Ocean warming has been shown to evolve as a small imbalance between the
direct warming influence of greenhouse gases augmented by the water vapor
feedback, and cooling through an increase in evaporation (Du and Xie 2008). In
contrast, the North Atlantic does not warm as much as the tropical and southern
oceans, including the equatorial Indian Ocean. The relative lack of warming of the
North Atlantic Ocean compared to the South Atlantic is likely a combination of
natural and anthropogenic effects. A multi-decadal “oscillation” in the surface
temperature of the North Atlantic has been shown to be a manifestation of internal
variability of the coupled ocean-atmosphere in IPCC models (Ting et al. 2009),
distinguishable from the externally forced warming trend. Separate from this
multi-decadal variability, it is possible to distinguish a secular trend that is asso-
ciated with northern hemisphere sulfate aerosol emissions—increasing until the
mid-1980s and abating since the introduction of legislation aimed at controlling
pollution and acid rain in North America and Europe (Chang et al. 2011; Booth
et al. 2012). Sulfate aerosols cool the surface by increasing the albedo of the
atmosphere (Liepert 2002; Stanhill and Cohen 2001; Rotstayn and Lohmann 2002).
The sulfate aerosol particles themselves reflect solar radiation. They also act as
cloud condensation nuclei, and by facilitating cloud formation, indirectly increase
the portion of solar radiation that is reflected by the atmosphere. The influence of
aerosols on surface temperature is more localized in the northern hemisphere
because their lifetime is much shorter than that of greenhouse gases.

In sum, warming of the Indian Ocean and reduced warming of the North Atlantic
compared to the South Atlantic both had a part in late 20th century Sahel drying,
and are consistent with a partial attribution of Sahel drought to greenhouse gases
and aerosols, respectively.

10.3.1.2 Projections of Future Precipitation Change in the Sahel

The dominant role of the oceans in effecting late 20th century drought suggests that
the same sea surface temperature-precipitation relationships should emerge in the
models used for IPCC assessments (Meehl et al. 2007; Taylor et al. 2012; Biasutti
et al. 2008; Rowell 2013), and that differences in projected Sahel precipitation
change may be the consequence of differences in projected sea surface temperature
change. Biasutti et al. (2008) examined this possibility using two oceanic indices,
one for the tropical Indo-Pacific and the other for the Atlantic. This approach
successfully reproduced the 20th century behavior of Sahel rainfall, but failed in
predicting end of 21st century patterns.
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Giannini et al. (2013) modified this approach by representing oceanic influence
in one index—the relative warming of the sub-tropical North Atlantic with respect
to the global tropical oceans—instead of the two used in Biasutti et al. (2008). This
re-interpretation also distinguished the oceanic Inter-tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) in the Atlantic from the continental rainbelt over Africa (Nicholson 2013).
This re-formulation was sufficient to both predict the future and reconcile past
rainfall patterns with the theory of precipitation change due to global warming
(Fig. 10.4). It was also consistent with current interpretations of trends in hurricane
activity in the Atlantic sector (Vecchi et al. 2008). These hypothesize that warming
of the tropical oceans in response to greenhouse gases “ups the ante” for deep
convection, in an expression popularized by Neelin et al. (2003; also see Chou and
Neelin (2004) and Sobel (2010)), and that the higher threshold to trigger vertical
instability, deep convection and precipitation can be met if sufficient moisture is
supplied from the Atlantic, in monsoonal flow. Assuming no change in the strength
of the atmospheric circulation, i.e. in near-surface winds and vertical velocity, the
role of a warmer North Atlantic Ocean is seen not so much as attracting conver-
gence northward, rather as effecting an increase in atmospheric moisture content,
and in the moisture that can be converged over land (Pu and Cook 2012). As
warming of the tropical oceans began to emerge in the 1970s, the reduced warming
of the North Atlantic, in part due to the cooling effect of sulfate aerosols (Rotstayn
and Lohmann 2002; Chang et al. 2011; Chiang et al. 2013), in part due to natural
variability in the oceanic circulation (Knight et al. 2006; Ting et al. 2009), starved
the African continent of the moisture needed to trigger deep convection, causing
persistent drought. Now that the North Atlantic has reversed its trend and is
warming, a wetter Sahel has become possible, as manifest in a “partial recovery” of
the rains since the mid-1990s (Nicholson 2005; Ali and Lebel 2009; Salack et al.
2011). It is interesting to note that this recovery, to the extent that it is driven by an
increase in the mean or median intensity of daily rainfall rather than by an increase
in the number of rainy days, is qualitatively different from the driest years, which
were characterized by fewer rainy days (Lebel et al. 2003). Further, it is in
agreement with farmers’ perceptions of a more variable climate, which includes
highly disruptive extreme events (West et al. 2008; Lodoun et al. 2013).

10.4 Conclusions

In the 40 years since the devastating Sahelian drought and famine of 1972–73,
climate models have developed to a point that simulation of the abrupt shift from
the wet 1950s and 1960s to the persistently dry 1970s and 1980s now constitutes a
litmus test of our confidence in these models. In response to our best estimates of
global sea surface temperature, state-of-the-art atmospheric models require no
information on human-induced land cover/land use change to reproduce Sahelian
drought. These simulations lead to the conclusion that drought was caused by
large-scale, if subtle, shifts in oceanic temperatures, not by local anthropogenic
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pressure on the environment. Even in the face of significant uncertainty in pro-
jections of future tropical precipitation change, coupled ocean-atmosphere models
of the kind used in Assessment Reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), when forced with our best estimate of late 20th century influences
on the climate system, natural and anthropogenic, are capable of simulating drying
of the Sahel at the end of the 20th century.

Ultimately, it should not come as a surprise that the oceans play such an
important role in the climate of this semi-arid, desert margin region, since the only
source of moisture for a system with alternation between a short rainy season and a
prolonged dry season must be the moisture imported from the surrounding oceans.
However, the discourse explaining Sahel drought as a local positive feedback
between human-induced baring of the soil and reduction in precipitation has
exerted, and still exerts such dominance in environment and development discus-
sions at regional and global levels that it has warranted inclusion of a climate
science chapter in a book on desertification, and warrants briefly summarizing the
relationship between endogenous and exogenous hypotheses of drought causation
once more. In sum, there needs to be no contradiction between the two. The
endogenous hypothesis linking baring of the soils to drought fits within the context
of the exogenous hypothesis, linking oceanic warming to drought. Land
surface-atmosphere interaction has a secondary role, nevertheless an amplifying
role, as posited by Charney in his bio-geophysical feedback. On the one hand, while
we do not know the exact spatial extent of the human-induced land cover change
hypothesized to have triggered persistence of drought, it is highly unlikely that land
degradation may have occurred uniformly at the scale required to effect a

Fig. 10.4 The relationship between change in Sahel rainfall, on the horizontal axis, and change in
the difference between sub-tropical North Atlantic and global tropical SST, on the vertical axis.
Green and blue dots refer to the late 20th century change compared to pre-Industrial or beginning
of the 20th century, while yellow and red dots refer to mid- and late-21st century compared to the
end of the 20th century (reproduced from Giannini et al. 2013).
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large-scale climatic change spanning the entire Sahelian belt, from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Red Sea. On the other, if oceanic conditions translate into less pre-
cipitation than normal, then the consequences of drought for land surface proper-
ties, whether increased albedo or reduced soil moisture, act as amplifiers.
Anthropogenic disturbance of the land surface can further exacerbate such drought,
whereas efforts to remedy desertification may alleviate its local impact.

In the decades since the abrupt onset of persistent drought in the Sahel our
understanding of the dynamics of tropical climates has advanced significantly. We
now understand that land use/land cover change may be a reasonable way to change
the vertical stability of the atmosphere from the surface up, and consequently the
occurrence of deep convection and precipitation, as are changes in sea surface
temperature in the tropical Atlantic. We also understand that there is an alternative
way to change vertical stability and the occurrence of precipitation that invokes
changes in upper tropospheric temperature effected by changes in the strength
and/or location of deep convection over the oceans. As has become increasingly
apparent in the age of El Niño and global warming, the climate is interconnected at
a planetary scale, such that changes in remote oceans, particularly the tropical
Pacific, can actually have significant impact, through “teleconnections”.

It is now widely recognized not only that changes in the oceans caused drought,
but that these changes in the oceans are qualitatively consistent with the influence of
emissions of aerosols and greenhouse gases. Recognition that emissions from
industrialization may have played a role in Sahel drought obviously shifts the blame
from local to global anthropogenic influence.

Relating past drought to global anthropogenic influence does not imply that
anthropogenic influences will continue to cause drought into the future. Whether
making seasonal predictions of relevance to early warning systems and disaster risk
reduction, or near-term climate change projections of relevance to adaptation policy
and planning, it helps to cast dynamical understanding of regional change in terms
of oceanic influence. Warming of the remote tropical oceans—in the case of the
Sahel, the Pacific and Indian Oceans—may “up the ante” for convection, but
warming of the local oceans—in the case of the Sahel, the Atlantic—may be able to
provide sufficient moisture to meet the upped ante. Past, persistent drought lay in an
imbalance in warming in the oceans around Africa. As long-term warming of the
Indian Ocean emerged, the cooling effect of aerosols greatly reduced warming of
the North Atlantic. Now that warming has begun to emerge in the North Atlantic,
too, the Sahel has been getting wetter, but with large year-to-year variations in
outcome.

What is of greater practical relevance is how the Sahel is getting wetter, and
whether these emerging trends are consistent with the expectation that with climate
change precipitation events may become more intense, but less frequent. While
initial research, qualitative and quantitative (West et al. 2008; Salack et al. 2011;
Lodoun et al. 2013), seems to point in this direction, more should be invested in
elucidating these trends. At the same time, as we move in the direction of a warmer,
and likely more variable climate on all time scales, from intra-seasonal to
multi-decadal, it is imperative that we learn from coping with past climatic stress.
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As is manifest in other chapters contributed to this volume, strategies in adaptation
that spurred individuals and communities to pro-actively re-think environmental
management seem to have effected positive change. With the caveat that the role of
a recovery in precipitation in the “re-greening” of the Sahel still needs to be sep-
arated from the impact of agro-forestry, soil and water conservation,
“farmer-managed natural regeneration” etc., mechanisms to favor the uptake of
these very same interventions should be given full consideration in global negoti-
ations around adaptation to climate change.
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Chapter 11
The Tragedy of the Common Narrative:
Re-telling Degradation in the American
West

Lynn Huntsinger

Abstract Stories—with a beginning, middle and end, and a moral message, have
had a major role in how desertification, and range condition, have been understood
on western rangelands in the United States. Stories that attempt to make sense out
of vegetation change, whether the bad guy is the self-interested human exploiter or
the low-statured ruderal species, take hold in the scientific and public imagination
and influence interpretation of policy and management outcomes. The development
of policy and management for western grazing lands was shaped by a declensionist
narrative of human greed and unrestrained self interest that developed in a parallel
and an eventually mutually reinforcing way with a similarly declensionist ecolog-
ical narrative, creating a story that is deeply embedded in existing institutions for
rangelands. This narrative underpins retention of half of the American West in
government ownership, how grazing resources are allocated to graziers, and the
way that rangeland conditions, including indicators of desertification or degrada-
tion, are assessed and monitored. Once such stories take hold, new ideas about
ecological dynamics that have a non-linear story and more complex characters have
a hard time supplanting or even augmenting old paradigms. This in turn supports
policy and management decisions. The reader is warned against charismatic sto-
ries–stories encourage and conceal deep-rooted, untested assumptions, simplify
complex relationships, and universalize truths that may hold true only in a single
time and place.

Keywords Succession � Public land policy � Forestry � Holistic resource man-
agement � State and transitions � Equilibrium � Rangeland ecology

The arid rangelands of the western United States include cold desert steppe from
eastern California to the base of the Rockies, Mediterranean rangelands along the
Pacific Coast, and southwestern deserts down to the border with Mexico (Fig. 11.1).
The Rocky Mountains cut the continent in half north to south. Rain-fed agriculture is
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found mostly to the east of the range; to the west, farming takes place on irrigable
plots near water or where irrigation projects bring water to fields, capturing snow
melt from the many mountain ranges or dipping into groundwater. The geographer
John Wesley Powell, considering the possible development of this western country,
recognized in 1878 that here “the lands without water have no value” (Powell 1879).
This land with no value has been used for grazing and mining since the 16th century.

Historical concerns about what was termed rangeland degradation or desertifi-
cation in the nineteenth century gave impetus to the development of the current
system of federally administrated and managed western rangelands. Changing
theoretical paradigms explaining the causes and processes of degradation and
desertification have shaped management and policy on the federal lands since 1900.
Livestock grazing was introduced into North America a little over 400 years ago,
concurrent with sweeping changes in environment, culture, and economy. Given
such a history, how can the role of livestock and other factors in shaping conditions
on U.S. rangelands be determined? Introductions of new plants and animals, sup-
pression of traditional peoples and their management practices, political and sci-
entific cultures that have shaped the definition and interpretation of degradation, and
the institutions governing arid lands have each played a part.

In his essay “A Place for Stories” the environmental historian Bill Cronon
(1992) points out that historians interpret and report the past through stories that
have a beginning, middle and end, present a moral message, and feature a change in
the main protagonist(s)—whether environmental or human. His argument that
stories are innately appealing ways to transmit complex information also sheds light
on the development of policy and management for western grazing lands, where a

Fig. 11.1 The continental United States. West of the 100th Meridian, rainfed agriculture is
generally no longer feasible. Figure 11.2 presents climate graphs for each town listed.
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declensionist narrative of human greed and unrestrained self interest developed in a
parallel and an eventually mutually reinforcing way with a similarly declensionist
ecological story, creating the justification for how rangelands have been allocated,
assessed, and managed for more than one hundred years.

Deconstructing the founding narrative of western rangelands, and the use of the
concept of degradation or desertification, is important because it underpins retention
of half of the American West in government ownership, how grazing resources are
allocated to graziers, and the way that rangeland conditions, including indicators of
desertification, are assessed and monitored. This in turn supports policy and
management decisions. The story is a key component in the education of those
specializing in the management and ecology of western arid lands. This chapter
explores the origins of the concept of rangeland degradation as a result of livestock
grazing, how degradation has been identified, the attempted remedies, and the
complications of livestock grazing as simultaneously a cause and a cure. An
interplay of ecological science and social norms evolves through time in the arid
west. Outcomes are illustrated with the story of fire and invasive species as agents
of desertification in the Great Basin.

11.1 The Geographical Setting of Western Rangelands

There are more than 3.25 m km2 of arid rangelands in the United States (Lal et al.
2004), encompassing a diverse geology, vegetation, topography, and climate.
Internal variation in physiography is pronounced: elevations ascend from a low in
Death Valley at 86 m below sea level to alpine zone summits and volcanic peaks of
some 4000 m. Western montane regions are an important element in livestock
mobility patterns (Huntsinger et al. 2010).

The morphology and physiography of the North American west ranges from the
glacially-eroded continental shield in central Canada and the slowly westward
upward-ramping Great Plains of the United States to a massive cordillera that
extends from mid-Mexico through the Rocky Mountains of the United States into
the Canadian Rockies (Fig. 11.1). The 100th longitudinal meridian bisects the
continent: To the west, the landscape is distinguished by fault-shaped landforms,
often-dramatic relief, and aridity (Fig. 11.2). A transect from west to east can help
put this geomorphology into perspective (Huntsinger and Starrs 2006) (Fig. 11.3).

Land ownership along the transect is linked to ecological regions and topogra-
phy. At the Pacific Coast, in California, the land is about 50 % publicly owned,
montane areas mostly managed by the federal United States Forest Service (USFS),
and lowland deserts by the federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM). There is a
significant amount of land in other forms of public ownership, and also in large
private ranches. Continuing east, traversing the mountains of the Sierra Nevada to
the Great Basin’s cold desert steppe, most land is under government management,
with small private landholdings along rivers and streams. From the Pacific to the
Rocky Mountains, no state in the United States has less than 30 % government
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land, and some, like Nevada in the cold desert steppe, are more than 80 % owned
and administered by federal agencies. East across the Rocky Mountains are the
Great Plains and Midwest, where as the climate becomes wetter and the shortgrass
prairie gives way to the mixed and then tall grass prairie, rainfed agriculture prevails
and most lands are in private hands. The tallgrass prairie is now almost entirely
converted to crop production.

Livestock use of federal lands in the western states today is declining, but still is
around 15 million animal unit months annually (AUMs, where one AUM represents
forage use by a cow and nursing calf, one horse, or five sheep for one month),
controlled through grazing permits that require an annual fee per AUM and specify
the timing, amount, and location of grazing. Permitted grazing occurs on approxi-
mately 63 m ha managed by the BLM, 38 m ha managed by the (USFS), and on
much less of the land managed by the National Park Service (NPS) and the US Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS) (BLM 2015a, BLM 2015b, USFS 2015). Department of
Defense lands, Indian Reservations, state lands, and the holdings of municipalities,

Fig. 11.2 Climate in selected areas identified in Fig. 11.1 (adapted and augmented from
Huntsinger and Starrs 2006).
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utility districts, and small public agencies are also sometimes grazed by livestock, on
more than an additional 10 million ha.

11.2 Framing the Ecological Setting for Livestock Grazing

In 1998, Perevolotsky and Seligman posited that ecosystem conditions on range-
lands adjacent to the Mediterranean Sea were changed sharply with the advent of
animal domestication, then reached a relatively stable situation subject to the ups
and downs caused by drought, and changes in land use and human populations
(Fig. 11.4). Their figure presents the traditional view of degradation in the
Mediterranean Basin (1-solid line) compared with the model presented in their
paper (2-dashed line). The y-axis represents a descriptive conceptual measure of
ecosystem status that “integrates soil characteristics, productivity, and diversity.”
The authors point out that in the last 50 years, there has been mounting concern
among ecologists and range scientists that technological and demographic devel-
opments have accelerated the process of environmental degradation on many
rangelands worldwide. This view, when applied to the Mediterranean Basin,
assumes that local ecosystems were relatively stable until the 1950s and have been
intensively degraded since then (model 1).

In contrast, the authors argue that any major changes that may have occurred to
the “pristine” ecosystems of the Mediterranean Basin and the Near East are related
to the domestication revolution that took place between 5000 and 10,000 years ago
(1). Subsequently, the state of local ecosystems declined initially but then began to

Fig. 11.3 A transect across the continent, west-east on the 40th parallel (adapted from Huntsinger
and Starrs 2006). The 100th Meridian runs perpendicular to the transect through the short and
mixed-grass prairie.
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fluctuate in a cycle between relatively stable limits. The domain A-B indicates the
assumed change in ecosystem state following domestication and evolution of
pastoralism, while B-C (shaded area) indicates the domain of ecosystem fluctua-
tions within a relatively stable limit cycle.

In North America, livestock were not introduced into the West until 1598 in the
Southwest, and 1769 on the Pacific coast. Yet Native populations have been
shaping ecosystems since the Pleistocene, primarily by using fire, hunting, and
cultivation. Fire was used to open up forests, clear brush, drive game, improve
game habitat, reduce pests, and increase the production of foods and other useful
plants (Blackburn and Anderson 1993; Anderson 2005). The ecosystem state was
heavily influenced by frequent burning, perhaps achieving a B-C domain for
anthropogenic fire.

Yet the managed and shaped ecosystem that European colonists confronted is
the one long thought of by many ecologists as the “pristine” backdrop against
which the settlement of the United States took place. Restoration projects today still
look to this ecosystem as the goal, although it was shaped and maintained by human
activities beginning thousands of years ago, a product of cultures that no longer
have the opportunity to manage most U.S. lands. Rather than thinking in terms of a
value-laden directionally downward shift to a “degraded” state on the y-Axis, a
“distancing” without inherent positive or negative connotations from the
pre-anthropogenic landscape might be a better conceptualization.

With the introduction of livestock, the massive re-allocation and use of water
that began in the 19th century, and suppression of fire beginning in the 20th
century, a period of huge change in western arid ecosystems was inaugurated. It
seems very likely that current ecosystems have as yet not reached any sort of

Fig. 11.4 The 2 models contrasted in Perevolotsky and Seligman (1998) for ecosystem change in
the Mediterranean Basin.
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stability in response to these changes, even in the sense of the domain B-C in
Fig. 11.4.

Yet it is in this context that government rangeland managers, assigned to manage
the arid lands of the United States for grazing and a variety of other uses, have
struggled for nearly a hundred years to assess the ecological status of western
rangelands, deliberating how grazing should be managed to maintain or improve
ecological conditions and forage productivity. Answers to these questions are
needed to identify the existence of desertification or degradation, and to understand
the human role in it, yet in fact huge gaps in knowledge are often filled by solely
theoretical assumptions.

11.3 The Story of Government Management

The federal government manages more than 1.44 m km2 of public lands in the 11
western states exclusive of Alaska, nearly half the total land area (Gorte et al. 2012).
A simple version of the narrative that supported government retention of rangelands
has all the characteristics of a story as defined by Cronon. The story begins with a
pristine wilderness exploited by rapacious settlers. A failure to privatize most
western rangelands, due to inappropriate policies and impracticality, left them open
to abuse by avaricious miners, speculative grazing enterprises, and railroads that
distributed land-hungry settlers willy-nilly. According to the story, public concern
about damage to watersheds and a growing interest in nature made it essential for
the government to step in. The story concludes, in the “happily ever after” sense,
when the government removes the abuse, restores the land, and maintains
productivity in the interest of all the people, unleashing the power of science and
technology. A typical statement appears in a 1982 federal report on desertification:
“overgrazing in the United States occurred previous to the 1930s, but it has since
been largely controlled due to regulatory control and better grazing management
systems by livestock producers… in 1977 range condition was improving in 13 of
the 17 major range states, remaining static in three, and declining in one” (Sabadell
et al. 1982).

That livestock grazing brought about great changes in western ecosystems is
likely (Mack and Thompson 1982; Cole et al. 1997; Lal et al. 2004), but the idea
that overgrazing and threats to the U.S. natural endowment were driven by irre-
sponsibility and greed, as well as an influx of transient immigrants, fits a bit too
conveniently into the founding narrative. In the nineteenth century, much of the
West was part of the “public domain,” land resulting from the acquisition by the
United States of a large part of the North American continent, but as yet not
allocated, according to the stated goal of the government, to private citizens for
farming and private enterprise. Public domain was used freely by settlers for
grazing, mining, and woodcutting. Observing some the of the environmental con-
sequences, in 1895, soon-to-be President Theodore Roosevelt wrote:
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It is almost needless to say that this country needs a thoroughly scientific and permanent
system of forest management in the interests of the people of to-day, and, above all, in the
interests of their children and grandchildren… Many of the people in these imperiled
regions are not permanent inhabitants at all; they are mere nomads, with no intention of
remaining for any great length of time in the locality where they happen to be for the
moment, and with still less idea of seeing their children grow up there. They, of course, care
nothing whatever for the future of the country; they destroy the trees and render the land
barren, often from sheer brutal carelessness, often for a pecuniary reward which is abso-
lutely trivial in comparison with the damage done; yet their selfish clamor is allowed to
stand in the way of a great measure intended to benefit the whole community. (Bowers et al.
1895)

In 1891, the Forest Reserves began to be set aside for government management in
order to provide for the “protection and improvement of forests for the purpose of
insuring a permanent supply of timber and the conditions favorable to a continuous
waterflow” for the people of the United States (Roth 1901). This came on the heels of
a period known for the overstocking of western rangelands, and grazing was initially
halted in the Reserves. Stockmen argued that these montane ranges had been grazed
for decades and the industry was dependent on them, and after 1897 policy provi-
sions began to be made to allow for livestock grazing where it did not do injury to
forest growth or water supply (Roth 1901). Eventually, grazing was constrained to
specific districts at specific times, and the number of animals was limited. In getting
permits, residents had precedence over “tramp owners” from other states. As is
apparent from Roosevelt’s remarks, immigration, transience, selfishness, and greed
were common arguments at the time for why unrestricted use was degrading the land.

The majority of Forest Reserves were established early in the 20th century. At
the time, grazing enterprises were of several kinds, ranging from small family
homesteads to massive speculative operations fueled by foreign investment. The
development of large herds on western rangelands was abetted by an enormous
over-supply of imported financial capital, which until the 1893 trans-Atlantic
depression enabled aspiring producers to increase herds rapidly on credit (Sayre and
Fernandez-Gimenez 2003). Family ranches on small areas of private land found
themselves competing for the surrounding rangelands with widely roaming herds of
cattle and sheep. Unable to control grazing on the public domain, many ranchers
called for government oversight, with the American National Livestock Association
passing resolutions asking that public lands be protected from overgrazing as early
as 1884. Congress heard a report from the Public Land Commission in 1906
lamenting overgrazing on the public grazing lands, and a survey of stockmen used
for the report found 78 % favored some sort of government control of grazing
(Fleischner 2002). The Dust Bowl of the 1930s, though quite different in origins,
lent further support to a movement for government oversight and control of arid
lands (Cronon 1992; Worster 1979), and in 1934 the Taylor Grazing Act created a
system of regulation for the arid rangelands that would eventually come under the
aegis of the BLM.

Although generally portrayed in the canon of rangeland science as the savior of
rangelands from private greed, closer examination makes it clear that the federal
government was far from innocent in creating a system that fostered abuse. As early
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as the 19th and into the 20th century, government policy contributed to the lack of
control of grazing in the arid west by deliberately maintaining an open access
system on rangelands (Starrs 1998; Nelson 1995). Two main aspects of this were
first, a settlement policy that restricted the allocation of rangelands to unsustainably
small parcels for ranching, and second, quashing efforts at the range management
and control efforts of ranching communities (Starrs 1998; Nelson 1995). A review
of the history of the introduction of grazing and settlement highlights these
influences.

11.4 The Introduction of Grazing and the Homestead Act

A general history of livestock grazing in the western United States begins with the
implantation of livestock in the Southwest. In 1598, Spanish settlers brought cattle,
sheep and goats into what is now New Mexico. For about 200 years, Spanish and
Mexican land grants, thousands of hectares in size, were given to individuals and
communities for farming, grazing, and woodcutting. Tribes such as the Navajo
adopted livestock grazing very early on (Bailey 1980). In California, a short-lived
Spanish colonization began in 1769, and as in the Southwest, was superseded by
Mexican control in 1822, and finally by the United States in 1848.

In the mid-19th century settlers from eastern regions moved rapidly into the arid
western territories, drawn by the California Gold Rush and other mineral finds, and
by abundant open land available for settlement. Once Native Americans were
displaced, land allocation policies were implemented that, beginning with the 1862
Homestead Act, limited settler land claims to first 64 and then 256 ha. These claims
were generally made in the rare areas with decent soils and water for irrigation,
leaving arid and mountainous land in the public domain. In the Southwest and
California, under American governance, the majority of community and individual
grants given out by the Spanish and Mexican governments were abrogated by the
courts by the late 1860s, ceded to clever entrepreneurs and lawyers, or returned to
the federal or state governments for back taxes, and only rarely remained in the
hands of grantees (de Buys 1985). Yet these old claims remain responsible for some
of the larger ranches in the arid west.

Powell estimated it would take more than 1000 ha to support a ranching
enterprise in the arid regions (1879). He proposed selling irrigable parcels, but
allocating rangelands and timberlands to communities based on watersheds to be
managed as a common resource. By the time his report made it to Congress, too
much was at stake in development and speculation schemes, and in timber interests,
to make Powell’s suggestions palatable to politicians. In addition, surveying and
assessing land potential before allocating it for homesteading would have led to
delays that many settlers found unacceptable (Hutchinson 2000).

Instead, the U.S. government pursued a policy of fragmentation based on notions
of farmland use from wetter climes. With rangeland allocation limited to small
parcels, ranchers throughout the West claimed land near water and then grazed the
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non-arable surrounding public domain. They created patterns of livestock mobility
that suited local geographies, moving stock from arid lowlands in the winter to
montane meadows in the summer in some areas, or using crop aftermath or irrigated
pastures during forage short seasons in others. In an effort to piece together a
reasonably large private ranch, various strategies of subverting the Homestead Act
were employed, including hiring people to make false claims, but also, purchasing
the homesteads of failed claimants—a not uncommon occurrence (Raban 1996).
The majority of ranchers practicing extensive grazing in the arid regions today
remain dependent on the use of federal lands that were never successfully trans-
ferred to private owners.

11.5 Community Control Attempts

A strategy of “control of the range by control of the water” emerged in much of the
West in the nineteenth century. In ranching communities, absent a national
programme for managing access to rangelands in the public domain, informal rules
and practices evolved that helped control grazing, including legal fencing of private
home properties, illegal fencing of public domain range, grazing agreements among
members of a community, and extra-legal threats and pressures to fend off outside
intruders (Nelson 1995; Starrs 1998). An informal 19th century rule in Arizona held
that the owner of a water source had the rights to graze the public domain halfway
to the next water source (Sayre 2002). Common gathers where livestock were
sorted, with reciprocal labor and herding, and brands to monitor cattle ownership,
reflected a nascent pastoral culture as well as Hispano influence (Farquhar 1930;
Starrs 1998).

An influx of speculative money in the 19th century fueled the rapid development
of a commercial livestock industry based on access to low-cost, uncontrolled land,
with few ties to local communities. The patenting of barbed wire in 1867, and its
proliferation in the 1870s, changed the face of open range grazing across much of
the west. Barbed wire dramatically reduced the cost of restricting free-ranging
cattle. Conflicts erupted between sedentary farmers and ranchers, and the graziers of
free-ranging herds who came across newly constructed barbed wire fences and cut
them. The resulting excess of animals on the range contributed to the impact of
severe winters late in the nineteenth century.

In the early 1880s, livestock prices dropped. Livestock producers who had
accumulated debt were reluctant or unable to sell off their herds at low prices,
because that meant defaulting on their loans (Sayre and Fernandez-Gimenez 2003).
This augmented an excess of animals on the range. Following on decades of rel-
atively abundant grass, the mid– to late–1880s had droughts and some particularly
severe winters. It has often been reported that in places 85 % of cattle were lost
(Fleischner 2002), sometimes found piled up against fences that prevented them
from migrating south. While this has become known as “the Big Die-Off” and is
part of range lore, economic research has recently challenged the actual severity and
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impact of these events on the cattle business, arguing that the industry continued to
increase into the 1890s when financial upheaval finally constricted the enterprise
and rancher net earnings dropped (McFerrin and Wills 2013).

Congress forbade stretching barbed wire across the public domain in 1885.
Unfortunately this enforcement of the open access character of government
rangelands fostered continued tensions over pasture use between settled commu-
nities and ‘outsiders’ such as widely roaming shepherds, in-migrant homesteaders
and speculative cattle enterprises (Nelson 1995). John Muir describes a race to
California’s Sierra Nevada every year by sheep herders trying to be the first into
high elevation range in the late 1800s when the mountains were largely open access
public domain (1911). He wrote in 1895:

Incredible numbers of sheep are driven into the California forest pastures every summer,
and their courses are marked by desolation. Not only the moisture absorbing grasses are
devoured, but the bushes also are stripped bare. Even the young conifers, which are not
eaten by sheep when they can find anything else to stay hunger, are greedily devoured in
their famishing condition; and to make destruction doubly sure, fires are set during the dry
autumn months to clear the ground of fallen trunks and underbrush in order to facilitate the
movements of the flocks and to improve the pastures by letting in the sunshine. (Bowers
et al. 1895)

He continues, stating that:

One soldier in the woods, armed with authority and a gun, would be more effective in forest
preservation than millions of forbidding notices. I believe that the good time of the suffering
forests can be hastened through the War Department… (Bowers et al. 1895)

A failed settlement policy for open public range that restricted private claims to
small areas, and laws that limited community control, were major factors in the
heavy livestock grazing of the time. Typical in open access tenure of a common
pool resource, when users are prevented from organizing and controlling use,
whoever can access the resources first gets them. The chosen solution,
well-described by the “leviathan” model defined by Ostrom (1990), was to turn to
the government for increased control of grazing lands.

While the open range of the late nineteenth and early 20th centuries was an open
access system rather than a community managed resource, Hardin’s Tragedy of the
Commons (1968) is often used to support the need for government retention and
management of most of the arid rangelands in the United States. The founding
narrative as it has persisted in the history of the rangeland management profession
blames a destructive period of overgrazing on the Homestead Act and its subver-
sion; the failure to privatize and divide the range and the subsequent lack of
accountability; the influence of outside investment; ignorance or discounting of
range carrying capacity; and human greed (Holechek et al. 2010), but neglects the
richer story that includes the destruction of emerging local management institutions,
the loss of indigenous management, and the impact of financial interests lobbying
Congress. This shaping of the founding narrative reflects the formative role of
federal management in creating the field of rangeland management itself.
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11.6 The Origins and Shaping of Rangeland Management
and Science

In 1905 management of the Forest Reserves was transferred from the Department of
the Interior to the Department of Agriculture, to be managed by the United States
Forest Service. The number of reserved forests grew rapidly during this period.
Gifford Pinchot was the first Chief Forester of the agency, under the administration
of President Theodore Roosevelt. The Forest Service began charging a fee to
graziers in 1906 to support the management of grazing. Grazing “allotments” were
created with more specific boundaries than before. They were designated for use by
a certain number of animals, for a specified time period, by an individual rancher. It
was believed that allotting a well-defined area to each grazier would “would induce
the stockman to care for his range, to protect it against fire, and to improve it by
seeding or otherwise, and would prevent heedless overgrazing” (Roth 1901,
p. 348). A defined a carrying capacity was sought for each allotment, designed to
prevent an overabundance of animals that might over-use the range. A set carrying
capacity also gave the allotment an indirect market value that could be exchanged in
the market along with private lands (Merrill 2002; Sayre and Fernandez-Gimenez
2003). Setting fees, establishing carrying capacities, monitoring range impacts, and
mapping allotment boundaries became the tools of a national-scale administration
for grazing.

The grazing allocation process on Forest Service lands was highly contentious.
Nearby and sedentary ranchers were given precedence in obtaining allotments.
Reflective of Roosevelt’s 1895 remarks about the abuse of the forests, an implicit
goal was the exclusion of foreign-born and “outsider” herders and their “tramp”
herds. An explicit social goal was to promote the development of the West by
supporting family industry. In addition to determining who would get allotments,
deciding on the appropriate carrying capacity was sometimes a contested and dif-
ficult process, as it was obviously an issue crucial to the financial welfare of
graziers. Ranchers might use different criteria or have a different view of appro-
priate stocking than foresters, or Forest Service range managers. An authoritative
basis for making grazing decisions was needed.

Range science “did not grow out of ‘pure’ scientific inquiry,” but was “domi-
nated from the beginning by government institutions” (Sayre and
Fernandez-Gimenez 2003). Study of grasses and forage plants was encouraged by
Congress in 1895 through the creation of the Division of Agrostology (Sayre 2002).
Early grassland science was adopted for the purposes of the agency within an
institutional setting dominated by a cadre of foresters educated in accordance with
the vision of Gifford Pinchot, the first chief of the Forest Service, and that of his
German-trained mentor Bernhard Fernow. Amid the faith in science and invention
characteristic of the Progressive Era, a scientific method was developed for the
management of forests. Highly simplified, forest management was driven by a
belief in the need for a sustainable, maximized, supply of timber to support the
development of the United States (Fairfax et al. 1999). The premise of a coming
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“timber famine,” which was a driver of the development of practices oriented to
“maximum sustained yield,” is well challenged—and indeed the U.S. has yet to
experience a timber famine of any sort. However, under scientific management the
salient features of policy were an absolute focus on maximizing sustainable pro-
duction, trees and technology as a solution to social problems, science and technical
expertise as the basis for decision making, and large scale comprehensive planning
(Fortmann and Fairfax 1989). These rapidly became professional norms in the
Forest Service, a lens through which forest related issues were viewed and filtered.

These tenets of scientific management are reflected in the development of
rangeland management and science. If timber was considered the goal for forests at
the time, it followed that “food and fiber” were the appropriate goals for rangelands
—with productivity and efficiency the key to community and national development.
Local or traditional goals were pushed aside for those of a central authority, in the
interests of protecting the range from ill-informed, self-interested graziers. The role
of the Forest Service and BLM in enforcing forest and range policies and regula-
tions is exemplified in the pseudo-military uniforms that were and are standard
issue for Forest Service personnel working with the public. Science and technology
needed to be developed to replace out-moded and inefficient local practice.
However, though the science of silviculture was well developed in France and
Germany (Schama 1996) by the nineteenth century, and was promulgated by
Fernow and Pinchot in the new Forest Service, there was no similar northern
European science to be adopted for arid rangelands. North African and
Mediterranean grazing knowledge was ignored by the East Coast-oriented national
administration (Davis 2007). A scientific management approach for evaluating
grazing and setting a sustainable carrying capacity, close to the heart of Pinchot and
his professional management cadre, was called for.

11.7 The Succession Story

In 1916 a professor of botany at the University of Nebraska named Frederick
Clements published Plant succession, an analysis of the development of vegetation.
Based on observations of vegetation patterns on Midwestern tallgrass prairie that
had been plowed in different time periods, he created a model for plant community
change after a “disturbance” like plowing. This “secondary succession” predicted a
linear, predictable development of the plant community through seral stages or
states, from post disturbance weedy species to a final, “climax,” assemblage that he
suggested was an equilibrial, steady state. The plant community was like a living
organism, proceeding from infant to maturation. Some disagreed with the
Clementian view (e.g. Gleason 1917), but as is well discussed by the environmental
historian Worster (1994) Clements’ account became the plant ecology story of the
century, with the vegetation as an organism-like protagonist. First, it allowed the
characterization of a disturbance that changes the ecosystem away from the climax
assemblage as a setback, and even further, a bad thing. As the plant community
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develops over time, initial colonizers, or weedy species, are considered subsidiary,
temporary interlopers that disappear with “recovery” or restoration to the final state,
where nature is in balance. The final state is conferred with positive value by this
model. This “story” was not only easily understood, with its beginning, middle, end
and moral message, it provided a scientific foundation for rangeland management,
and a model that foresters could apply to predict forest growth after harvest or fire.

The norms of scientific forestry were incorporated into Forest Service policy and
practice. One of the major “disturbances” foresters and reserve managers sought to
control was fire. Because in this view fire reduces climax forest to weedy, early
successional species, consumes valuable timber, and can cause erosion, fire was
quickly brokered to the role of a major evil, ignoring its valuable place in Native
American management, and its use by early ranchers and farmers to clear woody
vegetation for cultivation and grazing. Huge fires in the western U.S. in 1910
contributed to an anti-fire sentiment (Pyne 2008). Along with a focus on producing
timber, the Clementian model, with its implicit devaluation of “disturbed” vege-
tation and high valuation of climax stages, fit well with efforts to control and stop
all fire in the forest in the 20th century, and to manage post-harvest to maximize
forest regrowth. In an 1895 published letter on how to manage Yosemite National
Park, where native Californians had burned regularly for centuries, Pinchot wrote
that “There is no doubt that forest fires encourage a spirit of lawlessness and a
disregard for property rights.” Bernhard Fernow explained that “the whole fire
question in the United States is one of bad habits and loose morals. There is no
other reason for these frequent and recurring conflagrations” (Bowers et al. 1895).

Ranchers using fire to clear the understory on Forest Service ranges were
accused not only of damaging the forest, but of being unpatriotic. In 1918 the
Shasta Trinity Forest Supervisor sent letters to local stockmen quoting President
Wilson:

Preventable fire is more than a private misfortune. It is a public dereliction. At a time like
this of emergency and manifest necessity for the conservation of national resources, it is
more than ever a matter of deep and pressing consequences that every means should be
taken to prevent this evil. (Morrow 1918; Forero 2002)

The Forest Supervisor goes on to imply that, with World War I ongoing, the
crime of burning is especially heinous. He states that it took the equivalent of 400
men working every day for four months to suppress human-caused fires, and these
men were needed at the front. It was therefore the patriotic duty of stockmen to
prevent fire (Morrow 1918; Forero 2002; Huntsinger et al. 2010).

Yet the role of fire in western ecosystems was not invisible to those looking from
outside the perspective of scientific forestry. In 1890, Powell, who spent consid-
erable time exploring the western frontier and spoke several Indian languages,
wrote on indigenous use of fire and the impacts of the fire suppression:

…[U]nder conditions of civilization, the great forests of the arid lands are being swept from
the mountains and plateaus. Before the white man came the natives systematically burned
over the forest lands with each recurrent year as one of the great hunting economies. By this
process little destruction of timber was accomplished; but, protected by civilized men,
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forests are rapidly disappearing. The needles, cones, and brush, together with the leaves of
grass and shrubs below, accumulate when not burned annually. New deposits are made
from year to year, until the ground is covered with a thick mantle of inflammable material.
Then a spark is dropped, a fire is accidentally or purposely kindled, and the flames have
abundant food. (Powell 1890)

Once again, Powell’s ideas were badly timed and largely ignored in the face of
the Progressive Era conservation mandate.

In fact the widespread suppression of indigenous, rural, and natural burning that
began in the 20th century is credited with increasing the density of trees and
drought stress to forests. Together with climate change, increased tree density has
contributed to pest outbreaks devastating millions of ha of US forests (Taylor 2000;
Gallant et al. 2003; Raumann and Cabik 2008), and to increasingly massive and
intense wild fires. Compared to the average year in the 1970s, in the past decade
there were seven times more fires with an extent greater than 10,000 acres each year
(Climate Central 2012). Suppression has also led to the invasion of montane
grasslands and meadows by shrubs and trees, drying formerly moist habitats, as
trees consume and transpire soil moisture (Raumann and Cabik 2008).

11.8 Development of Range Condition Assessment

On Forest Service and then BLM rangelands, the positive values attributed to the
climax state were put to use to evaluate grazing impacts and management. Arthur
Sampson, a grassland ecologist with the Forest Service (1909), adapted the model
developed by Frederick Clements for understanding grazing effects on rangelands.
Like Clements, Sampson accepted the idea that there is a single climax or equi-
librium state for grasslands of a particular climate (i.e. “climatic climax”), and that
this was the ideal state. He explicitly added excessive livestock grazing in the
equilibrium-based model as the cause of “range retrogression” away from the cli-
max state, and that the reduction or removal of livestock would allow for compe-
tition and other biotic processes internal to the system to drive succession back
towards the climax state. The existing state relative to the climax was used to
evaluate the “condition” of the range (Spiegal et al. 2015).

In the late 1940s, E.J. Dykesterhuis, a U.S. Soil Conservation Service range
scientist who eventually became a professor of range science at Texas A&M
University, emphasized the importance of explicitly delineating sites by their
inherent edaphic and topographic characteristics (1949). Dyksterhuis posited that a
range landscape had a “polyclimax.” Each “range site,” defined by its climatic and
physical features, had its own climax. Grazing remained the primary reason for a
range site’s departure from climax. This work represented a step forward in defining
site potential not with current vegetation, but with soils, climate, and physiographic
factors. Plant species were grouped and identified as “decreasers,” “increasers,” and
“invaders” depending on their response to herbivory, with climax species often in
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the decreaser category, as they are by definition the least adapted to disturbance
(Humphrey 1947; Dykesterhuis 1949).

Reinforcing the Clementian model as used in management, the climax species
became the presumptively “good” species and those most sensitive to grazing, so
the presence of these species could be used to gauge the quality of the livestock
management. Too much grazing caused “retrogression” toward the “bad” early
successional conditions, while an absence of grazing would lead to recovery of the
equlibiral condition of the “climax” vegetation believed to dominate grasslands
prior to the introduction of livestock. “Range Condition Classes” were developed
based on the proximity of the vegetation on a specific kind of site to the climax
community believed to represent its potential. The BLM adopted range condition
assessments and allocation practices similar to those of the Forest Service,
including the succession based method of assessing range condition.

The ecological story that was forged in the crucible of scientific management
proved compelling, stubborn, and adaptable. Despite a long series of ecologists who
attempted to modify or better explain vegetation change, the organism-like,
beginning-middle-end characteristics of the linear succession model has proved
intractable to this day. With this model, managers found that degradation in the
biotic sense could be defined as the distance from the steady state, balanced,
equilibrium endpoint termed “climax.” Like degradation, desertification in this
model is considered the distancing of vegetation from the ideal state in arid lands.
Maintenance of the climax community was also assumed to protect soils from
erosion and maximize biodiversity. Armed with this conceptual tool, government
managers believed they now had specific, measurable goals for rangelands that
could be used to set numbers of livestock and other parameters “scientifically,”
evaluate the efficacy of management, and determine where restoration was needed
and how to get there. Recovery, or restoration, required the reduction or removal of
disturbance, according to the evolving story, and it became gospel.

11.9 Lost in the Story

The convergence of succession-based science, government management and
authority needs, and a narrative of heedless destruction by early settlers created a
big story with good and bad actors and moral lessons. It starts with a pristine natural
world, in balance, with climax plant communities supporting climax wildlife spe-
cies. Then the settlers arrive on stage, and driven by competition, need, and greed,
begin to disturb and upset the virtuous native ecosystems. Bad plants start to
increase at the expense of good plants. Soil washes away. Biodiversity declines.
Fires destroy native plant communities. Finally, in this story, the government white
hats arrive, with the mandate of science and eternal, sustained production of goods
for human society.

While it took time to tease out, it has become apparent that there are things
wrong with this story. Foremost, perhaps, is that despite continual reductions in
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stocking, rangeland “recovery” has been slow and unpredictable on U.S. arid lands.
The data show that after decades of effort, massive areas of rangeland have not yet
recovered to the former, supposedly, pristine state or “potential plant community.”
The long-held notions of “pristine state” are easily challengeable because the state
of rangelands prior to the introduction of livestock was the outcome of indigenous
management and native grazers. This context had been lost to the Clementian
world.

The preamble to the 1978 Public Lands Improvement Act (3 U.S.C. §§1901–
1908) states that “(1) vast segments of the public rangelands are producing less than
their potential for livestock, wildlife habitat, recreation, forage, and water and soil
conservation benefits, and for that reason, are in unsatisfactory condition;…(3)
unsatisfactory conditions on public rangelands present a high risk of soil loss,
desertification, and a resultant underproduction….” The legislation defines “range
condition” as “the present state of vegetation of a range site in relation to the
potential plant community for that site,” among other measures, including
productivity.

Livestock production on government ranges is in decline, with public lands
supporting far fewer livestock than when government management began. After a
peak during WWI, the amount of grazing on public range has declined every
subsequent decade, due to a combination of thickening trees and other woody
plants, removal of livestock for restoration, and changing uses and policies for
public lands. Uncounted ranchers and sheep herders have left the business. The
deterministic linear succession model has proven a weak predictor of response to
grazing, and efforts to remove disturbance and restore the climax remain largely
unrealized. The model simply does not fit most rangelands outside of mesic
Midwestern grasslands, with ecosystems neither “succeeding” or “retrogressing”
reliably in response to grazing management.

It is important to remember that models are not reality, and ecosystems do not
conform perfectly to any model. Managers have developed ways of simplifying
complex systems using models to identify critical components and processes and to
link those processes to possible interventions. Clements’ model is one example, but
it proved to be of low utility for predicting the consequences of management on arid
rangelands.

11.10 New Models for Arid Lands

In the 1930s, A.G Tansley from Oxford took issue with the concept of climax
conditions as a management goal, and a measure of environmental quality. He
noted that in a given zone there may be many apparently permanent types of
vegetation that could be termed climaxes, including those maintained by soils,
heavy grazing, or recurrent fires. He contested the underlying assumption that
human activities were an external factor that inevitably had the effect of under-
mining an ideal, pristine, climax and degrading an ecosystem. He promoted the
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concept of an “anthropogenic” climax instead, one that was not automatically
inferior (Tansley 1935; Worster 1994; van der Valk 2013).

In 1988, Ellis and Swift challenged the notion that arid rangelands in Africa can
be modeled as equilibrial systems that can be managed by assigning a set “carrying
capacity” for grazing animals. Shortly thereafter, Westoby et al. (1989) had major
impact on U.S. range management by publishing an article in the Journal of
Rangeland Management arguing that arid rangelands are not well-described by
models based on equilibrium systems, and comparing management using models
based in equlibrial versus non-equilibrial ecological dynamics. The non-equilibrial
model holds that instead of developing in a linear, progressive pattern, and
responding to grazing with directional shifts along a continuum from ruderal to
climax conditions as grazing influences plant competitive relations, rangeland
vegetation in arid lands at a given site can develop into more than one “stable state”
depending on abiotic factors, such as rainfall and temperature, and the history of the
site with respect to fire, floods, and so forth. Grazing, as a factor, is under this model
often a relatively minor influence compared to the influence of abiotic factors,
especially rainfall on arid lands, and removing grazing does not necessarily change
the state or change it back to a state that existed before livestock grazed it, a
challenge to traditional paradigms for rangeland management worldwide (Behnke
et al. 1993). In fact, certain constellations of factors with or without grazing could
cause irreversible, or difficult to reverse change, something termed a threshold
effect. Based on this, livestock management has to be opportunistic, rather than
strategic, to take advantage of irregular rainfall, and vegetation response is to some
degree “decoupled” from grazing effects. Rather than focusing on establishing and
enforcing a set carrying capacity, in this conceptualization, management should
focus on conserving and developing pastoral systems that can cope with and adapt
rapidly to unpredictable conditions.

Instead of relying on a linear map to potential vegetation change on a specific
type of site following disturbance, a map of this type of model has many stable
states. A “states and transition” model identifies such states and lists drivers that
cause transitions leading to different states—these drivers are not termed “distur-
bances,” but factors that shape vegetation. In other words, fire is not a disturbance
that sets vegetation back, but an occurrence that under some conditions causes
transitions or serves to maintain states (Fig. 11.5). For a specific site, livestock
grazing can act as a driver, but at moderate levels may not have any affect on the
vegetation state, because the state is most strongly influenced by rainfall. Another
way to say it is that while deterministic succession is based on competition and
other plant-plant interactions as the major driver of vegetation change, on arid lands
plants are competing with the environment, rather than each other. There is no
single, predictable end state, particularly one that inherently optimizes ecological
“goods” like native climax species diversity or protection from erosion. Each state
has differing implications for biodiversity, soils, and forage production.

State and transition models take many of the value judgments out of assessing
vegetation change. They require the manager to decide what the goal is and why.
This is politically less useful than having the decision made for you in the linear
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succession paradigm, but it does allow the collection, use, and testing of data in
building models for specific sites. Rather than a story that drives how vegetation
change is seen, it provides a framework for documenting and eventually explaining
how vegetation changes in response to various events. Unfortunately, the “multiple
stable states” model of vegetation change does not have the same simple, moralistic
and appealing story as linear succession—there really isn’t a beginning, end, or
moral lesson. There is a site, it rains and things change or it doesn’t rain and things
change. Changes may be permanent. Rainfall is unpredictable and not influenced by
human actors. We need to watch, experiment, and record to learn what is going on.
This is in fact very like Cronon’s version of a “non-story” (1992).

Non-equilibrium models make it obvious that the terms degradation and
desertification are subjective, and based on criteria set by the manager or scientist.
Perevolotsky and Seligman (1998) discuss the concept of degradation as follows:

“degradation” refers to a change of state with a negative value assessment that is related to
subjectively chosen criteria. A shift in the nutrient status of soil may increase biodiversity
or the persistence of rare species; the result would then be judged as improvement if higher
biodiversity or longer persistence of certain species were the criterion. However, if the
shifted nutrient status resulted in decreased primary production, the same phenomenon
could be judged as degradation. Assessment of vegetation damage also depends on man-
agement goals: A forester or environmentalist may regard the domestic ruminant as a pest
that degrades the woodland, whereas a herder is more likely to regard the woodland as a
source of livestock forage. That is, for the herder, an oak grazed down to a dense dwarf
shrub is simply a well-used forage plant.

In the multiple steady states model, the manager must make the decision about
which are desirable and undesirable states. This includes being explicit about what

Fig. 11.5 A simplified state and transition model for a semi-arid grassland with potential for
increase in shrubs presented by Westoby et al. (1989). Vegetation types stable in a management
relevant timeframe and the transitions among them are identified. Researchers, managers, and
practitioners work to understand the causes and effects of transitions, the feedbacks that stabilize
states, and the nature of the thresholds between them. Thresholds maintain state stability. For
example, transition 3 (T3) does not occur without fire, while transition 1 (T1) has a low threshold,
requiring only time to occur. State III might be optimal for some bird species, while states I, II, and
IV might be better for livestock and wildlife grazing.
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constitutes degradation or desertification. It may be change to a state with lower
productivity, or with accelerated erosion. To define desertification in this model
then, it is necessary to be clear about causes and outcomes, rather than relying on
value judgments, or narrative flow. Assumptions can be made visible and tested.

11.11 Degradation/Desertification

As in much of the world, in the U.S. it is difficult to sort out the effects of variations
in aridity, climate change, and human influences. The role of livestock grazing, as it
interweaves with other factors, is complex. Federal management has led to large
reductions in livestock grazing, but there are processes of what could be termed
“degradation” that have been exacerbated by government policy and the land tenure
institutions that place vast areas of arid lands under “one size fits all” government
management, most notably suppression of natural and anthropogenic fires. The
relationships among wildfire, invasive plants, and grazing illustrates the interactions
that may lead to devastating forms of undesirable vegetation change, how states and
transition models are a better fit than linear succession models, and why land
allocation and management institutions may ultimately be in large part responsible
for causing desertification.

Evidence is accumulating that in the forests of the western United States, as dry
material has built up and vegetation thickened due to fire suppression, wildfires are
becoming more intense and extensive, converting forests and shrublands to
grasslands for an unknown period of time (Hagman et al. 2013; Miller and Safford
2012; Miller et al. 2009; Goforth and Minnich 2008). It is likely that eventually
shrubs and trees will regrow on most of these areas, though this is by no means
certain. In some cases the new conditions, and unfortunately efforts to reintroduce
burning or treat vegetation to reduce the probability of wildfire, benefit invasive
plants and contribute to their spread (Keeley 2006). Some of these plants may
support more frequent fires, or change moisture dynamics on the site. In the
meantime, fire releases methane and carbon in the short term, and over a longer
period, carbon storage is reduced, contributing to climate change. There is greater
risk of erosion following severe fires, with soil loss potentially reducing the pro-
ductive capacity of the site—also a form of desertification. Desirable habitats and
timber production will be reduced. This could be considered degradation.

Invasive species are new actors on the stage in the fire drama that can interact
with fire and grazing in ways that result in what might be termed “desertification.”
The advent of colonization from Europe began a process of wave after wave of
invasive species arriving in North America from around the globe. In addition, with
changes in fire and fauna, native species that have undesirable impacts on soils and
vegetation may expand their known ranges and become more dominant in regions
formerly occupied by grasslands, acting as native invasives. In some rangeland
systems, invasives have changed ecosystem dynamics in ways that could be argued
to be a form of desertification, with species of less value to wildlife as well as
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livestock becoming dominant. Occupation by invasive annual species may mean a
less complex or shallower root structure that is subject to more erosion, a longer
period of dry vegetation conditions that once were buffered by perennial plants
drawing moisture from greater depth, and greater risk of wildfire.

The case of the invasive non-native annual grass known as cheatgrass, Bromus
tectorum, in the cold desert is a useful example of interactions among fire, livestock
grazing, and invasive species. The cold desert steppe of the Great Basin region
starts in the rain shadow of California’s Sierra Nevada, extends east into Utah, north
into Idaho, and northeast as far as parts of Wyoming and Montana (Fig. 11.1).
Several subspecies of sagebrush (Artemisa spp.) intermix with perennial bunch-
grasses (Pseudoroegneria, Achnatherum, Poa, Leymus, Oryzopsis spp. and others).
Much of the region has now been invaded by cheatgrass. Cheatgrass creates an even
grass cover, rather than the “bunched” grass cover with spaces between the grass
plants that prevailed previously. It is fine stemmed, and dries out every summer as
soil moisture declines, creating excellent conditions for the ignition and spread of
wildfire. Cheatgrass has substantially altered the regional fire regime, supporting
larger and more frequent fires (Balch et al. 2013). Cheatgrass was a major fuel
contributor to the six most significant wildfire seasons since 1960, all of which have
occurred since 2004 (NIFC 2015). Studies have found a shortening of fire return
intervals from 30–110 years to 3–5 years (Brooks et al. 2004; Chambers et al. 2007;
Baker 2011).

Accidentally introduced from southwestern Asia in contaminated grain in the
1890s (Mack and Pyke 1983), with seeds that can be carried by livestock, the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM 1991) estimated in 1991, that of the lands it
managed, 3.6 million hectares contained cheatgrass as the dominant understory, and
it had the potential to dominate 16.2 million acres of BLM land in the future (BLM
1991). The National Science and Technology Center mapped 12.4 million hectares
of cheatgrass in the Great Basin in 2000 (Menakis et al. 2000). Although grazing
and cultivation facilitated the spread of the grass (Young and Clements 2009),
rangelands never cultivated and ungrazed since 1944 have been invaded by it
(Brandt and Rickard 1994). Daubenmire, in a classic paper in plant community
ecology, argued that cheatgrass could invade native perennial grass communities
that never had been grazed and were in excellent ecological condition (1940). Once
cheatgrass was introduced, for him it was only a matter of time until virtually all
sagebrush plant communities in the Great Basin were invaded.

Ironically, in the 1970s and 80s government ecologists were concerned with an
increase in sagebrush, and chain dragging to uproot shrubs and herbicides were
used to control it (Sabadell et al. 1982). Now cheatgrass invasion, together with
increased fire, has led to the loss of woody vegetation and deep-rooted perennial
grasses, and reduced forage capacity. Along with declining forage production,
frequent fires that cause the loss of perennial grass and shrub species, and the
creation of a moisture regime that is annual, with rapid use of water in early spring
and senescence and death of the plant life in mid summer and fall, the changes may
be seen as a form of desertification. If climate change leads to more aridity, and
more frequent wildfire, cheatgrass invasion is likely to expand. Many ecologists
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believe that a threshold is crossed once cheatgrass is common on a site, and only
expensive treatments and reseeding have a chance of restoring the native
shrub-grass complex (Young and Clements 2009) (Fig. 11.6).

In one of the few studies that used long term data to examine vegetation changes
in the bluebunch wheatgrass-sagebrush steppe of southern Oregon, Allen-Diaz and
Bartolome (1998) found that in the absence of fire, grazing practices had no effect
on transitions to or away from dominance by cheatgrass. Weather and time seemed
to be most closely related to this transition, supporting Daubenmire’s observations.
Other studies failed to show a link between grazing and vegetation change, except
perhaps at very intensive levels of grazing (Laycock 1987; Eckert and Spencer
1987). Bagchi et al. (2013), assessing historical records of cheatgrass invasions,
found no relationship with grazing regime and the frequency of transitions among
states in the absence of fire. Cheatgrass establishment was related to periods of
average to below-average annual rainfall, and its growth and fecundity related to
patterns of infrequent rain in fall and early spring. Both Bagchi et al. (2013) and
Allen-Diaz and Bartolome (1998) found that transitions away from cheatgrass
dominance may occur over time in the absence of fire without any relation to
grazing, though in the Bagchi et al. study, reversibility was more common at the site
with grazing. Young and Clements (2007) argue that under rest-rotation grazing
cheatgrass benefits from deferral of grazing until after seed ripe, or complete rest
from grazing. These types of findings lead some to argue that grazing, once a
facilitator to invasion, may be a way to control the impacts. The problem has not
proved amenable to the default approach of reduced stocking.

Fig. 11.6 An “expert” states and transition model for sagebrush steppe vegetation dynamics
(adapted from Bagchi et al. 2013). The three sagebrush and perennial grass-dominated states are
often referred to as “phases” that do not have strong thresholds between them, while the transition
to cheatgrass (T1) is often argued to be irreversible, because of the difficulty of crossing the strong
threshold leading back to perennial grass and sagebrush types (T2). While researchers generally
agree that T1 is strongly facilitated by fire (Young and Clements 2009), the role of grazing today is
less clear. Two studies using long term data have found that T2 does sometimes occur over time in
the absence of fire (Allen-Diaz and Bartolome 1998; Bagchi et al. 2013). Fires are one way the
cheatgrass state is maintained.
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The role of grazing in this scenario is one of many interacting dramatic changes,
and changes without directionality. Removal of grazing may have little or no
impact, and threshold dynamics may result in multiple stable states that have little
to no relation to a “climax” or previously identified “potential” vegetation. There is
no simple story here.

11.12 Holistic Resource Management: A New Story

The states and transition format, based on non-equilibrium theory, lacks the direc-
tionality and purpose of a good story— lacks a moral compass, as it were. Instead, a
states and transition model is a set of boxes representing vegetation states and a
“catalogue of transitions,” a simple listing of what drives change from one box to
another. While it may be possible to see a moral message in some transitions, it is not
as simple or compelling as the linear, Clementian succession story. Perhaps an
analogy to the succession story is a story with stereotypical characters that “make
sense” to the reader, like an old style western pulp novel, or a bodice-ripping romance:
In a states and transition model, on the other hand, things just happen. Within this
narrative vacuum, the concept of Holistic Resource Management has flourished.

“Holistic Resource Management” is a package of rangeland management con-
cepts and practices with origins in the early 1980s, oriented around a central,
powerful, story. As the most well known promoter of the programme puts it,
livestock grazing should mimic the herds of wild grazers that once wandered the
grassland (Savory and Butterfield 1999). The wildlife mimicry carries a positive
moral loading: this must be a better, “natural” way of doing things. Livestock are
moved regularly from one pasture to another, in what has been termed a “rotational”
grazing scheme, attempting to emulate, though at a much smaller scale, the way a
wild herd moves from one grazing ground to another, allowing plants that have
been grazing to “recover” before the next visit. Part of the HRM canon is that the
soil surface should be broken by hooves, allowing seeds to be worked into the soil.
In fact, the first range research carried by the USFS was a test of Sampson’s theory
that you could rest or sow seed, then run sheep through to plant seeds. It failed
when he tried it in Oregon in 1908 and has never been shown to work since
(Sampson 1909; Skovlin et al. 2000).

Typical of ecological or environmental stories, the wild herd narrative that is
used to support HRM has if nothing else been over-extended to ecosystems that not
only have a different climate, but that never had such animals. Perhaps more
important, scientific review has shown a lack of ecological benefits from rotational
grazing in arid systems (Heady 1961, Bartolome 1993; Briske et al. 2008).
However, the herd management aspect comes with a variety of other interventions
that may or may not be effective in improving management. For one example,
encouraging the manager to spend more time observing and working with the stock
is probably beneficial (Briske et al. 2011), and ranchers mention other benefits,
including that it makes stock more gentle because of frequent human contact.
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Implementing the required grazing system can be costly to ranching enterprises,
while fencing and rotational grazing may be detrimental to some ecosystem ser-
vices. But the story is so compelling that it continues to attract adherents in the
livestock and management communities. Holistic resource management might even
be seen as a story that helps a producer communicate good intentions, and a
commitment to protecting the environment, to agency regulators and managers.

Both Clementian succession models and HRM are based on compelling stories
that overshadow the need for evidence, particularly on arid lands.

11.13 Conclusions

Desertification is an ill-defined term that has been used sporadically to discuss
grazing issues in the United States. Unlike in many parts of the world, it is not a part
of everyday discourse about grazing. The terminology of rangeland condition used
widely on public rangelands has seemingly supplanted the language of desertifi-
cation. A review of journal articles reporting research in the United States with
desertification in the title according to the Web of Science shows only about a
dozen published in the last 10 years, and they use differing definitions of the term. It
has mostly been applied in the Southwest, in research on the causes of shrub
encroachment, usually mesquite (Propsopis sp.), into warm desert grasslands, and
the possible roles and inter-relationships of grazing, fire, warming temperatures, and
rainfall in that encroachment. There are more papers with “desertification” as a
keyword term, but a cursory review reveals that many of these do not actually
mention desertification within the paper.

Despite the difficulties of identifying and defining desertification, estimates of
the amount of “desertification” for North America have been published a number of
times. In 1976 a symposium on the topic was held at the University of Arizona in
Tucson (Paylore and Haney 1976). In the introduction, the definitional problems are
discussed, and the following definition adopted, stating that desertification is a
process that:

…deals with the extension of typical desert landscapes and landforms to areas where they
did not occur in the recent past, one taking place for our purposes in marginal arid zones
bordering deserts under average annual rainfalls of approximately 50–300 mm, areas
characterized by increasing aridity and intensification of distinct geomorphological pro-
cesses, desiccation and increasing salinity of soils, and a manifest degradation of vegetative
cover. The term implies a change, whether by the long term (in the geologic sense) climatic
change or by short term climatic fluctuation, or by man’s intervention through careless
extension of agricultural developments, burning, overgrazing, urbanization, and increasing
population pressures.

The purpose of the symposium is stated to be to contribute to the development of
measures for reversing desertification. It is implied that the most important measure
is population control, and the document calls for the establishment of reserves by
the government, with compensation for those excluded. The author of the lead
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article provides a map of desertification in North America (Fig. 11.7; Dregne 1976).
Desertification is attributed to the combined impacts of “man’s activities and
drought.” The symposium includes a paper on the Papago Indians of the southwest,

Fig. 11.7 Map of desertification in the United States from the United Nations published in a 1982
BLM report on desertification (Sabadell et al. 1982). Aside from a few spots, degree of
desertification seems cartographically strongly linked to prevailing temperatures and aridity.
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but only to discuss their livestock grazing practices. Their use of fire, once a feature
of the hunting economy (Stewart et al. 2002), is not mentioned.

In 1982 the federal agency managing the largest area of U.S. arid rangelands, the
Bureau of Land Management, published a document titled “Desertification in the
United States: Status and issues” (Sabadell et al. 1982). The document states that
“an assessment of the problem at the national and regional levels has been rec-
ognized by world and national organizations as a first priority in combating and
preventing desertification.” Desertification is defined as “the sustained decline
and/or destruction of the biological productivity of arid and semiarid lands caused
by man-made stresses sometimes in conjunction with natural extreme events. Such
stresses, if continued or unchecked, over the long term may lead to ecological
degradation and ultimately to desert-like conditions.” Range condition is defined as
“The present productivity on a range site as related to the potential natural plant
community for that site. Range condition is expressed as excellent, good, fair, or
poor, on the basis of how much the present plant community has departed from the
potential.”

Several factors were identified in the report as contributing to desertification,
including farming, grazing, herbivore population growth, mining, energy produc-
tion, urbanization, recreation—particularly the use of off road vehicles, and in
general, competition for the land base among diverse uses. The loss of indigenous
management is not mentioned. For grazing, the report argues that a balance must be
maintained between livestock numbers and the land’s carrying capacity, and that
during drought years, grazing must be reduced and shifted to feed or other pastures.
The report states that the Agricultural Research Service in 1974 estimated that more
than 71 percent of the rangelands in the 17 Western States were in only fair to poor
range condition, and that there is a high correlation of range condition to degree of
erosion. The report comments that although conditions are improving under federal
management, “the damage done by excessive grazing prior to the turn of the
century is still largely present.”

In 2004, Lal et al. estimated that about 2.75 m km2 or about 85 % of arid U.S.
rangelands have moderate to severe desertification. The authors used a 1992 UNEP
definition of desertification stating that it is “land degradation in arid, semiarid, and
dry subhumid areas resulting mainly from adverse human impact.” They argue that
the degradation of rangeland vegetation is primarily caused by excessive prolonged
grazing and removal of vegetation by anthropogenic perturbations. Changes in
biodiversity, especially the species mix leading to the predominance of undesirable
species, and use of irrigation water with a high mineral content in areas with poor
drainage, among other things, are also mentioned as causal factors. It is interesting
that three of the U.S. studies published in the last 10 years with desertification in the
title found by this author evaluated some type of faunal diversity and two found
higher or equivalent species diversity on the “desertified” sites (Kerley and
Whitford 2000; Bestelmeyer 2005; Klass et al. 2012).

None of these papers and documents considers the role of the suppression of
indigenous practice in desertification. Aggressive, nearly paramilitary fire sup-
pression, accompanied by the criminalization of indigenous burning and the
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destruction of native cultures, has a complex role in processes of desertification that
have vast implications for western rangelands and forests. Rather than leading to the
“recovery” of a “climax” state, the removal of grazing and fire suppression can
mutually reinforce the frequency and intensity of conflagrations. In some climate
zones shrublands and woodlands may become more fire prone in the absence of
grazing. Dried grasses on ungrazed grasslands make fire starts more common. On
rangelands, some invasive species were introduced and spread as part of livestock
grazing and cultivation. Livestock dispersed seed, and disrupted native vegetation,
creating opportunities for invasives. How much livestock continue to influence
erosion, species introductions, and species change is the subject of debate, and no
doubt varies place to place and time to time, but in many cases they remain branded
as the bad actors behind it all.

The changes in ecosystems that are occurring as a result of all these factors are
often irreversible and widespread. The science of “novel ecosystems” has devel-
oped to study such unprecedented assemblages of vegetation (Seastedt et al. 2008).
In some cases livestock grazing is a tool used to control non-native species that are
the new actors in desertification, prevent fires like those in cheatgrass, or to control
the encroachment of shrubs and trees that once were constricted by indigenous
burning. However, the “deviation from pristine” model for evaluating rangeland
conditions, and the mythology of the “untouched” American wilderness, has fed
into a still powerful ideology of avoiding management interventions and relying on
natural “recovery” that challenges rangeland managers today as they attempt to
cope with changing species and climatic conditions. Doing nothing often becomes
the most viable alternative for government land managers faced with lawsuits and
controversy over management practices. There is little institutional accountability
for the results of “hands off” management.

Against the background of vast changes on rangelands, climate change is a
factor today. In fact, in rangeland management discourse, climate change or the
specter of climate change has begun to overshadow the recognition of a legacy of
mismanagement of western ecosystems. The story is perhaps shifting away from
correcting past management to laying most of the blame at the foot of a situation
beyond the manager’s control. Yet the lessons learned from the past should not be
forgotten as we move forward. In particular here we find a warning against
charismatic stories—somewhat as Elinor Ostrom warns against policies rooted in
compelling metaphors (1990). Stories encourage and conceal deep-rooted, untested
assumptions, simplify complex relationships, and universalize truths that may hold
true only in a single time and place.
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Chapter 12
Pastoral System Dynamics
and Environmental Change on Ethiopia’s
North-Central Borana Plateau—
Influences of Livestock Development
and Policy

D. Layne Coppock

Abstract The Borana Plateau is a heavily studied pastoral ecosystem. Knowledge
generated with respect to the history and politics of the region, pastoral system
dynamics, and patterns of environmental change is instructive in understanding
how environmental degradation is linked to pastoral development priorities and
policies. Despite decades of research and development efforts, the Borana pastoral
system is characterized by increasing poverty, wealth stratification, and food
insecurity. The condition and trend for rangelands in the north-central portion of the
plateau is deemed generally poor due to chronically intense pressure from large
numbers of livestock in support of a growing human population. Particularly
noteworthy is the emergence of extensive gullying and bush encroachment in
several locations; in both cases the productivity of the pastoral system has been
reduced. This trend is attributed to decades of development priorities and policies
that have failed to provide incentives for surplus pastoralists to discover alternative
livelihoods, or for herd owners to adopt resource management tactics that could
promote environmental stewardship. The way forward is to dispense with laissez
faire attitudes regarding condition and trend of natural resources and forge new
collaborative partnerships among pastoral communities, researchers, and develop-
ment agents to reverse environmental degradation where possible. This requires a
transformation of local governance so that stocking rates can be better managed and
innovative land-management systems can be adopted to better accommodate the
increasing population pressure and more frequent droughts. Over the longer term,
assisting those who wish to leave pastoralism can reduce demands on natural
resources and promote system sustainability.
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12.1 Introduction

Background. As will be described, the north-central Borana Plateau (henceforth
called the “plateau”) is now one of the most studied pastoral regions in Sub-Saharan
Africa. The Borana pastoral system has undergone at least three distinct periods of
development, socioeconomic change, and research observation. The first period
occurred before 1970 when the pastoralists were relatively isolated from the outside
world. Development investment was limited and research documentation was rare.
The second period covered the 1970s and 1980s. This was a time when large, rural
infrastructure-development projects began, a few non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) arrived—largely to distribute food aid—outside interest grew concerning the
marketing of highly-valued Boran cattle, and research became more common—
although most studies were conducted by investigators representing only a few
institutions. The third period covers the 1990s–2014. Particularly since 1995, this has
been a time of rapid change for much of Ethiopia as well as for the plateau.1 At the
national level there have been expanded investments in rural infrastructure as well as
devolution of development resources from the federal capital of Addis Ababa to the
Oromia Regional State and local districts. Locally many rangeland towns and set-
tlements have grown. All-weather roads are being upgraded and transportation has
improved. International and local NGOs have proliferated and their mandates now
include more pastoral development activities. The pastoralists have become more
connected to the outside world via enhanced livestock marketing and improved
access to mobile phones, formal education, and other services. In some cases pastoral
livelihoods have begun to diversify away from a sole reliance on livestock to include
more small-business activities. Research activity continues to expand and the
diversity of investigators and research institutions has markedly increased. Research
in many cases has shifted from purely observational to more participatory in nature.
Major demographic, ecological, and political factors underpin this backdrop of
change. Major droughts have occurred in the north-central region of the Borana
plateau about once every five to six years since 1985, a time when researchers
began to keep records. Livestock mortality rates during droughts are high—espe-
cially for cattle—the key livestock species in the system. The cattle population
therefore regularly undergoes a “boom-and-bust” dynamic where periods of rapid

1Economic growth in Ethiopia has averaged 10.6 percent per annum from 2004 to 2012 http://
www.worldbank.org/en/country/ethiopia/overview. Change is most evident in large cities as evi-
dent from urban construction activities. There has also been considerable infrastructure develop-
ment (primarily roads) nationwide.
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herd growth are followed by precipitous herd crashes. The human population has
steadily grown over the past 30 years; this is due to internal reproduction as well as
immigration. Despite improvement in marketing and service provision, marketed
offtake rates for livestock remain modest. Food insecurity and the incidence of
poverty appear to be increasing. While certain rangeland landscapes exhibit a high
degree of resilience in response to chronically heavy use by livestock, there are also
areas suffering from pronounced environmental degradation.

The Borana pastoral system has existed under several national governments in
the modern era.2 Prior to 1974, it was the Imperial regime of Emperor Haile
Selassie. From 1977 to 1991 it was the military socialist Derg regime under Colonel
Mengistu Haile Mariam. From 1991 to 1994 it was the Transitional Government of
Ethiopia. From 1994 to the present it has been the Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia (FDRE) which has embraced a mixed (i.e., capitalist and socialist)
economic-development model. This has been largely led by Mr. Meles Zenawi
(from 1995 to 2012) and subsequently by Mr. Hailemariam Desalegn. Shifts in
development priorities and approaches with each regime have dramatically affected
citizens in both the urban and rural sectors. The current regime created a federalized
system of nine regional states, each largely based on distinctions of ethnicity and
language. The Oromia Regional State—home to over 27 million people living in
urban and rural settings in both the moist highlands and dry lowlands—is where the
plateau is located.

Objectives. The first objective of this chapter is to provide a concise overview of
pastoral system dynamics so readers can grasp the context of the plateau. Details
will provide evidence for points already made. The second objective is to describe
patterns of environmental degradation, altered land use, and environmental resi-
lience in the north-central region with a focus on how degradation has been
caused by chronic grazing pressure; mechanisms of change are illuminated by an
understanding of pastoral system dynamics over several decades. The third
objective is to propose the extent that environmental degradation is linked to
pastoral development priorities and policy frameworks. The fourth objective is to
describe a way forward for development agents, policy makers, and local com-
munities so they can make better decisions that promote the sustainability of the
pastoral system.

12.2 Overview of Pastoral System Dynamics

The Borana Plateau (aka the plateau) is located in southern Ethiopia and it is
roughly 95,000 km2 in size. It is bounded by the Kenyan border (to the South), the
Somali Ogaden (East), the lower Omo Valley (West), and the southern highlands

2Details concerning Ethiopian governments can be found at http://www.ethioembassy.org.uk/fact
%20file/a-z/history.htm.
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(North). The region has been occupied by the Borana pastoralists for centuries. It
has been the subject of several rangeland development projects and numerous
scientific investigations over the past 50 years. The history of pastoral development,
research, and social change in the region up through 1991 is summarized in
Coppock (1994).

While there is a significant level of continuity in some aspects of the research
conducted on the plateau, most studies only contribute “snapshots” at certain points
in time or space. For topics related to rangeland ecology and livestock dynamics,
high-quality data at varied spatial and temporal scales remain rare. For rangeland
ecology in particular, differences in where and how studies have been conducted—
as well as a lack of long-term protected sites that could serve as benchmarks to
assess vegetation change—make rigorous assessments problematic. Despite such
challenges, however, it is argued that the overall trends for vegetation, livestock,
and people in this system are clear.

12.2.1 Environment and Pastoral Society

Climate. This review is largely limited to a discussion of the north-central plateau,
a 16,000-km2 area bisected from North to South by the main tarmac road that runs
past the outskirts of Yabelo town to Moyale town on the Kenya border (Fig. 12.1).
Climate patterns for the 1980s are described in Coppock (1994). The elevation
varies from 1200 to 1500 m. The climate is semi-arid. Precipitation on the
north-central plateau has traditionally ranged from 400 to 850 mm per year and
increases from South to North as well as at higher elevations. The coefficient of
variation for annual precipitation is about 12 % in warmer, drier locations versus
6 % in cooler, wetter locations. The rainfall distribution is bimodal, with about
60 % received between March and May and 30 % received between September and
November. Annual air temperatures are relatively cool, with daily maxima and
minima on the order of 28 and 15 °C, respectively. The interaction of rainfall and
temperature results in four distinct seasons (Coppock 1994). The long rainy season
(March to May) is followed by a cool dry season (June to August), a short rainy
season (September to November), and a warm dry season (December to February).
Climate change has been recently implicated for Ethiopia overall as well as for the
plateau (Funk et al. 2012). The prognosis for the nation is that it is gradually
becoming warmer. The prognosis for the plateau is that it is gradually becoming
drier from East to West.3

3Climate change has been strongly implicated for sub-Saharan Africa (Thornton et al. 2011) and
Ethiopia (Funk et al. 2012; Evangelista et al. 2013). Pastoralists on the Borana Plateau report that
their environment is becoming warmer and drier with shifts in precipitation (Coppock, unpub-
lished observations). Funk et al. (2012) documents that Ethiopia is exhibiting a warming trend
overall, with growing-season rainfall declining nationally by 15–20 %. The 250-mm contours for
the long rainy season of March to June in the southern rangelands have shifted westward between
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Vegetation and soils. Vegetation and soils are described in Coppock (1994). The
vegetation is typified by mixed savanna dominated by perennial grasses, shrubs,
and trees. Net primary productivity for herbaceous plants in a near-average rainfall
year has been estimated to vary from 1.5 to 2.7 tons of dry matter per hectare per
year for drier or wetter locations, respectively. Well-drained upland soils dominate
88 % of the landscape in the north-central region. They vary in color from red to
brown or gray and are composed of sand (53 %), clay (30 %), and silt (17 %).
Upland soils are often relatively shallow, erodible, and low in nutrient content.
Common plants on upland soils include valuable perennial grasses such as
Cenchrus sp. and Chrysopogon sp., while woody plants include Acacia and
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Fig. 12.1 Map showing the southern Ethiopian rangelands as demarcated by regional state and
zones within the Oromia Regional State. The study area germane to this chapter is located in the
north-central Borana Plateau. It is where much of the research related to pastoral households and
environment has been conducted by the International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA) in the
1980s as well as by USAID-supported projects from 1997 to the present. The land-cover change
work by Mesele (2006) also occurred here. The four pastoral associations referred to in recent
investigations are roughly coincident with four quadrants of the study area; namely Harweyu (to
the northeast), Dikale (northwest), Medecho (southeast), and Denbala Badana (southwest) (Source
D. Layne Coppock).

(Footnote 3 continued)

1960 and 2009, a pattern that will continue for the next 25 years. In sum, the plateau is becoming
drier from East to West (Funk et al. 2012).
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Commiphora spp. Valley bottoms, in contrast, occur across 12 % of the landscape.
Soils in these sites typically consist of poorly drained black or brown Vertisols with
a high clay-content (>60 %). Common plants on Vertisols include perennial grasses
such as Pennisetum spp. and small trees (A. drepanolobium). Traditionally, valley
bottoms have been important dry-season grazing areas because deep-rooted
Pennisetum plants have persistently green leaves. In recent decades, however—with
the advent of maize cultivation—many valley bottoms have been cultivated,
especially to the North (see below).

Water resources, pastoral mobility, and governance. In sum, the area is a
high-elevation rangeland environment where livestock production has been pri-
marily limited by a scarcity of surface water (Coppock 1994). During the warm dry
season water is lifted from deep (tula4) wells to livestock troughs by people
(Fig. 12.2). Small, leather buckets of water are passed along chains of laborers who
stand on narrow ledges in the well shafts. Tula wells are hundreds of years old.
They have had profound effects on the social organization of the Borana pastoralists
because hundreds of people must be coordinated to provide water on a regular
schedule for thousands of livestock. Clusters of tula wells also help define 29 units
of traditional resource allocation called madda. Madda contain villages or
encampments (olla) and grazing locations for resident (e.g., milking) herds (warra)
that forage locally and satellite herds (forra) that forage at distant locations. The olla
supply the labor to operate the tula wells in dry periods. Ponds provide water during
and soon after rainy periods. Ponds vary widely in capacity but most are ephemeral.
Some were hand-dug by pastoralists, while others have been excavated with heavy
machinery during infrastructure-development projects in the 1970s and 1980s
(Coppock 1994). In the 1960s a few very large ponds were excavated with heavy
machinery near the northern edge of the plateau. These became perennial water

Fig. 12.2 Trough area for a
deep tula well on the central
Borana Plateau. These wells
have provided water for
pastoral livestock over
hundreds of years (Photo
credit D. Layne Coppock).

4Henceforth in the text local terms for various entities on the Borana Plateau—such as wells,
villages, types of cattle herds, political leadership structures, spatial units of territoriy, etc., are
referred to in the regional language called Oromifa.
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sources, allowing pastoralists who had left the well-based madda system to the
South to permanently settle. This matters because this northern area was a tradi-
tional grazing reserve for cattle prior to the 1960s. People did not live there then, so
forage supplies could be conserved for future use during a drought, for example.
Once people began to settle, the area could no longer serve as a grazing reserve
(Coppock 1994).

In general, the traditional pastoral system is best described as semi-nomadic
(Coppock 1994). The relatively high and consistent levels of forage productivity
here have reduced the need for a truly nomadic lifestyle where pastoral households
pick up and move on a monthly (or even weekly) basis as they search for adequate
supplies of forage and water. On the plateau—while forra herds can be highly
mobile—the associated warra herds and pastoral households can be relatively
sedentary. In the past an olla could re-locate perhaps a couple of times per year. As
will be shown, however, this is rarely the case today. Pastoral mobility has been
declining for decades in response to many factors.

The customary (informal) system of pastoral governance [i.e., the hierarchical
and generational Gumi Gaayo of the Gaada system (Legesse 1973)] that is con-
nected to the traditional social organization of madda has been augmented over the
past 40 years by a formal governance structure called Pastoral Associations (PAs).5

Pastoral Associations provide an interface between local people and the regional
and national governments. The PA had a strong socialistic or collective character
during the Derg regime, but with subsequent political change after 1991 it has
become more market-driven and diverse in terms of socioeconomic functions. In
some cases the area governed by a PA is coincident with boundaries of a madda,
but in others one large madda may contain several PAs.

The PA has reportedly gradually eroded Gumi Gaayo authority on the plateau
(Homann et al. 2008; Mellisse 2014; Wassie 2014). The increased authority of PAs
has allowed for recent trends that include less control over general access to pond
water, de facto privatization of plots by wealthy elites for use in cultivation and as
fodder banks, and less regulatory oversight for grazing management (reviewed
below).

The Gumi Gaayo has recently been assuming more of an advisory role to the
state and oversees cultural ritual ceremonies. On the positive side, PAs have
improved access of their communities to services such as education, health care,
and markets (Coppock, unpublished observations).

5The PA administers the local community on behalf of the national and regional governments. This
includes taxation, providing community political leadership and policing, arbitrating local con-
flicts, controlling resource use and trespass, assisting in the targeting of food aid, and serving as the
interface between the community and development agents. Each PA has a chairperson, manager,
secretary, a governing council of advisors, and one or two government extension agents. There are
also subcommittees that deal with specific issues such as water, grazing, and social safety nets. In
some cases subcommittees invoke hybrid governance (Coree) between PA and Gumi Gaayo
elements. The PA manager is a literate, government employee who oversees political matters. The
other positions are unpaid. Power relations between chairpersons and managers are idiosyncratic
across PAs depending on personalities involved.
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Human population, livestock marketing, and the Boran cattle breed. During
the late 1980s the pastoral population of the north-central region was estimated at
around 325,000 with an annual net growth rate of 2.5 % in non-drought years
(Coppock 1994). In subsequent decades census taking has become more systematic.
In the early 1990s the total human population of the region (including the pastoral
and non-pastoral sectors) was estimated at about 1.4 million by CSA (1994). By the
early 2000s the total human population was estimated at over 2 million with 12 %
residing in towns and settlements, representing an increase of 44 % within a decade
(CSA 2007). Although the CSA figures are only rough estimates, it is obvious that
the number of people has increased at a high rate. This is due to internal recruitment
as well as migration originating from elsewhere in Ethiopia as well as Kenya and
Somalia (Coppock, unpublished observations).6

Local expansion of livestock marketing opportunities began around 2005. This
was largely a result of privatization of Ethiopia’s agro-industries, growth in urban
demand, and opening of export markets to the Gulf States (Desta et al. 2006). The
Boran have also needed to sell more animals (e.g., males) to buy food in recent years, a
consequence of a declining ratio of cattle to people (Desta and Coppock 2004).

The Borana pastoralists have largely depended on the Boran cattle breed for milk
and asset accumulation (Coppock 1994, Fig. 12.3). The Boran breed is highly
regarded for its productivity and tolerance to drought and local diseases. Boran
cattle have been in high demand—both domestically and abroad—and thus the
breed has provided a key incentive for range-livestock market development
beginning in the 1970s. As will be shown, small ruminants, equines, and camels
have tended to play much smaller roles in the traditional livestock economy of the
Boran when compared to that for Boran cattle, but recently the species diversifi-
cation of herds in some locations has increased.

Ratios of cattle to people. During the 1980s the peak cattle population across the
entire Borana Plateau was estimated to be on the order of 1 million head. When
combined with the 350,000 figure for pastoralists (above) this gives a ratio of cattle
to people of 2.85 on average (Coppock 1994). Such a low ratio requires households
to secure food via non-pastoral options such as maize cultivation, food relief, and
selling animals or animal products to purchase grain. This is because the traditional
dietary mainstay—milk—has been declining on a per capita basis, and the ratio of
cattle to people is an indicator of this process. Desta and Coppock (2004) found that
numbers of cattle per person were dropping for all pastoral wealth classes in the
north-central region. The declining number of cattle per capita is a fundamental
driver of change in this system. It pushes pastoralists to become agro-pastoralists
and it is an indicator of increasing poverty and famine risk. The ratio slowly ratchets
downward over time as a function of a growing human population in combination

6The population is also increasingly spatially confined. Population sizes of neighboring groups are
growing (CSA 2007) and the landscape is becoming more crowded. Rigorous demarcation of the
border between the Oromia and Somali Regional States has resulted in losses of key ecological
resources for the Boran (Coppock et al. 2011).
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with a boom-and-bust pattern for cattle numbers. If it assumed that: (1) At least 10
cattle per person would be required to sustain one person on a traditional
milk-based diet (Coppock 1994); and (2) the carrying capacity in an average rainfall
year is about 30 head of cattle per square kilometer (Coppock 1994), this implies
that about 3 people per square kilometer could be reliably supported. Scenarios
described by Coppock (1994) indicated that the number of people actually living on
these rangelands in the 1980s could have been as high as 11 per square kilometer.
The population was then projected to double by 2018 given the 2.5 % rate of net
annual growth (Coppock 1994). Hence the growing need on the plateau to find
other food sources besides livestock.

Spatial variation in human population density. Table 12.1 displays information
collected from four Pastoral Associations (PAs) in the north-central region of the
plateau during 2013. These data illustrate high spatial variation in human population
density and cattle per person even across a relatively small area—the maximum
distance between any two PAs is less than 30 km. The data provide an inadequate test
of predictions in Coppock (1994) because the land area represented is only 13 or 2 %,
respectively, of the north-central region or the entire plateau. Despite this, it is notable
that the data do not support extreme scenarios of a human population on pace to
exceed 22 persons per square kilometer by 2018 or a ratio of cattle to people

Fig. 12.3 Boran cattle. This breed is known for productivity and adaptability to dry conditions
and is in high demand for export (Photo credit Brien E. Norton).
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appreciably different from the 2.85 value observed in the late 1980s. This could reflect
data inadequacy. Or, if we assume the numbers are accurate, they could indicate that
the pastoral system has “bottomed-out,” with either surplus people finding the means
to secure non-pastoral livelihoods, or that fertility rates have been in decline. Other
interview data in the same PAs, however, support the idea of a persistent and large
food deficit even in near-average rainfall years. For example, households designated
as poverty-stricken by relief agencies in 2013 are eligible to receive up to 100 kg of
free food grain per month (Bedasa Eba, OARI, personal communication). Food aid is
reportedly pervasive in the system today (Coppock et al. 2014a)

Boom-and-bust dynamics of the regional cattle herd. Desta and Coppock
(2002) focused on cattle population dynamics and concluded that major crashes of
the regional cattle herd occurred at an interval of 5 to 6 years between 1980 and
2001. These crashes killed from 37 to 62 % of all cattle. This analysis indicated that
mortality spikes were caused by high stocking rates combined with drought con-
ditions. The pattern was thus a dynamic, oscillating equilibrium where cattle den-
sity and precipitation level jointly affected forage supplies. The key was the regular
interval in the cycle; the 5 to 6 year period is the time required for the cattle
population to recover from the previous drought and achieve a density of about 30
head per square kilometer. Attaining such a density then makes the regional herd
vulnerable to even modest dips in seasonal precipitation. When combined with a
slowly degrading natural resource base (see below) and the loss of traditional,
drought-grazing reserves due to overpopulation (in the northern portion of the
plateau, as above), the cattle production system essentially has become a vicious
cycle characterized by a boom-and-bust.

Desta and Coppock (2002) predicted that the next herd crash would occur by 2005.
This was verified by subsequent observations (Coppock et al. 2008) and the overall
time series is shown in Fig. 12.4. A fifth major herd crash occurred in 2011–12, still
roughly fitting the predicted pattern (Solomon Desta and Getachew Gebru, MARIL,
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Fig. 12.4 Periodicity of crashes in the cattle population in relation to annual rainfall totals on the
central Borana Plateau, 1980–2007. Average rainfall was calculated across 4 meteorological
stations at Yabelo, Negele, Mega, and Arero. Yellow bars denote years when a major crash
occurred (Source D. Layne Coppock).
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personal communications). This most recent crash has not been included in the time
series, however, because the rainfall data collected by government at the four rep-
resentative stations has been very spotty—and thus unanalyzable—since 2008.

Considered over several sources, the database is inadequate to assess whether the
regional cattle population is growing or shrinking over time, despite the oscillation.
It is reasonable to speculate, however, that further growth in cattle numbers is
unlikely. This is because the grazing resources for cattle have dramatically declined
due to land cover changes (below).

Spatial variation in cattle density. Data in Table 12.1 illustrate that the cattle
density per unit area varied widely among four PAs in 2013, from 8 to 81 head per
km2. Each PA experienced the drought-related herd crash during 2011–12, so 2013
was early in the subsequent recovery process (Coppock et al. 2014a). If it is
assumed that the relative impact of drought was similar for each PA—given their
close proximity—this information again illustrates the large effect of local eco-
logical variation on base livestock numbers. The rule of thumb that considers 30
cattle per km2 as a threshold for herd vulnerability to variation in precipitation is
thus only useful as a crude generalization at very large spatial scales. Sites like
Dikale PA are relatively favorable overall given its position at the northern edge of
the plateau, hence the higher densities of cattle and people there.

High variation in cattle density among the four PAs probably reflects local
variability in grass production, the preferred forage for cattle. A critical factor is the
steep rainfall gradient from North to South in this area (Coppock 1994). For
example, Dikale PA to the North (with 81 head per km2) has the highest annual
rainfall, and hence higher grass productivity. Similarly, Denbala Bedana to the
South (with 8 head per km2) is more arid with less grass productivity. Despite being
near Dikale in a relatively mesic location, Harweyu PA (with 15 head per km2)
suffers from a very high degree of bush encroachment, with concomitant reductions
in grass production (Coppock 1994; Forrest et al. 2014).

Shifts in livestock composition. The database is also inadequate to assess whether
there have been significant alterations in the sex composition of the regional cattle
herd. Estimates for the 1980s and 1990s are similar at 71 % females and 29 % males
(Desta and Coppock 2004). We would expect the proportion of cows to increase
over time as the marketing of bulls increases and pressures on grazing resources
escalate, but there is no evidence of such a trend.

Recent observations suggest that livestock species composition in the central
plateau has undergone a shift over the past 30 years. In the 1980s, for example,
cattle comprised about 90 % of the total livestock biomass, while camels comprised
only 3 % (Coppock 1994). Ethiopian government data sampled for 10 districts
across the plateau in 2011 indicate that cattle now comprise 77 % of livestock
biomass, while camels comprise 16 %. Small ruminants and donkeys make up the
remainder—there are no discernible shifts for these species (Coppock, unpublished
observations). Boru et al. (2014) have detected similar trends. The reasons for the
relative increase in camels are now under study. There are several possible
explanations, one being that an increased emphasis on camels reflects a need to
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make better use of increasing browse resources relative to grass (below). Another is
that camels can provide more milk than cattle during dry periods and droughts. And
yet another is that camels can now bring exceptionally high prices in the market-
place compared to cattle; camels have also been exported from Ethiopia over the
past decade (Desta et al. 2006). Multiple explanations for increasing adoption of
camels may thus be anticipated.

The cattle-keeping Borana have wanted more camels in their livestock holdings
for many years. Figure 12.5 illustrates interview data showing actual versus desired
percentages of livestock species in the holdings of Borana pastoralists in 1988. Why
has it taken them so long to acquire more camels? Camels reproduce much more
slowly than cattle and offer new management challenges to producers less accus-
tomed to camel husbandry (Coppock 1994; Megersa et al. 2008). Camels have also
traditionally been held by Muslim groups in this region. The Borana are largely
non-Muslim. This difference in religion may have contributed to cultural or
market-related barriers in camel acquisition (Desta and Coppock 2004).

12.3 Environmental Degradation, Altered Land Use,
and Environmental Resilience

The focus in this section is on patterns of environmental degradation and resilience
in the rangelands. Degradation is defined here as a reduced capacity of the system to
support livestock (e.g., cattle) and people in a sustainable and equitable fashion;
reduction in capacity is judged relative to a previous time when human and live-
stock populations were lower. The system components subject to degradation
include soils, preferred forage plants, and water (both quantity and quality).
Resilience here refers to the ability of the system to endure heavy use and then
recover from at least a superficially degraded state. Although long-term benchmarks

Cattle 
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Goats
24%

Sheep 
5%

Camels 
1%

Cattle
42%

Goats 
14%

Sheep
13%

Camels 
31%

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.5 (a, b) Actual versus desired composition of livestock holdings as expressed by 24
Boran herdowners during 1988 in the north-central region of the Borana Plateau. (a) Actual herd
composition; (b) Desired herd composition (Source D. Layne Coppock).
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are lacking, it is very reasonable to believe—based on 30 years of observations—
that the north-central plateau has become markedly degraded in terms of its ability
to sustain cattle and people. In some respects, the pastoral system has already
collapsed—as evidenced by the volume of food aid that now routinely enters the
region (Coppock et al. 2014a).7

12.3.1 Bush Encroachment

The central and western portions of the plateau have experienced large-scale
changes in the dominant vegetation communities. By the mid-1980s, 40 % of this
region was determined to be affected by bush encroachment, with 19 % affected by
topsoil erosion. These trends were coincident and most apparent in semi-arid sites
having hilly relief in the vicinity of permanent water development. Both bush
encroachment and topsoil erosion have long-been postulated to occur because of
over-grazing by pastoral livestock (J.C. Billé et al. cited in Coppock 1994). This has
also been repeatedly confirmed when pastoralists are interviewed about their per-
ceptions concerning the cause and effects of ecological change (Oba et al. 2000;
Angassa and Beyene 2003; Solomon et al. 2007; Coppock et al. 2014a).

In an earlier era of fewer pastoralists and livestock, the grazing system is pos-
tulated to have resembled a patch dynamic (J.C. Billé et al. cited in Coppock 1994).
Namely, people and animals regularly moved around the landscape and intensively
grazed the same parcels of land for relatively short periods of time. Then they
moved on—not to return for several years—thus allowing local forage resources to
recover. The herbaceous standing crop also provided sufficient fuel that allowed the
managed use of fire by the pastoralists to treat the landscape. These fires were
tolerated by the perennial grasses that can re-sprout from roots and rhizomes in the
soil, but fires inhibited the establishment and growth of woody plants, hence
maintaining a mixed-savanna mosaic. Growth in human and livestock populations
—accompanied by the development of permanent water—gradually promoted
longer-term pastoral settlement. This, in turn, has contributed to chronically heavy
grazing of local landscape parcels. This pressure has not allowed herbaceous for-
ages to recover from previous use. The reduced standing crop also markedly

7A series of Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRAs) in 2013 clearly and independently revealed the
existence of a significantly large, “very poor” class of pastoralists having few livestock who
routinely rely on food aid for survival. Food aid is distributed by the leadership of the Pastoral
Associations (PAs) where these people reside. Food aid has been part of local development
programmes here for a number of years. Calculations of food energy budgets based on population
sizes for people and livestock, and productivity of livestock, for Harweyu PA also indicate a food
energy gap for the people that is not being met by either livestock production or purchased food;
food relief is thus a likely contributor (Forrest 2014). This situation may be unlike what has been
previously reported where food aid only makes a small or irregular contribution to the diets of
pastoral households in southern Ethiopia or northern Kenya, as evidenced by survey research
conducted during 2000–2002 (McPeak et al. 2012).
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lowered fuel loads, which has undermined the use of fire and thus allowed woody
plants to establish and proliferate.

About 16 woody species have been implicated as encroachers here. They have
varied effects on the environment; some are positive, but most are negative. Some
Acacia bush species suppress herbaceous production by 50 % or more in their
understories by out-competing grasses or forbs for light, water, and nutrients
(Coppock 1994; Forrest et al. 2014). Figure 12.6 illustrates the dramatic effects of
bush removal on herbaceous forage yield following the long rainy season of 2013 in
Harweyu PA. A few encroaching species (e.g., A. brevispica, Commiphora spp.)
can offer nutritious browse for small ruminants or camels. Typically, however,
these forages are either physically inaccessible due to tree height or thorniness of
stems, or their leaves and stems have low nutritive value because of high con-
centrations of toxic secondary compounds (Coppock 1994).

A more recent study of land-cover change for a 400-km2 section in the
north-central region used remotely sensed images over a 30-year period, from 1973
to 2003; associated work was conducted on soil properties of sites representing the

Fig. 12.6 (a, b, c) Comparison of rangeland sites at Harweyu Pastoral Association during May,
2013: (a) Site occupied by mature specimens of the invasive bush species Acacia reficiens—note
the scanty herbaceous understory; (b) an adjacent site cleared by pastoralists using hand tools a
few months previously—note the recovery of herbaceous plants; and (c) close up of native grasses
in bush-cleared sites that included high-value Chloris, Cenchrus, and Pennisetum species (Photo
credits Brien E. Norton).
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main land-cover types (Mesele 2006). Dramatic shifts among grassland, bushland,
and cultivated land are evident. Overall, the grasslands declined from 173 to 24 km2

while the bushed sites increased from 214 to 326 km2 and cultivation expanded
from 13 to 50 km2 (Table 12.2; Fig. 12.7). Data for soil texture, bulk density, and
soil compaction across site types indicated that the bushed sites had soils that were
the least permeable to water infiltration when compared to soils at grassland sites.
There was also a sequential decline in soil organic-matter content from grassland
(3.44 %) to bushed grassland (2.16 %) and bushland (1.36 %) sites. In sum, the soil
changes associated with bush encroachment (a higher degree of soil compaction
and less herbaceous biomass) were determined to be detrimental to sustained
herbaceous productivity (Mesele 2006).

Bush encroachment has been recently shown to have important implications for
food security. In an integrated linear programming analysis for Harweyu PA—a site
where 95 % of the land suffered from bush encroachment—Forrest et al. (2014)
found that a 30 % reduction in bush cover could lead to a similar-sized reduction in
food aid requirements for the resident population of over 3000 people. Given large
reductions in forage yields caused by invading bush, the consequences of bush
encroachment include reductions in milk production from cattle—the traditional
dietary staple. Food aid, in part, occurs to help make up deficits in traditional food
sources such as cattle milk.

Table 12.2 Percent change in land cover for Yabelo District between 1973 and 2003 as
interpreted from LandSat images

Land cover class Area in 1973 Percent change in land cover

(km2) % 1973–1986 1986–2003 1973–2003

Bushlands 80 20.0 +25.0 +15.0 +43.8

Bushed-grasslands 134 33.5 +20.1 +23.0 +47.8

Grasslands 173 43.3 −38.7 −77.4 −86.1

Croplands 13 3.3 +153.8 +84.8 +384.6

Source Mesele (2006)
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Fig. 12.7 (a, b) Land-cover composition based on LandSat imagery for 400-km2 in the Yabelo
District in the north-central region of the Borana Plateau in (a) 1973 and (b) 2003 (Source Mesele
2006).
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Forrest et al. (2014) noted that the costs of bush clearing are high and unlikely to
be borne by pastoral communities themselves. Rather, it is recommended that
development agents target donor resources to create endowments of cleared land that
are subsequently maintained by the local people. In such cases bush clearing could
be combined with fenced fodder banks to assist in a process of grazing management
that hinders the rapid return of bush seedlings. Re-introduction of prescribed fire
along with bush clearing via human labor with axes and machetes would provide a
more cost-effective management strategy (Pratt and Gywnne 1977), but the
ever-present challenge is the lack of sufficient fine fuels in dry seasons to carry fires
hot enough to kill troublesome bush species (LaMalfa and Coppock 2005).

It has long been known that some encroaching bush species on the plateau can
yield valuable charcoal (Coppock 1994). Although charcoal use is pervasive in
Ethiopia, charcoal making has been illegal for decades. Officially sanctioned
charcoal production has reportedly begun in north-eastern Ethiopia to help control
the invasive woody species Prosopis juliflora (Kebede 2009), and it can be con-
sidered as an option in Borana. The challenge is to adequately regulate charcoal
production once it is underway at a suitable scale. Regulations should promote the
use of noxious woody species for charcoal production and prohibit the use of
valuable species, but enforcement could be a serious problem. In 2014 a pilot
project began in Harweyu PA whereby a private firm from Addis Ababa was
granted a license to make charcoal. However, this operation closed in less than a
year, and the reason is unclear. Combining revenue generation from charcoal
production with manual bush clearing and use of fire could be an effective devel-
opment package for managing the landscape in places like Harweyu PA.

12.3.2 Soil Erosion

Gullying. Currently, there is extensive surface erosion and gullying for the dom-
inant red upland soils in Dikale PA (Fig. 12.8). Gullying has become a serious
problem that restricts livestock mobility. It can also lead to a permanent reduction
of herbaceous forage production by drying out the upper layers of the soil profile.
Gullying reportedly began in Dikale in the late 1990s (Coppock et al. 2014a). While
gullying has not yet been carefully studied here, it is postulated that heavy con-
tinuous grazing at the local level—combined with severe rainfall events—have
been important contributing factors.

Dikale is one of several PAs located in the northern zone of the Borana Plateau.
As previously noted, pastoralists first began to reside in the north after large ponds
were constructed using heavy machinery in the 1960s. In part, this initiative was
intended to expand the settlement area because the central region had become
over-populated. The northern zone had previously been a drought fallback area;
hence by allowing settlement the utility of the zone as a grazing reserve was lost
(Coppock 1994). Dikale PA is thus atypical in that the dry-season water resources
are founded on permanent ponds rather than deep wells (described above). It is
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Fig. 12.8 (a, b) Gully erosion in the Dikale Pastoral Association in May 2013, with examples of
(a) early stages of gully formation and (b) a deep gully with cattle foraging (Photo credits Brien E.
Norton).
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postulated that the availability of pond water keeps more livestock in the local
vicinity year round compared to the situation for the deep wells. Grazing pressure is
therefore more chronically intense, contributing to land denudation and the vul-
nerability of top soil to wind and water erosion.

Pond siltation. Use of Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) among the residents of
four PAs in 2013 revealed that the most critical need of communities was improved
access to drinking water for both people and livestock (Coppock et al. 2014a, b).
One intervention priority was to improve the water quantity and quality held in
small- to medium-sized ponds that have been traditionally maintained by human
labor. The means to achieve this was to reduce excessive pond siltation by pro-
tecting catchments from indiscriminate livestock use with bush fencing. The
fencing would exclude livestock from all parts of the catchment except for certain
entry points to the pond edge where trampling effects on soil would be minimized
(Coppock et al. 2014b). Recovered vegetation in protected catchments can help
filter sediment in runoff; this should extend pond life by reducing siltation and
improve water quality for human consumption (Coppock et al. 2014b). An example
of a typical denuded pond catchment is shown in Fig. 12.9, and illustrates another
facet of the challenges that arise from excessive soil erosion. Denuded pond
catchments and heavily silted ponds are the rule rather than the exception
throughout the north-central plateau.

Fig. 12.9 Denuded pond catchment at Dikale Pastoral Association (Photo credit Brien E. Norton).
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12.4 Altered Use of Communal Grazing Land

Cultivation. The emergence of small-scale cultivation and chronic, localized
grazing pressure on the plateau in the 1970s and 1980s has led to important,
contemporary challenges for land management. These challenges concern a trend
towards increasingly restricted access of many pastoralists to what were once
common-pool resources. Cultivated fields—largely planted to maize—have been
expanding to provide more human food given the growing imbalance in the ratio
between cattle and people (previously noted above). Cultivation can also help
reduce the need for the pastoralists to sell animal assets to buy food. Given that crop
production here is non-irrigated and dependent on rainfall, it is a high-risk
endeavor. For example, the probability of crop failure for a typical plot is about
40 % in non-drought years (Desta and Coppock 2004).

Most cultivated fields occur in valley bottoms and other moist locations. The
fields are typically bush-fenced. While definitive research remains to be done
concerning who has access to cultivated fields, it has been speculated that prime
farming sites tend to be controlled by wealthier pastoralists (Solomon Desta,
MARIL, personal communication). It is clear—regardless of ownership—that once
cultivation is established it precludes the use of valley bottoms for dry-season
grazing by livestock (Coppock 1994). Although crop residues can be consumed by
animals, residues have a lower nutritive value than perennial grasses such as
Pennisetum mezianum, a valuable species typically found on valley bottoms. In
addition, crop residues tend to be sparse in quantity and are often depleted before
the height of the warm dry season (i.e., January and February), the bottleneck when
forage is most needed (Coppock 1994).

Cultivated fields now obstruct livestock travel routes in some cases, hindering
herd mobility and contributing to landscape fragmentation (Desta and Coppock
2004). This situation is highly variable throughout the area, however; some sites
such as Dikale PA have a sizable area (556 ha) devoted to cropland, while in three
others it varies from virtually nil to 143 ha (Coppock, unpublished observations).
On a relative basis, the land area covered for each PA is small (less than 2 %), but
the location may be important in relation to livestock travel routes or key resources.
Communities in general are concerned about the proliferation of cultivation (Desta
and Coppock 2004; Coppock et al. 2014a).

Dry-land cultivation has long-been known as a major source of soil degradation
—whether via soil nutrient depletion or soil erosion (Holecheck et al. 2001).
Importantly, this has never been carefully studied on the plateau. Because many
cropping plots are confined to valley bottoms, negative effects on soil properties are
assumed to be modest. If plots occur on hillsides or other highly erodible sites this
could be problematic, but evidence for this is rare.

How best to manage cultivation has been debated by pastoralists and policy
makers here for at least 15 years; a laissez faire approach has prevailed with respect
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to the control of cultivation given the pastoral system is under pressure and local
maize production has been perceived as important for food security and herd asset
preservation. Recently, however, a comprehensive land use plan has been approved
by government and this may lead to land use regulations (see below). Besides
policy, another major factor that could control cultivation is climate change.
A warmer, drier climate on the plateau (Funk et al. 2012) could increase rates of
crop failure and hence gradually eliminate cultivation as a livelihood option in
many locations.

Fodder banks (kalo). In addition to cultivation, there has been an emergence of
protected forage sites on the plateau called kalo (Coppock 1994). Atsedu (1990)
studied kalo and found them to be very common across six madda that he surveyed.
Averaging 12 hectares in size—with a range of 1–80 ha—kalo were typically
located on prime grazing sites near olla where they could be supervised. Smaller
ones were bush-fenced and larger ones were simply protected by decree. The
purpose of kalo is to provide a fodder bank for local calves and sickly cows during
the hot dry season. This is a system of deferred grazing, as the plants are allowed to
grow unhindered during growing periods. Use of kalo is determined by local
leaders in conjunction with community members. Kalo, however, represent a
change in traditional land tenure in that the forage resources are annexed from the
common property system.

At the time of Atsedu’s research, kalo averaged 6.4 years of age. Six years of
seasonal protection at that time was enough to cause a shift in composition of the
herbaceous layer from forb to grass dominance, which can improve cattle diets
given their preference for grasses (Atsedu 1990). The occurrence of kalo has
probably expanded here over the past 20 years. Some are now hundreds of hectares
in size, and in a few cases managed fire has been implemented to improve forage
quality (Fig. 12.10).

Although kalo have important implications for improved land management—
and some communities that have developed kalo have been recognized with gov-
ernmental land-stewardship awards—there is concern about who ultimately con-
trols the largest kalo, and what this portends for broader community access to land.
For example, there is evidence that a few wealthier, more powerful pastoral leaders
may use kalo to augment forage supplies for commercial livestock production
(Napier and Desta 2011). The specter of poorer people being gradually displaced is
a concern. The poor now comprise about 56 % of the pastoral population in four
recently studied PAs, and yet they control only 31 % of the livestock. The very
wealthiest households, in contrast, comprise about 7 % of the population and
control at least 20 % of the livestock (Coppock et al. 2014a). The trend is for more
households to slide into poverty and food insecurity (Desta and Coppock 2004;
Coppock et al. 2014a). At present, however, the numbers and cumulative acreages
for kalo across the north-central plateau—while reportedly growing—is anticipated
to still be modest (Coppock et al. 2014a).
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Fig. 12.10 (a, b) Adjacent range sites in Dikale Pastoral Association, May 2013, showing (a) a
large, decades-old kalo where restricted and deferred grazing has been practiced and (b) a typical
location that has been continuously grazed (Photo credits Brien E. Norton).
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12.4.1 Indicators of Environmental Resilience

We have been unable to conduct a systematic assessment of rangeland condition
and trend throughout the north-central Borana Plateau over the past 30 years. Our
recent observations in four PAs, however, have revealed high spatial variation in
ecological conditions across a relatively small study area (2041 km2). Some
grassland sites—especially in Medecho PA—appear relatively stable in response to
intensive grazing by pastoral herds, so it is incorrect to assume that the study area is
uniformly degraded. The Dikale PA is one that appears to be the most prone to soil
erosion, while the Harweyu PA has been overwhelmed by bush encroachment. In
addition to supporting its own local livestock herds, Denbala Bedana PA endures
very heavy livestock traffic from across the region during the warm dry season
because this PA contains a large cluster of tula wells. All four PAs suffer from
denuded pond catchments and high rates of pond siltation. In other words, each PA
has unique attributes with respect to environmental condition and trend.

This diversity of observations supports studies by other investigators that have
primarily sought to characterize rangeland condition and trends for certain sites and
better understand how the Boran perceive environmental change (Dalle et al. 2006;
Angassa and Oba 2008). In our case, results from community participatory activ-
ities clearly show that the four communities recognize major problems in their
production system and are discouraged by the high human and livestock popula-
tions in their respective PAs (Coppock et al. 2014a, b). They readily understand that
population pressures restrict options to manage natural resources and thus under-
mine the scope for improvements in their livelihoods (Coppock et al. 2014a). This
general picture is bleak.

Despite such findings we have also noticed some surprising elements of rapid
ecological recovery and resilience in the plant communities. Research concerning
site restoration is in progress (Brien Norton et al., unpublished observations), but
initial observations are enlightening. For example, heavily bush-encroached sites at
Harweyu—once cleared and protected from continuous grazing—yield impressive
stands of perennial grasses (Fig. 12.6). Badly degraded, hard-pan sites north of
Dikale—once protected from grazing, lightly tilled with hand tools, and planted
with native and appropriate exotic species—show remarkable levels of forage
production after just one rainy season (Fig. 12.11). Gullies—once protected from
grazing and subject to physical interventions such as check dams and sieve dams—
begin to heal (Fig. 12.12). Pond catchments—once protected from grazing—exhibit
remarkable recovery patterns for native herbaceous material, especially in the lower
portions near the water’s edge where soil moisture is readily available (Fig. 12.13).
The north-central plateau has outstanding perennial forage grasses, and it seemingly
does not require too much intervention to facilitate their re-establishment.

Another local grass species has recently caught our attention, Cynodon dactylon
(Brien Norton et al., personal observations). This species has a prostate, creeping
growth form and is reliably green in a wide variety of field situations (Fig. 12.14).
Originally from the Middle East, the species is widespread across the plateau
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(Coppock 1994). It is known worldwide as being tolerant to drought, trampling, and
grazing. Perhaps most impressive in our case is that we have seen C. dactylon
proliferating at high-traffic locations in Borana such as livestock holding grounds,
entry points for tula wells, and in the immediate vicinity of olla. Cynodon dactylon
could prove to be an effective, indigenous technology for ecological site restoration
here.

12.5 Development Priorities, Policy Frameworks,
and Environmental Degradation

12.5.1 Sequence Leading to Environmental Degradation
and Land Use Change

It is useful to remind ourselves that the north-central plateau has been grazed by
pastoral livestock for centuries. That the system still shows signs of ecological
resilience today in several respects is nothing less than remarkable. The key is how

Fig. 12.11 Adjacent sites at a hard-pan site north of our study area at Jegesa as studied by OARI
staff showing (to the right) a denuded site prior to intervention, and (to the left) effects of site
protection from grazing for one year with plantings of local and introduced forage species (Photo
credit Brien E. Norton).
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Fig. 12.12 (a, b) Pond catchment sites in Dikale PA where vegetation is recovering following
protection from grazing and installation of (a) sieve dams on smooth overflow areas or (b) check
dams in gullies. (Photo credits Brien E. Norton).
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to alter resource use patterns to capture opportunities to enhance system produc-
tivity, and this will be described in the next section.

While there may have been times in history when this region was over-populated
with people or animals, the classical response would have been for the Boran to
expand their resource base and make war on neighbors, if necessary (Legesse
1973). Alternatively, food shortages or disease epidemics could also have helped
limit population size (Coppock 1994). However, it seems reasonable to expect that
population densities of humans and livestock have never been as high as they are
today. Ultimately, it is unsustainable populations of people and livestock that are
the drivers for environmental degradation here. The steps leading to the current
situation are briefly recapped as follows:

1. Although poorly documented, it seems plausible there was a population surge for
people and livestock on the central plateau in the 1950s and 1960s (Coppock
1994). Given no other opportunities to support non-pastoral livelihoods during
this time, human population growth had to be internally absorbed. As previously
noted, surplus pastoralists expanded into the previously “vacant” region along
the northern edge of the plateau—permanent water development was then needed
in this area because of the lack of tula wells (Coppock 1994). The USAID effort

Fig. 12.13 Recovery of the lower reaches of a pond catchment at Dikale Pastoral Association
after only six weeks of protection from grazing during the long rainy season of May 2014 (Photo
credit Brien E. Norton).
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Fig. 12.14 (a, b) The low-stature and creeping habit of Cynodon dactylon—along with its
resistance to grazing, drought, and trampling—makes it an ideal species for restoring cover for
exposed soil on the Borana Plateau: (a) Close up and (b) situation at a high-traffic location (Photo
credits Brien E. Norton).
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to construct Beke Pond and other large water sources in this area during the
1960s was the critical step to address acute humanitarian needs, but it was also
the trigger for widespread settlement that eventually led to the pronounced
environmental degradation evident today in places like Dikale. Settlement of the
northern region also removed a vital drought fallback resource, undermining herd
stability in response to future droughts and setting the stage for the
boom-and-bust dynamics of the regional cattle herd after 1984. In the 1960s there
were also regional vaccination campaigns—it is likely that such campaigns had a
positive effect on encouraging growth in animal numbers here (Coppock 1994);

2. By the 1970s and 1980s, bilateral projects like the Third Livestock
Development Project (TLDP) were involved in rangeland development that
focused on building roads, expanding access to veterinary inputs, and creating
the initial elements of cattle markets (Coppock 1994). A key intervention at this
point was the use of heavy machinery that was primarily tasked to build roads.
This machinery was informally enlisted, however, to assist the Boran to create
more medium- and large-sized ponds (Coppock, unpublished observations).
This further alleviated seasonal water constraints for livestock throughout the
region. Herds could continue to grow, and incentives to market animals were
few because the ratio of cattle to people was higher than it is today and there was
less need for regular cash income. More milk per capita, for example, translated
into less demand to purchase non-pastoral foods. Indiscriminate water devel-
opment was deemed to be the fundamental cause of increased pastoral settle-
ment and bush encroachment (J.C. Billé et al. cited in Coppock 1994). Bush
encroachment has also been encouraged by national policies that were inter-
preted by local administrators to prohibit the use of managed fire on the
rangelands (LaMalfa and Coppock 2005);

3. Food relief initially became common in Borana during the mid-1980s, coinci-
dent with the widespread drought in Ethiopia that received worldwide attention.
Unlike the famine-stricken farming regions in the northern highlands, however,
the pastoral regions to the south suffered much less. One relief camp was located
in the north-central plateau. Human mortality from starvation was almost
completely mitigated by the timely arrival of food aid (Coppock 1994). Food
relief is reportedly pervasive today in our four PAs under study (Coppock et al.
2014a). Food relief is obviously a vital safety net given the surplus pastoralists
who have few options to find employment outside of the system. However,
another view is that food relief provides disincentives for other forms of
problem solving;

4. Cultivation began to proliferate after the 1984-1985 drought when pastoralists
had lost most of their animals and needed another source of food; it was
common to see maize planted in vacated livestock corrals (Coppock 1994).
A laissez faire attitude of government towards cultivation then encouraged
cultivation to expand; the driver for this trend has been the declining ratio of
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cattle to people (i.e., increasing poverty and food insecurity.) Although it is
common that the Boran complain about the negative implications of farming for
pastoralism, PAs differ greatly in the extent of cultivation and it’s impacts
(Coppock et al. 2014a);

5. Kalo have proliferated in response to a growing perception that adequate access
to local forage resources in dry periods is uncertain. This is also a symptom of
increasing population pressure from livestock and people; and

6. In the last decade more resources have been directed towards expanding some of
the tula-well complexes (Coppock, unpublished observations). While develop-
ment agents have always attempted to help the Boran rehabilitate existing wells,
digging new wells has been a more recent activity. This may lead to additional
growth in livestock numbers.

12.5.2 Development Priorities and Policy Frameworks

Discerning development priorities and policy frameworks that affect pastoralists in
Ethiopia is challenging (Desta and Coppock 2002). This is because there is a lack of
transparency in official documentation, as well as bureaucratic inertia, spatial and
temporal variation in policy application and implementation, and shifts in national
political strategies. And pastoralists have never been a priority for any Ethiopian
government.

Empirical observations over the past 30 years (Coppock, unpublished observa-
tions) suggest several themes that constitute the broadest and most consistent
development priorities and policies for the Borana Plateau: (1) Maintaining physical
security and political conformity among the citizenry; (2) promotion of commercial
cattle trading, especially trade that generates hard currency from livestock exports;
and (3) protection of natural resources, especially with regards to the conservation
of remnant wildlife populations and residual patches of woodlands. These themes
markedly vary in terms of the level of investment and implementation—the first is
by far the most important. The themes also have tended to be top-down in origin.

The fundamental development and policy errors that have undermined the
integrity of the natural-resource base—and eventually damaged livelihoods—on the
plateau are neither unique to Ethiopia nor to pastoralists. They relate to the gov-
ernment’s inability to manage the human population in positive ways.

Lack of economic development. The historically low levels of economic devel-
opment across Ethiopia have greatly hindered the provision of public services and
job creation in all sectors. A generally low level of human-capital development is
attributable to poor educational systems, especially prevalent in rural areas (Tekeste
1996). Confronted with the decision of whether or not to leave the Boran pastoral
system because traditional livelihoods are largely inaccessible, most pastoralists
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have little choice but to stay amid poverty and despair. This is due to lack of other
options, and this in turn is caused by a lack of employment and little exposure to
formal education. Human overpopulation has been the fundamental driver of
unsustainable patterns of natural-resource use on the plateau, and this is ultimately
linked to a lack of personal choice.

Proliferation of livestock. A second error has been to allow livestock numbers to
proliferate. There have been no systematic programmes to provide creative incen-
tives for herd owners to periodically destock by marketing animals and diversifying
their income sources and capital assets. The situation has led to unsustainable levels
of grazing that gradually undermine the productive basis of the pastoral system. This
has resulted from laissez-faire attitudes towards the condition and trend of forage,
soil, and water resources as well as an inability to regulate resource use. The growth
in livestock numbers has been driven by human population growth in tandem with
unfettered water development over the past 40 years. Larger herds may promote
prosperity for a minority of herd owners when buffeted by drought and other
calamities, but for most households the outcome is a downward spiral because the
regional forage base is simply insufficient to support the current densities of people.

Importantly, government per se is not proposed here as an agent that has
attempted to phase out traditional pastoralism via aggressive settlement plans or
land-annexation policies, as has been observed in other settings (FAO 2001).
Perspectives from district-level government8 indicate that population and social
factors are the major reasons as to why pastoralists have settled. However, despite
that more pastoral households are settling, it is notable that in most cases their
livestock can still be highly mobile. Part of a household, for example, can reside in
town and take advantage of public services while other family members herd
animals to remote locations to find feed and water (Coppock and Desta 2013). The
role of government has been to assist pastoralists to adapt to their settled circum-
stances, as possible. Government does not have a sedentarization policy on the
plateau.

In recent years—the district government in collaboration with NGOs—has
re-configured or re-sited some olla to achieve more efficient use of local grazing and
water resources. For example, some olla that are too close to key water points have
been moved further away. Paddocks have been established to support community
concepts for grazing rotations. Such settlement patterns are thus being “rational-
ized” in 14 of 23 PAs in Yabelo District (Coppock, unpublished observations.)

After many years of debate, a national land-use plan was finalized in 2011. Now
a land-use plan for Yabelo District has also been finalized in 2013, but it is not yet
released. The plan for Yabelo District is focused on natural resource conservation
and settlement patterns (Coppock, unpublished observations). The land-use plan
will be implemented by the district office, and it will provide a basis for the
regulation of cultivation in collaboration with PA leaders, as one example. In places

8Mr. Indaalee Haptee, Yabelo District Office for Land Use Planning and Environmental Protection,
personal communication 2014.
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where cultivation is a sound and sustainable option, it will be strengthened. Where
cultivation should be discontinued, it will be stopped; if a warming and drying of
the plateau continues (Funk et al. 2012) rain-fed cultivation may slowly vanish,
regardless. The land-use plan also can help in conflict management among
neighbors based on competition for dwindling natural resources. This should reduce
ambiguities in the rights and responsibilities among adjacent PAs. Essentially, the
planning tools are an effort to improve pastoral governance.

12.6 Is Environmental Degradation Reversible?

The question of whether patterns of rangeland degradation can be slowed or
reversed is important, but any positive effects of technical intervention will ulti-
mately be constrained by continued population growth and persistent poverty. This
becomes a vicious cycle. Attention therefore needs to be given to providing edu-
cation and opportunities for pastoralists to leave the pastoral sector, if given a
choice. This is an important means to increase the ratio of cattle to people given the
limits on cattle numbers, and release more food to those who remain in the system.

The other means to increase the ratio of cattle to people is to boost herbaceous
forage productivity. Evidence previously reviewed suggests that much of the
rangelands in the north-central region are ecologically resilient—grass forage for
cattle can be recovered in some cases via deferred grazing (kalo), bush clearing, and
renovation of eroded locales. In tandem, this could be all regarded as a form of
sustainable intensification for increased productivity (Pretty et al. 2011). While it is
promising that we have observed a positive and rapid response of some forage
grasses to grazing protection, equally important is the question as to whether
innovative management systems could be adopted by the pastoralists.

While the gradual decline of herd mobility has been well documented for over
30 years and it is an important concern, it remains unclear what can be done about
it. Herd mobility and access to key resources are affected by population growth as
well as local, regional, and international politics. For example, herd mobility can be
ultimately constrained by enforcement of national borders (i.e., between Ethiopia
and Kenya) as well as enforcement of state boundaries (i.e., between the Oromia
Regional State and the Somali Regional State in southern Ethiopia.) Such factors
are typically beyond the control of the Ethiopian Boran or their advocates. There
are, however, other efforts underway to restore traditional rights of grazing access
on the plateau at spatial scales of resolution that greatly exceed those of madda or
the PAs. These units are referred to in the Oromifa vernacular as deedha and reera.
How the rights and responsibilities of users have become eroded for deedha and
reera is unclear, but the value of re-establishing traditional patterns of grazing
access at such scales is a key priority of the recently initiated PRIME project
(Solomon Desta, MARIL, personal observation).
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12.7 The Way Forward: How Should This Region Be
Managed?

The Borana Plateau has a storied history of being the homeland for a highly
organized pastoral society that has exhibited wise stewardship of the natural
resources over many generations. Recent evidence, however, indicates that portions
of the rangeland environment have changed for the worse and that a growing
human population is the ultimate driver. The fundamental challenge for the proper
management of common property regimes is over-population (Hardin 1968), an old
lesson that still holds here.

Management of this system should therefore embrace a holistic perspective that
fundamentally places people and their needs at the forefront. In other words, change
agents need to help empower pastoralists to better control their own destiny. This
was recognized over 20 years ago by Coppock (1994) but has yet to take hold in a
widespread fashion. Similar proposals have been advanced under the banner of
“endogenous livestock development” whereby indigenous knowledge is combined
with modern insights and technologies as a basis for progress (Homann et al. 2008).
The steps of such an approach would include the following:

1. Assist pastoralists to leave the rangelands where possible. Some people will
prefer to stay in the traditional system, but some will rather depart. Development
is about providing choices for people. There is a fundamental need to provide
appropriate education, skills training, and job opportunities that allow some
people to leave the system and thus reduce the demand on natural resources. In
recent years we have increasingly seen pastoral youths enroll in school and even
attend university. Until such processes are aggressively underway, attempts to
improve natural resource management will eventually be negated by the
ever-growing pressure to overharvest the rangelands;

2. Similarly, promote diversified livelihoods among pastoralists where possible.
There are exciting examples where pastoralists have cleverly diversified their
livelihood activities to include pastoral and non-pastoral income streams and
assets (Coppock et al. 2011; Coppock and Desta 2013). Often all that is needed
is for people to receive some careful mentoring, role modeling, and seed capital
to begin new endeavors;

3. One part of diversified livelihoods also involves improving the access of pas-
toralists to livestock markets. More options to buy and sell stock is always a
good thing—it can help promote wise destocking when the environment is less
able to support grazing livestock;

4. Assist pastoral communities in diagnosing their natural-resource management
problems at a local and regional scale, and empower them to create (or recreate)
enforceable rules and regulations that underpin sustainable resource use. Today
we see Borana society in flux—ultimately as a result of population pressure.
There are emerging trends that appear to pit wealthier herd-owners versus poorer
herd-owners, or commercially-oriented producers versus traditional producers.
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This primarily involves aspects of land privatization and control, much of which
would never have been sanctioned by traditional leaders decades ago. The pas-
toral society may benefit from the wise input of third parties that can help
articulate problems and codify solutions that promote equity and wise resource
use. Traditional leaders and policy makers can be engaged in this process. Oba
and Kotile (2001) contend that indigenous ecological knowledge among the
Boran gives highly correlated results with range condition and trend assessments
from rangeland professionals, thus indigenous knowledge can be a useful input
when devising landscape-level rehabilitation plans;

5. Actively strengthen local governance. This can include revitalization of cus-
tomary institutions (e.g., Gumi Gaayo) along with better integrating these with
PA structures to better solve problems. Both forms of governance must co-exist
in the modern world. This can include facilitating group access to key tech-
nologies and training, developing group constitutions and bylaws, and even
business plans. We and others have been engaged in such efforts on a pilot basis
where community groups are being empowered to deal with bush clearing,
rangeland restoration, gully management, and pond de-siltation; and

6. Promote restoration of herd mobility where possible, primarily by relaxing or
removing barriers for livestock use of key water points and neighboring terri-
tories having strategic grazing resources. This will continue to be a formidable
challenge, however, for reasons previously mentioned.

In sum, the current need to improve natural resource management in pastoral
areas will not be markedly affected by more conventional research—or conven-
tional development tactics, for that matter. Rather, the need is for change agents to
form complementary partnerships and help empower pastoralists so they can better
fend for themselves. However, research can still document empowerment efforts,
success stories, and reflect on lessons learned. This research needed is best
described as participatory action research (Whyte 1989), “research for develop-
ment” (Ashby 2003), or innovation systems research (Coppock et al. 2009) where
researchers and development agents collaborate closely with pastoralists in a pro-
cess of stepwise problem-solving and mutual learning.
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Chapter 13
Humans Cause Deserts: Evidence
of Irreversible Changes in Argentinian
Patagonia Rangelands

Gabriel Oliva, Juan Gaitan and Daniela Ferrante

Abstract Argentinian Patagonia is a 750,000 km2 semi-arid region. Sheep were
introduced there in the late 19th century, peaked at about 20 million head in 1960
and fell sharply thereafter reaching 8 million at present. Decline in productive
capacity was blamed on overgrazing or climate change alternatively, but maps in
1998 indicated that 34 % of the region was severely desertified. We analysed the
regional FPAR in the GIMMS NDVI dataset from NOAA satellite imagery in the
last 30 years, a period in which the land has been destocked and under generally
improved management. The trend of FPAR does not show a generalized “green-
ing”, or recovery process, even when the rainfall trend was removed. A case study
in Los Pozos Farm in the south shows that total stock has fallen monotonically
since 1930 under a rainfall regime that remained constant. Variable stocking rates
that tracked the productivity introduced in 1990 stabilized grazing capacity but did
not induce a clear recovery in forage production. The erosion of unstable soils and
damage to perennial vegetation probably explain the farm production losses, and
management rather than climate change is the most probable cause. Production
analysis shows that stocking rates that maximize short-term income in wool are too
high and will probably damage the land. Good management has the potential to
stabilize and maybe slowly revert long-term mismanagement effects on these cold
desert ecosystems, but under the present market economy and land tenure system it
seems unlikely that producers will give up profits to avoid possible long-term
degradation.
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13.1 Introduction

Argentinian Patagonia is a 750,000 km2 region in south Argentina (Fig. 13.1). It is
mostly semi-arid and covered by shrub or grass steppes. Pastoral use of these
rangelands is relatively recent and even today there are less than 2.3 inhabitants per
square kilometer (INDEC 2001).

Colonization of this vast land took place in the late 1880s, after military cam-
paigns and mainly with Argentine and Chilean ‘criollos’, locally born people of
Spanish ancestry but also to settlers of European or Middle-Eastern descent. Native
peoples were severely reduced in number after colonization and nowadays con-
stitute about 1.4–3.5 % of the residents. Early colonization (1880–1900) gave
access to pastoral leases in large areas of the most productive or readily accessible
land. At the beginning of the 20th century, poorer settlers took part in the colo-
nization of arid or inaccessible areas. The land was divided geometrically into
parcels of about 10–20 thousand hectares (Barbería 1995), and freehold rights
consolidated land tenure of most of the big stations, locally called ‘estancias’.
Poorer settlers, including some indigenous people, occupied small areas that
remained mostly under informal or traditional land use, a great number of them

Desertification

% Area

Low 9.3

Intermediate

to severe 52.6

Severe to

very severe 31.9

Other areas:

Forests 4.4

Water bodies 1.3

Ice sheets 0.6

Fig. 13.1 Location of the Argentinian Patagonia in South America (left) and desertification
degrees based on Del Valle et al. (1998) map.
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unfenced, and mostly located in Northern Patagonia. A good description of the area
and the sheep industry may be found in (Cibils and Borrelli 2005) (Photo 13.1).

Concurrently with the well-known land degradation crisis in Africa’s Sahel, in
the late 1970s Patagonia experienced a crisis that reduced sheep numbers drastically
affecting the base of the economy of rural areas, and impacting the livelihoods of
people. The causes of the loss of production capacity and degradation of rangelands
have been debated (DHV-SWEDFOREST 1998). As in the Sahel case, some
stakeholders emphasized that overgrazing was to blame, and others pointed out that
climate had triggered the process. In 1990, Argentina joined the international
programmes to evaluate desertification, and focused mainly on the Patagonian
region (Goergen 1995). A desertification map of Patagonia shown in Fig. 13.1 was
produced following the FAO guidelines. Desertification is defined in this work as
the degradation of land due to several factors including climate and management. It
was assessed by means of indicators of water and wind erosion, salinization of soils
and modification of vegetation (Photo 13.2). An extrapolation of detailed 1:250.000
scale maps that were made throughout the region reached the conclusion that 34 %
of the region was severely affected (Photo 13.3) (Del Valle et al. 1998).

Sheep numbers, that had reached a maximum of about 20 million head around
1950 (Mendez Casariego 2002) fell steadily starting in 1978, and dropped by half in
20 years (Fig. 13.2). A small increase in cattle numbers was registered at that time,
but it did not compensate the losses in sheep.

Photo 13.1 Sheep are tended in the Magellan Steppes, south Patagonia (Horacio Cordoba).
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Photo 13.2 Sand dunes associated with coarse textured quaternary deposits and clay dunes in the
Central Plateaus are common and poor management often makes them active.

Photo 13.3 Sand dunes affecting Magellanic steppe.
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The decreasing number of sheep at regional scale was mostly the consequence of
low weaning rates that prevented farmers from replacing ageing animals. Losses
were heavier in some areas such as Santa Cruz province, that at the turn of the 20th
century had a very low herbivore stocking rate that was equivalent to 0.16 sheep
ha−1year−1 (one sheep per 6 ha), while Neuquén in the north and Tierra del Fuego in
the south had 0.64 and 0.83 sheep ha−1year−1 respectively (one sheep per
1.5–1.2 ha) (Fig. 13.3). The grazing pressure of guanacos, the only large native
herbivore was negligible at that time (Fig. 13.3). Differences in remaining stock in
Fig. 13.3 reflect the effects of the crisis on different types of producers: while those in
Santa Cruz are mostly commercial with a mean flock size of about 4000 sheep and
freehold rights to the land, typical small rural producers of Neuquén are
subsistence-type, with a flock of 200–300 sheep and goats. When faced with
dwindling animal production and natural disasters such as volcanic ashes or very
severe snowfalls, producers of big stations simply walked off the land, which still
remains ungrazed by domestic herbivores. In contrast, those in small allotments
responded to hardships with other types of strategies and remained on the land,
tending their small flocks. Big stations in Tierra del Fuego with a mean of 10,000
sheep and moister climate did not suffer comparable land degradation at this time
and retained their stock.

Concerns about overgrazing and degradation led government agencies to
develop range evaluation methods to estimate forage biomass and adjust stocking
rates (Borrelli and Oliva 1999; Siffredi and Becker 1999; Borrelli 2001; Borrelli and
Oliva 2001; Elissalde et al. 2002). They were applied widely in desertification
programmes in the early 90s and have become mandatory for stations that requested
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Fig. 13.2 Evolution of livestock in Patagonia in the 1890–2002 period in Sheep Units
(SU) Herbivore equivalences were 1 cattle unit = 6 SU, 1 goat = 1 SU, 1 horse = 6 SU. The full,
bold line indicates the cumulative total. Drawn from data of Mendez Casariego (2002).
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financial help from the government. Nowadays about 6 million hectares, close to
10 % of the region have been surveyed, mapped, and has a formal grazing man-
agement plan in place. Grazing plans are designed to adjust animal numbers to
forage availability, keeping the traditional, continuous year-round grazing system
(Borrelli 2001).

Given that management is supposed to be the main cause of degradation, the
drastic reduction in total regional inventories since the 1980s and the application of

Photo 13.4 Sheep grazing during a long trip from summer camp to wintering areas (Francisco
Milicevic).
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better management plans should have stopped the process and possibly triggered
recovery of the land, somewhat like the “greening of the Sahel” that has been
reported after the desertification events in the 1960s (Herrmann et al. 2005). An
important difference in this case is that climate changes for Patagonia in the last
three decades have been variable throughout the region: According to the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) data-set (Adler et al. 2003), south
Patagonia showed positive rainfall trends in the 1980–2010 period, no change was
registered in the center and a reduction was experienced in the Andean NW
(Fig. 13.4).

The objective of this paper is to review rangeland trends in the last three decades
at two distinct scales: regional and local. At the regional scale, satellite data were
used to detect “greening” or “browning” processes. Due to the different trends in
rainfall over the period and considering its impact on vegetation growth, an attempt
was made to remove the precipitation signal from the satellite data time series. This
type of analysis highlights areas that displayed a negative or positive trend inde-
pendently of the local climate (Evans and Geerken 2004). At the local scale, a sheep

Fig. 13.3 Total estimated herbivore stocking rates in the year 2000 across the provinces of the
Region in sheep units (SU) ha−1. Herbivore equivalences as in Fig. 13.2, guanaco numbers from
Amaya et al. (2001). The circle indicates the location of Los Pozos station, our study case at a
station-scale.
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station case study was analysed. The station had been gradually reducing animal
numbers since 1930 and the managers decided to adjust management drastically in
the late 1980s, lowering stocking rates and adjusting them annually thereafter,
tracking the grazing capacity of the rangelands. Given that the station kept
unusually detailed productive and climatic records since 1930, a description of the
long-term trends and the response to management was possible.

The study area was the Argentine portion of Patagonia, South America between
39 and 55°S (Fig. 13.1).

13.1.1 Regional Analysis from Remotely-Sensed Data

Regional trends were studied using vegetation indices (VIs) that relate to ecosystem
structure and function, particularly biomass (e.g. Tucker et al. 1985), leaf area index
(e.g. Steltzer and Welker 2006), net primary productivity (e.g. Paruelo et al. 1997)
and vegetation cover (e.g. Gaitán et al. 2013). In particular, the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index NDVI (Tucker 1979), based on red and near-infrared
reflectance was used. The trends in NDVI have been used as a proxy for greening or

Fig. 13.4 General trends in rainfall in Patagonia. Data from the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) data-set (Adler et al. 2003).
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browning (de Jong et al. 2011), and Gaitán et al. (2013) found that they are a
suitable tool to estimate functional and structural ecosystem attributes in Patagonia.

Remotely sensed data were obtained from “Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer” (AVHRR) sensors, on board of the “National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration” (NOAA) satellites that provide one of the most
extended time series of remotely-sensed data for long-term observations. The main
difficulties of the NOAA-AVHRR series stem from navigation uncertainties, sensor
degradation and calibration, atmospheric contamination, orbital drift and limited
spectral and directional sampling. In order to improve data quality, NDVI data
series that follow different processing streams are available. One of the most
commonly used long-term NDVI data sets was processed by the Global Inventory
Modeling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS). The latest version of GIMMS, termed
the Third Generation NDVI Data Set (NDVI3g) has been recently produced with
AVHRR sensor data from NOAA’s 7–18 satellites, and is available at 8 km hori-
zontal resolution every 15 days from July 1981 to December 2011. GIMMS pro-
cessing includes corrections for sensor calibration, volcanic aerosols, and other
sensor degradation and contamination issues. It is the only continuous and
up-to-date global NDVI dataset that is continually assessed and validated (Fensholt
et al. 2012). GIMMS is generally considered the best dataset to use for the analysis
of long-term trends (Beck and Goetz 2011). The GIMMS NDVI product has been
used previously to diagnose and detect land degradation and greening trends (e.g.
Herrmann et al. 2005).

A product derived from NDVI3g: the Fraction of Photosynthetically Active
Radiation absorbed by vegetation (fPAR) data set (Zhu et al. 2013) was used. The
fPAR is a relative measure of the vegetation-absorbed radiation in the 0.4–0.7 μm
spectral region of solar radiation, and hence, characterizes the energy that is
potentially used in the process of photosynthesis. The derived fPAR product is
generated based on a neural network algorithm that uses the NDVI3g and an
improved version of Collection 5 Terra MODIS fPAR, the MODIS BNU product
(Beijing Normal University version). The fPAR can be readily interpreted within an
ecological context, while NDVI itself is a ratio of spectral reflectances that is a
proxy for vegetation activity.

The growing season (October to March) mean fPAR (fPAR mean) was analysed
in order to describe temporal trends in green biomass. A linear regression between
time (years) and fPAR mean was estimated for each pixel per decade (1981–82 to
1990–91, 1991–92 to 2000–01 and 2001–02 to 2010–11) and for the entire period
(1981–82 to 2010–2011) (Fig. 13.5). The positive or negative slope of this line is
considered to reflect an increase or decrease in green biomass.

Rainfall measurements from rain gauge stations are conventionally considered
the most accurate and reliable source of rainfall data, but in Patagonia rain gauges
are sparse and of varying reliability. For climate data we therefore used gridded
satellite precipitation estimates instead. They combine satellite observations from
different sources and ground measurements: the Global Precipitation Climatology
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Fig. 13.5 Overall trends in vegetation greenness throughout the decades 1981–82 to 1990–91 (a),
1991–92 to 2000–01 (b), 2001–02 to 2010–11 (c) and the whole period (1981–82 to 2010–2011)
(d) based on growing season mean fPAR (October to march) of AVHRR GIMMS fPAR3g time
series. Significant trends: p < 0.05.
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Project (GPCP) data-set (Adler et al. 2003). The GPCP data-set consists of global
monthly precipitation estimates produced in a 2.5° latitude-longitude grid for the
period 1979–present. We obtained the cumulative rainfall (from July to June) for
each growing season. These data were interpolated using the Kriging method in
order to match the 8 km resolution of fPAR data-set.

A linear regression analysis through the time series for each pixel was carried out
with fPARmean as the dependent variable and cumulative rainfall (from July to
June) as the independent variable. The regression equations allow the calculation of
predicted values of fPARmean for each growing season and each pixel from the
estimated precipitation values. The fPARmean residuals (difference between
observed and predicted fPARmean) were then computed for each growing season.
The residuals represent the portion of the observed fPARmean value which is not
explained by precipitation. Any significant temporal trends in the residuals could be
interpreted as long-term human-induced effects on vegetation: greenness or
regeneration (positive trend) or land degradation (negative trend). Residual trends
for each pixel were computed on the entire time series (1981–82 to 2010–11) and
significant trend slopes were mapped in order to assess spatial patterns (Fig. 13.6).

Fig. 13.6 Overall trends in
the residual fPARmean
throughout the period 1981–
82 to 2010–11 based on
regression of vegetation
greenness (AVHRR GIMMS
fPAR3g) on cumulative
rainfall (July–June) (GPCP
estimate). Significant trends:
p < 0.05.
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13.1.2 Station Scale Case Study

Los Pozos station, described in detail in Oliva et al. (2012) was used as a case study.
The station is located in the south of the region, 30 km north of Río Gallegos, Santa
Cruz, Argentina (69° 19′W, 51° 9′S) and close to the Magellan Strait. The climate is
maritime with 239 mm mean annual rainfall and 12.7 °C mean temperature in
summer and 1.4 °C in winter. The station occupies 27,200 ha of terraces of the
Gallegos River and sedimentary plateaus, 150 m above sea level. Vegetation consists
of perennial tussock steppes ofFestuca gracillima,with an array of short high-quality
grasses (Faggi 1985). The station has ten large management units and a number of
smaller paddocks and produces lambs and wool mostly from Corriedale ewes.

The Santa Cruz range assessment method (Borrelli and Oliva 1999; Borrelli and
Oliva 2001) was used to estimate available forage. Herbage availability was esti-
mated by clipping short grasses, graminoids and forbs in 0.2 m2 frames at peak
herbage mass (January) at predetermined sites distributed across a paddock. These
plants have the highest nutritive value and constitute most of the sheep diet (Posse
et al. 1996). Sampling of herbage was performed annually at three permanent
sampling sites in each paddock, with three quadrats harvested from each site. The
samples were oven dried for 48 h at 40 °C and weighed. Grazing capacity was
estimated from total herbage mass of short grasses, graminoids and forbs and
adjusted yearly based on the estimated grazing capacity of each paddock using an
allowance of 513 kg dry matter of forage for each sheep equivalent per year (Borrelli
2001). The sheep equivalent used covers the energy requirements of a 49-kg ewe
shorn in spring (September) that weans a 20-kg lamb after 100 days of lactation.

Sheep production data were obtained from the historic records of the station.
Flock numbers included all categories of sheep remaining on the station after
lambing and selling. Lambing rate (%) was estimated from lambs marked (January)
and ewes mated (May of the previous year). Total clean wool weight sold was
estimated from greasy wool weight multiplied by the percentage of clean wool. The
relationships between stocking rate, lamb marking rate and clean wool production
were explored using linear regressions included in SAS/Stat v9.0 statistical package.

13.2 Results

The fPAR trends for pixels in the northern extra-Andean Patagonia were mostly
negative in the first decade 1981–82 to 1990–91 (Fig. 13.5a). South of the region, a
small number of pixels showed a positive trend. The Andes, west of the region and
mostly covered with Nothofagus forests and high altitude grasslands, showed a
clear positive trend. In the 1991–92 to 2000–01 decade (Fig. 13.5b), few pixels
showed a clear trend, and in the extra-Andean area they were mostly positive. In the
2001–02 to 2010–11 decade (Fig. 13.5c), a negative trend was evident in about
40 % of the region, mostly in the North-East. The trend for the entire 30-year
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period, form 1981–82 to 2010–2011 (Fig. 13.5d) shows red spots in the Rio Negro
province in the north, and in Tierra del Fuego at the south.

13.2.1 Station Case Study

Mean annual rainfall in Rio Gallegos airport, close to Los Pozos was 235 mm. No
significant trend in the mean annual rainfall was observed throughout the 80-year
record, although a dry period was evident during the 1960s, when the mean annual
rainfall was only 160 mm.

High stocking rates with about 18,000 sheep (0.70 sheep ha−1year−1) were used
in the 1930s, but a steep downward trend was observed from 1945 until 1989. In
that year, the first range evaluation was performed and the stock further reduced to
12,000. During this 60-year period the flock was maintained above the grazing
capacity of 10,600 that was estimated through yearly forage evaluations from 1990
to 2010.

From 1990 to 2010, the adaptive management period, animal numbers were
adjusted to forage availability, following a tracking strategy (Campbell et al. 2006),
and the flock fluctuated around 8000 sheep (0.35 sheep ha−1year−1), with half the
initial stocking rates (Photo 13.5).

Mean annual herbage mass in the adaptive management period was 194 kg Dry
matter ha−1 that corresponds to a mean grazing capacity of 0.38 sheep ha−1year−1.

Photo 13.5 The Magellanic tussock steppe in a well-conserved plot close to the study case area.
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The annual herbage masses were generally well above the value of 100 kg Dry
Matter ha−1 that was suggested by Borrelli and Oliva (1999) to prevent restriction in
intake by the sheep (Photo 13.6). Exceptions were the dry years of 1998 and 1999
when some of the paddocks only reached 70 kg Dry Matter ha−1 (data not shown).

The slope of the regression of Grazing Capacity in relation to time was not
significantly different from zero, indicating that the station has not lost productivity
in this period (Fig. 13.10).

Lamb marking rates increased from 72 to 87.3 % with the adaptive management.
Although the total stock numbers on the station were halved, a similar number
(about 4000) sheep were sold. Wool production on a per animal basis also increased
from 2.21 to 2.82 kg wool sheep−1year−1, but this increase did not compensate for
the lower number of animals at shearing, and total wool production of the station
fell from 36,102 to 26,771 kg wool year−1 (Oliva et al. 2012).

Lamb marking rate (%) showed a linear negative relationship with stocking rate.
When the stocking rates used were close to the estimated grazing capacity of the
station, lamb marking rate was above 80 % (Fig. 13.11). Clean wool production on
a per area basis showed a quadratic relationship with SR and the inflexion point of
this curve is 0.65 sheep ha−1year−1, where the station obtained about 2.5 kg wool
ha−1year−1. With stocking rates close to the grazing capacity, wool production
ranged between 1 and 2 kg wool ha−1year−1 (Fig. 13.11).

Photo 13.6 Degraded Magellanic Steppe with dominance of subshrubs after years of overgrazing.
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13.3 Discussion

The overall trend in annual mean fPAR was zero or negative over a large portion of
the Patagonian region (Fig. 13.5d). This trend may be partly explained by climate
change, as rainfall is closely correlated to fPAR. The long- term patterns in rainfall
for this period vary across Patagonia, with no change in the central areas, a small
increase in the south and a decrease in the north-west (Fig. 13.5). This pattern
cannot be observed clearly in the 30-year fPAR trends (Fig. 13.5d). Some
“greening” is observed in southern Santa Cruz province, but south of this, the Tierra
del Fuego steppes have a negative trend that appears unrelated to rainfall data. The
central-north area of Rio Negro and Chubut provinces show a negative trend despite
rainfall remaining stable in this area. At a decadal scale, localized droughts may
have generated the clear negative trend in fPAR in central-north Chubut and Rio
Negro provinces during the 2001–02 to 2010–11 period (Fig. 13.5c). Drought in the
last decade and the high stocking rates that still applied in these northern Patagonian
provinces may have interacted to show the negative trends in the north-center area
of this region.

Trends in the fPAR residuals were analysed in an attempt to separate the climate
signal from other factors, as in Archer (2004). In these maps, large areas mostly in
the south show no significant trends (Fig. 13.6) indicating that vegetation greenness
corresponds closely to what is expected from rainfall dynamics. There is still a
considerable proportion of areas of negative residual trends, i.e. areas in which the
vegetation has been losing vigor at higher rates than would be expected by rainfall
alone, and they are mostly concentrated in the north-east of Patagonia and in the
southern Magellanic steppes of Tierra del Fuego (Fig. 13.6). Both areas are still
grazed at comparatively high stocking rates (Fig. 13.2).

The widespread “browning” trends indicate that land degradation is still active in
some areas, and the prevalence of no-trend pixels shows that land recovery has not
happened. This could point to ongoing unsustainable management even when these
three decades have seen a significant reduction in domestic animal numbers in some
areas of Patagonia. Explanations other than overgrazing may be a mosaic of local
factors that have influenced different parts of the region in this 30 year-period:
Volcanic eruptions in vast areas of Santa Cruz in 1992 and central-north provinces of
Chubut in 2008 and Rio Negro and Neuquén in 2011 that may have reduced fPAR
signal through ash deposition. Relocation of stock has increased grazing pressure in
some areas because crops are now grown on former animal production areas of the
Pampas and cattle have been moved to marginal areas, affecting especially the
northern Rio Negro province. Unsustainable dry land farming for annual crops
followed by intense erosion also affected this north-east area. The central plateau of
Santa Cruz, where sheep have been excluded from an area of about 10 million ha is
probably too degraded to recover, and native guanacos have probably managed to
compensate sheep losses, reestablishing the total grazing stock and slowing down
the recovery of rangelands. Overall, the areas that were desertified in the 1998 map
of Fig. 13.1 show no signs of recovery or a negative trend in our 1980–2010 analysis
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of Fig. 13.6, and those that were classified as intermediate or low, such as NE Rio
Negro and the Magellan Steppes of SW Santa Cruz and N of Tierra del Fuego appear
to have a negative trend in the residual fPAR.

The remotely sensed data provide valuable insights into the last 30 years, but
sheep were introduced into the region over a century ago and presumably most of
the degradation of rangelands would have taken place in the early stages of land
settlement. Our southern Patagonia case study allows better analysis of the effects
of management by focusing both on a smaller area and a longer time scale using
more precise rain-gauge records and production data for the 1930–2010 period.
Additional information from yearly forage availability was also available for the
1990–2010 period. Mean rainfall in the last 80 years showed no clear trend in this
southern location, although the variability increased in the last 20 years (Fig. 13.7).
Regardless of rainfall, the station has been reducing animal numbers at a
close-to-linear rate since the introduction of sheep, when over 20 thousand animals
were raised, falling to 12 thousand head by the and the end of the 1980s (Fig. 13.8).
This pronounced negative trend during the 20th century is typical of the Patagonian
stations, and agrees with Golluscio et al. (1998b) who showed five other long-term
examples in the region.

In 1989, a range survey of Los Pozos indicated that a 30 % stock reduction was
necessary to match the forage on offer with animal demand (Fig. 13.8). Careful
yearly adjustments in stocking rates thereafter tracked the forage availability
resulting in about half the maximum historical numbers (Fig. 13.9). Grazing
capacity of the rangeland varied in relation to rainfall and did not show an overall
negative trend in these twenty years (Fig. 13.10). Adaptive management was
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therefore able to halt the negative historical trend and preserve the capacity of the
land to convert rainfall into forage over two decades, and is sustainable by defi-
nition (Pickup and Stafford Smith 1993). The downside is that no clear recovery of
the grazing capacity was evident during this period. Similar results have been
described in continuous grazing experiments with flexible stocking rates close to
Los Pozos (Oliva et al. 1998) and in different locations in Patagonia (Escobar et al.
2011). Some researchers regard the lack of recovery as a consequence of contin-
uous grazing schemes that do not enable regeneration even at low stocking rates,
and recommend short duration grazing (Savory and Parson 1980), but
well-documented case studies of short duration, rotational schemes, also fail to
clearly regenerate the land (Golluscio et al. 1998a).

The reasons for a persistent, irreversible change in Patagonia’s rangelands are
unclear. The classical studies of Milchunas et al. (1988) and Milchunas and
Lauenroth (1993) suggested that the sensitivity of the vegetation communities in
Patagonia may be explained by a short evolutionary history of grazing, but later
papers acknowledged that the vegetation shows herbivory defenses and that
guanacos, that have been present and abundant since the Miocene (Raedeke 1979),
may have exerted a high herbivory pressure in evolutionary times (Lauenroth
1998). Given these evidences, Patagonia was even used as an example of the
opposite: a long history of grazing in Adler et al. (2005), so that the issue remains
unresolved.
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Climate variability is lower in Patagonia than in other deserts and this may have
actually favored the degradation: in our Los Pozos example the mean rainfall is 239
(63 SD) mm with a coefficient of variation of only 26 %, that is clearly in the lower
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Fig. 13.10 Trend of grazing capacity (GC) estimated by range evaluation (solid line) from 1990
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Fig. 13.9 Grazing capacity (sheep ha−1year−1) estimated by range evaluation (solid line) and
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range of deserts of the world (von Wehrden and Wesche 2007). The
non-equilibrium concept suggests that rangeland degradation is more likely to occur
where rainfall variability is low, because highly variable climates regulate herbivore
numbers through drought-related deaths (Illius and O’Connor 1999). A threshold
value of the coefficient of variation of rainfall of 33 % was suggested by (Ellis and
Swift 1988), and the non-equilibrium concept states that below this value, degra-
dation can occur if animal numbers are high enough, as in the case of Patagonia.

A number of state and transition models (Westoby et al. 1989), that catalog the
existing vegetation communities and hypothesize the mechanisms that are involved
in the shifts, have been compiled for Patagonia (Paruelo et al. 1993), and most of
them include non-reversible transitions (Bertiller and Bisigato 1998). They are
associated to the dominance of long-lived, perennial grasses of Festuca, Poa and
Stipa (Leon et al. 1998), the lack of annuals and colonizer plants (Soriano 1990),
and the structure of soil that is particularly prone to wind erosion (Chartier and
Rostagno 2006). High stocking rates also interfere with the regeneration of domi-
nant cool-season grasses that grow slowly and mostly vegetatively in these steppes
(Oliva et al. 2005). Low variability rainfall and the fact that plants can depend on a
reliable water pulse originated in winter rains or snow that thaws in springtime
enable perennial life forms to dominate. Long-lived grasses usually devote only a
moderate amount of resources to seed forming (Fenner 1985; Folland et al. 1986;
Bertiller and Coronato 1994) as their main reproduction is through tillering. Their
propagules also lack specific dormancy mechanisms that would enable long term
soil seed banks (Soriano 1960; Bertiller and Coronato 1994). Aridisol-type soils
dominate the region, with most of the organic matter and nutrients in superficial
layers, and concentrated in patches associated with shrubs or tussocks (Rostagno
and Del Valle 1988). When the dominant tussock grasses and big shrubs are lost to
grazing, they are easily eroded exposing abundantly pebbled clay layers that are
partially occupied by dwarf shrubs of genus Nassauvia or Larrea (Bisigato and
Bertiller 1997a). Regeneration of degraded rangelands in this context has to rely on
the establishment of grasses through seed of the few remaining perennial grasses
that colonize cracks and crevices in desert pavements, which is likely to be a slow
process regardless of the grazing system used.

The most important management challenge in Patagonia seems clear in
Fig. 13.11. The vertical line indicates the sustainable stocking rate as estimated with
20-years of range surveys, and the points are yearly stocking rates used during the
80-year period. A smaller number of better-fed animals showed weaning rates over
80 % and overall the 8000-sheep station sold as many animals (lambs, rams and
wethers) as the historical flock of 20 thousand (Oliva et al. 2012). Wool production,
on the other hand was not closely related to animal condition and its decrease was
proportional to the reduction of animal numbers. The optimal stocking rate for wool
production appears to be 0.65 sheep ha−1year−1, close to the historical rates that
were used in the early years of land settlement. This level of grazing would surely
damage the rangeland in the long term (Oliva et al. 2005), a conflict that is evident
in other systems where economic optimal stocking rates are higher than grazing
carrying capacity (Cingolani et al. 2008).
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13.4 Conclusions

Do humans cause deserts? Patagonia gives a different insight into the dilemma that
Reynolds and Stafford Smith (2002) pointed out. In the Sahel example, climate
appears to have been the main cause both of degradation and recovery (Evans and
Geerken 2004), with little effect of management (Seaquist et al. 2009). In Patagonia,
land use has triggered a general degradation effect that is evident in sheep pro-
duction records and in remotely sensed data. In other examples of non-sustainable
use of grazing lands in the world, as in the Western Division of New South Wales
in Australia, the loss of grazing capacity seems to have been faster, and in less than
two decades the wool industry collapsed (Condon 1976). There are also examples
of remarkable recoveries elsewhere such as the Sahel case that show that the land
has resilience (Herrmann et al. 2005). In comparison, Patagonian systems endured
over eight decades of high stocking rates until the generalized losses of the early
1980s. Some vegetation changes documented in Patagonia have resulted in
desert-like conditions (Bertiller and Bisigato 1998), and they have not shown clear
signs of recovery thereafter, even with careful, conservative management of the
land and in a unchanging or slightly positive rainfall scenario. This delay in
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revealing signs of degradation and the fact that recovery seems to be difficult, slow,
or absent, point to the existence of rangelands with stable states, that change slowly
and more or less permanently at a time-scale that is difficult to perceive (Oliva et al.
1998). Well-documented conservative management examples such as the Los
Pozos station indicate that it is possible to stop the downward trend but at the cost
of foregoing short-term income. It is unlikely that producers will decide to give up
profits in order to avoid possible future degradation, as this requires an under-
standing of the problems that overstocking causes that are slow and not evident in
the manager’s experience (Stafford Smith et al. 2007). It also requires a sound
financial status that is not the case in most of the smaller Patgonian stations that
struggle to make ends meet or have subsistence-type economies. Promises of
short-term transformation via grazing pulses seem unlikely, and will at any case
take a long time to regenerate some of the lost grazing capacity. Overall, the
prospects under good management seem at best to be those of stabilization. The
old-timer’s description of rich Patagonian meadows with grasses that reached the
belly of the horses may not be easily seen again, after over a century of unsus-
tainable pressure on the natural resources of these unique cold deserts.
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Chapter 14
Interpreting Environmental Changes
in the Southern Bolivian Andes: Rural
Responses and Political Actions

David Preston

Abstract Rural people in the southern Andes mountains of Bolivia may choose to
plant different crops, to keep livestock under different conditions and to diversify
their livelihood strategies in ways that involve less investment of time in farming
and more involvement in commercial activities. These changes are in response to
change in both physical and cultural environments and are examined here. Policies
and activities by local and national government that are intended to reduce the
impact of a range of environmental changes on people and their physical envi-
ronments are considered and evaluated. We conclude that there is limited evidence
that changes in the natural environment such as soil erosion and degeneration of
vegetation in the Altiplano and adjacent valleys in western Tarija are more rapid
than in the recent past. Changes in the use of different areas for livestock and crops
reflect accommodation to culturally-determined household preferences for cattle
over other ruminants. Farmers are used to change and readily modify their use of
different areas of land to ensure that livestock can survive and necessary crops can
be harvested. With respect to local political responses to environmental issues, the
history of action that started in 1930 is notable. We conclude that such action had
only limited environmental consequences in the Tarija valleys. There is no evidence
to suggest that recent regional governments have been adequately informed or
politically motivated to take remedial action to help those suffering from extreme
climatic events or other environmental stresses.
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14.1 Introduction

Environmental changes have affected people in Andean America since long before
the arrival of Europeans in the continent. Such changes occur as a consequence of
many factors; changes in climate resulting in a gradual change in vegetation, in
stream flow in the rivers as well as the ways in which native and introduced
livestock consume a range of resources. Many other changes took place in southern
Bolivia following the development of mining during the colonial period, as we shall
show.

At the present time, rural people in southern Andean Bolivia may choose to plant
different crops, to keep livestock under different conditions and to diversify their
livelihood strategies in ways that involve less investment of time in farming and
more involvement in commercial activities to best ensure the wellbeing of house-
hold members. These changes are in response to change in both physical and
economic environments. We shall also seek to identify what sorts of changes can be
observed in the physical landscapes in three distinct parts of southern Bolivia—high
plateaux, a deep valley in the mountains and the temperate valleys on the eastern
margins of the Andes. Actions by local and national government that are intended
to reduce the impact of a range of environmental changes on people and their
physical environments will also be considered and evaluated. This will enable an
assessment of the extent to which natural environmental changes are an important
part of the broad range of changes affecting people, plants and animals.

This chapter will review the range of environmental changes in one part of the
southern Andes of Bolivia on the basis of our research in the Department of Tarija
since 1993 and in the broader context of relevant research in the Central Andes of
Peru and Bolivia as well as north-western Argentina. Many of our conclusions have
been strongly influenced by what we have learnt from women and men, children
and old people in formal interviews, discussions in community meetings and
informal conversation in a wide range of rural communities. We have also bene-
fitted from participation in meetings with scientists and policy makers at the
administrative Departmental level (Fig. 14.1).

Changes in the weather, such as rainfall, frost, floods and storms, inevitably
affect farmers although they have many customary ways of coping with such sit-
uations. Changes in the vegetation in some areas have occurred, through clearance
following burning, or elimination of some plants by selective grazing by livestock
but also as a result of plant invasion, and the introduction of new species to serve
particular purposes—for example eucalypts or pines for timber.

Characterizing environmental change by a single term such as desertification is
simplistic, because from a land user’s point of view, it is imperative to consider the
whole range of medium to long-term changes in both human and physical envi-
ronments. Rural people are very conscious that weather is constantly variable and
also that free-ranging livestock roam according to their perception of where good
grazing may be found. For example introducing new types of livestock, often raised
elsewhere, presents new challenges for pastoralists who may have to introduce such
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animals to the particular grazing behaviour of long-established sheep, cattle or
goats. In the course of our field work our team has helped people in several
communities to introduce new breeds of goats that provide more milk and are larger
and worth more when sold; however their inability to search for and find palatable
grazing initially proved challenging.

When asked about changes in the weather, rural people cite extreme events—
such as floods, hail and frost—as most worrying. This has emerged from interviews
conducted during our research in rural communities in southern Bolivia over the
past twenty years and is also reported in the northern Bolivian Altiplano (Chaplin
2007; Valdivia et al. 2013). However it is essential to place contemporary changes
in the context of the 4000–5000 years of change in the use which humans have
made of the Andean environments; this starts from their first use and subsequent
domestication of native animals and plants and their adaptation to long-term climate
changes which are well-documented in scientific literature, discussed later.

Some recent changes in Andean environments have occurred as a consequence
of where people now prefer to live, particularly the increasing proportion of
regional populations living or working in urban areas. Labour scarcity was fre-
quently mentioned in interviews in rural communities, reflecting periodic migration,
mainly to nearby Argentina, but also to nearby urban areas. However, changes in
the rhythms of the long-established climatic variations—most notably the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)—also affect human populations. Such changes
are increasingly commented on in local and national media.

Fig. 14.1 Western Tarija.
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Actions by policy-makers in response to environmental changes need evaluation,
although there have been limited actions in southern Andean Bolivia. The origins of
activism in relation to environmental issues in the administrative Department of
Tarija can be traced back to the 1930s; some 40 years later a well-funded technical
organization was created—PERTT (Programa ejecutivo de rehabilitación de tierras
en el departamento de Tarija)—which lasted 16 years and employed a team of
natural scientists from Bolivia together with overseas consultants, seeking ways of
combatting land degradation in the western part of the Department of Tarija. Some
of the results of their work are considered and the apparent absence of importance
given by policymakers to environmental conservation is outlined.

14.2 Human and Physical Landscape Evolution
in Southern Bolivia

The central high plateaux (altiplano) of south-western Bolivia are just one part of an
extensive physiographic feature which extends from southern Peru to northern
Argentina. The valleys to the east of the altiplano have a very different but com-
plementary environment and people living in the valleys and the high plateaux have
traded and moved between highlands and lowlands since long before the arrival of
Europeans (Lathrap 1973; Saignes 1995; Murra 1972). Inter-montane valleys, such
as that of the Río San Juan del Oro, which forms the boundary between the
Departments of Tarija and Potosí offer a third environment influenced by river
water which offers both opportunities for crop farming and threats from seasonal
flooding.

In order to place the discussion in a clear geographical context it should be noted
that the western part of Tarija department comprises three distinct environment
zones, in which the research that provides much of the basis of this review of
natural and human environmental changes has taken place.

The Tarija Altiplano lies at about 3500 m mean altitude and is bordered on both
west and east by rolling mountainsides whose slopes rise to more than 4200 m
before dropping firstly to a gently-sloping shelf at a similar altitude to the altiplano
and then fall sharply to the north-south valley of the Río San Juan del Oro at around
2600 m above sea level. The slopes on the sides of the Rio San Juan include both
extensive near-level areas and steep, and eroded valley sides but livestock can
readily reach areas where grazing is attractive. To the east of the Altiplano,
mountainsides drop steeply to the network of temperate valleys at about 1900 m. in
the northern part of which lies the largest urban centre and political capital, the city
of Tarija. The passage of animals and people between the altiplano, the mountains
and the temperate valleys presents few difficulties and there is ample evidence of
this movement having occurred for over 600 years.

Moist air brings rain and cloud formations from the east and, accordingly,
precipitation varies from around 600 mm in the temperate eastern valley to just
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300 mm in the more level land of the altiplano and also in the deep valley of the Río
San Juan. Figure 14.2 presents a cross-section of the three regions in which our
research has been centred (Fig. 14.3).

14.2.1 Natural Environmental Histories Related to Present
Landscapes

Natural environmental history in the Andes has long been influenced by the activity
of the human population, in particular during the past 5000 years during which the
people, domesticated plants and animals have transformed livelihoods and land-
scapes. Alongside the changes in human land use have been variations in climate,
so that it is crucial to understand that the natural environment is ever-changing.
Early human settlement was associated with the cultivation of different varieties of
potatoes and chenopods (such as quinoa) as well as the domestication of wild
llamas and alpacas. One result was that already by 4000 years ago, much forest
cover in many parts of the Andes had been cleared and both agriculture and
livestock became important for human livelihoods (Chepstow-Lusty et al. 1998). At

Fig. 14.2 Cross-section of western Tarija Department.

Fig. 14.3 Landscapes in western Tarija Department. (a) Río San Juan del Oro valley. (b) Altiplano.
(c) Temperate valleys.
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lower altitudes, maize was also introduced, probably from Central America, and
there seems to have been continuous contact between the altiplano and valley areas.
This contact, associated with trading produce from contrasting ecological zones, has
continued until quite recently. During fieldwork in the valleys of Tarija in the early
1990s, columns of llamas still descended from the altiplano, many days’ travel to
the west. They were loaded with products such as salt (from the salt lakes) and dried
meat that were traded for maize and other goods produced in the lower altitude
valleys (Fig. 14.4).

With the arrival of Europeans some 400 years ago, new types of livestock,
particularly sheep, cattle and goats were introduced as well as European cereals,
particularly wheat. The appropriation of areas of land from the native population by
the invading Europeans transformed the landscape in temperate valleys and the
altiplano. The founder of the town of Tarija in 1574 described the surrounding area
as fertile, in a broad valley with plenty of water, with many fish in the rivers,
abundant wild animals and well capable of growing grape vines, olives and crops to
which the Spanish were accustomed (Corrado and Comajuncosa 1990, p. 11).

Very soon after the establishment of the Spanish in the Andes, mining for a
range of minerals, highly prized in Europe, became an important activity in many
parts of the Andes and the mines of Potosí, to the north of Tarija, grew until the
town was one of the most important economic centres in the continent in the 17th
and 18th centuries. The urban and industrial population created a demand for a

Fig. 14.4 Llamas from the highlands carrying produce for exchange in the Tarija valleys, Alisos,
1992.
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range of produce for both food and clothing. Agriculture in the temperate valleys
flourished to supply such markets and trade routes were established along which
mining goods and labour moved. The historical changes in what is now Tarija and
resulting changes in the natural landscape have been documented by Presta (2001).
When Luiz de Fuentes, the founder of the town of Tarija, died in 1598 just 38 years
after his arrival, his will lists, among his possessions, 2000 cattle in the nearby
highlands and 4000 sheep in what is now San Lorenzo in the valleys adjacent to
Tarija (Preston 1998).

The extension of great estates during the colonial period undoubtedly affected
the vegetation of the grazed areas but such changes can only be inferred. Using data
from the early 20th century, some changes in farming may be detected but it is
important to note that there were still areas of the highlands and hillsides in the
temperate valleys that were only occasionally used (Preston 1998). Wild vicuña
(camelids) can still be observed in isolated parts of the Tarija altiplano and old
people remember people going hunting wild animals on the altiplano in the early
20th century. Small areas in the valleys and highlands of Tarija Department still
have woodlands with native tree species dominant and to the east of the Tarija
valleys where there is higher rainfall, the more luxuriant vegetation is seasonally
grazed by transhumant livestock from the valleys of Tarija.

Large estates dominated many areas of Tarija Department until the land reform
of 1953. After agrarian reform, most of the former estates became autonomous
communities and former serfs had better access to larger areas of land and therefore
a wider range of resources. Changes noted during the past 30 years in these areas
include a continued loss of population in rural areas, both numerically and pro-
portionately as more people move to urban centres or to other rural areas, partic-
ularly in nearby Argentina where wages were much higher. Excellent data from two
communities in the Camacho valley using household registers for school attendance
and interviews with older people showed that over the 23 year period 1975–98 in
Alizos, 29 % of those living in the community had left to work in Argentina. In
Juntas 43 % had gone to Argentina over the period 1969–93 (Preston and Punch
2001).

14.3 Environmental Change in the Bolivian Andes

The current preoccupation with environmental change (or global warming) in the
media and reflected in popular perceptions of weather patterns, makes it necessary
to review scientific evidence of changes in the long-term patterns of weather. In
addition, changes in the environment, in particular vegetation, erosion and depo-
sition in hillsides and fields, should be understood in order to assess the influence of
human causation of environmental change through modification of vegetation by
expansion of crop production areas as well as the introduction of more grazing
livestock. This assessment is based on our recent work in Tarija which focussed on
the temperate valleys around and to the south of the city of Tarija, the highland
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(altiplano) areas to the west and the valley of the Río San Juan del Oro to the west
of the Altiplano. We have conducted many interviews with farmers in each of these
areas in order to identify their perceptions of weather/climate changes that they felt
affected livelihoods. In conclusion we review the existing evidence of climatic
changes in this part of highland Bolivia.

14.3.1 Change in the Tarija Valleys

Recent work in catchments in Tarija Department using detailed field mapping,
lichenometric and 14C dating and clast size measurement concluded that alluviation
was concentrated during wet La Niña phases of the Southern Oscillation. Flood
magnitude may have been greater during the Little Ice Age (c.1450 to c.1850) when
a reduced vegetation cover would have increased weathering and sediment supply
and decreased after about AD1880 (Maas et al. 2001). It is suggested that con-
temporary degradation is probably less than it was a century ago, although the
recent greater frequency of dry El Niño-related periods will have contributed to a
decrease in vegetation cover and the likelihood of erosion acceleration during the
following wetter years.

Striking areas of badlands occur in some parts of the central valleys of Tarija.
They result from the erosion by wind and water-borne sediments. It is generally
believed that erosion is widespread, despite the absence of any thorough scientific
examination of the extent of erosion in the Tarija area. The national government
established an agency (PERTT) specifically to combat erosion in Tarija. The belief
that there is an environmental crisis in Tarija is related to exaggerated estimates of
the areas subject to erosion. A report from the German government agency GTZ in
1988 asserted that 75 % of the Central Valley was eroded and that 800 ha. of
farmland in the valleys was being lost annually (GTZ 1988). It was apparently
based on a study [uncited] by W D Beattie although no definitions of ‘eroded’ or of
the methods by which such data were calculated are indicated. These statistics are
widely and uncritically quoted in a range of Bolivian and other publications (e.g.
Freeman 1980) and form part of the image of what Zimmerer has claimed to be ‘the
country’s catastrophic erosion’ (Zimmerer 1996, p. 111).

The extent of active erosion seems to us to be much less than the statistic quoted
by GTZ would suggest. Our work in the Alizos catchment in the Río Camacho
valley suggests that probably no more than 10 % of the surface is subject to active
erosion and visits to other parts of the central valleys of Tarija have suggested that
this lower figure may be true of the region as a whole. Further detailed field studies
are needed to determine more exactly the extent of active erosion. We found no
evidence to support the view that erosion has increased during the present century
and, on the contrary, it may be neither rapid nor as widespread as previously
asserted.

One of the possible causes of erosion could be livestock grazing, which remains
an important component of household livelihoods. Research in a number of
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communities in the valleys to the south of Tarija, and including one above the
valley floor level on the mountain slopes 1000 m higher at 2900 m found that the
flexible use of common areas on nearby hills as well as transhumance was a critical
part of the community’s grazing management. This management minimizes the
likelihood that vegetation would become permanently degraded, which would
reduce its capacity for feeding grazing animals.

Before the agrarian reform of the 1950s, some farmers in the Tarija valleys used
to send sheep and some goats during the wet season to graze some little-used areas
in the adjacent altiplano, with the acquiescence of the estate owners, and also some
small stock were sent across the altiplano and down to the higher grazing areas
above the Río San Juan valley. Following the formation of new community
self-government organizations (sindicatos) after the land reform, highland people
wished to exclude other livestock and the practice of such transhumance ceased
(Preston et al. 2003, p. 146). The increasing numbers of cattle and declining sheep
numbers may have been partly in response to this change, as cattle were easily
managed with minimum labour input when left to graze freely on the higher
mountainsides above the Tarija valleys.

Our research on changes in livestock numbers during the 20th century in three
communities in the Tarija altiplano suggests that numbers may have increased in
the first half of the century (although data for the beginning of the century are
unreliable) but, following the land reform, livestock densities may have fallen by as
much as 30 % (Preston 2000). A comparison of the species structure of livestock
populations for the Camacho valley to the east of the mountain slopes suggests that
during the 20th century the proportion of sheep decreased from around 62 % to just
33 % while the importance of cattle increased from 18 % to almost 40 % (Preston
1998). This may be related to the fact that sheep demand more supervision while
cattle ownership confers a degree of social status. Changes in livestock numbers
during the decade of the 1990s, as reported by farmers in a series of communities in
which we have recently worked, are discussed later.

14.3.2 Change in the Highlands

On the Tarija altiplano, farming depends on the cultivation of suitable areas for
potatoes and broad beans as well as raising sheep, llamas, donkeys and cattle. The
effects of grazing are seen in the composition of the flora. The consequences of
trampling and compaction of the soil, as well as close grazing of selected plants has
led to the elimination of some palatable species from certain areas, particularly close
to settlements where livestock pass daily. For instance, the swards of annual gra-
mineae of Poa and Agrostis, and perennials such as Deyeuxia and Festuca seem to
have been replaced in some areas by hardier and less palatable species such as Stipa
leptostachya, Festuca orthophylla, and Tetraglochin cristatum (Beck et al. 2001).

Conclusive evidence is lacking that the rangelands of the Tarija altiplano are
chronically overgrazed as a result of current management practices. The use of
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multiple ecological zones and practices of transhumance and zone management has
to be included in any assessment of the sustainability of current practices (Fairbairn
et al. 2000).

Altiplano households depend on a combination of livestock and arable farming
as well as work outside the community. They engage in activities such as spinning,
weaving and basket-making as well as the collection and sale of fuel wood and
sheep manure. Informants repeatedly commented that they depended on all their
activities to get by; difficulties resulting from drought or the loss of sheep through
disease are readily compensated by migration to work in nearby Argentina—only
two hours by vehicle from the Tarija altiplano—in order to earn enough to get by
during a period when household resources are reduced. Because households are not
totally dependent on their livestock, they are not tempted to put pressure on grazing
resources by keeping more sheep so as to insure against the effect of drought or
high animal mortality. This resilience allows other resources to be used until the
local environment has recuperated (Preston el al. 2003).

14.3.3 Change in the Río San Juan del Oro Valley

The Río San Juan valley is characterized by fertile valley bottom land, often irri-
gated, producing a range of fruit, maize, beans and vegetables. The valley sides are
often steep with limited grazing potential but a few goats, donkeys and sheep are
kept there by some families. Farming is sensitive to regular droughts but in bad
years people go to work in nearby Argentina for short periods until better weather
allows a resumption of farming to satisfy their daily needs. People in the com-
munities mentioned that the greatest environmental stresses that they faced were
from the occasional droughts and hail storms. Surpluses of maize, fruit and veg-
etables are traded in regional fairs and informally with people from the altiplano.
Livestock grazing is of secondary importance but some households with larger
numbers of sheep send them to graze high up on the nearby altiplano in the care of
individuals in altiplano communities who have access to ample pastures, in return
for payment of fruit, sugar and a bit of cash (Fairbairn 1999). Erosion is limited and
most noticeable on the steepest slopes but there is little evidence that it is
human-induced (Coppus et al. 2003).

14.3.4 Summary of Environmental Changes

This review of evidence of environmental changes in one area of southern highland
Bolivia has indicated that the evolution of the physical landscapes has been
influenced by a number of factors. While changes in vegetation have undoubtedly
occurred, it is over-simplistic to conclude that such changes could reasonably be
said to signify land degradation. Grazing by both domesticated and wild animals
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inevitably modifies the vegetation in comparison with its pristine state.
A widespread assumption exists in parts of the scientific community and in Bolivian
local government that a form of grazing exists that damages the environment and
can be labelled ‘overgrazing’. Such a term is misleading because any grazing
removes plants that would otherwise be undisturbed and thus might constitute
overgrazing. A number of papers have questioned the validity of the term whose
use is rarely supported by evidence. Human-induced factors clearly play a part in
reducing and/or changing vegetation cover in rangelands; however few studies
quantify the influence of grazing on erosion and loss of productivity. Those that
have made such an attempt highlight the complexity of vegetation cover changes
after intensive grazing. Wilson and MacLeod (1991) for example, comment on the
lack of concrete evidence to back up broad claims that the rangelands of the world,
(particularly in Australia, USA and Africa) are ‘overgrazed’.

14.4 Old and New Vegetation Components of Tarija
Vegetation

Grazing and trampling may have led to the loss of palatable components of the
vegetation as had the collection of some bushes for fuel. Rotation of grazing
livestock seasonally has reduced the loss of some plants and the growing of fodder
crops for livestock has had positive effects in some areas. In a study of livelihood
strategies in the Altiplano and the Rio San Juan del Oro, Fairbairn (1999)
emphasized the wide range of livestock movements that are undertaken to ensure
that livestock feed adequately and grazing areas maintain their capacity to feed
grazing animals. However it is important to note that informants repeatedly com-
mented that vegetation cover is less than one or two generations ago, in particular
nearer the villages, because of clearance for fuel and also on account of the frequent
droughts.

Very considerable variations in vegetation occur over the Altiplano, according to
patterns of human use, but the most isolated areas still have comparatively abundant
natural vegetation cover, including parts of the altiplano above the east bank of the
Río San Juan.

It should also be noted here that many small areas of woodland with native trees,
such as alders (Alnus acuminata) survive in some hillsides in the temperate valleys
and Pino del cerro (Podocarpus parlatorei) and Keñua (Polylepis crista-galli) also
occur on some higher mountain slopes. These species are particularly prized since
they can grow on steep slopes not necessarily suitable for grazing and serve to
prevent soil erosion (Fig. 14.5).

The leguminous Tipa (Tipuana tipu) survives well in poorer valleys and is used
for fuel, for fencing and its leaves are grazed by more agile livestock. It is believed
to have been much more widespread before the increase in human population and
associated livestock. It has in part been replaced by the Churqui Acacia caven, but
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Fig. 14.5 Surviving alder woodlands near Alisos.

Fig. 14.6 Tipa (Tipuana tipu) tree surviving erosion.
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its ability to survive in areas subject to extensive erosion indicates its importance
(Fig. 14.6).

Churqui (Acacia caven) has colonized the temperate valleys over more than
400 years, with its foliage consumed by cattle and its seed pods consumed by goats
which assists its advance in the valleys. It is notable that a good grass cover grows
beneath the trees as a result of the shade provided; this is favoured by small stock.
Its wood is also valued for construction and for fuel, while its rapid spread is the
result of deliberate propagation (Fig. 14.7).

Detailed studies of erosion features, soil surface characteristics and biomass of
palatable species in 36 sites in 15 representative physiographic units in the Rio San
Juan, the altiplano and the Tarija valleys concluded that current soil and vegetation
degradation processes observed are largely associated with climatic and geomor-
phological factors (Coppus et al. 2003).

14.5 Climatic Changes in Bolivia

A number of papers have reviewed the accumulating evidence of recent climatic
changes taking place in highland Bolivia but much less have been published on
changes in areas to the east of the Andes. Such changes need to be taken account of
and placed in the context of rural peoples’ perceptions of and response to change.
The timing of rainfall is now later in the year as well as more frequent and more
intense throughout the central Andes. The impact of decreasing springtime soil
moisture on crops will present challenges to farmers (Thibeault 2010; Seiler et al.
2013; Valdivia et al. 2013). Research with farmers in the northern Bolivian
Altiplano near Lake Titicaca and in the highlands east of the altiplano in Oruro

Fig. 14.7 Churqui (Acacia caven), a recent colonist.
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Department confirm these changes, while farmers report unreliable crop yields and
smaller numbers of sheep being kept (Chaplin 2007). There is therefore little doubt
that climate changes are occurring and being detected by farmers.

Relatively little has been published seeking to identify climatic changes in the
valleys east of the Andes and the eastern lowlands, although Nordgren (2011) has
carried out a simple study using local meteorological data and matching these with
rural people’s perceptions of changes. In this work, studies were carried out in the
altiplano, the upper valleys of Cochabamba, the Chaco and Amazonia. He found
varying degrees of accord between rural people’s perceptions of changes in climatic
events and local meteorological data, but it may reasonably concluded that there is
widespread perception of a range of climatic changes that rural people have noticed
in the past 20 years. Our research in Tarija communities has shown that people
perceive a range of challenges presented by weather extremes, that are sometimes
linked to their perceptions of climate change.

14.6 Contemporary Rural Household Livelihoods
in Relation to Environmental Resources

Although changes in farming systems have occurred in response to the opportu-
nities available in different locations, such as water for irrigation, ample areas for
grazing animals and fields with fertile soils for growing potatoes, maize or beans,
other changes also occur as a result of labour shortage as more children attend
school for longer, people go to work in Argentina and others combine a job in a
nearby town with farming in their spare time. Such changes occur widely in many
parts of the world and are placed in a convincing theoretical framework by van der
Ploeg (2008).

Arable farming is for both subsistence and also for sale but growing crops for sale
is more common in the temperate valleys where there is better access to urban
markets. Livestock are kept for subsistence use but also for sale of wool, milk and/or
cheese when there is access to markets: in many ways cattle serve as a savings bank
and sudden need for an important ceremony or to survive an economic crisis can be
satisfied by the sale of an animal. Cattle grazing on mountains demand less care and
taking cattle to the humid valleys to the east and leaving them to be cared for by local
farmers also reduces demands on the owners. On the Altiplano, sheep provide meat,
wool, dung/fertilizer, but need daily care. Access to grazing land is variable but
includes common land and use of tenuous rights to hillsides in all three areas studied
in Tarija. Being able to leave cattle for weeks or months unvisited on mountainsides
is an attractive option for households short of labour power.

Detailed studies of vegetation and pasture use in Tarija suggest that households
manage some degree of control of the pastures but their limited understanding of
carrying capacity of different vegetation types has led to a sub-optimal use and
occasional gradual degradation of some vegetation types. The use of different
micro-ecological areas for grazing according to the season (or the actual weather) is
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important for reducing the impact of grazing by livestock (Paniagua and Yevara
2000).

Our most recent research in Tarija included the collection of data from a sample
of 40 households in the temperate valleys and on the eastern mountainsides (Preston
et al. 2011). This enabled an assessment of changes in the livelihoods of households
in the 10 year period 2000–2010. Lack of access to grazing areas does not seem to
be a common problem. Environmental changes were seldom mentioned and only
10 % of households mentioned weather changes such as increased frost and hail
losses and also lower crop yields.

These findings can usefully be compared with those of the work by Fairbairn
(1999) ten years earlier, on households living on the altiplano and in the Rio San
Juan valley. Households were asked about the relative importance of the various
activities in which household members were engaged and also about how they
responded to challenges presented by extreme weather. In addition they were asked
about how grazing was managed to ensure livestock well-being. It is clear from the
responses from many households that a wide range of grazing patterns were
employed to ensure that pastures in different locations are used in order to provide
adequate grazing for the animals, whether sheep, goats, cattle or camelids, and to
allow time for plants in each grazing location to recover (Fairbairn 1999). Livestock
and agriculture were clearly the most important activities but, in both areas, work
away from home was also important. The people are for ever travelling to one place
or another, or to distant workplaces or with their livestock seeking areas of good
grazing. Improvements in transport over the past 40 years make seasonal migration
easier while a series of factors encourage migration—climatic hazards such as
droughts or floods, the increasing need to afford secondary education for the
children and, among young people, the perception that farming is difficult and
unproductive.

Research in neighbouring northern Argentina in association with an earlier
EU-funded international programme suggested that, in the altiplano, many similar
changes have occurred with no inference of associated environmental degradation.
People moving away from the area have led to flocks becoming smaller and there
seemed a greater reliance on subsistence production. Some areas that used to be
cultivated are now grazed but grazing has intensified nearer to settlements and there
is a balancing improvement of vegetation in the more distant areas that are now less
used (Arzeno 2000).

14.7 Political Interpretations of and Responses
to Environmental Situations

We have indicated that a range of environmental changes are occurring in the
Bolivian Andes and that these are viewed in different ways by farmers and scien-
tists. Change is ever-present and a feature of natural and human environments. For
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example, foods that are widely consumed in Europe and North America, such as the
potato, maize and, most recently, quinoa, are known to have originated in this part
of South America.

Concern with the negative effects of environmental change on the human pop-
ulation in Bolivia is relatively recent. This concern has not often been translated
into political actions to try to identify those environmental changes that affect large
populations negatively and to develop policies that minimize negative environ-
mental change. Such actions would enable local populations to benefit from
human-induced change. It was notable that, on first planning research on envi-
ronmental change in southern Bolivia, we realized that a well-funded government
agency existed in Tarija specifically charged with ‘rehabilitating land in the
Department of Tarija (Programa ejecutivo de rehabilitación de tierras en el depar-
tamento de Tarija—PERTT). The history of this organization indicates how such an
organization can be created, the nature of the funding that it received and the
limitations on what it has achieved (Ruíz Martínez 2001).

Action relating to environmental issues is likely to originate in the main city and
political heart of effective activism. The first organization created in Tarija that was
concerned with the conservation of natural resources was the Defenders of Tarija
NaturalResources (Losdefensores de los recursos naturalesdeTarija) founded in1930
by Jorge Paz Rojas. He believed that what he saw as the problem of erosion in the
badlandsclose tosomepartsof thecity shouldbe tackledby theplantingof trees, largely
offoreignorigin, such as the eucalyptus, andbycontrolling grazing.Therewas noprior
scientific study of soil erosion and gullying, or of the role of existing native trees in
controlling run-off in the area around thecity.A further organization to ‘save’ theTarija
valleyswas started in1977; this encouraged thecreationof aneworganization,with the
cooperation of the national Ministry of Rural Affairs, the Prefecture of Tarija
Department and theCentre for Forestry aswell as themainTarija university. The result
wasthecreationofPERTTin1978.ThiswasthefirstorganizationinBoliviaspecifically
charged with erosion control. At the time there was no national government agency
charged with soil conservation or river basin management. PERTT obtained financial
support from United States aid agencies (USAID), World Food Programme and the
German government development aid.These agencies were concerned with creating
local level support for remedial work in the countryside, irrigation programmes, river
basin management and agricultural development.

A report in 1993 indicated that the main achievements of PERTT included tree
planting—eucalypts, cypresses and pines—in a series of small catchments, all
probably within an hour’s drive of the city. In addition some fruit trees, soft fruit
and fruit-bearing cacti were also planted and 14 irrigation systems benefitting
450 households were established (PERTT 1993). There was only limited follow-up
of the work done and no post-project evaluation of any sort. It was concluded by a
well-qualified person who had worked with the organizations mentioned that the
results of the work by PERTT over a decade and a half between 1978–94 were very
limited, considering the US$9.7 million budget covering this period (Ruíz Martínez
2001).
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The benefits of a keen interest in environmental issues by a politically
well-placed person such as Paz Rojas in the 1930s were limited by the absence of a
scientific study that could identify the main environmental and social issues in the
Tarija valleys and ways in which these issues might be overcome. The need for
such a study was not appreciated at that time. Political authorities viewed it nec-
essary to plan remedial action that could benefit households living in areas whose
progress was impeded by environmental problems. At the same time, taking
remedial actions such as irrigation and flood control could readily be seen by urban
people as worthwhile, as produce from these rural areas was reaching city markets.

Based on a limited number of meetings with PERTT staff in the early 2000s, it
appeared that their work with some communities was part of a logical approach to
help make farmers aware of the opportunity to change some of their existing
practices in order to better maintain the potential of farming areas. However PERTT
seemed to be undertaking little community-focussed action which might have
helped diffuse broader knowledge of alternative resource conservation practices.

During the time our team was working in Tarija there was little evidence of
public debate about environmental issues. It was obvious that the Guadalquivir
River which passes through the city of Tarija received water contaminated in
various ways but public opinion on such matters seemed rarely expressed in the
media. One environmental activist with whom we have maintained contact now has
a television programme and will shortly be publishing a magazine dedicated to
environmental issues. The existence of such opportunities for environmental debate
indicates at least some degree of awareness that such issues are relevant to con-
temporary life in urban as well as rural areas.

14.8 Conclusions

There is limited evidence that changes in the natural environment, soil loss or
erosion in the altiplano and adjacent valleys in the western part of Tarija, are more
rapid than in the recent past, or that vegetation is more sparse. Flexibility in the use
of different areas in rural communities for livestock and crops facilitates accom-
modation to preferences for cattle over other ruminants. Farmers are used to change
and, to a certain extent, can modify their use of different areas of land to ensure that
livestock survive and some crops can still be harvested. The research conducted in
three very different parts of western Tarija Department over more than a decade
offers an insight into how rural people have managed their environmental resources
in such a way as to permit the maintenance of a satisfactory quality of life for
households, despite both cultural and environmental changes.

In the valleys not far from the city of Tarija, in spite of dramatic evidence of
extensive erosion in certain areas, we concluded that degradation is probably less
than a century ago. The areas of active erosion seemed to be much less than was
reported 20 years ago. Livestock remain important for rural households and the
flexible use of nearby hills and of adjacent high mountainsides allows satisfactory
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rearing of cattle and sheep. Data on livestock holdings over a number of decades
suggest that overall livestock numbers have decreased but that cattle have become
more numerous.

On the altiplano to the west of the Tarija valleys livestock are important but they
graze a variety of micro-ecological locations according to the season. A range of
complementary activities such as weaving, using wool from their own sheep,
collecting livestock manure for sale to farmers in the valleys as well as the sale of
fuel wood allow people to get by. Particularly importance is attached also to the
proximity of Argentina where seasonal earnings can help households overcome
shortages caused by weather extremes.

In the Río San Juan valley, to the west of the altiplano, farmers have even better
access to Argentina for occasional work when necessary but also their agricultural
produce from land in the well-watered valley fields can readily be traded at regional
fairs and purposive visits to Tarija or even Tupiza on the border with Argentina.
Relatively few livestock use the higher hillsides and this allows some households to
make seasonal use of such areas.

We have suggested, on the basis of many discussions with rural people in the
areas of Tarija where we have worked over two decades, that rural people are
conscious of noteworthy changes in weather patterns. However, as we have indi-
cated, it is expected that farming needs to take account of irregular patterns of
weather as well as animal disease and fluctuating prices of farm produce. The
existence of areas where some degree of communal access to grazing is possible
allows flexibility on use of grazing resources.

Particular extreme weather events such as floods, droughts and unusual seasonal
weather are widely commented upon, perhaps as popular awareness of climate
change increases. Clearly visible evidence of change such as the remarkable
decrease in snow accumulation on Mount Chacaltaya in La Paz, where once tourists
were taken to watch skiing, is an indication of different weather patterns. In Tarija,
occasional extensive flooding affecting major highways is treated in the media as
evidence of climate change and there is now widespread coverage in the Bolivian
news media of such events throughout the country. This results in a relatively
widespread awareness of climate change and studies in different parts of highland
Bolivia demonstrate some degree of recognition of this in rural communities.

Many changes in land use are the result of the ways households manage their
lives rather than the deterioration of environmental resources. For example, greater
mobility and the widespread use of modern communication technology improve the
awareness of prices paid for some rural products in urban markets.

In respect of a local political response to environmental issues, the history of
action is notable that was started in 1930 and was partly instrumental in the
foundation of an environmentally aware regional agency in the 1970s. We have
concluded that this had only a limited impact on the environment in the Tarija
valleys. There is no evidence to suggest that recent regional governments have been
adequately informed or politically motivated to take remedial action to help those
suffering from extreme climatic events. National government policies in respect of
environmental protection for those affected by extreme events (storms, droughts
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etc.) seem to have had little effect in Tarija. However, it is remarkable that recent
legislation offering social protection through state pensions and financial support for
parents of schoolchildren, although minimal, is appreciated and may contribute to
some rural households believing that their quality of living is maintained, even if at
a lower level than that of urban people.
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Chapter 15
Media Perceptions and Portrayals
of Pastoralists in Kenya, India and China

Mike Shanahan

Abstract Resilient food systems require policies that let people use their own
adaptive capacity. Pastoralists use mobility to take advantage of pasture and water
that are patchily distributed in space and time. Pastoralism can therefore strengthen
food security, livelihoods and economic prosperity. However, policy makers,
donors and the public rarely acknowledge these benefits. This is partly because
development and media narratives paint pastoralism as something bad that must
change. This paper explores how the media portrays pastoralism in Kenya, China
and India. In Kenya, pastoralists feature mostly in ‘bad news’ stories of conflict and
drought. They appear vulnerable and lacking in agency. Stories rarely mention the
benefits that pastoralists bring. In China, the media presented pastoralists as the
cause of environmental degradation and as (generally happy) beneficiaries of
government investment and settlement projects. In India, newspapers portrayed
pastoralists with more pity, as vulnerable people whose livelihoods were at risk.
Overall coverage of pastoralism in India was rare, however. Journalists surveyed
there said pastoralists are “invisible” to editors. In each country, important topics
such as climate change, the economic value of pastoralism and the links between
mobility and resilience, were under-reported. Most articles about pastoralists failed
to quote these people. Improved media coverage of pastoralism is part of the
institutional capacity that is needed to support resilient food systems. Improved
eco-literacy among journalists and editors can help strengthen the resilience of
vulnerable communities and national food systems alike, and will become more
important as climate change takes hold.
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15.1 Introduction

Mobile pastoralism—in which herders move livestock across landscapes so they
can exploit resources such as pasture and water that are patchy in space and time—
is an ancient livelihood that contributes to food security, plays a vital role in the
ecology of drylands, and provides pastoralists with flexible strategies for dealing
with uncertainties, such as a variable climate. But development narratives have
tended to disagree. Development narratives are strategic simplifications that help in
the face of situations whose complexity can paralyse policy making (Roe 1991).
They generate consensus around major policies and make political action possible.
But they can also be problematic. As simplifications, narratives are fundamentally
different from scientific theories. While scientific facts are falsifiable, narratives are
not. They escape the checks and balances of science—such as publication of evi-
dence, peer review and replication. Narratives need the support of scientific
authority but at the same time they need to avoid the complexity and conditional
nature of scientific knowledge and this is why they exist. Narratives can be fairly
relevant representations of the situation they are designed to address. But like
wide-angle camera lenses that capture a huge range of variety, the scenarios they
produce are increasingly distorted at the edges. One area of public policy where
narratives have been contentious is in relation to pastoralism and other forms of
food production in the world’s drylands. The nature of such narratives—and
whether they can be modified or improved—will only grow in importance with
climate change. This is not only because climate models predict more extreme and
more variable climatic patterns, but also because knee-jerk policy responses to the
threats posed by climate change can create new problems for food production in the
drylands, such as investments in large-scale irrigated agriculture that are not well
suited to a more variable climate.

Krätli and Enson (2013) have reviewed current and recent public policy narra-
tives on the drylands, promoted by various global institutions. Their review pro-
vided the basis for discussion among researchers working in Kenya, China and
India who met in September 2012 at a workshop in Kenya (Shanahan 2012).
Participants at the workshop agreed that dominant policy narratives cast pastoralism
as a backward, wasteful and irrational livelihood that takes place in fragile,
degraded and unproductive ecosystems and creates a catalogue of problems for
non-pastoralists. The narratives frame pastoralism as something that should be
replaced, because it is uneconomic, archaic and ungovernable. They frame pas-
toralists as lazy, poor and at times criminal and dangerous. And they portray the
mobility that makes pastoralism possible as problematic, random, unproductive and
a cause of conflict and disease. There is more nuance to these narratives at a
national and subnational level. In China, for instance, the dominant policy narrative
frames nomadic herding as a livelihood that damages grasslands, and says that
when herders settle in towns they will have a better, more economically productive
life.
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Pastoralists themselves might of course disagree. And a growing body of recent
research shows that the dominant narratives are far from accurate, that mobility is
an asset (see de Jode 2009) and that pastoralism is an economic powerhouse. In the
Horn of Africa alone, the informal livestock trade is estimated to be worth more
than US$1 billion each year (Catley et al. 2012). A modified narrative could show
that pastoralism has inbuilt adaptability and can harness environmental variability
in a positive way—something that will be critical as our climate changes. It could
enable pastoralism to meet its potential to increase equity, environmental sustain-
ability and economic output in the drylands. As part of a larger project that aims to
identify ways to influence policy narratives around pastoralism (Hesse 2013), I
examined the role of the media in reinforcing dominant narratives and asked how
journalistic coverage of the sector could improve. To assess media perspectives on
pastoralism I analysed media reports from Kenya, China and India—and asked
dozens of journalists in those countries to complete an online survey.

15.2 Media Content Analysis

The project aimed to understand how journalists portray pastoralists and pastoral-
ism, who speaks for and about pastoralists in the media, and in what contexts the
media reports on pastoralism. I used the LexisNexis newspaper database
(LexisNexis 2006) and the websites of individual newspapers to find articles that
mentioned any of the following terms: pastoralist, pastoralists, pastoralism, herding,
herder, herders. For China, I searched the China Daily and People’s Daily websites.
For India, I searched the Times of India, The Hindu and Hindustan Times websites.
I scored each article for the presence or absence of 106 content types (e.g. “Article
refers to meat or milk”; “Article refers to drought”; “Article quotes government
official”). For this, I used a binary coding system that I based on the one used by
Billett (2010) in his study of Indian newspaper coverage of climate change. I had
already tested the coding system on a sample of articles from The Guardian
(UK) newspaper and refined it accordingly before using it in this study.

Readers should note that the study covered only English language media. In the
case of India, this meant missing vernacular language press in pastoral regions in
favour of articles in the national media. In the case of China, this meant that the
study largely focused on articles in state-owned media that are aimed at
English-speaking (i.e. foreign and urban elite) audiences. I analysed 100 media
articles from Kenya, 50 from China and 20 from India (Tables 15.1 and 15.2).
These numbers reflect the relative abundance of stories about pastoralism in the
media sources searched in each country. Tables 15.3, 15.4, 15.5, 15.6, 15.7, 15.8
and 15.9 present some of the main trends and inter-country differences in media
coverage that our content analysis revealed. This showed how the media in each
country portrayed pastoralism in a very different way, and that in each case, the
portrayal was close to that of the dominant policy narratives.
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15.2.1 What’s the Story in Kenya?

In Kenya, pastoralists tend to star only in bad-news stories—93 % of those analysed
here referred to conflict or drought. Otherwise, the media tends to ignore pas-
toralists. This sentence, from a 2006 article in The Nation, encapsulates the overall
narrative: “Banditry, robberies, infiltration of small arms, poaching in the region’s
game reserves and national parks and frequent outbreak of livestock diseases are
now being attributed to the uncontrolled movement of pastoralists and their ani-
mals.” While 51 % of stories that mention conflict presented pastoralists as a cause
of problems, only 5.7 % suggested that pastoralists might be the victims of the
actions (or inactions) of others (e.g. farmers or government policies). While 28 % of
articles reported efforts to evict or move pastoralists, in only one-fifth of them did
the journalist describe where the pastoralists might go—and in every case it was
back to where they had come from, back to the problems they left behind. An
astonishing 22 % of all articles referred to pastoralists as “invaders” or as having
“invaded” land. Pastoralists clearly have an image problem in the Kenyan media.
Stories of pastoralists achieving, contributing or leading are extremely rare. For
example:

Isiolo North MP Dr Mohamed Kuti yesterday called on the security agents to mobilize all
its resources in its disposal to ensure that the raiders were arrested and prosecuted for the
offence. He regretted that pastoralists have continued to embrace outfashioned culture of
cattle rustling and banditry and reminded that cattle raids are a thing of the past and that
they must grow and change with the changing world. (Salesa 2011)
Mr Warfa urged pastoralists to discard retrogressive cultural practices like cattle raids.
(Kipsang 2012)
“It’s very hard to convince uneducated person to stop cattle rustling. To them, it is like a
hobby. They participate in the raid to achieve respect and dignity in their communities,”
explains Mr Joseph Lekolua, a local politician. (Letiwa 2008).

Table 15.2 Sources of media articles from each country

Kenya China India

The Nation 65 People’s Daily 21 The Times of India 7

Nairobi Star 15 Xinhua News
Agency

12 The Hindu 6

The East African
Standard

13 China Daily 11 DNA (Daily
News + Analysis)

2

The Star 3 Global Times 5 The Indian Express 2

The East African 2 Shanghai Daily 1 Indo-Asian News
Service

1

East African Business
Week

1 Press Trust of India 1

Business Daily 1 Tehelka 1

Hindustan Times 1

Total 100 50 20
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Half of all stories depicted pastoralists as poor and vulnerable. For Kenyan
newspaper readers, this persistent narrative must seem depressingly familiar. And
while it illustrates a failure of government to tackle the causes of conflict, it also
reveals a failure of journalism to explore why this is the case. Kenyan media stories

Table 15.3 The most common themes in each country, by percentage of articles in which they
appear

Kenya Percentage (%)

Conflict/disputes over resources 70

Drought (in general) 51

Specific drought 47

Violence (or threat of violence) 43

Portrays pastoralists as vulnerable/needing help 43

Quotes pastoralist 41

Conflict between pastoralists and non-pastoralists 38

Portrays pastoralists as source of problems 37

Describes pastoralists as trespassing/encroaching 35

Dead livestock linked to climatic extreme (drought) 35

China

Government acting to help pastoralists 86

Quotes government official 82

Refers to resettlement/sedentarization 52

Refers to land/soil degradation or to desertification 44

Implies pastoralism contributes to degradation 36

Refers to grassland restoration/conservation 36

Quotes pastoralist 36

Describes government investment in grassland areas 32

Puts currency value on government investment 30

Describes houses built for pastoralists to live in 30

India

Portrays pastoralists as victims of external problems 60

Quotes Indian civil society organization 50

Refers to pastoralist rights or empowerment 45

Describes threats to the survival of livestock breeds 35

Refers to the mobility of pastoralists 35

Refers to scientific assistance to pastoralists
(e.g. veterinary/improved grass or livestock)

30

Pastoralists portrayed as vulnerable/needing help 30

Quotes Indian scientists 30

Portrays pastoralism as having been marginalized
by government

25

Refers to dwindling pasture 25

Quotes pastoralist 25
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Table 15.4 Comparison
among countries by
percentage of articles
including each theme

Kenya China India

Conflict 70 4 2

Climatic extremes 51 20 5

Climate change 3 8 10

Overgrazing/degradation 16 36 0

Pastoralists cause problems 37 12 5

Pastoralists are victims of
problems

23 10 60

Food security 1 4 10

Pastoralist rights 2 6 45

Table 15.5 Sources quoted
(percentage of articles)

Kenya China India

Government/officials 70 82 15

Pastoralists 41 36 25

Scientists 7 26 30

National NGO/CSO staff 13 2 50

International NGO/CSO 9 0 10

Private sector 4 0 0

UN agency 5 0 15

Table 15.6 Percentage of
articles with special reference
to women and children in
pastoralist communities (%)

Kenya China India

Women 6 0 15

Children 16 8 5

Table 15.7 Different
portrayals of mobility (% of
articles)

Content type Kenya China India

Refers to mobility of
pastoralists

67 12 35

States that problems arose or are
anticipated after movement of
pastoralists

47 0 5

Includes statement that
explicitly supports (or calls for
support to) mobility as a way
pastoralists can overcome
resource scarcity

6 0 0

Table 15.8 Percentage of
articles that mention climate
change

Content type Kenya China India

Refers to extreme climatic event
(drought or flood)

51 20 5

Refers to climate change 3 8 15
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make virtually no mention at all of specific government policies and only a small
proportion report on initiatives that could improve the lives of pastoralists, reduce
conflict and promote sustainable development.

15.2.2 What’s the Story in China?

In China, by contrast, pastoralists tend to feature in ‘good news’ stories in the
English language publications. The media narrative is made up largely of stories
about herders who have settled in towns and are largely happy with the change.
These stories highlight government investments in housing and infrastructure to
improve the wellbeing of poor communities. They often quote pastoralists who tell
how they have gained materially since abandoning their nomadic lifestyle.

“Practices have shown that settlement of local herders helps develop animal husbandry in a
large scale and promote cultural, technological and educational undertakings in the pastoral
areas,” Qi Jingfa said. The way of settling down is also the best option for herders in need
to become better off or become affluent, he noted. (Xinhua News Agency 1998)

“I have never dreamed of living in such a nice place. The water and electricity are so
convenient. I even can watch television,” Nyima, a 70-year-old herder in Yushu prefecture
of northwest China’s Qinghai province, said Thursday. (Xinhua News Agency 2012a)

In his cosy, furnished home, Dorjie recalled the nomadic lifestyle he lived just two years
ago. At that time, he lived with his family in a shabby adobe structure on the pasture about
9 km away from his new home. “Raising 100 sheep and 30 heads of cattle, I earned only
half of what I do now,” Dorjie said. (Xinhua News Agency 2012b)

Although some articles describe support for pastoralism, they don’t explain
much about why nomads move in the first place. Many (36 %) articles blamed
pastoralists for degrading grasslands.

Over the years, nearly 1 million herders across the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau have settled or
relocated to prevent the ecological degradation of the grassland. (Xinhua News Agency
2012c)

Decades of global warming combined with over-grazing have degraded 90 percent of the
grassland, forcing the government to push forward a series of environmental protection
measures, including a massive human migration to preserve the region’s delicate ecological
balance. (Zou 2010)

Long-term overgrazing has caused severe degradation of the grassland and a marked
decline in its herd-carrying capacity. (Wei 2011)

Table 15.9 Percentage of articles that mention aspects of food security

Content type Kenya China India

Mentions meat/milk 17 14 15

Refers to ways pastoralism contributes to food security beyond
pastoralists

1 4 10
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15.2.3 What’s the Story in India?

In India, the media narrative is quite different. It tends to present the pastoralist
communities as victims (60 % of articles) who have lost access to grazing land
because of the growth of industrial agriculture, the dominance of more powerful
social groups, and limits to grazing in forested land, among others. Examples
include a 2007 story in The Hindu, which stated that:

The changing pattern of land use, rapid expansion of the irrigation area and privatisation of
tenancy in the rain-fed areas are some of the factors responsible for erosion of livelihood
security of pastoral people, whose way of life has come under threat from the mainstream
development paradigm. Experts called upon the policy planners to recognize the potential
of pastoralists to contribute to the growth process and look beyond the “rigid development
model” which they said was only promoting the sedentary life. (Anon 2007).

…and a 2010 article in Tehelka, a weekly political magazine, which included this
quotation from a herder:

“In Mehsana district our grazing lands were encroached by upper castes. When we migrate,
we are forced to live in cremation grounds outside village boundaries. Schools do not want
to enrol our children. They think if we move, it will reflect in their school’s dropout rates,”
says Hirabhai Bharwad, a Bharwad community leader. (Yadav 2010).

The concept of pastoralist rights appears often in the Indian articles (45 % of
those analysed), as in this Indian Express story about the pastoral Gujjar people in
Jammu and Kashmir, which included this quotation from Dr Javaid Rahi, Secretary
of the Tribal Foundation:

We have already written to the Prime Minister to intervene into the matter as forest rights
were available to Gujjars even before independence. In erstwhile Dogra rule, Gujjars were
enjoying forest rights, which were later snatched from them through legislations after the
establishment of forest department in 1950s, (Anon 2010).

A relatively common theme in the Indian coverage, featuring in 35 % of articles,
was about threats to local breeds of livestock and efforts to conserve genetic
diversity. An example is an article published in 2012 in The Hindu, which included
the following paragraph:

Globalisation has led to a situation where the traditional role of pastoralists as custodians of
animal genetic resources is on the wane. These indigenous breeds, which were maintained
after a meticulous process of selection and breeding, could withstand local environment
conditions. They are disease-resistant and culturally and religiously are part of our social
imagination as property resource. The traditional herdsmen followed this process over
centuries but they are all fading into memory, says Mr. Vivekanandan. (Karthikeyan 2012)

Indian articles were more likely (compared to Kenya and China) to describe how
pastoralism can be a source of resilience to environmental change, and said more
than those from the other countries about the value of pastoralism—to both the
environment and the economy. As Sudha Passi wrote in a story for the Press Trust
of India:
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Pastoralists or herders have traditionally never owned land, but have utilized forest
resources judiciously and have significantly contributed to economy, ecology and pre-
serving biodiversity. (Passi 2004).

But such framing was still relatively rare overall (see below).

15.2.4 Missing Voices

The voices of pastoralists feature in less than half of the articles about them (41 %
of articles in Kenya, 36 % in China and 25 % in India; Table 15.3). If pastoralists as
a whole are missing, the perspectives of pastoralist women and children are even
more so (Table 15.6). Government representatives dominate the articles in China
(quoted in 82 % of articles) and Kenya (71 %), but in India only 15 % of the articles
included a quotation from an official. There, civil society organizations had the
biggest say (quoted in half of the stories, compared to 21 % in Kenya and just 2 %
in China). Scientists had a quote in few Kenyan stories (7 %) compared to China
(26 %) and India (30 %). While there is no ideal mix of voices in a story, there are
marked differences between each country and this will influence the overall nar-
rative that emerges from media coverage.

15.2.5 Missing Money

In both Kenya and India, the reports made rare mention of what government
investment in pastoralist communities could mean. By contrast, one-third of the
Chinese articles mentioned investment and in 94 % of these, there was a hard
currency value attached. Very few articles in any of the three countries referred to
the economic importance of pastoralism (4 % in Kenya, 12 % in China and 15 % in
India).

15.2.6 Missing Mobility

Mobility is the key that pastoralists use to unlock the scattered riches of arid lands.
The landscape may appear barren, extreme and risky to city-based journalists but
the pastoralists have the knowledge and skills to take advantage of the land’s
variability and diversity. Stories that presented mobility in a positive light were rare.
Just 6 % of Kenyan stories included a statement that explicitly supported mobility
as a way pastoralists can access resources that vary in space in time. None of the
articles in either China or India did. This is despite mobility itself being a common
theme in the articles (Table 15.7). Indeed, in Kenya, nearly half of all the stories
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linked mobility to problems. This contributes to a false narrative, one that is blind to
the true nature of the lands the pastoralists move across, and to the knowledge they
draw upon to take advantage of resources that are distributed there in an unpre-
dictable way.

15.2.7 Missing Climate Change

The media also fail to cover climate change in the context of pastoralism and the
extreme climatic conditions that pastoralists face, and which their mobility can help
overcome. In Kenya, although 51 % of stories mentioned drought, only 3 %
referred to climate change. The topic got slightly more coverage in China (8 %) and
India (15 %) (Table 15.8). When the media did mention climate change, it was to
highlight the vulnerability of pastoralists, as in this example.

The pastoralists are running out of ideas. They have exhausted every known coping
mechanism. […] The current situation gives urgency to the question of whether nomadic
pastoralism is viable in an overpopulated environment and with worsening climate change.
(The East African 2009).

15.2.8 Missing Meat and Milk

Very few articles mentioned how pastoralism contributes to food security outside of
pastoralist communities (Kenya: 1 %; China 4 %; India: 10 %, see Table 15.9).

15.3 Surveys of Journalists

To complement the content analysis, I invited several hundred of the International
Institute for Environment and Development’s media contacts in Kenya, India and
China to complete a short survey. The questions asked what journalists think and
know about pastoralists and pastoralism, and about how the media covers this
subject.

In Kenya, 42 out of 250 invited journalists responded (response rate 17 %). They
work for media outlets that include print (e.g. The Nation, The East African, The
Standard, The Star), broadcast (Baraka FM radio, Kenya Broadcasting Corporation,
BBC World Service) and both domestic and international news agencies (Kenya
News Agency and China’s Xinhua news agency). Three of the journalists who
responded were themselves from pastoralist communities (including Turkana and
Borana) and two more had married pastoralists. These journalists had a combined
477 years of experience of journalism (average 11.4).
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In India, 61 out of 207 invited journalists responded (response rate 29 %). Their
media outlets include print (e.g. The Economic Times, Times of India, The Hindu,
Hindustan Times, India Today, Deccan Chronicle), broadcast (UTV Bloomberg,
ABP Majha) and both domestic and international news agencies (Press Trust of
India, Inter Press Service). These journalists had a combined 790 years of experi-
ence of journalism (average 12.9).

In China, 16 out of 130 invited journalists responded (response rate 12 %). Their
media outlets include print (e.g. South China Morning Post, NewsChina Magazine,
Environmental Protection magazine, Private Economy News, China Daily,
Southern Weekly), broadcast (China Central Television) and both domestic and
international websites (Caixin Online, chinadialogue.net, SciDev.Net). These
journalists had a combined 173 years of experience of journalism (average 10.8).

Figures 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3 show word-clouds created from what the journalists
wrote when asked which five words or phrases they associated with nomadic
herders or herding in general. In each figure, the most commonly mentioned words
appear largest. The commonest words described environmental and social dangers
in Kenya, poverty in India and a somewhat more romantic vision of nature in
China.

In the online survey, journalists were given an opportunity to say anything they
would like to about media coverage of pastoralism. In India, 33 (67 %) of the 49
journalists who answered this question chose to say that the media has “neglected”,
“ignored”, “forgotten” or otherwise under-reported the issues that affect pastoralist
communities. They explained that this was because urban media consumers (and
editors) are not interested in rural affairs. “They do not get the attention they
deserve,” said one journalist. “The media highlights only negative news like
nomads selling girl children”. Another commented: “rather little coverage and
mostly as ‘the other’ or ‘the untrustworthy’”.

Fig. 15.1 Words Kenyan journalists associate with pastoralists; commonly mentioned words
appear largest.
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Likewise in China, 55 % of the journalists who answered this question said that
the media should report more on pastoralism. One noted that they could hardly
recall a single Chinese media article on the subject. Another commented that “This
is not a quite hot topic in media coverage in China. However, sporadic reports on
climate change or nature reserves have indicated that desertification invades many
parts of the grassland regions—including in Qinghai Tibetan Plateau and the Inner
Mongolia regions—which affected the lives of herders in those regions.”

Journalists in Kenya confirmed the way their media outlets connect pastoralism
with conflict and woe. “The media only gives special attention to pastoralists or
pastoralism when there is a crisis, like a major drought or famine where large
numbers of people and animals have died,” commented one. Another said:
“Pastoralism is generally ignored. It only makes headlines when there is cattle
rustling and scores of people are killed.” Journalists pointed to neglect as a critical

Fig. 15.2 Words Indian journalists associate with pastoralists; commonly mentioned words
appear largest.

Fig. 15.3 Words Chinese journalists associate with pastoralists; commonly mentioned words
appear largest.
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factor. “Pastoralism is misunderstood. Government and media have neglected
pastoralist communities over the years,” said one, while another stated: “The media
has neglected pastoralism since its takes place in far flung areas of northern Kenya
which the government has neglected for years.”

Another Kenyan journalist put it bluntly: “Pastoralism is seen as a less glam-
orous beat. Very few journalists cover it.”

When asked more specific questions, the journalists in all three countries
revealed knowledge and opinions (Tables 15.10 and 15.11) that seem to contradict
the dominant narrative presented in the national media.

Most (91 %) Kenyan journalists acknowledged, for instance, the importance of
pastoralism to the national economy, with more than half of them stating that this is
major. This is surprising given that this theme was invisible in the stories analysed.
Only 4 % the Kenyan articles mentioned it, and not one published a figure such as a
shilling, dollar or GDP value. Other things the journalists said suggest that there is

Table 15.10 Percentage of journalists in online survey who agreed with each statement

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Don’t
know

Agree
somewhat

Agree
strongly

Pastoralists are to
blame for conflict
over resources
such as land and
water

Kenya 41.5 22.0 0.0 24.4 12.2

China 20.0 40.0 6.7 26.7 6.7

India 54.1 24.6 4.9 6.6 9.8

Pastoralists are
poor, vulnerable
and need help

Kenya 12.5 30.0 0.0 17.5 40.0

China 0.0 6.7 20.0 46.7 26.7

India 6.6 4.9 1.6 34.4 52.5

Pastoralism is
backward and not
suited to the
modern world

Kenya 57.1 21.4 0.0 11.9 9.5

China 40.0 40.0 0.0 20.0 0.0

India 39.3 39.3 4.9 11.5 4.9

The government
has neglected
pastoralists

Kenya 10.3 15.4 0.0 23.1 51.3

China 7.1 35.7 21.4 35.7 0.0

India 4.9 8.2 4.9 37.7 44.3

Pastoralists need
to settle and farm
land instead of
herding livestock

Kenya 46.3 22.0 2.4 22.0 7.3

China 14.3 57.1 14.3 14.3 0.0

India 16.7 16.7 8.3 35.0 23.3

Pastoralism helps
to maintain a
healthy
environment

Kenya 19.5 31.7 4.9 31.7 12.2

China 7.1 21.4 14.3 42.9 14.3

India 6.7 6.7 26.7 43.3 16.7

Pastoralists cause
environmental
harm, e.g.
overgrazing, land
degradation,
threats to species

Kenya 15.0 22.5 7.5 42.5 12.5

China 28.6 42.9 7.1 14.3 7.1

India 41.7 31.7 5.0 16.7 5.0
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an opportunity for a new narrative to emerge in the Kenyan media, one that does
not ignore the social, economic and environmental benefits pastoralists provide:

• “There’s a lot that the media can do to better the lives of the pastoral com-
munities and integrating them in the modern economy without losing the
essence of pastoral lives.”

• “Pastoralism has a chance to become a key growth sector for Kenya’s economy
if supported by media and policy makers alike.”

• “Pastoralists, if well harnessed, can play a bigger role in Kenya.”
• “Livestock can contribute in a big way to the economy if properly nurtured.

Kenyan media are not giving adequate coverage.”

In China, most journalists (71.5 %) felt that herding did not cause damage to the
environment, and more than two-thirds (67.8 %) even felt that herding had a
positive effect on the environment. Among these journalists 71.4 % disagreed that
herders need to settle instead of herding livestock, and 42.8 felt that the government
had neglected herders. As one journalist commented: “Their lives are strongly
impacted by the policy to make them settle down for reason of keeping stability,
[and this] damages already-vulnerable ecology (herders could no longer graze in
areas rich in grass).” Another said “In my heart, I know nomadic herders are good
for the environment.” These views contrast the dominant narrative in the
English-language stories analysed here.

The answers from Indian journalists diverged from the media narrative most in
the cases of a minority of respondents who expressed doubts about the value of a
nomadic lifestyle.

Table 15.11 Percentage of journalists in online survey who agreed with each statement

Kenya China India

Pastoralism is highly vulnerable to climate change 81.0 64.3 44.1

Pastoralism is somewhat vulnerable to climate change 9.5 14.3 28.8

Pastoralism is no more or less vulnerable to climate change than
other sectors

4.8 14.3 18.6

Pastoralism is somewhat resilient to climate change 4.8 7.1 3.4

Pastoralism is highly resilient to climate change 0.0 0.0 5.1

Pastoralism creates a major barrier to food security 4.8 0.0 3.4

Pastoralism creates a partial barrier to food security 4.8 7.1 10.2

Pastoralism has no overall effect on food security 7.1 57.1 39.0

Pastoralism makes a partial contribution to food security 45.2 35.7 35.6

Pastoralism makes a major contribution to food security 38.1 0.0 11.9

Pastoralism is a major burden to the economy 2.4 0.0 5.1

Pastoralism is a minor burden to the economy 0.0 21.4 1.7

Pastoralism is neither a burden nor a contributor to the economy 7.1 50.0 33.9

Pastoralism is a minor contributor to the economy 38.1 28.6 40.7

Pastoralism is a major contributor to the economy 52.4 0.0 20.3
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• “Media often looks at them as a public nuisance. The idea that people have to
migrate because of poverty is not something that often gets attention. On pas-
toralism itself, I think most people who are nomads here are not doing it by
choice.”

• “Media give no attention to these people because they are lesser and don’t
contribute to society.”

• “They need to be made part of a respectable living system.”
• “Pastoralism cannot go on forever. It’s simply too archaic to make economic

sense.”

Such strong viewpoints were absent in the Indian articles analysed, which in
general portrayed pastoralists in a more sympathetic light.

The survey also asked journalists to identify their main sources of information
about nomadic pastoralists and their lifestyle. In each country, the media was the
most frequent answer and few journalists counted researchers among their sources
(Table 15.12).

15.4 Toward New Narratives

A modified policy narrative around pastoralism might show how governments can
make sensible decisions in the face of climate change and population growth by
investing in pastoralism and, critically, in pastoralists on their own terms. The
analysis of media articles presented here suggests that a modified media narrative
would have a role to play, while the comments from surveyed journalists suggest
that great potential for change exists. But there is still much work to be done.

In 1999, Saverio Krätli and Jeremy Swift wrote a report on pastoralism in Kenya
in which they said:

Table 15.12 Where
journalists get their
information on pastoralism
(%)

Kenya India China

Media 47.5 36.8 69.2

Pastoralists 35 29.8 53.8

NGOs 20 7.0 15.4

Internet 15 14.0 7.7

Government 17.5 7.0 0

Journals 10 7.0 0

Researchers 7.5 1.8 0

Books 2.5 1.8 0

UN reports 2.5 0 0

Policy brief 2.5 0 0

Aid agencies 2.5 0 0
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“The way pastoral conflict is reported [by the media…]—as a relatively unimportant,
backward, tribal activity—is part of the problem. There is a need to improve press reporting
[…]. This should include working with the editors of major newspapers in order to promote
better coverage and more accurate and up-to date reporting about the logic of pastoral
system. Positive images […] must be circulated to combat the widespread view that pas-
toralism is backward and must change into sedentary, more agriculture-based, activities.
Journalists who understand about pastoral districts must be identified and supported.”
(Krätli and Swift 1999).

A decade and a half later these recommendations still apply, not only in Kenya,
but also in India and China. In each country, the media present pastoralism through
a very narrow lens, one that is likely to create barriers to sustainable development.
Opportunities to reframe pastoralism abound. In Kenya, for instance, an alternative
narrative could show how the new constitution could work best for the drylands and
their communities. In India, an alternative narrative could show how herding is part
of the wider dryland agriculture system that can increase food security in the
context of climate change. In China, an alternative narrative can relate how support
for pastoralism can increase food security and better manage rangelands for eco-
nomic benefits.

This analysis highlights what is missing. It points to areas that journalists and
editors can pursue in creating a more balanced, more nuance and more accurate
narrative around pastoralism. That will involve reporting on the economics of
pastoralism, as well as on the other values of pastoralism that are harder to price. It
will involve a better understanding of mobility and markets, of resilience and
vulnerability. It will require journalists and researchers to communicate better
together and it will require the media to give more voice to the pastoralists them-
selves. Donors and development agencies can act to encourage more accurate,
relevant and useful media coverage of pastoralism by supporting training pro-
grammes, opportunities for journalists to travel to areas where pastoralists live, and
initiatives that bring together journalists, pastoralists, dryland researchers and
policymakers. Ultimately, though, it is editors not reporters who decide how a
media outlet will cover an issue. Any effort to improve the media narratives around
pastoralism will need to engage these gatekeepers as well as the journalists with
stories to tell. If media narratives fail to improve, pastoralists and their advocates
will need to take advantage of new media tools and other communication tactics to
bypass these intermediaries and speak more directly with policymakers, fellow
citizens and other audiences.
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Chapter 16
Much More than Simply “Desertification”:
Understanding Agricultural Sustainability
and Change in the Mediterranean

Mark Mulligan, Sophia Burke and Andrew Ogilvie

Abstract In the socio-economic and climatic complexity of a Mediterranean
environment, desertification involves many processes and is much more
spatio-temporally sophisticated than is often suggested by both the policy and
academic communities. Here we examine the spatial variability of the
Mediterranean environment and its agriculture—a supposed key driver of deserti-
fication in the region. We examine trends in agricultural production and climate in
the region and the differences between north and south. We review the recent
history of Mediterranean desertification research and its changing policy context. In
particular, we examine the evidence for Mediterranean desertification, and what we
now understand of it, with the hindsight of three decades of research and having
‘come out of the other side’ of decadal drought events that prompted large-scale
concern over the desertification of Mediterranean Europe in the 1990 s. We focus
particularly on the spatial heterogeneity of the Mediterranean and the implications
of this heterogeneity for understanding perceived desertification in the region, and
explore implications for land use and management policy-making, indicating the
need for a much more locally nuanced approach.
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16.1 Introduction

Desertification is an umbrella term that is used to represent a range of biophysical
and socio-economic processes that may combine to reduce the biological potential
of the land in arid and semi-arid agricultural areas. In contrast, at the edges of true
deserts, desertization can be a simple process of desert encroachment by migrating
dunes. In the socio-economic and climatic complexity of a Mediterranean envi-
ronment, desertification involves many more processes than desertization and is
much more spatio-temporally sophisticated than is often suggested by both the
policy and academic communities. Here we examine the Mediterranean environ-
ment and its agriculture—a supposed key driver desertification in the region—and
look into the recent history of Mediterranean desertification research. In particular,
we examine the evidence for Mediterranean desertification, and what we now
understand of it, with the hindsight of three decades of research and, moreover
having ‘come out of the other side’ of decadal drought events that prompted
large-scale concern over the desertification of Mediterranean Europe in the 1990s.
We focus particularly on the spatial heterogeneity of the Mediterranean and the
implications of this heterogeneity for understanding perceived desertification in the
region in the 1990s and now, having access to much more detailed spatial data.

16.2 The European Mediterranean: Environments
and Agriculture

The Mediterranean is characterized by a semi-arid to sub-humid climate that is
highly seasonal for both solar radiation (and thus temperature) and for cloud gen-
eration (and thus rainfall). The long, hot and dry summer ‘drought’ followed by
heavy October rainfall provides both a constraint to vegetation production and
conditions of low cover and intense rainfall which favour soil erosion and degra-
dation. Degradation is variously attributed to overgrazing, poor soil management,
poor drainage on irrigated land, and the over-abstraction of woodland for fuel wood.

Over the long-term the Mediterranean climate has combined with the region’s
geology to create rugged, highly dissected landscapes with sparse vegetation and
poor, stony soils. Traditional agriculture is well adapted to this environment
through sparse cropping of hardy species (Almond, Prunus dulcis; Olive, Olea
europea; Fig, Ficus carica) combined with careful management of water through:
runoff capture; mulching of soils; terracing and occasional irrigation. However,
recent trends include larger fields, mechanized ploughing, significant soil move-
ments (Ramos and Mulligan 2005; van Wesemael et al. 2005), and intensively
irrigated crops including greenhouse vegetables, rice, wheat and citrus. These may
not be so well adjusted to both the seasonal water shortages and inter-annual and
longer-term climate variability that characterize the region. Agricultural change in
the Mediterranean is driven by: complex changes in population distribution
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(especially urbanization); demography and socio-economic change (including the
development of the service sector and of tourism); changes to transportation costs;
subsidies and markets in Europe and beyond; and technological change.

We examine the countries of the northern (largely European) Mediterranean with
a coastline on the Mediterranean sea. The Mediterranean countries have strong
latitudinal precipitation (P) and temperature (T) gradients. Precipitation decreases
from north to south and from west to east and temperature increases along the same
gradients. There are, however, significant montane and coastal effects with
mountain and coastal areas generally being cooler and wetter.

Rainfed agriculture dominates the northern and western Mediterranean countries
(Fig. 16.1) and is intensive in northern France and Spain. If >50 % cover signifies
‘intensive’ then some 16.6 % of the study area can be considered intensive rainfed
cropping. Irrigated cropland (Fig. 16.2), on the other hand, is concentrated in a few
areas (NE Italy, and parts of Spain, France and Greece) at high intensity but is
common over small areas throughout the region. Irrigation is a significant drain on
groundwater resources in some of the drier regions and is estimated to use some
16 % of groundwater production in the Mediterranean (Siebert et al. 2010). If
>50 % cover signifies intensive then some 2.1 % of the study area can be con-
sidered intensive irrigated cropping.

Figure 16.3 shows grazing is much more extensive than intensive in the
Mediterranean and occurs throughout the Northern and Eastern Mediterranean,

Fig. 16.1 Rainfed crops in Mediterranean countries according to GlobCover continuous fields
(Mulligan 2009a).

Fig. 16.2 Percentage of land irrigated. Source Siebert et al. (2007).
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especially in mountains, coastal areas and river margins. If >200 head per square
km signifies intensive then some 4.9 % of the study area can be considered
intensive grazing land.

The greatest cereals producers in the EU and southern Mediterranean countries
in 2007 (an average year for the decade) according to EUROSTAT were France
(59.4 million tonnes), Germany (40.6 million tonnes) and Poland (27.1 million
tonnes). These are followed by Spain (23.8 million tonnes), UK (19.4 million
tonnes) and Italy (18.8 million tonnes). Non-EU southern Mediterranean countries,
on the other hand, have lower cereal production, most countries producing 5 million
tonnes of cereal annually or less, with the exception of Egypt which produced as
much as 15.3 million tonnes of cereal in 2007 (Petit 2007). Though statistics for the
southern Mediterranean countries are not as comprehensive, productivity remains
lower than for the EU. Fruit and vegetable production is also very variable across
the Mediterranean, with Spain, Italy and Egypt having the highest production in the
last decade according to EUROSTAT. The European Union is by far the largest
producer of olives, producing about 75–80 % of the world’s supply (Muller 2004).
Greece, Spain and Italy are the top olive producers; followed by Portugal, Algeria,
Egypt, Argentina, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia and the USA.
Production of olives has greatly benefited from EU subsidies. Italy, Spain, and
France are the top grape and wine producers in the world, followed by the USA and
China. Of the top twelve global producers, the EU producers (Italy, Spain, France
and Germany) account for about 67 % of wine production (Patterson and Josling
2005, using FAOSTAT data).

Population is distributed throughout the north and east Mediterranean land-
masses with some significant urbanizations also present in those areas (Fig. 16.4).
In the southern Mediterranean there are large areas with very low or no populations,
people being highly concentrated in the coastal fringe and the major river valleys.
This reflects the distribution of climatic and agricultural suitability and also
determines the demand for water and the human pressure (directly and through
agriculture) on the environment.

The northern Mediterranean is highly urbanized (Fig. 16.5) with these urban-
izations being dense (in population terms), extensive and highly concentrated
around coasts (e.g. Spain, Italy) and major rivers (e.g. Egypt).

Fig. 16.3 Total grazers (headcount/km2). Source Wint and Robinson (2007).
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Figures 16.1, 16.2 and 16.3 indicate that the Mediterranean landscape is both
extensively and intensively agriculturalized, whilst Fig. 16.6 shows dry matter
productivity for the Mediterranean. This measure is for all plant systems, not only for
crops and shows strong gradients with the highest observed values in the northern
areas (of Italy, Sardinia, northern Spain, Greece) and a strong decline towards the
southern areas (especially of Spain, Turkey). Towards the South and East, water
becomes limiting because of the gradient of decreasing precipitation in this direction.

Overall, the north and west Mediterranean is productive and extensively used for
dryland or irrigated agriculture or grazing. Despite this intensive, extensive and
productive agricultural situation, the Mediterranean has long been considered an

Fig. 16.4 Population (persons/km2). Source Landscan (2007).

Fig. 16.5 Urban areas. Source CIESIN (2004).

Fig. 16.6 Dry matter productivity (Dg/ha/day) for the Mediterranean. Source Mulligan (2009b).
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area under threat of desertification and land degradation driven by unsustainable
exploitation of water resources, abandonment and subsequent degradation of
managed farmland and significant changes to farming practices over the last dec-
ades (Brandt and Thornes 1996; Puigdefábregas and Mendizabal 1998; Geeson
et al. 2003; Briassoulis 2004; Rubio and Recatalá 2006; Safriel 2009).

16.3 Recent Drivers for “Mediterranean Desertification”

Here we review some of the reasons that Mediterranean desertification has received
a great deal of scientific, political and media attention over the last three decades.
Some of the reasons are biophysical whilst others are socio-economic in origin.
These drivers include agricultural land use change, change to grazing lands,
changes in agricultural policy, climate variability and change and, finally, changes
to human exposure to land degradation.

16.3.1 Agricultural Land Use Change in the Mediterranean

Agricultural production in the Mediterranean has significantly increased over the
past fifty years. Since 1961, production increased 3-fold for cereals, 2.5-fold for
vegetables and 5-fold for citrus fruits and these crops account for over 85 % of the
total agricultural production in the Mediterranean (Plan Bleu 2009). The growth
rate in agricultural production has started to fall in recent years in all Mediterranean
countries with the exception of Egypt, which showed remarkable increases in the
period 1961–1983 and still grew (but at a much slower growth rate) in the period
1984–2007 (Plan Bleu 2009). This has affected trade balances and Mediterranean
countries are becoming increasingly dependent on foreign food imports.
Nevertheless, southern Europe exports much of its produce.

Although rain-fed agriculture predominates in the Mediterranean, it is on irri-
gated land that the greatest productivity and productivity gains have been achieved
in recent decades (Montgomery 2009), as is also the case outside the Mediterranean
(Siebert and Döll 2010). The total irrigated area in the Mediterranean countries
doubled in the previous 40 years to exceed 26 million hectares in 2005, possibly
representing over 20 % of the land under cultivation (Plan Bleu 2009). The area
under arable and permanent cropping has not increased alongside annual agricul-
tural production, indicating a trend for intensification rather than extensification,
again replicating the global trend. In fact, since 1961, arable land per capita in both
the north and south of the Mediterranean has halved (Plan Bleu 2009) as land that is
suitable for cultivation is lost to urbanization and abandonment every year, largely
because of migration to coastal urban areas but also in response to EU set-aside
policy.
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16.3.2 Recent Changes to Grazing Lands

In the European Mediterranean—there has been a major shift in land use from
livestock that grazed on extensive rangelands to intensively farmed cereals and
intensive grazing systems. This is partly driven by markets and regional agricultural
policies, in particular subsidies designed to increase biodiversity but also as a more
sustainable method of management (Roeder et al. 2008). Taking animals to graze is
a hard and time-demanding job (Ruiz et al. 2001) with low economic rewards
compared with many others. Intensification necessitates the utilization of supple-
mentary feedstuffs, either on-farm (cultivated pastures and crops) or most fre-
quently off-farm through concentrates and forages (Riedel 2007).

In the Southern Mediterranean, cultivation has encroached onto rangelands,
driven by population growth and national policies, often resulting in land degra-
dation (Safriel 2009). In the south and the east (from Morocco to Turkey), despite
rural to urban migration, the agricultural population increased by 10 million (16 %)
within 40 years, reaching 71 million in 2000 (Thivet 2007). This can be contrasted
with the Northern Mediterranean where, from Spain to Greece, the agricultural
population decreased from 46 million to 12 million over the same period (Thivet
2007).

16.3.3 Recent Changes in Agricultural Policy

Much of the rise in productivity in the EU has been encouraged by the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP), which was set up initially with the treaty of Rome
(1957) to control food production across Europe and latterly focuses on environ-
mental concerns. Through the provision of incentives and a number of accompa-
nying policies, the CAP is a key driver of agricultural change in the EU. The impact
of the CAP on Mediterranean land use has been well-documented (Shucksmith
et al. 2005; van Meijl et al. 2006; Verburg et al. 2008; Serra et al. 2008). The effect
of the CAP also needs to be seen alongside other drivers, such as the substantial
level of national funding for agriculture, the fluctuations on world markets for food
products and the negotiations taking place within the World Trade Organization
(Gay et al. 2005). In particular the CAP has provided support (via intervention
buying and storage) for a few Mediterranean products such as olive oil, tobacco and
cotton, although this no longer takes place. Increased interest in energy efficiency
and climate change is increasingly raising questions about the relevance of current
CAP objectives (Cooper and Arblaster 2007). The likely continued future
enlargement of the Union will also necessitate significant change to future CAP
policy. The Mediterranean will also be affected by the establishment of a
Mediterranean Free Trade Zone (MFTZ), which will encompass 12 non-EU nations
of the Mediterranean region as well as the entire European Union. This was
expected to be completed by now but has been delayed by: foreseen negative social
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and environmental consequences; the Sarkozy initiative to set up a Union for the
countries that border the Mediterranean sea; and questions as to the relationship
between this and the EU-GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) free trade initiative.

16.3.4 Recent Climate Variability, the Prolonged 1990s
Drought and Climate Change Scenarios

The climate of the Mediterranean region is characterized by hot, dry summers and
cool, wet winters (Conacher and Conacher 1998) with December, January and
February precipitation (DJF) a major contributor to the annual total. It is a region of
significant climate variability, both spatially and temporally. This climate variability
is due to the Mediterranean’s location in a transitional zone between the competing
“marine west coast climate” and the “subtropical desert climate” (Lionello et al.
2006). The Mediterranean climate is exposed to the South Asian Monsoon in
summer and the Siberian high pressure system in winter. Variability is expressed as
changes in annual total rainfall (both inter-annually and on decadal time scales) and
changes in rainfall seasonality and the frequency and magnitude of extreme rainfall
events and seasonal drought episodes. Rainfall records since 1900 indicate strong
multi-decadal variations in regional precipitation (meteorological drought) coupled
with a long term trend in the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) suggestive of
increased land surface aridity associated with observed long term temperature
increase since the 1960s (Mariotti 2010). DJF precipitation in the Mediterranean
showed a striking decrease during the 1960–1990s which may result from circu-
lation changes in the North Atlantic climate Oscillation (NAO). This meteorological
drought has been realized as hydrological drought with river discharge for major
Mediterranean rivers such as the Ebro, Jucar and Arno showing a considerable
decline over the 20th Century. Current rainfall trends in the region continue the
clear downward trend during the second half of the 20th Century (de Luis et al.
2009; García-Ruiz et al. 2011) but much less dramatically than during the 1990s.
This drying is experienced in the form of more frequent and intense drought,
especially in the winter with 10 of the 12 driest winters since 1902 occurring from
1992–2012 (Hoerling et al. 2012).

Future climate change scenarios for the Mediterranean are also complex.
Generally, a change in circulation patterns is expected for the Mediterranean region
as a result of increases in sea level pressure, a northward shift of the Atlantic storm
track and a deflection of storms north of the Mediterranean into higher latitude areas
(Giorgi and Lionello 2008). These changes in circulation are expected to lead to a
general reduction in precipitation for the Mediterranean regions and an increase for
the northern European regions. Changes in variability of precipitation and tem-
perature are also expected. Schar et al. (2004) concluded that as a result of an
increase in inter-annual variability of temperature along with mean long-term
warming, the Mediterranean region might experience a much more frequent
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occurrence of extremely high temperature events and heat waves. As a region with
already marginal climate for some types of agriculture, the Mediterranean is
expected to be affected significantly by climate change.

Giorgi (2006) analysed IPCC SRES AR4 simulations to calculate a climate
change index based on precipitation and temperature means and variation. The
Mediterranean was amongst a small number of climate change ‘‘hot-spots’’ glob-
ally. Weib et al. (2007) considered socio-economic and climate changes as indi-
cated by the IPCC SRES A2 and B2 scenario forcing the ECHAM4 GCM. Under
this scenario a current 100-year drought would likely occur 10 times more fre-
quently in the Northern Mediterranean while in North Africa, a current 100-year
drought will occur less frequently. There is thus the expectation of significant
negative effects of climate change in the Mediterranean. According to Giorgi and
Lionello (2008), climate change scenarios from general circulation models (GCMs)
indicate a “pronounced decrease in precipitation, especially in the warm season,
except for the northern Mediterranean areas (e.g. the Alps) in winter”. These
effects are projected to lead to a progressive decline in streamflow (García-Ruiz
et al. 2011).

Using the more recent Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
data, Peleg et al. (2014) compared current climate with projected mid-21st century
climate based on Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 scenarios using four of the available CMIP5 models. The models projected
a decreasing frequency of rainfall in the region with a 10–22 % reduction in wet
events. Also using CMIP data, Diffenbaugh and Giorgi (2012) indicate the
Mediterranean as one of a few hotspot areas for prominent climate change using a
multi-variable metric including rainfall and temperature.

However, a large source of uncertainty in projections for the Mediterranean
region derives from unrealistic modelling of the climate influence of the
Mediterranean Sea (Somot et al. 2008; Lionello et al. 2008). Furthermore, partic-
ularly for regional models, uncertainties in future land use and land cover change
adds considerably to uncertainty in climate projections. Uncertainties in climate
simulations with RCMs for Europe were addressed in the PRUDENCE project
(http://prudence.dmi.dk/) which found that, particularly for temperature, uncertainty
in boundary forcing plays a greater role than the RCM used (Déqué et al. 2007). In
addition to these climate changes, the future of the Mediterranean environment will
also be determined by changes in population, technology, agriculture and thus land
use and cover.

16.3.5 Changing Exposure: Population Growth
and Economic Development

Spatial projections for population and GDP are publicly available in map form only
for the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) B2 scenario (Fig. 16.7).
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Under SRES B2, population increases by 2025 are expected to be greatest in the
south and east of basin, concentrated in coastal areas. De-population is expected to
occur in parts of the north Mediterranean (especially Spain, Italy and Greece).

16.3.6 The Water Resources Situation

In addition to the observed low productivity in some areas of the Mediterranean
(and expectation that this will reduce further with land degradation and climate
change), water resources are also a key constraint on productivity and sustainable
land management in this environment. We have calculated water balance as rainfall
(Hijmans et al. 2005) minus actual evapotranspiration (Mu et al. 2011) on a 1 km
resolution basis with negative local water balances (representing areas where
evapotranspiration is supported by lateral surface or subsurface inflows) set to zero.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 16.8a. Dark areas have plenty of
water, whereas those in lighter shades show progressively lower water balance. The
most water stressed areas are in the southern Mediterranean, in the eastern
Mediterranean and in coastal northern Mediterranean. Water stress can lead to
over-cultivation and to the negative effects of irrigation in drylands. Note that this
water balance does not include inflows of water from rivers nor unsustainable use of
fossil water but focuses on the locally produced renewable water resources (the
water balance) since this will be critical for sustainable agricultural production.
Some 8 % of the area has a local water balance of zero, indicating all local rainfall
consumed by local evapotranspiration. Figure 16.8b shows the same data averaged
over watersheds, indicating clearly the more water stressed catchments. Only 0.3 %
of basin area experiences basin closure (all rainfall evaporated within the basin) on
an annual basis under current conditions. Though a positive water balance will lead
to the generation of runoff and thus river flow, this analysis does not explicitly
account for available water in rivers and groundwater that is used to supplement the
local water balance at the pixel scale in some regions, though these are determined
entirely by water balance at the basin scale.

Fig. 16.7 Population projection for 2025 (persons/km2, SRES B2). Source CIESIN (2002).
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We carry out an analysis of evapotranspiration though the different types of
vegetation cover in the region (Table 16.1), calculated using WaterWorld1 and
based on the actual evapotranspiration (AET) dataset of Mu et al. (2011), the
irrigated cropland dataset of Siebert et al. (2007) and the cropland and pasture
dataset of Ramankutty (2008). Results indicate that, some 0.41 % of actual evap-
otranspiration in the region occurs through irrigated croplands, 26.8 % through all
croplands, 16.1 % through pastures and 56.1 % through natural vegetation, with the

Fig. 16.8 a Water balance (rainfall-ET) (mm/yr). b Water balance (rainfall-ET) (mm/yr) by
catchment.

Table 16.1 Evapotranspiration by different land covers and as a percentage of rainfall as
calculated by WaterWorld

All vegetation Irrigated
croplands

Croplands Pastures Natural
vegetation

Actual evapotranspiration (percent
of total)

0.41 26.8 16.1 56.1

Actual evapotranspiration
(percentage of rainfall)

0.2 15.3 9.2 31.9

1WaterWorld is a modelling platform containing a range of global databases and the capacity to
run detailed algorithms at scales from local through to continental. It is available free for
non-commercial use from www.policysupport.org.
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remainder over bare soil and water bodies. The majority of AET thus occurs
through natural vegetation, though croplands also evaporate a significant volume. In
total AET consumes 56 % of rainfall in the region, some 32 % of which is evap-
orated through natural vegetation though only 15 % is evaporated through crop-
lands and 0.2 % through irrigated croplands. The remaining 44 % is available to fill
surface stores and generate runoff. On this basis irrigation consumes relatively little
of the available rainfall, most of which evaporates through natural vegetation. The
pressure points on water are thus highly localized to low rainfall and high AET
areas, including those under intensive irrigation and pressure is not extensive
throughout the region. The French and Italian Alps in particular will experience
very different conditions that lower elevation areas with warmer, drier climates.

The demand for water storage (in reservoirs) during the dry season in the
Mediterranean is evidenced by the distribution of dammed watersheds in the
Mediterranean (Fig. 16.9), with the exception of certain dams in central France
whose primary output is hydropower. The black areas indicate those watersheds
that outflow at a dam according to the global census of Mulligan et al. (2011). Some
45 % of the European Mediterranean area, 41 % of its rainfall according to
WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) and 33 % of its water balance (according to
WorldClim rainfall minus Mu et al. (2011) AET) drains into a dam. This represents
a very significant human appropriation of the hydrological fluxes of this region,
supporting irrigation, industrial and domestic use.

As well as the annual total, the seasonality of rainfall and evaporation is a key
component of water stress in the Mediterranean. Figure 16.10 shows the Walsh and
Lawler (1981) seasonality index calculated using WorldClim monthly rainfall
(mean 1950–2000) and indicates that seasonality is greatest in the SW of the Iberian
peninsula, in southern Italy, Greece and Turkey. Some 8.2 % of the area is con-
sidered seasonal and some 0.7 % is markedly seasonal using this metric. In these
areas a high winter rainfall elevates the annual total but the summer rainfall is a key
limit to crop growth.

Fig. 16.9 Watersheds of dams (Mulligan et al. 2011).
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16.4 The Scientific Response to Perceived Mediterranean
Desertification

Concern over desertification in the European Mediterranean has led to the funding
of a range of field and modelling based assessments in the region. The field pro-
grammes aimed to understand the processes operating and assess desertification at
various sites whereas the modelling projects aimed to provide a detailed analysis of
causes and consequences in a spatially explicit manner, at the landscape scale. We
will focus here on the modelling projects since they operate at more policy relevant
scales than the field programmes, though they are—of course—informed by data
and knowledge from the field. A series of models have been developed at scales
from the hillslope to the continent. The MEDALUS I project developed and applied
models for soil erosion at the hillslope scale (Thornes et al. 1996), MEDALUS II
combined these soil erosion models with models for vegetation growth and
development as well as soil hydrology and MEDALUS III culminated in the
development of the MEDRUSH model for forecasting hydrology, soil erosion and
sediment yield in catchments of up to 2000 km2 in a spatially explicit fashion using
the GRASS GIS (Kirkby et al. 2002). The MODMED project (1995–1999,
Mazzoleni and Legg 1998) built predictive models for understanding natural veg-
etation dynamics and their response to changes in grazing and burning pressure
resulting from developments in agricultural policy. The MODULUS project (1998–
1999) led by the Research Institute for Knowledge Systems (RIKS) took models

Fig. 16.10 The Walsh and Lawler (1981) seasonality index for the Mediterranean.
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and datasets developed in a range of previous EC projects (in particular EFEDA
1988–1991 (Bolle 1995), MEDALUS and MODMED 1995–1999) and combined
them in an integrated model for climate, hydrology, plant growth and vegetation
development, soil erosion and socio-economic processes as an operational decision
support system (DSS) aimed at regional policy-makers and applied in the Marina
Baixa, SE Spain and the Argolid of Greece (Oxley et al. 2004). The hydrology, crop
growth, climate and erosion models were based on the PATTERN model (Mulligan
1996, 1998) which was developed alongside the EFEDA project.

MODULUS was a technical experiment in that it took existing models that had
been developed in previous projects, left them in their native code and wrapped
them with a software ‘layer’ to permit their integration as a single model capable of
running simulations for scenarios of land use and climate change and provided
results as graphics and maps. The project showed that models developed for sci-
entific purposes could be integrated together to tackle policy-relevant questions and
then supported by a sophisticated but user-friendly interface and thus approach the
requirements for policy application. MedAction (2001–2004) further developed the
MODULUS DSS into a Policy Support System (PSS) capable of advising policy.
This required the engagement of end users at the start of the project, the definition
of clear policy goals with them and the re-engineering of models from the bottom
up for careful integration into an integrated model. The PSS was applied to land use
and water management issues in the Guadalentin basin (SE, Spain) (van Delden
et al. 2007). In the DESURVEY project (2005–2010), the MedAction PSS was
further developed for application across Europe and North Africa as the
DESURVEY surveillance system. It was enhanced through the incorporation of
multi-scale modelling with a simpler model, based on PESERA (Kirkby et al. 2003)
being applied for application at the pan-European scale (1 km resolution) and a
more complex and data demanding model based on PATTERN (Mulligan 1998)—
as implemented in MedAction—used for application for local scale analyses (at 1
hectare resolution). New process descriptions, policy options and datasets necessary
for application to North Africa were also developed alongside much more extensive
training and application throughout Europe.

Throughout this period of model building, the models have become more and
more sophisticated both in terms of the processes represented, the degree of feed-
back between processes, the degree of integration and inclusion of biophysical and
socio-economic processes, and the degree of spatial detail and spatial heterogeneity
incorporated. This evolution reflects our improved understanding of the complex-
ities of processes that are grouped together under the umbrella of desertification.
Later projects built upon these efforts to interface and adapt models for use in
advising policy—driven by increasing pressure from the EC to connect its science
with its policy agendas, though there is little evidence that such tools are used in
supporting policy at the EC.
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16.5 Revisiting Mediterranean “Desertification”

With 20 years of hindsight we now revisit the science on Mediterranean deserti-
fication with a view to understanding better the current thinking around this issue.

16.5.1 Where Actually Desertified?

According to the literature, land degradation is said to affect 80 % of the arid and
dry areas of the Mediterranean, especially pasturelands and rain-fed croplands, but
even irrigated land is considered under threat (Thivet 2007). Degradation is vari-
ously attributed to overgrazing, poor soil management, poor drainage on irrigated
land, and the over-abstraction of woodland for fuel wood. This has been linked to
population migration in the past, for example the Thessaly Plain was grazed for
centuries by transhumance flocks and herds but after significant immigration in the
early 1920s these areas were converted for wheat cultivation (Kosmas et al. 1999).
For sure groundwater resources in the region have declined significantly, largely
reflecting increasing agricultural abstraction (Iglesias et al. 2007).

Yet, agricultural production has continued to increase in the European
Mediterranean (Leetmaa et al. 2004; Montgomery 2009) at the same time that much
land has been returned to nature. Moreover, the rainfall-use-efficiency corrected
negative NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index) analysis of Bai et al.
(2008) indicate negative trends in vegetation cover (possibly reflecting degradation)
over only 1 % of the study region, largely in the intensive agricultural areas of SW
Spain, NE Italy and Montenegro—which are likely the result of major land use
changes rather than actual land degradation. Coastal parts of North Africa and of the
eastern Mediterranean are also considered to be degrading (García-Ruiz et al.
2011). Therefore developments so far in agricultural practices and technology seem
to be keeping pace with any degradation so that ‘desertification’ appears not to be
having large-scale societal impacts in the region. Increasingly fewer families
depend on agricultural livelihoods, especially in the EU; agriculture is generally
larger scale and more ‘commercialized’; and much of the population lives and
works in an urban setting. The land degradation picture is thus more heterogenerous
and complex than the large scale ‘desertification’ of the region that was anticipated
in the 1990s.

16.5.2 What Did We Really Mean by Mediterranean
“Desertification”?

Desertification is a term used to cover a ‘multitude of evils’ and can fairly well
incorporate any socio-economic or biophysically-driven problem in a dryland
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context from the multiple impacts of climate change, through land degradation,
through application of over-intensive methods to overgrazing, water resource stress
and other issues associated with poor management of common pool resources. So
what did (do) we really mean by Mediterranean desertification? We can identify
three different lenses that have been used.

16.5.2.1 The Land Degradation Lens (Pressure-Response)

In the land degradation phase, desertification is considered to be the response of the
landscape to the application of pressure (drought, overcropping, overgrazing,
over-extraction of groundwater). As the pressure increases, the environment reacts
to create a problem (agricultural drought, soil exhaustion and erosion, grazing-land
degradation, salinization of groundwater), see for example Catalinas and Cantón
2012). The system is seen as a pressure response system and the kinds of
pressure-response tools (models) used suggested continued progressive degradation
into the future (see Mulligan 2009a, b, c). Each element of the system is considered
independently as an independent pressure response system and research is usually
focused on one set of processes e.g. soil erosion, ignoring the links between dif-
ferent pressure-response systems. The focus is on land degradation as the outcome
(to be avoided) rather than as we might see it today: as a driver itself that will act to
reduce economic and agricultural pressure in a negative feedback cycle (where
alternatives to agricultural livelihoods exist).

16.5.2.2 The Sustainability Lens (Pressure-Response-Feedback)

With this approach the focus is on understanding the limits of environmental
systems and the likely impacts once these limits are reached. This approach
examines desertification in a more integrated manner looking into a range of pro-
cesses and systems and focusing on the changes to socio-economic systems that
would be required to achieve sustainability. The focus is thus on sustainability as
the outcome (to be achieved), see Laraus (2004), Perry (2006) and Turner et al.
(2007).

16.5.2.3 The Ecosystem Services (ES) Phase (Tipping Points
and Complexity)

With this approach the focus is on maintaining the ES that are critical to local
populations. This involves understanding how and where ES are delivered, the role
of natural environments and of agriculture in delivery, and who benefits from them.
The science concentrates on highlighting the pressures on ecosystems that are likely
to result in degradation of the ecosystem functions that provide these ES and seeks
to maintain these pressures at levels below those tipping points that would lead to
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significant impact on humanity. Maintenance of ecosystem service provision whilst
maintaining and increasing agricultural production is the outcome sought (see for
example Schröter et al. 2005; Benayas et al. 2007; Bugalho et al. 2011; Willaarts
et al. 2012).

16.6 The Importance of Policy, Place, Space
and Variability in Assessing and Managing
Desertification

As Figs. 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 16.4, 16.5, 16.6, 16.7, 16.8, 16.9 and 16.10 highlight, the
European Mediterranean shows significant spatial variability in the biophysical and
socio-economic factors that might influence land degradation. This variability
combines with the policy context to determine the impact of policies on desertifi-
cation. Farming policy in Mediterranean Europe is dominated by the CAP. Current
trends in the CAP could lead to further abandonment of production in zones of high
nature conservation value (Caraveli 2000) and this may lead to reduced land
degradation (Ruecker et al. 1998) or increased land degradation especially on steep
slopes (e.g. Koulouri and Giourga 2007) in the areas abandoned. Mediterranean
water policy is largely focused on drought management. According to Iglesias et al.
(2007) water management in the region works best when carried out at the basin
scale and when institutional responsibilities are clear but they argue that all
countries in the region show weak inter-institutional cooperation and gaps the roles
of the state, the region and the river basin authorities. This situation impairs the
implementation of legislation. The European Water Framework Directive
(2000/60/EC) does attempt to develop legislation and institutions for water man-
agement and planning at the basin level. However, key issues in implementation of
the WFD include the difficulties of transboundary cooperation (across regions as
well as countries) and lack of provision for water quality management during
drought conditions (Iglesias et al. 2007). Indeed monitoring, early warning and
management of drought, including the provision of contingency sources needs
much further development throughout the Mediterranean region. Legislation around
the management of groundwater pumping for irrigation also requires a much more
adaptive and locally nuanced approach that takes better account of varying climatic
and hydro-geological conditions over time and space.

According to WDPA (2013) some 18 % of the area studied here is at least
nominally protected with 0.06 % of this with RAMSAR designation as wetlands of
international importance. Protected areas cover 13.75 % of the rainfall of the region
calculated with WorldClim data (Hijmans et al. 2005) and 17.25 % of the water
bodies calculated with SRTM SWBD (lakes, rivers, USGS 2006) data. To the
extent that protected area designation is effective at reducing pressure on the
ground, these represent an important mechanism to manage land degradation.
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South of the Mediterranean Sea, a large divide exists between national deserti-
fication policy objectives and their local implementation, notably as a result of
institutional complexity and inadequacies. Institutions suffer from weak resources
and capacities, as well as the legal pluralism generated by the overlap of traditional,
state and project-led institutions which can undermine the effective regulation of
practices (Briassoulis 2004). Though the success of these policies hinge largely on
changing end user practices, consultation of these stakeholders in the design and
implementation of policies remains low, leading to weak participation and concern
for desertification issues. Degradation of resources (overgrazing, over-abstraction
etc.) often ensues with officials and traditional authorities turning a blind eye to
support smallholder’s agricultural practices in the absence of alternative livelihoods
(Le Goulven et al. 2009).

Past policies also suffered from ministries addressing complex
socio-environmental problems from an isolated, single perspective, leading to
unexpected results such as reducing aquifer recharge as a result of local irrigation
efficiency improvements (Molle 2009). Concepts such as green, blue and virtual
water accounting (Allan 1998) or payment for ecosystem services have started to
filter into policies (Besbes et al. 2010) and further holistic methods are required for
researchers and stakeholders to understand the mutual interactions between
hydrological and agricultural processes as well as wider socio-economic influences
(subsidies, land tenure, water pricing, etc.) on land degradation. Data scarcity (both
absolute and as a result of deficient data sharing) on the spatial and temporal gravity
of desertification also currently impedes the targeting of resources towards local,
site specific strategies.

16.7 Conclusions: If the Problem Is Complex, the Solution
Is Complex

Change in agricultural policy is often not tested for long-term sustainability in the
face of soil degradation and long-term climate variability and this has the potential
to lead to severe degradation that may render short term economic gains as long
term losses. To be of real benefit, land use strategies and incentives for the
Mediterranean must be sustainable and profitable in the long term and land man-
agement options must also be effective for the long-term. The impacts of both land
use and land management strategies must also be understood for the range of
socio-economic and biophysical conditions that exist in the region of influence of
the proposed policy, since response will not be uniform across variable landscapes
and those applying policy should not assume it will. The legislative and institutional
framework must recognize this need for spatio-temporal sophistication to build
robust and sustainable agriculture.
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Policies that need to be tested in this way include:

(a) investment or incentivization of particular crop choices or land management
techniques including irrigation, terracing, contour ploughing, ploughing and
slope reforming,

(b) infrastructural investments such as dams, water transfers, desalinization
facilities,

(c) conservation and protection schemes such as designation of protected areas,
deforestation, buffer strips, check dams.

All of these have complex interactions with biophysical processes and thus
stores and fluxes of water, sediment, soil and plant productivity and on human
behaviour such as crop choice and land management.

It is clear that the desertification narrative of the 1990s was not representative of
the spatial complexity and subtlety of land degradation processes in the
Mediterranean (see Geeson et al. 2003; Mulligan et al. 2004) and the spatial
heterogeneity that is clear in Figs. 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 16.4, 16.5, 16.6, 16.7, 16.8, 16.9
and 16.10 here. The significant declines in rainfall throughout the region in this
decade provoked concerns about large-scale desertification that then never mate-
rialized. Even under current intensive agriculture, much of the rainfall in the region
still evaporates through natural vegetation rather than agriculture and there is little
evidence (for example in agricultural or economic output) of large scale degradation
in the region. In fact the abandonment of agricultural land is generally reducing soil
and water degradation (Ruecker et al. 1998), except in areas of very steep slopes
where terraces are now breaking down (Koulouri and Giourga 2007) but will
revegetate and recover in time. Over spatially and temporally explicit landscapes
the kinds of large scale desertification mapping efforts of the 1990s (e.g. UNEP
1997) do not capture this spatial heterogeneity at all. An effective way to manage
such complexities and test policies in silico before they are applied in vivo is
through the application of data and process-based, spatially detailed modelling of
the type used here but also to ensure that such modelling is accessible in a
policy-support context (cf. Mulligan 2009a, b, c) and is well supported by extensive
field and remote sensing datasets.
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Chapter 17
Land Degradation in Central Asia:
Evidence, Perception and Policy

Sarah Robinson

Abstract The introduction of communism into Central Asia brought agricultural
transformation on a massive scale. Irrigation projects, expansion of livestock
numbers and ploughing of the northern steppe modified vegetation and soils.
Despite initial censorship, in the late Soviet period resources available for the study
of land degradation processes were substantial and large scale mapping projects
defined uniform criteria for degradation type and severity. Scientists found that
degradation of vegetation cover from grazing was widespread, although produc-
tivity losses were slight in many areas. Tighter regulation led to stabilization of
forest cover. Perhaps the most acute form of degradation was soil salinization, and
the related Aral Sea disaster. Independence brought economic crisis: privatization
turned salaried workers into subsistence farmers, dependant on local resources for
survival. The early years were characterized by ploughing of marginal land in the
mountains; abandonment of steppe fields for want of machinery; collapse in live-
stock inventories; and increasing reliance on wood for fuel. These changes led to a
new mixture of degradation and recovery processes. Yet these were poorly docu-
mented, as funding for science collapsed and trained personnel migrated or retired.
Institutes came to depend on environment-focussed development projects, so
incentives to keep degradation on the agenda became strong. Such projects fund
little basic science—so most statistics used to justify them were based on data from
the 1980s or on more recent national data unaccompanied by documentation of
methodology. Some research funding became available through international sci-
entific collaborations, which have improved our understanding of specific processes
such as grazing, soil erosion and deforestation. But much of this research is
case-study based and cannot be scaled up. Studies at the national or regional scale
often involve time-series analysis of remotely sensed vegetation indices. These
have revealed responses to climatic factors, but so far have provided only specu-
lative documentation of anthropogenic degradation processes over large areas.
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This chapter reviews research on land degradation in the former Soviet republics of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The chapter
examines the degradation processes which have been described in the region, and
how both the scientific evidence for these processes and related public policies have
changed since the countries became independent in 1991.

A set of physical characteristics specific to Central Asia largely determines the
types of degradation processes that are important there (Fig. 17.1). Firstly, the
climate is both arid and continental, having extremely cold winters and hot dry
summers. Precipitation averages around 150 mm or less in the Karakum and
Kyzylkum deserts of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan respectively, increasing
northwards to around 400 mm in the steppes of northern Kazakhstan. Desert-like
conditions prevail in the Pamir Mountains of eastern Tajikistan, whilst the Tien
Shan Mountains of Kazakhstan may receive over 800 mm per year, most of it as
snow. The bulk of precipitation falls in winter and early spring, followed by a
virtual absence during the rest of the growing season and for this reason, in the
semi-arid southern areas, irrigated agriculture is dependent on snow and glacier
melt from the mountains. It is this locally abundant and predictable water supply,
combined with very high temperatures in the plains, which favours soil salinization.

Fig. 17.1 Key physical features of the Central Asian Region (shaded relief—ESRI 2014. Notes
names in black italics are mountain ranges, names in grey italics refer to deserts.
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The second important characteristic of the Central Asian climate is its stability.
Inter-annual variation in precipitation is low; for example the coefficient of variation
(CV) varies between 34 and 25 % in desert and semi-desert areas of Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan (Robinson 2000; Gintzburger et al. 2005).1 Due to this stability,
numbers of livestock and wild ungulates have historically been little affected by
catastrophic droughts [with the exception of Turkmenistan (Fedorovich 1973;
Babaev 1996)]. Instead, mass mortality events were caused by severe winters and
extreme snowfall events known as dzhut, occurring approximately every 10–
12 years (Alekseevna 2004; Sludskii 1963). It is possible that such events have
prevented the type of density-dependant feedback effects which might be expected
of herbivore-plant relationships in equilibrium environments (Robinson and
Milner-Gulland 2003).

High levels of aridity mean that crop agriculture is limited mostly to irrigable
areas; thus arable land covers a small percentage of the territory of each republic
(see Table 17.1). The exception is Kazakhstan, where arable land is concentrated in
the wetter north; only 10 % of the cultivated area of the country is irrigated.
Elsewhere, this percentage ranges from 68 % (Tajikistan) to 99 % (Turkmenistan)
(Gintzburger et al. 2005). For the same reason, forest cover is also low (see
Table 17.1), consisting of thin strips of Tugai forest along rivers or in deltas, areas
of Haloxylon spp. and other large desert shrubs, or open walnut or juniper forests.
Only in the wettest areas of the Tien Shan and Altai do closed canopy pine forests
exist (Plate 17.1 shows photos of a number of the ecosystems described here).
Overwhelmingly the region is dominated by vast rangelands, which cover over
60 % of its total area, or 90 % of land classified usable for agricultural purposes.

The introduction of communism by the Russian Bolshevik state began in the
1920s, when Central Asian society was still pre-industrial. The transformations in
land use which were to follow were extraordinary both in rapidity and magnitude.
Three in particular stand out. Firstly, vast areas of northern Kazakhstan were
ploughed up during the ‘Virgin Lands’ campaign of 1954–1960. Secondly, across
the remaining pastoral rangeland regions, livestock numbers rose to historical highs
as supplies of winter feed provided by the state removed the limits to growth
previously imposed by winter conditions, and well construction opened areas of
previously unused desert pastures. Lastly, the area of irrigated land was expanded—
gigantic canal construction projects resulted in the almost total diversion of the
waters of the Pamir and Tien Shan mountains to irrigated agriculture in the Amu
Darya and Syr Darya basins of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

A survey of research from the Soviet period shows how different processes of
land degradation were categorized and measured. The collapse of communism in
the 1990s led to a second rapid transformation of land use patterns and to the partial
loss of the scientific establishment in the region. The question is raised whether

1Note that the CV of primary productivity may be higher than that of rainfall (Ash and Melvor
2005).
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Plate 17.1 Photographs (a) Haloxylon areas, Moiynkum desert, Kazakhstan © Carol Kerven.
(b) Tugai forest, Pamir region of Tajikistan. (c) Coniferous forests in the Tien Shan mountains.
(d) Solonchak, central Kazakhstan. (e) Orto Syrt—abandoned grazing areas in Kyrgyzstan.
(f) Teresken (Ceratoides papposa) collection, Pamirs. (g) The Aral Sea in 1986, 1996 and 2003
(University of Maryland, JAXA). (h) Dust storms from the Aral sea, 2010 (NASA) (note the
Uzbek-Kazakh border which runs through the sea).
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recent research has been able to demonstrate changes in degradation processes
associated with current economic and environmental conditions.

17.1 Land Degradation During the Soviet Period

17.1.1 A Regional Overview: Land Degradation Mapping

A major attempt to describe and quantify Soviet-era land degradation processes is
the 1985 map of Human-Induced Desertification in Arid Regions of the USSR,
which covers Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and southern Kazakhstan and was pro-
duced by researchers at the Institute of Deserts in Turkmenistan (Babaev 1985). The
base year for change detection was 1965 and changes were recorded into the
mid-1980s. The map is described in detail in a number of publications (Kharin et al.
1986; Kharin and Kiril’tseva 1988; Kharin 2002) and is reproduced here in
Plate 17.2.2 The types of land degradation covered by the map were: change in
vegetation state; wind and water erosion, localized loss of vegetation cover caused
by activities such as construction, quarrying and road building (known as
‘technogenic degradation’) and salinization of irrigated lands. Some of the criteria
used to measure these processes are given in Box 1.

Box 1. Criteria for production of the 1985 map of desertification of arid
lands of the USSR
Degradation was classified into five classes: none, weak, moderate, severe,
and very severe. The state of the environment in 1985 was determined by
satellite images, whilst for the 1960s aerial photos, thematic maps and
questionnaires were used (Kharin and Kiril’tseva 1988). Criteria for mea-
surement of degradation are described in Kharin et al. (1986), Kharin (2002)
and Babaev and Kharin (1999).3 Degradation of vegetation cover was mea-
sured by finding actual productivity as a percentage of potential productivity,
and species composition indicators. The categories of severe and very severe
degradation are characterized by low productivity (<60 and <30 % of
potential respectively) and a high proportion of non-palatable species. Areas
in this category are relatively small according to some estimations, concen-
trated mainly around wells and settlements (Kharin et al. 1986). Moderate

2A related Desertification Map of the Drylands of Asia (Kharin et al. 1999) was based on a land
cover classification using NDVI and surface temperature values from the AVHRR instrument.
These values were related to land degradation types using existing desertification maps, which
probably explains why this map bears a strong resemblance to the original 1985 map.
3Various criteria for measurement of vegetation degradation are given in these sources; the
quantitative criteria used here are those listed in Babaev and Kharin (1999) as these seem to be the
ones most likely to have been used for the map under discussion.
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degradation involves the presence of more or less stable associations that
have been productive at 80–90 % of their potential for long periods but
include weed species, whilst weak degradation refers to slight changes in
species composition only. Wind erosion is measured by the presence of
deflation scars and moving sands; and water erosion by the percentage of bare
soil, number of rills and gullies per unit area. ‘Technogenic’ degradation is
measured by the disturbance of vegetation (% of total area). In fact, wind,
water and technogenic degradation can be considered as types of soil erosion
combined with extreme forms of vegetation cover degradation, so separation
of these from the broader vegetation cover category must be somewhat
artificial. Salinization indicators include both cotton yields and chemical
measures of soil and water salinity. In addition to mapping the actual state of
desertification, the authors also produced maps of desertification rate and risk
(Kharin and Kiril’tseva 1988; Babaev and Kharin 1999).

Remote sensing was used to produce the map, but detailed information on sampling,
ground truthing or accuracy assessment could not be found. The definitions of ‘po-
tential’ productivity and methods for separation of human induced degradation pro-
cesses from climatic factors are also undescribed in accompanying publications.

The 1985 map is a frequently cited source of key land degradation statistics in the
arid and semi-arid lands of Central Asia. Some of these are summarized in Babaeva
(1999) and reproduced here in Table 17.1. The ‘headline’ figure from the map is that
60 % of the arid land area of Central Asia was considered to be some stage of
desertification in 1985. All five republics signed the UN Convention to Combat
Desertification (UNCCD) and Table 17.1 also presents figures from the National
Action Plans (NAPs) and related documents submitted to this body. These figures are a
useful starting point for our investigation because they (i) cover the total area of each
national republic; (ii) represent officially endorsed or publically acknowledged figures
on desertification; and (iii) are usually derived from work by the national scientific
community of each republic. Although the NAPs were produced between 2000 and
2005, they are reviewed in this section as many of the statistics they present are based
on Soviet-era research. The plans are of varying quality; the Uzbek and Turkmen
documents present national statistics with references, the Tajik plan presents quanti-
tative results from local studies without references, whilst the others make mostly
general statements with some non-referenced statistics. The next sections discuss some
of the figures presented Table 17.1 together with a review of the Soviet-era scientific
literature, bearing in mind that some of the Russian sources upon which statistics are
based could not be identified or were unobtainable.4

4We focus primarily on processes affecting degradation of vegetation cover and soil salinization.
Wind and water erosion are not treated specifically as these processes act to exacerbate the
ploughing, grazing or cutting activities initiated by people.
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The figures in Table 17.1 suggest that the most widespread type of desertifica-
tion in all republics was the degradation of vegetation cover, defined as a decrease
in vegetation productivity combined with a reduction in proportion of palatable
species. It was considered to be caused primarily by cutting of shrubs for fuel
followed closely by overgrazing (Kharin 2002; Zonn et al. 1981). Related factors
include “technogenic” disturbances, concentrated along the Karakum canal and the
eastern shore of the Caspian sea (Zonn et al. 1981) and conversion of steppe to
cropland in Kazakhstan during the Virgin Lands campaign. This led to a loss of
topsoil and an increase in dust storms [see references in Pryde (1991)]. Large areas
of degraded soils have been recorded in this region and some steppe plant asso-
ciations were virtually eradicated (Rachkovskaya et al. 1999). An additional con-
sequence was the loss of summer pastures for livestock, increasing grazing pressure
elsewhere (Baitulin and Karibaeva 1999). Here we focus in more detail at the
literature on impacts of grazing and wood cutting on vegetation cover in the latter
Soviet period.

17.1.2 Degradation of Grazing Lands

As mentioned, livestock numbers increased enormously during the Soviet period
(for example in Kazakhstan from around 65 million sheep equivalents in 1916 to
over 90 million by 1991). Although previously nomadic tribes were settled and the
amplitude of long latitudinal livestock migrations decreased, some form of seasonal
movements persisted, supported by collective and state farms (Alimaev and Behnke
2008). Vertical transhumance continued in the mountains, and large scale move-
ments of animals were organized between mountains and plains, crossing republic
boundaries in many cases. Despite these migrations, the spatial distribution of
grazing pressure remained variable.

In the deserts and steppes, grazing damage can be related to spatial patterns of
soil type and water availability and was most severe in sandy massifs traditionally
used for winter grazing. Kazakh scientists emphasized serious deflation in the
Moiynkum and Taukum sandy deserts, amongst others (Dzhanpeisov et al. 1990;
Zonov 1974; Zhambakin 1995).5 Clay deserts were less affected, as these repre-
sented transit pastures with few water points. In Kazakhstan, the creation of spe-
cialized sheep-raising state farms (sovkhoz) in the 1960s concentrated large
numbers of animals in pastures which were formerly used briefly during migratory
periods, whilst the best summer pastures in the north were ploughed up. This,
according to Kazakh scientists, was a cause of degradation across a much broader
range of pasture types (Asanov and Alimaev 1990).

5In contrast, Bizhanova (1999) notes that despite intensive use, a relatively small area of sandy
deserts in Kazakhstan could be classified as severely degraded.
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Scientists in Kyrgyzstan were also concerned about degradation of vegetation
cover, again focusing on overgrazing. It has been estimated that small stock
numbers rose from around 1 million head in 1935, to perhaps 10 million in 1987
(Rozanov 1990). The State Institute for Land Management (Giprozem) considered
in that in 1985 about 24 % of all pastures were degraded (Kyrgyz Giprozem in
Asian Development Bank 2007a); figures in the NAP suggest a total of 74 % of
pastures affected; 30 % severely. We shall return to the derivation of these figures in
the next section. Most estimates stress that summer pastures were worst affected
(e.g. Rozanov 1990). There is also anecdotal evidence to suggest that the pastures
were heavily grazed. Accounts of serious pasture damage during the Soviet period
were recorded in interviews with herders by the author of this paper (Robinson et al.
2001) and by respondents in a study by Leichti (2012).

The figures provided by Uzbekistan and Tajikistan to the UNCCD also seem to
indicate high levels of degradation, although the original scientific studies upon
which these are based could not be obtained. Tajik mountains are arid and extre-
mely steep and accordingly the Tajik NAP stresses vegetation degradation com-
bined with serious soil erosion on slopes. Most estimates in the literature
concerning Turkmenistan can be traced back to either the 1985 Map of the Present
State of Desertification in Turkmenistan or the 1993 Map of Anthropogenic Land
Degradation in the Aral Sea Basin, both by the Institute of Deserts. The figures in
the Turkmen National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) in Table 17.1 suggest
that around 75 % of the usable area of the republic is affected by degradation of
vegetation cover, yet there are significant differences between sources both
regarding the total degraded area and the proportion which is severely degraded.6

This illustrates the importance of documentation of both methodology and defini-
tions of severity class. As we have seen in Box 1, certain criteria used to identify
weak or moderately degraded vegetation suggest little reduction in the ability of
ecosystems to support livestock; using production-related definitions, such
ecosystems would not be described as degraded at all.

Many Soviet-era studies aimed to describe the impact of degradation processes
on vegetation, without attempting to map them. Long-term studies comparing
vegetation at varying distance from wells or between protected and grazed areas
were conducted in a number of republics (e.g. Kurochkina and Shabanova 1990;
Nechaeva et al. 1979). Such studies are important as they give us some idea of the
relationships between grazing pressure and resource condition—for example
Nechaeva’s study at two wells in the Central Karakum, demonstrates how edible
biomass of certain desert associations drops by over 50 % between 1 and 5 km from

6According to the source data (Babaev 1996), all usable land in Turkmenistan is degraded in some
way. Of this area, around 75 % are classed as having degraded vegetation cover; but only 10 % are
said to be moderately or highly degraded, having productivity losses over 25 %. Conversely,
another set of figures presented both in Kharin (2002) and elsewhere in the NEAP (which suggest a
comparable total area of degraded vegetation) state that 50 % of this area is moderately or severely
degraded. Lastly, figures derived from the USSR Arid Lands map suggest that 40 % of arid lands
in Turkmenistan have been affected by some form of degradation since the 1960s.
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the water source. A focus on forage quality meant that the studies cited here were
also able to demonstrate the impact of grazing on the protein and energy content of
pastures. Whilst methodologies here are far better documented than those of the
maps, they only apply to small geographical areas.

What of the impact of vegetation degradation on the livestock sector itself? In
Kazakhstan, Asanov and Alimaev (1990) noted that towards the end of the 1980s,
sheep mortality and lambing rates began to be affected. An analysis of Soviet-era
livestock statistics for Kazakhstan (Robinson and Milner-Gulland 2003) found a
significant positive correlation between death rates and livestock inventories and a
negative relationships between animal numbers and both birth rate and live weight.
We cannot say for certain whether these decreases in sheep condition were due to
increasing competition for natural forage, decreasing quality or quantity of winter
food provision, or other reasons. Figures suggest that winter fodder provision kept
pace with growing animal numbers, but the cost of meat production more than
doubled between 1971 and 1987.

17.1.3 Degradation of Forest Cover

Although forests cover a very small proportion of land, they are disproportionally
important to livelihoods as they provide firewood and represent key seasonal
grazing resources. The direction and extent of forest cover degradation during the
Soviet period is difficult to assess. Both Babaev (1996) and Zonn et al. (1981),
suggest that the 1920s were characterized by very high levels of felling in desert
areas, leading to the invasion of moving sands on a large scale in the Bukhara
region and lower Amu Darya basin. In Kyrgyzstan, deforestation was reported to be
massive up to the late 1950s (Asian Development Bank 2007a; Ministry of
Agriculture and Water Resources of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan 2000); Tajikistan’s
forests, which may have covered 25 % of the country at the beginning of the 20th
Century, were decimated for cotton production (Kirchhoff and Fabian 2010). All
these authors describe how protection and afforestation programmes then led to
stabilization and even improvements from the 1950s up to 1990. Most forests came
under protection of the State Forestry Department, which was responsible for
prevention of illegal cutting. At the same time, incentives for cutting wood must
have been considerably reduced as the state provided electricity and cheap coal.

Yet Kharin (2002) recounts that corruption of low paid officials meant that some
illegal cutting continued; many Haloxylon stands under administration of the for-
estry departments continued to be grazed, whilst others were transferred as grazing
areas to departments of agriculture, which presumably afforded even less protection.
A highly critical study by the USSR State Forestry Department (Sukhikh 1991)
suggests that both the area and productivity of juniper, walnut, tugai forests and
coniferous stands decreased across the region due to heavy grazing. Kharin (2002)
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presents national statistics for the last six years of the Soviet Union (1983–1989)
which suggest negative trends in all republics except Kazakhstan, and a region-wide
decrease in forest area of just under 8 % during that period alone. Thus we are left
with an impression of both protection and afforestation measures taken by the Soviet
administration, mixed with continued illegal cutting and heavy grazing pressure. The
overall trends emerging from these conflicting processes appear to be negative, but
detailed studies with well-documented methodologies could not be obtained.

17.1.4 Soil Salinization

Other than the forms of vegetation degradation described above, the second major
type of desertification in Central Asia is soil salinization, both of irrigated agri-
cultural land and of adjacent rangeland, as salty irrigation water is dumped into
poorly drained areas, which develop a system of salt pans or solonchaks (Zonn et al.
1981). During the period from 1965 to 1978 alone, the irrigated area in
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan grew by around 35 % through huge engineering
projects such as the irrigation of the previously arid Golodnaya and Karshai steppes
in Uzbekistan, and the construction of the Karakum canal in Turkmenistan (Zonn
et al. 1981). It also appears that water use increased at a far greater rate than the area
of irrigated land (Kolodin and Rabochev 1999).7

Almost all irrigation in the region was by open furrow and the preferred crop
was cotton, which has high water requirements, yet the level of in-field drainage to
remove excess water was low—only 58 % of irrigated lands in Turkmenistan were
drained at the beginning of the 1990s (O’Hara 1997). These factors, combined with
application of excessive water and seepage from poorly lined irrigation infras-
tructure, led to rising water tables, waterlogging, and accumulation of salt which
rises to the surface through capillary action. Zonn et al. (1981) have estimated that
in the 1980s nearly 60 % of irrigated lands in Uzbekistan were affected by salinity
to varying degrees. A synthesis of the situation in Turkmenistan at the end of the
Soviet Period by O’Hara (1997) gives us some idea of the consequences for
agricultural production: in 1992 around 50 % of irrigated land in that republic was
affected by medium levels of soil salinity (>8 Ece ds/m8). At such levels, yields of
almost all crops (especially fruit and vegetables) are reduced. At high salinity levels
(>16 Ece ds/m) only a very small selection of crops can be grown (essentially
barley, wheat and cotton) and at much reduced yields. Over 15 % of irrigated land
in Turkmenistan exhibited these kinds of salinity levels in 1992 and the statistics
given here do not include the amount of land which had to be abandoned.

7In 1960 the area of irrigated lands in Turkmenistan was 496,000 ha with a drainage flow of
0.1 km3—by 1994 this had climbed to an irrigated area of 1.7 million ha, with a drainage flow of
6.6 km3.
8Electrical conductivity in decisiemens per metre.
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17.1.5 The Aral Sea

The loss of the Aral Sea has been described as one of the greatest ecological
catastrophes caused by man, but is treated only briefly here as the problem has been
extensively documented elsewhere. Prior to the 1960s, although irrigation expan-
sion was large, the sea level (which was then around 50 m above sea level) was not
affected, as withdrawals were partially compensated by reduced evaporation and
flooding in the delta downstream. Shrinkage started during the 1960s, when this
compensation reached its limits and irrigation expanded into more marginal desert
areas which required more water per hectare (Micklin 1994). By 1987 water loss
was such that the Sea split into two separate lakes known as the small sea (in the
north and fed by the Syr Darya) and the large sea (in the south fed by the Amu
Darya), and water levels continued to drop—reaching 37 m at the beginning of the
1990s (see Plate 17.1h). By this time, the unique ecosystems of the Amu Darya
river delta were practically destroyed and the tugai forests and reed communities
had shrunk by 85 %. Irrigated agriculture, practised in the delta for millennia was
damaged by salinization (Micklin 1994). The consequences have been severe: the
fishing industry, which supported around 60,000 people, was wiped out. The
average air temperature rose by around 1.5–2°C whilst humidity levels dropped
(Zonn et al. 2009). Dust storms originating in the dry sea bed carried salt deposits as
far as 400 km, reducing the fertility of surrounding soils and affecting pastures (see
Plate 17.1i). The worst affected area was Karakalpakistan, the Uzbek province in
which the southern part of the sea is situated, and in which 96 % of lands are now
saline to varying degrees. In this region, which has a population of 1.5 million
people, renal ailments related to saline drinking water high concentrations of toxic
compounds in breast milk and blood have been recorded (Crighton et al. 2011).

17.1.6 Science and Soviet Policy

The funding allocated to degradation research, publication of maps and the detailed
1981 USSR desertification report to UNEP (Zonn et al. 1981) appear to indicate a
willingness by government to acknowledge the issue and to support its researchers
to engage with the international scientific community. Yet insistences that deser-
tification was under control, combined with internal censorship (for example of
references to the Aral Sea) were also features of the Soviet system (Saiko 1995).
Much of the literature thus focusses on solutions, most of which were technical in
nature. Strategies employed to mitigate the effects of heavy grazing included
massive use of artificial fertilizers and herbicides. Dune fixation methods and other
types of sustainable desert improvement were heavily researched, although not
always applied over large areas (Zonn et al. 1981; Micklin 1995). A grandiose plan
was developed to save the Aral Sea through diversion of water from Siberian rivers,
but these ideas were dropped in 1986 amid media criticisms. The new openness
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which appeared around this time under glasnost’ allowed public campaigns (for
example against ‘cotton at any price’ in Uzbekistan to flourish) and led to politi-
cization of environmental issues (Pryde 1991). Goskompriroda (the state environ-
mental protection agency) was created to enforce compliance with environmental
laws and to improve sustainable management of ecosystems, but only in 1990 was a
resolution passed which might have given it sweeping powers (Robinson 1989).
The presence of both scientists and Goskompriroda during the 1991 Forest
Department expedition to evaluate the state of forest resources in Central Asia
(Sukhikh 1991) illustrates a new relationship between science and policy in which
resource management organizations became subject to independent oversight by
experts and regulators. However following the collapse of the Soviet Union,
widespread impoverishment led to a decrease in public concern about environ-
mental issues and the loss of state funding to study them.

17.2 Drivers of Land Degradation in the Post-soviet
Period

The 1990s were a period of severe hardship in Central Asia—the GDP of the new
republics shrank abruptly9 and food security became a priority. Although both
collective farm structures and government funding for the agricultural sector con-
tinued initially in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, levels of support were much lower
than before. In Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Kazakhstan subsidies and salaries dis-
appeared, leading to the use of livestock as currency. Collective structures collapsed
in some areas; in others they were broken up more slowly as land reform processes
introduced individual user rights or even private ownership of land.10 Former
salaried workers suddenly found that they had become peasant farmers, dependant
on local soil and water resources for survival. In the 2000s a greater individuali-
sation of farming has also been observed in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, although
state controls are tighter and security of tenure is low. Some of the new states,
which previously benefitted from gas and electricity produced by neighbouring
republics, suffered severe shortages as those republics, now sovereign states, cut off
supplies. Those changes likely to have the greatest impacts on land use are sum-
marized below, in the following sections the implication of these changes for
degradation processes are discussed.

Livestock numbers: Decreases in livestock inventories of between 50 and 70 %
were recorded in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, where the state withdrew
from livestock production. Since around 2000, the livestock sector has recovered to

9Year on year GDP change was still negative across Central Asia in 1995, but by 1999 it was
positive in all five republics (Babu and Sengupta 2006).
10With exceptions including cotton growing areas of Tajikistan and the large arable farming
corporations which appeared in arable areas of Kazakhstan.
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varying extents (see Fig. 17.2). In Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan initial changes
were slight, followed by sharp increases in Turkmenistan, although there has been
some controversy over these figures (Suleimenov et al. 2006).

Spatial patterns of pasture use: Trends towards a reduction in livestock mobility
and abandonment of remote pastures have been observed in all five republics
(Robinson et al. 2012). These are related to collapse of state support for livestock
movement and the loss of economies of scale needed for mass migration associated
with individualization of livestock ownership (Kerven et al. 2004). These changes
were less marked in Turkmenistan, where state ownership of livestock meant that
Soviet-era herd sizes and pasture allocations persisted.

Cropping patterns: Food security concerns resulted in a switch from cotton and
feed crops, to wheat, a change driven by the state in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan
and by individual farmers in other republics. Subsidized feed from elsewhere in the
USSR was also no longer available, resulting in a ‘winter fodder crisis’ for livestock
and drop in animal productivity (Suleimenov et al. 2006; Sedik 2010).11

Irrigated land: A virtual cessation of canal maintenance and lack of fuel or spare
parts for pumps led to a steep reduction in the proportion of irrigable lands which
could actually be watered in some republics. Statistics are difficult to interpret as
these often give only the area of irrigable land, but it appears that Turkmenistan, in
contrast with other republics, has increased its irrigated area (Lerman and Stanchin

Fig. 17.2 Trends in livestock numbers (sheep equivalents) since 1992. All figures given as
percentages of 1992 numbers. Source FAOSTAT. Note in some republics (namely Turkmenistan)
livestock numbers may be overestimated, in Kyrgyzstan inventories are estimated to be
underreported by 25–30 % (Bedunah 2006; Robinson 2007).

11For example, in Kyrgyzstan the area planted to fodder crops dropped from 48 % of total cropped
area in 1991 to 18 % in 2003; in Uzbekistan from 25 % of cropped land area in 1991, to 7 % in
2003 (Suleimenov et al. 2006).
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2006). The decrease in maintenance also applies to drainage systems, which has
consequences for salinization.

Rainfed land: In Tajikistan, land shares allocated to private households were
often too small for subsistence requirements; this led to the development of shifting
cultivation of rainfed pastures in the mountains. Meanwhile, institutional collapse
and fuel shortages led to widespread land abandonment in arable areas of northern
Kazakhstan.

Fuel and fertilizer: There has been an increase in extraction of shrubs and trees
for fuel, especially in republics such as Tajikistan where electricity supply is now
very poor. This also has implications for agriculture—the use of mineral fertilizers
in Central Asia declined steeply since 1991, and may have contributed to declining
crop yields (in particular cotton) in the 1990s (Goletti and Chabot 2000;
Gintzburger et al. 2005). Lack of fertilizer has increased the importance of manure
for soil fertility maintenance; but demands for manure as a fuel for heating and
cooking have also increased, exacerbating the fertilizer deficit in some areas.

The magnitude of these changes is such that the nature, extent and severity of
land degradation is likely to have changed over the last 20 years. The belief that it
must be getting worse is almost universal, as exemplified by the following quote:
“There are no modern data on the condition of land, vegetation and water but it is
believed that all of these indicators have declined further and that the rate of
change is increasing” (Turkmenistan UNCCD National Working Group 2006).
Here we ask whether there really are no recent data which we can use to assess land
degradation trends.

17.3 Research in the Post-soviet Period

Unfortunately, one of the consequences of the Soviet collapse was the reduction in
budgets for science. In most republics rangeland monitoring systems broke down
completely (e.g. Schillhorn-van-Veen et al. 2004), although large scale pasture
assessments have recently resumed in Kazakhstan. Many of the best scientists
emigrated and salaries fell too low to attract young people, leaving most republics
with an acute shortage of specialists. In contrast, scientists from outside the USSR
were able to study Central Asian environments for the first time, resulting in a
number of collaborative projects. Development assistance enabled the continuation
of some national monitoring work.

17.3.1 Rangeland Recovery and Degradation

In Kazakhstan, a number of international scientific projects in the late 1990s doc-
umented the retraction of livestock from remote seasonal pastures in Almaty
Province and parts of southern and central Kazakhstan. This loss of livestock
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mobility led to heavy grazing around settlements and barns particularly in winter
areas, whilst summer pastures were abandoned (Alimaev et al. 2008; Alimaev and
Behnke 2008). Work by Kerven et al. (2006) showed that as households accumulate
livestock over time, they usually resume mobile or partially mobile management
strategies, resulting in improved livestock performance (measured in terms of sheep
live weight) relative to their sedentary neighbours. In some desert areas poor well
condition and high repair costs may hamper the return to abandoned pastures.12

Concerning vegetation recovery, an expedition to central Kazakhstan in 1998 by
the Kazakh Institute of Botany found that areas previously described as degraded
were in good condition (Sadvokasov 2000; Robinson 2000). Stogova (1999) found
that both vegetation cover and species composition in summer pastures in the Assy
Valley of the Tien Shan mountains, monitored from 1979 to 1990 and then in 1999,
had recovered. In Almaty oblast, Alimaev (2003) suggested that pasture produc-
tivity had increased across a number of pasture types, contrasting data for the years
1974–1986 with 1998–1999. Studies using NDVI and Rainfall Use efficiency (see
Box 2) showed similar patterns for the same area (Ellis and Lee 2003; Coughenour
2008). However, no evidence of range degradation or recovery was found in central
Kazakhstan using these methods (Coughenour 2008). At the local scale, Karnieli
et al. (2008) used Landsat imagery to study vegetation change between 1970 and
2000 around wells on the Ustyurt Plateau and Kyzylkum desert in Kazakhstan. At
both sites bare areas, around wells disappeared as rangeland recovery progressed,
whilst on the Ustyurt plateau other sources of vegetation removal related to
exploitation of gas and oil appeared. Kazakhstan is now funding vegetation
assessments once again, but published studies comparing results of current work
with past data are not yet available.

Box 2. Rainfall Use Efficiency
Rainfall Use Efficiency (RUE) is the annual aerial biomass production from
rainfall produced per mm of annual rainfall or the ability of an ecosystem to
produce above ground biomass from rainfall (Le Houérou 1984). It provides
us with a way of measuring vegetation change which ‘corrects’ for
inter-annual variation in precipitation. However RUE itself exhibits relation-
ships with rainfall13 because plants are more efficient at using rainfall to
produce biomass in dry years. This compensatory response has been used as
an indicator of the sensitivity of vegetation to rainfall, which in turn is related

12In Kazakhstan a total of 147 m ha (or 80 %) of rangeland depends on man-made facilities using
subsurface water. Most of the boreholes do not function (partially due to disintegration of their
construction and partially due to lack of electricity) and about half of shaft-wells are also out of
service (Schillhorn-van-Veen et al. 2004).
13Le Houérou (1984) suggests that, when compared between different sites, RUE is inversely
related to aridity since the proportion of inefficient rainfall increases with aridity (i.e. evaporation
and runoff are relatively more important). The same has been noted for the steppes of Central Asia
(Gilmanov 1995). Conversely, higher RUE values are associated with lower rainfall at single sites
because, at a given location, plants are more efficient at using rainfall in dry years.
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to pasture condition. Using such methods Ellis and Lee (2003) and Robinson
(2000) found significant differences between sites in Kazakhstan and Ellis and
Lee detected change between the periods before and after 1991 in some places.

In Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, continued engagement of the state in agricul-
ture prevented a collapse in livestock inventories in the 1990s, but as elsewhere
limits to private ownership of animals were removed, so inventories rose from a very
high base. Yet pasture availability has declined. In Uzbekistan, 40 % of pasture
previously belonging to agricultural enterprises has been returned to the state,
suggesting possible abandonment (Yusupov et al. 2010). Dekhkan farms, a form of
household-based holding which own most of the national livestock inventory, do not
hold formal entitlement to pastures and must use lands of state enterprises on an
informal (and often sedentary) basis; meanwhile many wells have fallen into dis-
repair effectively taking large areas of pasture out of production (Robinson et al.
2012). In Turkmenistan, many animals continue to be located at desert wells rather
than grouped around settlements and mobility is relatively high, but many pastures
can only be used if sweet water is trucked in and the cost of this has made it difficult
to access some areas (Behnke et al. 2005, 2008; Jumardurdyev 2010). These factors,
combined with rising livestock numbers, may explain why a set of five case recent
case studies found that many livestock owners are experiencing an acute shortage of
usable pastures (Robinson et al. 2015). Yet evidence for recent change in pasture
condition is thin; statistics in the country NAPs are based on Soviet-era data.
Kapustina (2001) reports a rough halving in vegetation productivity in the Central
Kyzylkum between the period 1960–1979 and some unspecified later date (probably
in the late 1990s) but it is not clear how these changes relate to changing grazing
patterns and no methodological detail is given. In Turkmenistan, a comparison of
stocking rates and edible pasture biomass on one former state collective farm esti-
mated that vegetation offtake rates by livestock were well above sustainable levels
(Gintzburger et al. 2005). Yet, negative changes in pasture condition over time at this
site (and at one other site also) were not detected when trends in Rainfall Use
Efficiency between 1989 and 2003 were inspected (Coughenour 2008). A study
using spectral unmixing of time series Landsat imagery found increases in vegeta-
tion cover in desert pastures of the northern Karakum desert (Kaplan et al. 2006).
Another study in the Karakum detected increases in biogenic crusts14 which are
indicators of undergrazing (Orlovsky et al. 2004); and may reflect abandonment of
some areas. There is some speculation that these may now be widespread in the
Karakum and Kyzylkum deserts, affecting NDVI signals (Lioubimtseva 2007).

In both mountainous republics—Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan—livestock numbers
fell steeply. The concentration of livestock around settlements and in winter areas
combined with a reduced use of remoter pastures has been remarked both in

14Karakharsangs, consisting of the moss Tortula desertorum, lichens and cyanobacteria.
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Tajikistan (Ludi 2003; Haslinger et al. 2007) and Kyrgyzstan (Farrington 2005;
Steimann 2011). Whilst vertical transhumance movements over short distances
quickly resumed, longer migrations between provinces are taking longer to re-emerge
(Robinson et al. 2010). Reasons for this include the lack of economies of scale
required to support movement, as well as pasture access issues and broken infras-
tructure such as bridges, roads and water supply (Farrington 2005; Robinson 2007).
The winter feed deficit is particularly extreme in Tajikistan (Sedik 2010) but is also a
problem in Kyrgyzstan and has led to extended grazing periods on autumn pastures.
Lack of winter fodder may limit livestock numbers as it did in pre-Soviet times—
many households now slaughter animals in the autumn as they cannot feed them
through the winter (Ur-Rahim et al. 2014). Yet statistics suggest that overall inven-
tories are still growing in both countries. These observations suggest that vegetation
on village pastures and other wintering areas may be heavily affected by grazing,
whilst other pastures are improving. We now look at evidence for these patterns.

In Tajikistan, the majority of research has been conducted in the Pamir mountain
region, and particularly on the high plateau of the Eastern Pamir (Murghab district).
Vanselow et al. (2012a) mapped livestock distributions and forage resources and
concluded that, although the pasture resources cover the needs of all livestock at 2012
numbers, the distribution of camps combined with limited daily range of livestock
means that some areas are overused and others underused. Due to severely reduced
availability of supplementary winter feed, marginal or risky winter pastures with
inconsistent weather conditions are no longer used, putting pressure on remaining
winter areas; easily accessible pastures are used for longer periods. The productivity of
these pastures has been measured over time, but the literature does not include sufficient
methodology for evaluation.15 In the Western Pamir, Breckle and Wucherer (2005)
consider that any grazing at all must be categorized as overgrazing and describe
negative developments in pasture condition,16 but it is not clear whether these
assessments were made during the Soviet period or subsequently. As expected, the

15Aknazarov (2003) presents data for the Eastern Pamir suggesting a steep decline in vegetation
productivity between 1965 and 2000, but it is not clear whether the bulk of this change occurred
during the Soviet period or afterwards. It is not clear how precipitation is accounted for in the
study, which appears to depend on a comparison of two single years. Literature on the Pamir
suggests that biomass may fluctuate from year to year by several orders of magnitude. In the
Eastern Pamir the coefficient of variation in precipitation was 53.4 % for the years from 1939 until
1953 (Domeisen 2002). In the nearby Western Pamir it was found that estimated that peak annual
biomass of teresken pasture varied between 240 and 590 kg/ha over a period of just 6 years in a
single study area (Agakhanyants and Yusufbekov 1975). This illustrates the significant problem of
interpreting studies by Central Asian institutes which are based on changes in vegetation pro-
ductivity alone.
16The authors state that the percentage of ruderal plant species in mountain meadows can reach
50–70 % of biomass whilst cushion thorns (Acantholimon spp.) have replaced primary
Artemisia-dominated plant communities. The proportion of edible biomass reported by Soviet
authors was extremely low (around 20 %) and may indicate the result of heavy grazing at that time
(Agakhanyants and Yusufbekov 1975). Pasture regeneration times of 20–30 years given by
Breckle and Wucherer (2005) combined with recent increases in livestock numbers suggest that
these areas may be under heavy pressure.
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difference between estimated values of forage supply and livestock demand is much
greater on wintering areas than on those used in other seasons (Robinson et al. 2011).

The author of this paper visited pastures at four localities in Kyrgyzstan17 with
scientists from the Kyrgyz Institute of Pasture and Fodder (Robinson et al. 2001).
These workers found that the pastures visited were in better condition than any
pastures of those types monitored by the Institute during the 1980s, although those
close to settlements still showed evidence of heavy grazing. This study was based
on expert opinion and the pastures were judged mainly in terms of their ability to
support livestock populations. In contrast, Borchardt et al. (2011) employed a
botanical and quantitative approach to a study of pastures in another region of
Kyrgyzstan. Those communities less exposed to grazing had a higher proportion of
endemic and regionally specific species whilst higher grazing pressure was asso-
ciated with large proportions of ruderal or weedy vegetation. Pastures in that study
area were thus botanically affected by grazing, but it is not clear to what extent
forage availability for livestock has been affected.

Some research in Kyrgyzstan has focussed on perceptions of degradation—one
study undertaken for the Asian Development Bank (ADB) Land Reform Project
Bedunah (2006) found that, of 500 herders questioned, the majority believed that
there had been no recent deterioration of pasture. Leichti (2012) also found that
pasture degradation is not a major concern of its primary users, many of whom
believe that overgrazing was serious during the Soviet period but is of little
importance today. These impressions seem to be at odds with national monitoring
data on pasture condition described in Box 3.

Box 3. Unreliable data, policy making and international assistance—an
example from Kyrgyzstan
A number of Kyrgyz institutions, including the State Land Management
Agency (Giprozem) and the Institute of Irrigation, generate datasets on pas-
ture condition. The data suffer from inconsistences both between and within
organizations (Table 17.2). All data in the table were taken from reports
commissioned by international organizations and published in 2007. The
figures are bewilderingly variable and also differ from those given in the
Kyrgyz NAP shown in Table 17.1 (which reflect figures from the Institute of
Irrigation—see Kulov and Zooshev (2007)). Giprozem has also produced
time series data on pasture productivity which are widely published in donor
reports (see Fig. 17.3)18. These figures represent a 26% drop in productivity
since 1948 (37% on spring-autumn pastures, 18% on summer pastures and
50% on winter pastures). There is no evidence that they do not correctly

17In four districts and two provinces. Each locality corresponded to one aiyl okmotu, the smallest
administrative unit in Kyrgyzstan. These are equivalent to one Soviet-period sovkhoz and all the
pastures used by this entity.
18Equivalent figures presented by the Asian Development Bank (2007a) show the same trends, but
the absolute biomass numbers are exactly half those provided to this author by Giprozem.
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portray the situation of pasture condition in Kyrgyzstan, yet the 50% decrease
in livestock numbers during the 1990s might have been expected to lead to
recovery, at least on summer pastures. Moreover, it appears that the most
recent data point in Fig. 17.3 is in fact based on data for the year 2000 alone
(Giprozem, Pers comm.).

For all these datasets, documentation of the number and location of plots,
sampling methodology and correction for precipitation and offtake19 are
available only in internal manuals. Data are never presented with levels of
methodological detail required for an international scientific publication.
Thus, in a circular process, policy is based on evidence that does not meet
minimum scientific standards, reinforcing a perception of degradation that is
never actually examined rigorously.

To summarize, a number of post-Soviet studies describe the spatial influence of
grazing on vegetation, in particular around wells (Kanchaev et al. 2003; Alimaev 2003;
Alimaev et al. 2008; Rajabov 2009) but there are few that convincingly demonstrate
change over time. Temporal change is usually investigated by measuring trends in

Table 17.2 Extent of degradation in 1985 and 2002 as percentage of pasture area

Report Asian
Development
Bank
(2007a)a

World
Bank
(2007a)

Asian Development
Bank (2007b)

USAID (2007)

Source of data Giprozem Giprozem Institute of Irrigation Gosregister

Degradation
category

All categories
(% of pasture
area)

All
categories
(% of
pasture
area)

All
categories
(% of
pasture
area)

Seriously
degraded
(% of
pasture
area)

All
categories
(% of
pasture
area)

Seriously
degraded
(% of
pasture
area)

Summer
pastures

29 35 36 11 – –

Spring-Autumn
pastures

26 47 50 15 – –

Winter pastures 16 83 70 21 – –

Total 25 – 49 15 79 30
aThese figures are also cited in United Nations Development Programme (2007) and World Bank
(2007b)

19Biomass in Kyrgyz mountain pastures varies by 2–3 times from year to year depending on
rainfall (Korneva 1959), thus fluctuations specific to the year of the survey must be removed. In
addition, whilst the effect of grazing in previous seasons on long term productivity will be detected
through current edible biomass levels, it is important that biomass has not been removed by
animals in the year of the actual cut.
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vegetation productivity, but information on sampling, control of factors other than the
degradation processes under investigation, and protocols for measurement of produc-
tivity itself are rarely reported with the findings (see also Vanselow 2011). These
observations must not be taken to imply that the conclusions of vegetation studies
undertaken by Central Asian institutes are incorrect—there is a wealth of data, maps
and know-how in the region today which must urgently be preserved and used. One
reason for the lack of methodological detail was that some of the documents reviewed
here constitute summaries or secondary materials and not the original research papers,
or that methodologies are taken from manuals not published along with the findings.

17.3.2 Changes in Cropping Practises

The regeneration of steppe pastures in the southern USSR has been widely docu-
mented (Hölzel et al. 2002). In Kazakhstan, by 1998 the sown area of all crops had
decreased by 38 % (Suleimenov and Oram 2000). By 2000 12.8 million ha had fallen
out of production (Schillhorn-van-Veen et al. 2004). Although this abandonment
initially resulted in poorly productive pastures dominated by weeds (Rachkovskaya
et al. 1999), if undisturbed, steppe associations similar to those of the original ‘virgin’
steppe may reappear within 20 years (Rachkovskaya and Bragina 2012). In the
meantime, the most productive land will probably be brought back into production:
in the provinces of Akmola, Kostanai, and North-Kazakhstan, in which 80 % of
Kazakhstan’s wheat is produced, agricultural land use increased by about a third
between 2003 and 2010 bringing five million ha of cropland back under the plough
(Petrick et al. 2012). This new production is conducted largely by agribusiness firms
using modern technology such as zero tillage equipment, so it remains to be seen
what the environmental impact of these new styles of farming will be.

The opposite trends can be seen in mountainous areas of Central Asia, where
many households started to plough pasture on steep rainfed lands, some having
mean annual rainfall as low as 200–300 mm. Such cultivation results in very high

Fig. 17.3 Time series data showing pasture productivity since 1948. Source Giprozem.
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levels of erosion. The authors of the Tajikistan NAP suggest that slopes greater than
10–12° should be reserved for perennial cultivation such as vineyards, yet many
such areas were converted to annual crops such as wheat. Under such conditions,
soil losses may reach 175 tonnes/ha (Ministry of Nature Conservation of the
Republic of Tajikistan 2001).20 In Tajikistan, fertilizer is almost never applied to
annual crops on rainfed land (Robinson et al. 2008); and the land can only be used
in this way for two to three years before it must be abandoned. Even then soil
quality remains low, as illustrated in a remote sensing study by Wolfgramm et al.
(2007) which measured and mapped levels of soil organic carbon at two sites in
Tajikistan. Conversion of pasture to rainfed agriculture should be readily visible
using remote sensing, but no studies have yet quantified the areas which were
ploughed. There is anecdotal evidence that such land may already have been
progressively abandoned as alternative income sources, such as remittances from
Russia, increased in importance in the 2000s.

17.3.3 Fuelwood Extraction and Changes in Forest Cover

In the mountainous republics, electricity provision was severely disrupted at the end
of the Soviet Union; in much of rural Tajikistan there is little electricity supply in
the winter during which temperatures may fall below −20°C (Droux and Hoeck
2004; Hoeck et al. 2007). The resulting fuelwood crisis has been extensively
studied and various attempts to quantify its impacts have been made in the
Gorno-Badakhshan region of Tajikistan (see Box 4).

Box 4. The teresken syndrome
In rural areas of Tajikistan, dried dung and small shrubs known as teresken
(Ceratoides papposa), mixed with other woody species have become
important sources of fuel. In the Pamirs, Breu (2006) estimated that shrubs
covered 80 % of energy needs; the unsustainable removal of these shrubs was
couched in terms of an ecological catastrophe (e.g. Breckle and Wucherer
2005) and became a focal point for aid and development interventions.
Vanselow et al. (2012b) mapped the actual extent of teresken pastures using
classification of satellite images. They found that seriously degraded areas do
not exceed 6 % of the analysed area of more than 8000 km2 and are limited to
land close to main roads and villages. They concluded that the severity of the
problem had been somewhat exaggerated (Kraudzun et al. 2014).

20To put this figure in context, average rates for soil loss have been estimated at 17 tons/ha/year in
the US and Europe, and 30–40 tons/ha/year in Asia, Africa, and South America (Pimental et al.
1995).
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The Tajik NAP of 2001 includes some descriptions of forest destruction outside
the Pamirs but there are no studies which have actually measured forest losses at a
national level. Instead, reports present estimates based on secondary sources. One
of these suggests losses of 2 % per year since 1991, a decrease from 3 to 1.75 %
total percentage forest cover in the country (Kirchhoff and Fabian 2010). Lower
depletion rates have been estimated for Kyrgyzstan (Asian Development Bank
2007a; USAID 2011) but again do not appear to be based on hard data. Elsewhere,
estimates of forest loss could not be found, but felling of Haloxylon shrubs in
Kazakhstan certainly became a problem and was banned in 2002
(Schillhorn-van-Veen et al. 2004). In Turkmenistan gas provision in rural areas is
likely to reduce shrub cutting and there is already some evidence of recovery
(Kaplan et al. 2006). The FAO global Forest Resources Assessment of 2010 esti-
mated that forest areas across the region have increased since 1990, by about 7 %
(FAO 2011). The figures are based on government statistics and methodologies are
not given. One explanation for the mismatch between these figures and the general
perception that forests have deteriorated over the last 20 years, could be that the
FAO statistics concern areas designated as forest, and do not actually reflect actual
plant cover or wood stocks in those areas; for example in Kyrgyzstan some pro-
portion of the increase is recorded as due to changes in forest land definitions
(Burhanov 2005), but FAO figures also show increases in wood stock per ha since
1990 for all republics except Tajikistan.21 Thus, as for the Soviet period, we are
again left with a lack of hard evidence to fully evaluate the direction and extent of
forest degradation since 1990.

17.3.4 The Aral Sea Since 1991

Plans by the USSR to return water to the sea and stabilize its level at 41 m by 2010
were interrupted by political collapse. After this time, efforts to save the Aral were
dependant on cooperation between the new independent states which now share the
Aral Sea basin, and to which the irriated agriculture which led to its demise makes
and important economic contribution. Today, the small Aral Sea has recovered to
some extent due to a dam completed in 2005 which prevents water losses to the
larger sea to the south (Zonn et al. 2009). Its depth had risen to 42 m by 2008 and
some fishing has again become possible. The large Aral Sea has been more or less
abandoned to its fate (see Plate 17.1i); indeed Turkmenistan has even increased its
irrigated area and withdrawals from the Amu Darya. This part of the Aral Sea today
has a depth of just 29 m and the sea as a whole is just 10 % of its original size. A new
desert, the Aral Kum, now covers 2 million hectares in its place (Zonn et al. 2009).

21Both excel spreadsheets with country statistics, and national reports are available for the latest
(2010) Forest Resources Assessment on http://www.fao.org/forestry/fra/fra2010/en/. The 2005
data were used here because they disaggregate areas into true forests and other wooded areas,
which is useful for Central Asia. The 2010 statistical sheets did not include this distinction.
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17.3.5 Trends in Salinization Since the End of the Soviet
Period

The major driver of recent change outside the Aral Sea area is the deterioration of
irrigation canals and drainage systems. In Uzbekistan it was reported that by 2003 50 %
of vertical drainage systems were no longer operating (FAO/AGLL 2003) and that
repair work was not able to keep pace with requirements (Tashmatov and Tashmatova
2006). Government ministries continued to publish salinization statistics after inde-
pendence. However, given reduced monitoring capacity and equipment it is not certain
how reliable these figures are (FAO/AGLL 2003).22 Some recent figures are given in
Table 17.3, and are all ultimately from government sources. Some are similar to those
given in the NAPs or are even taken from them in the case of Turkmenistan.

Given the amount of land which was abandoned after 199123 (or brought into
production in the case of Turkmenistan), the statistical issues of separating irrigable
and irrigated land, and lack of access to primary research data, it is difficult to say
whether the figures in the table indicate more or less salinization (in terms of
absolute area or proportion of irrigated land) than that recorded for at the end of the
Soviet period. There have been reports that deterioration of drainage systems led to
an increase in salinization and waterlogging during the 1990s (Bucknell et al.
2003). Although certain figures are contradictory,24 globally there is little to suggest
that salinization has become less of a problem since 1991.

17.3.6 Change Detection at the Regional Level

Regional studies tend to be based on remote sensing and use two types of approach:
one of these is to classify the data into land cover types and to then examine
changes in class between periods. The other approach is to use NDVI as a proxy for
Net Primary Productivity (NPP) and to study long term trends, on the assumption

22In 2003 a map of soil salinity of Uzbekistan was published using the FAO-LADA methodology
(FAO/AGLL 2003). Data from this map suggests the area of salt affected soils in Uzbekistan is
47 % of the total area; about 20 % is characterized with high degree of soil salinization. The worst
affected areas are located mainly in the Syrdarya, Djizak and Central Fergana regions of Syr Darya
River basin; in the Karakalpakstan and Khorezm regions close to the Aral Sea, over 90 % of land is
affected. These figures are not directly comparable with published MAWR data, which are for
irrigated land only.
23Bucknell et al. (2003) estimate that 600,000 ha of irrigate cropland were abandoned across the
region, due to a mixture of water scarcity, lack of inputs and environmental problems such as
salinity.
24In Kyrgyzstan, figures from the Department of Irrigation given in Kulov and Zhooshov (2007)
suggest that the area of salinized land doubled between 1985 and 2002 whilst waterlogged land
area increased by 400 %. On the other hand, the 2000 estimate of 12 % for irrigated lands affected
by salinity is lower than equivalent state figures for 1985 (Braden 1995).
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that change in NPP is a general indicator of a loss of ecosystem function and may
result from overgrazing, forest removal or salinization.25

The second type of study included the FAOGlobal Land Degradation Assessment
(GLADA) which used the 1981–2003 GIMMS 8 km resolution NDVI dataset to
investigate change in NPP since 1981 using indices based on RUE (Bai et al. 2008).26

Globally, the GLADA study showed very little NPP change in those drylands typi-
cally associated with land degradation. The authors suggest this is because “most
areas of historical land degradation have become stable landscapes—with a stub-
bornly low level of productivity”. But for the Central Asian context GLADA is
interesting, because it spans the period of rapid change which we hope to examine.

Plate 17.3 GLADA residual trend in annual sum NDVI between 1981 and 2003 (Bai et al. 2008).
Note Those areas with extremely low rainfall (the Karakum and Kyzykum deserts and Pamir
Mountains) are excluded from the dataset, either due to lack of sensitivity of NDVI to change in
those areas or because changes in NPP were attributed to precipitation alone.

25Declining trends in NPP, even allowing for climatic variability, may be unrelated to land
degradation (for example a change in crop type, expansion or reduction in irrigated areas and urban
growth) but in Central Asia enough is known about changes in land use to allow informed
speculation about the likely processes behind trends in NPP.
26Firstly those pixels in which annual productivity is related rainfall were identified (in tropical
areas rainfall is so high that there is no relationship). Where productivity declined but RUE
increased, the decline was attributed to drought and those areas are masked. NDVI trends are
presented for the remaining areas as RUE-adjusted NDVI. To correct for relationships between
RUE and rainfall itself between sites, statistical associations between observed sum NDVI and
rainfall were found. The residuals of sum NDVI (i.e. differences between the observed and
predicted sum NDVI) for each pixel were calculated, and the trend of these residuals
(RESTREND) was analysed by linear regression. RESTREND points in the same direction as
RUE: a negative RESTREND may indicate land degradation. Data are available at http://www.fao.
org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.search?any=glada. Because the results from positive and negative
RUE-adjusted NPP and RESTREND were very similar, only the latter is presented here.
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The map representing residual trend in annual sum NDVI is shown in Plate 17.3.
Positive changes are concentrated around rivers, deltas and canals and in mountain
ranges such as the Tien Shan and Altai. Increases in primary productivity of irri-
gated agricultural areas have also been described in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
by Kariyeva and Leeuwen (2012) and are attributed by these authors to increases in
wheat production (negative trends were observed in uncultivated delta and riverine
areas). Another explanation given for increases in NDVI at irrigated sites (in
Kazakhstan) is altered land management practices linked to privatization (de Beurs
and Henebry 2004). These studies tend to find human-induced reasons for change
in cultivated areas and climatic ones for other areas.

Other observed changes in NPP visible in Plate 17.2 include negative trends in
mixed cropping and grassland areas of northern and central Kazakhstan. A general
‘browning’ trend in this area has also been observed by a number of authors
working with NDVI data and has accelerated over the last decade (de Beurs et al.
2009; de Jong et al. 2012; Mohammat et al. 2013). These authors generally
attributed these changes to climatic factors including precipitation decreases (par-
ticularly in summer) and a recent cooling trend in spring.

For many rangeland areas outside northern Kazakhstan, trends have not been
consistent; several studies found increases in NDVI up to the 1990s followed by
declines (Lioubimtseva 2007; Mohammat et al. 2013). It has been speculated that
NDVI increases some desert areas during the 1990s may be linked to declining
stock numbers combined with appearance of biogenic crusts (Lioubimtseva 2007),
but causality could not be demonstrated. Another study attributed increased NDVI
in Central Kazakhstan between 1989 and 2003 to changes in precipitation
(Coughenour 2008). Over the last decade NDVI has been decreasing over large
areas of Central Asia, particularly in western areas of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan, probably due to climatic factors (Mohammat et al. 2013).

Overall, the results of regional remote sensing studies using low resolution imagery
remain ambiguous; studies do not always identify the same trends, and explanations
remain speculative. There is a discrepancy between the scale at which degradation
processes are acting, and the resolution of images used to detect them. Most of the
NDVI studies cited above use imagery having a maximum resolution of 250m. But only
medium resolution imagery (with a pixel size of 15-30m) can be used to identify and
measure specific processes at the local level such as vegetation change around wells and
appearance or disappearance of ploughed areas on steep slopes (Karnieli et al. 2008;
Wolfgramm et al. 2007). Scaling up of such studies to large areas by mosaicking
multiple images is rarely attempted in arid ecosystems (Strand et al. 2007).27

27Ji (2008) has recommended regional monitoring using MODIS vegetation indices, combined
with Landsat-based monitoring of sample sites.
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17.3.7 Policy, Funding and Science

In contrast with the latter Soviet period, there are now clear incentives for both
countries and individuals to keep land degradation on the agenda. Outside Kazakhstan,
government funding now covers only basic running costs of research institutes and
minimal salaries. Scientists must look for external funding, both to supplement salaries
and produce new work. Around $750 million of official donor assistance were dis-
bursed for sectors related to agricultural land use, water resources and the environment
across the region from 2003 to 2012, mostly to Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan
(see Fig. 17.4). Funds earmarked for combatting land degradation over this period
constituted a significant proportion of international funding. For example, $44 million
of Global Environment Facility (GEF) funds (and associated co-financing) were listed
for projects targeting land degradation in Kyrgyzstan alone (including those under
implementation, completed or approved).28 Data in Fig. 17.4 suggest that funds tar-
geting environmental research were few, although additional resources for monitoring
and institutional capacity building were made available to scientists under other
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Fig. 17.4 Official development assistance for sectors related to environment and agriculture
2003–2012 Central Asia (source OECD Creditor Reporting System).

28GEF website: http://www.thegef.org/gef/gef_projects_funding.
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categories. Overall, international funding has rarely resulted in improved quality or
availability of those primary data which drive the allocation of funds.29

The ambiguity and complexity of the evidence for different types of land degra-
dation discussed here are not reflected in the grey literature associated with the dispersal
of funds to combat degradation. Soil mining and overgrazing were included amongst
the top four problems in a major review of land degradation in Central Asia by ADB
(Saigal 2003b). This report stated that “[pasture] lands are now in various stages of
land degradation and unable to support livestock production to their full potential”.
Yet the evidence reviewed here presents a far more nuanced picture. The GEF web-
site30 implies that the drop in agricultural yields of 20–30 % across the region since
independence is related to land degradation, yet the sudden disappearance of inputs and
machinery at the end of the Soviet period must also be partly to blame.

Despite the lack of good evidence for certain types of degradation, attempts to
control or ameliorate it may have brought about positive change. Suggested policies
to reduce soil mining have included support for arable land reform and input
markets, which are important for a broad range of reasons (Saigal 2003b). Few
would dispute that irrigation and draining systems are in need of improvement.
Ideas such as collaborative forest management and community pasture management
(implemented in various forms in a number of republics), have their roots in global
experience and arose from a mixture of concerns about environmental degradation,
poverty and access to natural resources. On the other hand there are dangers in
overstating the issue. As pointed out in Kraudzun et al. (2014), exaggeration of
shrub depletion could results in bans, and the loss of a vital resource for people with
few alternatives. Central Asian forests are a key resource for livestock in critical
seasons and their overuse should be convincingly shown before action is taken to
reduce grazing. The perception of widespread environmental damage combined
with a penchant for top-down control has resulted in land legislation with clauses
which allow land to be seized by governments due to ‘environmental degradation’.

17.4 Conclusion

In the last years of the Soviet Union there were serious and systematic efforts to
understand, document and map land degradation processes. However, many publica-
tions emerging from this work did not include enough methodological detail for others
subsequently to fully interpret the results. Upon independence, information coming out
of Central Asian institutions was often presented as part of applications for international
development assistance. Although sweeping economic change had altered both the

29In Kyrgyzstan, funding was provided for an SLM information system including collation and
digitization of existing data and maps in Russian. However, no published material appears to have
emerged from this exercise and, as noted in the project completion document, the system has not
made its way into a searchable internet database on the internet (Asian Development Bank 2007b).
This example is typical of a number of similar projects in the region.
30http://www.thegef.org/gef/projects/CACILM.
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drivers and nature of land degradation, many key figures continued to be based on
Soviet-era data, presented with even less context or methodology than before. Recent
international collaborations have resulted in a number of processes being
well-documented locally, but trends on the national and regional scale have been less
convincingly demonstrated. Some types of degradation, such as salinization and
deforestation, may have worsened in many areas, but actual field data to quantify this
are either lacking or presented in reports with no accompanying information on col-
lection methods. Trends in pasture condition appear mixed, with both positive and
negative change recorded locally. The assumption that degradation of all types is getting
worse across the region is thus not fully supported by the material reviewed here.

17.4.1 The Future

Lastly, what of prospects? These appear to be rather poor for irrigated agriculture. Efforts
to rehabilitate the Aral Sea are now confined to measures designed to protect what is left
of the Amu Darya delta (Micklin 2007). Globally, it has been found that salinization can
only be brought under control by establishment of institutions and pricing systems which
encourage efficient use of water (see references in Wichelns 1999); in Central Asian
republics the task of creating local water management bodies and financing mechanisms
for sustainable irrigation and drainage has only just begun (Tashmatov and Tashmatova
2006). In the early 2000s, the World Bank suggested that World Bank suggested that,
whilst irrigation improvements appeared profitable in some areas, over a million people
in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan lived in areas where large scale restoration of any kind of
irrigation infrastructure, let alone infrastructure which supplied environmentally sus-
tainable services,was unlikely to be economically viable (Bucknell et al. 2003).

Climate change models are also not particularly encouraging. All predict
increases in temperature, but there is far less agreement on expected changes in
precipitation, with very small increase or decreases predicted by different models.
However, decreases in rainfall appear most likely, particularly in spring and sum-
mer and in western parts of Central Asia, with possible winter increases, particu-
larly in northern Kazakhstan (Lioubimtseva and Henebry 2009). Although, as we
have seen, northern Kazakhstan is currently experiencing NDVI decreases, its
cereal producing areas are eventually expected to benefit from warmer springs and
increased winter precipitation; Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, which may become
both hotter and drier, are likely to be negatively affected (IPCC 2014).

Irrigated agriculture is largely dependant on water supply from mountain ranges;
short term increases in river flow are predicted in some sources as glacier melt accel-
erates, but over the longer term deficits will emerge as ice cover disappears (Robinson
and Engel 2008).31 Population growth alone is continuously eroding the quantities of
water and irrigated land per person (Tashmatov and Tashmatova 2006).

31Current trends in flow are hard to assess due to high inter-annual variation, but it appears that
negative trends in precipitation in the Amu Darya basin since 1978 have been linked to decreased
discharge in that river, whilst the Syr Darya has remained stable (Nezlin et al. 2004).
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The outlook for rangelands may be somewhat brighter; financial resources are
badly needed to rehabilitate desert wells, but less costly changes in management
and land tenure arrangements may also make a difference (see review by Robinson
et al. 2012). Growth in livestock numbers may reproduce the economics of scale
required for re-colonization of remote pastures, taking pressure off heavily stocked
areas. However, availability of quality winter pastures will limit growth—if the
livestock sector is to flourish, improved winter fodder supplies will be needed,
much of which must be produced on irrigated land. The National Communications
of Central Asian countries to the UNFCCC all predict negative impacts of higher
temperatures on pastures, with the desert belt moving to the north in Kazakhstan,
but these changes have yet to be observed.
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Chapter 18
Rangeland Degradation Control in China:
A Policy Review

Wenjun Li, Yanbo Li and Gongbuzeren

Abstract In order to prevent rangeland degradation and to recover the ecological
services provided by the rangeland ecosystem, China has implemented a series of
ecological policies (EPs) since the beginning of the 21st century. Nevertheless, the
impacts of these policies are greatly debated in terms of ecosystem, herders’
livelihoods, animal husbandry and pastoral social development. This chapter will
analyse the narratives employed by different stakeholders, including academic
circles, decision-makers and herders, to explain the success or failure of ecological
policies for rangelands. For government narratives, we analyse the original policy
reports and key relevant government official speeches. We present how the gov-
ernment perceives ecological restoration polices and what narratives are used to
portray the impacts on ecological condition and herders’ livelihood. Regarding
academic narratives, we conduct bibliometric analysis on research articles by
academic researchers and published in Chinese academic journals. Some critical
findings are summarized. Based on these findings, we will argue that the problems
of these policies may be ultimately due to one root cause: failure to understand the
linkages and feedbacks between interconnected social and ecological systems
(SES). We conclude that the problems of EPs are not the result of improper policy
implementation, as most scholars believed, but instead are due to misunderstanding
the SES of pastoral areas.
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18.1 Background

Rangelands cover 41.7 % (400 million ha) of China’s total territory, and support
around 17 million herders and agro-herders (ECOCAHYB 2011) who depend on
natural resources of the ecological systems. Before the 1990s, rangeland use in
China was orientated to supporting animal husbandry. Since the 1990s, when
Beijing was severely affected by dust storms, the central government has started to
adopt different views about the function of rangelands and decision-makers have
shifted rangeland services from animal husbandry to provision of ecological ser-
vices. For instance, new narratives are applied for the rangelands of Inner Mongolia
as the “green screen” for north China, whereas the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau is named
as the “water tower” for all of China.

In order to prevent rangeland degradation and to recover the ecological services
provided by the rangeland ecosystem, China has implemented a series of ecological
policies (EPs) since the beginning of the 21st century. The major policy is called
“retire livestock to restore rangeland” (RLRR) which started in 2003 and includes
fencing rangeland, year-round or seasonal removal of grazing livestock, encour-
aging intensive animal husbandry instead of extensive grazing, encouraging pas-
toralists move out from degraded rangelands etc. As year-round grazing bans and
seasonal grazing resting greatly constrained livestock husbandry, the main liveli-
hood of herders, the government provided subsidies to the herders to encourage
them to switch to practicing intensive animal husbandry based on pen-raising and
feeding systems, or to move away from their pastures to engage in alternative
livelihoods, such as crop farming or urban wage work. The objectives of RLRR are
to reduce overall grazing pressure, because it is believed among decision-makers
that overgrazing is the fundamental cause of rangeland degradation. From 2003 to
2011, the Chinese central government invested 2.5 billion USD (1USD = 6.2CNY)
in the RLRR programmes (MOA 2012). Under this policy, 26 million ha of
rangeland has been fenced to exclude year- round grazing and 28 million ha fenced
for seasonal grazing rest (MOA 2012). In 2012, to continue pursuing the above
objectives, a follow-up programme “Ecological Subsidy and Award System” was
initiated and the central government decided to dramatically increase investment in
rangeland restoration, with an annual budget of 2.2 billion USD, which is nearly the
total expenditure of the past 8 years. The actual expenditure was 2.4 billion USD in
2012 (MOA 2013), even more than the budget allocation.

Nevertheless, the impacts of these policies are greatly debated. Although many
scholars believe that the RLRR programmes have had positive impacts on restoring
rangeland ecosystems (Liu et al. 2003; Xin et al. 2005; Gaowa et al. 2006; Chen
and Luo 2007; Zhao et al. 2007), others argue that the programmes have generated
negative impacts on the larger scale ecosystem (Li et al. 2007; Wang 2009). They
point out that grazing pressures are shifted to non-project areas, thus increasing
degradation in non-project regions and that long-term grazing exclusion is harmful
to vegetation regeneration (Wang 2009; Zhao et al. 2009; Alatandalai et al. 2011;
Wang and Qiao 2011). Particularly in terms of impacts on herders’ livelihood,
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many scholars criticize the greatly increased costs of livestock production, because
herders have to buy more forage during the periods when grazing is forbidden (Tian
2011; Siyiti et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012). Additionally, for those areas where a
year-round grazing ban is implemented, the pastoralists were moved out from the
rangelands and resettled in towns where they are facing many difficulties in finding
alternative sustainable livelihoods (Xue and Jiang 2006; Chen 2008; Nie et al.
2008; Zhao and Jia 2009). However, some other academic positions argue that
government subsidies have increased herders’ income and along with the shift into
intensive animal husbandry and more non-pastoral employment (especially for
those who emigrated from pastoral areas into towns), herders’ income would be
increased in the long-term. The same debates are taking place about the impacts of
RLRR programmes on pastoralist culture and social development (Chen and Luo
2007; Chen and Su 2008; Guo and Qia 2008).

This chapter will analyse the narratives employed by different stakeholders,
including academic circles, decision-makers and herders, to explain the success or
failure of ecological policies for rangelands. Some critical findings will be sum-
marized. Based on these findings, we will argue that the problems with these
policies may be ultimately due to one root cause: failure to understand the linkage
between social and ecological systems (SES) as interconnected sets with feedback
mechanisms. We conclude that the problems of EPs are not the result of improper
policy implementation, as most scholars believed, but instead are due to misun-
derstanding the SES of pastoral areas.

18.2 Methodology

For government narratives, we will analyse the original policy reports as follows:
Annual National Grassland Monitoring Reports from 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013; Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) reports on rangeland management
policies; and key relevant government official speeches. We present how the
government perceives ecological restoration polices and what narratives are used to
portray the impacts on ecological condition and herders’ livelihoods.

Regarding academic narratives, we conduct bibliometric analysis on research
articles by academic researchers published in Chinese academic journals. All the
relevant and qualified articles are collected from China Academic Network
Publishing Database, the largest journal database in China (http://epub.cnki.net/kns/
default.htm). We carry out three types of analysis for each paper: impacts analysis,
cause-of-failure analysis and reliability-of-conclusion analysis.

In impacts analysis, the impacts of the RLRR policy are categorized into four
aspects: (1) rangeland ecosystem; (2) herder income; (3) animal husbandry; and
(4) pastoral culture and social development. For each aspect, we categorize the
authors’ into positive, negative, and ineffective impacts. Positive means that the
policy achieved its planned improvement in the above four aspects; negative means
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that the policy directly caused negative impacts; while ineffective means that the
policy failed to reach its expected objectives.

In cause-of-failure analysis, academic narratives about the causes of RLRR
policy failures are analysed into two groups: (1) improper policy implementation,
where the narratives are convinced the policy was reasonable but attributed their
negative impacts or ineffectiveness to flaws in policy design or implementation
procedures; and (2) improper policy, where the narratives perceived the policy itself
was unreasonable and thus caused failures.

In addition, as the methods used in these research studies were quite diverse and
the rigorousness of these methods directly affected the reliability of the study
conclusions, we carried out a reliability-of-conclusion analysis for each of the four
aspects. Here we mainly focus on the validity of data collection methods and
reasoning. If the evidence supporting the conclusion were directly based on primary
data from case studies and field samplings, we classify the research as most reliable
versus not very reliable for evidence based on secondary data. Finally we classify as
not reliable the papers based on no evidence, or lack of data sources and data
representativeness.

For herders’ narratives, we use data from our household survey in Alax Left
Banner (ALB) of Inner Mongolia from 2009 to 2011 (Fig. 18.1). We did fieldwork
in the middle and southern area of ALB (the grazing ban area) where the herders
lived and also in the resettlement areas (Luanjing Tan, Yaoba Tan and
Bayanhuode). We interviewed herder households to understand their perceptions
about changes in rangeland brought by the EPs. In each area, the interviews were
conducted with randomly selected households. We interviewed 30 households in
Bayanhuode from June to July of 2009, and revisited in 2010 and interviewed
another 9 households and the government officials. In 2011, we interviewed 16
households in Luanjing Tan and Yaoba Tan, and 17 households in Tengger desert
where grazing exclusion was implemented.

Fig. 18.1 Topographic information on ALB and the location of resettlement sites (LJT-Luanjing
Tan, YBT-Yaoba Tan and BYHD-Bayanhuode) and grazing exclusion areas (Tengger desert and
Helan mountain).
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18.3 Results

18.3.1 Government’s Perspectives

According to the “Annual National Grassland Monitoring Report” developed by
MOA in recent years (see Table 18.1), the EPs had effectively restored the degraded
grassland.1 Taking the RLRR as an example, the report found that the policy
achieved improvements in the aspects of grassland coverage, height and
above-ground biomass production in the project areas comparing with non-project
areas and pre-project grassland condition (see Table 18.1).

However, as to overall grassland conditions (see Table 18.2), even though EPs
have been implemented for years, the MOA acknowledged “the rangeland degra-
dation, desertification, and salinization have not been controlled effectively (MOA
2013).”

According to government perspectives, problems with the RLRR are due to its
focus on restoring grassland condition without considering the effects on herders’
livelihoods and without providing the means to improve livestock production
through artificial grass reseeding and the construction of livestock sheds. Herders

Table 18.1 Impacts of “retire livestock to restore grassland” (RLRR) on vegetation, from Annual
National Grassland Monitoring Reports (2007–2011)

Compare with non-project area (increased %) Compare with pre-project
condition (increased %)

Year Coverage
(%)

Height
(%)

Above-ground
biomass (%)

Coverage
(%)

Above-ground
biomass (%)

2007 15 47 58 9 26

2008 14 60 68 – –

2009 12 36 75 6 18

2010 12 38 44 3 8

2011 10 43 50 4 11

Data sources Annual National Grassland Monitoring Report (MOA 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011,
2012)

1In the national standard (GB 19377–2003), “Parameters for Degradation, Sandification and
Salinization of Rangelands”, issued by General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection
and Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China (AQSIQ) in 2003, rangeland degradation is
defined as a process in which rangeland ecological conditions deteriorated, forage biomass and
quality decreased, the utilization performance decreased or was even lost due to adverse natural
influences such as drought, sand storms, flooding, salinization, underground water table changes
and etc., or by unseasonal animal husbandry such as overgrazing and hay overcutting, or by
destructive human activities such as unregulated mining, medicine digging and firewood col-
lecting. In this Guo Biao (national standard), the degree of rangeland degradation is classified as 4
levels: non-degraded, minor degraded, moderate degraded and severe degraded, based on moni-
toring changes in plant community characteristics, plant community composition, indicator spe-
cies, above-ground biomass and measures of soil erosion.
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lack forage supplies and the means to engage in intensive animal husbandry after
the implementation of grazing bans and grazing rests, so their long-term livelihoods
are in trouble. The majority of the programme areas are located in remote and poor
areas. Besides the subsidies from central government, local governments have
limited financial capacities to supply the supporting funds needed for the EPs.
According to the No. 1 Document of Central Government in 2011(State Council
2011) and Inner Mongolia No. 1 Document of 2010 (IMARG 2010), due to
implementation of the grazing ban and grazing rest, the herders have had to sacrifice
to achieve grassland protection because of the high costs of alternative systems of
livestock management. As a result, herders’ income is lower than the average level
of farmers’ income in crop production areas. Therefore in 2012, the Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region council dramatically increased subsidies to herders
when they initiated a new project of the Ecological Subsidy and Award System, a
follow-up to RLRR. This policy aims to maintain the ecological programme while
improving herder livelihoods through: (1) providing 6 yuan (about $0.95 USD in
2012) per μ (1 ha = 15 μ) for the year-round “grazing-ban” area; (2) providing 1.5
yuan (about $0.23USD in 2012) per μ for “forage-livestock balance” area; (3) in-
creasing subsidies for the livestock production system, including livestock breed
improvement, artificial grassland improvement, purchase of production tools, and
infrastructure improvement; and (4) developing education and providing vocational
training to facilitate diversification of herders’ livelihoods.

Several key findings can be summarized from the government narratives. First,
rangeland degradation in the project areas has been partially controlled and
rangelands have been partially restored. Secondly, China’s rangeland conditions are
continuing to degrade overall. Thirdly, the central government is realizing the
problems with previous EPs caused by prioritizing rangeland ecological conditions
while failing to consider the financial burdens on herder livelihoods and pastoral
production.

Table 18.2 Government narratives on the evaluation of overall rangeland conditions

Year Narratives of overall evaluation

2007 Ecological conditions in project areas have been improved, though overall rangeland
conditions are tending to worsen. Degradation is exacerbated in certain areas

2008 Obvious restoration is observed in project areas, though overgrazing is still serious and
overexploitation and illegal expropriation of the rangelands, continued. The task of
grassland restoration remains a big challenge

2009 The trend of increasing grassland degradation has been controlled to some extent.
Obvious improvements are observed in some areas

2010 The trend of increasing grassland degradation has been effectively controlled, although
“local conditions improved while overall situation deteriorated”. The task of grassland
restoration remains a big challenge

2011 Overgrazing is still serious. The overall grassland conditions are still in a tense
situation. Grassland restoration projects are getting to a crucial stage

Data source Annual National Grassland Monitoring Report (MOA 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012)
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18.3.2 Academic Perspectives

The first academic study of EPs was published in 2002 (Liu and Feng 2002), and by
the end of 2012 in total 136 such studies were found in the China Academic
Network Publishing Database. Among them, 103 papers study policy impacts,
while the rest focus on policy design and the implementation process without
mentioning the policy impacts. Among the 103 papers, 98 papers discuss ecological
impacts, 65 papers discuss the impacts on herder income, 57 papers discuss animal
husbandry, and 17 papers are related to cultural and social development.

In terms of project impacts, the majority of papers present positive findings on
the ecosystem, while negative findings are dominant on aspects of herder income
and pastoral social development (see Fig. 18.2). Regarding ecological impacts,
72 % of the academic perspectives present positive impacts, reflected in the
increased height of the vegetation, coverage and biomass production; increased
percentage of perennial vegetation; decreased frequency of dust storms; increased
biodiversity and lastly, improved water storage functions. However, around 13 % of
these papers argue that the projects generated negative impacts on the ecosystem.
Their main arguments include: grazing pressures were shifted to non-project areas,
thus increasing degradation in non-project regions; planting artificial forage
destroyed original natural vegetation and exhausted ground water and soil fertility;
and long-term exclusion of grazing is harmful to vegetation regeneration. In
addition, around 14 % of the academic papers directly demonstrate that EPs did not
achieve the expected objectives, since illegal grazing activities were very common,
while grazing bans and grazing rests were not strictly implemented.

Regarding the impacts on herder income, 60 % of the academic papers
demonstrate decreasing incomes. Researchers found that in the seasonal grazing
rest areas, the costs of livestock production were greatly increased because herders
had to buy more cultivated forage during the months when grazing was forbidden.
Additionally, in those areas where year-round grazing exclusion was implemented,
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the pastoralists were moved out from the rangeland and resettled in towns, where
they faced many difficulties in finding alternative sustainable livelihoods. They
merely depended on government subsidies for their support, while living costs were
much higher in the towns than previously in the pastoral area. Poverty was
increasing among the resettled herders.

Of the academic papers, 38 % demonstrate that EPs have generated positive
impacts on herder income. These academic perspectives argue that government
subsidies have increased herders’ income. Besides, along with shifting into inten-
sive animal husbandry and increasing non-pastoral employment (especially those
who emigrated from pastoral areas into towns), it is argued that herders’ income
should increase in the long-term. In addition, improvement of the natural envi-
ronment under EPs also helped to improve local people’s living conditions.

Regarding animal husbandry, 47 % of the academic papers present positive
impacts. These state that EPs promoted shifts from extensive pastoralism into
intensive animal husbandry through improvements in productive infrastructure, as
well as animal breeding and shelter conditions. On the other hand, the development
of intensive livestock feeding systems inevitably increased production costs (in-
creased inputs for forage purchase, labour requirements and buildings), and thus
reduced the net benefit from animal husbandry. This is the reason why 46 % of the
academic findings state that the EPs generated negative impacts on animal hus-
bandry. In addition, 7 % of the findings show that the policy was not able to achieve
the expected objectives because herders encountered diversified challenges of
transferring into modern intensive animal husbandry, particularly given the poor
conditions of current pastoral production.

On social development, only 24 % of the academic papers hold positive views.
These views include the improvement of income and development of intensive
animal husbandry which facilitated “harmonious development of pastoral society
and reformed the backward traditional concepts of the herders”. In addition, the
implementation of EPs facilitated a rangeland transfer system, so that the poor
could generate income through leasing their pastures. EPs promoted urbanization
through resettlement of herders, thus the educational and medical services for
people were improved. However, 76 % of the papers argue that EPs generated
obvious negative impacts on pastoral society. The increasing conflicts between
local governments and herders were the most direct negative impacts, which led to
critical challenges for local governance, as herders under EPs were generally
involved in illegal grazing to reduce their production costs. Illegal grazing activities
also caused conflicts among herders over grazing lands. In addition, grazing bans
increased risks for the livelihood of marginalized people (e.g. the poor, the
undereducated, elders, women and those living in harsh environments). Due to clear
family income reductions after the initiation of grazing bans, the main workforce of
pastoral families left the rangeland areas to search for employment, leaving the old
and children uncared for at home, which weakened family ties. The shift into
intensive animal husbandry and self-interested competition under market conditions
affected social relationships and caused changes in cultural customs and identities.
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Furthermore, as herders who resettled under EPs were unable to find proper jobs,
some of them became involved in criminal and gambling activities.

It is important to note that according to the reliability analysis (Table 18.3), the
positive impacts of EPs on the above four aspects—ecological, herder income,
animal husbandry and social development—might be overrated. Regarding eco-
logical impacts, 62 % of the papers that provide evidence for positive impacts were
based on case studies or direct ecological monitoring. However, among these 71
papers, the majority cited indicators that only reflected short-term changes in
vegetation, including aboveground biomass (42 papers), cover (40 papers), height
(31 papers) and proportion of perennial grasses in vegetation communities (22
papers). The three former indicators are very sensitive to short-term precipitation
changes in drylands, as well as grazing, and thus are unreliable for reflecting the
long-term ecological impacts of grazing bans and grazing rests. In addition, as the
grazing pressure within programme areas was often transferred to non-programme
areas, monitored conditions within the project areas did not necessarily represent
the overall grassland condition.

Among the papers that assert the existence of positive EP impact on herder
income, less than half (44) studies were based on primary data. In contrast, 70 % of
the papers that assert negative impacts and 100 % of papers arguing ineffective
impacts are based on primary data from field surveys. Similarly for research on
animal husbandry impacts, only 37 % of papers that claim positive impacts were
based on case studies and 26 % did not provide enough evidence or presented
unrepresentative data. Regarding social development, 100 % of papers arguing for
positive impacts supplied no convincing evidence.

The majority of the papers argue that the flaws, failures and emerging issues are
the result of the improper implementation of EPs, while few papers considered the
possibility that these failures were caused by improper design of the policy itself.
Thus, in response to the declining livelihoods and livestock husbandry, most aca-
demic studies suggest shifting herders into intensive livestock production systems
and/or alternative livelihood approaches, with increased technical inputs and gov-
ernment subsidies, in order to increase pastoral production and income generation.

In general, the bibliometric analysis of academic studies shows that EPs have
achieved effective impacts on grassland restoration (at least in the short term within
project areas), while generating obvious negative impacts on herder livelihoods and
pastoral society. While arguing that EPs have produced positive ecological, these
studies focus only on short-term changes in vegetation indicators, and the absence of
information on vegetation in non-project areas weakens the reliability of their
conclusions. Regarding socio-economic impacts, the academic studies find that
negative impacts on herder livelihoods have overridden demonstrated positive
impacts, and most studies found serious negative impacts on pastoral society
resulting from EPs. According to the results of these academic studies, it can be
concluded that EPs prioritized ecological protection and failed to pay enough
attention to herders’ livelihoods, society and culture. Consequently, even though the
policy improved grassland condition in the project areas, it worsened herders’
livelihoods, increased social conflict in pastoral areas and weakened pastoral culture.
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18.3.3 Herders’ Perceptions: Case Study from Inner
Mongolia

The Alax Left Banner (ALB) region is located in the west of Inner Mongolia and
lies along western Helan mountain (Fig. 18.1). The banner is an administrative
region used in Mongolian pastoral areas, similar to a county in the agricultural areas
of China. The region covers 80,412 km2, of which 42.5 % is desert (Chorography
Compiling Committee of Alax Left Banner 2000). The climate is extremely arid,
with annual precipitation of 64–208 mm, annual evaporation of 2317–3993 mm,
and an annual average temperature of 7.4 °C (Chorography Compiling Committee
of Alax Left Banner 2000). The banner contains 46,000 km2 of usable rangeland,
mainly steppe desert and desert, but it is reported that 59.6 % of useable rangeland
has degraded (Wu et al. 2005). Vegetation coverage has decreased by 30–50 %
since the 1950s (Wu et al. 2005), and biomass (dry matter) production decreased by
53.9 %—from 570.03 kg per ha in the 1960s to 262.82 kg per ha in the 1990s (Pei
2011).

This area is sparsely populated. The population was 173,000 in 2012, of which
19 % were Mongolian and 73 % were Han (Statistic Bureau of ALB 2013). About
20,000 people were relying on animal husbandry in 2013 (Zhang et al. 2013). The
people in the northern area are mostly Mongolians who raise goats and camels. In
the southern part of the banner, Han people predominate, with their main livelihood
depending on crop agriculture or a combination of cropping and animal husbandry.
There were 1.2 million livestock in the banner in 2013, of which 0.65 million were
raised in intensive systems and the others grazing on natural rangeland over most of
a year (Wei 2013).

Since 2002, a series of EPs have been implemented in the southern and middle
areas of ALB. The basic model for such projects is exclusion of grazing from
rangelands and the relocation of local herders into resettlement villages in Luanjing
Tan, Yaoba Tan and Bayanhuode development zones. The first two sites are
agricultural development areas founded in the 1970s, while the last site is a newly
established agricultural zone near Bayanhot, the capital of ALB (Fig. 18.1). In the
new settlement, the ex-pastoralists are supposed to adopt crop cultivation, intensive
animal husbandry and employment in service sectors. During the process, those
pastoralists who formerly were entirely supported by pastoralism receive payments
equal to $1198 USD in cash per year per person and in addition the government
provides infrastructure in the resettlement villages, including houses, livestock
pens, hay fields and irrigation systems. For those agro-pastoralists who formerly
depended on crop farming as well as animal husbandry, the government provides
only the infrastructure mentioned above, but no annual cash payments. For the
older resettled people, males older than 54 years and females older than 49 years
receive from the government an annual pension but no cash subsidies. According to
the Poverty Alleviation Office of ALB, 7319 working age people were resettled
between 2002 and 2010, among whom 6300 switched to crop production or
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intensive animal husbandry and 1019 got employment in secondary and tertiary
industries.

Regarding the perceptions of herders on changes in rangelands brought about by
the EPs, according to 28 herders interviewed, only 7 % reported grass being
improved after the imposition of the grazing ban. Of the herders interviewed, 63 %
told us that rangeland conditions are much more influenced by rainfall than grazing
and therefore the EPs did not have any impact on rangeland restoration. Nearly a
third, 30 % of households even believed that rangelands degraded further after
grazing bans; Some examples of observations from herders are listed in Table 18.4.

Among reasons given why the EPs had failed to restore rangeland conditions,
65 % of herders pointed out that many forage plants would not grow without
grazing, and 60 % of herders believed that the accumulated plant litter due to lack
of grazing prevented grass germination or renewal (see Fig. 18.3). Also some
herders thought that lack of livestock dung as fertilizer, as well as increased rodent
hazards, were reasons causing unexpected ecological changes (Table 18.5).

On the livelihood aspects, we found that crop planting and intensive animal
husbandry could not provide feasible livelihoods for the ex-pastoralists. For
example, Bayanhuode resettlement village, where government has provided the
most financial and material inputs among all the resettlements, received more than
300 in-migration households from 2007 to 2008. The government provided each
household with a house, a greenhouse for vegetable planting (Fig. 18.4), and a
livestock shelter for keeping animals. Elders reaching the qualified age could get
pensions of $92 USD per month. According to the government plan, planting
vegetables in the greenhouses would provide subsistence for those in-migrants after

Table 18.4 Herders’ perceptions of effects of grazing ban on rangeland restoration (N = 27)

Percentage of
interviewees

Example of herders’ observations

No obvious change 17 (63 %) Nothing changes after grazing ban, neither better nor
worse. This is the characteristic [of ecosystem] in
this place. If there’s no rain, then no forage. It has
nothing to do with grazing

Rangeland degraded
after grazing ban

8 (30 %) Grass would grow better if grazed by goats. It did
not grow well after the grazing ban. Now, after the
ban, the new grass shoots are white and without the
goats grazing, the shoots gradually die

Grass began to die in the second year after grazing
ban. Grass is not as dense as before. If there were
livestock grazing, the grass wouldn’t be dead block
by block like this

Desertification is more obvious after the grazing
ban. Before the ban, we could ride bicycle in the
desert steppe, but now, even a motorcycle could not
run due to the sand

Vegetation
recovered obviously

2 (7 %) Vegetation in Helan mountain areas is much better
after grazing ban. The shrubs are growing up
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they give up pastoralism in the rangelands. Nevertheless, the resettled families were
pastoralists who used to be engaged in herding animals in rangelands, so the skill of
greenhouse cultivation is a big challenge for them. Among the 22 households
interviewed, by 2010 after being resettled for 3 years, only 6 households were still
engaged in vegetable production in greenhouses, 5 households continued to rely on
pastoralism (the older members and children moved to the resettlement village
while young family members still herded animals in the pastoral areas), 8 house-
holds relied on casual jobs (such as drivers, construction workers etc.) and 3
households had no employment and lived solely on the money from the govern-
ment. By 2012 when we revisited this site, all the resettled households had given up

Fig. 18.3 The pictures were taken in July 2010 after 8 years of a grazing ban. The left one with
green and growing vegetation is in a grazing area outside the project fence, while the right one
with grey and withered vegetation is within project area without grazing for 8 years.

Table 18.5 Herders’ perceptions about why rangeland failed to restore after grazing ban (N = 20)

Percentage
of
interviewees

Example of herders’ observations

Lack of compensatory
regrowth

13 (65 %) The length of re-grown shoots is getting
shorter after the ban. Some particular
species like R. soongorica will not grow
without grazing

Accumulation of litter
prohibits plants from
germination or renewal

12 (60 %) Litter is accumulates without grazing,
which prohibits the renewal of the grass.
For example, R. soongorica could re-grow
in the next year if it was grazed, but if it is
not grazed this year, it will not grow well
next year

Lack of livestock dung as
fertilizer

4 (16 %) Shrubs grow better with manure. There
would be no fertilizer without grazing

Increased rodent hazard 2 (10 %) Rodent-caused disaster increased after
grazing exclusion
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greenhouse vegetable growing, due to water shortages. Water crisis is one of the
major threats to crop agriculture in Yaoba Tan and Luanjing Tan as well.

Moving herders away from the rangeland is the government’s aim to solve the
overgrazing problem. However, the rangeland is now facing other serious
over-exploitation of natural resources. Since the 1990s, collecting of wild plants,
such as “fat choy”, Cistanche deserticola, Cynomorium songaricum has been
destroying rangeland vegetation. In recent years, collecting scorpions for medicinal
markets has become a new destructive activity. In 2007, ALB Forestry Agency
sanctioned more than 2000 outsiders who came to rangelands to dig Boschniakia
rossica, a medical plant which parasites R. soongorica on its root (Shi 2007). In the
summer of 2011, almost one thousand outsiders came to collect scorpions on the
rangeland along Helan mountain and Luanjing Tan and killed some 0.2 million
scorpions every day (Agency of Agriculture of Alax League 2007). In addition,
more and more mineral explorations have taken place in the rangeland after local
herders were moved out.

Such activities, generally illegal, are destructive to the ecosystem. As predators
on several harmful insects, scorpions play an important role in controlling and
preventing insect hazards. Collecting of scorpions threatens ecosystem functions by
destroying food webs. Digging plants and exploration of minerals directly disturbs
vegetation and soil. Due to the extreme arid climate, growth of shrubs is very slow
and, once damaged, it is difficult for the vegetation to recover. Supervision and
control of illegal activities is critical to rangeland conservation.

Local herders are not only rangeland users, but also protectors of rangelands for
generations. When herders made a living on the rangeland, they were motivated to
protect their rangeland. In our survey, we found that herders spontaneously formed
patrols to monitor, report and stop the above-mentioned destructive activities.
However, after herders left rangelands due to the EPs, the burden of rangeland
protection was loaded entirely on government agencies. For example, by June 2011,
local governments have punished more than 7000 cases of scorpion collection, with

Fig. 18.4 The greenhouses provided by EPs in Bayanhuode resettlement village. The picture on
the left was taken in the summer of 2008 when resettled herders were starting to learn vegetable
cultivation, and the picture on the right was taken in summer of 2010, showing most greenhouses
had been abandoned.
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high enforcement costs of vehicles and policemen involved (Agency of Agriculture
of Alax League 2007). As the rangeland is extensive in area and the government
agencies have human and material resource constraints, such illegal activities could
not be effectively controlled. The scorpion collectors always come to rangelands on
motorcycles as night falls and have left before dawn. Such high mobility made it
rather difficult for government to monitor. Our interviewees reported that “the
rangeland was destroyed by people from neighbouring provinces who came to dig
Cong Rong (C. deserticola) and scorpions and sell to the medicine market. These
people came in flocks. They dig the rangeland with shovels and even explosives,
leaving the land with pits everywhere. In this case, how could the ecosystem be
protected as EPs expected?” Even worse, we noticed that due to lack of sustainable
livelihoods, some of the ex-pastoralists have come back from resettlement sites to
join the scorpion collecting, plant digging and rare stone collecting.

18.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Both government and academic findings show that EPs have had a positive impact
on grassland restoration (at least in the short-term within project areas), while
generating obvious negative impacts on herder livelihoods, livestock production
and pastoral society. Our case study in Alax Left Banner shows that most herders
believe rangeland conditions are more influenced by rainfall than grazing, in which
case the EPs would have had no impact on rangeland restoration. Some herders
even think that the rangeland becomes further degraded after banning grazing, and
they consider that the alternative livelihoods and production systems supported by
EPs do not work well. The other case studies by our research group in different
precipitation regions of Inner Mongolia, covering Hulunbuir (Gu and Li 2013),
Xinlingol (Lai 2012), and Chifeng (Wang 2011) have reached the same conclusions
as this Alax case study.

Here we are not going to try to decide which conclusions are right or wrong,
because different stakeholders have different management goals for the ecosystem
and apply different criteria to evaluate ecosystem health. Taking vegetation species
as an example, ecologists use dominant species as important indicators to evaluate
ecosystem condition, while herders believe that more palatable species, which are
not necessarily dominant, indicate a healthier rangeland. Particularly in terms of
temporal scale, ecosystem changes should be assessed in the long run and thus it
may be too early to judge the effectiveness of China’s rangeland EPs.

We need, nonetheless, to analyse the mechanisms of what has already happened
and what will likely happen to the target ecosystem following project interventions.
A non-equilibrium theory of rangeland functioning could explain some of the
processes occurring in China’s rangeland (Li and Zhang 2009), particularly in terms
of precipitation variability and its impacts on biomass production. But
non-equilibrium theory does not fit all cases. In Africa overgrazing might not be the
major contribution to rangeland degradation compared with rainfall variability, but
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in parts of China overgrazing does exist. This is because the social ecological
system of pastoral areas in China is no longer closed, particularly after the 1980s
with the growth of the market economy. While the number of livestock may still
fluctuate in response to variable precipitation, now livestock numbers are also
heavily influenced by the availability of forage markets, by the demand for livestock
products, and the availability of micro-credit. For example, if the market price of
meat is high enough to cover the cost of buying forage from outside the livestock
production ecosystem, herders can maintain and even increase their herd sizes in
drought years through obtaining micro-credit to purchase forage.

Given the limited applicability of new rangeland ecology in China, here we
consider the logic behind the EPs formulation, which may help to understand the
current issues in China’s rangelands.

It is accepted that government EPs aim to improve ecosystem conditions. The
logic behind the projects is that too many people and thus too many livestock have
contributed to rangeland degradation and that decreasing the population of both will
improve environmental conditions. However, most ecosystems have a long history
of human management, as is the case of grazing systems in arid and semi-arid areas
of China, where the human system utilizes natural resources and at the same time
maintains the ecosystem. In fact, some ecosystems can only be sustained through
human management practices (Liu et al. 2007). In such cases the two systems—
human and natural resources—are adapted to each other and have evolved into a
highly integrated social-ecological system (SES). SES is neither a social system
embedded in an ecological system, nor an ecological system embedded in a social
system. It has its unique characteristics (Walker et al. 2006), and cannot be man-
aged through focusing solely on an ecological or a social component.

If we treat a pastoral community and the rangelands as an integrated system, it is
clear that EPs have driven this system from an extensive grazing state characterized
by reciprocal ecological-social feedbacks into another state characterized by iso-
lated social and ecological systems. During this transformation, key processes that
control system dynamics have been changed or terminated in ways that may be
irreversible without external interventions.

In the Mongolian plateau, the extensive grazing system was formed by nearly a
thousand years of co-evolution with its natural conditions, and livestock and veg-
etation have become mutually interdependent. In this system a degree of grazing
disturbance is critical to maintaining the vigor of plants while grazing is also a form
of natural resource utilization adapted to the local environment. During this process,
local people have developed a body of indigenous ecological knowledge about the
interactions between grass, livestock and the abiotic environment, and have man-
aged the rangeland based on this knowledge. They have also protected the range-
land from destructive exploitation by outsiders.

After the EPs were implemented and these herders were moved out, the inter-
actions between the ecological system and the social system were cut off. Removal
of grazing disturbance makes plants lose their vigour, and may lead finally to death.
Meanwhile, emigration of herders weakened supervision and protection of the
rangeland, leaving pasture vulnerable to exploitation by outsiders, which caused
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serious damage to vegetation and soil. Under the arid climate in ALB, growth of
perennial vegetation and the formation of soil are extremely slow processes and
once interrupted they are difficult to restore. In addition, when herders moved off
the rangeland, they sold their herds for slaughter, reducing the gene pool of live-
stock, especially that of the unique species of Alax double-hump camel which is
highly adapted to the local environment. Finally, pastoralism is founded on
indigenous knowledge and when herders gave up pastoralism this knowledge was
no longer useful or valued. As time goes by, it will be lost as the carriers of such
knowledge disappear. Loss of vegetation, the eroding of the livestock gene pool and
the loss of indigenous ecological knowledge will make it nearly impossible to
revive the pastoral system.

Depending on rangeland for a living, herders have greater incentives than the
government to protect rangeland for sustainable livelihoods. Nevertheless, herders
are perceived by EPs as destroyers of the environment and are removed from the
rangeland, leaving all the responsibility for protection to the government. Limited
by insufficient human and material resources, the government is not able to enforce
effective monitoring and, as a result, the rangeland is left without adequate
supervision.

Irrigated crop cultivation has further worsened the current water shortage crisis,
due to its high dependency on water resources and low water use efficiency, in arid
areas where water resources are critical to the maintenance of local ecological and
social systems. Over-exploitation of water resources has resulted in a water
shortage, a decline in the water table and land salinization in Yaoba Tan, Luanjing
Tan and Bayanhot. In some resettlement areas, cultivated sites have been aban-
doned due to salinization of the land caused by the overwatering of irrigated crops
(Water Authority of Alax Left Banner 2004). It therefore seems that crop cultiva-
tion is ecologically infeasible in such and arid environment, and is unlikely to
generate sustainable livelihoods for resettled herders. Ex-pastoralists, who lack
skills for other livelihood activities and have no resources to return to pastoralism
are very likely to engage in activities that exploit the environment in destructive
ways, creating a vicious feedback loop.2

Considering the ecological characteristics of arid rangelands, even in terms of
providing the ecosystem services expected by government, it is necessary to
maintain a SES based on grazing. Polices that aim to improve ecosystem services
through rehabilitation should therefore focus on maintaining pastoralism by
enhancing the resilience of grazing systems. At present, pastoralism in China is
facing huge internal and external pressures and changes, such as rangeland priva-
tization, decreased livestock mobility (Li and Huntsinger 2011), intensive animal
husbandry, decoupling of social systems from ecological systems (Li and Li 2012),

2Realizing this problems, local governments are now starting to change strategies. As stated in
official documents, the strategy of “pastoralism transfer to agriculture farming” is supposed to be
stopped and gradually replaced by “pastoralists transfer to employment in industry or service
sectors”. But in practice it is not easy to provide appropriate employment opportunities for
unskilled ex-pastoralists within a reasonable time.
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the influence of commercial markets on traditional knowledge of animal husbandry,
and expansion of the mining and manufacturing sectors. All these factors are
causing damage and pollution to rangeland, while EPs are moving herders out of
the rangeland and pastoralism is declining. There are many challenges to be met if
pastoralism is to adjust successfully to these pressures. Taking market influences as
an example, as mentioned previously, livestock populations no longer fluctuate
naturally to match the variability of precipitation, which may lead to overgrazing on
natural pasture. Nevertheless, the response to overgrazing should not simply be the
separation of the human system from the ecological system by removing herders
from the rangelands, which has been proven not to work. We are not arguing that
market forces are bad or should not influence pastoralists, since nobody can stop
markets spreading in this globalized world. What we need to explore more fully is
how to integrate market mechanisms with traditional society, instead of simply
replacing the latter. In sum, our discussion has argued that the problems of EPs are
not due to improper implementation of policy, as most scholars have believed, but
are instead due to misunderstanding the SES of pastoral areas.
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Chapter 19
Taking Down the “Great Green Wall”:
The Science and Policy Discourse
of Desertification and Its Control in China

Hong Jiang

Abstract Desertification is a serious problem in China and various research studies
and surveys have been conducted to address the issue. The Chinese government has
launched the ambitious “Great Green Wall” tree-planting programme to control
desertification. But problems abound. This chapter reviews the scientific studies of
desertification in China, and highlights their many inconsistencies, connecting them
with political control and policy discourses. I point out that the State Forestry
Administration, the institution in charge of desertification study and control, has
adopted an ineffective tree-focused approach through the “Great Green Wall”
programme. Even though the programme has included the establishment of shrubs
and other vegetation types in addition to tree planting, the underlying aggressive
attitude toward the environment remains, rendering it difficult for the problem of
desertification to be addressed fundamentally. This chapter calls for the Chinese
government to abandon the dominating relationship with the environment
embodied in the “Great Green Wall” programme.

Keywords Desertification � Policy � Science � “Great Green Wall”, China

Assessing the current situation of desertification in China is not a simple matter.
The following two contradictory stories are typical in describing China’s deserti-
fication—both are from Minqin county in Gansu province in the Hexi Corridor,
northwest China.

One story is about serious and on-going desertification induced by human
activities. Situated between the Badain Jaran and Tengger deserts, Minqin is a
dryland with 110 mm annual rainfall, and water resources are crucial to its eco-
logical health. Minqin sits at the lower reaches of the Shiyang River, whose water,
coming from the melting glacier of the Qilian Mountain to the south, has nurtured
much of Minqin’s oases. In recent years, water overuse in the upper reaches has
resulted in reduced water available to Minqin. To compensate, with government
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encouragement, the people of Minqin dug many wells—from zero in 1964 to over
11,000 by 2007—to sustain its agriculture (Zhang et al. 2007a, b). This has led to
lowering of the groundwater table from 6 m in 1986 to 20 m in 2006. Natural and
planted trees and shrubs have been dying off, the oases are swallowed by sand that
advances at 8–10 m each year, and the sand-covered area is as high as 94.5 % (Ni
et al. 2013). Oasis expansion into new areas cannot match their reduction from
desertification, and increased human activity threatens to worsen the environment
(Ning and Yang 2013).

Another, opposing, story line tells of heroic actions in desertification control,
with victorious outcomes. The same Minqin has been named a “sand control and
tree planting model” and a “tree planting and greenification model” by the Chinese
national and Gansu provincial government. Research and news reports (e.g. Jin
2013; Ma and Zhang 2012) claim increasing tree cover in Minqin helped reverse
the trend of desertification. Heroic individuals, such as Shi Shuzhu, Chen
Yongming and Liu Shizeng, have been touted by the government as “sand control
and tree planting” models. In the case of Shi Shuzhu, he has led his Songhe Village
to plant over 10,000 mu (or 667 ha) of trees to control sand. “Shi Shuzhu relied on
his belief and used his life to build up greenery on the desert, and build a beautiful
homeland,” said a newspaper report; and his village has been transformed from a
“beggar village” to a “rich village” (Tang 2013).

These two conflicting stories from Minqin exemplify the challenges to achieving
an accurate understanding of desertification in China. Is desertification expanding or
retreating? What are the sources of these conflicting stories? More generally, what is
the current trend in desertification, and what has China been doing to control land
desertification? This article addresses broad issues implicated in the Minqin stories.

The first part of this chapter assesses scientific research on desertification in
China, pointing out many problems and inconsistencies. The second part examines
Chinese desertification control efforts—or measures to improve and restore deser-
tified land. Here, I focus on policy discourses and how they trap desertification
control into relying on human-dominated measures, especially planting trees
through the “Great Green Wall” programme, resulting in wasted resources and
continuing desertification. This paper concludes with a call to take down the “Great
Green Wall,” referring both literally to the tree-planting programme, and symbol-
ically to policy discourses of human domination underlying the programme. Only
by shifting to an attitude of respect for both nature and culture can we better
understand and address desertification.

19.1 Part 1: Science of Desertification—Problems
and Confusions

China faces serious desertification, or dryland degradation—all studies confirm this.
But just how severely is China affected? Research from different sources shows a
range from 4 to 27.9 % of China’s land area as desertified in 2000. How does this
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huge discrepancy come about? Below I examine two major sources of desertification
research—their definitions, academic/institutional lineages, and findings. Problems
and confusions emerge, hampering a clear view of desertification in China.

19.1.1 Institute of Desert Research Under the Chinese
Academy of Sciences

Prior to 2000, systematic research on desertification was conducted by the Lanzhou
Institute of Desert Research under the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Publications
from this research have mostly been led by Zhu Zhenda and Wang Tao (e.g. Wang
and Zhao 2005; Wang 2008; Zhu 1985, 1989, 1997).

According to Zhu (1985), desertification refers to the conversion from
non-desert to desert-like conditions on arid, semi-arid, and sub-humid areas due to a
combination of human activities and natural factors. This includes primarily land
changes involving sand movement driven by wind. As such, their conception of
desertification is narrowly defined (Shi 1983). Later, China joined the United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) in 1994, and the defini-
tional discrepancy between Chinese studies and UNCCD became clear, as the latter
includes all kinds of dryland degradation. To be consistent with the UN definition,
Wang (2008) suggested that desertification should include aeolian (wind-driven)
desertification, water erosion, and salinization.

In terms of wind-driven desertification, Zhu and colleagues used remote sensing
(Thematic Mapper) images and air photos to study its change over time (Wang
2008). They concluded that from the 1950s to the 1970s, the annual (wind-driven)
desertification rate was 1,560 km2. From 1976 to 1988, the annual rate increased to
2,100 km2. From 1988 to 2000, the annual rate further accelerated to 3,595 km2. The
total area suffering from wind-driven desertification reached 385,700 km2 in 2000,
or 4 % of China’s land area. Zhu (1989) added two other types: desertification led by
water erosion (394,000 km2) and salinization and other physiochemical causes
(88,000 km2), and his calculation also included desertification in humid areas.

The Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research was the main institution studying
desertification during the period from 1978 to 1999. The institute started in 1959 as
a sand-control study team under the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and its main
task was to control sand movement along the Baotou-Lanzhou railway passing
through the Shapotou sandy area in northwest China’s Ningxia region. In 1965, the
“sand study unit” moved to Lanzhou, and combined with the “glacier and frozen
soil” study unit to form the “Glacier, Frozen Soil, and Desert Study Institute” under
the Chinese Academy of Sciences. From 1966 to 1976, the Cultural Revolution
stymied research. Then, in 1977, the UNEP Conference on Desertification provided
an impetus for the revival of research. The Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research
was formed in 1978, with Zhu Zhenda serving as its director. This was when the
institute started to study desertification. With its genesis in desert studies, the
institute focused on wind-driven desertification (see Wang and Zhao 2005).
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By 1999, the institute’s focus was combined with cold area studies to form the new
Cold and Arid Regions Environmental and Engineering Research Institute. By that
time, the mandate of desertification studies had shifted to the State Forestry
Administration (SFA).

As Zhu and colleagues were invited to help with sand control in humid areas in
southern China, they added the category of “sandification” to their desertification
research, referring to sand activation in humid areas. This category has led to much
conceptual confusion, as will be discussed later.

19.1.2 The State Forestry Administration (SFA)

When a serious dust storm occurred in 1993, China started to pay more attention to
desertification. Signing the UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) in
1994, China formed a national committee for desertification control under the SFA
(CCICCD 2006). This was when the SFA took over research and control of
desertification in China (Wilkening 2006). The SFA completed the first national
survey of desertification in 1994. Thereafter, the survey has been conducted once
every five years. To align with the UNCCD, these surveys define desertification as
“land degradation in arid, semiarid and dry sub-humid areas resulting from various
factors including climatic variability and human activities” (Chen and Tang 2005).
Conceptually, this definition resembles the expanded version of the definition used
by the Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research.

The most recent fourth desertification survey by SFA shows that by 2009, China
had 2,623,700 km2 of desertified land, or 27.33 % of China’s land area.
Wind-driven desertification made up the majority, 69.82 % of all desertified land.
The remaining drivers were identified as water erosion (9.73 %), salinization
(6.59 %), and ice melting (13.86 %) (SFA 2011). Here, desertification was clas-
sified according to direct physical processes, following previous research from the
Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research. Remote sensing images were used for the
survey, which involved over 6,000 researchers. The survey concluded that the
desertified land area decreased between 2004 and 2009 at the annual rate of
2,491 km2, signifying a slow shrinkage of desertified land.

The national desertification survey also includes a separate category of land
degradation—sandification, referring to land suffering from sandy material on the
surface in dry as well as wet (humid) climates. Sandification occurs on natural
deserts and sandy lands in humid areas, as well as through sand expansion on
drylands. The fourth survey claimed that sandification affected 1,731,100 km2, or
18.03 % of China’s land area in 2009. Of sandified land, moving sand dunes
accounted for 23.46 %; semi-fixed sand dunes 10.24 %; fixed sand dunes 16.06 %;
exposed sandy land 5.76 %. Other types were sandified cropland (2.58 %),
wind-eroded dunes (0.51 %), wind-eroded badland (3.22 %), and sandy desert
(38.17 %) (SFA 2011). Table 19.1 summarizes the data from all four national
surveys.
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The SFA surveys suffer from several major problems. In 2009, desertification
occurred in 18 provinces/regions, while sandification occurred in 30
provinces/regions. Clearly sandification is not a subcategory of, thus is not entirely
included in, desertification. It is not clear how much overlap they have. Since
desertification includes Gobi or stony deserts and sandification includes sandy
deserts (see SFA 2011), the SFA significantly exaggerated the areas affected. Why
did the SFA exaggerate desertification in China? Another question is the reversal in
the trend of desertification, which was first reported in the third SFA survey—how
can we understand the rather drastic shift in desertification from previous expansion
to reduction?

Science and politics are closely linked, and scientific endeavor is often con-
strained by political and institutional factors (Forsyth 2003; Forsyth and Walker
2008). Desertification study in China is no exception. Since the late 1990s, the SFA
has been the institution in charge of not only surveys and research but also of policy
and project implementation for desertification control. Seen from this institutional
mandate, we may perceive the SFA’s incentive to exaggerate desertification data.

Is China winning the battle against desertification? The SFA survey data show
that since 1999, China has made a major shift in desertification control, reverting
desertified and sandified land. The change from annual increase of 10,400 km2

between 1996 and 1999 to an annual reduction of 7,585 km2 from 1999 to 2004
was a major one. Are these numbers credible?

In 2001, China published the Sand Control Law that placed sand control within a
policy framework. The SFA (2007) mentioned that the third survey conducted in
2004 “was the first after the Sand Control Law was implemented, and the survey
needed to reflect the Law’s requirements, as well as considering its continuity.”
This seems to indicate a connection between the survey and policy implementa-
tions. I therefore question the accuracy of SFA’s reporting of desertification reversal
after 2001, as it may suffer from a similar exaggeration, if in the opposite direction.

Table 19.1 National Desertification Survey results

Surveys Desertification
total area (km2)

Desertification
annual change (km2)

Sandification
total area (km2)

Sandification annual
change (km2)

1st survey
(1994)

2,622,000 (1996) N/A 1,689,000 (1996) 2,460 (1994-1996)

2nd survey
(1999)

2,672,000 (1999) 10,400 (1996–1999) 1,743,100 (1999) 3,436 (1996–1999)

3rd survey
(2004)

2,636,200 (2004) −7,585 (1999–2004) 1,739,700 (2004) −1,283 (1999–2004)

4th survey
(2009)

2,623,700 (2009) −2,491 (2004–2009) 1,731,100 (2009) −1,717 (2004–2009)

Sources SFA (2007) for the first three surveys, SFA (2011) for the 4th survey
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19.1.3 Confusion in Concepts and Data

Several major discrepancies and confusions plague desertification research in
China.

(a) Conceptual inconsistency

Zhu and colleagues defined desertification as resulting from wind-driven sand
movement on dryland. They used the percentage of sand cover (5, 20, and 50 %),
sand dune heights, and vegetation cover (30 and 10 %) as criteria or thresholds to
assess the severity of desertification (Zhu 1989). The SFA, on the other hand,
defines desertification as occurring through wind erosion, water erosion,
physical/chemical/biological changes in the soil, and vegetation loss. The severity
of desertification is assessed through the addition of scores from two dozen mea-
sures in soil, vegetation, and land use/cover types—each according to different
physical processes of desertification (SFA 2008). Conceptually Zhu’s desertifica-
tion and SFA’s wind-driven desertification should be the same, yet the two
assessments adopted different criteria and produced drastically different results.
Zhu’s desertification was 385,700 km2 in 2000, while SFA’s wind-driven deserti-
fication was 1,873,000 km2 in 1999—a difference of nearly five times.

The definition of “sandification” is even more confusing. Zhu and colleagues
defined “sandification” as sand dune movement outside of dryland areas (Wang
2008), which, according to UNCCD, has nothing to do with desertification. The SFA
defines sandification based on the movement of sandy material in all types of cli-
mate, dry or wet; they classify sandification into moving sand, semi-fixed sandy,
fixed sandy land, exposed sandy land, sandy cropland, etc. Vegetation coverage
(threshold of 30, 10, and 5 %) is used to classify the severity of sandification.

Not only was sandification data from Zhu’s and SFA sources incomparable due
to classification differences, even within SFA surveys, the relationship between
desertification and sandification is not clear, as was explained earlier. How, then, is
sandification constituted in desertification study?

(b) Data comparability and validity

Not only are data from Zhu’s and SFA sources incomparable, some have
questioned comparability among the different SFA surveys because of method-
ological inconsistencies (Sun et al. 2012). For example, the first survey used site
investigation; the second survey relied on sampled site investigation. The third
survey used TM images in combination with site visits. Data generated from the
different surveys have systematic differences, and thus cannot really be compared
(ibid).

Scholars not only cite the SFA survey data assuming there is full comparability,
they also unknowingly compare Zhu’s and SFA data in one fell swoop. The
well-known scholar of desertification, Wang Tao (see Wang 2008), referred to
Zhu’s research on the desertification expansion rate from the 1950s to 2000, then
stated: “but in recent years, through the joint effort of the government and local
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people, desertification clearly was reversed, and was reduced at the rate of
1,280 km2 annually.” The reduction rate quoted is reported by SFA for sandifica-
tion, instead of desertification, in the third SFA survey. This example shows the
level of confusion in desertification studies in China.

If desertification denotes changes in the ecosystem on dryland that experiences
significant climatic fluctuations, then the SFA’s assessment raises further questions.
To detect trend change and filter out fluctuations, we need data that spans at least a
decade or longer. The SFA’s surveys are based on five years, and data can only span
three years as the SFA allows the use of data that are two years old. Is this type of
study duration meaningful to judge whether desertification has been reversed or
not? At best, the SFA’s trend assessments are only suggestive.

19.1.4 Causes and Trends in Desertification

Zhu and colleagues from the Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research cited dishar-
mony in human-environment relationship as the cause of desertification (Wang and
Zhao 2005). They identified primary drivers and calculated the percentage of
desertified land according to each driver in 2000: Over-cultivation in farming
accounted for 25.4 %, over-grazing 28.3 %, over-cutting of firewood 31.8 %, water
resource misuse and industry/mining-induced destruction 9 %. Natural factors alone
driven by wind accounted for only 5.5 %.

The SFA surveys followed the above classification for human drivers of
desertification (SFA 2007, 2008, 2011). The Sand Control Law (SFA 2001) is
written specifically for sand activation caused “mainly by human irrational activi-
ties.” In other words, human activities have been identified as the main driver of
desertification in China.

These direct “human activities” do not constitute the root causes of environ-
mental change, however. Turner et al. (1990) calls them proximate drivers, which
are driven by “underlying causes” such as population increase, technological
change, and government policies. Desertification studies in China have often
focused on direct drivers, not the underlying ones. There are some exceptions.
Many researchers address population growth (see Chen and Tang 2005). Zhu
(1989, 1997) pointed to policy errors, such as the “grain first” policy, which, by
promoting the conversion of grassland into cropland for grain production, led to
grassland degradation. Overall, however, policy critiques have been relatively weak
in China’s desertification literature.

Some regional studies have teased out the changing role of human activities. For
Minqin, the region where the opening stories took place, one study attributed
56.33 % of desertification in 1956–1981 and 66.19 % in 1981–2004 to human
factors (Ma et al. 2007). Other studies highlight the role of natural factors (Wang
et al. 2007). A study on the Heihe river basin adjacent to Minqin concludes that
human activities are the main cause of desertification, while natural factors (cli-
mate) are the main reason for desertification reversal (Zhou et al. 2013).
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As for trends in desertification, other than the Lanzhou Institute and the SFA,
studies covering large areas in China have been scant. According to Shan (2009), a
study using a greenness index to measure the total amount of vegetation showed an
overall reduction in greenness in northern China between 1981 and 2000. Regional
variation existed. The hyper-dry areas remained unchanged; 14 % of the area,
mostly in northeast China, saw increased greenness, while 21.36 % of the area, in
north and northwest China, saw decreased greenness. This study is consistent with
the study of spatial variation by Zhu’s colleagues (Wang et al. 2004).

Since 2000, many local assessments follow the story line of “desertification
reversal” established by the SFA. “Sand has retreated and people are advancing,” as
some reports claim (ScienceNet 2013; Ai and Li 2013). Most newspaper articles
follow this line, which is understandable given the political control of media in
China. Still others point to continuing desertification, with the improved and con-
trolled area exceeded by the newly desertified area (Meng 2011; Zhang et al. 2007a,
b). Challenges in assessing the complex process of desertification also play a role
(Yang et al. 2005).

In this section, I confined my discussion to scientific assessments of overall
desertification in China, and did not address research on biophysical processes of
desertification. On that, readers may refer to Chen and Tang (2005), which deems
such studies to be inconsistent and short-termed, thus insufficient to guide policies.
Field monitoring data come only from several research stations under the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, including the Shapotou Experimental Station, Naiman Field
Station, and Ordos Sandyland Ecological Station—not enough to uncover the
biophysical processes of desertification.

19.2 Part 2: Policy Discourse on Desertification Control

By “desertification control” I refer to human efforts to improve already desertified
land. Although Chinese scientists and official documents have pointed out the
importance of desertification prevention, China is still spending more resources on
reversal and improvement of desertified land, and less on desertification prevention.
I will first discuss the general policy discourses in desertification control and then
highlight the key anti-desertification programme, the “Great Green Wall,” pointing
out its fallacies.

19.2.1 Domination Over Nature—Ecological Construction
to Guide Desertification Control

Jiang (2006) points out major problems in China’s desertification control: lack of
attention to protection, too much focus on tree planting, and relying too heavily on
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human intervention instead of natural recovery. These comments get to the heart of
the problems.

Since the 1980s, environmental issues have received attention at various levels
of the Chinese government. More corrective programmes have been set up to
improve desertified land. While this may be a positive sign, the guiding principle
behind these programmes only serves to undermine their effectiveness. The Chinese
state policy has championed the rebuilding of ecosystems, under the concept of
“ecological construction.” What does “ecological construction” mean? Jiang (2010)
offers a detailed discussion. To summarize briefly here, ecological construction is
based on human control and human efforts, and in practice disregards native
environments or species. In other words, the attitude of human domination, per-
fected by the Communist Party during the Mao era, has continued in some ways
under the disguise of environmental improvement.

In around 2006–2007, the term “ecological civilization” became more common,
used in conjunction with “ecological construction.” This was the period when
alarming environmental problems in China drew global attention. Cases such as
Lake Tai algae pollution, potential problems with the Three Gorges Dam,
increasing sand storms, and expansion of deserts all made international headlines,
and China also rose to become the largest emitter of carbon dioxide in 2007. At this
point the Chinese government geared up its rhetoric on environmental protection. In
the report at the Party’s 18th Congress in 2012, the phrase “ecological civilization”
was used 15 times.

In desertification control projects, however, the new concept “ecological civi-
lization” has yet to bring about a shift in the human-dominated relationship with the
environment. Often, policy discourse has to be placed in the political context in
order to understand how the same programme (such as the “Great Green Wall”) can
be used to serve different discourses (see Table 19.2).

As desertification studies target direct human activities as the main culprit, local
people who carry out cropping, grazing, fuelwood collection and other activities
have often taken the blame, even though they are the direct victims of desertifi-
cation. In programmes to control desertification, the state, with its different levels of
the government, has been the manager (Chen and Tang 2005). “Desertification
control has mainly relied on the government, experts, and other social elites for
decision-making, while the local residents are often passively implementing the
policies” (Zhang et al. 2007a, b). China’s “Sand Control Law” did not give local
communities the right to decide on control measures (Wang 2006). Lack of local
decision-making and community-based management has led to many harmful
decisions and wasteful efforts. Song Jun from the Alashan Ecological Association
believes that the Chinese government’s environmental protection has rarely been
effective and that the main reason is its top-down policy process, with the gov-
ernment as both the rule setter and project executer (Zhou 2006).

To be sure, not all local people are neglected in desertification control. Since the
late 1990s, the Chinese government has identified tree planting heroes and heroines
—actively promoted their stories nationally to encourage desertification control.
They include, for example, Yin Yuzhen, Wang Youde, and Niu Yuqin.
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The personal stories of these individuals tend to be portrayed in similar ways:
Through hard work, they overcame harsh environments; they planted many trees
and improved the environment and their livelihood. The story line recounts a
typical linear trajectory from poverty to richness, from limitation to liberty, from
self to selflessness, during the Mao era. As inspiring as these stories are, it is the
vast barrenness surrounding their green forest plots that has supported their tree
planting. Dryland ecology dictates that only a small portion of land can succeed in
afforestation, given limited water resources (Jiang 2002). These heroic stories can
hardly be replicated across the landscape.

Northwest China is home to several major ethnic groups, notably the Mongols,
Uyghurs, and Kazakhs. For these nomadic peoples, animal grazing has been their
long-held cultural tradition. Government policies have neglected ethnic cultures,
exacerbating desertification. In Inner Mongolia, for example, grassland was dis-
tributed to households and fenced behind enclosures as part of policy reform (Jiang
2002; Zhou et al. 2007). Grazing mobility was no longer possible and over-grazing
became rampant. Liu (2003) believes the grassland contract system and subsequent
disappearance of nomadic grazing are the key reasons for grassland degradation.
The Mongol’s respect for nature (as in shamanism) is dismissed, leading to a
“tragedy of the private land” (Zhang 2008).

Table 19.2 Desertification control discourses over time

Time period Desertification control
measures/projects

Policy discourses Political context

1950s–1978s Fix moving sand along
railway lines, plant
shrubs, grass and trees
to build oasis

Desert reform: Build
socialism, transform
heaven and earth

China in isolation and
Maoist domination
over nature

1978s–1990s “Great Green Wall”
afforestation
programme,
distribution of
desertified land for
private improvement,
sand control

Ecological
construction: Revert
land degradation and
rebuild ecosystems in
order to assist
economic
development

China’s drive for rapid
economic
development—need to
strengthen
environment as
economic base, and to
defend ecologically
damaging economic
policies, and address
poverty in drylands

2000–present “Great Green Wall,”
conversion of cropland
to forest, sand control
in Beijing and Tianjin,
Sand Control Law,
relocate people off
desertified land

Ecological civilization
and construction:
Rebuild ecosystems,
sustainable
development, carbon
sequestration

Economic disparity
and need to develop
western regions;
China’s rising global
power and becoming
the largest CO2

polluter; global
attention to China’s
environmental issues
threatening the CCP’s
image
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Desertification control often ran counter to ethnic lifestyles and values.
Assessment of desertification control in China is framed by “ecological, economic,
and social” considerations, leaving out cultural assessment. Cultural preferences
and their connection with the land have been neglected. Williams (2001) points out
that the Mongols do not vilify sand, but instead they value sand dunes for providing
shelters for the livestock; this view defies the attitude in sand control that sees sand
as an enemy or even a “demon” to combat (see Jin 2013). In recent years, “eco-
logical migration,” moving people out of seriously desertified areas, has been
championed as the major fix for desertification. Ecologist Liu Shurui believes that
this practice disregards pastoral practice and has ecological consequences.
“Reducing livestock numbers is good, but totally removing them is bad for the
pasture.” Liu said that without livestock manure as fertilizer, the pasture will be left
with only a few species, reducing biodiversity (Zhou 2006). Togochog (2005) from
the Southern Mongolian Network considers it a rights violation when pastoral
Mongols are moved off the grassland.

To summarize, desertification control in China suffers from three major prob-
lems or imbalances: too much focus on human control and disregard for the natural
environment; too much focus on elites and government and not on the local people;
too much focus on intensive land use and not on pastoral cultural practices. To
address these problems in desertification control requires a new way of looking at
dryland and the human relationship with it.

19.2.2 An Institutional Trap—the State Forest
Administration and Over-Management of Drylands

Why is the SFA, a government agency in charge of forest and trees, designated to lead
China’s desertification control? Desertification is a land use issue on drylands where
forest usually does not grow naturally and it would logically fall under the land use,
pastureland, or agricultural administrative branches, which can more easily coordi-
nate prevention before the land is desertified and control after the land is desertified.
To understand the role of SFA, we have to go back to 1978, when the North China
Afforestation (otherwise known as the “Great Green Wall”) programme started.

Prior to 1978, desertification control took two paths. The first was in “campaign”
form, such as the “desert transformation” in Inner Mongolia from 1958 to 1965,
when shrub and tree planting was promoted on the drylands. The second path
revolved around sand control along railways, especially in the Shapotou area along
the Baotou-Lanzhou railway (Huang and Wei 2009). Studies prescribed various
methods for sand control, including laying straw grids on moving sand, and planting
indigenous shrubs such as Hedysarum scoparium, Caragana internedia, and
Artemisia ordosica to fix the sandy land (Wang et al. 2005; Huang and Wei 2009).

In the post-Mao era, to improve the degraded environment in northern China, the
Chinese government launched an afforestation programme in 1978. The
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Three-North Shelterbelt programme, later dubbed the “Great Green Wall,” was to
build shelterbelts in the northeast, north and northwest (thus “Three-North”) by
planting 35.6 million hectares of trees to protect the cropland and grassland from
wind and water erosion, increasing forest cover from 5 to 15 % (SFA 2008). The
programme covers 42.4 % of China’s landmass, and is the largest environmental
programme ever launched in China. The State Forestry Bureau was in charge of the
programme. The next year, the Agriculture and Forestry Ministry was dismissed,
and the State Forest Ministry was established to take over the management of this
afforestation programme. In 1997, the ministry was renamed the State Forestry
Administration, directly under the State Department.

Given the 73-year plan of the programme, sustained attention in the official
media, and funding and policy mandates involving all levels of the government, the
“Great Green Wall” programme has become a focal point of ecological improve-
ment. It has also created a discourse of dryland improvement based on tree planting.
On the Baidu encyclopedia website (the Chinese equivalent of Wikipedia), the
entry on the afforestation programme (called san bei fang hu lin in Chinese) pours
on lavish praise for its grand-scale planning and achievements. The Baidu article
explains that northern China used to be covered by dense forest and lush grassland,
and to restore the now desertified and eroded area, a “Great Green Wall” of trees
must be built—and is being built.

By the time desertification got on to the government agenda via UNCCD in
1994, the SFA was already deeply engaged in dryland environmental rehabilitation.
In 1997, the SFA was elevated in status and funding increased. Between 1998 and
2009, annual financing increased from 13.53 billion yuan (US$1.6 million) to
137.79 billion yuan (US$20.2 million) (Xiao et al. 2010). Now, the SFA is in
charge of rehabilitation of most ecosystems in China, from forest to grassland, from
wetland to desert.

Since 1997, the SFA has established several institutions on desertification,
including the National Bureau to Combat Desertification, the National
Desertification Monitoring Center, a National Training Center for Combating
Desertification, and a National Research and Development Center for Combating
Desertification—all to conduct research and implement policy programmes on
desertification in China (Wilkening 2006). In June of 2009, the Institute of
Desertification was established by the Chinese Forest Academy, which is under the
SFA as well (CCICCD 2006).

The SFA has administered various desertification control programmes, including
the “Great Green Wall” programme, the sandification control programme in the
vicinity of Beijing and Tianjin, the conversion of cropland into forests (or grass-
land) programmes, etc. Most of these programmes focus on the planting of trees.
China’s national plan for sand control also indicates that “planting trees and
building forests” are the main methods to be used (Shi 2013; also see Wilkening
2006). In a way, the “Great Green Wall” programme has set the tone for deserti-
fication control in China.

On paper, both government planning documents and research publications have
pointed out the need to diversify control methods, moving away from the singular
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tree planting focus. The national sand control plan (2011–2020) states we have to
“select methods according to the locale, choose prevention approaches based on the
problem, adopt different methods, plant trees and grass in suitable conditions, and
leave the land to nature when that is called for” (Shi 2013). Still, the SFA manual
on “Great Green Wall” remains focused on trees (SFA 2009). The problem is not
the law—the problem lies in the implementation, which is governed by power and
interest. Desertification control is trapped in the institutional interest of the SFA,
resulting in a narrow method that privileges tree panting—an ineffective approach
that in turn helps trap the land in a desertified state, as discussed below.

Other national and global factors have helped strengthen the SFA’s role in tree
planting. The rampant sand storms in eastern China that began in the 1990s drew
national and international attention to desertification and its impact, and govern-
ment media responded by trumpeting tree planting (e.g. Jin 2013; Chen 2013).
Global climate change and carbon sequestration also favor the promotion of tree
planting (Gong et al. 2009). The Chinese government continues to champion
afforestation as an ideal way to address not only desertification, but also a wide
range of ecological and economic issues on drylands.

The SFA is not the only institution that manages the land through a singular
approach. With different agencies managing various aspects of the land, institu-
tional mandates have fostered compartmentalized views about the environment.
Ecologist Jiang Gaoming described multi-agency land management this way (Jiang
2005): “In our research, we found that on the same piece of pastureland, the SFA
dug holes to plant trees, the grassland department air-sowed grass seed, the
hydrological department dug a well, and all were happy to conduct their respective
monitoring. But all used public funds—tax money from the people. If people did
not fix the pastureland, grasses and shrubs would naturally grow on it, and it would
need no human improvement.” It seems that desertified land has been
“over-managed”—not only has overuse led to desertification, over-control for
restoration has only exacerbated desertification, as will be discussed later.
Institutional mandates and government approaches to the environment threaten to
trap the land in a desertified condition.

19.2.3 The “Great Green Wall” to Control Desertification—
What’s Science Got to Do with It?

While the Three-North Shelterbelt, or the “Great Green Wall” programme, was
launched before desertification control programmes officially started, its original
intent and later national policy planning have both made it the most sustained
desertification control programme in China. Scheduled to last for 73 years ending in
2050, the programme aims to control land degradation and desertification. A swath
4,480 km long and 560–1,460 km wide is included in the programme, affecting a
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population of several hundred million. Much of programme area, except for the
eastern part, is dryland where forest is not the principal natural vegetation. This
section examines the programme’s ecological problems, as well as the role of pol-
itics in keeping it going.

Scientific Studies of Dryland Tree Planting: Scientific research has warned us
about the ecological problems associated with afforestation in areas not previously
forested for generations. For example, the grass-to-forest transition can lead to the
loss of biodiversity (Ginsberg 2006; Hawlena and Bouskila 2006; Oxbrough et al.
2006), decline in water recharge (Van Der Salm et al. 2006), and loss in soil
moisture and quality (Farley 2007; Nosetto et al. 2005). Farley et al. (2005) con-
ducted a global study of 26 dryland sites to show that afforestation results in a 30–
100 % reduction in annual water runoff, thus causing or intensifying water shortage.

Tree planting on drylands has also been questioned in China. As early as the
1980s, Huang (1981, 1982) cautioned that the function of forests as a means for
conserving water was exaggerated, and since then empirical studies in northern
China have pointed out the problems of soil desiccation and groundwater depletion
caused by aggressive land improvement projects and tree planting (Chen et al.
2005; Jiang 2002; Yang et al. 2004). Cao et al. (2010) point out that dryland
precipitation cannot support trees on a large scale and afforestation has exacerbated
environmental degradation. Single species forestry adds to the problems. For
example, in Ningxia, 70 % of the trees planted are poplar and willow trees. In 2000,
one billion poplar trees were lost to a disease (Anoplophora), wiping out 20 years of
planting effort (Yu et al. 2008). Single species forests help increase government
figures for trees planted, but they fail to improve the environment; thus they have
been called “green deserts” (Jiang 2008a).

Afforestation is costly, and tree survival rates are low. Of all the trees planted on
China’s drylands since 1949, only 15 % have survived (Cao 2008). Persistence in
the tree planting programme has meant high costs, including the future generation’s
precious water resources (Jiang 2005). In Minqin, the location of the stories that
opened this chapter, due to worsened water condition, tree planting costs have
increased over tenfold since the 1980s and many planted trees have died (Fan et al.
2005). In general, it costs 2,250–15,000 yuan ($368–$2,450)/ha to plant trees. The
central government only put in a small amount of the cost, about 5 % in the 1990s
(Weng 2000). The rest came from the local government and local people.

I should point out that in areas with annual precipitation over 380–400 mm,
natural forest exists and tree planting is more suitable. This is why China’s “Great
Green Wall” project has seen better results in the eastern part of north China (Shan
2009). In areas with less than 380 mm of annual rainfall, tree planting can achieve
limited success if groundwater is shallow and replenished from runoff. Otherwise,
trees are only marginally suitable and have to be selected carefully (Chen and Cai
2003). Even as trees increase, the ecosystem may continue to worsen. In Hexi
corridor of which Minqin is a part, during 1990–2007, trees increased (Pang et al.
2012), but desertification continued (Zhang et al. 2007a, b; Fan et al. 2005).
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Dryland tree planting has created astounding failures in the world. The most
famous has to be Stalin’s “Great Plan for Transformation of Nature” in 1948, in
which over 30,000 km2 of trees were planted on the steppe; by the 1960s only 2 %
remained (Jiang 2006). In North Africa, tree planting programmes such as the
“Green Dam” and “Green Wall” have only yielded limited success. In 1971,
Algeria planned to plant 3 million hectare of trees in a belt 20 km wide and
1500 km long. By 2003 only 100,000 ha had been planted, mainly single species
stands of Pinus halepensis (Belaaz 2003).

Why and How Does the Chinese State Continue to Promote Trees? Despite
known ecological problems with afforestation, the Chinese government continues to
push ahead with the “Great Green Wall” programme. Shrubs and grass have been
included in the programme description, but they have played only minor roles. By
2012, the programme had reportedly increased tree cover from 5 to 12.4 % in the
programme area, with the cumulative tree planting area reaching 26.47 million
hectare (gov.cn website 2013). Currently, the programme has entered its fifth stage
(2011–2020), which aims to plant 9.884 million hectare of forest, with funding of
more than 90 billion yuan (US$14.6 billion) (Yan et al. 2012). This is a major
increase in funding compared with 4 billion total during the initial 28 years of the
programme (Du 2006). Over time, the afforestation programme has become
increasingly significant as official rhetoric attaches more meaning to it, such as
ecological security, sustainable development (Qi et al. 2009) and carbon seques-
tration (Gong et al. 2009). Countless media and scientific reports in China have
valorized the “Great Green Wall” programme for its ecological, social, and eco-
nomic achievements. Many do point out problems in the programme, but more as
comments supporting its improvement. Criticisms that challenge the programme’s
very viability, albeit sharp, have been far and few between (see e.g., Jiang 2006,
2007, 2008a; Wang 2007; Weng 2000).

To be fair, the state’s glorification of the “Great Green Wall” is partly justified
by localized successful stories of tree planting in key project areas and experimental
sites, which account for less than 10 % of the area in northern China (Liu and Cao
2005). For example, the Ordos region of Inner Mongolia, a key project site, is
reported to have increased vegetation cover from 30 % to over 75 % from 2000 to
2008 through the planting of trees and shrubs (Li et al. 2008). Trees do add up,
although they do not necessarily equal improvement of desertified land. Increased
tree cover in 10 % of the project area can hardly attest to the programme’s success,
nor can it explain why many Chinese scientists, journalists, and the public have
participated in perpetuating the state-sponsored “Great Green Wall” programme,
drowning out fundamental criticisms.

“Forest cover is like GDP—it is a measure of political achievement,” com-
mented Meng (2011), even though tree planting often does not serve the livelihood
needs of the local people (Zhang et al. 2007a, b). A party head from Shanxi
Province once proclaimed, “planting trees is to plant humanity, plant history, plant
political achievements” (Geng 2012) and this statement was quoted in praise by
Central Chinese TV. One can see how entrenched the rhetoric of tree planting has
become. Not only does the SFA have staff at each level of the government,
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government leaders also see tree cover as a measure of political performance.
Over-reporting of tree cover is common (see Jiang 2006; Meng 2011). In Alashan
Right Banner at the edge of Badain Jaran Desert, tree cover reportedly increased by
5.6 times between 2000 and 2009. Added to the reported figure was the area with
shrubs. The SFA’s forest resource technical guide specified that for drylands with
less than 400 mm annual precipitation, protective shrubs with cover of over 30 %,
as well as economic shrubs, can be treated as forests (SFA 2009; Meng 2011). No
wonder the number of reported trees added up quickly.

Following the predominantly positive reports about the “Great Green Wall” by
the Chinese official media and the SFA, a wide range of publications lauded the
programme’s achievements and the hardworking spirit of tree planting heroes (Liu
et al. 2009). The online Baidu encyclopedia states that in scale and achievements,
China’s “Great Green Wall” programme trumps Stalin’s nature transformation
programme, Roosevelt’s shelterbelt programme, and northern Africa’s “Green
Dam” project (for academic writing championing the same, see Jiang et al. 2013).
Al Gore is reported to have commented that China plants 2.5 times more trees than
the total number of trees planted in the rest of the world each year (Moxley 2010).
Quoting from the SFA, the UN book on “Desertification” cited the “Great Green
Wall” as one of the best examples of desertification control in the world (UNCCD
2011, 16).

The short attention span of politics helps perpetuate dryland tree planting. When
investment and climatic conditions are favorable, planted trees can survive on
dryland for an initial number of years. But over time, some of these trees shrivel
under harsh environmental conditions and eventually wither away. For example, in
the 1970s, “the initially successful afforestation that was used to restore the envi-
ronment of the Mu Us Sandland in northern Shanxi Province was used as a model
for the rest of China, but 30 years later, most of the planted trees had died” (Cao
et al. 2010). Thirty years later, however, the political leaders responsible for the
programme have long reaped their rewards; problems of nature (climate or disease)
can always be blamed for the death of trees by the current leadership. The fun-
damental problems of the afforestation programme are not addressed.

Voices from scientists and within the SFA—If the “Great Green Wall” project
largely violates ecological principles, why have scientists not risen up against the
programme? One needs only to turn to the media control and internet censorship
Chinese people have to face today to understand the risks people may perceive
when they criticize government policies. The effect of the silencing of scholars
during Mao’s anti-rightest movement in 1957 can still be felt in China, as gener-
ations of scholars have learned to protect themselves through self-censorship,
abandoning the age-old Confucian tradition of scholarly responsibility for the
nation.

Institutionalization of science and scientists plays a role. Many researchers from
the SFA have helped defend the positive effects of tree planting (e.g. Zhang et al.
2007a, b). Those questioning the programme are represented by ecologists and
geographers. To highlight a few dissenters, ecologists Jiang Gaoming and Cao
Shixiong have both voiced fundamental concerns about the afforestation
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programme. In a blog article titled “Speak the truth to authorities,” Jiang (2007) told
the story of his being excluded from academic meetings sponsored by the SFA after
criticizing the tree planting programme. “Grassland does not have trees, and this is
natural law,” Jiang commented, “Ecologists often take this position firmly in private
discussions. But strangely, in front of reporters, especially facing the camera of the
Chinese Central Television, their voices suddenly become weak. No one wants to
speak the truth and offend the SFA” (Jiang 2008b). Cao, a forest ecologist, has
published in English several summaries questioning the effect of dryland
afforestation (Cao 2008). Huang Bingwei, seen as a founding father of modern
physical geography in China, stated in the 1980s: “In dry areas, planted trees cannot
survive, and water is being wasted. Sometimes the more you plant the more
destructive it is.” But he later lamented, after his articles were attacked: “[I can] at
best write a few small articles; there is no place to publish them, and no one would
listen” (Ge 2005). Zheng Du, another physical geographer, cautions that tree
planting on drylands does not fit with geographic zones (Zheng 2006).

Most scientists, however, offer “self-disciplined” criticisms that only help
advance the state’s tree planting projects. They point out problems such as a lack of
funding, the need for better maintenance, and the need for more diversification of
tree species (e.g. SDRC 2010). These suggestions serve to prolong the funda-
mentally flawed afforestation programme with more investment. Others direct their
criticism at the local people and local leaders, citing their greed for money as the
reason why the problematic tree planting programme has been perpetuated (e.g., Ge
2005). These publications have yet to explore deeper into the deep rooted problems
of state policies and institutional politics.

There are plenty of examples of scientists’ warm support for the programme.
I quote just one enthusiastic remark: “The tenth five-year plan, the fourth phase of
the Three North Project… is driven by the bringing forth of new ideas in ecological
systems and science, and it also gives a full return to investment and guarantees the
strong development of forestry with the help of laws and science. Over these five
years, the Three North Project has used 4,147 million yuan (US$545.6 million) of
investment, created 2,840 million yuan (US$373.7 million) of ecological benefits,
and 8,060 million yuan (US$1,060.5 million) of economic benefits. And it also lays
a solid foundation for building a harmonious society and promoting the construc-
tion of a socialist new countryside” (Zhang et al. 2007a, b).

As a government agency, the SFA is responsible for creating much of the
discourse supporting the “Great Green Wall” programme, which is echoed by many
scientists, journalists and the general public. Yet within the SFA, the lower-level
staff, those working closely on the land, often question the tree planting pro-
gramme, but only privately. Wang Man, Forest Bureau head in in Zhangbei of
Hebei province, said, “Planted trees absolutely cannot be guaranteed to survive;
they must be replanted in 3–4 years. At the maximum 2 in 5 trees can survive the
first year. Continuous replanting requires more input” (Weng 2000). Gao Yuchuan,
Forest Bureau head, Jingbian County, Shaanxi, commented, “Planting trees for
10 years is not as good as enclosing [the grassland] for one year” (Ding 2006, 40).
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To summarize, the “Great Green Wall” tree planting programme, China’s largest
and longest-lasting effort to fix desertification, represents an astounding case of an
ecological mismatch. Plenty of scientific studies, both in China and abroad, have
uncovered the ecological problems of dryland tree planting. But the programme
continues to be pushed along due to a policy discourse of human control over the
environment and institutional politics involving the SFA. The “Great Green Wall”
project exemplifies the fundamental problems of China’s desertification control
programmes.

19.3 Conclusion—Taking Down the “Great Green Wall”?

In this article I have examined the state of scientific studies of desertification in
China, and demonstrated how policy discourses in desertification control have
disregarded the dryland environment and displayed a tenacious tendency to remake
the ecosystem and to report on positive results. I started with two opposing stories
from Minqin, the first of an alarming situation of continued desertification, and
second of the successful control of desertification through heroic human effort. Let
me turn back to each story and put it in the context of what we have learned in this
chapter.

The first story shows that China faces serious challenges from desertification.
Even as the wetter part of the drylands has seen reductions in desertification, even
as model communities have successfully beaten back the sand, desertification
remains a serious problem. Owing to inconsistency in concepts and discrepancies in
research methods, however, much confusion still exists, preventing us from
charting out a clear trajectory of change for desertification in China. While past
research by the Lanzhou Institute of Desert Research and ongoing surveys by the
SFA can be used as important references, we need more and unbiased studies on
desertification in China.

If the first Minqin story represents alarming desertification, the second story
demonstrates the official approach to desertification control—relying on tree
planting, human effort, and positive reporting. Localized successes are often
emphasized, at the risk of obscuring the overall reality. Tree planting has been
bound up together with desertification control even in areas as dry as Minqin,
testifying to the paucity of control measures. The State Forestry Administration, the
government agency in charge of desertification control, has continued to champion
tree planting as a key approach to stop the rolling sands on drylands where trees do
not naturally grow, and continued to promote artificial improvement in ecosystems
where researchers have found natural recovery much more effective than aggressive
planting. The top-down approach represented by the domination of the SFA in
environmental programmes traps desertification control in a situation more severe
than that of the “emperor’s new clothes,” where an innocent voice of truth could
wake up the nation.
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If there is one message this chapter can offer for China’s desertification control,
it is: Take down the “Great Green Wall” afforestation programme. This suggestion
has several layers of meaning. First, the “Great Green Wall” project has not worked
well for most of the drylands, where shrubs, grass, or bare sand are the native and
natural land covers, instead of trees. Second, for China to stop the afforestation
programme, the institutional approach to ecological rehabilitation has to be replaced
by a more comprehensive one, and science has to play a more important role in
guiding policies. Third—and perhaps more important as it underlies the first and
second—is to change the attitude of human control and replace it with a genuine
respect for nature and culture. Let me explain several key issues related to this
suggestion of a “paradigm” shift.

If the “Great Green Wall” programme is to be taken down, what measures can be
used to replace tree planting? Scientific research has demonstrated that natural
recovery is much more effective in restoring degraded drylands (Jiang 2006). Other
methods, proven to be successful, include laying straw grids on sand dunes, and
planting native shrubs and grasses in areas that are not too dry. Some of the
experiments on specialized industries for drylands—fruit trees and herbal medicine
—may be expanded if conditions are suitable. When moving people off the pas-
tureland, both the grassland-grazing symbiotic relationship and the cultural pref-
erences of pastoral peoples must be considered, and the government should stop
imposing on people the values of urban and agricultural life from the outside.
Cultural survival and economic and environmental survival often go hand in hand.

Trees may be planted, but only at a small scale, more for lifestyle than for
livelihood. A new generation of tree-planting heroes have started to chart this path.
Zhang Yinglong and Guo Zhihui from Shenmu county, Shaanxi province are both
educated and well-connected. Both made money in other sectors and used their
savings to plant trees. Zhang Yinglong articulated a connection with nature that
goes beyond livelihood dependence to a spiritual connection (Yang 2007). He
established an Ecological Association and mobilized people to join him in planting
trees on his contracted sandy land of 430,000 mu (or 28,667 ha). The spiritual and
educational value of his effort sets Zhang apart from other tree-planting heroes,
some of whom have found themselves strapped when they rely on the planted trees
to make a living. This new type of tree planting applies to a small number of people
who have financial resources. This also fits with the reality that drylands can only
support trees in limited locations.

State control through top-down governance, as represented by the “Great Green
Wall” programme, also has to change if desertification control is to be effective. Liu
(2005a) suggests that ecological construction should not be solely controlled by the
government. Liu (2005b) proposes that the government invest directly in individual
people, not through the top-down command chain of government whereby funds
are eaten up at each level on the way down, and funding allocations cannot be
guaranteed. Sand control costs will be much less. Individual “capable persons”
(such as Yin Yuzhen and Wang Minghai) spent less than 1/5 of the funds for sand
control compared to that spent by the government. Cutting out the government
chain also means releasing desertification control from the SFA trap.
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Ultimately, taking down the “Great Green Wall” means replacing an aggressive
attitude toward nature with a non-aggressive approach, fostering a respect for nature
and culture and a harmonious relationship between the two. Doing so requires
learning from nature and from local people. A political system that does not care
about what people want and what nature needs is ineffective at best and brutal at
worst. In no way am I saying attitude change is easy or desertification control is not
challenging; political change is even more complicated. Yet if the current trends
continue, the Chinese government will continue to undermine the very environment
it claims to improve. The ills of human over-control are widespread around the
modern world, yet not only can science offer better ways to address desertification,
the Chinese cultural tradition also provides us with the resources to nurture
responsibility and care (through Confucianism) and non-aggressive actions
(through Daoism). Instead of “controlling nature,” we need to “follow nature” (Li
2004, 7), treat the land in holistic ways, and “return magic to nature” (Zhang 2008).
This includes, ultimately, allowing sand the freedom to roll: In certain locations it is
the moving sands that, by allowing rainfall to infiltrate into the ground to replenish
the groundwater, nurture the land of green around them.
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Chapter 20
Desertification: Reflections on the Mirage

Mark Stafford Smith

Abstract This chapter concludes the book with a reflection on its key messages.
Prior chapters add up to a strong denunciation of the simplistic but far reaching
notion of desertification as promulgated over the past century. It continues to be
enlisted to support policies that disempower dryland peoples around the world.
There remains a question, though, of how much the misconceived notion of
desertification drove these outcomes in sub-Saharan Africa, as opposed to colo-
nization and then globalization being the underlying forces which simply found
desertification a convenient crutch for actions that would have happened regardless.
Today, we have a better understanding of mobility, equilibrium (and other)
dynamics, the effectiveness and limitations of local institutions, the diversity of
dryland systems, and accelerating global change. These combine to provide a set of
more nuanced recommendations for the future. It still matters to understand cau-
sation, however, as these recommendations themselves could be undermined by the
extraordinary power of narrative and narrative of power. A new and appealing
narrative of drylands is needed, that is strong enough to rebut (or evade) the
apparent inevitability of centralized power dynamics, and to respond to the inex-
orable realities of global change.

20.1 Introduction

The chapters of this book tell a remarkable and rather uncomfortable story.
Centuries of scientific interpretation funnelled into an overstated narrative of
desertification, which may have mobilized some supportive investment in the Sahel
but at the same time imposed disruptive, even deadly, centralized interventions that
damaged local institutions and culture; challenged in the past three decades by a
counter-narrative that was at times equally simplistic in idealising nomadism and
downplaying any desertification (whatever that exactly meant), partly in a bid to
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swing the pendulum towards more local self-determination. At the end of this
period, the book emphatically shows that the reality is less black and white but also
explores issues that make it hard to work out this reality. Indeed one underlying
issue, mostly somewhat subliminal in this book, is whether its focus is strictly on
mobile pastoralists themselves or the systems in which they are embedded, given
that the latter have become inexorably more complex, connected and mixed with
sedentary activities over the decades.

Desertification as enshrined in political processes over the last half century is
clearly shown to be a mirage here. But of course mirages are real phenomena, just
not the ones that they appear to be, and they can influence behaviour catastrophi-
cally; so too is desertification, as the record here shows. And if you march across
the desert through one mirage, as often as not another appears ahead of you.

Parenthetically, I should declare my relationship to these issues. My first pub-
lished paper was on fieldwork in Niger, but my career has been based in Australia
and mostly in the rangelands around Alice Springs. I have repeatedly dipped into
issues of rangelands management in Africa, the US, Asia and South America, but
my prejudices are clearly coloured by my Australian experience. In the absence of
an Australian case study in the latter chapters of this book, the editors have urged
me to bring some of that into this concluding chapter.

My colleagues and I were invited to contribute a chapter to the book (Behnke
et al. 1993) that originally staked out the controversy that the present book seeks to
bookend; we did so with some bemusement (Stafford Smith and Pickup 1993) as
the controversy seemed to us then to be based on a failure to recognize the com-
plexity of rangelands that was being explored in Australia at the time. The present
volume provides a much more holistic view of how those scientific issues were
embedded in the narratives and policy dynamics of local, national and above all
international institutions, issues which have played out in Australia too in the
intervening time, albeit in different ways.

In 2001, we engaged again with this challenge through a Dahlem conference
attended by several of the present authors (Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2002); and
from this emerged a Science paper in 2007 that proposed the Drylands
Development Paradigm (‘DDP’—Reynolds et al. 2007). This was not a theory, but
rather a set of diagnostic propositions; these aimed to empower those debating
dryland issues to ensure that they engaged with the requisite complexity of dry-
lands. In brief precis, they urged any analysis of drylands to systematically consider
the linked social and environmental system, key slow variables and their thresholds,
the crucially cross-scale nature of drylands, and the vital role that mental models
play as simplified narratives that drive decision-making in the social-ecological
system. All these issues emerge repeatedly in this book. Both ‘DDP’ publications
concluded that ‘desertification’ was useless as an operational term, and, given how
embedded it is in international conventions, should at most be reserved as a gen-
eralized regional concept.

This book, as cogently summarized by the editors in the Introduction, goes
further to explain why the concept of desertification should be well past its
use-by-date. However, it remains embedded in the UN Convention for Combatting
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Desertification (UNCCD), and has now been re-vitalized in Goal 15 of the newly
adopted Sustainable Development Goals (UN 2015). So is there a new set of more
contemporary issues, which could become the next mirage? Here I want to work
towards these.

20.2 The Making of the Mirage

The foregoing chapters of this book add up to a most insightful set of contributions,
that are well synthesized by Behnke and Mortimore (Chap. 1). I will not repeat this
richness, but highlight a few key issues that underpin my own interpretation.

The story provided by these chapters is deeply nested spatially and institution-
ally, from local case studies in the Sahel and elsewhere, embedded in tales of
changing provincial and national programmes and policy, to the international
dimension of aid, trade and international agreements (particularly UNCCD). It is
also nested in time from the longer term history of how the narrative of desertifi-
cation developed over centuries, to the changes of the past half century, down to the
impacts of short term policy changes, and, in recent decades, the accelerating
implications of population growth and global environmental change. Through it all
comes the pervasive sense that there is a diversity of systems so that any simplistic
one-size-fits-all recommendation is bound to be wrong in most specific places and
times. No wonder it is hard for any administrator, however well-meaning, to readily
absorb the full complexity of the system and then apply the understanding in an
often short-term posting to some dryland task!

Here are some threads that particularly strike me in the making of the mirage.

20.2.1 Origins of the Concept of Desertification in the Sahel

Davis (Chap. 8) and Toulmin and Brock (Chap. 2) together document how ‘des-
iccation theory’—the idea that denuded landscapes will dry out—pervaded French
colonial control in Africa and elsewhere, and eventually resonated well with per-
ceptions that the desert was advancing; and how these crisis narratives in turn led to
the promulgation of the concept of desertification well beyond the francophone
sphere of interest. As a consequence, well-meaning (but often distantly managed)
interventions to intensify agriculture, as well as those driven more by less
well-meaning self-interest among local power elites, enlisted the concept to impose
change on drylands and their traditional local institutions; these usually marginal-
ized pastoralists, poor farmers and communal interests in the process.

It is worth considering the extent to which this specific history is a symptom of
underlying causes rather than a cause in its own right, however. In other parts of the
world on different timings, similar disruptions to local institutions and management
systems were occurring, whether in Central Asia during the soviet era (Robinson,
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Chap. 17; Alimaev and Behnke 2008), or China with its tree planting since the
1950s (Jiang, Chap. 19), or Argentina with its settlement of Patagonia around 1900
(Oliva et al., Chap. 13). Indeed, this history helps me understand why the concept
of desertification never resonated in Australia: although white settlers displaced
many nomadic Aboriginal populations in the late 1800s (as was also happening in
Patagonia at the time), this was mostly rationalized by the (supposed) absence of
land use, not its misuse. By the time the concept of desertification was being
codified in the UNCCD, the debate on degradation in dryland Australia was focused
on the perception of widespread damage being caused by the white settlers them-
selves, rather than some notion of ‘troublesome nomads’ (who had in fact by that
time recently achieved the right to vote…). Worldwide, this was an era of increased
connectivity and globalization, with governance and market power becoming
increasingly remote from most drylands; this trend was spearheaded by French and
English colonialization in the 1800s, but replicated by other powers taking greater
central control over drylands whether within nations or across empires. The
desertification narrative may have been the specific tool to support control in the
context of globalization in the Sahel, whilst other narratives did so elsewhere in
pre-UNCCD times.

20.2.2 Technology and Monitoring

It is also worth reflecting on the double-edged role of technological developments
in these trends. The Sahelian drought and famine of 1983–85 was perhaps the first
major event to capture a widespread public imagination in the West through events
such as LiveAid, thanks to the increasingly live television coverage. This increasing
connectedness of the world no doubt enhanced the sense of crisis and reached
people who would never have been aware of the ‘unfolding tragedy’ even a decade
earlier, let alone a century (never mind that this awareness may have been too little,
too late, and that the multiple phases of famine may have been caused as much by
government action as by climate). The continued development of communications
through to today’s mobile phones was instrumental in globalization and control, as
noted above, but has, of course, also opened up opportunities for diversification,
and for pastoralists to engage more knowledgeably with markets (Hiernaux et al.,
Chap. 6), highlighting that connectedness has both positive and negative aspects.

Indeed, satellite technology was not only speeding up global communications
connectivity; around this time it was also starting to probe the promise of universal
monitoring. The first Landsat satellite was launched in 1972, and the first Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) carrying satellite in 1978. The 1980s
were the era of experimentation with what these sensors could offer. ‘Very high
resolution’ in AVHRR was in fact resolution of no better than 1.1 km but global
coverage could be obtained monthly.

In the first draft of this chapter, I made an unguarded assertion here that was
reasonably questioned by reviewers. This made me go back to literature of the
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1980s; among other sources I looked through the entire proceedings of the
International Rangelands Congresses in 1984 (Adelaide) and 1991 (Montpellier) to
revisit the flavour of debate at the time. In 1984, most of the discussion of remote
sensing was still about methodology; there were a few reports of long-term trends in
vegetation, but these were mostly from air photos or ground surveys. The flavour of
preconceptions is epitomized by this quote regarding ground and aerial photo
records between 1955 and 1981 in Upper Volta (recalling that this was towards the
end of the decade of Sahelian drought):

…the degradation of the vegetal cover has been increasing…the production of forage in the
native pastures has been decreasing greatly. These changes depend mostly on overgrazing,
recent drought being only an aggravating factor (Toutain 1984).

The contemporary level of remote sensing had also already debunked the idea of
a moving front of desertification, noting that ‘desertification’ occurred well away
from the desert boundary where production was less rainfall-limited and then
patchily, at least in the eastern Sahel (Olsson 1984). Several studies did document
detectable and credible declines in vegetation productivity, though other authors
were starting to distinguish ecological condition from what might matter for pro-
duction for different purposes. By 1991, the papers on satellite remote sensing had
moved from methods to starting to deliver an understanding of spatially disag-
gregated trends (e.g. Kharin 1993). In addition, the idea that the interpretation of
‘degradation’ might be in the eye of beholder has taken a firm grip (e.g. Danckwerts
and Adams 1993; Maxwell 1993; Teer 1993), and aspects of the multi-scaled nature
of the social-ecological systems were being explored (e.g. Balent and Stafford
Smith 1993) with implications for how research should be done.

We now understand the local and remote drivers of regional climate variability
and change much better (Giannini, Chap. 10). But given these developments in the
1980s, it is peculiar that there remain challenges in reconciling the interpretation of
remote sensing with ground data, such that Hermann and Sop (Chap. 5) still feel the
need to observe, “With few exceptions, regional-scale trends of vegetation pro-
ductivity in the Sahel, observed from satellite data, and local-scale changes in the
vegetation cover on the ground have so far mostly been addressed separately and by
different researchers. The findings from those two perspectives have led to differing
and sometimes conflicting conclusions on the nature and extent of degradation/
desertification in the Sahel.” ‘Desiccation theory’ and its initial descendants had
been based on biased local observations. Remote sensing held out the promise of
universal observations that should have resolved these biases. But, perversely,
simplistic interpretation insufficiently linked to ground observations with a strong
typology of landscapes and social systems seems to have still not re-written the
narrative of desertification.

Interestingly in the Australia the first users of remote sensing to attempt to
measure dryland land condition and trend—Barney Foran, Geoff Pickup and Gary
Bastin in particular but with numerous successors—lived and worked in the
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rangelands that they were aiming to monitor, and consequently could see the
limitations of their analyses first hand (e.g. Foran 1987; Bastin et al. 1993b; Pickup
et al. 1994). Proportionately, they expended great effort on ground-truthing and on
new models for interpreting the meaning of the satellite signals in complex land-
scapes; they had to respond to the observed reality that reduced productivity could
mean lower green cover in one landscape element where the basal area of perennial
grasses had been grazed out, but increased green cover in a neighbouring element
where unpalatable shrubs had invaded due to the same grazing and lack of fire. By
the early 1990s, as the desertification narrative was being questioned in the Sahel,
Pickup and Bastin (e.g. Bastin et al. 1993a; Pickup et al. 1994) had developed a
grazing gradient model that accounted for these landscape differences and clearly
extracted a land management signal from natural landscape variability, identifying
different forms of degradation. Before long the results were starting to be applied in
a three-way research-policy-pastoralist dialogue to assist local management (e.g.
Bastin et al. 1996). Whilst the same models are not readily transferrable to more
densely settled areas (though see Bastin et al. 2014 more recently), the principle of
having a very close relationship between remote sensing and ground data should be
unremarkable, as Hermann and Sop (Chap. 5) point out (“although the need for
field data appears self-evident….”) and is indeed recorded in many sub-Saharan
Africa studies since the 1980s. In Australia these sources of data were deeply
integrated across nested scales in the Australian Collaborative Rangelands
Information System (ACRIS) (Bastin et al. 2009). Looking forwards, one must ask
why this did not appear to happen widely in the Sahel.

20.2.3 Understanding Local Institutions

A part of the initial challenge to the desertification narrative was from researchers
working locally and observing the frequent effectiveness of local institutions for
managing natural resources, apparently continuing to be productive despite claims
of degradation, and being radically disrupted by interventions from above. Just as
early descriptions of environmental changes were local, biased and
over-generalized, so too were some interpretations of this new wave of institutional
analyses. Some commentaries reacted to the dominant desertification narrative that
“everywhere was degrading” with an equally implausible narrative that local
institutions could solve everything and “nowhere is degrading”; I distinctly recall
sitting in some workshops in Africa in the early 1990s where a few social scientists
were proposing that degradation was entirely a political construct. Both threads are
still visible in public narratives but most oversimplifications have been laid to rest
over the past 2 decades. As Toulmin and Brock (Chap. 2) say, “solutions to the
environmental and economic problems faced by drylands systems…need to be
more firmly rooted in a nuanced understanding of ecological changes and the links
between climate, vegetation and people. They must also involve a shift in power to
local people…”
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Indeed, several chapters document the frequent benefits of empowered local
institutions, whilst also noting their limitations in the face of rapid changes wrought
by more global forces. Boubacar (Chap. 7) describes the decentralization of power
to local communities and institutions in establishing the Régénération Naturel
Assisté (RNA) programme in Niger in the 1980s, the successes of which are now
readily visible from remote sensing. He also notes that the increasing individuali-
sation in production systems since has triggered a crisis in family models. Coppock
(Chap. 12) documents a series of central policy changes in Ethiopia which have
permitted more or less local determination in the subhumid Borana region, but
generally reflect the reality that “pastoralists have never been a priority for any
Ethiopian government”. Toulmin and Brock (Chap. 2) outline 5 cases of the
“tug-of-war between those who advocate a rooted decentralized approach, drawing
on local knowledge and perspectives, and those who assert their power and
expertise through planning large-scale schemes and mobilizing big investments.”
They note how this is often a highly politicized process, framed by power relations
at different scales; but that there is evidence of what works, one need being “a shift
of power to local people and removing attempts at bureaucratic control”.
Importantly this requires a marrying of modern science and technical solutions with
local knowledge systems, often indigenous, and recognising local land tenure and
access rights.

There is little doubt that the desertification narrative supported too much inter-
vention and external control of drylands; but the best outcomes are likely to emerge
from some dynamic partnership between levels of governance, not by expecting
any one level to deliver everything. In fact, summarising the outcomes of a session
at the IVth International Rangelands Congress in Montpelier in 1991, Balent and
Stafford Smith (1993) discussed how, through its 1980s LandCare programme,
Australia had embarked on constructing a community-level of governance that had
never existed in its colonial history, at the same time as other parts of the world
were seeing that level fragmented and lost. Though elements persist today in
Australia, enabling a far more effective community engagement of individual
farmers with their peers and other stakeholders in regional issues than had been
enacted previously, this level has since had a patchy history (Curtis and Lockwood
2000; Curtis et al. 2014) thanks to the ever-centralizing tendencies of government.
Thus a key question is not only how to establish the local institutions described by
Mortimore (Chap. 3), Boubacar (Chap. 7) and others, but also how to ensure that
they persist in the face of cross-scale power relationships, given that we now have
three decades of experience in some cases.

20.2.4 Population and Global Environmental Change

Debate about how much of the changes detected from satellite were induced locally
by management on the ground as opposed to how much was the influence of
regional climate now seems reasonably well resolved, at least at this regional scale.
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Giannini (Chap. 10) summarizes the latest understanding from climate modelling,
indicating that major drivers for late-20th century drought in the Sahel arose from
regional climate variability. There is evidence that local land surface-atmosphere
interactions play some subsidiary amplifying role, but human-induced land cover
change could simply not occur at the scale needed to be the main driver for regional
drought. This is not, of course, to say there was no land use change or land
degradation occurring at all—ground-based monitoring in various regions confirms
this, though not nearly as universally as the desertification narrative would have it
(Hiernaux et al., Mortimore, Herrmann and Sop, Chaps. 6, 3 and 5; not to mention
parallels in the case studies from other parts of the world; these can be found as far
back as the 1984 International Rangelands Congress—e.g. Olsson (1984), Skovlin
(1984), though causation was already being debated—e.g. Cassanelli (1984),
Mortimore (1984)). Giannini (Chap. 10) also shows that there is increasing evi-
dence that Sahel drought may have been exacerbated by greenhouse gas emissions
—that is, there is some anthropogenic signal but it is global not local. Toulmin and
Brock (Chap. 2) argue that, ironically, the same climate understanding that even-
tually showed that the simplistic desertification notion of an advancing desert front
in the Sahel was false is now being harnessed in a new crisis narrative of deser-
tification driven by climate change, though at least one aspect of this—a causal link
to conflict—is largely debunked for the Sahel by Benjaminsen (Chap. 4).

Climate is only one form of global change that is emphasized in this book in
ways that were not so evident 30 years ago, however. Aside from the forces from
globalization already noted above, many chapters return to the themes of increasing
population (local in the drylands but in a broader context), urbanization as an
opportunity and challenge to dryland populations, and occasionally to other chal-
lenges such as limits to the water cycle and availability of nutrients such as
phosphorus; and these themes are echoed from other parts of the world. Authors
repeatedly note that, while more empowering of local institutions is required,
simply returning to some past condition is not an option. In some regions the
population balance has been dramatically altered through in-migration, particularly
of farmers; in others, the population has simply increased past the level at which
traditional practices can support everyone on the basis of past social models. For
example, Boubacar (Chap. 7) notes that, despite their effectiveness, “RNA tech-
niques…will be of limited value in addressing the worrying demographic trends in
Niger…[now] increasing by 3.9 % each year…”; and in the Borana Plateau “the
regional forage base is simply insufficient to support the current densities of people”
(Coppock, Chap. 12).

Change is endemic. Mortimore (Chap. 3) thus argues for a resilience paradigm as
guide for policies that build up local adaptive capacity to cope with change. The
resilience literature is very clear in emphasizing the need for multi-scaled analyses of
such interventions (e.g. Anderies et al. 2006), as was the Dryland Development
Paradigm (Stafford Smith and Reynolds 2002; Reynolds et al. 2007—Proposition 4).
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20.2.5 Narratives and Mental Models

One of the strongest points in the current book is its open treatment of the
importance of narrative, an issue which, like power, is not commonly taught to
natural scientists. Not only is the power of narratives recognized in many chapters,
but Huntsinger (Chap. 11) explicitly analyses the nature of simple narratives in
driving policy in the USA, and Shanahan (Chap. 15) reports studies of media
representations in Kenya, India and China, showing how these reinforce the dif-
ferent narratives in each country. Whilst one should clearly (the lesson of this whole
debate!) be cautious of unitary causes, Huntsinger makes a powerful case that
simple narratives triumph over more realistic representations of real complexity,
and Shanahan supports this by showing that reporters even self-censor to fit with
black and white tales that help to sell news.

Huntsinger’s analysis talks of narratives at two levels—more broadly as to the
history of US rangelands, and more narrowly with regard to the underpinning
scientific theory. The former emphasizes, as she says, the failure to privatize, lack of
accountability, the influence of outside investment and ignorance or discounting of
carrying capacity, but neglects wider issues of failure to support local management
institutions, loss of indigenous management and distant lobbying influences on
Congress. These issues partially enlisted the science: the theory for most of the 20th
century was the Clementsian model of climax succession which we now understand
“simply does not fit most rangelands outside of mesic Midwestern grasslands”
(Huntsinger, Chap. 11). This has since been replaced by the multi-equilibrial
concept of states and transitions, drawing on the idea of non-equilibrium systems
through the original landmark publication of Westoby et al. (1989). State and
transitions have themselves been critiqued as an underpinning theory as opposed to
useful mental model to inform management (Stafford Smith and Pickup 1993;
Stafford Smith 1996), but have driven major investment in detailed mapping and
management in the SW US (Bestelmeyer et al. 2009, 2013) and elsewhere, and
have come to underpin much other rangeland professionals’ thinking. In the more
public discourse, however, Huntsinger suggests they lack “the directionality and
purpose of a good story—lacking a moral compass as it were….things just happen.
Within this narrative vacuum, the concept of Holistic Resource Management has
flourished” despite the absence of any evidence of its underpinning ecological
reality. We will return to the challenges of representing the complexities of reality,
but Huntsinger’s tale says much about the impact of readily grasped mental models
in research as well as society.

In the African context, Ellis and Swift (1988) suggested that drylands with
higher levels of interannual variability functioned differently to those that were
more stable, proposing a coefficient of variance in annual rainfall of 33 % as a
rough boundary. They proposed that grazing pressure may be sufficiently decoupled
from vegetation responses in the more variable systems that grazing is not a primary
cause of degradation, and indeed that such systems may be essentially immune to
degradation. Further analysis honed up the value and limitations of this proposal,
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most clearly explicated by Illius and O’Connor (1999a, b). They showed how
spatial and temporal variability in resources lead to a more complex but analytically
tractable story which should lead, as they said, to the point where “Rather than
ignoring degradation, policy-makers and ecologists should seek to identify the
characteristics of grazing systems that predispose some systems toward degrada-
tion, while others appear to be resistant.” (Illius and O’Connor 1999a, abstract).
They also helpfully clarify the difference between non-equilbrial and disequilibrial
systems which I will not elaborate here except to note that the term non-equilibrium
is often loosely applied to systems which are really just disequilibrial; and that
understanding spatial heterogeneity and key resources often lies at the base of
defining truly non-equilibrium relations (Illius and O'Connor 1999a). Simple theory
breaks down when the system is supported with additional externally-derived inputs
that can substitute for these key resources.

Despite these efforts to resolve the ‘equilibrium/non-equilibrium’ debate (e.g.
Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2002; Vetter 2005), it continues in some quarters (e.g.
Zemmrich 2007; Derry and Boone 2010; von Wehrden et al. 2012). For example,
von Wehrden et al. (2012) provide some useful recent evidence that systems with a
high CV of inter-annual rainfall variability (>33 %) may be dominated by different
processes, though they note that it stands up only for their ‘zonal degradation’
category, that is, lands away from key spatially differentiated resources or water,
and for a definition of degradation that relates to significant soil degradation in
particular. This picks up on Illius and O’Connor’s earlier predictions, above.

A related narrative is the uncritical primacy of pastoral mobility (which has some
echoes of the ‘noble savage’). There is plenty of evidence that in an unconstrained
and unsubsidized system, mobility is a powerful strategy for managing variability.
By unconstrained, I mean that pastoralists have access to more-or-less any land-
scape component; and by unsubsidized I mean that there are minimal inputs
(whether of fodders, labour or money) from outside so that grazing resources must
be used within the biophysical and other capacities available in the region. The
effectiveness of mobility is not universal, depending in reasonably predictable (but
not fully explored) ways on the spatial arrangement and temporal autocorrelation of
resource availability (Illius and O'Connor 1999a; McAllister 2012); many other
studies have shown that spatial strategies for moving or divesting stock also interact
with alternative stocking strategies over time as well as the targeted product—meat,
wool, milk or animals numbers (Foran and Stafford Smith 1991; Stafford Smith and
Foran 1992; Illius et al. 1998; Campbell et al. 2006; Hunt et al. 2014 among many
others, including Oliva et al., Chap. 13).

But few systems remain either unconstrained or unsubsidized in recent decades.
Alimaev and Behnke (2008) (echoed by Robinson, Chap. 17 here) provide a classic
description of how increasing fodder inputs during winters in Kazakhstan during
the Soviet era enabled much greater livestock production with reduced mobility for
a period, but at the collapse of the Soviet Union’s support the numbers of stock
crashed. This illustrates two points: externally-derived inputs can replace mobility,
and may enable a greater productivity to be obtained from a region than mobility,
probably at lower net cost, in both cases crucially assuming the inputs can be
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maintained. This is a cross-scale issue (Phoenix, Arizona, and the State of Israel are
extreme dryland examples from outside the pastoral domain of survival on external
inputs—Stafford Smith 2008). Behnke (2008) discusses the trends towards land-
scape fragmentation in different drylands, noting how the political economy drives
the closure of more productive parts of the landscape, thus possibly removing key
assets from mobile pastoralists. In systems where these key assets can persistently
produce more resources under more intensive agriculture than under low intensity
grazing, the net production of the region may well increase. This process has
underlain agricultural intensification in mesic systems; it is more risky in drylands
since agriculture is not always resilient in marginal environments. Whether mobility
is the best option today depends on context. And so a key task becomes to clarify
which systems can tolerate constraints from intensification or subsidies persistently,
and which cannot; and then to facilitate different developmental strategies in dif-
ferent contexts.

Whilst range management was already moving from a steady state conceptual-
isation to ecosystem management, all these developments are now taking it further
to resilience-based management (Reynolds and Stafford Smith 2002; Mortimore,
Chap. 3), which, in the words of Bestelmeyer and Briske (2012), embraces the
inevitability of change and emphasizes that management should seek to guide
change to benefit society (see their Table 2 for the characteristics of the different
approaches). Is the emergence of a narrative based around resilience sufficient? A
rather uncritical and normative framing of resilience is certainly a growing fad in
the UN bodies at present, but there are many examples of dryland system which
need transformation, not increased resilience of the current state. Thus resilience
alone is not the narrative—it requires an added sense of direction or purpose.

20.3 Behind the Mirage

Behnke and Mortimore (Chap. 1) review many aspects of the mirage. Here let me
pick up some of the bigger picture in and beyond the Sahel.

My reading is that there has been a global move from drylands that were quite
independent to ones that were increasingly managed by distant bureaucracies and
elites, on diverse timings but in general disrupting local institutions and mobility.
This occurred for many different reasons in detail but reflected the growing con-
nectedness of the world over the past two or three centuries, originally through
colonial interventions but since the 1950s mainly in autonomous nation states
increasingly linked into a global trade system. In the Sahel and some other places,
these interventions were assisted by the crisis narrative of desertification; in other
places there were other narratives. Desertification was the one most institutionalized
at a global level in the form of UNCCD, although this has been rather feebly
reinventing itself as time has passed by.

In most places, these forces, coupled with growing local population pressure,
also disrupted mobility which had been a widespread strategy for dealing with
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variability. However, the importance of this strategy varies greatly with the nature
and level of biophysical variability that is experienced, so settled agriculture or
forestry worked well in some places (in general, higher rainfall or lower variability,
coupled with certain soil types), but not in others. In places where settled agri-
culture did not work well (or where it could not be sustained without major external
inputs of fodder, e.g. in parts of Central Asia) there has generally been detectable,
long-term land degradation of some sort, at least in some key landscape elements.
In early years poor definitions and limited datasets meant that it was hard to
distinguish real degradation from variation driven by natural (or at least externally
imposed) climatic variability and change; real degradation was occurring mainly in
systems which are, technically, disequilibrial rather than non-equilibrial. However,
where settled agriculture can work, it seems that local institutions can usually
self-organize to maintain land productivity, given the time and support (or lack of
interruption) to establish those institutions, coupled with, sometimes, inputs of
technical knowledge. Research and technology played both positive and negative
roles in relation to power politics through this process, though not really as a cause
in itself. Better interdisciplinary research integration earlier could have saved much
argument.

In the past two decades, the analysis of how all these factors have intersected
with power and politics has become sophisticated, especially in Africa but also
elsewhere, and the more extreme black and white stories of researchers, at least,
have become more nuanced and convergent, recognising the complexity of forces at
play across multiple scales in dynamic and variable dryland social-ecological
systems. But the simple narratives and associated debates persist powerfully.

Finally it is worth noting that we now recognize the ‘Great Acceleration’ since
about 1950 in the many drivers and consequences of global change (Steffen et al.
2007). Of course some of these drivers were well-recognized in the 1970s and
1980s (for example, frequently in the pages of the International Rangelands
Congress already cited), but only recently has research been able to document just
how rapidly pressures from population, consumption and resulting changes such as
climate change have been accelerating during precisely the period in which all of
these debates have taken place. The baseline against which disrupted traditional
arrangements might have been judged was itself changing drastically.

By the 1990s, the debate became split between two positions that were rein-
forced ideologically, one being that degradation was widespread, real and largely
caused by local overuse, sometimes acknowledging cross-scale institutional causal
factors too but seeing the solutions as top-down control; and the other arguing that
true degradation was negligible as productivity continued despite this, and that local
suffering was largely due to centralized interference with local institutions and
power balances, seeing the solution as empowering local communities and min-
imising external control. These are caricatures, of course, but, transferred to the
media and policy domains, the former narrative supported the reality of desertifi-
cation, whereas the latter saw this as a matter of power relations that were devas-
tating local culture. One saw local people creating desertification and causing their
own suffering; the other saw desertification as a politically inspired notion that
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permitted distant power elites to inflict local suffering. In their black and white
extremes, one saw dryland inhabitants as villains, the other as victims; one saw
desertification everywhere, the other nowhere.

As with most black and white dichotomies in the real world, neither was right.
These views had far-reaching, often negative, consequences for local people in
terms of the policies and interventions supported through international aid and
national political processes. This occurred not only in the individual expressions of
ideological extremes, but also in some countries in the flip-flopping between
policies (cf. Coppock, Chap. 12) which added major social variability (Stafford
Smith 2008) to whatever biophysical uncertainty local people may already have had
to endure.

20.4 Past the Mirage

More positively, a clear general recipe for the future of drylands also emerges from
these pages, which I would summarize (based particularly on Toulmin and Brock,
Mortimore, Hiernaux et al., Coppock—Chaps. 2, 3, 6 and 12—and lessons from the
non-African case studies) as:

1. Actively strengthen local governance institutions within a sensitized cross-scale
political economy that provides support and not bureaucratic control, and do this
with long-term stability to allow local systems to be worked through.

2. In the face of growing local populations (and climate change), accept that it is
usually no longer an option for mobile pastoralism to be the only livelihood that
supports everyone.

3. Where agriculture is viable, accept more-or-less loss of mobility; where it is not,
encourage the maintenance of pastoral mobility (which includes helping it to
connect to markets, etc).

4. Given that, in most places, there will be too many people for agriculture or
pastoralism to support everyone, support livelihood diversification and people to
migrate in orderly and voluntary ways.

5. In developing these options, insist on inclusive processes, where technical
research, if it is needed, is married (in Toulmin and Brock’s term) with local
knowledge, and the solutions often require engagement across scales of
governance.

6. Above all, one size does not fit all: recognize that drylands are diverse bio-
physically, socially and culturally, and in their cross-scale interactions, so that
the degree and nature of implementation of each of the above needs to be
context sensitive.

These points imply that the major exercise for drylands researchers ought to be
to tease out what sorts of approaches are more or less likely to work in what
contexts, in order to inform well-meaning, facilitatory policy at the appropriate
level of governance. The idea of distinguishing non-equilibrial regions was one of
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these (Ellis and Swift 1988) but was clearly an exploratory blunt instrument. More
comprehensive classifications are needed which are facilitatory not prescriptive.

Given that the drylands occupy around two fifths of the earth’s land surface, it is
unimaginable that they are not differentiated in important ways across the planet.
Despite the fact that everyone recognizes this when challenged, at all scales we
persist with promulgating simplistic ‘universal truths’. One of the most useful but as
yet incomplete contributions to this debate is the gradual development of a typology
of drylands as complex social ecological systems, which genuinely combines social
and policy aspects that help to say what sort of goals and players are likely to
dominate in different places, and how these intersect with attributes of the bio-
physical system. Early classifications were climatic or soil driven and very much
biophysical only, or based only on social systems. The first real attempt to bring
these aspects together was Geist and Lambin (2004) who reported a typology of
degradation causes and outcomes based on Geist (2004). More recently, syndrome
approaches have been also taken more regionally (e.g. Maru and Chewings 2008;
Stellmes et al. 2013), but Sietz et al. (2011) have been the first to systematize this at
a global level. These need further development, drawing on key slow variables and
in a way that is nested across scales to permit much more sophistication in getting
beyond universal shopping lists of problems and solutions. Behnke and Mortimore
(Chap. 1) review other evidence that could contribute to this as yet very incomplete
synthesis.

However, power and policy processes remain a critical concern, to which we
now return.

20.5 Avoiding the Next Mirage?

The six point general recipe above makes sense and can be suitably elaborated. In
fact these points, like many aspects of this book, resonate closely with the diag-
nostics that were postulated as the Dryland Development ‘Paradigm’ by Reynolds
et al. (2007)—the drylands must be seen deeply as co-evolving social and eco-
logical systems; there are slow variables in both biophysical and social domains that
are critical to observe and that may have thresholds; many critical processes, both
social and environmental, cannot be understood without analyses at multiple scales;
and the mental models that underlie local management and policy decision-making
form the fundamental linkage between ecological and social processes. But such an
analysis begs new questions that arise from recognising the importance of power
and narrative, and of underlying forces of change.

In short, the six points may be well intended, but without a straightforward
narrative, a means of dealing with distant centres of power, and attention to major
global trends, is it all wishful thinking, another mirage approaching? I have more
questions than answers, but, at the risk of creating gross generalizations, these
suggest some priority questions for those who care about the drylands.
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20.5.1 The Telling Narrative

The message that comes through more strongly in this book than in previous
volumes on the future of the drylands is the importance of narrative. Narrative will
be put to work in political (and research) contexts, and is a necessary if not suffi-
cient contributor to a more positive future for drylands. The simple crisis narrative
of desertification has long passed its use-by-date; if it was ever really true, we know
from other areas of endeavour, such as climate change and even weight loss, that
perpetually emphasizing the problem serves to further disempower and marginalize.
Drylands tend to carry a deficit narrative, despite their many positive stories (think
of amazing people, plants, animals, geology, institutions, religions and so on). We
need a narrative that presages solutions and empowerment, more than just resi-
lience, to encompass a path to the future. The scientific realities, whether it is states
and transitions or ‘non-equilibrial dynamics’ or other expressions of the complexity
of the system, lack Huntsinger’s moral compass. A narrative that simply says
“empower locals because they know best” is likely to fail too, because locals
require active support across scales in the face of power issues and global change
(see Boubacar, Chap. 7, and the following points).

In remote Australia we sought a positive narrative under the rubric of ‘desert
knowledge’, underpinned by the recognition that remote areas have their own
strengths that can be sold to the world thanks to globalization, as long as global-
isation doesn’t roll over those areas first (Stafford Smith et al. 2008; Stafford Smith
and Cribb 2009). It is not clear that this is working as yet, nor that it necessarily
translates easily to other drylands.

But it clarifies the key question—what is the high level, positive, and probably
value-laden narrative about the future of drylands across the world which would
override the impacts of power dynamics and global change?

20.5.2 Power to the powerless

If the narrative is challenging, the power dynamics issue is acute. Though this is not
universally true, drylands in general are remote from national or international
centres of power, and politically marginalized (Reynolds et al. 2007; Stafford Smith
2008). It is wishful thinking to say that those centres of power should pay con-
tinuous and sympathetic attention to their dry hinterlands, however populated—
their focus will inevitably be on where most people live. Powerful forces are
required to counter the centralizing tendencies of government, even when they are
accidental, let alone deliberate. Keeley and Scoones (2004) argue for more analysis
of the policy process to understand how knowledge and power interact to create
particular policy solutions and implementation strategies. This is indeed needed, but
the question is, what then?
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In caricature, the relationship between centres of power and drylands falls into
one of three categories—rape and pillage, well-intentioned but poorly understood
intervention, or benign neglect. The desert knowledge narrative argues that remote
peoples need to understand how their system works, and then take advantage of the
periods of benign neglect to establish local institutions that are able to promote
change opportunistically in the periods of intervention; in these they should
encourage actions that build resilience to the next period of neglect (or indeed rape
and pillage) (e.g. in Australia, see Walker 2015). These actions may include
devolved funding and governance arrangements, and effective marketing systems;
they will also involve the active creation of supportive networks in the centres of
power (and above them, where possible) through the conscious organization of the
diaspora that is common from remote regions. Behind these suggestions is the
assumption that, if regions can create a long enough breathing space of stability,
then local institutions have a good chance of working through intra-regional con-
flicts; of course, this may not be so if there are entrenched (resilient) power
imbalances. Indeed, the foregoing may be a view coloured by living in a pluralist
democracy, where these interventions are hard enough; they may be hopeless in
totalitarian or oligocratic system, or even those that are just deeply prejudiced.

So, this is an oversimplification that cannot be generalized, and may be academic
for regions in the grip of war, but if this issue is not tackled head on, it is not clear
that there can ever be any resolution for local people. In any case it highlights the
deep need for cross-scale solutions. It also serves to pose the more general question
—recognising the inevitability of centralized power dynamics, how can drylands
organize themselves and create cross-scale alliances to build desirable resilience?

20.5.3 The Reality of Global Change

Answering the foregoing questions would be hard enough in a stationary world. But
we do not have that luxury, and whilst there are lessons to be had from the
institutions and management systems of previous eras, dryland solutions must look
to a non-stationary future, with increasing populations in most regions, and with the
superposition of global environmental change of which climate change is the
harbinger. As ever, a non-deficit view sees opportunity in this. There will be more
labour; some of that labour will emigrate and can be the kernel of national and even
global networks; globalization and technologies open up many new opportunities,
providing these are grasped before the accompanying risks flood in; even climate
change will create new livelihood opportunities. Just as Sahelian pastoralists track
markets on their mobiles phones (Hiernaux et al.), so too do Aboriginal inhabitants
of the most remote communities, like Tjuntjuntjara in the Great Victorian Desert,
sell art direct into New York.

As we have repeatedly asserted, dryland social ecological systems are diverse. In
general, the powerless do not benefit from a narrative of dependence. However, in
some regions drylands will need support and subsidy from higher levels of
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governance to grasp these opportunities and avoid the risks of global change. This
requires imaginative navigation of the issues of power. However, it raises a third
question—how can different drylands best be given support to handle the pres-
sures of global change as they play out in local populations and environments,
without creating dependency?

20.6 Conclusion

I have not written much about the word desertification here, despite the title of the
book. In the concluding chapter to the Dahlem Conference publication in 2002
(Stafford Smith and Reynolds 2002), we suggested that desertification as a term was
embedded in the UNCCD and so would persist; but that it was only useful as a
loose term for the broader scale, emergent outcomes of degradation, and we
stressed that at more local scales it is essential to specify what factors are degraded
and in whose eyes (pp. 406, 413). The term, in fact, has never caught on in
Australia, which has always talked (if imperfectly) of specific types of degradation.
This book has undoubtedly documented the desirability of an end to the deserti-
fication crisis narrative. However, it is unlikely that the term itself will vanish soon
from the lexicon of international conventions, given its re-emergence in the
Sustainable Development Goals—it is mentioned three times in the outcome doc-
ument, as well in the title of Goal 15 and in target 15.3: “By 2030, combat
desertification, restore degraded land and soil, including land affected by deserti-
fication, drought and floods, and strive to achieve a land degradation-neutral
world”.

So perhaps another aim is in order. If we could cease to use the term deserti-
fication for anything operational at a local level, and we could deploy a new and
more positive narrative about drylands, a new role could eventually evolve for the
UNCCD. After all, it is, at present, the nearest thing to an opportunity for a
supra-national alliance among the dryland regions (though currently controlled by
national governments, not their dryland regions, of course). It would be helpful if
the UNCCD became a convention for supporting the successful wellbeing of
drylands rather than one founded on their problems, if it could help to steer and
keep in check the cross-scale forces that lie at the root of the suffering of drylands
people over the past century or so. Could it become a force for answering the
foregoing three questions? Probably not with the current political economy and
framing, and the UN’s history of imperfect action (e.g. MacDonald, 1986 in an
early and prescient analysis). But, then, could the more inclusive and universal
nature of the Sustainable Development Goals provide a new framing?

In writing this closing chapter, the editors challenged me to ask the most per-
tinent question: “in the end, have 30 years of debate actually helped the dryland
people of sub-Saharan Africa and their livelihoods?”

It is a sobering question to contemplate.
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If this debate had not occurred, punctuated most notably by the Behnke et al.
(1993) book, the pressures for centralized intervention may have gone unchal-
lenged: not that the challenge has removed them. Overall I am left with a sense of
astonishing lack of nimbleness in the research community in the last decades of the
20th Century—most of the issues raised in the present book were already being
discussed in the 1984 International Rangeland Congress, and were apparently quite
mainstream by the 1991 Congress. Yet there seems to have been very poor
cross-fertilization of ideas among different strands of work, across disciplines,
between regions and across cultures, to the detriment of progress in a part of the
world that is most susceptible to intermittent and unintegrated interventions. Even
today, this book assembles a first class set of case studies from across the world;
most of the key findings were clear a decade ago, yet debate continues in the
literature, as recorded here. Meanwhile many dryland regions continue to experi-
ence drastic swings in policy, whether in Niger, Ethiopia, or China, with local
consequences described herein. The debate has probably helped some researchers’
careers, it may have helped aid donors gradually recognize the importance of local
institutions, it has probably had limited impact on distant national policy paradigms;
yet, whilst having been necessary, it has seen further decades of local suffering in
many regions. These indictments should not be forgotten, and should drive reduced
fragmentation in the desert research community which remains diverse and poorly
connected. The research community at least should not continue to feed misdirected
policy that continues to emerge in other regions (Behnke and Mortimore Chap. 1)

My revisit of the papers from the International Rangeland Congresses of 1984
and 1991 makes me feel that there has been a profound failure of the research
community to get to grips with the complexity of dryland social-ecological systems
across the world, to provide clarity and (reasonable) consensus on some agreed
universal aspects of their functioning, and to delineate other aspects that need clear
contextualization and must not be generalized across systems. The universal aspects
should then underpin a powerful common narrative that drives policy in a way that
is likely to deliver good outcomes for local and regional populations; and the
differentiated aspects require a well-thought through, multi-scale, social and
physical typology through which differences and similarities can be legitimately
asserted. These two elements would not, of course, remove the structural and
motivational effects of local and globalized power but might at least reduce the
unintended complicity of research with these.

But turning to the more positive narrative needed for the future, the full story is
complex, as befits a complex system in many locations that experience relatively
high variability, both biophysical and social. As Scoones (2004) and Stafford Smith
and Cribb (2009) have independently observed (see also Brooks et al. 2009), global
change increasingly means that we live in a world where knowledge about the
future is uncertain, and predictability and control are false hopes (“a mirage of
surety and precision”, Scoones actually says!). We can learn a great deal from
settings where uncertainty has always been part of day-to-day life and survival.
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This ‘desert knowledge’ is becoming increasingly important for all the world’s
inhabitants in the face of global change. Indeed these lands, along with mountains
and the cryosphere, are the sentinel regions of the world in the face of change, and
the potential source of critical wisdom in responding to that change.

Let us find a positive narrative for the drylands.
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